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OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER 

7701 TAMPA POINT BOULEVARD 
MACDILL AIR FORCE BASE, FLORIDA 33621-5323 

UNITED STATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND FOREWORD 

Army Special Operations were a dynamic force in the US-led offensive to 
remove the regime of Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq and to capture 
Baghdad during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, our nation’s second campaign in 
the Global War on Terrorism. Special Operations warriors spearheaded the 
ground invasion of Iraq on 19 March 2003 little more than a year after they had 
forced the collapse of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and shattered al-Qaeda 
forces. These stories of courageous Army Special Operations soldiers and 
airmen remind us of the vital role they played, and how much they accomplished 
in those first months in Iraq. Their sacrifices and contributions have brought  
honor to our great country and demonstrate pride in their profession. 

All Roads Lead to Baghdad is the Army Special Operations story of the 
major combat operations in Iraq. It is one of night air attacks swarming the 
frontier posts and anti-aircraft artillery systems and daring long-range infiltrations 
of Special Forces “A” teams by Night Stalkers of the 160th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment. Rangers parachute and helicopter assault deep behind Iraqi 
lines with Psychological Operations and Civil Affairs tactical teams. Signal and 
Support Soldiers make it possible. This was the Army SOF team that united 
Joint conventional elements and Coalition allies to overwhelm Iraqi forces, 
collapsing a tyrant’s regime and bringing freedom to an oppressed people. 

Just as Army Special Operations Forces made the difference in Operation 
ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan, these forces were again the catalysts to 
success in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. The essence of Special Operations is 
small, well-trained teams of intrepid warriors that have the skills, talent, and 
overwhelming will to succeed. Their stories, told here in All Roads Lead to 
Baghdad, highlight why Army Special Operations Forces have not only a glorious 
past, but a very bright future. 

Bryan D. Brown 
General, U.S. Army 
Commander 
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 USASOC FOREWORD 

 All Roads Lead to Baghdad is the story of Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM,  the  second  Army Special Operations campaign in America’s Global  
War on Terrorism. Much like its predecessor  Weapon of Choice explained  
what Army SOF soldiers accomplished in Operation ENDURING FREEDOM  
in Afghanistan, this book shows how Army Special Operations supported a  
US-led conventional air and ground offensive to collapse the regime of Sad-
dam Hussein and capture Baghdad. Army SOF performed its traditional role,  
serving as a dynamic force-multiplier, in support of the major offensive effort.  
Army Special Operations Forces were responsible for three fronts in the US  
Central Command campaign against Iraq—the SCUD/WMD  hunt  and  UW  
mission in West, the Kurdish unconventional warfare mission in the North, and 
the  PSYOP mission. And, they directly supported the other two fronts—the  
Air  campaign  and  Ground offensive to seize Baghdad. 

Army Special Operations Forces spearheaded ground operations in Iraq. 
Special  Forces  teams assigned special reconnaissance missions were infltrated  
into the Karbala Gap by the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment while  
other Night Stalkers attacked border posts and anti-aircraf artillery systems.  
Te 75th Rangers assaulted by parachute and helicopter deep inside  Iraq  
afer Psychological Operations had broadcast and dropped leafets all over the 
country. Signalers, Support, and Civil Afairs soldiers rounded out the ARSOF  
team.  Te  stories  of Army SOF soldiers best explain their missions and what 
they succeeded in accomplishing. Just like it was for Afghanistan, the ARSOF 
successes can be directly attributed to mid-grade ofcers  and  sergeants  lead-
ing small operational teams and aircrews. Tese young warriors— whether  
in operational, staf, or support elements—made the difcult appear routine  
because  they are well-disciplined, highly motivated, and very innovative profes-
sionals. 

All Roads Lead to Baghdad is the second book in the USASOC-spon-
sored Army SOF History series. It is current operations history that covers the  
entire spectrum of Army Special Operations Forces and benefits not only the   
“Force,” but the Army and other services. This is your  story  and  it  is  one  that  
you can be justly proud of today. This book is dedicated to those fallen  com-
rades whose lives enabled the oppressed to know freedom  and  liberty. 

Philip R. Kensinger, Jr. 
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army 
Commanding Officer  
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Introduction 

Te purpose of this book is to explain what the various Army special opera-
tions elements accomplished during the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse 
the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq called Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Te 
successes achieved by Army special operations forces elements, just like Afghani-
stan, were directly attributable to majors and below. How they “fxed” large Iraqi 
forces in the north, how they got Kurdish peshmerga units to attack Iraqi mecha-
nized regiments and divisions, how they neutralized SCUD missile threats in the 
western desert, and how they gained Iraqi tribal support is best accomplished by 
letting Army SOF soldiers describe the latest action or activity while it was still 
quite vivid. Tis is a better approach than an account by a historian composed 
in the comfort of peace fve to ten years aferward. While this book provides 
only a fve-month “snapshot” of the planning, preparations, and ofensive opera-
tions in Iraq, it covers that phase when ARSOF was the most active. Major combat 
operations ended in less than fve weeks, almost two months sooner than initially 
anticipated. 

While All Roads Lead to Baghdad was written to capture the history of the 
Army special operations forces in Iraq and the primary audience—the “bulls 
eye”—is ARSOF soldiers, outer rings of the “target” were taken into account. Tere 
had to be some appeal to the rest of the Army, family members, veterans, and the 
general public. It had to be well documented to stand the test of time. Declassifca-
tion will be a long time coming, but researchers will then discover that this book 
provided better than 90 percent “ofcial ground truth” when it was published. 

Te great majority of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was prepared using classifed 
materials as primary sources. Te classifed parts of narrative and vignettes were 
carefully “sanitized” by the writers. Tey were stafed through the U.S. Army Spe-
cial Operations Command Deputy Chiefs of Staf, G-2 (security) and G-3 (opera-
tions), and Joint Special Operations Command for approval before being sent out 
to the feld for editorial comments/corrections. Classifed reviews, stafng, and 
command approval before publication, while tedious, are critical elements of the 
process of writing current operations history because the Global War on Terror-
ism is still ongoing. Combat operations are being conducted by ARSOF soldiers in 
support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in Iraq and Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
in Afghanistan today. Te U.S. Army Special Operations Command, sponsor of 
the ARSOF history program, will not put these Army SOF soldiers “at risk.” 
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Since publishing Weapon of Choice: ARSOF in Afghanistan in October 2003, 
the “rules of engagement” for the ARSOF history writers were modifed. Army 
SOF soldiers, majors and below will have pseudonyms based on legal guidance 
and regulatory policy. An asterisk by the name in the text indicates a pseudonym 
has been used. It will also be noted in the endnotes and the index. In lieu of 
photographs with “blacked out” eyes, electronic “blurring” will be used. Maps 
not created by staf members and photographs used are from U.S. Government 
sources (USASOC History Ofce Files) to avoid copyright use fees. Sensitive clas-
sifed parts were “sanitized” based on very specifc security guidelines, hence 
special forces elements are not always Special Forces and some forward bases are 
identifed regionally instead of specifcally. None of the tape or digitally recorded 
interviews will be transcribed because ofcial feld personnel interviewed did not 
sign permissions to release statements. All materials used for this project will be 
treated as sensitive, limited access, non-releasable, classifed draf documents. 

Following publication of All Roads Lead to Baghdad, a limited access classi-
fed annex will be prepared. Tis will contain true names for pseudonyms and 
by endnote, specify classifed documents, briefngs, and afer action reports used 
to corroborate those references. Te classifed annex will be strictly controlled 
by USASOC and will not be available to researchers who do not have appropriate 
security clearances, access to special programs, and a bona fde “need to know.” 

Acronyms are a spawn of the Information Age. Today, all organizations, gov-
ernment and civilian, businesses, and professions to include sports have their 
own lexicons. Te media adopts them to lend credence to its around-the-clock 
presentations. Te military is no exception. So, IGNORE the acronyms. Tere will 
not be a test at the end of the book. Instead, read the narrative and focus on the 
soldiers’ stories—the vignettes. Tey are the essence. 

Te selected historical vignettes tell the ARSOF in Iraq story. Unit actions and 
activities are presented when they appear in the chronological order of the war. 
For example, the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–West activities 
appear frst because CJSOTF-North is still trying to gets its forces into northern 
Iraq when the SOF war begins. An events time-line (with ARSOF actions high-
lighted) frst appears on the page bottoms of Chapter 4. Te soldier stories explain 
how they prepared for missions, the skill sets and tactics, some of the capabili-
ties of SOF-unique equipment, how success was determined, and what they were 
trying to achieve. Consider all these aspects and the strength of ARSOF will be 
revealed—highly trained, motivated, and dedicated soldiers. While technology 
is important to SOF, individual soldiers and small elements make the diference. 
Like it was in Afghanistan, the credit for the successes in Iraq belongs to the 
majors, captains, warrant ofcers, sergeants and enlisted soldiers on the Army 
SOF tactical teams, aircrews, and support units. 

Within security constraints there was a conscious efort to present an equitable 
sampling of stories that covered all ARSOF elements. Complete coverage of all 
participating teams was impossible. Te Special Operations Command Central, 
Special Forces group commanders, and ARSOF regimental commanders identifed 
their “best” stories to the history writers. Te stories selected were taken from 
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those available to demonstrate a capability, illustrate an activity, or explain a com-
bat mission in detail. Every interview provided context for the writers whether 
it became a vignette or not. Multiple views—top, middle, bottom, and Coali-
tion—were sought to gain perspective. Tese vignettes were based primarily on 
classifed feld interviews, afer-action reports, personal journals, and operations 
center logs. Secondary sources from Te Early Bird (Armed Forces Information 
Service) were used, but for this most recent current operations history, several 
hundred digital and tape-recorded interviews of soldiers (generals to privates) 
serving on tactical teams or as commanders and staf in the SOF headquarters 
were the most valuable. Tese interviews gave “personality” to the history and 
added realism. Where there were minor diferences between accounts provided 
by a tactical team “on the ground” and Headquarters’ fles, cross-referencing cor-
roborated the most reliable story. In the interest of producing timely history while 
the war was “still fresh,” any unresolved discrepancies were addressed by the 
project director (USASOC historian) who evaluated the importance, relevance, and 
whether the issues contributed to, or confused the subject. Tis book only covers 
ARSOF actions in Iraq through June 2003. 

Te purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad is not to resolve Army special opera-
tions doctrinal issues nor to clarify military defnitions, rather to provoke dis-
cussion and promote analysis and comparisons. Questions, issues, or concerns 
about how and why ARSOF elements were employed by the CJSOTFs and tactics, 
techniques, and procedures should be sent to the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy 
Special Warfare Center and School, proponent for Army SOF doctrine, and to U.S. 
Joint Forces Command, the proponent for joint doctrine. 

Tis project is not intended to be the defnitive history of the unconventional 
war in Iraq. Tat war is still ongoing. It is a “snapshot” history of ARSOF cur-
rent operations in IRAQI FREEDOM from the late spring 2002 into the summer 
2003. Te command decision to have professional historians with ARSOF experi-
ence capture the history of current operations in Iraq is evidence that it was not 
intended to be a public relations piece. Te conduct of combat operations in war 
rarely models the planning and preparations beforehand. Elaborate campaign 
plans and detailed operations orders ofen “go to the winds” when the fghting 
starts. Intelligence estimates of the enemy’s strengths and weakness are found to 
be “full of holes.” Confusion abounds. Combined these factors are referred to as 
the “fog of war” and negative aspects rarely appear in afer action reports. Te 
writing team, composed of ARSOF veterans, accepted these elements as “givens.” 
When everything goes according to plan, professional soldiers consider it to be an 
anomaly. Foremost in the minds of the veteran writers surrounded by ARSOF sol-
diers was the sports adage: “It’s easy to fool the fans, but you can’t fool the players.” 
If today’s troops (70 percent of whom are already veterans) accept the history with 
minimal grumbling (following the age-old military premise that if soldiers aren’t 
complaining, there’s something wrong), then the public has a good product. 

All Roads Lead to Baghdad begins by answering the contextual questions: 
What is Iraq and why Iraq? Ten, the reader is given a brief ethnic, cultural, 
and political history of Iraq and Saddam Hussein is profled. Iraq and Saddam 
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became synonymous when the United States defended Kuwait in the frst Gulf 
War (1990–1991). Te post-war period discussion extends into Operation ENDUR-
ING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. Te contingency planning against Iraq undertaken 
by various commands is followed by the Army and joint SOF preparations for 
a second major campaign in the Global War on Terrorism. Special Operations 
Command Central established two Combined Joint Special Operations Task 
Forces and a Naval Task Force to execute the SOF campaign in support of 1003V, 
the U.S. Central Command ofensive operation to topple the regime of Saddam 
Hussein in Iraq. Because Army SOF is supporting the conventional air and ground 
attacks, the ARSOF stories regularly follow a sequential big picture overview of 
the war. 

Since Operation IRAQI FREEDOM is still ongoing, the concluding remarks will 
be a short summary of ARSOF activities through June 2003. Tat summary will 
be followed by Observations and Refections based on ofcial documents and 
interviews with soldiers at all levels and with the Coalition allies. Te refections 
are non-attributable assessments made by active and retired ARSOF ofcers who 
participated in the war and the Operation IRAQI FREEDOM history project. 
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Chapter One 

Why Iraq? 

T    he purpose of this chapter is to provide context by  
answering two basic questions. Te frst is simply, “What  
is there about this Iraq?” A fact book-style presentation 

provides critical specifcs about the country of Iraq. Te encyclope-
dic facts range from size to population to ethnic group demography 
to terrain to industry and gross national product to communications. 
More details about the history of Iraq are provided afer the second 
question is answered. Since this book is a military history of the war 
against Iraq, the second question, “Why Iraq?” is best explained by 
the threat Iraq posed to the United States in its Global War on Ter-
rorism. A general Iraqi order of battle also includes the paramilitary 
“wild cards” on the feld—the Iranian Mujahedin-e Khalq brigade, 
the Ansar al-Islam, Sunni terrorists, the Saddam Fedayeen loyalist 
fanatics, and the Badr Corps of Shia defectors from the Iraqi army. A 
thumbnail history of Iraq covering the ancient Sunni-Shia split and 
the Kurdish role centers on three constants: nepotism, oil, and the 
continual struggle for power. Te history of Iraq and Saddam Hussein 
became synonymous in 1975, when he assumed the leadership of the 
Baath Party. Tis section concludes with a culture-based psychologi-
cal profle of Saddam. 
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4 Chapter One 

IRAq 

Figure 1.1  Republic of Iraq fag. 

Country Name Republic of Iraq 

Capital Baghdad 

Location Middle East—bordered by Turkey to the north, Iran to the 
east, the Persian Gulf and Kuwait to the southeast, Saudi 
Arabia to the south, and Jordan and Syria to the west 

Size Approximately 437,072 sq km (slightly larger than California) 

Time Zone Zulu plus 3 = U.S. Eastern Standard Time plus eight hours 

Population Approximately 24,510,000 in 2002 (a little more than the 
combined populations of Texas and Oklahoma) 

Population density Slightly over 70 percent of the population lives in urban areas 
concentrated in the Tigris-Euphrates food plain 

Population of Baghdad 5,000,000 
major cities Basra 1,500,000 

Mosul 1,200,000 
Kirkuk 535,000 

Language Arabic (ofcial language) spoken by 80 percent of the popula-
tion; 15 percent speak Kurdish (ofcial language in Kurdish 
areas) 

Literacy rate 58 percent (male 70 percent, female 45 percent) 

Ethnic groups Arab 75–80 percent, Kurdish 15–20 percent, other 5 percent 

Religion Islam (ofcial) 97 percent; Islamic sects: Shia 60–65 percent, 
Sunni 32–35 percent, Christian or other 3 percent 

Climate Hot, dry season May–October; mild, wet season November–
April 

Terrain Desert in west and southwest, mountains in north and north-
east, plains in center, and marshes in east, center, and south 

Arable land 13.15 percent 

Natural hazards Violent dust storms, sandstorms, foods during winter rains 
and early spring 

Major ports Basra and Umm Qasr 

Major airports Baghdad International Airport
Basra International Airport 
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Figure 1.2  Map of area surrounding Iraq. 

Currency Dinar; exchange rate was 2,000 Iraqi Dinar to one U.S. dollar 
in August 2002 

Purchasing power  U.S. $57 billion 
parity 
Real growth rate 15 percent 

Per capita:  U.S.  $2,500 

Industries Petroleum, chemicals, textiles, construction materials, and 
food processing 

Exports U.S. $21,800,000,000 

Commodities Crude and refned oil products (estimated 20 percent of 
world’s known reserves), fertilizer, and sulfur 

Exports to Russia, France, Switzerland, and China 

Imports U.S. $13,800,000,000 

Commodities Manufactured goods, food, and medicine 

Imports from Egypt, Russia, France, and Vietnam 

Communications Radio is the most efective means of mass communication. 
Two Baghdad radio stations are capable of broadcasting 
nation-wide. Two television networks broadcast from the 
major cities. All of the major newspaper presses are located in 
Baghdad. 
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Figure 1.3  Relief map of Iraq. 

 

 

6 Chapter One 

ThE ThREAT 
At the beginning of 2003, Saddam Hussein was not a toothless lion. 
Although the 1990–1991 Gulf War had reduced the Iraqi Army and 
Air Force to 60 percent strength and had lef all but nine ships of the 
Iraqi Navy on the bottom of the sea, the Iraqi military was still the 
dominant force in the Persian Gulf. Iraqi regular armed forces num-
bered around 400,000 (U.S. armed forces = 1.4 million) and could 
swell to double that number with reserves. Coalition Forces Special 
Operations Component Command estimated the Iraqi order of battle 
to be seventeen Regular Army divisions and six Republican Guard 
divisions, with 5,800 armored vehicles and 200 aircraf. Tere were 
wild cards on the battlefeld as well.1 

Pro-Saddam irregular forces included the Mujahedin-e Khalq, a 
well-trained and equipped mechanized brigade of more than 5,000 
Iranian dissidents operating in eastern Iraq. Ansar al-Islam, a Sunni 
Kurd terrorist group funded by al-Qaeda, was based on the northeast-
ern Iraq-Iran border where they confronted the Kurds. Te Saddam 
Fedayeen, almost 40,000 loyalist fanatics controlled by Saddam’s 
eldest son Uday, were the force by which Saddam controlled the Iraqi 
military. Tey posed considerable problems for the Coalition forces 
because they could blend in with the civilian population. Opposing 
Saddam, but still a threat to Coalition forces was the Badr Corps, 

Fedayee   
 (plural fedayeen)  
“One who sacrifces 
himself.” Term came 
into use in 1955 to 
describe Arab com-
mandos conducting  
cross-border raids 
against the fedgling 
state of Israel. 
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composed of several thousand Shia defectors from the Iraqi army in 
southern and western Iraq. 

Iraq’s capability to conduct ofensive operations against the U.S. 
forces was severely constrained by Coalition airpower. But if invaded, 
its air defense network and weapons of mass destruction could cause 
signifcant damage to attacking forces. Te Iraqi air defense forces— 
armed with Russian, French, and Italian-made surface-to-air missiles, 
anti-aircraf guns, and electronic jamming systems—were organized 
into a densely interlocking network around the cities of Baghdad, 
Basra, Mosul, and Kirkuk. United Nations inspection teams had 
found and destroyed some of Saddam’s weapons of mass destruction 
capabilities afer the Gulf War. Israeli intelligence estimated that Iraq 
still had hidden fve to ten surface-to-surface tactical ballistic mis-
sile launchers and thirty medium-range missiles, capable of carrying 
chemical or biological warheads. British intelligence reports stated 
that Iraqi scientists were working to extend the ranges of liquid and 
solid propellant short-range ballistic missiles beyond the restrictions 
imposed by the United Nations. Strategic assessments by American 
and British intelligence agencies concluded that Saddam had been 
working to improve and increase his weapons of mass destruction 
capabilities during the four years that he had banned UN security 
inspectors. Saddam had shown no reluctance to use chemical agents 
against his people—as witnessed in the 1988 attacks on the Kurds. 
It was logical to conclude that, given the opportunity, he would use 
chemical and/or biological agents against invading forces. 2 

Iraqi Armed Forces (2002 estimates) 
Armor 1400 newer model tanks (about half T-72, with the rest a mix 

purchased from various countries or captured during the war 
with Iran) 
1200 older model Soviet-bloc tanks 
400 older model French and Soviet-bloc Armored Reconnais-
sance Vehicles 
900 various-model BMP (Soviet-bloc armored infantry fght-
ing vehicles) 

Army Aircraf 100 attack helicopters 
275 transport helicopters 

Air Force Aircraf 325 Soviet-bloc, French, and Chinese combat aircraf 
2 tankers 
unknown number of transport aircraf (jet and propeller) 

Air strength estimates varied greatly between intelligence-gathering sources. Most sources 
agreed that no more than 60 percent of the available aircraf were combat-capable. 
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8 Chapter One 

Regular  Army Brigades 

2nd Infantry Div  2nd, 4th, and 36th Infantry Bdes 
8th Infantry Div  22nd, 44th, and 48th Bdes 
38th Infantry Div  130th, 847th, and 848th Infantry Bdes 
5th Mechanized Div  15th and 20th Mechanized Bdes and 26th Armored 
Bde 

15 Infantry Div  76th, 104th, and 436th Infantry Bdes 
34th Infantry Div  90th, 502nd, and 504th Infantry Bdes 
3rd Armored Div  6th and 12th Armored Bdes and 8th Mechanized Bde 

11th Infantry Div  23rd, 45th, and 47th Infantry Bdes 
51st Mechanized Div  31st and 32nd Mechanized Bdes, 41st Armored Bde 
6th  Armored  Div  30th and 70th Armored Bdes and 25th Mechanized Bde 

14th Infantry Div  14th, 18th, and 426th Infantry Bdes 
18th Infantry Div  95th, 422nd, and 704th Infantry Bdes 
10th Armored Div  17th and 42nd Armored Bdes, 25th Mechanized Bde 

4th Infantry Div  5th, 29th, and 96th Infantry Bdes 
7th Infantry Div  38th, 39th, and 116th Infantry Bdes 
16th Infantry Div  108th, 505th, and 606th Infantry Bdes 
1st Mechanized Div  1st and 27th Mechanized Bdes and 34th Armored Bde 

Figure 1.4  Iraqi Order of Battle 

ThUMBNAIl  hISTORy  OF IRAq 
During the post-World War I dismemberment of the Ottoman 
Empire, an almost landlocked country a little larger than Califor-
nia was carved out of the former provinces of Baghdad, Basra, and 
Mosul to form Iraq. For six centuries, the country’s importance was 
its geographical location as the center of the trade and communi-
cations routes between west and east. Te discovery of oil in Baku, 
Azerbaijan, in 1870, and a like discovery in Masjid-i-Sulaiman, Per-
sia (Iran), in 1908, raised international interest in the Middle East. 
Twenty years afer major oil deposits were discovered near Kirkuk in 
1927, the feld had produced over 100 million tons (roughly 733 million 
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barrels) of oil. By then oil had become a vital international commod-
ity, but before proceeding further the ancient roots of Iraq should be 
addressed. 3 

Ancient Iraqi history—Faded Glory 
Biblical tradition designated this area between the Tigris and Euphra-
tes rivers as Mesopotamia, the location of the Garden of Eden. As 
early as the eighth century, Persian and Arab maps labeled it al-‘Iraq 
(the riverbanks). To understand the Iraqi mind, one must accept that 
what is seen now is not all there is. In many 
respects, Iraq today is a result of the Mongol 
invasion in the thirteenth century. Saddam 
Hussein al-Tikriti was convinced that the 
blood of King Nebuchadnezzar, the scourge 
of the Assyrians, fowed in his veins. 4 

Te inhabitants of Iraq are descendants of 
conquerors and kings. In the period 5,000 B.C.  
to 1258  A.D., numerous advances in culture, 
religion, engineering, literature, and agri-
culture came from the Fertile Crescent. As 
the cradle of civilization, this region was the 
birthplace of the patriarch Abraham and the 
home and kingdom of the powerful ancient 
Sumerians, who developed the earliest known forms of writing and 
astronomy and irrigated their crops. A few centuries later, Baby-
lonian King Hammurabi developed one of the earliest legal codes. 
King Nebuchadnezzar, the last and the greatest native Mesopota-
mian monarch was a successful warrior and prolifc architect. He 
rebuilt Babylon and designed its Hanging Gardens. Nebuchadnezzar 
defeated the Assyrians and then destroyed Jerusalem and sacked the 
Temple of Solomon. 5 

Persians (from modern-day Iran), Greeks, and Parthians held 
parts of Iraq until Arab Muslim armies conquered the region in 650 
A.D., eighteen years afer the death of the prophet Mohammed. Under 
Islamic rule, Baghdad became the capital of the Abbisid Caliphate, 
whose dominion stretched from Spain and Morocco in the west, 
included Tunisia, Egypt, Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Persia, to as far 
east as Afghanistan and as far north as Kyrgyzstan. Arabic culture, 
philosophy, literature, and science fourished. Baghdad, as the eco-
nomic coninsigniat between Asia and the Mediterranean, was at 
the center. However, in 1258, the Abbisid Caliphate and the Meso-
potamian civilization was brought to its knees by the Mongols, who 
ruthlessly killed large segments of the population, destroyed its cities, 
and smashed the irrigation systems for farming—elements of life that 

Figure 1.5  Lion statue. Ancient Babylonian lion 
statue from the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Te lion 
is standing over a freshly-killed man. 
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directly contradicted their nomadic view of life. Te social, political, 
and  economic fabric  of  Iraq  disintegrated. Tis  wholesale  disruption  
of life led to one of the prevailing schisms in Iraqi society. 6 

The Sunni-Shia Split  
and Ottoman Rule 

Less than a generation afer Mohammed’s death, Muslims split into 
two groups over who the rightful heir to the caliphate was. Te Shia 
party, based in Iraq, lost its bid when its leaders Ali and Husain 
were slain. Te Sunni party, centered in Damascus, Syria, became 
the dominant sect of Islam. In 1514, the Ottoman Turks conquered 
Iraq to secure a bufer zone against Iran. Te Turks divided Iraq into 
three provinces: Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra. During the four hun-
dred years of Ottoman rule, Persian Shia and Turkish Sunni battled 
for dominance. 7 

Tribal Iraqis began to shed their Sunni beliefs en masse about 1831, 
and converted to Shia Islam mainly in response to the Sunni-domi-
nated government and the tax system. Te Shia felt that by rejecting 
the state-controlled religion as illegitimate, taxes, and conscription  
could be ignored. Te minority Sunnis remained the ruling elite, 
while the lower class majority became solidly and stubbornly Shia. 8 

Shiism  as practiced 
by Iraqis is a rela-
tively new develop-
ment, and has been 
heavily infuenced by 
Arab tribal values of 
manhood, courage,  
and honor. Tis dif-
ferentiates the Iraqi 
form of the sect from 
Iranian Shiism, which  
developed over centu-
ries without persecu-
tion, and emphasized 
mystical and other-
worldly values such 
as the reward martyrs 
would reap in Para-
dise. Te twin themes 
common to both Iraqi 
and Iranian Shia are 
martyrdom and un-
just treatment at the 
hands of Sunnis. 9 

Kurdistan—a land that Isn’t 
Kurdistan refers to the Kurdish tribal homelands in the mountains 

of northern Iraq bordering northwestern Iran, southeastern Turkey, 
and the northeastern tip of Syria. Te Kurds 
are mountain-dwelling nomads. Te majority 
of them are Sunni Muslims, but there are sig-
nifcant populations of Shia Muslims, Chris-
tians, and Yazidis—a mix of paganism, mys-
tic Zoroastrianism, and ancient Christianity. 
Te essence of the Kurdish story is a deep 
desire for autonomy hindered by the absence 
of unifying leaders to make autonomy possi-
ble. One of the major objections neighboring 
countries have to a sovereign Kurdistan is the 
fear that its existence would encourage Kurd-
ish revolts within their states. Iraq has always 
been unwilling to cede the oil-rich region sur-
rounding Kirkuk to an independent Kurdish 
nation. 

10 Chapter One 

Baghdad 
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Figure 1.6  Map of the Kurdish region of the 
Middle East. 
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Iran supported the Kurdish rebellion 
against the Baathist regime in 1974. But when 
Saddam Hussein promised the Shah of Iran 
that he would not permit Kurdish autonomy 
in 1975, the support vanished. Tis accord led 
to Saddam’s slaughter of the Kurds. During 
the Iraq-Iran war, the Kurds with Iranian 
assistance revolted again. Towards the end of 
the war when Iraq was losing badly, Saddam 
sent a relative, Hassan al-Majid (“Chemi-
cal Ali”), to terrorize the Kurds by gassing 
large numbers of men, women, and children 
in their remote villages. Te Anfal campaign 
was like Adolf Hitler’s fnal solution: an attempt to eliminate the 
Kurds in Iraq. 

In 1991, afer the Gulf War, the Kurds again rebelled unsuccess-
fully. Tis time the United States intervened with Operation PROVIDE 
COMFORT to establish safe havens for Kurdish refugees and enforced 
a no-fy zone over their territory in Iraq. Te Kurds essentially con-
trol their own lands. However, peacetime unity still eludes them. Te 
two major competing Kurdish political parties are the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan. In Opera-
tion IRAQI FREEDOM, Kurdish freedom fghters (peshmerga) agreed 
to join Coalition forces to defeat Saddam. 

Kurdish inhabited area 
Kurdistan Democratic Party 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
Islamist area 

Iran 

Iraq 

Syria 

Turkey 

Sulaimaniyah 

Kirkuk 

Irbil 
Mosul 

Baghdad 

Halabjah 

Figure 1.7  Map of Kurdish political areas. 

It Comes Down to Oil 
At the turn of the 19th century, the powers of Europe developed com-
mercial interests in Iraq, the vital link in east–west trade and com-
munications routes. Great Britain sought a connection to its eastern 
empire in India. Germany won the railroad concession from the 
Ottoman Turks in 1899 and began steamship service to the Persian 
Gulf in 1906. With the Suez Canal open, Kaiser Wilhelm had rapid 
access to the east via the Mediterranean Sea.10 

Te 1908 discovery of oil in southwestern Iran made Iraq a lucra-
tive target for exploration. Several nations began negotiating with the 
Ottoman Empire for access rights. Tough no discovery of conse-
quence occurred in Iraq until 1927, the British Navy’s conversion from 
coal to oil made British dominance of the Middle East oil felds a 
strategic necessity. Tus, when the Turks entered World War I on the 
side of the Germans in 1914, the British seized the province of Basra, 
to secure their access to the Persian Gulf. During World War I, Great 
Britain expanded its control of Iraq to include all three Ottoman prov-
inces—Basra, Baghdad, and Mosul. In April 1920, it was logical for the 

Peshmerga “Tose 
who face death.” 
Te term used by 
the Kurds to refer 
to freedom fghters. 
Tese trained armed 
retainers are gener-
ally afliated with the 
political parties or 
prominent person-
alities in the Kurdish 
independence move-
ment. Tey ofen wear 
traditional Kurdish 
garb, the baggy shar-
wall trousers, plain 
jacket and a colorful 
sash. 
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12 Chapter One 

League of Nations to 
place Iraq under Brit-
ish mandate.11 

Iraqis did not take 
well to the mandate. 
Within two months, 
armed rebellion 
broke out in Baghdad 
and spread through-
out the mid-Euphra-
tes region west to 
Najaf and Karbala. 
Although suppressed 
within a few months, 
the revolt was immor-
talized in the mythol-
ogy of the Iraqi 
nationalism. Anyone 
who claimed a part in 
the revolt could use 
that for political gain. 
Having learned that 
direct rule was not 
acceptable, the Brit-
ish created a new Iraqi 

government and organized a native army led by minority Sunni and 
Kurds. Te enlisted soldiers were mostly Shia tribesmen. Tis practice 
continued the Ottoman tradition of a minority Sunni leadership over 
the majority Shia.12 

In March 1921, Winston Churchill brought the new Iraqi leaders to 
the Cairo Conference during which the Western Powers decided to 
establish a monarchy in Iraq. Te throne was ofered to Amir Faisal, 
a well-educated Syrian Arab who claimed descent from the prophet 
Mohammed. According to British standards that included compli-
ancy, Faisal had impeccable credentials. Te Iraqi people, however, 
were nonplussed; the Kurds disliked his Arab background; the major-
ity Shia population resented that he was Sunni; and the minority Iraqi 
Sunni regarded him as an outsider. Te twelve-year reign of Amir 
Faisal was marked by constant uncertainty and infghting.13 

Oil had a role in the boundaries of Iraq. Mosul Province in the 
north was a Kurdish stronghold. Te original British intent was to 
permit an autonomous state, but they could fnd no Kurdish leader 
strong enough to control the diverse population. International squab-
bling allowed Ataturk to take over Kurdish territories in eastern Tur-
key. Tis prompted the British to keep Mosul Province in Iraq, to 
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Figure 1.8  Map of major Iraqi oil felds and refneries. 
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serve as a northern bufer against the Turks and the Bolsheviks in the 
northwest. Te openly stated goal was to eventually unify the north-
ern (now Turkish) and southern (Iraqi) Kurdish territories into an 
autonomous Kurdistan. But, the discovery of oil in Kirkuk in 1923, 
cemented the Iraqi border. British interest in Kurdish autonomy 
dwindled.14 

For the next nine years, 1923–1932, the Iraqis, Kurds, British, and 
Turks wrestled over oil revenues from Mosul Province and Kurdish 
autonomy. On 13 October 1932, when Iraq was granted sovereignty 
and admitted to the League of Nations, the nation was a political 
mess. Te nouveau-riche city-dwellers, sheiks, tribesmen, the Sunni 
Iraqi ofcers corps, and the large Kurdish and Assyrian minority 
groups all wanted a voice in the new government and access to oil 
profts. Te weak monarchy inherited from the British could not hold 
up to the demands of a new Iraq. Te next twenty-eight years saw 
ethnic revolts, tribal rebellions, two military coups-d’état, another 
British invasion, a second attempt at a monarchy, and the imposition 
of martial law. Finally, on 14 July 1958, a military coup eliminated 
the monarchy. Te young king and his regent were killed. Te coup 
leaders severed all ties to Great Britain. Tis set the stage for Saddam 
Hussein to rise to power in Iraq.15 

ThE RISE  AND FAll  OF   
SADDAM  hUSSEIN 

Saddam Hussein was born on 28 April 1937, 
near the city of Tikrit, about 200 kilometers 
north of Baghdad on the Tigris River. At age 
20, he applied for but failed to gain entry into 
the prestigious Baghdad Military Academy, 
most likely because he only had an elementary 
school education. Te Baath Party in Baghdad 
had no education requirements for member-
ship. In 1959, Saddam was a participant in the 
failed assassination attempt on Iraqi leader 
General Abdul Karim Qasim. While exiled to 
Egypt, Saddam fnished high school. Afer a 
coup brought the Baath Party to power, Sad-
dam returned in 1963 to join the party leader-
ship. Six months later, the Arif regime deposed 
the Baath Party and Saddam was arrested in 
the round up of Baath Party members. While 
imprisoned for two years, he was elected dep-

Figure 1.9  Saddam the Hero. Monument to 
Saddam Hussein outside one of the headquarters 
buildings at Tallil Air Base. 

https://dwindled.14
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uty secretary general of the Baath Party. When Saddam managed to 
escape from prison in 1967, he immediately began planning a second 
Baath coup. Tis 1968 coup was successful. Saddam’s relative, General 
Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr, became president and chairman of the Revo-
lutionary Command Council. Saddam was selected to be the inter-
nal security chief. In this position he removed non-Baathists from 

positions of power by forced retirement, exile, 
imprisonment, and execution. Tat same year 
Saddam graduated from law school. 

A year later, he became the deputy chair-
man and vice president of the Revolutionary 
Command Council. He remained in charge 
of internal security and intelligence and built 
his power base through intrigue and mur-
der. Tree years later, in 1972, Saddam went 
public by leading the move to nationalize the 
Iraqi oil felds. Tis bold maneuver increased 
Iraqi oil revenues eight-fold in three years and 
established Saddam as the leader of the Baath 
Party in 1975.16 

When the Kurds revolted in 1974, Saddam 
reacted ruthlessly, launching a genocidal war 
against them. To end Iranian support to the 
Kurds, Saddam pre-empted President Bakr 
and signed the Algiers Accord. Tis trans-

ferred the disputed Kurdish territory to Iran. Afer dealing with the 
Kurds, Saddam ordered purges and mass deportations of Shia from 
Iraq. To crown this efort, he deported the Shia Ayatollah Khomeini 
in 1978. Tat done, Saddam began purging Iraqi Communists and 
closing all party ofces. Tese moves were designed to put him in a 
position of absolute power. 

In July 1979, Saddam forced General Bakr out of ofce and placed 
him under house arrest. When Saddam was sworn in, it was as presi-
dent of the Republic of Iraq, chairman of the Revolutionary Com-
mand Council, secretary-general of the Baath Party Regional Com-
mand, prime minister, and commander-in-chief of the armed forces. 
Afer purging the Baath Party and army of all but those loyal only 
to him, he began installing his relatives in key positions. On 17 Sep-
tember 1980, Saddam terminated the Algiers Accord with Iran, pro-
voking an eight-year war. Late in the Iran war, Saddam initiated the 
Anfal extermination campaign by gassing Kurdish villagers along the 
Turkish border with chemicals. 

By 1990, the combination of the Iran-Iraq war and nepotistic eco-
nomic practices had nearly bankrupted Iraq. With the war with Iran 
at an end, Saddam looked south for money. He invaded and occu-

Figure 1.10  Family portrait in marble. Brigadier  
General James Parker stands in front of a marble 
portrait of Saddam’s family in Qusay’s palace. 
Notably missing are Saddam’s other two daugh-
ters and their now-late husbands, Hussein Kamel 
Hasan al-Majid and his brother Saddam Kamel, 
who defected in 1995. All were later murdered at 
Saddam’s behest. Qusay was Saddam Hussein’s 
youngest son. (In a diferent palace, another marble 
family portrait originally had the entire family. 
Afer 1995, the ofending members were sandblasted 
of the wall.) 

14 Chapter One 
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pied Kuwait on the premise that the Gulf country was the nineteenth 
province of Iraq. Following UN sanctions, the U.S.-led Coalition of 
more than thirty-four countries began aerial bombardment in Janu-
ary 1991, the start of Operation DESERT STORM.17 

On 24 February 1991, the U.S.-led Coalition ground ofensive 
drove the Iraqis from Kuwait in less than one hundred hours. Presi-
dent George Bush chose to allow Saddam to remain in ofce to pre-
clude more upheaval in the Middle East. Te UN-imposed sanctions 
required a drawdown of Iraqi military defense, including weapons 
of mass destruction. Troughout the sanction period, Saddam con-
tinued to build palaces while the Iraqi economy declined. Operation 
PROVIDE COMFORT established safe havens for the Kurds afer another 
failed revolt. 

In 1996, the United Nations renewed its Oil-for-Food program 
ofer to Iraq. Tis time Saddam agreed to it hoping that the sanc-
tions would be lifed. Te only Iraqis to receive humanitarian aid were 
those that had ingratiated themselves to Saddam. In the midst of the 
Oil-for-Food program, Saddam began to ofer Russia and France 
oil development deals. Continuing to defy the UN sanctions, Sad-
dam ejected the UN Security Council arms inspectors in 1998. Te 
United States and Great Britain responded with air strikes (Opera-
tion DESERT FOX). In 2001, Saddam refused to re-admit UN weapons 
inspectors. Afer repeated attempts by the United Nations to break 
the deadlock on 17 March 2003, President George W. Bush gave Sad-
dam and his sons an ultimatum: leave Iraq within forty-eight hours or 
Coalition forces would attack. Saddam refused and Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM began on 19 March. His reign of terror ended with the fall 
of Baghdad in April 2003. Saddam was ultimately captured by U.S. 
forces on 13 December 2004 and imprisoned. How Saddam Hussein 
came to power and managed to control the Iraqi populace for twenty 
years cannot be fully appreciated without a psychological profle of 
his personality.18 

The Man Who Would Be King 

Iraqis, since the time of the Sumerians, have venerated the cult of 
the “great man.” Over the centuries, Mesopotamian kings and con-
querors proclaimed themselves “Kings of the World.” Saddam Hus-
sein followed suit, styling himself Iraq’s “Hero President,” demand-
ing absolute obedience and delivering swif and brutal punishment to 
those who opposed him. “Myself and my brother against the world” is 
an old tribal proverb that underlies the Iraqi mindset. Traditionally, 
power and wealth are kept within the extended family. Patron-client 
relationships and obligations include exacting vengeance on anyone 

https://personality.18
https://STORM.17
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who ofends clan honor. Te practice of power retention by murder 
prevented national unity among the ethnic and religious groups of 
Iraq, but served Saddam well.19 

Lieutenant Colonel John Chin, the staf psychologist for Combined 
Joint Special Operations Task Force–West, developed a psychological 
profle of Saddam Hussein based on culture that succinctly described 
the man: 

Born into poverty, Saddam was raised in a dysfunc-
tional, abusive family with no father and a suicidal mother 
who had tried to abort him. Afer meeting a cousin his age 
that could read, Saddam decided he deserved an educa-
tion. He ran away from home at age ten and lived with 
his uncle Kairallah, a radical Baathist who had spent fve 
years in prison for agitating against the monarchy. Kairal-
lah sent him to primary school and taught Saddam Baath 
ideology and tales of Mesopotamian greatness. 

Some of the dominant personality traits resulting from 
his youth are mistrust and rage toward anyone he perceives 
more powerful than he. He sees himself as a hero with a 
vision, assuming that everyone else adores him and shares 
his dream—but he does not trust anyone other than his 
closest family members—and even they have to undergo 
loyalty tests. He despises the fact that he sufered as a child. 
As a result, he is aggressively ruthless and sadistic, enjoy-
ing the power to make others sufer. However, he is not a 
madman—he is paranoid, manipulative, narcissistic, and 
utterly devoid of conscience—U.S. psychologists who have 
studied him believe Saddam Hussein is in touch with real-
ity.20 

Saddam considers himself to be Nebuchadnezzar’s successor—a 
historical association that bonds the hearts 
of Arabs, because that emperor conquered 
Jerusalem in 586 B.C. In a desperate attempt 
to shatter the multinational Coalition in the 
Gulf War, Saddam ordered SCUD missiles fred 
on Israel. With U.S. Patriot counter-missile 
batteries protecting Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, 
Israel did not respond militarily. When Ariel 
Sharon was elected Prime Minister of Israel in 
2001, Saddam announced that seven million 
Iraqis had formed a “Jerusalem Army” to fol-
low him in a march on Israel to liberate their 
Palestinian brothers.21 

Saddam Hussein had intentionally mod-
eled himself afer the Mesopotamian king, 

Figure 1.11  Interior palace view. Ornate interior 
of one of Saddam’s palaces. Te frieze in the back-
ground shows Nebuchadnezzar (seated). 

https://brothers.21
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even to the point of build-
ing palaces countrywide 
that rivaled those of Nebu-
chadnezzar. Atop ancient 
bricks inscribed with Nebu-
chadnezzar’s name and his 
exploits, Iraqi workmen laid 
new bricks exalting Sad-
dam Hussein as the “pro-
tector of Iraq, who rebuilt 
civilization and rebuilt  
Babylon.” Saddam built 
about seventy palaces—all 
incredibly ostentatious and 
self-aggrandizing—while 
Iraqi infrastructure was 
imploding, the economy 
was collapsing, and Iraqi 
people were starving. 22 

In his eyes, and in the 
eyes of many Arabs, Sad-
dam remained, bloodied 
but still standing, victori-
ous afer the “Mother of 
all Battles”—Operation  
DESERT STORM. President 
George H. W. Bush, the 
leader of the most powerful 
nation in the world, might 
have defeated the Iraqi 
military, but he did not remove Saddam Hussein from power. Ergo, 
Saddam had ultimately won the war. 

It was completely logical then, when Saddam refused to respond 
to President George W. Bush’s ultimatum in March 2003. In the Arab 
mind, the father and the son are the same. Terefore, Saddam fully 
expected to outlast the American military. He was convinced that the 
U.S. and Coalition forces would quit and he would re-emerge again, 
as Iraq’s Hero-President. As history showed, Saddam was wrong. 

Te answers to “What is there about this Iraq?” and “Why Iraq?” 
provide context and background to explain why Iraq posed a signif-
cant threat to the United States. While the United Nations sought 
to gain access to Iraq to determine whether the regime of Saddam 
Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction, the U.S. regional 
military combatant command, U.S. Central Command, began 
reviewing its contingency plans. Te following chapter explains 

Political Parties in Iraq 
Kurdistan Democratic Party   
 KDP. Kurdish secessionist party led by Massoud Bar-

zani. Tribal-based, with a large militia (peshmerga). 

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
 PUK. Lefist splinter party of KDP led by Jalal Tala-

bani and urban intelligentsia. 

Iraqi National Congress   
 INC. Opposition group based in Kurdistan and 

London, sponsored by the United States and United 
Kingdom. Chaired by Ahmed Chalabi. 

Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq  
 SCIRI. Iranian-backed organization of anti-Saddam 

Shias. Its military arm is the Badr Corps. 

Baath Party   
 Arab Socialist Renaissance Party. Originally a pan-

Arab nationalist movement, the party came briefy 
to power in Iraq in 1963, but was overthrown within 
six months. Re-organized and dominated by Tikritis, 
with Saddam Hussein as a primary fgure, the Baath 
Party seized power again in 1968, and remained Sad-
dam’s party of power until his capture in 2004. Te 
party was disbanded when the United States removed 
Saddam from power in 2003. 

https://starving.22
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the planning eforts of those commands that afected Army special 
operations forces—from Special Operations Command Central and 
Special Operations Command Europe to the Special Forces groups 
involved—in the war against Iraq. 
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Chapter Two 

Planning for War 

I n response to the terrorist’s attacks of 11 September 2001, 
President George W. Bush declared a Global War on Ter-
rorism. Intelligence sources revealed that the 11 Septem-

ber terrorist attacks on America had been organized, funded, and 
directed by Osama bin Laden, leader of the international terrorist 
organization al-Qaeda. When the radical Muslim Taliban govern-
ment of Afghanistan refused to surrender bin Laden, to whom it had 
granted asylum, a U.S.-led Coalition vowed to dismantle the Taliban 
regime and destroy al-Qaeda forces throughout the world. Advised 
and assisted by U.S. Army special operations forces, the Northern 
Alliance of Afghan warlords began ofensive operations in Afghani-
stan in November 2001, launching America’s frst campaign against 
worldwide terrorism: Operation enduring freedom.1 

CONvENTIONAl PlANNING 
U.S. Central Command planners began seriously developing mili-
tary options for Iraq three short months afer Operation enduring 
freedom began. President Bush and Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld realized that the Global War on Terrorism could not be 
waged in Afghanistan alone; terrorists would not restrict themselves 
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to a single battlefeld, so neither could the United States and its allies. 
One of their deepest fears was that terrorists harbored by Saddam 
Hussein would obtain weapons of mass destruction that Iraq still pos-
sessed afer years of United Nation sanctions and arms inspections. 
Intelligence sources verifed Saddam’s contact with terrorist elements. 
Te dictator’s use of weapons of mass destruction against the Iranians 
and Kurds indicated that he would not be reluctant to employ them 
against the West. 

Plan 1003 
At Rumsfeld’s behest, U.S. Central Command commander General 
Tommy Franks began to review the assumptions of Contingency Plan 
1003, the U.S. military’s regional war plan for the Middle East. In a 
series of meetings held between Franks and Rumsfeld in December 
2001, Plan 1003 was reconceptualized and revised to capitalize on the 
strengths of the modern U.S. military. Te key to Franks’ approach 
was joint operations—full integration of the Army, Navy, Air Force, 
and Marines. While the military had been moving in that direction 
for years, and had recently proven the advantages of such an approach 
in Afghanistan, the United States had never conducted joint opera-
tions on the level Franks envisioned. 2 

While the State Department pursued diplomatic options to neu-
tralize or contain Saddam, Franks and his staf formulated the 
operational  concept  for  centcom’s strategy against Iraq and Sad-
dam Hussein. Franks created a matrix showing how military capa-
bilities—“lines of operation”—intersected with Saddam’s bases of 
power—“slices.” While the matrix would change as the plan devel-

n 

Figure 2.1  CENT-
COM logo. 
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Planning for War 23 

oped, his 8 December 2001 sketch contained the primary goals of the 
campaign and the military tools to be used. 3 

Phases 
By the end of December 2001, centcom planners had identifed four 
phases to support the operational concept, although the timelines 
for each phase remained elastic. Te original phases indicated that 
by the end of Phase I–Preparation, a Coalition of international sup-
port would be formed and troops would be fowing 
into staging bases in the region. Phase II–Shape the 
Battlespace projected that an air campaign would 
precede ground operations, much like in the Gulf 
War. Plans and timelines for this phase drastically 
changed over the ffeen months between Franks’ 
initial briefng to President Bush and D-Day. Phase 
III–Decisive Operations would be concluded once 
the campaign’s two primary goals had been accomplished: regime 
forces had been defeated or surrendered, and the leadership was neu-
tralized—dead, captured, or marginalized. Te timeline for Phase IV– 
Post-Hostility or Stability Operations was the most nebulous, although 
everybody involved realized that rebuilding the country would take 
longer than dismantling the regime.4 

OPl A N 1003v P h ase s 
Phase   I —  Preparation 
Phase  II —  Shape the Battlespace 
Phase  III —  Decisive Operations 
Phase  IV —  Stability Operations 

Plan 1003v 
President Bush accepted Franks’ Concept of Operations for war 
against Iraq and Rumsfeld confrmed his tenure at centcom for 
another year. With the approval of the service chiefs, centcom plan-
ners began developing Operation Plan 1003V—the revised plan for 
war with Iraq—in January 2002. Te frst task was to fgure out how 
and when to build sufcient forces in the region to actually carry 
out operations against Saddam’s regime. Te old Plan 1003 called 
for a huge buildup of troops and equipment before operations began. 
While this “Generated Start” option was viable, planners also devel-
oped an alternative, which they dubbed “Running Start.”5 

Generated Start 

Preparations for Generated Start were already underway and the 
entire timeline for the Iraq campaign was beginning to compress by 
the time Franks briefed Rumsfeld on the force buildup options on 1 
February 2003. Franks already had his commanders improving their 
bases in the region as well as pre-positioning equipment in theater. 
Under Generated Start, ground forces would continue to fow into 
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position while Phase II air operations were conducted. Te timeline 
projected that g-day—the day ground forces attacked—would be 
forty-fve days afer a-day—the day air strikes began. More ground 
forces would continue to fow in afer g-day as well, and the buildup 
would continue into Phase IV. 6 

Running Start 

Afer Franks briefed the Generated Start concept to Rumsfeld, he 
presented his preferred option: Running Start. Under this plan, the 
air and ground campaigns would begin simultaneously—a decidedly 
unconventional approach for U.S. military planners. A key compo-
nent of the Running Start concept was that instead of a large buildup 
of forces in anticipation of attack, follow-on forces would continue 
deploying even as the campaign began. Further expanding the plan 
beyond the conventional realm, Running Start depended extensively 
on special operations forces for its success. Te sof teams would need 
to locate and disable missile launchers in the western desert to prevent 
Iraq from attacking Israel, which would undoubtedly trigger a reli-
gious war of disastrous proportion. Sof would also need to prevent 
the destruction of the oil felds and dams to preclude environmental 
and economic disaster. 7  

Buildup 
Key to both operational start concepts was the buildup of a critical 
mass of forces within the region without Saddam realizing that the 
United States was posturing for war. Such a discovery might prema-
turely trigger confict, since diplomatic eforts to prevent war were 
ongoing. By the time Franks briefed the National Security Council 
a second time on Plan 1003 in August 2002, the buildup had already 
begun. Capitalizing on Saddam’s weak international intelligence 
system, the military started fowing forces and equipment into the 
region under the guise of training rotations and international exer-
cises. Kuwait, Qatar, and Oman were willing hosts to U.S. forces; Jor-
dan and Saudi Arabia permitted previously scheduled exercises and 
promised not to expel forces already inside their countries; and State 
Department and military ofcials were negotiating with Turkey to 
allow the U.S. forces to stage from that country. 8 

Te successful pre-positioning of forces and equipment caused 
centcom planners to compress the campaign timeline even more. 
Te frst forty-fve days would consist of air and sof operations while  
conventional forces continued to deploy into theater. Initial combat 
operations would take another ninety days, and Phase III–Decisive 
Operations were predicted to last no longer than ninety days. Phase 
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IV was still an unknown quantity, though it was projected to be long. 
Te variant option had been approved, but Franks was moving closer 
toward launching the air and ground war simultaneously. 9 

Five Fronts 
In September, Franks presented Rumsfeld and Secretary of State 
Colin Powell with the planning team’s ideas for the actual attack 
on Iraq. Te planners wanted to completely isolate the regime and 
confront it from as many direc-
tions as possible. Te fve-front 
concept was a far cry from the 2 

plan Powell helped execute in the SF fixes divisions 
north of Baghdad 

Gulf War, but Franks believed it 
capitalized on the strengths of the 
modern military and its ability 
to conduct joint operations. Te 
concept, which soon became the 
actual plan for Operation iraqi  
freedom, placed  sof in key roles. Baghdad  

Special Forces would work with 
Kurdish forces in northern Iraq 
and also keep Iraqi units along the 1 

SOF secures

Green Line occupied. Sof teams SCUD baskets 

would also infltrate the western 
desert and secure what Franks 

4 

referred to as the “scud baskets.”  3 CFLCC Main Event 

Information Operations, which  CFACC envelops 
center of gravity 

also relied heavily on sof, would 
confront the regime and Iraqi 
citizens from above by distributing leafets and interjecting broad-
casts on Iraqi networks. Only two of the fve fronts relied primarily 
on conventional forces—the air campaign against Baghdad and the 
ground attack from Kuwait north toward Baghdad—but sof were 
integrated into both. 10 

Information
Operations 

5

Figure 2.3  Map of General Tommy Franks’ fve fronts. 

Resolve 
On 12 September 2002, President Bush addressed the United Nations 
and outlined the history of Saddam Hussein’s belligerence and poten-
tial threat to the United States and the world. Te UN Security Coun-
cil adopted Resolution 1441 on 8 November 2002, censuring Iraq for 
failing to comply with past resolutions, impeding arms inspections, 
and proliferating weapons of mass destruction and long-range mis-
siles. “Serious consequences” were threatened if Iraq did not reform 
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its ways. Unwilling to wait for international consensus, the U.S. Con-
gress issued a joint resolution on 2 October 2002 authorizing the 
President to use force against Iraq if Saddam did not comply. By then, 
the U.S. military was well on its way to applying that force decisively 
and efectively. 11 

Planning 

When Army Special Operations Forces began planning for Operation  
iraqi freedom, it was already heavily engaged in other operations 
throughout the world in support of the Global War on Terrorism. 
Tese existing obligations determined how the arsof  community  
was able to organize and prepare for a second war. From personnel to 
ammunition, military assets were tight, but time was even tighter. 

REGIONAl COMMANDS 
While  centcom prosecuted the war in Afghanistan, Secretary of 
Defense Rumsfeld asked other combatant commands to develop 
regional campaign plans in support of the Global War on Terror-
ism. Te U.S. European Command shifed the emphasis of its peace-
keeping mission in the Balkans to the fght against terrorism. Eucom  
also intensifed its focus on Muslim countries in the Horn of Africa 
region. For its part, the U.S. Southern Command was already deci-
sively engaged in countering drug-related terrorism in Colombia and 
the Andean region. 

Te U.S. Pacifc Command focused on the criminal/terrorist Abu 
Sayaf Group, which was responsible for kidnapping U.S. citizens in 
the Philippines. Abu Sayaf Group terrorist activities were linked 
to Mu’ammar Qaddaf in Libya as well as to Jemaah Islamiyah in 
Indonesia, the latter led by a brother-in-law of Osama bin Laden. In 
response to the Abu Sayaf Group t errorist threat, Pacifc Command 
signifcantly expanded the scope of the newly revived combined U.S.-
Philippines Exercise Balikatan. Joint Task Force 510 was deployed to 
Mindanao, Philippines, with the 1st SFG command group serving as 
the Army special operations task force. Two Special Forces battalions 
were assigned major training and advisory roles with the Philippine 
Army and Marine forces combating the Abu Sayaf Group on Basilan 
Island. Te well-publicized rescue of Martin and Gracia Burnham 
was an ancillary mission to the major training efort.  12 

Figure 2.4  1st SFG 
beret fash. 

https://effectively.11
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AFGhANISTAN 
By the time Balikatan 02 was in full swing in the Philippines, Com-
bined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North in Uzbekistan had 
used the 5th Special Forces Group teams to direct air strikes against 
Taliban and al-Qaeda forces, enabling Northern Alliance warlords to 
afect the collapse of the Taliban regime. Civil Afairs and Psychologi-
cal Operations teams worked to build confdence in U.S.-led Coalition 
forces, and the State Department focused its eforts on establishing an 
interim Afghanistan authority to maintain order and to govern the 
country. Conventional U.S. ground forces were brought into Afghani-
stan to stabilize conditions countrywide, while Special Forces worked 
to organize and train a national Afghan military. Arsof obligations 
in Afghanistan were ongoing and continued to take their toll. 

Figure 2.5  Task  
Force Dagger  
Afghanistan logo. 

RESOURCING 
Materiel 
March 2002’s Operation anaconda (one of the larger operations in 
Operation enduring freedom) was successful, although at a heavy 
materiel price for arsof. Te primary helicopter workhorses used 
in the high mountainous terrain of northern Afghanistan—the air-
refuelable MH-47E Chinooks of the 160th Special Operations Avia-
tion Regiment—proved to be vulnerable afer all: two aircraf were 
shot down in the mountains, and another was severely battle-dam-
aged. Just days before anaconda, another MH-47E helicopter crashed 
into the sea of the Philippines. While the rest of the Army possessed 
Chinooks, those of the 160th soar were specially outftted for spe-
cial operations missions and could not easily be replaced. As arsof 
participated in continued fghting in Afghanistan, the U.S. Army 
Special Operations Command began to manage this critical aviation 
resource intensely. 

Emergency appropriations had not solved all the equipment, muni-
tions, and personnel problems associated with Operation enduring 
freedom, let alone supported preparations for another war. Te 
American industrial base to support its military forces had been 
severely reduced by congressionally mandated force reductions and 
base closures, especially afer the Gulf War. Commercial ammuni-
tion manufacturing capabilities and military munitions storage areas 
had been constructed to support the monthly needs of a peacetime 
Army, not prolonged campaigns against hostile forces in which the 
United States was now involved. Industry could not quickly retool 
and realign to meet the military’s increased requirements. As a result, 
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the military had to wage war as if it were conducting peacetime train-
ing—with strict ammunition forecasting and accountability. Inter-
national competition for high-tech individual combat equipment 
critical to special operations personnel (such as night vision goggles, 
secure radios, satellite communications, and lightweight body armor) 
also delayed replacement and felding of equipment to units prepar-
ing for combat. 

Personnel
 With signifcant arsof elements already committed to Afghanistan, 
the Philippines, the Balkans, and Colombia, every command that had 
arsof units—U.S. Special Operations Command, U.S. Army Special 
Operations Command, the U.S. Army Reserve, the National Guard 
Bureau, and several state adjutants general—faced major resourcing 
challenges. Although it was most defnitely a war, the Global War on 
Terrorism was being fought under peacetime constraints. National 
Guard and Reserve units were only at 70–80 percent operational 
readiness due to the level of funding the Department of Defense had 
accorded them for years. Tese readiness levels could not be increased 
in a matter of mere months. Because all four branches of the Ameri-
can military are strictly volunteer organizations, eforts to suddenly 
increase recruiting and training not only had to overcome problems 
related to money, but also the population’s willingness to serve in the 
military.  

INTERNATIONAl GOODWIll 
Te international mood regarding the United States and its defense 
policies also afected arsof’s preparation and planning for Operation 
iraqi freedom. Euphoria induced by the rapid victory in Afghani-
stan led many U.S. government ofcials and military leaders to over-
look changing national attitudes toward supporting the American-
led Global War on Terrorism. As Washington ofcials sought United 
Nations support to take action against Iraq for possessing weapons 
of mass destruction, most international supporters of the war in 
Afghanistan declined to support a second confict. Te only power-
ful countries willing to commit military forces to a U.S.-led Coalition 
efort were Great Britain and Australia. Te reluctance of regional 
allies to become openly involved in or to further support military 
operations against terrorism made forward basing of troops difcult. 
Basing rights, military overfight authorities, temporary access to air-
felds, and border crossings all became hot issues directly afecting 
arsof operations. 
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SOCCENT PlANNING 
Special Operations Command Central was unable to begin planning 
for Operation iraqi freedom until March 2002. Lieutenant General 
James McNeill of XVIII Airborne Corps took charge of operations 
in Afghanistan in March, relieving soccent of tactical command of 
special operations forces in centcom (elements of the 3rd and 20th 
Special Forces Groups). At that point, Rear Admiral Albert Calland 
and the soccent staf joined the ongoing centcom planning eforts 
for possible war with Iraq. Fortunately, the late start did not put soc-
cent planners behind, since arsof’s role in the various versions of 
1003 remained constant. 

Figure 2.6  SOC-
CENT shoulder 
patch. 

Missions 
Soccent had three major missions in the pending operation in Iraq. 
Its frst mission was to support the Coalition Forces Air Component 
Command–orchestrated hunt  for  scuds in the western desert. Te 
second was to support the Coalition Forces Land Component Com-
mand ground campaign directed at Baghdad by leveraging Kurdish 
combat power in northern Iraq to occupy the Iraqi forces there and 
prevent their reinforcement of the Iraqi Army around Baghdad. Te 
third mission was to organize and employ Iraqi regime opposition 
groups in the south. Several tasks inherent in these missions included 
attacking and fxing Iraqi forces, seizing key infrastructure (bridges, 
passes, and oil felds), and preventing the destruction of critical nodes 
(dams above Baghdad and bridges spanning the Tigris and Euphrates 
Rivers) along lines of communication to be used by Coalition Forces 
Land Component Command forces to rapidly advance on the Iraqi 
capital. 13  

Figure 2.7  Briga-
dier General Gary 
Harrell. 

Planning 
When Army Brigadier General Gary Harrell took command of soc-
cent in June 2002, planning for iraqi freedom began in earnest. 
Harrell’s own assessment was that “sof planning to that point had 
been quite rudimentary. Te [Special Operations Command] had to 
get serious about Iraq. A concept had to be prepared and guidance 
had to be given to the units. We were going to write a sof campaign  
plan.”    14  

Harrell also intended to fght the next campaign in theater; in 
Afghanistan, he had witnessed how important it was to have the spe-
cial operations commander in theater and actively engaged in the 
joint  sof fght. Harrell and Brigadier General Mike Jones, the new 
commander of Special Operations Command Europe, had served 

Figure 2.8  Brigadier  
General Mike Jones. 

https://capital.13
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together as assistant division commanders for Major General Frank-
lin Hagenbeck of Task Force Mountain during the heavy fghting that 
took place in Operation anaconda. Te professional bond Harrell 
and Jones forged during anaconda would prove invaluable in iraqi  
freedom.  15 

Psychological Operations 

Although the Department of Defense and centcom began revising 
Plan 1003 in January 2002, the early soccent planning efort was 
limited at best. Only force-listed elements of 1003 (those units specif-
cally named as part of the plan) were invited to send unit planners to 
Tampa, Florida, where revisions to the plan were being made—leav-
ing out most of arsof. Having demonstrated its value in Afghanistan, 
however, Psychological Operations planners did get an early start on 
the Iraq planning. Te Joint Psychological Operations Task Force 
formed around the 8th PSYOP Battalion staf was located near  cent-
com headquarters. Embedded in the regional command staf shortly 
afer 11 September 2001, the jpotf enjoyed good access to the intelli-
gence and operations stafs, as well as to General Franks. Jpotf Com-
mander Lieutenant Colonel Steve Herzig was able to task an entire 
company of the 8th PSYOP Battalion to focus on Iraq. 16 

Figure 2.9  JPOTF 
logo. 

Civil Affairs 

Civil Afairs did not enjoy the same confdence from centcom. Only 
one of the four Civil Afairs ofcers on the Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command Civil Afairs operational planning staf at 
Camp Doha, Kuwait, was “read on” to 1003 planning; he was tasked 
to write the draf Civil Afairs Annex G. Meanwhile, seventy senior 
Army Reserve ofcers were mobilized and sent to centcom in late 
spring 2002 to write the Civil Afairs campaign plan for Iraq. Soc-
cent did not write a Civil Afairs plan to support the SOF campaign  
because neither the draf Annex G nor the centcom campaign plan 
was ever approved. Te absence of approved centcom Civil Afairs 
guidance plagued the supporting headquarters of arsof through-
out  IRAQI FREEDOM. Fortunately, the warfghting roles were better 
defned. 17 

By mid-summer 2002, centcom had granted increased access to 
1003V  planning and eforts at all levels of sof  expanded considerably. 
Previously lef out, those units not force-listed yet considered poten-
tial assets for IRAQI FREEDOM were invited to send planners to soc-
cent. Te jpotf dispatched small psyop planning support elements 
to the Special Forces groups and the 75th Ranger Regiment. Although 
low-level planning went forward without a hitch, planning at higher 

https://defined.17
https://freedom.15
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levels was complicated by regional combatant command 
relationships.18 

EUCOM’S ROlE 
While Iraq was clearly in the centcom area of operations, 
key staging areas for the northern campaign—frst Tur-
key, and then Romania—were in European Command’s 
area of responsibility. Te two regional commands could 
not help but approach the problem from diferent per-
spectives based on their separate locations and responsi-
bilities. Centcom was responsible for actually prosecut-
ing the war, while eucom would support the centcom 
efort with troops, equipment, and forward staging bases. 
Eucom always knew that following any action against 
Iraq, eucom—not centcom—would have to “live” 
with European countries bordering Iraq and deal with 
any resulting backlash. Because Secretary of Defense 
Rumsfeld never specifed that centcom would be the 
supported combatant command and eucom would be 
supporting, eucom also sought appropriate combat mis-
sions for its forces and resources. Any special operations 
forces eucom might lend centcom would have to walk a 
fne line between the two commands. Eucom-allocated 
arsof solved this problem by focusing all its attention on 
guidance from soccent. 
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Figure 2.10  Map of CENTCOM’s 
area of responsibility. 

Special Operations Command 
Europe 
In his new post as commander of Special Operations Com-
mand Europe, General Jones was quickly reminded that 
eucom was a long-established joint regional headquar-
ters; the combatant commander was dual-hatted as the 
supreme allied commander, Europe. Te eucom deputy 
commander and the eucom staf in Stuttgart, Germany, 
were efectively in charge of all U.S. forces in Europe. Tus, 
in addition to being a eucom component commander, 
the soceur commander was also expected to be the spe-
cial operations advisor to the deputy commander, and the 
senior sof staf ofcer of the headquarters. By summer, it 
became very evident that Jones had to “get on the eucom 
staf team” or else his role as the special operations com-
mander would be marginalized: “My personal goal was 
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to make the eucom/centcom special operations forces relationship 
in northern Iraq transparent.” Tat philosophy was key to soccent’s 
planning eforts; 1003V required military overfights of a number of 
nato countries, presumed that U.S. forces would forward base in 
Turkey, and involved eucom theater-allocated forces. Te relation-
ship formed in Afghanistan between Jones and Harrell served them 
well as they conferred daily about regional developments that might 
impact the special operations campaign supporting 1003V.19 

Figure 2.12  SOC-
EUR shoulder patch. Turkey 

Te unconventional warfare mission in Iraq also required exten-
sive coordination with other U.S. and allied government elements. 
Authorities had to be granted and permissions received in order to 
conduct an efective unconventional warfare campaign. Since a later 
nato role in Iraq was anticipated, Lieutenant General Colby Broad-
water, commander of nato’s Central Army Group and the Allied 
Command Europe quick reaction force, was designated as eucom’s 
principal emissary in U.S.-Turkish military negotiations. Broad-
water would spend almost six months shuttling between Brussels, 
Belgium; Stuttgart and Heidelberg, Germany; and Ankara, Turkey, 
making arrangements key to 1003V. Turkey was understandably con-
cerned about the infringements on national sovereignty posed by the 
debarkation and cross-country transit of a U.S. mechanized division 
on its way to invade a bordering nation. Turkey also worried about 
potential future retaliation by Iraq and by Arab terrorists for grant-
ing such permission, and the threat posed by a possible independent 
Kurdish state that controlled the oil felds of northern Iraq. All were 
issues difcult for U.S. diplomats and military leaders to dismiss, and 
the outcome of negotiations would have considerable impact on sof 
planning and operations. 

Figure 2.13  Lieuten-
ant General Colby 
Broadwater. 

32 Chapter Two 

ARMy  SOF’S MISSIONS 
Examining its responsibilities for IRAQI FREEDOM, soccent deter-
mined that two Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces and 
a Naval Task Force along the southern coast of Iraq would prosecute 
the special operations campaign in support of 1003V. Cjsotf-north 
would be responsible for northern Iraq and the Kurdish forces, and 
cjsotf-west would suppress the scud missile threat in the western 
and southern deserts of Iraq and organize resistance among the Shia. 
Te Naval Task Force would secure Iraqi oil and gas platforms from 
sabotage as well as capture the facilities at Al Faw and Umm Qasr. 
All three eforts supported the centcom conventional forces, whose 
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Planning for War 33 

primary objective was Baghdad—the center of gravity for Saddam 
Hussein and his regime. 

5th Special Forces Group 
Te centcom-oriented 5th Special Forces Group had a signifcant 
role in Plan 1003V, as it had during desert storm. Still, the Army 
corps headquarters assuming command of Afghanistan wanted to 
maintain a full complement of Army special operations forces in that 
country, the 5th sfg could not fulfll both obligations. Having been 
released from its on-order contingency mission in the Horn of Africa, 
the 3rd sfg assumed the arsof mission in Afghanistan, freeing the 
5th sfg to prepare for Iraq. In Afghanistan, the unconventional 
warfare campaign was replaced by counterinsurgency operations 
against the remaining Taliban and al-Qaeda elements. As the most 
mobile Special Forces element, the 5th sfg lef its organic military 
and civilian vehicles and heavy weapon systems for the 3rd sfg’s use 
in Afghanistan. 

In the late summer of 2002, soccent assumed the entire western 
desert mission in Iraq, which was subsequently assigned to the 5th 
sfg. British and Australian elements were transferred to jsotf-west, 
making it a Combined jsotf. Soccent modifed the jsotf-west Joint 
Manning Document and embedded Australian and British ofcers; 
Colonel John Mulholland had an Australian as his deputy, and a Brit-
ish ofcer serving as the operations ofcer. Once the manning issues 
had been resolved, cjsotf-west turned its attention to its own area of 
operations. Te scud threat was the number one priority of the intel-
ligence community; also crucial was the question of whether the Shia 
would revolt again afer the debacle in 1991. In addition, the cjsotf-
west staf had to evaluate the Iraqi military architecture in the south 
based on a sadly out-of-date Iraqi Order of Battle.20 

Figure 2.14    
CJSOTF-Afghanistan  
logo. 

Figure 2.15  Colonel 
John Mulholland and 
Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld in 
Afghanistan. 

10th Special Forces Group 
Colonel Mulholland’s 5th sfg was force-listed in the original 1003 
plan and was, therefore, guaranteed a role in 1003V. Te centcom 
plan called for two Special Forces groups. Te 10th sfg commander 
Colonel Charles Cleveland lobbied for the 10th sfg to fll the second 
mission. His justifcations were solid: the 1st sfg was committed to 
Exercise Balikatan 02 in the Philippines, the 7th sfg was committed 
to Colombia, and the 3rd sfg was in charge of cjsotf-Afghanistan. 
His group was not only available, but also had the current experience. 
Te 10th sfg participated in Operation provide comfort (provid-
ing humanitarian aid to the Kurds) in 1991, had recently conducted a 
joint combined training exercise in the Middle East, and had just con-

https://Battle.20
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cluded jsotf operations based on a northern Iraq mission scenario in 
Joint Training Exercise Flintlock Reborn.21 

Shortly afer taking command of the 10th sfg in July 2001, Colonel 
Cleveland announced his intent to exercise the group headquarters 
overseas as a jsotf according to eucom Operations Plan 2929. Cleve-
land understood that resources would be a problem, and envisioned 
creating this jsotf under soceur by blending the 10th sfg headquar-
ters and its support elements with those of the Air Force’s 352nd Spe-
cial Operations Group staf and its communications suite. Having 
received approval for his plan from the commander of U.S. Army 
Special Forces Command, Major General Geofrey Lambert, the 10th 
sfg staf began planning and coordinating in late summer 2001 to 
execute Flintlock Reborn in the spring of 2002. 

Due to the U.S. Army Special Operations Command’s reprioritiza-
tion of funding and equipment felding to support Operation endur-
ing freedom, Special Forces Command tasked the 10th sfg to pro-
vide winter warfare training to the 5th sfg. Aferward, the 10th sfg 
transferred its winter warfare gear (from snowshoes to snowmobiles) 
to the 5th SFG. As with all sfgs in the command, the 10th SFG had also 
attached personnel with critical skills to the 5th sfg for its mission 
in Afghanistan. Undaunted by these commitments, Cleveland com-
mitted the majority of his fscal year 2002 budget to fund Flintlock 
Reborn, and asked Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Com-
mand to provide jsotf training to his staf. 22 

Having made a “pact of sorts” with Colonel O.G. Mannon, the 
352nd Special Operations Group commander, to integrate his staf 
and communications suite with the 10th sfg headquarters to form a 
jsotf for Flintlock Reborn, Cleveland chose twenty 352nd sog of-
cers to be integrated into the jsotf and establish a habitual relation-
ship with the 10th sfg. Te 352nd sog was involved in aerial resupply 
of sof teams in Afghanistan and had based out of Turkey for that 
mission. Te resupply mission was reduced in February 2002, thereby 
allowing the 352nd to participate in Flintlock Reborn. Te arrange-
ment between the 10th sfg and the 352nd sog was made possible by 
the support of Brigadier General Leslie Fuller, commander of soceur 
during that time. 23 

To fund and schedule his plan, Cleveland took advantage of a joint 
combined exercise for training in Turkey and garnered additional 
funds from a rarely conducted U.S.-Israeli sof exchange, with the 
concurrence of General Lambert and the centcom joint exercises 
ofcer. To kick of Flintlock Reborn in April 2002, the 10th sfg and 
the 352nd sog established a jsotf in Stuttgart. One Special Forces bat-
talion located its forward operating base in Stuttgart, while another 
established its forward operating base in Turkey to direct the com-
bined U.S.-Turkish special forces training exercise. Te jsotf then 

Figure 2.16  Colonel 
Charles Cleveland. 

34 Chapter Two 
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Planning for War 35 

executed a northern Iraq scenario and mission profle. As agreed, 
Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command provided 
trainers/mentors to review joint staf procedures and efect technol-
ogy transfers within the jsotf. In the course of the exercise, the Army 
and Air Force stafs coalesced into an efective jsotf. Tus, the 10th 
sfg was exercising as a jsotf while the 3rd sfg with 20th sfg augmen-
tees was operating as the cjsotf-Afghanistan in Bagram. Te 10th 
sfg now had the most current experience in the region. 24 

Having supported Cleveland in training as jsotf, General Lambert 
petitioned soccent and soceur to give the sof mission in northern 
Iraq to the 10th sfg. He attached the 3rd Battalion, 3rd sfg, to the 10th 
sfg to give it a mobile heavy weapons capability. Soceur retained 
the 1st Battalion of 10th sfg to handle regional contingencies, and 
using C Company, 2nd Battalion, 20th sfg, to “round-out” the 10th 
sfg’s 3rd Battalion for 1003V, the 10th sfg could still provide a Special 
Forces company to Kosovo for peacekeeping. “It took some juggling 
to balance worldwide commitments, but it got the 10th into the fght,” 
commented Lambert aferward. 25 

Finally receiving the sought-afer order to support 1003V, Cleve-
land headed to Tampa. 

Afer attending several soccent planning sessions, it was 
pretty evident that the sof fght in the north would be 
very diferent than Colonel Mulholland’s in the west and 
Captain Bob Harward’s fght in the south. I did not need 
the [special operations commander] to write my campaign 
plan. One of my battalion commanders, Lieutenant Colo-
nel Kenneth Tovo, was a recent [School for Advanced Mili-
tary Studies] graduate. With him as the primary architect, 
and with some outside assistance, we prepared the Task 
Force Viking campaign plan while keeping track of the 4th 
[Infantry Division] planning. We attended the daily [tacti-
cal operations center] update briefs of the 3rd Brigade Com-
bat Team at Fort Carson. During jtx Flintlock Reborn, the 
jsotf carefully evaluated the major Turkish lines of com-
munication into Iraq. I did not think that the 4th [Infantry 
Division] would get into the fght going overland through 
Turkey. Te primary ingress was a two-lane highway with 
numerous bridges. Tough they could accommodate some 
armored trafc, the roads and bridges had not been built 
to support the movement of a U.S. mechanized division. 
Knowing this, I decided to plan my fght as if sof would be 
the only force in northern Iraq. And, that proved to be wise. 
Still, I sent a mobilized [Army Reserve Special Forces] lieu-
tenant colonel to Fort Hood, Texas, as a permanent liaison 
ofcer to the 4th id headquarters, and even provided a 

Figure 2.17  Major  
General Geofrey  
Lambert. 

Figure 2.18  Original  
10th SFG distinctive 
unit insignia with 
Trojan Horse. 
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socce [Special Operations Command and Control Ele-
ment] to go through a warfghting exercise with them.” 26 

The “Tyranny of Time” 
Te time and distance between headquarters planning the fght, 
Army and special operations headquarters providing resources, and 
combat units preparing for war made coordination difcult and kept 
operational planners hopping when suspenses for critical decisions 
negated responses from the feld. Some units were simply too late with 
their input. Te 5th and 10th SFGs were allocated to diferent combat-
ant commands—CENTCOM and eucom—which made coordination 
with higher headquarters difcult. In addition, arsof had other units 
scattered around the globe, answering to commands in still other 
locations. Te 5th sfg was stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, and 
operated on Central Standard Time, while the 10th sfg headquarters 
and two of its battalions were based at Fort Carson, and functioned 
on Mountain Standard Time. Te 75th Ranger Regiment and the 3rd 
Ranger Battalion based at Fort Benning, Georgia, and the 1st Ranger 
Battalion in Savannah, Georgia, were both on Eastern Standard Time. 
But the 2nd Ranger Battalion was at Fort Lewis, Washington, which 
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Figure 2.19  Map showing Colonel Charles Cleveland’s tyranny of time. Large time zone diferences contributed to 
planning difculties. 
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Planning for War 37 

was on Pacifc Standard Time. Te 160th soar and two of its battal-
ions were located at Fort Campbell, but its 3rd Battalion was in Savan-
nah. Centcom and the U.S. Special Operations Command were both 
located in Tampa, but centcom’s in-theater headquarters was located 
in Qatar—eight hours ahead of Eastern Standard Time; and eucom 
was headquartered in Stuttgart, which was fve hours ahead of Tampa. 
At times it was impossible to contribute to or infuence a decision 
before the planning matrix reached fruition. Cleveland referred to 
this dilemma as the “tyranny of time.”27 

Prior obligations and complicated circumstances provided the con-
text in which commanders at all levels began planning for Operation 
iraqi freedom. Arsof units were already committed to operations 
in Afghanistan, the Balkans, Colombia, and the Philippines, limiting 
the forces available for operations against Iraq. Operation enduring 
freedom revealed that the ability of U.S. industry to provide wartime 
levels of materiel had been severely degraded by more than a decade of 
Department of Defense budget cuts and drawdowns. Early planners 
discovered that politics would play a large part in iraqi freedom, as 
international support for a campaign against Saddam Hussein was 
slow in coming, and negotiations with Turkey became bogged down 
over issues of sovereignty and regional concerns. Command relation-
ships within the U.S. military and the sof components also had to be 
ironed out before efective planning could take place. 

As iraqi freedom planning overlapped preparations, the vari-
ous sof commands and elements confronted a variety of challenges. 
Time and distance continued to complicate planning and coordina-
tion eforts. Funding and equipment issues became signifcant fac-
tors in readying units for war—especially for the 5th sfg. Finally, the 
availability of trained personnel became an overarching concern for 
all commands; the call up of Reservists and Guardsmen revealed 
systemic problems in the mobilization system, and training of all 
personnel took valuable time and resources. In typical sof fashion, 
however, these challenges and more were met with competence and 
ingenuity. 
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Chapter Three 

Preparing for War 

O    nce it became obvious that the United States might 
go to war against Iraq, the military began to prepare in 
earnest. Central Command’s Contingency Plan 1003 had 

been available since soon afer the Gulf War, so it took no stretch of 
the imagination to assume it would provide at least a starting point 
for planners. Conventional and special operations units included in 
1003’s Time-Phased Force Deployment List assumed they would take 
part in any future war with Iraq, and began to prepare accordingly. 
Units not force-listed in 1003 had no such guarantee, and their eforts 
were correspondingly less aggressive. Army special operations forces 
preparations were afected by those of Special Operations Command 
Central, which was in turn afected by CENTCOM’s preparations. 

CONvENTIONAl PREPARATIONS 
By November 2002, the National Security Council had settled on 
General Tommy Franks’ Hybrid variant of Contingency Plan 1003— 
1003V. Finding a middle ground between the ponderous Generated 
Start and the aggressive Running Start variations, the 1003 Hybrid— 
which became 1003 Victor (1003V) once it was approved—called for a 
moderate buildup of forces during Phase I, but retained a compressed 
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timeline. To that end, many forces had already moved into theater 
and continued to do so for the next several months. In late November, 
Franks asked Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld for permission 
to deploy forces to the Middle East in preparation for the possibility 
that the President decided to go to war against Iraq. Te proposed 
deployment would send 128,000 troops to the Persian Gulf region 
by 15 February 2003. Franks also requested that the 101st Airborne 
Division (Air Assault) and various special operations forces be alerted 
and ready to deploy by 20 March 2003. Franks envisioned a total of 
210,000 troops in theater by D-Day, half the number required for Gen-
erated Start and considerably more than for Running Start.1 

Operation Plan 1003V called for the 3rd Infantry Division to sweep 
northwest from Kuwait and enter Baghdad from the west. Meanwhile, 
the I Marine Expeditionary Force would sweep to the northeast along 
the Tigris River. Te two divisions would meet up south of Bagh-
dad before capturing the capital together. Te speed of their advance 
would prevent Iraqi forces from falling back to defend Baghdad. Te 
relatively small ground force would also convince the Iraqis that the 
main assault was still to come, either from the west or the north. Tis 
misconception would allow the ground forces to penetrate all the way 
to Baghdad. In the south, the British 1st Armoured Division would 
execute an isolating hook around Basra to protect the Rumaylah Oil 
Fields. Te plan also called for the 4th ID to attack south from Tur-
key—pending cooperation from that country—and for special opera-

tions forces to secure the western 
desert. Coalition air assets would 
support the entire maneuver. Te 
plan was ambitious, but Franks 
felt that with speed and decisive 
frepower, it would work, and 
began to prepare Coalition forces 
accordingly.2 

As the military prepared for 
war, diplomatic options were 
also aggressively pursued. Te 
United States moved one step 
closer to war with Iraq on 5 Feb-
ruary 2003, when Secretary of 
State Colin Powell addressed the 
United Nations Security Council. 
In his presentation, Powell made 
the connection between Saddam 
Hussein and weapons of mass 
destruction. Citing intelligence 
reports and showing intelligence 
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Figure 3. 1  Map showing Hybrid 1003 plan of attack. 
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photographs, Powell made the case for enacting the penalties pro-
vided for in UN Security Council Resolution 1441. Powell also made 
the link between al-Qaeda and Iraq, which increased the likelihood 
of weapons of mass destruction being used by terrorists against the 
United States and its allies. With talk of force circulating in the halls 
of the United Nations, it became increasingly clear to the U.S. mili-
tary that preparations and plans needed to be fnalized as quickly as 
possible. War was on its way.3 

ARSOF PREPARATIONS 
With conventional preparations moving swifly forward, Army spe-
cial operations forces struggled to catch up. Not only were ARSOF ele-
ments already committed to missions around the world, but sufcient 
personnel and materiel for additional missions were also difcult to 
come by, and time was even scarcer. Time constraints forced prep-
arations to begin even before plans were solidifed, a situation that 
plagued ARSOF during the entire pre-war period. 

Further complicating eforts to prepare for Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM were ARSOF’s ongoing commitments around the globe. Special 
Forces units were still required to support conventional operations in 
Afghanistan, and Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units 
were heavily involved in rebuilding eforts there. Special Forces units 
were also committed to missions in the Philippines, Colombia, and 
Africa. Te 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and Special 
Operations Support Command supported ARSOF operations wher-
ever they were needed. Each mission required critical resources, 
which placed planners in the position of competing with their own 
commands for personnel, funding, and equipment in order to prepare 
the force for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. 

Preparations were complex and interdependent; each change in 
planning caused shifs in other plans. Te various aspects of prepara-
tion also had to be carried out simultaneously, adding further strain 
to already overtaxed systems. While the four phases of ARSOF prepa-
rations eforts—organizing, mobilizing, equipping, and training the 
force—are discussed below as discrete stages, in reality, each compli-
cated the next and each priority competed with the others for time 
and resources. Below are some of the most signifcant preparation 
issues—and solutions—that ARSOF confronted in the months, weeks, 
and days before IRAQI FREEDOM began. 
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Organizing the Force 
Before serious war preparations could begin, ARSOF had to orga-
nize. Command relationships were many and complicated, making 
stafng vitally important. From U.S. Special Operations Command 
(USSOCOM) down to the ground units, the success of all planning 
and execution eforts depended on getting enough personnel trained 
to the level necessary for such a varied and important operation as 
IRAQI FREEDOM. All too ofen, key personnel were expected to quickly 
make decisions without even basic information. Nevertheless, Special 
Operations Command Central managed to compile a strong force 
and provide the coordination necessary to complete its mission. 

Special Operations Command Central 

At the end of September 2002, Brigadier General Gary Harrell felt it 
was time for Special Operations Command Center to begin “lean-
ing forward” and increase its preparation eforts for IRAQI FREEDOM. 
To refne its planning, SOCCENT “asked the smart joint staf doctrine 
guys at SOCJFCOM [Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Com-
mand] in Norfolk [Virginia]—Colonel Mike Findlay, Lieutenant 
Colonel Wes Rehorn, Don Richardson, and others—to come down 
to assess our SOF campaign plan, to evaluate our stafng procedures, 
and to help our staf sections prepare specifc joint mission-essential 
task lists,” recalled Colonel Patrick Higgins, the SOCCENT operations 
ofcer. “Afer a week working with our stafs, Colonel Findlay and 
team conducted an executive session for the commanding general 
and principal staf. Tat’s when he gave us specifc recommendations 
to orient us towards success.” SOCJFCOM staf mentoring during the 
refnement of 1003V and the joint mission–essential task list develop-
ment was crucial to SOCCENT’s joint staf training process.4 

Besides training his staf in joint staf work, Harrell needed to build 
his force. Central Command was a relatively new combatant com-
mand and did not have any dedicated assets—no combat units, no 
support units, not even auxiliary staf. Tus, a large part of CENTCOM 
and SOCCENT’s early preparation consisted of identifying and recruit-
ing the people and units necessary to accomplish their missions. 

To SOCCENT’s advantage was that it already had troops in theater 
participating in scheduled training and exercises. Exercise Early Vic-
tor provided American and Jordanian special operations forces a 
yearly opportunity to train together. Beginning on 6 October 2002, 
the 1st Battalion, 5th Special Forces Group, trained with its Jordanian 
counterparts in the country’s deserts, giving the Special Forces sol-
diers valuable environmental training. Support personnel and equip-

Figure 3.2  SOC-
CENT logo. 

Figure 3.3  Briga-
dier General Gary 
Harrell. 

Figure 3.4  SOCJF-
COM shoulder patch. 
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ment also participated in Early Victor, which gave SOCCENT the abil-
ity to start building bases in the region as soon as December 2002. 

Joint Communications Signal Element 

As part of its organization eforts, SOCCENT had to consider its ability 
to communicate with the myriad commands and units involved in 
IRAQI FREEDOM—most of which were not SOF, many of which were 
not Army, and some of which were not even American. Te 112th 
Special Operations Signal Battalion needed to be supplemented in 
order to provide SOCCENT with the joint communications capabil-
ity it required. When Lieutenant Colonel Jay Santiago became the 
SOCCENT deputy signal ofcer in the summer of 2002, he inherited 
the dilemma. Te solution came in the form of a Joint Communica-
tions Signal Element, which supported SOCCENT’s forward element 
in Qatar during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Te capability this 
element brought to SOCCENT was a much more powerful communi-
cations suite tailored for joint operations. Combined with the 112th’s 
own powerful signal package, the Joint Communications Signal Ele-
ment enabled SOCCENT to communicate in every way imaginable with 
anybody it needed to, all simultaneously.5 

Figure 3.5  112th 
SOSB insignia. 

Figure 3.6  JCSE  
shoulder patch. 

Psychologists 

One special addition to his staf that General Harrell made during 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM was Colonel Morgan Banks, the U.S. 
Army Special Operations Command psychologist. Banks served in 
Harrell’s tactical Red Cell during ENDURING FREEDOM. His psycho-
logical profles of al-Qaeda, Taliban, and Northern Alliance leader-
ship taught the general the value of having a tactically experienced 
psychologist on staf. Tis staf ofcer built personality profles based 
on leaders’ known behavior, which were extremely useful for tacti-
cal analysis and in negotiations. Harrell believed these skills to be 
so valuable that he asked USSOCOM to provide tactically experienced 
psychologists for each Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force 
(CJSOTF) during IRAQI FREEDOM.6 

Alerted by General Harrell, Banks called two experienced col-
leagues to ascertain their availability: Lieutenant Colonel John Chin, 
who had been a SOF command psychologist for more than ffeen 
years, and Colonel Tomas Williams, who had done special projects 
for the Army Intelligence Command. Army clinical psychologists 
with tactical experience were rare commodities, so arranging tempo-
rary releases for the men while maintaining operational security was 
challenging, but well worth the efort.7 
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Te benefts of having an experienced psychologist at each CJSOTF 
were varied. Each could act as a special advisor to the commander, 
provide psychological personality profling of enemy leadership, 
observe and analyze enemy prisoner of war interrogations, and even 
assist with Psychological and Information Operations. Te psy-
chologists’ analytical skills and tactical experience made them good 
“sounding boards” for commanders, as they assessed the validity of 
planning assumptions and intelligence estimates. Te psychologists 
also knew how to conduct research from both open and classifed 
sources, and make assessments based upon their fndings. Te psy-
chologists were valuable as monitors of staf health; as trained, skilled 
observers they could detect early indications of combat stress, such as 
personality changes and panic attacks. Teir psychological medicine 
skills expanded the capability of unit medical teams. 

Afer matching tactical experience and backgrounds with the mis-
sion sets of each CJSOTF, Banks contacted Colonel John Mulholland 
of the 5th Special Forces Group and Colonel Charles Cleveland of the 
10th SFG, the two commanders who would run the CJSOTFs in Iraq, 
to confrm his choices for each. Like Harrell, Mulholland had served 
in units with assigned psychologists, and as a JSOTF commander in 
Afghanistan, he had worked with ARSOF psychologist Major Gary 
Hazlet. For IRAQI FREEDOM, Mulholland was pleased to have Chin, 
whom he had known for years. He knew what an experienced psy-
chologist could contribute to the preparation of the battlefeld, and 
was especially anxious for such help in CJSOTF-West, which had an 
especially tough unconventional warfare mission involving the Shia 
community in Iraq. Chin’s ability to increase cultural awareness well 
beyond a generic understanding of the Middle East would help the 
commanders and teams as they planned their missions.8 

Chin joined the 5th SFG at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, in the midst 
the group’s fnal preparations for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Chin 
accompanied Mulholland on a visit to the 1st Battalion in the Middle 
East, where it was participating in Exercise Early Victor. Once he had 
decided how he could best add value to the unconventional warfare 
mission, Chin began executing his plan: he constructed a personality 
profle of Saddam Hussein from a cultural perspective to help the 5th 
SFG “know its enemy,” and compiled a profle of the Baath Party and 
the major Iraqi tribes in the south as background for the unconven-
tional warfare mission.9 

Te personality profle of Saddam listed and explained the various 
factors that had infuenced the development of the dictator’s patho-
logical personality, and explained how he had gained power and then 
retained it for more than twenty years. Saddam Hussein was the prod-
uct of several signifcant infuences: a dysfunctional family, family 
obligations and clan loyalties, Iraqi history, the Sunni-Shia confict, 
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and Baath Party ideology. Even a deconstruction of his full name, 
Saddam Hussein al-Majid al-Tikriti, contained a wealth of informa-
tion. Saddam, his birth name, meant “Great Struggler” or “One Who 
Confronts.” Hussein was his father’s surname, and Majid was the 
family name; thus, the Hussein from the Majid family of the Tikrit 
region. Placing Saddam in context of his family and clan connections 
provided insight into his loyalties and power base.10 

Chin also prepared a psychological perspective of the Iraqi tribes. 
Tis information covered the evolution of Iraqi tribes from early his-
tory to the present; tribal structures, myths, values, and functions; as 
well as Baath Party infuence and the diferences between Shia and 
Sunni Iraqis. A primer on the operational aspects of tribal culture— 
as in what to do and what to avoid—provided the Special Forces teams 
with rules by which to govern their actions with Iraqis. Te guidelines 
included explanations of Iraqi perceptions of weakness and strength 
that were especially useful during negotiations. Chin also marked 
signifcant holy shrines and religious celebrations on maps and cal-
endars to keep the team members mindful of the cultural context in 
which they were to operate. He indicated that Psychological Opera-
tions themes should stress cooperation. He also provided an educated 
prediction of which tribes would support a regime change, allowing 
the teams to focus their eforts. Te psychologist’s assessments were 
valuable and accurate. As Mulholland related aferward, “Doc Chin 
was right on about the Shia resistance.”11 

Based on the heavy unconventional warfare mission sets assigned 
to CJSOTF-North, Banks recommended that Williams be assigned to 
that joint SOF headquarters. He had had extensive experience per-
forming behavior analysis personality profling and additional expe-
rience with intelligence order of battle. Williams arrived in time to 
give Cleveland “a half-step advantage” in his negotiating role with the 
senior Turkish SOF leadership. To ensure the psychologist did not “slip 
into an operator mentality,” yet still receive total support from the 
staf, Cleveland introduced Williams as his “special advisor.” While 
Cleveland was overseas in Stuttgart, Germany, and Ankara, Turkey, 
Williams became operationally focused. He started the research nec-
essary to construct psychological profles of the Iraqi military to cor-
respond to order of battle architecture in northern Iraq, as well as the 
Kurdish leadership—which was actually a higher priority.12 

Te elements of the profles were designed to enable Cleveland to 
prepare for meetings with leaders of the diferent cultures he worked 
with. Williams included in each profle information that would give 
Cleveland a credible context for his interactions with each man: per-
sonal information; how the subject interacted leader to leader; inter-
personal style; interactions with U.S. subordinates; decision making 
style; trustworthiness; reactions during stress; attitudes about capitu-

https://priority.12
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lation; and methods to infuence, manage, and control the individual, 
or at least control a discussion with him.13 

Besides compiling individual profles, Williams gave the staf and 
team members of CJSOTF-North a more general profle of the Iraqis: 

Having read the debriefs from the last Gulf War, the current 
[psychological operations] towards the Iraqi people seemed 
of target. I put together a ‘typical Iraqi’ personality profle 
to help our operations and intelligence stafs. In terms of 
personality traits, the Iraqis are a lot like Americans. Tey 
are very ingenious, ambitious, industrious, and individu-
alistic. Tough they are Arabs, they like to gain individual 
advantage, but they couch that predilection in the cultural 
expression, ‘I have to do this to advance my family,’ which 
advances them as well.14 

Te CJSOTF-North psychologist contributed information to issues 
ranging from capitulation versus ceasefre versus co-option to creat-
ing protocols to conduct safe, legal, ethical, and efective interroga-
tion and detainee operations. Williams more than proved the value 
of including a tactical psychologist in SOF headquarters. 

Walk-ons 

As a unit-poor command, SOCCENT was in no position to refuse vol-
unteer unit participation, so even though the 75th Ranger Regiment, 
the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, and the Special 
Operations Support Command were not force-listed in the original 
1003 plan, they were welcome in Tampa. Each sent a small liaison cell 
to SOCCENT in July 2002 to volunteer for missions and coordinate 
participation. Te Rangers and Aviators had been assigned lesser mis-
sions in Operation DESERT STORM, so they were all the more anxious 
to be “players” in the next desert war.15 

Coalition Partners 

International interest and world support for America’s expanding 
Global War on Terrorism began to dwindle dramatically afer the 
Taliban regime collapsed in Afghanistan; however, Australia and the 
United Kingdom remained staunch allies. Australia was especially 
proud of its long-time association with the United States; it was sec-
ond to none as a reliable ally of the United States. Australia had sent 
troops to fght with U.S. forces in every major confict of the 20th 
century—World War I and World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and the 
Gulf War—and was in Afghanistan as part of the Coalition. When 
planning began for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, both the United King-
dom and Australia signed up for the duration.16 

Figure 3.7  Austra-
lian fag. 
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Te Australian government was committed to fghting terrorism 
in all its forms, and did not hesitate to support Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM. As Major General Duncan Lewis, commander of Special Opera-
tions Command Australia, recounted: 

Te Prime Minister, John Howard, felt personally com-
mitted to the American Global War on Terrorism because 
he was being driven to visit President George Bush at the 
White House when the terrorist-piloted airliner crashed 
into the Pentagon. Te Australian [prime minister] and 
his staf were whisked of to an underground bunker in the 
Washington area. Since our ally had been attacked, the 
government invoked the [Australia, New Zealand, United 
States] regional defense treaty [of 1951]. Tough the treaty 
was designed for a previous era, it was dragged into the 
modern day. Under the provisions of that treaty, if any 
party were under attack, the others would consult closely 
and come to its assistance. Te Australians felt an obliga-
tion to do just that.17 

Australian ground forces had just returned from a year in Afghan-
istan on 22 November 2002 to “reft and be reconstituted” when the 
possibility of a second Global War on Terrorism campaign arrived. 
Te Howard government immediately anticipated involvement and 
authorized liaison teams to be assigned to U.S. commands. 

Te frst issue that had to be resolved in Coalition planning was 
the matter of operational control. General Lewis attended major 
“what if” planning sessions in Tampa before making his decision. 
His assessment of SOCCENT was favorable: “Te [Special Operations 
Commander], Gary Harrell, had taken charge and gotten the head-
quarters organized. Te SOCCENT staf was involved in very deliber-
ate planning. Commanders were talking to commanders at all levels 
all the way down. I was satisfed that it was all joined up. It was a 
textbook Coalition SOF operation all around.” Te British force did 
not as readily accept giving up operational independence, but when 
it came to either submitting to operational control by SOCCENT or 
exclusion from IRAQI FREEDOM, professionalism and reason prevailed 
over tradition. Te Australian SOF elements were assigned directly 
to CJSOTF-West, while a colonel served as the Australian component 
commander to SOCCENT. “It was a very good relationship,” stated 
Lewis. “And with a robust logistics element, we could provide proper 
support to our troops.”18 

Unfortunately, many of the problems that plagued Coalition forces 
in Afghanistan were not as easily resolved before Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM: top secret security clearances; access to secure compart-
mented intelligence facilities; access to the classifed computer net-
work routinely used by U.S. forces headquarters and stafs for opera-

Figure 3.8  Austra-
lian SASR badge. 

Figure 3.9  Special 
Operations Com-
mand, Australia logo. 
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tional command and control; and the Blue Force Tracker System for 
force protection. Access to all was controlled by the U.S. National 
Security Agency, and although America’s “most trusted allies” were in 
the “intelligence onion layer” next to the center—U.S.-only access— 
clearances and access were still difcult to obtain. Te Ministries of 
Defence of both the United Kingdom and Australia dedicated money 
and personnel to conduct the top secret–level background investi-
gations necessary to gain even “supervised” intelligence access—an 
undertaking complicated by the fact that most of the British and 
Australian service branches had already reduced top secret access to 
minimize expenses. Te United Kingdom incurred further expense 
when it leased the Blue Force Tracker System and other combat iden-
tifcation equipment from the United States.19 

When top-down solutions to Coalition access problems were not 
forthcoming, commands and units developed their own fxes. Mul-
holland commented, “It fell straight down to colonel commanders 
in the feld to take responsibility for the degree of access given to 
Coalition staf ofcers and Coalition force commanders. We devel-
oped work-arounds to function.” For example, one practical solution 
developed at the tactical level was for the Australians to attach U.S. 
Air Force Special Tactics Squadron personnel, who carried Blue Force 
Trackers, to each Australian team. Tat way, security conficts were 
avoided and situational awareness remained high.20 

Te Australians looked to recent experiences in Afghanistan to 
help them better prepare for Iraq. British ground forces had brought 
their own air assets to Afghanistan, giving them considerable fexibil-
ity and independence. Tis standard British practice was not lost on 
the Australians, and when they planned for Iraq, they made sure that 
their “force package included two C-130 Hercules transports and sev-
eral CH-47 Chinook helicopters, as well as much more robust logistics 
package. We learned from Afghanistan. When you arrive with air-
planes, you’ve brought the ‘proper currency’ to the fght,” explained 
General Lewis.21 

Australian and British preparations for IRAQI FREEDOM led them to 
participate in training exercises with the United States. Both countries 
sent contingents to participate U.S. Air Force Joint Forces Experiment 
02, which was held concurrently with Exercise Millennium Chal-
lenge. Held at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, the JEFX included a small 
Australian group and a large British contingent of ground element 
fre support teams and Royal Air Force forward air control teams. 
Although fratricide had not been an issue for Australia in Afghani-
stan, coordination and deconfiction of fres had been ingrained in 
the Australian Army culture afer Vietnam. “Working with the U.S. 
is very frightening for any minor ally. You never know what’s going to 
happen. It is equally frightening for U.S. ground troops to work under 

Figure 3.10  British 
fag. 

Figure 3.11  Major  
General Duncan 
Lewis, Commander, 
Special Operations 
Command, Aus-
tralia. 

Figure 3.12  Millen-
nium Challenge 2002 
logo. 
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U.S. air. Tat’s not a criticism, it’s a fact,” said Lewis. “I told the blokes 
before they lef for Afghanistan that the single greatest threat to you 
is Coalition air. Ten you guys can worry about the Taliban and al-
Qaeda.” Te British were more circumspect, though no less cautious: 
“Working with the U.S. in a Coalition brings political, diplomatic, 
and military advantages—including the aggregation of capabilities, 
fexible war-fghting options, and the sharing of intelligence and risk. 
[British] forces need to be commanded, structured, equipped, and 
trained with this in mind.” Developing joint fres protocols with U.S. 
elements at Nellis Air Force Base proved to be worthwhile for both 
allies. Te Australian close air support procedures had been very 
closely aligned with the U.S. system, but the new grid system of “kill 
boxes” worked so well in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM that the Defence 
forces made the Nellis protocols standard. 22 

In December 2002, the United Kingdom and Australia National 
Command Element stafs participated in a long-planned CENTCOM  
exercise without troops—Internal Look 02. Te exercise served as 
a mission rehearsal for the Coalition Iraq operation, which was, of 
course, the contingency uppermost in planners’ minds at the time. It 
not only allowed Headquarters’ staf to practice and prepare to con-
duct a Coalition operation led by the United States, but also enabled 
the United Kingdom to infuence mission planning. 23 

Getting forces ready and deployed into theater proved to be a 
major challenge for both Coalition partners. A British description 
of their preparations and deployment into theater was quite reserved 
and typically understated: “Complications created by the uncertain 
diplomatic and political processes in the run-up to the start of the 
operation, and late changes to the campaign plan wherein [British] 
forces would operate in the south instead of the north, had signifcant 
efects on the smooth provision of forces ready for combat operations. 
Forces had to be generated in reduced timelines, using mechanisms 
and pragmatic solutions to bypass readiness and resourcing assump-
tions.” Te Australian description of troop deployment was a bit more 
direct and graphic: “Te bizarre arrangement by which we got forces 
into theater for Iraq wouldn’t have passed muster at the Staf College. 
Te ‘crossing over’ was more akin to dodging the trafc about Times 
Square on Saturday morning,” said General Lewis. Nevertheless, the 
plans did work and some 46,000 British and 2,000 Australian mem-
bers of the Defence Forces joined the U.S. -led Coalition in military 
operations against Saddam Hussein’s regime. 24 

U.S. Army Special Operations Command 

On 29 August 2002, Lieutenant General Philip R. Kensinger assumed 
command of U.S. Army Special Operations Command and ARSOF’s  

https://regime.24
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participation in the Global War on Terrorism. Te war was a personal 
one to Kensinger—he had just lef his ofce in the Pentagon minutes 
before the terrorist-piloted airliner crashed into the building on 11 
September 2001. When Kensinger held his frst USASOC staf briefng 
on 29 August, he presented his top two priorities for the command: 
frst, to continue to feld and manage ARSOF requirements in Afghani-
stan; and second, to prepare for the campaign in Iraq.25 

Te role of ARSOF in Afghanistan was changing by late summer 
2002; ARSOF was now supporting a conventional force instead of 
leading the fght. Because the conventional Army was familiar with 
Joint Chiefs of Staf Publication 5, proper alignment according to joint 
doctrine would reduce confusion for all involved. Consequently, the 
USASOC staf concentrated on SOF “doctrinal sets” to fulfll CENTCOM 
requirements in Afghanistan. Preparing for Iraq also entailed a refo-
cusing of staf eforts. Te Special Forces training regimen needed a 
hard review—from initial accession to assessment all the way through 
the specialty training—to ensure that it was adequate and efcient. 
Furthermore, Kensinger addressed the possibility of the Army’s stop-
loss (moratorium on leaving the Army or changing jobs) on certain 
military occupational specialties being lifed, and what impact that 
might have on ARSOF.26 

Figure 3.14  USA-
SOC shoulder patch. 

U.S. Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 

Te U.S. Army Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command 
(USACAPOC) had the unenviable task of having to prepare for a plan 
that did not exist. Although planners had been sent forward to create 
a Civil Afairs campaign plan for IRAQI FREEDOM, the Civil Afairs 
Operational Annex to 1003V still had not been approved by late Sep-
tember 2002, when the Coalition Forces Land Component Command 
Civil Afairs section held a planning conference in Kuwait to address 
necessary force structure. Because the Civil Afairs concept of opera-
tions was still quite vague, the planners could only base Civil Afairs 
requirements and potential missions on CFLCC concerns and possible 
scenarios: Iraqi infltrators and deserters might mix with dislocated 
civilians; Iraqi armed forces might use civilian movement to mask 
their withdrawals, causing Coalition forces to hesitate in engaging 
Iraqis with fre; and the Iraqi government might force a movement of 
civilians towards Coalition forces during combat phases to disrupt 
Coalition eforts along the main supply routes south of the Euphrates 
River. Planners also worried that the Iraqi Army might maneuver 
civilians to disrupt a build-up of Coalition forces inside Iraq, and even 
exploit civilians for propaganda purposes, perhaps claiming Coali-
tion mistreatment of the innocent.27 

SINE PARI 

Figure 3.15  USA-
SOC insignia. 
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Unfortunately, these general concerns and possible scenarios were 
based on generalized assumptions made in the absence of good intel-
ligence. Planners assumed that decisive combat operations could gen-
erate as many as eighty thousand dislocated civilians in the V Corps’ 
area of operations, and the number could double in the transition 
period between Phase III and Phase IV. Since the Ofce of U.S. For-
eign Disaster Assistance was the government entity responsible for 
providing humanitarian aid overseas, a CFLCC Executive Steering 
Group had to be established to coordinate with the Ofce of U.S. For-
eign Disaster Assistance and its Disaster Assistance Response Teams 
to provide emergency and sustainment aid to Iraqi civilians—water, 
food, medical care, shelter, and sanitation assistance.28 

Te CFLCC civil military operations focus was on displaced civil-
ian operations and humanitarian assistance designed to minimize 
civilian interference with military combat operations, and to mitigate 
humanitarian crises resulting from the same. Civil military opera-
tions were also directed toward establishing an acceptable, stable, 
new Iraqi government, and helping in recovery and reconstruction 
eforts. Initial priorities were to restore essential life support civilian 
infrastructures in Iraq, such as hospitals, water systems, electricity, 
and sewage systems.29 

Te Civil Afairs job in Iraq was not only projected to be much 
bigger than in Afghanistan, but would also require extensive coor-
dination with nonmilitary organizations. Unfortunately, planning 
became bogged down in the approval process, leaving the Civil 
Afairs soldiers and their commanders without concrete guidance. 
In spite of the lack of a coherent Civil Afairs plan, USACAPOC was 
helpless to stop or change the deployment momentum dictated by the 
Time-Phased Force and Deployment List; Civil Afairs units already 
force-listed in 1003 would be mobilized and deployed—whether or 
not they had a job to do. Responsible for executing the Civil Afairs 
plan that did not exist, Major General Herbert Altshuler committed 
USACAPOC to send 150 Civil Afairs soldiers to Kuwait to facilitate the 
arrival of the Civil Afairs units arriving in theater. Somebody had 
to greet the units as they arrived, and help them coordinate with the 
conventional CFLCC units that they would support. Tis was the best 
USACAPOC could do for what became the largest callup of Civil Afairs 
soldiers in American history.30 

Figure 3.16   
USACAPOC shoul-
der patch. 
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Figure 3.18  Major  
General Herbert  
Altshuler. 

Mobilizing the Force 
Although a considerable number of Reservists and National Guard 
soldiers were already serving tours of duty, many more were needed 
for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Getting those soldiers mobilized, 
equipped, and trained was a battle in and of itself. 
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Special Operations Command Central 

As the new commander of SOCCENT, General Harrell faced signif-
cant challenges—personnel issues being some of the most intractable. 
Most primary staf ofcers rotated in the summer of 2002, just as 
Harrell did. Because the previous commander of SOCCENT had been 
a Navy fag ofcer, by tradition the majority of his active duty key staf 
had been naval special operations ofcers. Now those positions would 
be flled by Army personnel, whom Harrell had to fnd and hire. “But, 
that wasn’t all bad,” recalled Harrell. “It gave me the opportunity to 
recruit a new team to fght the next war.”31 

Finding appropriate staf ofcers was complicated by the fact that, 
like most special operations headquarters in wartime, Reservists flled 
four-ffhs of the SOCCENT staf billets. To make matters worse, most 
of the Reservists and Guardsmen who were available had already been 
mobilized for two years and were scheduled to demobilize before the 
Iraq campaign began. Time further afected mobilization as com-
petition increased among the services for individual Reservists and 
Guardsmen, and SOCCENT had to compete with higher headquarters 
for quality staf ofcers. Because most of the forces listed in 1003V 
were conventional units, SOCCENT also had to fll liaison billets, 
requiring even more staf. Fortunately, the liaison assignments could 
be flled by USSOCOM special operations detachments. Stafng issues 
continued to plague SOCCENT and its subordinate commands well 
into the war.32 

U.S. Army Special Operations Command 

Because USASOC provided most of the warfghters and support units, 
it found itself bearing the brunt of SOCCENT’s mobilization issues. 
In addition to flling out its own staf requirements, USASOC had to 
manage its subordinate command and unit requirements, which were 
many. Te challenges would be met. 

U.S. Army Special Forces Command 

Balancing Special Forces requirements worldwide was the responsi-
bility of Major General Geofrey Lambert, commander of U.S. Army 
Special Forces Command at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. In order to 
“stand up” CJSOTF-Afghanistan by 1 April 2002 with its complement 
of Joint Manning Document augmentees, about three hundred of-
cers and soldiers from the 20th Special Forces Group (Army National 
Guard) had been integrated into the 3rd SFG, which was acting as the 
joint SOF headquarters in Bagram, Afghanistan. Figure 3.19  USASFC 

shoulder patch. 
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Serious consideration of the 20th SFG to assume some of Special 
Force’s Command’s obligations called for formal validation of the 
20th SFG capability to serve as a Joint Special Operations Task Force. 
Since U.S. Joint Forces Command in Norfolk, Virginia, was conduct-
ing Joint Training Exercise Millennium Challenge 02 in September 
2002, Special Forces Command initiated a request through USASOC 
and USSOCOM to have SOCJFCOM train and validate the 20th SFG head-
quarters during the exercise. Te possibility of the 20th SFG supple-
menting the 3rd SFG as a JSOTF was raised—a solution that inadver-
tently locked the 3rd SFG headquarters into the Afghanistan rotation, 
and ultimately allowed for the participation of the 3rd Battalion in 
IRAQI FREEDOM.33 

Figure 3.20  20th 
SFG beret fash. 

U.S. Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 

By the spring of 2002, virtually all Civil Afairs and Psychological 
Operations requirements in Afghanistan and the Philippines were 
being flled by Army Reserve units, and Plan 1003V called for even 
more. General Altshuler had to fgure out how to mobilize and train 
enough USACAPOC soldiers to fulfll the command’s obligations. 

Sustaining Civil Afairs and PSYOP unit rotations in Afghanistan 
had already begun to stretch the capacity and capabilities of the Army 
Reserve force structure. Authorized level of organization rates had 
been kept several levels below rates for active forces for more than 
thirty years. Te post–World War II standards of readiness meant that 
the majority of Civil Afairs and PSYOP units could not be mobilized, 
equipped, and trained to go to war in less than four to six months. 
In addition, the percentage of military occupational specialty (MOS)-
qualifed soldiers in all Civil Afairs and PSYOP Guard and Reserve 
units was only 65 percent, and that was afer ambitious training pro-
grams during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.34 

Department of Defense funding kept Reserve units understrength, 
underqualifed, and minimally trained for decades. Having only small 
cadres of ofcers and noncommissioned ofcers qualifed and trained 
for Civil Afairs and PSYOP, units could not be made operationally 
ready simply by rapidly infusing personnel. Units needed MOS-quali-
fed personnel, equipment, and time to conduct collective training. “If 
[Civil Afairs] and PSYOP units could not be readily deployed in the 
1990s to the Balkans, how could they be readied for a major confict 
in less than six months? Some units were so poorly funded that they 
lacked equipment with which to train. Te ‘quick fx’ solution—‘gut-
ting’ a large unit, like a brigade, to fll a battalion with MOS-qualifed 
soldiers in order to deploy—destroyed the cohesion of several units 
and simply compounded the problem in the future,” stated Altshuler. 

https://FREEDOM.34
https://FREEDOM.33
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Better alternatives to this conundrum had to be found, and found 
quickly.35 

Te mobilization system itself was akin to a operating a rusty 
steam locomotive whose rivets were constantly popping as pressure 
built up. Te system was designed for ponderous mobilization eforts 
leading to a prolonged single war, not for the “plan fast, deploy fast” 
pace of IRAQI FREEDOM. What made matters worse for Civil Afairs 
and PSYOP mobilization was the fact that USACAPOC did not have suf-
fcient mobilization resources to handle all the units and soldiers it 
needed to accomplish the mission. 

By default, Civil Afairs and PSYOP mobilizations had become 
USACAPOC’s responsibility when the command was formed in 1992. 
Although more than 90 percent of USACAPOC’s troops were Reserv-
ists, USACAPOC’s home base—Fort Bragg—was not designated as a 
Force Projection Platform by Army Forces Command. Te Army, 
therefore, would not provide mobilization funds to the command. 
Training ammunition, billets, mess halls, and transportation, were 
allocated at Fort Bragg based only on active units assigned to the 
base. Yet USACAPOC’s mobilizing units were required to report to Fort 
Bragg, leaving USACAPOC scrambling to house, feed, transport, and 
train its units before they deployed. 

Since Fort Bragg was not a designated Force Projection Platform, 
neither Fort Bragg nor USASOC had large mobilization stafs. Neither 
had mobilization plans. USASOC’s Army Reserve advisor four-person 
cell was tasked to coordinate all mobilization support at Fort Bragg. 
Te lack of personnel and resources led to innovative ideas about 
how to prepare the USACAPOC units for Iraq. Exceptions linked to the 
Global War on Terrorism gave USACAPOC authority to use an “invol-
untary” annual training cycle for individual training, allowing the 
normal thirty-day-or-less annual training period to be used for col-
lective unit training, based on an Army alert order for mobilization. 
Te resourceful combination of annual training cycles enabled com-
posite units to work on team building before deploying, a vital step 
in getting them ready for Iraq. Gaps in time mandated for pre-over-
seas requirements training were flled with other tasks: new equip-
ment training; combat survival skills; and development of tactics, 
techniques, and procedures based on recent lessons learned, such as 
tactical convoy procedures, immediate action drills, and the threat of 
improvised explosive devices. Despite the unorthodox training cycles 
and cobbled-together nature of the training schedules, the USACAPOC 
units somehow managed to get ready for IRAQI FREEDOM.36 

Some training required cooperation from units outside of USASOC. 
A Memorandum of Agreement was drafed between USACAPOC and 
the fve Army Reserve Training Divisions which included CAPO (Civil 
Afairs PSYOP) Training Battalions. Tese battalions were respon-

https://FREEDOM.36
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sible for MOS reclassifcation of enlisted personnel, qualifying them 
in either MOS 38A (Civil Afairs) or 37F (Psychological Operations). 
USACAPOC agreed to provide Civil Afairs and PSYOP instructors to 
augment the fve CAPO battalions, and the period of instruction was 
compressed into two two-week annual training periods. Te “Two-
Plus-Two” program gave the CAPO battalions the ability to produce 
groups of ffy Civil Afairs and ffy PSYOP MOS-qualifed soldiers one 
right afer another. 

While this “through-put” training system raised levels of MOS-
qualifed soldiers in Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP units 
above 80 percent, Army funding levels negated overall progress. Te 
units needed equipment and collective training to become fully func-
tional, which were slow in coming. “It was a ‘Catch-22’ situation. At 
best, the Army Reserve force was designed to be a C-3 asset [delayed 
deployment],” Altshuler added.37 

U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 

During Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, the U.S. Army John F. Ken-
nedy Special Warfare Center and School (SWCS) had “ramped-up” 
Civil Afairs and PSYOP training conducted by the 3rd Battalion of the 
1st Special Warfare Training Group. Te number of annual advanced 
individual training classes for Civil Afairs and PSYOP enlisted sol-
diers were increased to help fll the requirements of ENDURING FREE-
DOM. Te wartime program of instruction for Reserve Civil Afairs 
and PSYOP advanced individual training was “compressed” to twenty-
nine days. SWCS provided updated training materials to the fve CAPO 
battalions to ensure that Reservists being reclassifed as Civil Afairs 
and PSYOP soldiers received commensurate training. Between Novem-
ber 2001 and March 2002, SWCS conducted seven mobilization Civil 
Afairs courses, compressing the four-week course into two weeks, 
and trained over 500 soldiers. 

At the same time as SWCS received the requirement to train more 
Civil Afairs and PSYOP soldiers, the school had to train an increas-
ing number of new Special Forces soldiers. Sustained combat and a 
future of multiple overseas combat tours dictated more graduates in 
order to maintain Special Forces strength, and USASOC was having to 
supplement its Army-internal recruitment eforts with new Special 
Forces candidates who were not in the Army. Simultaneously SWCS 
became responsible for turning “regular” soldiers into Special Forces 
and turning civilians into soldiers before Special Forces training.38 

Figure 3.21   
USAJFKSWCS 
shoulder patch. 
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Figure 3.22   
USAJFKSWCS 
insignia. 
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Special Operations Support Command 

Colonel Kevin Leonard, commander of Special Operations Support 
Command, faced personnel issues when he realized that with ARSOF 
spread so thinly between two campaigns, SOSCOM needed to expand 
the logistics and maintenance capability of the 528th Support Battal-
ion. Subsequently, a third company for the 528th was approved, with 
personnel provided from the Army National Guard and the Army 
Reserve. Identifcation of combat service support units for mobili-
zation that were operationally ready and not already force-listed for 
1003 was a challenge, because any units not so obligated were only at 
an authorized level of organization of two or higher. Tis meant that 
they were not readily deployable. SOSCOM fnally compiled an ad hoc 
unit. Te 1103rd Support Battalion (Corps) of the 167th Teater Sup-
port Command, from Eufaula, Alabama, furnished a headquarters, 
and the balance of the company consisted of the 1157th Transporta-
tion Company from Oshkosh, Wisconsin; the 812th Quartermaster 
Company, from Harlingen, Texas; the 777th Direct Support Mainte-
nance Company from Nashville, Tennessee; and the 261st Ordnance 
Detachment from Cross Lanes, West Virginia. C Battery, 3rd Battal-
ion, 115th Field Artillery from Memphis, Tennessee, furnished a secu-
rity element. Te addition of Guardsmen (and women) and Reservists 
to the 528th enabled the battalion to fulfll all of its support obliga-
tions around the world.39 
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Figure 3.23  SOS-
COM insignia. 

Figure 3.24  528th  
SOSB insignia. 
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Figure 3.25  167th  
Teater Support 
Command insignia. 

Equipping the Force 

One of the bigger challenges ARSOF had to face while preparing for 
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was the matter of equipment. Operation 
ENDURING FREEDOM took its toll on active-duty units, as had decades 
of underfunding for Army Reserve and Army National Guard units. 
USSOCOM and USASOC had to carefully manage materiel resources 
in order to keep the force protected and safe. Not only did damaged 
and worn-out items need to be replaced, but updated equipment also 
needed to be issued to Reserve and Guard units to bring them up to 
operational standards. Te harsh environments of Uzbekistan and 
Afghanistan had been especially hard on communications and com-
puter systems, whose components were degraded by sandstorms and 
ever-present grit. Because Army National Guard Special Forces teams 
and Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP elements were tasked with 
active-Army SOF missions, they had to be equipped with compatible 
radio suites, computers, reinforced vehicles, and heavy crew–served 
weapons. And all that took money. 

https://world.39
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U.S. Special Operations Command 

Lieutenant General Bryan Brown confronted budget difculties when 
he transferred to USSOCOM afer relinquishing command of USASOC. 
He recalled: 

When I walked in as the new deputy on 12 September 2002, 
I was informed that USSOCOM had to brief a [Program Inte-
gration Decision Memorandum] the next day in Washing-
ton on future SOF growth and additional money needed 
to fght [the Global War on Terrorism]. Quite frankly, 
USSOCOM did not have a plan for either. Tose big, strate-
gic, operational documents take time to produce and the 
constantly moving [budget] process does not give you that 
time. Without those long-range operational plans, we had 
little to base our funding on. We had to make it up on the 
fy, and quite frankly, I wasn’t sure at the time that we got 
it right. Afer that humbling experience in Washington, it 
was painful for the directors, but the USSOCOM staf got 
their act together, believe me. 40 

So did its subordinate units and commands. 

U.S. Army Special Operations Command 

General Brown was the commander of USASOC until September 2002, 
and had personally worked to gain increased funding from USSOCOM 
in order to properly equip ARSOF troops. Brown also managed to con-
vince the Army to adjust its equipment felding priorities to support 
the large SOF role in 1003V. “Resourcing had always been the hardest 
nut for USASOC to crack,” commented Brown. He continued, 

Te Army SOF component of USSOCOM had not been get-
ting its fair share of the money from the several large Con-
gressional GWOT [Global War on Terrorism] funding plus-
ups. We received [only] $31 million dollars out of the frst 
$323 million dollar ‘slug’ accorded USSOCOM, and we had 
the preponderance of the special ops force. With support-
ing data in hand, I few to Tampa to meet with General 
Charles Holland, Lieutenant General William Tangney, 
Major General Eldon Bargewell, and Brigadier General 
Jim Parker. I told them, ‘You guys have got to do better.’ In 
the next ‘slug’ of money USASOC got $61 million. And that 
helped, but it was still not a fair share for the SOF compo-
nent that had the largest number of people in combat and 
preparing to go again. We kept the Army informed. It was a 
struggle, but with the Army monitoring, USSOCOM began to 

Figure 3.26  General  
Bryan Brown. 
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support USASOC properly. Afer that episode, the command 
was well resourced.41 

160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment 

USASOC Deputy Commanding General Brigadier General Howard 
Yellen was charged with overseeing the 160th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment, the 75th Ranger Regiment, and the Special Oper-
ations Support Command. Tis responsibility included oversight of 
the Title 50 funding used to support unconventional warfare mis-
sions. He had to intensely manage the existing ARSOF helicopter feet, 
watch organizational growth, and fnd funding for aviation research 
and development. Yellen also had to fnd money for annual mainte-
nance inspections that needed to be done ahead of schedule due to 
high combat fying hours. 

Te highest unexpected expense was the replacement of helicopters 
lost or seriously damaged in combat or accidents. Operation ENDUR-
ING FREEDOM missions in Afghanistan and the Philippines took their 
toll on scarce helicopter assets. Both replacement and repair required 
valuable time and constant reprioritization—and some “appetite 
suppression,” as SOAR commander Colonel Richard Polczynski com-
mented.42 

Te two MH-47E Chinooks recovered afer Operation ANACONDA 
in Afghanistan underwent detailed battle damage assessments, and 
the fndings prompted modifcations to MH-47G replacement aircraf 
on the Sikorsky assembly line. Fortunately, “the structural design 
strengths of the MH-47E enabled the Night Stalker maintenance teams 
at Fort Campbell [Kentucky] to rebuild one of the two helicopters 
shot down on Takur Ghar virtually from the ground up. Even this 
former 160th SOAR commander was truly amazed by that efort,” said 
Yellen.43 

Polczynski was acutely aware of close air support fratricide inci-
dents involving Air Force aircraf in Afghanistan. While no lives 
were lost, one of the ARSOF MH-47Es shot-down on Takur Ghar was 
destroyed by the Air Force in a coordinated action with USSOCOM. 
Although the Night Stalkers of the 160th SOAR already provided very 
close-in close air support with their attack helicopters, Polczynski 
proposed replacing some of the Air Force support with more special-
ized SOAR aircraf. General Brown, a former commander of the SOAR 
himself, authorized “test-confguring” several of the 3rd Battalion’s 
MH-60L Black Hawks as Defensive Armed Penetrator helicopters. 
Polczynski was given permission to test four aircraf using “strap-
on/strap-of” weapons systems from the operational 30mm chain gun 
and 2.75 inch rocket pod spares. Te testing and training was accom-

Figure 3.27  Briga-
dier General Howard 
Yellen. 

NIGHT STALKERS 

Figure 3.28  160th  
SOAR insignia. 
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plished with spare SOAR resources and personnel, without compro-
mise to the regiment’s ongoing mission requirements.44 

5th Special Forces Group 

When the 5th SFG turned responsibility for Afghanistan over to the 
3rd SFG, it lef most of its equipment behind for the new element, which 
meant the 5th SFG had to scramble to reequip itself before deploying 
for IRAQI FREEDOM. Colonel Patrick Higgins, the SOCCENT operations 
ofcer stated 

5th Group had to be reftted. Almost all of their vehicles, 
communications, and heavy weapons had been lef behind 
for CJSOTF-Afghanistan. Reft costs that amounted to 
almost $300 million dollars resulted in major fund repri-
oritizations at Fort Bragg and Tampa. Time became the 
‘enemy of preparedness.’ Equipment—radios, computers, 
weapons, and vehicles—had to be procured and felded in 
time to allow the 5th Group soldiers to train with it before 
going into combat again. Tus, the money fow—slow or 
fast—impacted operational readiness for combat.45 

Beyond team equipment, the 5th SFG needed additional head-
quarters equipment in order to function as CJSOTF-West. Mulholland 
remembered 

One of the ‘hard sells’ to [Special Forces] Command and 
USASOC was the need to buy the tentage and equipment 
necessary to establish a JSOTF headquarters overseas in a 
bare base environment. What I learned from [ENDURING 
FREEDOM] was that there is a geometry component in how to 
set up a joint operations center. An asymmetrical layout to 
access key personnel quickly was critical. Te linear layout 
at K2 [Karshi Kanabad, Uzbekistan] (that we euphemisti-
cally called ‘the worm’) proved to be a nightmare at times. 
Te individual you needed to talk to at a critical moment 
always seemed to be at the extreme end of the worm. We 
basically needed what Colonel Mark Phelan, 3rd SFG com-
mander, had available to establish CJSOTF-Afghanistan in 
Bagram. An SFOB [Special Forces Operating Base] simply 
does not have the equipment necessary to accommodate 
the exponential expansion of the staf necessary to operate 
as a CJSOTF.46 

In addition to being felded with new Ground Mobility Vehicles, 
the vehicles had to be modifed to the Special Forces model approved 
by USSOCOM. Anticipating that one of the 5th SFG battalions would be 
used to locate and counter the SCUD missile threat in the western des-
ert of Iraq, the battalion needed to be fully mobile and organized into 

https://CJSOTF.46
https://combat.45
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company-sized forces. Two companies in 1st 
Battalion were already so organized and had 
fought as mobile units before, so 1st Battalion 
received the mission. Mulholland’s intent to 
organize the other battalions like the 1st Bat-
talion was precluded by the unavailability of 
GMVs, and the time required to modify the 
vehicles they did have. Adjusting to these and 
other factors, Mulholland gave the 1st Battal-
ion the priority for GMVs and internally reas-
signed personnel to give it three full-strength 
Special Forces mobility companies to ful-

fll the western desert requirement. Because 
unconventional warfare would be the principal mission of the other 
two battalions, they would use nonstandard tactical vehicles—Toyota 
pickup trucks carrying a variety of crew-served weapons that could 
be loaded into the 160th SOAR MH-47D Chinooks. Both vehicle types 
performed well in Iraq. 

Figure 3.29  Special Forces model GMV. 

Training the Force 

Once the force was organized, mobilized, and equipped, all that was 
lef was to train it. Tis last stage of preparation, which actually took 
place concurrently with the other three, was vital to ARSOF’s suc-
cess in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Army SOF units participated in a 
number of training exercises in 2002 and early 2003, which enabled 
commanders and individuals to enhance the force’s readiness beyond 
what could be achieved through routine training methods. 

Millennium Challenge 

Te biennial U.S. Joint Forces Command experiment Millennium 
Challenge was conducted from 24 July–15 August 2002, and included 
all military services and combatant commands. As intended, Millen-
nium Challenge was a critical building block in the U.S. military’s 
transformation to joint operations. Using a combination of computer 
simulations and live feld exercises, the participating elements played 
out a scenario based on a hypothetical high-end, small-scale contin-
gency that had the potential to escalate to a major theater war. In the 
course of Millennium Challenge, ARSOF stafs and units were able to 
achieve joint training goals and increase their probability of success. 

A key part of Millennium Challenge was the concurrent Joint 
Expeditionary Force Exercise (JEFX) held at Nellis Air Force Base. 
U.S. and Allied air components provided aviation assets, and teams 
from the 5th SFG, the 75th Ranger Regiment Fires Support Element, as 

Figure 3.30  Millen-
nium Challenge 2002 
logo. 
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well as British and Australian ground teams provided ground assets. 
Working together over the course of three weeks, the JEFX partici-
pants worked out critical new protocols and systems for coordinating 
air and ground operations.47 

Much to the ground forces’ astonishment, the JEFX revolved 
around a complicated “spiral development” cycle involving sophis-
ticated computer modeling and rapid decision cycles. Hundreds of 
simulations and several live-fying exercises tested newer technolo-
gies to improve battle management. Chief among the improvements 
was better connectivity among the services 
and the development of a common operating 
picture. “It was really much more about inte-
grating systems to provide better command 
and control capability for operators who need 
to make real-time combat decisions,” said 
Colonel Kevin Erikson of the U.S. Air Force 
Electronic Systems Center. “We worked hand-
in-hand with operators to develop and refne 
systems and human procedures.”48 

As each iteration of the experiment was 
completed, the participants evaluated the 
results and developed solutions and improve-
ments to any problems they encountered. In a feat of instant feedback, 
the next iteration incorporated the changes, which were then tested. 
Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Tracy Tynan, JEFX 02 program man-
ager, said: “Te uniqueness of the ‘spiral’ approach is that you have 
total involvement with the warfghters from the very frst step in the 
process through to the experiment and live exercise. And, since no 
segment or system is tested in a vacuum, the JEFX team can see the 
efect one segment might have on another and look for any interoper-
ability problems.”49 

Because Millennium Challenge could transform joint war fghting 
doctrine based on lessons from ENDURING FREEDOM, and promised 
to standardize and upgrade command and control communications 
suites with the latest advances in technology, the ARSOF community 
had great expectations for the exercise. In addition to addressing air 
coordination issues, SOCJFCOM would use Millennium Challenge to 
train and validate the capability of the 20th SFG headquarters to serve 
as the JSOTF in Afghanistan. 

Figure 3.31  Aircraf at Nellis Air Force Base dur-
ing Millennium Challenge 2002.. 

Special Operations Command Central 

While SOCCENT worked to develop a supporting SOF campaign for 
1003V, every command involved tailored training according to spe-
cifc mission requirements and operational needs. With almost a 
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completely new staf, General Harrell thought that a “crawl, walk, 
run” methodology was the best approach to training. SOCCENT staf 
elements oriented and trained new personnel at the same time as they 
were writing their sections of the SOF campaign plan. While dif-
cult, the dual efort proved good for team building and acclimated 
SOCCENT personnel to the staf efort necessary to sustain around-
the-clock combat operations. Te JSOTF staf training conducted by 
SOCCENT was augmented by training conducted by SOCJFCOM.50 

Special Operations Command Joint Forces Command 

Colonel Higgins gave SOCJFCOM’s Colonel Mike Findlay the SOCCENT 
staf augmentation priorities: the 5th SFG, then the 10th SFG, and no 
augmentees to the Naval Special Warfare Group 2. While SOCJFCOM 
had provided experienced joint staf ofcers to augment Mulholland’s 
JSOTF staf in Afghanistan, most of those ofcers had moved on by the 
summer of 2002. With the 5th SFG slated to run CJSOTF-West for IRAQI 
FREEDOM, Mulholland needed experienced personnel. SOCJFCOM 
provided a number of senior joint staf ofcers to serve as core staf 
of CJSOTF-West, and trained and mentored the rest. When it became 
evident that the 10th SFG was not going to get experienced joint staf 
augmentees from USASOC or USSOCOM, Findlay also sent fve SOCJF-
COM staf ofcers to fll out Cleveland’s CJSOTF-North staf.51 

Personnel rotations and new replacements with minimal joint staf 
experience meant considerable training as SOCCENT prepared for war. 
“Trying to train-up the SOCCENT, 5th SFG, 10th SFG, and Naval Special 
Warfare Group 2 stafs on joint warfare planning, coordination, and 
operations before all joint manning documents were flled was really 
tough,” said Dave Stephenson, deputy director of the Joint Special 
Operations Forces Training Center at SOCJFCOM. “Some Reserve aug-
mentees initially felt like second-class citizens. Some had to become 
joint staf ofcers in the crucible of fre. It took several iterations to 
train most of the stafs. Our teams did not get to everyone because 
there was simply too much going on, considering that staf principals 
were regularly overseas or in Tampa and Fort Bragg for planning ses-
sions.”52 

Figure 3.32  SOCJF-
COM logo. 

Rangers 

Te Rangers focused the majority of their training on maintaining 
the skills responsible for their reputation as the best light infantry 
in the world. Battalion rotations to the Joint Readiness Training 
Center at Fort Polk, Louisiana, and the National Training Center at 
Fort Irwin, California, provided opportunities to rehearse appropri-
ate tactics, techniques, and procedures developed during ENDURING 

Figure 3.33  75th  
Ranger Regiment 
scroll shoulder patch. 
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FREEDOM. “We practiced ‘jumping’ [moving forward] and splitting 
the regimental and battalion TOCs [tactical operations centers] and 
forming small, mobile command and control cells to direct multiple 
missions simultaneously,” explained Colonel Joseph Votel, the 75th 
Ranger Regiment commander. 

5th Special Forces Group 

In addition to obtaining the proper equipment for its unconventional 
warfare missions, the 5th SFG concentrated on desert training. Colo-
nel John Mulholland explained, 

Desert training was no problem for the 1st Battalion, 
because it was scheduled for [Exercise] Early Victor in 
Jordan, a [joint combined training exercise] that SOCCENT 
had allocated to 5th Group for many years. Tis would 
enable them to deploy overseas competent in mobile desert 
operations and profcient with their new equipment and 
[tactics, techniques, and procedures]. It also supported 
the CENTCOM plan to use established regional exercises to 
get forces forward deployed in theater. Te 2nd Battalion 
trained one company at a time at Fort Bliss, Texas, using 
an established 5th SFG desert site. Te 3rd Battalion got the 
short end of the stick, with just small elements making it to 
Fort Bliss because time was eating us up.53 

When Early Victor was extended, the CJSOTF-West commander pre-
positioned more of the 5th SFG’s equipment forward into the Middle 
East. 

Mulholland sent staf observers to Millennium Challenge, but his 
principal interest was the JEFX at Nellis Air Force Base. Close air sup-
port to counter SCUDs was an integral part of the CFLCC joint fres plan 
for Iraq, and CJSOTF-West had the ground mission. On Mulholland’s 
initiative, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Green of SOCJFCOM was fre sup-
port liaison between the 9th Air Force and CJSOTF-West, and arranged 
a series of joint close air support simulations followed by live exercises 
at Nellis to develop joint fre protocols acceptable to both the pilots 
delivering ordnance and the ground combatants calling it in. Colo-
nel Clif Franklin, the designated Coalition Forces Air Component 
Command “SCUD czar,” had worked with Green to build and execute 
three “live fy” exercises based on the computer simulations (“chair 
fys”) to validate the TTPs (tactics, techniques, and procedures). Te 
TTPs would be used to open and shut close air support “kill boxes” 
throughout Iraq. Te country had been divided into grid squares, 
which were then designated open or closed to air strikes. Te TTPs 
had to be developed and validated “from the bottom up”—by the 5th 
SFG operational detachment alphas calling for tactical air strikes and 

Figure 3.34  5th SFG 
beret fash. 

Figure 3.35  9th Air 
Force shoulder patch. 
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pilots conducting the close air support. Te objective was to develop 
TTPs that both ground and air parties could live with on the battle-
feld. “We got the practical part down fast. Te toughest part was cus-
tomizing computer programs that opened and closed the ‘kill boxes.’ 
Te technology kicked our butt,” recalled Mulholland.54 

10th Special Forces Group 

Colonel Charles Cleveland prepared somewhat diferently than did 
Mulholland. While 1003V assumed forward basing in Turkey for 
CJSOTF-North and the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), the lack 
of a frm commitment lef Cleveland “straddling the eucom and 
CENTCOM fence.” Furthermore, in spite of the fact that the 10th SFG 
was slated to support the 4th Infantry Division in northern Iraq, III 
Corps did not send its tactical air control party to any of the exercises 
held at Nellis Air Force Base. Without teams with which to rehearse 
joint fre support procedures, Cleveland had his two U.S.-based bat-
talion commanders exercise their forward operationing bases, refne 
operating procedures, and fnalize their plans in the South Post area 
of Fort Carson, Colorado. He also sent observers to Nellis for the JEFX, 
but they could not directly participate. 

Cleveland was initially an observer at Millennium Challenge, but 
afer watching SOCJFCOM operate as a JSOTF for the 20th SFG for sev-
eral days, he called Fort Carson to send the 10th SFG staf principals 
and/or deputies to Norfolk to “right seat” the JSOTF trainers. Tey 
needed to capitalize on the joint staf expertise, learn critical battle 
space management architecture and integration, efect technology 
transfers, and copy the joint operations center model communica-
tions layout. It was “worlds diferent” from the hybrid joint operations 
center used for Exercise Flintlock Reborn in Stuttgart in April 2002. 
Te group’s timing was ideal, the training worked well, and aferward 
some of these SOCJFCOM staf ofcers flled key positions in CJSOTF-
North.55 

Afer Millennium Challenge, SOCJFCOM attached Air Force Lieu-
tenant Colonel Paul Wida to CJSOTF-North. He explained the joint 
fres problem quite succinctly: 

Task Force Viking, like the rest of SOF, had no organic 
assigned targeting capability like most conventional 
ground forces. In Afghanistan, Air Force strategic air assets 
had been routinely used by SOF for close air support. Only 
ABCCC [airborne command, control, and communications] 
aircraf possessed the authority to divert tactical air. Tat 
authority went away when the ABCCC departed the battle 
area. Most senior SOF commanders do not know the tacti-
cal and strategic weapon capabilities. Tus, it was difcult 

Figure 3.36  10th  
SFG beret fash. 
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to set priorities by munitions. Conventional forces had 
organic [Air Force] tactical air control parties to assist their 
commanders. While Army feld artillerymen assigned to 
the [joint fres element] could help with deconfiction and 
coordination measures, ad hoc [tactical air control parties] 
had to be felded to provide the necessary expertise.”56 

20th Special Forces Group 

Colonel Michael Findlay served as the commander of the JSOTF that 
SOCJFCOM operated for Millennium Challenge. He provided this per-
spective: 

I chose not to train the 20th SFG as a JSOTF during [Millen-
nium Challenge] 02, but to exercise them as the [Army spe-
cial operations task force] because it was a huge [Depart-
ment of Defense] experiment . . . 20th SFG did not need the 
added pressure. As an [Army special operations task force], 
the headquarters would be faced with many of the same 
challenges that a JSOTF had to deal with—battle space 
geometry, command and control relationships, collabora-
tive tools, information sharing, intelligence integration, 
etcetera. 

Te SOCJFCOM motto for Millennium Challenge was, “Practice what 
we preach,” stated Findlay. “We were going to practice information 
sharing, integration, collaboration, and supported-supporting rela-
tionships and see how they worked in the highest [operational tempo] 
environment that we could create.”57 

Set up less than half a mile away, the 20th SFG’s Colonel James Cham-
pion and his staf had open access to the JSOTF. Findlay reported, 

Tey organized their TOC [tactical operations center] for 
real—using all the collaborative tools, built their web page, 
incorporated Blue Force Tracking, and their ODAs [opera-
tional detachment alphas] used UAVs [unmanned aerial 
vehicles] at Tonopah Proving Grounds, Nevada. Te 20th 
sfg’s staf received a good process focus—command and 
control, and headquarters functions, like monitoring, 
assessing, planning, and directing—on how to run joint 
operations; the purpose for and the writing of staf [stand-
ing operating procedures]; and learned the mechanics 
through mentorship. 

SOCJFCOM did its best to replicate real-world circumstances, “How-
ever, having to work within a rapid decision cycle, and integrating 
with service partners in a computer simulation experiment did not 
induce risk nor real stress.” commented Findlay.58 

Figure 3.37  Colonel 
Michael Findlay. 

Figure 3.38  20th 
SFG beret fash. 
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Afer the conclusion of Millennium Challenge, USASOC and USASFC 
agreed that the 20th SFG was capable of operating as the CJSOTF-
Afghanistan starting in September 2002. General Lambert explained, 
“Since two of the 20th SFG battalions were approaching the end of 
their federal mobilization, it was decided that the 2nd Battalion, 7th 
SFG, would ‘balance’ the [National Guard Special Forces] battalion. It 
would be the frst time that an Army National Guard SFG would have 
operational control of an active duty [Special Forces] battalion while 
supporting an Army corps headquarters in combat.”59 

Figure 3.39  7th SFG 
beret fash. 

3rd Special Forces Group 

When the 20th SFG assumed the CJSOTF-Afghanistan mission from 
the 3rd SFG shortly afer the end of Millennium Challenge, this gave 
the 3rd SFG commander Colonel Joseph Celeski the opportunity to 
focus on preparing the 3rd Battalion for its mission with the 10th 
SFG in northern Iraq. Celeski assumed that because the 3rd Battal-
ion mobile force would require a large portion of the 10th SFG airlif 
to get into theater, it would be among the last going; he made sure 
that the battalion made maximum use of the available training time. 
Celeski exercised Forward Operating Base 33 at Camp Pickett, Vir-
ginia, which was the same training site used by the 3rd SFG to pre-
pare for Afghanistan. Te battalion also rehearsed close air support 
coordination with Navy and Marine air wings at Tonopah Proving 
Grounds, Nevada.60 

Figure 3.40  3rd SFG 
beret fash. 

Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 

SOCOM, USASOC, and USACAPOC eforts to have Joint Forces Com-
mand include Phase IV post-confict military scenarios in Millen-
nium Challenge failed. “Our requests never got above the two-star 
level at JFCOM,” said General Lambert. In a last efort to prompt some 
interest, General Altshuler loaded a cross-section of his staf in rented 
nine-passenger vans, and went to Norfolk. Tat ploy elicited less than 
a half-day of civil military exercise play, the normal amount of time 
dedicated at the National Training Center and the Joint Readiness 
Training Center.61 

U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 

SWCS attacked the problems with close air support in Afghanistan as 
a training need. Based on the Nellis Air Force Base JEFX, SWCS cre-
ated a special operations tactical air control course at Yuma Proving 
Ground, Arizona, to provide Special Forces teams close air support 
training and regular interaction with Air Force tactical air control 
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parties, enlisted tactical air controllers, and 
feld artillery fre support teams. Tis enabled 
all elements involved to become familiar with 
each other’s capabilities and limitations. Te 
Special Forces teams worked with simula-
tors frst, then advanced to live close air sup-
port missions using the latest state-of-the-art 
optics and technology. Special Forces teams 
also learned to check Air Force profciency 
just as they did one another on cross-trained 
skills.62 

Figure 3.41  SOTAC.  Te Special Operations Ter-
minal Air Comtronller’s Course was used early in 
the Global War on Terrorism. Tese Special Forces 
soldiers are conducting operations in Afghanistan. Internal Look 

Central Command conducted the second and fnal major joint exer-
cise during the preparation phase of IRAQI FREEDOM in late 2002. 
Internal Look 2002 was a biennial Joint Chiefs of Staf–sponsored, 
computer-based command post exercise based on a contingency 
plan. It was focused on joint battle staf war fghting at the strate-
gic and operational level, and was designed to exercise the CENTCOM 
battle staf abilities to command, control, and communicate from a 
forward-based location in the theater while 
maintaining seamless connectivity with main 
headquarters in Tampa. Joint staf battle pro-
cedures to be rehearsed included the latest 
command and control technology and opera-
tional concepts that had been validated dur-
ing Millennium Challenge.63 

Internal Look 2002 had several phases. 
Deployment of the CENTCOM portable opera-
tions center to As Sayliyah Military Base near 
Doha, Qatar, constituted phase one of the exer-
cise, and was completed in November. Staf 
mentoring and joint mission essential task list 
development during the refnement of 1003V 
had been phase two of the joint staf train-
ing. Te fnal phase would be accomplished 
in Qatar in late November–early December 
2002 before and during Internal Look 02. 
Caught up in the scramble to get ready for the 
exercise, SOCJFCOM worked closely with SOC-
CENT staf ofcers. 

Since General Harrell intended to fght 
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in theater—spe-
cifcally in Qatar—the SOCCENT headquarters 

Figure 3.42  Internal Look 2002. Internal Look 
02 validated the CENTCOM portable operations 
center in Qatar. 
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needed time to build necessary infrastructure to accommodate the 
expanded joint operations center command and control nodes. Te 
staf elements also needed time to physically set up and get organized. 
It was a scramble for everyone. 

Numerous steps had to be accomplished before the multiple ech-
elon stafs could begin exercising various planning options via com-
puters. “While this might appear mundane, these parts were critical 
to headquarters preparing to fght a war. And these things had to done 
while newly activated individual Reservists from all services were 
arriving overseas to fll joint wartime staf positions in SOCCENT and 
the other headquarters,” said Colonel Higgins. Te physical set up 
and staf arrangement in multiple joint operations centers and estab-
lishing network connectivity and sofware installation to accommo-
date the improved command and control technology proved more 
demanding than anticipated by all echelons.64 

While the numerous stafs scrambled to become operational, the 
CENTCOM component commanders had the opportunity for mentor-
ship. General Franks invited numerous retired generals with consid-
erable joint operations experience to spend “quality time” with his 
commanders as part of Internal Look. Seasoned commanders repre-
senting all services attended, and some remained through the coming 
war with Iraq. General Gary Luck, a former commander of USASOC, 
the commander of XVIII Airborne Corps during DESERT STORM, and 
the commander of the United Nations Command, Korea and Eighth 
Army, headed the mentor team. General Peter Schoomaker, another 
former USASOC and USSOCOM commander, and the current Chief of 
Staf of the Army accompanied General Luck. General Harrell later 
recalled, “Internal Look gave me some real quality time to discuss 
SOF tactics, techniques, and procedures, my 1003V campaign plan, 
the importance of setting conditions, mission-type orders, and risk 
levels with my personal mentor, General Pete Schoomaker. And I had 
the chance to talk through many of what I thought would be tough 
issues in the west, north, and south with both him and General Luck. 
Tat was great.”65 

Numerous lessons from Operation ENDURING FREEDOM and Mil-
lennium Challenge were incorporated in Internal Look 02. Com-
mand and control and the employment of SOF would follow joint 
doctrine in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, and Coalition Forces Special 
Operations Component Command (SOCCENT became CFSOCC dur-
ing IRAQI FREEDOM) would be responsible for conventional SOF in 
theater. Unfortunately, not all command and control inefciencies 
were ironed out. Afer the exercises, CFSOCC had a better information 
management plan. CFSOCC’s joint fres element was integrated in the 
joint air component element and a relationship established with the 
joint forces air component. Diferences between joint operating areas 
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and joint special operations areas in the battle area of operations had 
also been clarifed and acknowledged by all parties. In spite of all that 
coordination, fnal decision authority for air missions requested by 
the SOF teams still rested with the joint special operations air compo-
nent commander instead of the commander of CFSOCC. Tis arrange-
ment cut CFSOCC out of the appeal loop and plagued the CJSOTF-West 
commander throughout the war.66 

When CFSOCC built its ground operations plans, Coalition Forces 
Air Component Command graphics for close air support were used. 
Joint special operations areas conformed exactly to the “kill boxes” 
that CFACC had established, because the CFSOCC mission was to sup-
port CFACC and CFLCC—in the traditional SOF force multiplier role. 
Te only exception was unconventional warfare because that spanned 
the entire area of operations and the CJSOTFs controlled those eforts. 
Since the JSOAs were in CFLCC maneuver space, “no fre zones” and 
other protective restrictions were placed around SOF elements, as 
coordinated during Millennium Challenge.67 

ARSOF commanders who attended Internal Look benefted from 
the staf coordination. Colonel Mulholland (CJSOTF-West), Colonel 
Votel (Rangers), Colonel Polczynski (160th SOAR), and Colonel Leon-
ard (SOSCOM) all worked through the scenario and solidifed plans. 
Absent from Internal Look was Colonel Cleveland, who had been 
called to participate in the negotiations with the Turks. CJSOTF-North 
critically needed an in-theater forward base to pre-position its forces, 
and a destination for the Air Force planners trying to fnalize airfow 
arrangements. 

In Colonel Findlay’s words, 
Internal Look proved to be a good workout for the compo-
nent commands and established the war fghting roles of 
[C]FSOCC and the two JSOTF commanders. Collaboration 
worked among the senior commanders, but immaturity 
of the stafs caused problems. It seems that collaboration 
improves the higher one goes; the further down the ech-
elons that one moves, the more that principals and staf 
ofcers resort to e-mail, liaison ofcers, printed orders, 
policies, etcetera.68 

Millennium Challenge and Internal Look contributed signifcantly 
to ARSOF preparations. SOCJFCOM joint staf training and validation 
of the 20th SFG headquarters was vital to aligning Special Forces 
requirements worldwide. Te 10th SFG and 75th Ranger Regiment 
stafs received quality joint staf training and acquired the latest tech-
nology upgrades from SOCJFCOM while the latter functioned as the 
JSOTF for the 20th SFG. Te joint fres simulations and live exercises of 
JEFX 02 enabled the 5th SFG, the Rangers, and the British and Austra-
lian contingents to solve the fratricide problems of Afghanistan, and 

Figure 3.43  CF-
SOCC logo. 
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provided the joint fres protocols that promoted success during IRAQI 
FREEDOM. Internal Look “shook down” the major command battle 
stafs and established confdence in the command, control, and com-
munications networks. Having seasoned general ofcers as mentors 
available to service component commanders and senior staf ofcers 
proved very insightful on the part of General Tommy Franks. Te 
major shortfalls of both joint exercises were the lack of strategic and 
operational Civil Afairs guidance to make up for the absence of exer-
cise scenarios beyond Phase III. 

While the preparation phase of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was one 
of competing requirements and overlapping commitments, ARSOF 
commanders and units worked through the challenges and produced 
a strong, capable force. When it came time to deploy into theater and 
stage for combat operations, ARSOF was not only willing, but was also 
ready to go to war against Iraq. Only the execute order remained. 
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Chapter Four 

Staging for War 

F or the Army Special Operations Forces, the pending war 
with Iraq fell neatly into three distinct campaigns. In the 
north, the presence of well-armed and organized Kurdish 

militias promised to be the key to engaging the Iraqi Army units sta-
tioned along the Green Line. Forcing the Iraqi corps in the region to 
remain in place prevented them from reinforcing the regime forces 
arrayed around Baghdad. In the western desert region, the likely pres-
ence of SCUD missiles with the potential to carry weapons of mass 
destruction warheads as far as Israel required the presence of ARSOF 
to seek out and neutralize the weapons. In the south, the drive of the 
conventional ground forces toward Baghdad required ARSOF support 
in the form of special reconnaissance and liaison teams. Tese three 
primary missions and a host of others dictated the confguration of 
the ARSOF elements as they prepared for Operation iraqi freedom. 

ThE FORCE 
When General Tommy Franks had his fnal prewar meeting with 
President George W. Bush and the National Security Council on 5 
March 2003, over 200,000 troops were already in the Persian Gulf. 
Tat number grew to 292,000 Coalition forces by the third week 

Green line Te 
Green Line represents 
the ad hoc political 
boundary estab-
lished between the 
traditional Kurdish 
strongholds and 
Saddam’s Iraq in the 
northeastern part 
of the country. Since 
1991, the Kurds pa-
trolled the Green Line 
which corresponded 
to the boundaries 
of the provinces the 
Iraqi army had lef 
at the end of the Gulf 
War. 



of March—more than enough for Franks’ 
Hybrid plan. Te only part of Plan 1003V not 
yet in place was the invasion from the north. 
Turkey refused to allow the 4th Infantry Divi-
sion to transit its country to invade Iraq, leav-
ing more than 15,000 troops with no place to 
go.1 

By March, Franks and the Central Com-
mand planners had worked for over a year on 
the timing of the Hybrid variant. Although 
forces fowed into theater at only half the rate 
required for Generated Start, CENTCOM plan-
ners and combatant commanders managed to 

plan an attack more akin to Running Start: air, ground, and special 
operations forces were to begin operations almost simultaneously, 
with just forty-eight hours of notice. Tat notice came on 17 March, 
when President Bush issued Saddam Hussein and his sons an ultima-
tum: leave Iraq within forty-eight hours, or Coalition forces would 
attack.2 

Te President’s ultimatum was CENTCOM’s cue to move from Phase 
I to Phase II and then rapidly into Phase III. Almost 300,000 Coali-
tion soldiers, sailors, airmen, and Marines from twenty-three nations 
were poised to quickly and decisively dismantle Saddam Hussein’s 
regime. Just as Franks and his team had conceived more than twelve 
months previously, the ground and air wars would begin within hours 
of each other. And as Franks envisioned in his fve-fronts concept, SOF 
would play a key role in all phases. 

Figure 4.1  General Tommy Franks. Te CENTCOM  
commander orchestrated the campaign to topple 
the Hussein regime. 
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Chapter Four 

CFlCC 
Te forces arrayed for Operation Iraqi Freedom were divided into 
three component commands. Coalition Forces Land Component 
Command was the single largest element of the Coalition force. U.S. 
Tird Army’s Lieutenant General David McKiernan was chosen to 
be the CFLCC commander, with responsibility for 170,000 ground 
forces. CFLCC’s major subordinate elements were the V Corps and the 
I Marine Expeditionary Force. Lieutenant General William Wallace 
commanded the V Corps which was composed of the 3rd Infantry 
Division, the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), the 2nd Brigade 
of the 82nd Airborne Division, and eventually the 4th Infantry Divi-
sion, which was still awaiting permission to land in Turkey. In turn, 
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i m ef under Lieutenant General James Conway felded the 1st Marine 
Division, the 3rd Marine Aircraf Wing, and the British 1st Armoured 
Division. Also under i mef control was Task Force Tarawa, consist-
ing of one Marine infantry regiment and two Marine Expeditionary 
Units, a total of fve infantry battalions, and two companies of Abrams 
tanks.  CFLCC  was primarily responsible for the ground invasion from 
Kuwait and the main push northward to Baghdad. 

CFACC 
Lieutenant General T. Michael “Buzz” Moseley commanded the 
Coalition Forces Air Component Command. His available forces 
were based at friendly regional air bases and on aircraf carriers in 
the Persian Gulf and Mediterranean Sea: three Air Force Expedition-
ary Wings and fve Naval Air Wings. CFACC was responsible for air 
operations throughout the country of Iraq, but time-distance factors 
initially limited most missions to the southern and western portions 
of the country, the latter being its ofcial area of responsibility. CFACC  
provided critical air support to all ground forces in addition to main-
taining an aggressive bombing campaign against key regime targets. 

CFSOCC 
Brigadier General Gary Harrell commanded Coalition Forces Spe-
cial Operations Component Command. CFSOCC—essentially Special 
Operations Command Central afer SOCCENT arrived in theater— 
established three regional task forces. Tose units assigned to the 
western desert fell under Combined Joint Special Operations Task 
Force–West, also known as Task Force Dagger. Task Force Dagger 
was made up of the 5th Special Forces Group, Coalition SOF teams, 
and a company from the 19th SFG. Te 75th Ranger Regiment, a quick 
reaction force from the 82nd Airborne Division, and one High Mobil-
ity Artillery Rocket System battery composed Task Force 20, another 
SOF task force assigned to the west and the south. Te second SOF task 
force was the Naval Task Force, which included Polish commandos 
and U.S. Navy SEALs. 

Te third SOF task force was CJSOTF-north, or Task Force Viking, 
which consisted primarily of the 10th SFG. Te original mission of 
Task Force Viking was to conduct unconventional warfare opera-
tions in support of the 4th Infantry Division invasion from Turkey. 
When it became clear that permission for the transit would be denied, 
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CJSOTF-north transitioned from being a sup-
porting element to being the supported com-
mand. Without a strong infantry presence in 
the north, it fell to the 10th SFG to organize 
the Kurdish peshmerga and keep thirteen 
Iraqi infantry and armored divisions north 
of Baghdad busy. Te 173rd Airborne Brigade 
(-), originally slated to support the 4th ID, was 
quickly ofered to CJSOTF-north as an alternate 
infantry presence. Te brigade (-) jumped into 
Bashur Airfeld a week afer D-Day. Te drop 
zone was guarded by 3,000 peshmerga under 
Brigadier General James Parker’s direct con-
trol when the 173rd jumped in. 

Figure 4.2  SCUD missile on launcher. Intermedi-
ate range missiles such as this were the prime tar-
gets of Task Force Dagger in the western desert. Te 
threat of a strike against Israel drove the mission. 

EvENTS 
Army special operations forces units and headquarters faced a myriad 
of tasks in the weeks prior to the start of the campaign. Every conceiv-
able contingency received the attention of the stafs, with issues such 
as the handling of embedded media and defning the rules of engage-
ment occupying specialized staf elements. Issues of preparedness 
and troop positioning were handled at all levels—from Special Forces 
teams on up to the U.S. Army Special Operations Command. Te sto-
ries and essays that follow highlight various aspects of ARSOF activi-
ties in the period immediately preceding Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
Te account is not meant to be comprehensive; rather, the units and 
accomplishments represent those of the entire ARSOF community. 

Rules of the Game 
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As U.S. forces prepared for combat in Iraq, the discussion of the 
fundamental rules of the game—the Rules of Engagement—were 
widely debated from the highest levels of the government down to 
the soldiers on the ground. Ultimately, the ROE afected the conduct 
of combat in the theater and the decisions of the ARSOF troops out on 
the front lines. For Navy Lieutenant Commander Garth Benson*, the 
SOCCENT  staf judge advocate, the ROE  presented a host of legal issues 
and defnitions needing resolution in order to provide the best guid-
ance to the SOF units in the feld. 

*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 
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Benson’s involvement in the development 
and dispersion of ROE guidance to the ARSOF  
elements consisted of an intense scrutiny of the topic and a formula-
tion of working defnitions to clarify questions from the feld. With 
fourteen subordinate staf judge advocates at the CJSOTFs and Spe-
cial Forces forward operating bases, the distribution of information 
was problematic. Benson had to develop a framework that provided 
guidance for the units to use as situations arose. In Benson’s words, 
“You can’t have a little card covering every contingency. As Brigadier 
General Harrell said, ‘Guys don’t have time to read cards in combat.’” 
Tey needed a working defnition of the roe. 

Benson’s most simplistic defnition of the ROE was that it “is noth-
ing more than a delegation of authority—who can authorize what. 
Ofen, it is a question of whether something is ROE versus TTP [tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures]. Roe is not designed to handle every 
individual case. What is called ROE is ofen a TTP; an example is self-
defense.” 

For Benson, this concept crystallized when he attended a brief-
ing given to General Franks on developing the CENTCOM Rules of 
Engagement guidance for approval by the Joint Staf. In Frank’s opin-

In an unconventional warfare scenario, the predominant legal 
issues generally involve questions pertaining to the funding, equip-
ping, and training of indigenous forces by U.S. troops under Title 
10 of the United States Code. While these issues took up a signif-
cant portion of Benson’s time, the more immediate problems in the 
buildup to the invasion centered on developing the rules of engage-
ment for the ARSOF units going into combat. From the perspective 
of a joint headquarters, Benson needed to be 
sensitive to the diferent requirements of each 
of the services in terms of the roe. For the 
Army, the ROE generally governed actions at 
the tactical level—at whom and under what 
circumstances troops could fre—while the 
Air Force and the Navy looked at the ROE  
from a more strategic position, that of servic-
ing deliberately planned targets. 3 

SOCCENT’s role in the strategic joint fres 
arena consisted of the nomination of targets 
and the calling in of close air support; SOC-
CENT operated between the strategic and 
tactical levels with requirements at both. Figure 4.3   Ground forces. For troops on the 

ground, the Rules of Engagement determined who 
was a legitimate target. 
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ion, the working ROE was: 1) Kill the enemy, 2) Protect your friends, 
3) Do not kill civilians, 4) Avoid collateral damage, and 5) Obtain 
positive identifcation before you execute. In essence, this connected 
the ROE to the mission at every level, and served as the framework 
that gave ARSOF troops working guidance in their approach to their 
particular situations. As the campaign unfolded, this concept served 
the units well in most instances. In many cases, questions from the 
feld were better served with more mission guidance as opposed to a 
more detailed roe. 

Standing Up the CJSOTFs 
In the weeks and months preceding the start of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, planners and commanders worked hard to pre-position 
SOF troops and equipment. “Te ‘good news story’ for SOF was that 
the senior military leadership, based on the Afghanistan experience, 
understood the critical need to get SOF into Iraq early,” recalled Colo-
nel Patrick Higgins, the SOCCENT operations ofcer. While the 5th 
SFG, as CJSOTF-West, was fortunate in its ability to begin staging in 
the region as early as the fall of 2001, the 10th SFG, as CJSOTF-north, 
fell victim to politics and had to scramble to get forces and equipment 
into theater.4 

CJSOTF-West 

By late 2001, CJSOTF-West was receiving pressure from SOCCENT to 
fnalize its SOF campaign plan. While the mission and commander’s 
guidance from Brigadier General Gary Harrell were very broad. When 
Exercise Early Victor was extended, the 5th SFG took advantage of the 
opportunity to pre-position more equipment forward. Tis enabled 
the 5th SFG to get forces into position in a timely fashion.5 

Te 5th SFG began deploying advanced echelons of its battalions 
into forward bases in early January. Tese advance teams prepared to 
do bare base construction for three elements—CJSOTF-West and two 
5th SFG battalions—major tasks to be performed before the main bod-
ies of troops and equipment arrived in theater. CJSOTF-West also dis-
patched special operations command and control elements to work 
with CFLCC headquarters and i mef.6 
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CJSOTF-North 

When Colonel Charles Cleveland and a small planning team from 
10th SFG went to Europe in November 2002, they found themselves in 
the middle of high-level international politics. Te Turkish military 
was against any large U.S. military presence in its country. Without 
a deployment order, but with the concurrence of U.S. Army Special 
Forces Command, SOCCENT, and Special Operations Command 
Europe, Cleveland moved a planning cell to 
Stuttgart, Germany, in the frst week of Janu-
ary 2003 so the cell would be in the same time 
zone as soceur and closer to Qatar. A make-
shif CJOSTF-North was established before he 
departed on a ten-day coordination trip to 
Turkey. “When we arrived in Stuttgart, we 
discovered that the eucom [European Com-
mand] staf was working hard to make [a U.S. 
military presence in Turkey] politically pal-
atable. Sof needed forward basing in Turkey 
and a line of communication to enter north-
ern Iraq,” stated Cleveland. But, the ongoing negotiations with the 
Turks were shortening the time available to position and prepare 
CJSOTF-north forces.7 

During a second session with a Turkish special operations general 
in December 2002, Cleveland roughed out a proposal. It was agreed 
that 150-man Kurdish elements could be “security” for cjsotf-North 
forces. In return for Turkish cooperation, CJSOTF-north would not 
permit any large Kurdish elements south of the Green Line. Te Turks 
were concerned about possible Kurdish occupations of Kirkuk and 
Mosul, which would give the Kurds efective control of the northern 
oil felds. “Tis simple operational protocol was worked out, one-on-
one, between the Turkish special ops general and me in an unheated 
school classroom, in the middle of Turkey, in December,” remem-
bered Cleveland.8 

Te concept had already been briefed to the Turkish General Staf. 
Cleveland recalled, “Tey knew up front 90 percent of what we planned 
to do. When they demanded that Turkish special forces teams accom-
pany the American [Special Forces teams], I challenged them: ‘What 
part in killing Iraqis do you, the Turks, want?’ Tey wanted absolutely 
no part and backed of immediately. Te concession granted was to 
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Figure 4.4  Map of Turkey and surrounding area. 
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Chapter Four 

have a Turkish SOF element set up outside the CJSOTF-north facility, 
whether it was Diyarbakir or Batman.”9

 Te original plan negotiated by Cleveland was for CJSOTF-north to 
base out of Diyarbakir, Turkey. Shortly afer the agreement was made, 
Air Force Colonel O.G. Mannon, the 352nd Special Operations Group 
commander who doubled as the CJSOTF-north deputy commander, 
few a small advanced echelon into Diyarbakir aboard two MC-130 
aircraf. Te Turkish Congress voted in late January 2003 against U.S. 
basing, and denied permission for military overfights. Te eucom 
staf began to scramble for alternatives. Fortunately, soceur had 

recently invested $300,000 in an extensive 
survey of Constanta, Romania, to support 
a regional SOF training exercise. Brigadier 
General Mike Jones, soceur commander, 
contacted the Joint Chiefs of Staf to gain per-
mission to approach his Romanian military 
contacts. When the Romanians responded 
positively, the eucom staf took over the 
negotiations. “[Romania] promised 250 per-
cent support including force protection for 
U.S. forces. Constanta was a resort city on a 
large lake with plenty of empty hotels during 
the non-peak tourist season. Te Romanian 

Air Force said that they would make an airfeld available and arrange 
fuel,” remembered Jones. Since it had no forward basing site until 
January 2003, the 10th SFG lost its original position in the airfow 
“queue.” It was not until early February 2003 that the two Colorado-
based battalions of the 10th SFG arrived in Constanta.10 

To accomplish the forward basing mission and unconventional 
warfare missions involving the Kurds in northern Iraq, SOCCENT and 
soceur had to get creative. Lieutenant General Colby Broadwater, the 
nato emissary and lead eucom military negotiator with the Turks, 
arranged conciliatory talks with the Kurdish elements in northern 
Iraq. His ofcial negotiating party required a moderately sized per-
sonal security detail to provide force protection; SOCCENT tasked the 
10th SFG to provide that detail. Cleveland chose Major Paul Robert-
son*, a mature and experienced Special Forces company commander, 
to lead the mission. Each 10th SFG battalion commander was told to 
select his most experienced unconventional warfare personnel, pref-
erably those who had dealt with the Kurds in earlier missions. With 

Figure 4.5  Joint Operations Center Constanta. 
Te Joint Operations Center at Task Force Viking 
was the hub of information fow and decision mak-
ing for the task force prior to moving into Iraq. 
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a little luck, this cadre might be lef in northern Iraq afer the Broad-
water mission was completed. 

Each vehicle in the negotiating party carried Blue Force Trackers, 
which enabled cjsotf-North to track the team’s movements. Cleve-
land said, 

Te cjsotf-North staf in Constanta was glued to the com-
puter screen that monitored the Blue Force Trackers of the 
[Special Forces] teams with General Broadwater. Turkish 
border guards [had] required General Broadwater and his 
entire mission to disembark from their bus while they thor-
oughly inspected it before entering Iraq. As the party came 
back to the Habur Gate, Major Robertson’s was the only 
[Special Forces] vehicle accompanying the bus. Te rest of 
his team had been lef in the last covered area and were 
prepared to join him if the Turkish border guards raised 
any objections. Tere were some very tense moments as we 
watched to see what would happen. When the Blue Force 
Tracker showed that the Broadwater bus was crossing back 
alone, we held our breaths until Major Robertson rejoined 
his men. Ten, it was like we had won the Super Bowl as 
everyone cheered. 11  

Te “Lost 37,” as the Turks referred to them, headed to join the 
Kurdish units they were assigned to. Shortly aferward, Cleveland 
managed to get his two battalion commanders with their operations 
ofcers into northern Iraq. Te night before the ground ofensive 
started, Brigadier General James Parker arrived at Qatar to serve as 
the  SOCCENT deputy commander. He was just in time for the 10th SFG  
insertion and played a key role in the execution of the insertion and 
subsequent operations. 

173rd Airborne Brigade (-) 

Before Colonel Cleveland departed Ankara, Turkey, Lieutenant Gen-
eral McKiernan asked him how he would employ the 173rd Airborne 
Brigade ( -) if cjsotf-North received that asset. Given the nature of 
the battlefeld and  cjsotf mission, Cleveland decided not to use the 
173rd in a direct combat tactical role; it would occupy and guard the 
oil felds of northern Iraq instead. 12  

In late January, the CJSOTF-north operations ofcer, accompanied 
by the commanders and operations ofcers of the 2nd and 3rd Battal-
ions of 10th SFG, went to a planning conference in Italy. “Neither [the 
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U.S. Army Southern European Task Force] 
nor the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) staf had 
any idea how large a cjsotf headquarters 
was, what its capabilities were, and the joint 
SOF assets it controlled. Te use of a [tacti-
cal local area network], web page operations 
management, and satellite communications 
were foreign concepts. Tey envisioned an 
infantry brigade tactical operations center. 
Neither understood how the cjsotf could 
command and control a conventional force.” 
Interestingly, despite not being force-listed 
for Plan 1003, the 173rd was included in the 
time-phased force deployment list. “Tey 
knew their airfow and had been planning 
aircraf loads,” recalled Cleveland.13 

Figure 4.6  C-17s in Aviano, Italy. Te C-17s to 
carry the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) into IRAQI  
FREEDOM on the runway in Aviano. Te aircraf 
required to bring them into the battle severely 
restricted the airfow to support Task Force Viking. 
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Out of Turkey 

Part of the original plan for the invasion of Iraq was for the 10th SFG 
to stage from Diyarbakir, and drive across the border into northern 
Iraq ahead of the 4th Infantry Division. Among various other for-
ward elements located in Turkey preparing to execute the plan was a 
small team from U.S. Army Special Operations Command and Spe-
cial Operations Support Command. Soscom’s Lieutenant Colonel 
Mark Edwards served as the logistics ofcer for CJSOTF-north, and 
supervised the support actions in Turkey as part of his duties. How-
ever, it was the usasoc contracting ofcer, Captain Tad Woodcock*, 
who turned out to be the key man in what became the cjsotf’s saga 
of nonstandard vehicles. 

Even before CJSOTF-north troops deployed to Europe, usasoc sup-
port planners had authorized the 10th SFG a feet of 236 nonstandard 
vehicles—commercial trucks modifed for military use. Beginning in 
October 2002, Woodcock and Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Jose Molinaro* 
from SOSCOM’s 528th Special Operations Support Battalion worked 
through soceur’s logistics ofcer to draw up the specifcations of the 
feet. Woodcock was given a preliminary budget of over $5 million to 
purchase, modify, and transport the vehicles to the 10th SFG at Diyar-
bakir.14 

Afer evaluating various commercial vehicles, Woodcock and 
Molinaro concluded that Land Rover Defenders best suited the 10th 
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SFG’s needs in northern Iraq. Land Rovers were legendary of-road 
vehicles common to the area, were already used by special operations 
forces around the world, and had a solid reputation for reliability. 
Land Rover also had an assembly plant in Turkey, and Woodcock 
reasoned that the vehicles would not only be cheaper in Turkey, but 
also by purchasing them locally, they would avoid having to arrange 
and pay for shipping.15 

When Woodcock negotiated with Land Rover Turkey man-
agement, the best price Woodcock could get was $36,000 for each 
vehicle—before modifcations. Woodcock had allotted $30,000 per 
vehicle in order to stay within budget and still 
have the funds to make the required combat 
modifcations. Wisely declining Land Rover 
Turkey’s ofer, Woodcock went in person to 
the Land Rover factory in Solihull, England, 
to see if he could negotiate a better deal. Tell-
ing the Land Rover salespeople that he was 
there to purchase replacement vehicles for 
an operation, Woodcock detailed that the 
vehicles were to be shipped to a warehouse 
in Izmir, Turkey, where they would be stored 
until needed. Te prospect of a large order 
satisfed management, and Woodcock negoti-
ated a factory-direct price of less than $25,000 
per Land Rover Defender—including almost 
all modifcations and delivery costs.16 

Te purchase deal with Land Rover lef Woodcock with enough 
funds to purchase thirty Toyota Tacoma pickup trucks in Germany 
and another twenty-fve vehicles in Turkey to use around the projected 
cjsotf-North headquarters at Diyarbakir. By mid-March, Woodcock 
had over two hundred vehicles stored in the warehouse he had leased 
in Izmir. Tis warehouse became Woodcock’s duty station for several 
weeks, as he and a team of mechanics outftted the trucks with satel-
lite tracking devices and radio platforms, added bumper numbers to 
each, and permanently attached extra keys to the dashboards.17 

As war neared, it became clear that the Turkish government would 
not allow U.S. forces to use Turkey as a staging area for an attack on 
Iraq. Te Turkish authorities placed Woodcock’s warehouse under 
armed guard and scrutinized everything and everybody going in or 
coming out. According to Edwards, “Te Turkish government had 
twenty-four hour guards on us. Anything we did with regards to get-

Figure 4.7  Land Rover Defender. Te Defender by 
Land Rover was the nonstandard vehicle of choice 
for the teams of Task Force Viking working with the 
Kurdish forces in northern Iraq. 
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ting mechanics in and out of there was under close scrutiny. In gen-
eral, anything you wanted to bring into country or wanted to take out 
of country, you had to account for down to serial number detail. Tey 
didn’t want to know how many containers you had; they wanted to 
know what was in each container.”18 

Around the frst of March, Woodcock was ordered to make 
arrangements to get the vehicles out of Turkey as soon as possible. 
Te customs impound restriction was rescinded, but the Turks would 
not allow the logistics team to drive the vehicles across the border into 
Kurdish-controlled northern Iraq. Woodcock then set about arrang-
ing to ship the vehicles by barge from the port of Marmaris, some 
three hundred kilometers southeast of Izmir, to a Greek island where 
they could be transferred to a Greek ferry, taken to the Greek side of 
the island of Cyprus, and from there fown into Iraq on U.S. aircraf. 
Te plan was solid, as far as transportation logistics went. Unfortu-
nately, this particular plan did not take into account the politics of 
the situation.19 

As soon as arrangements were fnalized, Woodcock led the frst 
convoy of twenty-fve vehicles on the long drive to Marmaris. No 
longer under customs restriction, the convoy made the trip during 

daylight hours with no attempts to disguise 
the vehicles. Turkey was abuzz with news and 
controversy over the expected U.S. attack on 
Iraq and what part Turkey might play in it. 
Woodcock and his convoy of white Land Rov-
ers sporting gun mounts and military mark-
ings was a media magnet and news crews 
flmed the convoy the entire way. When the 
convoy fnally arrived in Marmaris, it was 
greeted by police ofcers and threats of arrest. 
While Woodcock successfully reminded the 
police that the Status of Forces Agreement 
prohibited them from arresting him or any of 
the American soldiers under his command, 
he could not protect his Kurdish drivers. Later 

Woodcock found out that in fact there was no Status of Forces Agree-
ment between the United States and Turkey.20 

Woodcock watched in dismay and frustration as the police rounded 
up his drivers: “I knew if I just let them take the drivers, they would 
beat them up, run them of, and I’d be stuck with all these vehicles.” 
Woodcock fnally told the police that if they took his drivers into cus-

Figure 4.8  Kurdish truck driver. Te reliability 
and industry of the Kurdish truck drivers were 
instrumental in hauling the vehicles of Task Force 
Viking from Turkey into northern Iraq. 
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tody, they would also have to take him since they were in his employ. 
Woodcock “accompanied” his drivers to the police station, where the 
drivers were held and interrogated for twelve hours before everyone 
was fnally released and allowed to return to the hotel. While the team 
was technically free, the police put armed guards on the vehicles and 
refused to let Woodcock or the others near them. Te police also fol-
lowed Woodcock and his party whenever they lef the hotel. By this 
time, Woodcock suspected that in addition to the issue of the mili-
tary vehicles, the Turks seemed insulted that he had hired all Kurdish 
drivers.21 

Te senior Turkish military representative in Marmaris was a 
high-ranking naval ofcer who soon made a point of involving him-
self in the confict. He made no pretense at hiding his negative feelings 
regarding the convoy, and informed Woodcock in no uncertain terms 
that if he could, he would arrest them all—Americans included—and 
confscate the vehicles. He actually did attempt to bully Woodcock 
into moving the vehicles onto his naval installation, but Woodcock 
declined, knowing that if he gave in, he would never see the vehicles 
again. Woodcock’s resistance was rewarded when the U.S. Embassy 
made it clear to the Turkish authorities that the vehicles were con-

https://drivers.21
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sidered to be U.S. military equipment, and demanded that the Turks 
release the trucks and all the U.S. personnel and contracted drivers 
immediately. Te Turks complied with the embassy’s request, but 
they scuttled Woodcock’s plan to ferry the vehicles out of the coun-
try by intimidating the contracted ferry owner into reneging on the 
plan. Foiled at the coast, Woodcock had no choice but to return the 
vehicles to the warehouse in Izmir.22 

About this time, Colonel Cleveland sent Lieutenant Colonel Keith 
Anderson to negotiate with the Turkish government for the release of 
the vehicles. Afer some very hard and intense negotiations, Ander-
son obtained the necessary release, though with conditions. Due 
to the politically sensitive nature of Turkey’s involvement with the 
American military, the Turks insisted that the vehicles be transported 
on enclosed trucks and that all travel be conducted at night. Major 
protests were already occurring all along the route to the Iraqi border, 
exacerbated by the fact that the hundreds of supply trucks from the 
24th Teater Support Group out of U.S. Army Europe had efectively 
blocked trafc on the main highway between Izmir and Diyarba-
kir.23

 Woodcock contracted with a Turkish transport company for 
thirty-fve cargo trucks. Edwards explained, “When we fnally did 
get permission to leave, the way we did it was by three convoys: 210 
vehicles broken into three convoys, two vehicles per truck. Tey were 
really small trucks with tarps over [them], so you couldn’t tell what 
was in the back.” Feeling a distinct sense of personal responsibility for 
the success of the mission, Woodcock took it upon himself to accom-
pany each convoy to the delivery point in Irbil, Iraq. While he led the 
frst convoy from Izmir to its fnal destination, thereafer the lead 
driver was given the bill of lading and other documents for getting 
through the border checkpoint. Woodcock then met each new convoy 
a few miles inside Turkey and accompanied it across the border into 
Iraq and the rest of the way to Irbil.24 

Te frst convoy departed the warehouse in Izmir on the night of 25 
March 2003. Woodcock rode in the cab of the lead truck. As the con-
voy headed for Habur Gate, the only border crossing point between 
Turkey and Iraq, Woodcock found that the biggest challenge was not 
the long, dusty journey or the horde of civilian trafc, but the Turkish 
government: “Every time we came up on a Turkish police vehicle, they 
stopped us and checked all our documentation.”25 

While security was a constant concern for this convoy represent-
ing a country newly at war, once the trucks crossed into Iraq, para-

https://Irbil.24
https://Izmir.22
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doxically Woodcock and the drivers felt a sense of relief. Most of the 
route through Iraq was actually in Kurdish territory, which made the 
Kurdish drivers feel much more at home than they had felt in west-
ern Turkey. Even so, the only hostile activity against any of the con-
voys occurred in Mosul. An Iraqi taxi raced around one of the trucks 
and halted suddenly, causing the vehicle to make an emergency stop. 
While they were stopped, a crowd of Iraqis gathered and began to 
throw rocks at the trucks, breaking a windshield. While the incident 
was stressful, it was not lethal, and they were soon able to maneuver 
around the taxi and continue on to Irbil.26 

In Woodcock’s mind, the more realistic threat was that one or 
more of the contracted drivers might simply disappear with his 
truck and sell the nonstandard vehicles on the black market. Since 
he always rode in the lead vehicle with no 
way of communicating with the other trucks, 
Woodcock could not keep track of every 
truck every minute of the journey. At each 
rest break, he routinely checked each vehicle 
before they resumed traveling, both for safety 
and for inventory purposes. During one such 
rest break, Woodcock counted trucks and 
came up one short. His frst thought was that 
the driver had absconded with the valuable 
cargo and Woodcock was out two nonstan-
dard vehicles. By this time, the drivers knew 
the route to Irbil, so Woodcock told the lead 
driver to take the convoy on to Irbil while he 
took the last truck in line back toward Tur-
key to look for the missing truck. Woodcock backtracked all the way 
back to the border with no luck. Convinced that the truck and driver 
had vanished, Woodcock turned his truck around in resignation and 
headed toward Irbil. Along the way, however, he met up with his now-
empty trucks returning to Turkey. Upon talking to the lead driver, 
Woodcock learned that the missing truck sufered a fat tire and lef 
the convoy to get it repaired at a truck stop. Once the tire was fxed, 
the missing driver caught up with the rest of the convoy and delivered 
his cargo in Irbil. Woodcock and his driver simply missed seeing him 
in the mass of vehicles at the truck stop. Woodcock reported that he 
was pleasantly surprised and impressed with the honesty and work 
ethic of his drivers.27 

Figure 4.10  Unloading in Irbil. Unloading a Land 
Rover in the northern Iraqi town of Irbil, at the end 
of the long convoy from Turkey. 
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Te successful delivery of all the nonstandard vehicles had perhaps 
as much to do with Woodcock’s eforts to encourage loyalty among his 
drivers as their inherent honesty. He went out of his way to treat the 
contractors more like coworkers than hired hands, making gestures 
that cost him little but meant quite a bit to the drivers. Woodcock paid 
for the drivers’ meals at the roadside rest stops, and when they arrived 
in Irbil, they were fed at the American mess. Woodcock also allowed 
the drivers to take advantage of the drastically lower fuel prices in 
Iraq to increase their proft margins. Fuel in Turkey was between two 
and three dollars per gallon, but only ffy cents per gallon in Iraq; the 
drivers put just enough fuel in their trucks to get them out of Turkey 
and to the frst truck stop in Iraq, where they then refueled for much 
less. Although the chosen fuel point only had one hose and, therefore, 
refueling stops took an extraordinarily long time, the strategy kept 
the drivers happy and Woodcock’s nonstandard vehicles safe.28 

Te last thirty-six nonstandard vehicles arrived in Irbil on 7 April. 
Afer nearly two weeks of nonstop convoy travel, all 236 vehicles 
fnally found their way to the 10th SFG. As the Special Forces teams 
exchanged their locally procured vehicles for their custom-built Land 
Rovers or Toyota trucks, a tired and road-weary Captain Woodcock 
looked on with pride. Afer six long months of efort, his mission was 
fnally completed.29 

Support in Romania 

In late 2002, the Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special 
Operations Support Battalion, drew one of the biggest jobs it had 
ever confronted—support the 10th SFG and CJSOTF-north in the war 
with Iraq. By the time Operation Iraqi Freedom actually began on 
19 March, Bravo Company personnel were already deployed to two 
continents, providing vital logistics expertise and support in diverse 
conditions. 

Bravo Company spent the last months of 2002 preparing for its 
upcoming deployment. Master Sergeant Caleb Ballard*, the company 
frst sergeant, played a key role in ensuring that the numerous prede-
ployment tasks were accomplished: 

In preparation for [deployment], we went through a lot of 
pre-planning with regards to ordering fuel bags and noz-
zles and [other] equipment that we thought would better 
facilitate our ability to support the mission. Requirements 
were changing daily, and we were trying to adjust to those 
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changes. Our focus was preventive checks and inspections 
of equipment . . . to ensure we as soldiers had what we 
needed on the battlefeld. We ensured that every soldier 
had [desert camoufage uniforms] and tent gear and all 
the equipment that they needed. Te last couple of weeks 
prior to the actual deployment was spent lining vehicles 
up, and getting vehicles loaded and [joint airlif inspected] 
for the purpose of being able to ship them on aircraf into 
theater. Again, the dates kept changing, but we remained 
fexible.30 

In early February, company commander Major Richard Geery* 
dispatched a two-man movement control team to Fort Carson, Colo-
rado, to assist the 10th SFG with its air move-
ment to its intermediate staging base in Stutt-
gart. In the past, the 10th SFG had deployed 
only a relatively small number of people at 
any one time and had depended upon the 
installation movement control team for assis-
tance. Te deployment of the entire 10th SFG 
plus other units at Fort Carson exceeded the 
installation’s capabilities. First Lieutenant 
Carl Hancock*, a veteran of operations in 
Afghanistan, headed up the forward support 
team sent to help the 10th SFG deploy.31 

Te two-man team from Bravo Company 
brought with them subject matter expertise 
and practical experience working with Air 
Force load teams. Hancock worked with each company to prepare its 
equipment for deployment: “Tat involved creating load plans, keep-
ing track of equipment, weighing and marking [equipment], calcu-
lating the center of balance, and making sure they were abiding by 
the proper safety guidelines.” Tinking ahead, the movement control 
team also installed customized sofware on the 10th SFG’s computers 
to help with load plans and hazardous material certifcation for future 
deployments.32 

Once the airfow was underway, Geery dispatched another team to 
Germany to assist with the reception of the unit personnel and equip-
ment. Stuttgart was only intended to be a temporary staging base 
until the political issues with Turkey were settled. Ten everything 
would fow into the planned intermediate staging base at Diyarbakir 
Air Force Base, Turkey.33 

Figure 4.11  Movement Control Team. Te Move-
ment Control Team of the 528th Support Battalion 
assist with the loading of the Task Force Viking 
equipment in Stuttgart. 
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As troops and equipment began building up in Germany, Colonel 
Cleveland opted to move the intermediate staging base to Constanta, 
Romania, to get as close as possible to the operational area. Mihail 
Kogalniceanu Air Base could accommodate the large C-5, C-141, and 
C-17 Air Force transports, and had enough ramp space to park a 
number of these aircraf on the ground for unloading, loading, and 
overnight stops. Nearby Constanta contained enough hotels to billet 
the force and everything else needed could be contracted locally. At 
the time, it seemed likely that even if Turkey did not allow basing 
or ground transit of U.S. forces, they would allow aircraf overfight. 
Tat assumption initially proved to be false.34 

Afer three weeks of around-the-clock 
efort, Bravo Company fnished deploying 
personnel and equipment from Fort Bragg, 
North Carolina, to Romania. Constanta may 
be a resort area during the summer, but in late 
February and early March of 2003 it was an 
empty, cold, bleak, and windy place.35 

Te frst troops on the ground lived and 
worked in unheated tents on the windswept 
airfeld for approximately two weeks. Once 
the local supply and service contracts were in 
place, conditions improved dramatically. Te 
troops were supplied, fueled, transported, 

billeted, and fed by contracted sources coordinated and supervised 
by Bravo Company. While cjsotf-North remained in Constanta, 
all tactical operations were coordinated and planned from Mihail 
Kogalniceanu Air Base. Bravo Company personnel helped set up the 
cjsotf-North Joint Operations Center at the airfeld and established 
the power to run the lights, computers, and other electronic devices. 
Te company’s mechanics worked long and hard ensuring all deploy-
ing vehicles were modifed to carry the increased amounts of equip-
ment, fuel, and weapons needed to operate independently in northern 
Iraq. As was typical for Bravo Company, the support soldiers per-
formed any job necessary. Power generation expert Specialist Cam-
eron Owens* ended up helping to prepare equipment pallets, set up 
heaters, and pitch tents. Owens noted, “I even helped some Croatian 
contract technicians set up the Titan system (radio frequency tagging 
system) used to track our pallets and containers of equipment.”36 

When the planned ground assault through Turkey was scrapped, 
CENTCOM planners looked to the 10th SFG and the 173rd Airborne 

Figure 4.12  Air Force MH-53s. Air Force MH-53s 
in Constanta prior to deployment. In December, 
Constanta is a far cry from the sunny beach resort 
of the summer months. 
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Brigade (-) as a way to put as many U.S. troops on the ground in north-
ern Iraq as quickly as possible. Te 10th SFG had already changed 
its planning to incorporate the seemingly inevitable air infltration, 
but the decision to send in the 173rd caused a shif in airlif prior-
ity—especially for the C-17s originally tasked with transporting the 
10th SFG’s support package. With the C-17s diverted in anticipation of 
the 173rd’s infltration, the 10th SFG was forced to reconfgure its loads 
for transport by MC-130s.37 

As the infltration phase of the operation began, nearly everyone 
available in Bravo Company helped prepare the Special Forces teams’ 
vehicles and equipment. Te company’s four-man movement con-
trol team formed the nucleus of a larger ad hoc team to support the 
entire cjsotf-North as it prepared to deploy its forward elements. Te 
rest of the support team was manned by drafing unit truck drivers, 
mechanics, and anyone else who was available. Te team loaded and 
unloaded aircraf, certifed loads, prepared load plans, and adjusted 
to the airfow.38 

Staf Sergeant Mitchell Davis*, usually in charge of maintaining an 
ammunition supply point, remembered that the airfow and the type 
of aircraf were constantly changing: “We would build a pallet for a 
C-17, and two hours later we would be told we were getting a C-130 
and we’d have to tear down the pallet and rebuild it [to ft the new 
aircraf]. You didn’t know what bird [the equipment] was leaving on 
until it showed up.”39 

Supporting the 10th SFG and cjsotf-North as they prepared for 
infltration into northern Iraq was a job ideally suited to the 528th 
Special Operations Support Battalion. Bravo Forward Support Com-
pany solidifed the battalion’s reputation for fexibility, ingenuity, and 
plain hard work as it ensured that the soldiers and equipment headed 
for war were taken care of no matter where they were—Colorado, 
Germany, or Romania. 

Building CJSOTF-West 

As Colonel Mulholland’s 5th SFG completed its training and prepara-
tions in the United States, it was faced with its next set of challenges— 
deploy to the Middle East and set up operating bases. Cfsocc tasked 
CJSOTF-West with two missions: deter the launch of scuds from west-
ern Iraq, and support conventional forces in their attack in southern 
Iraq. Tis meant setting up and resourcing several operating bases in 
two countries separated by over seven hundred miles.40 
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Chapter Four 

Exercise Early Victor alleviated part of the deployment problem 
when Forward Operating Base 51 deployed to the Middle East in Sep-
tember 2002. Headquarters Company First Sergeant Darryl Vaught* 
supervised the loading of over thirty containers packed with every-
thing the battalion needed for a prolonged stay in the Middle East. 
Vaught and his team were all experienced in deployments in the Mid-
dle East and had recently completed seven months in Afghanistan.41 

On 11 September 2002, a small predeployment site survey element 
from the 5th SFG Group Support Company deployed to another air-
feld, staked out the requirements for the CJSOTF-West headquarters, 
and was followed by the main body of the company on 26 September. 
Te detachment found an austere setting at the airfeld, but imme-
diately began building joint operations, support, and signal centers. 
Using an old gymnasium, the soldiers built secure planning and 
meeting rooms to be used as the joint operations center, but they had 
to build two full-sized buildings from the ground up in order to house 
support and signal centers.42 

Instead of redeploying back to Fort Campbell, Kentucky, afer the 
conclusion of Early Victor, the 5th SFG’s 1st Battalion remained in 
the region and continued training. Te additional month extended 
the mission into early November and allowed for a rigorous desert 
training program. During this time, the battalion relocated from the 
training area to H-5 Airfeld. Once the battalion relocated and fob 
51 established its operations center, the majority of the battalion’s sol-
diers returned to Fort Campbell at the beginning of December for the 
holidays. A skeleton crew secured and maintained fob 51’s equipment 
and facilities. In early January 2003, the battalion began slowly flter-
ing back to H-5, and by the end of the month, the entire battalion was 
back on station.43 

While 1st Battalion and the group headquarters built up their bases, 
the 2nd and 3rd Battalions prepared to deploy to Kuwait. Because 
Plan 1003V required such a large conventional force, real estate for 
a staging area was a scarce commodity in Kuwait. Te SOF planners 
knew the base camps already established at Camp Arifan and Camp 
Doha would be extremely crowded, so their plans called for hastily 
constructed camps in the Kuwaiti desert. Advanced parties from 
both forward operating bases staked out their areas to make a special 
operations area at Ali As-Salim Air Base, soon called “Camp Chariot” 
by the Army headquarters in Kuwait.44 

Te special operations soldiers arrived in early January to fnd a 
new, empty building and camp area. Everything necessary for thou-

https://Kuwait.44
https://station.43
https://centers.42
https://Afghanistan.41


sands of soldiers to live and work had to be built or bought quickly. 
Hangar 17, soon known as “SOF Land,” became the center of special 
operations activity at Ali As-Salim Air Base. For the next few weeks, 
the base was a furry of activity—putting in communications lines, 
building bomb shelters, erecting tents and mess halls, and bringing 
in latrine and shower facilities. Each forward operating base built in 
its respective areas an operations center and planning, isolation, liv-
ing, and logistics areas. As January turned into February and then 
into March, the special operations forces at Camp Chariot refned 
their plans.45 

Late attachments to CJSOTF-West, or Task Force Dagger, were two 
National Guard and one Regular Army infantry companies. Te 
three infantry companies provided security and a quick reaction 
force for each of the forward operating bases. C Company, 1st Bat-
talion, 124th Infantry Regiment, Florida Army National Guard, was 
attached to fob 51 at H-5. C Company, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry 
Regiment, from the 10th Mountain Division, supported fob 52, while 
the remainder of the battalion went to support CJSOTF-north. Fob 53 
received B Company, 1st Battalion, 152nd Infantry Regiment, Indiana 
Army National Guard. Immediately upon arrival in Kuwait, fob 53 
assigned Operational Detachment Alpha 915, from the 19th SFG, to 
conduct additional quick reaction force and direct action training 
with the Indiana Guardsmen as support for its odas in the feld. On 
11 March 2003, B Company’s 3rd Platoon, with the company execu-
tive ofcer and frst sergeant as a command element, deployed as a 
security force for CJSOTF-West headquarters.46 

By February 2002, Task Force Dagger’s preparations neared a con-
clusion. Te unit successfully managed the movement of over 2,100 
personnel and 1,500 short tons of equipment by ground, sea, and air to 
the Middle East. Te three widely separated forward operating bases 
and the task force headquarters were ready for war.47 

Figure 4.13  124th  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 

Figure 4.14  14th  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 

Figure 4.15  152nd  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 
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PSYOP Support for CJSOTF-West 

Cjsotf-west’s psychological operations support came from B Com-
pany, 9th Psychological Operations Battalion. B Company faced 
a daunting task. Organized to support one task force, Major Chris 
Parker* found himself with the mission to support two, each with 
a diferent focus and located hundreds of miles apart. To add to the 
situation, Parker’s company was understrength.48 
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Chapter Four 

To support Task Force Dagger, B Company became a multi-com-
ponent unit (active and Reserve troops together) with a Coalition ele-
ment attached. B Company was at about 70 percent strength in the fall 
of 2002. “Tere was no way I was going to become 100 percent strength 
without having Reservists to fall in on,” said Parker. Te additional 
soldiers came from the 301st PSYOP  Company based in San Diego, 
California, which mobilized in January 2003 and joined B Company 
at Fort Bragg in February. Te 301st PSYOP Company trained with 
9th  POB, integrated well with B Company, and became full members 
of Parker’s team. Tactical PSYOP Detachment 960, a sub-element of B 
Company made up almost entirely of soldiers from San Diego, sup-
ported  fob 53. Parker later stated, “Reservists were key to our being 
successful in this mission.” 49  

While the 301st psyop soldiers integrated into B Company, Parker 
and a small advance party deployed from Fort Bragg and joined 
CJSOTF-West headquarters in mid-January 2003. Te soldiers spent 
their frst two weeks helping construct the CJSOTF-West joint opera-
tions center. Te remainder of the company, primarily the tactical 
psyop teams, deployed in late January and joined fobs 52 and 53 in 
Kuwait. 50 

To support the southern mission, the company’s product develop-
ment center deployed to Kuwait. With only one such center in the 
company, additional support came from an Australian Army product 
development team. Although psychological operations was still a new 
feld for the Australians, the four-man team’s more advanced printing 
equipment could produce leafets faster than the Americans’ equip-
ment could. 51 

Te  psyop soldiers attached to Task Force Dagger were in posi-
tion and ready for war. When the CJSOTF-West headquarters main 
body arrived in mid-February, Major General Parker and his team 
intensifed planning. In a few short weeks, all their hard work would 
pay of. 52 

Figure 4.16  9th POB 
insignia. 

160th SOAR Deploys to H-5 

Due to its large requirement for transport aircraf, the 160th Special 
Operations Aviation Regiment was one of the last SOF elements to 
arrive in theater. While the 3rd Battalion, 160th soar, deployed from 
Hunter Army Airfeld, Georgia, directly to the H-5 Airfeld to support 
Task Force Dagger, the other two Night Stalker battalions deployed 
to Ali As-Salim Air Base, Kuwait. Predeployment site survey teams 
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went ahead of the main bodies, but the 160th SOAR ironically fell vic-
tim to a scarcity of air assets and the rest of the regiment was severely 
delayed.53 

Te 3rd Battalion’s predeployment site survey team arrived at H-5 
Airfeld on 7 January 2003. Its mission was simple, though extensive 
in scope: fnd a home for the battalion. Te team needed to fnd a loca-
tion that would provide space for aircraf parking, equipment storage, 
a repair shop, motor pools, living areas, a tactical operations center, 
and an aviation logistics operations center. In short, room enough 
for everything necessary to plan and main-
tain operations for eight MH-47D Chinooks, 
six MH-60L Black Hawks, and all of the para-
phernalia associated with the fourteen heli-
copters.54 

Te four-man team had only a few weeks 
to make the planning a reality. Looking for 
a suitable area on the already crowded Air 
Base was difcult. Te team fnally managed 
to obtain an open feld to the east of the main 
airstrip for its use. Te sole accommodations 
were a few hardened aircraf hangers. By 
March, however, part of the feld had been 
leveled and covered in asphalt to make a park-
ing area for the aircraf. Te paving made site 
maintenance easier, and prevented severe dust storms every time heli-
copters took of or landed. With the necessary improvements made, 
the 3rd Battalion began operations as Joint Special Operations Air 
Detachment-West (forward) shortly before the beginning of the war.55 

Deploying a special operations aviation unit halfway across the 
world was not an easy task. At Hunter Army Airfeld, maintenance 
personnel began dismantling the helicopters for deployment in Janu-
ary. Afer checking and rechecking the equipment, support personnel 
loaded the helicopters onto Air Force transport aircraf. Te frst C-17 
arrived at H-5 with two Black Hawks on 21 January 2003. Airplanes 
carrying helicopters and equipment followed for the next two weeks. 
Once the main body of troops arrived at H-5 on 10 February, the bat-
talion was once again whole. 

Afer a welcome briefng that included an orientation of the base 
rules and procedures, the soldiers began a rest cycle, followed by a 
work cycle that began at dusk. Working at night not only allowed 

Figure 4.17  Pad at H-5. With the pad in place, the 
helicopters of the 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, were 
able to rapidly prepare for missions. 
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the support soldiers to work in the cooler 
temperatures of the desert night, but also pre-
pared them to match the mission cycle, which 
called for night operations and day rest. As 
soon as the entire battalion arrived, each sec-
tion unpacked its equipment and set up its 
shop. Ten they began to reassemble the heli-
copters. 

Te buildup procedure for the MH-60L 
Black Hawks took four to six soldiers approx-
imately one hour to complete. Te larger 
MH-47D Chinooks required a more intensive 
buildup, requiring ten to fourteen soldiers. 
Because of the troop’s extensive deployment 
experience, the SOAR Chinooks were usually 

rebuilt in a single day, instead of the week it takes many conventional 
aviation units.56 

Even as the 3rd Battalion fnished setting up its base and readying 
its aircraf, the soldiers continued training for combat. All personnel, 
mechanics included, participated in nuclear, biological, and chemical 
training. Meeting the exacting maintenance standards for the soar 
Black Hawks and Chinooks was one thing, but having to perform the 
work while wearing nuclear/biological/chemical protective suits was 
a new challenge. Te Downed Aircraf Recovery Team even rehearsed 
mission scenarios in full gear—just in case.57 

While the maintenance personnel and crew chiefs worked to ready 
the aircraf, the staf and pilots refned plans with the staf of CJSOTF-
West. Te 3rd Battalion aviators and maintenance personnel prepared 
to provide CJSOTF-West with rapid, fexible, and lethal special opera-
tions helicopter support. Teir mettle would be tested in the following 
weeks, with exceptionally long infltrations supporting special opera-
tions soldiers from several countries, and the frst combat test for the 
newly created Defensive Armed Penetrators.58 

Figure 4.18  MH-60L DAP. Te Defensive Armed 
Penetrator confgured for transport in a C-17. Te 
DAPs were a critical component of the 160th SOAR  
in IRAQI FREEDOM. 
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AOB 910: from DESERT SPRING to   
IRAQI FREEDOM 

When the 5th SFG arrived in Kuwait, it was met by A Company, 1st 
Battalion, 19th SFG—Advanced Operating Base 910. AOB 910, which 
consisted of 110 soldiers, was already in Kuwait supporting Operation 
DESERT SPRING—a UN-approved ongoing contingency deployment 
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in support of Operation SOUTHERN WATCH, the enforcement of the 
no-fy zone in southern Iraq.59 

Te Special Forces commitment for DESERT SPRING was a rein-
forced company of between fve and nine Special Forces teams, 
operating as Coalition support teams training and working with the 
Kuwaiti Army. In the event of aggression by Iraqi forces, the Special 
Forces teams would provide support to the Kuwaitis, deconfict any 
problems between Coalition units, and provide terminal guidance for 
close air support in defending the Kuwait-Iraq border.60 

Between 26 and 28 September 2002, AOB 910 arrived in Kuwait 
and immediately set to work. Its primary mission was training and 
conducting liaison duties with elements of the Kuwaiti Armed Forces. 
Some of AOB 910’s ODAs trained with the Kuwaiti 35th Mechanized 
Brigade and other conventional units, while other odas trained with 
the Kuwaiti Naval Commandos and a military police battalion. One 
of the most important tasks accomplished was extensive close air sup-
port training, including an urban scenario on the Faylakah Island 
range complex. Te reinforced company also conducted extensive 
demolitions and live fre training with Ground Mobility Vehicles— 
High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles modifed for desert 
operations.61 

By November 2002, the staf of AOB 910 began planning and train-
ing to support the 5th SFG in the event of combat operations against 
Iraq under Plan 1003V. According to the plan, two Special Forces for-
ward operating bases—fobs 52 and 53—would operate in southern 
Iraq supporting CFLCC’s move north to Baghdad. To aid in planning 
with CFLCC, fve of the company’s noncommissioned ofcers were 
tasked to form a special operations integration detachment during 
the planning and buildup of forces in Kuwait. Te detachment, con-
sisting of special operations soldiers from the 5th SFG, AOB 910, and 
other special operations forces, was located at Camp Doha in the 
CFLCC-main headquarters.62

 Under Major Gabe Alexander*, AOB 910 also began training for a 
Special Forces liaison element mission with Coalition forces. Te Spe-
cial Forces planners’ major concern was avoiding fratricide of odas 
conducting special reconnaissance and unconventional warfare mis-
sions beyond the forward edge of the battle area. In January, even as 
planning progressed, ODA 912 was given a special mission tasking it 
to CFSOCC headquarters. With ODA 912 at CFSOCC and a number of 
men with the 3rd SFG in Afghanistan, the rest of A Company were 

Figure 4.19  19th 
SFG beret fash. 
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assigned as Special Forces liaison elements to both U.S. and Coalition 
conventional ground forces. 63  

As war neared, the remaining fve odas of A Company began their 
liaison missions.  Odas 911 and 913 were assigned to i mef, primarily 
supporting the 1st Marine Division. Oda 915 became the liaison ele-
ment for the 101st Airborne Division. Oda 914 operated as a split team 
to support both the British 1st Armoured Division and the U.S. 3rd 
Infantry Division. Te ODA commander and the team sergeant led 
the “A” split and supported the British. Te “B” split joined ODA 916  
in support of the 3rd Infantry Division, whose mission comprised the 
main efort of Operation iraqi freedom: the assault on Baghdad. 64 

SOSCOM Deploys 

By the time Exercise Early Victor was extended twice, Special Opera-
tions Support Command knew that it would soon be at war with Iraq. 
Although the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion returned to 
Fort Bragg in December, it lef its equipment in Jordan; the soldiers 
knew they would be coming back. 

CFLCC was responsible for all Coalition ground forces in iraqi  
freedom and provided them with logistics support. Major General 
Claude Christiansen was the CFLCC logistics ofcer, and in the fall of 
2002, began planning for what might easily have become a logistics 
nightmare. Strategists and planners were focusing signifcant atten-
tion on the scud hunt in the western desert of Iraq during the early 
part of the war. With SOF playing such a large role in that portion of 
Iraqi  freedom, Christiansen turned to SOSCOM for help.  SOSCOM  
commander Colonel Kevin Leonard recalled, “General Christiansen 
said, ‘I want the SOSCOM to come in and work all logistics in the West,’ 
which is where SOF was heavily committed. ‘If I have questions on SOF  
logistics, you’re the guy.’” In other words, SOSCOM got the opportunity 
to do what it was designed to do: support SOF at war. 65 

General Christiansen originally wanted SOSCOM  to support all SOF  
in theater, including the joint task force. Once it became clear that 
the joint task force might need more support assets than SOSCOM had 
available, Lieutenant General Philip Kensinger, commander of U.S. 
Army Special Operations Command, relieved SOSCOM of the joint 
task force requirement. General Christiansen agreed to the change in 
mission, and indicated that  CFLCC would form a logistics task force 
with  SOSCOM at its core—Logistics Task Force–West. CFSOCC’s Briga-
dier General Gary Harrell also approved the arrangement, efectively 
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Figure 4.20  SOS-
COM insignia. 
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placing a special operations asset under conventional control, while 
also giving SOF access to conventional logistics.66 

SOSCOM received the alert order for deployment to the Middle 
East on 26 December 2002. Most of the command’s equipment was 
already in theater, lef over from Exercise Early Victor in Jordan. Te 
remaining equipment had been prepared and palletized in anticipa-
tion of deployment. Beginning in January, elements of both the 112th 
Special Operations Signal Battalion and the 528th Special Operations 
Support Battalion deployed. Twenty-fve soldiers from SOSCOM head-
quarters followed in late February 2003. Although it was the SOSCOM 
headquarters’ frst time ever deploying as a unit, the headquarters 
was set up and operational within forty-eight hours of arriving in the 
Middle East.67 

When Colonel Leonard arrived at CFLCC headquarters, he assumed 
command of Logistics Task Force–West, which included all SOF and 
Regular Army logistics assets in the CJSOTF-West area of operations. 
Ltf-west’s primary mission was, in Leonard’s words, to provide 
“General Christiansen, the Coalition logistics ofcer, with visibility 
of all logistics eforts in that region.” Soscom staf ofcer Major Wes 
Wickham* explained further: “Our charter was to go in and make 
sure that any logistics issues in the western [area of responsibility] 
were taken care of. We tried to anticipate problems and solve them. 
Tat way the operator didn’t have to worry about [logistics], and the 
commanders of the JSOTF and the [special operations commander] 
didn’t have to worry about anything logistically.”68 

LTF-west included more than SOSCOM’s assets: “We took control 
of elements of the 155th Corps Support Battalion and the 30th Corps 
Support Group,” explained Leonard. “We helped deploy them from 
home station, because when the [Time-Phased Force Deployment 
Lists] were flled, these guys got lost in the shufe. Tese were Reserve 
[and National Guard] units due to come and support all Army units in 
the west. We received, staged, integrated, and trained a Reserve corps 
support battalion and a [National Guard] corps support group.”69 

Te logistics task force was also tasked with creating a contin-
gency plan for fowing supplies to Baghdad from the west. Although 
the planning was completed and the assets placed, the need to use 
the contingency plan never arose. Instead, LTF-West concentrated its 
eforts on supporting the activities of the soldiers and airmen in the 
western desert. Te task force took charge of the base at H-5, relieving 
the Alpha Forward Support Company, 528th SOSB, of the responsibil-
ity of running a base rapidly flling with troops. Under the guidance 

https://logistics.66


of LTF-West, the 30th Corps Support Group of the North Carolina 
Army National Guard took over base operations. Te support sol-
diers were soon augmented by hundreds of Kellogg, Brown and Root 
contractors.70 

Due to the nature of operations being conducted by CJSOTF-West, 
ltf-west had the opportunity to execute a number of diferent sup-
port missions. Te task force provided forward logistics elements 
where needed, and conducted over one hundred successful air deliv-
ery missions in support of the 5th SFG teams in the Iraqi desert. One 

of the most unusual tasks that ltf-west per-
formed was stevedore service to the U.S. Navy. 
When the USNS Pomeroy arrived in theater, 
it docked at a port where the local longshore-
men were on strike. Leonard recounted, “Tis 
boat shows up with all this equipment on it 
and we’re the only ones there. Christiansen 
says, ‘Hey, you guys have got to unload it,’ so 
we did.”71 

Being comprised primarily of SOSCOM 
assets, ltf-west ofen turned to the 528th 
SOSB to carry out support missions, espe-
cially for SOF units. However, when a need 
arose that the 528th was not equipped to fll, 

ltf-west acted as liaison and coordination element. Wickham: “We 
would coordinate through the [special operations commander] and 
through the CFLCC headquarters, through their [logistics ofcer] to 
task a conventional Army unit that was in the area or at that location 
to do the mission. For example, at [a location nearby], the Air Force 
ran all the base operating support, so the cjsotf headquarters there 
was pretty much covered by the Air Force.”72 

Although the successful mission in the west and the rapid libera-
tion of Baghdad resulted in a logistics mission of less intensity and 
length than planners had anticipated, SOSCOM found ample work to do. 
As the core of ltf-west, SOSCOM headquarters needed to coordinate 
logistics and support operations in as far-fung locations as Kuwait, 
H-5, and the barren deserts of western Iraq. While ltf-west could not 
afect the challenging logistics situations that plagued CJSOTF-north, 
the task force monitored the situation as closely as it could from so far 
away, and ofered help when possible. Soscom headquarters worked 
for CFLCC in a “conventional” job, but drew on its special operations 

Figure 4.21  USNS Pomeroy. When the USNS 
Pomeroy  docked during a longshoreman’s strike, 
SOSCOM personnel stepped in and unloaded the 
cargo. 
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origins by acting as the logistics interface between conventional and 
special operations units. 

Psychological Operations Take to the Air 

Psychological Operations is potentially one of the most powerful tools 
the military possesses. Conveyed to foreign audiences in a variety of 
ways, psyop messages support U.S. goals and objectives—ofensive, 
defensive, or peaceful in nature. Properly applied, psyop can wear 
down an enemy’s resolve to fght, difuse a tense standof between 
would-be attackers and U.S. troops, and ensure fair distribution of 
humanitarian aid. Psyop activities leading up to and during Opera-
tion Iraqi Freedom used a number of means to deliver Coalition 
messages to the Iraqi military and the civilian population. Two of 
the more notable methods of distribution were radio and television 
broadcasts of Coalition programming. 

A large part of the psyop activities in iraqi freedom consisted 
of media broadcasts directed at the Iraqi military and civilian popu-
lations. Te Special Operations Media Sys-
tem–Broadcast and the EC-130E Commando 
Solo both proved to be capable and valuable 
broadcast platforms. Working independently 
and in concert, the soms-b and Commando 
Solo teams successfully delivered their crucial 
messages to audiences throughout Iraq. 

Te soms-b consisted of two primary sub-
systems: the Mobile Radio Broadcast System 
and the Mobile Television Broadcast System. 
Between the two subsystems, the soms-b could 
broadcast via am, fm, and short wave radio, as 
well as television. Te Joint Psyop Task Force 
made up of elements of the 4th Psyop Group 
initially set up a soms-b in Kuwait in mid-December 2002. Tis task 
force immediately began to broadcast messages throughout south-
ern Iraq. In the beginning, the soms-b unit broadcast radio messages 
for fve hours a day, but by February, transmission times extended to 
eighteen hours daily. When combat operations began on 19 March, 
the soms-b broadcasts provided psyop support twenty-four hours a 
day.73 

Figure 4.22  SOMS-B.  Te ability to establish 
broadcast capability anywhere on the battlefeld is 
the hallmark of the SOMS-B. 
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104 

Captain Roger Campbell*, commander of the soms-b element, 
requested additional  soms-b equipment be brought into theater to 
supplement his unit’s capability. Te new unit, a soms-b “light” con-
sisting of just the radio subsystem, accompanied the 3rd Infantry 
Division north to Baghdad. A third soms-b arrived from Romania  
and began broadcasting from Baghdad International Airport once 
that location had been secured. With three systems established 
between Kuwait and Baghdad, together with daily Commando Solo 
broadcasts, almost all of Iraq had access to Coalition messages via am, 
fm, and short wave radio. 74 

 Te  EC-130E Commando Solo aircraf played a signifcant role in 
broadcasting psyop messages in Iraq. Based in Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania, the Air Force National Guard’s 193rd Special Operations Wing 
was home to the Commando Solo aircraf and was tasked with pro-
viding aerial transmission of psyop messages. Te Commando Solo 
platform broadcast on the commercial am/fm and short wave radio 
bands,  vhf/uhf television bands, and military  vhf/hf/fm frequen-
cies. Having such comprehensive broadcast capabilities in an aircraf  
enabled the 193rd sow to support military operations worldwide. Since 
the 193rd was the only unit in the Air Force dedicated to this mission, 
the Commando Solo crews truly supported global operations. 75 

A Detachment of the 193rd sow, commanded by Lieutenant Colo-
nel Geral Otterbein, arrived in the region on 24 March. Te detach-
ment consisted of one EC-130E Commando Solo aircraf, two full 
EC-130E crews of eleven members each, two support C-130s, and the 
associated staf and support personnel. Te Commando Solo detach-
ment brought aerial television transmission, am/fm/hf radio broad-
cast, and “net intrusion” (military radio net interruption) capability 
into theater, allowing wider distribution of psyop messages. 76 

Te 193rd sow detachment was fully operational within forty-eight 
hours of arriving in theater. Under the tactical control of the Joint 
Psychological Operations Task Force in Qatar, the detachment was 
given areas to target with the television and radio broadcast tapes that 
the Commando Solo crews received from the 4th Psyop Group at Fort 
Bragg. Te Army psyop liaison attached to the 193rd sow, Sergeant 
Daniel Romer*, reviewed the taskings and planned and coordinated 
all broadcast plans with the detachment’s operations ofcer, Lieuten-
ant Colonel Kevin Satow. 77 

Flight planning proved to be a delicate undertaking. Te 193rd sow  
initially few missions outside Iraqi airspace, yet still close enough 
to allow transmission into the majority of western Iraq. Te jpotf  
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Figure 4.23  193rd  
Special Operations 
Wing insignia. 
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urged Otterbein to broadcast to cities north of the Euphrates River, 
requiring fights over western Iraq, thus making the aircraf vulner-
able to attack. Te EC-130E mission called for it to orbit in “tracks” 
for long periods of time. Te EC-130E was also an extraordinarily 
heavy aircraf, lacking the maneuverability necessary to react quickly 
to threats. While transmitting, the aircraf normally trailed a four 
hundred-foot long wire antenna, further reducing maneuverability. 
Major Dick Riemer*, an aircraf commander in the 193rd, explained 
that with the antenna deployed, the aircraf “can make one reaction 
from a threat. If there’s a follow-on, a second one, you’re going to 
guillotine the aircraf or cut the wire and then our am broadcasts are 
done.” Further risk lay in the fact that the aircraf’s APR-47 missile 
warning system was inoperative. In short, the 193rd sow did not con-
duct fights over hostile areas until the Joint Special Operations Air 
Detachment and 193rd sow detachment intelligence ofcers decided 
the threat was at an acceptable level.78 

With clearance from the jsoad, the detach-
ment advanced operations to an area north of 
the Euphrates River in the frst week in April. 
Te jpotf added television broadcasts to the 
unit’s mission the following week, giving the 
EC-130E crews more responsibility than usual. 
One of the frst broadcasts from the new 
Coalition television service, called “Towards 
Freedom TV,” included an interview with 
opposition group members, information on 
humanitarian aid deliveries, and a feature 
on Iraqi culture and arts. Another broadcast 
contained a joint message to the Iraqi people 
from President George W. Bush and British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair. Te program-
ming was outsourced to World Television, a production company 
in Iraq, which transmitted the programming by satellite daily to the 
4th Psyop Group at Fort Bragg for approval and distribution. Once 
approved, the 4th Psyop Group transmitted the program by satellite 
to Qatar, where it was transferred to videotape for broadcast by the 
EC-130E Commando Solo and soms-b units. 

Of the increase in the EC-130E’s workload, Riemer observed, “I’ve 
never run this many frequencies and missions out of the back end 
as an aircraf commander.. .Usually it’s two tasks, and a third one 

Figure 4.24  Commando Solo. Te EC-130E  
Commando Solo can provide nearly continuous 
broadcast capability with its sophisticated elec-
tronic systems. It is a key component of the PSYOP  
campaign. 
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if you get around to it.” Despite 
the pressure of extended missions 
over Iraq, the members of the 
193rd sow detachment remained 
focused. Colonel Otterbein 
stated, “We’re aware of the impact 
we have on the theater battle. . .If 
we get one person to put his gun 
down and surrender, think about 
how many Americans that might 
have saved.”79 

Te 4th Psyop Group turned 
to the air for more than elec-
tronic broadcasts; it also made 
liberal use of airdropped leafets 
to spread important psyop mes-
sages. Between 12 December 2002 
and 18 March 2003, U.S. forces 
dropped over twenty million 
psyop leafets into Iraq. By mid-
April the total exceeded forty mil-

lion. Te 4th Psyop Group, who orchestrated the entire psyop efort 
of the war, designed the leafets and delivered them to U.S. Navy air-
craf carriers by computer, where they were printed and packed in 
canisters typically holding sixty thousand leafets each. Naval F-18 
jets stationed aboard the aircraf carriers, including the USS Harry 
S. Truman, the USS Teodore Roosevelt, and the USS Constellation, 
then dropped the leafet bombs in targeted areas throughout Iraq.80 

One of the more successful leafet eforts addressed the need to 
protect Iraq’s petroleum production and processing facilities. Leafets 
urged Iraqi citizens and soldiers to remember that oil was a vital part 
of the nation’s economy, and the destruction of the oil infrastruc-
ture would negatively impact their families. Te combination of the 
psyop leafet program and the advancement of combat operations is 
credited with preventing Iraqi forces from perpetrating the kind of 
environmental devastation that was committed in 1991, when they set 
oil felds ablaze in Kuwait.81 

Major General Victor Renuart, Central Command director of 
operations, discussed the psyop impact in his 10 April 2003 Opera-
tion Iraqi freedom briefng: 

Figure 4.25  Oil leafets. Oil leafets such as these helped prevent 
the destruction of the petroleum systems by the Iraqis. 
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We mentioned the forty-some-odd million leafets. And 
the people have said, ‘Well, so what do they really do for 
you?’ Well, let me give you an example. As we were going 
back into the oil felds with the [British] engineers, U.S. 
engineers, Kuwaiti engineers, and returning the Iraqi oil 
workers back to the sites, we were interviewing the staf 
of the Iraqi oil industry. We noticed that many of these 
wells had, in fact, been wired to be destroyed. And we also 
noticed that many of them, even though there were explo-
sives set in place, had the valves turned of, so that, even if 
you had an explosion, it wouldn’t necessarily damage the 
oil well. And we said, ‘You all were here. You watched this 
happen. How did they do this?’ And they said, ‘We read 
your leafets. We heard your broadcasts. We understand 
that keeping the oil infrastructure was important to our 
future. And so while we complied for our own protection 
with the regime, we ensured that true damage to the oil 
felds would not occur.’82 

Te 4th Psyop Group seldom used only one method of dissemi-
nating psyop messages. Radio and television broadcasts were coor-
dinated with leafet drops as ofen 
as possible, in order to reach the 
maximum number of people 
and reinforce the messages. Te 
psyop eforts surrounding the 
Coalition’s “Information Radio” 
program were a prime example 
of broadcast-leafet coordination. 
While the radio programs were 
obviously a broadcast media dis-
tributed by soms-b and from the 
EC-130E Commando Solo broad-
cast platform, leafet drops were 
used to advertise the program-
ming and encourage Iraqis to tune into Information Radio for accu-
rate and pertinent news.83 

Under the direction of the 4th Psyop Group at Fort Bragg, psyop 
eforts in Operation iraqi freedom took many forms and met many 
needs in the early days of the war. Whether urging cooperation with 
Coalition forces or providing much needed information about the 
new government, psyop messages advanced the Coalition’s cause and 

Figure 4.26  Information Radio. Te 4th POG leafet alerting the 
Iraqi’s of the presence of continuous information radio. 
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saved lives. Te close cooperation of all branches of the U.S. mili-
tary allowed for the widest possible distribution of psyop messages.  
Coordination of diverse media—from radio and television to printed 
leafets—reinforced important messages and helped the messages 
reach diverse segments of the population. Psychological Operations 
still play an important part in the stabilization and rebuilding eforts 
going on in Iraq today and will continue to be a vital component of 
U.S. military strategy in the years to come.  

SUMMARy 
By 18 March, Army special operations forces were poised to execute 
their assigned missions. Tose with cjsotf-West deployed along the 
Iraqi border, ready to cross and disperse into the western desert to 
wrest control of the terrain from the regime. Te Night Stalkers of the 
160th  soar were ready to execute an orchestrated plan to destroy the 
visual observation posts along the border and blind the Iraqis to the 
U.S. movements. In the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles, 
cjsotf-North succeeded in infltrating teams and individuals into 
northern Iraq to link up with their Kurdish counterparts, though the 
bulk of cjsotf-North forces waited in Romania. Te time for plan-
ning and preparing had passed; war was at hand. 
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Chapter Five 

War Begins 

D-Day through  D+4  
19–23 March

 O n 19 March 2003, two days afer delivering an ultima-
tum to Saddam Hussein and his sons, President George W. 
Bush once again addressed the nation: “My fellow citizens, 

at this hour, American and Coalition forces are in the early stages of 
military operations to disarm Iraq, to free its people and to defend 
the world from grave danger. On my orders, Coalition forces have 
begun striking selected targets of military importance to undermine 
Saddam Hussein’s ability to wage war. Tese are the opening stages of 
what will be a broad and concerted campaign.”1 

True to the President’s statement and General Tommy Franks’ 
plan, the campaign against Iraq was, indeed, broad and concerted. 
Special operations forces participated in every aspect of the campaign, 
and were given the privilege of striking the frst blow against Saddam 
Hussein’s regime when aircraf from the 160th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment destroyed visual observation posts along the Iraqi 
border. From that moment forward, Army special operations forces 
led the fght. In northern Iraq, Combined Joint Special Operations 
Task Force–North allied with Kurdish forces to tie up the Iraqi Army 
divisions arrayed along the Green Line, preventing them from rein-
forcing units defending Baghdad. In the western desert, ARSOF teams 
secured strategic airfelds and hunted SCUD missile sites to prevent 
potentially provocative strikes on Israel and deployment of weapons 
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Chapter Five 

of mass destruction. Arsof elements also preceded and accompanied 
the main thrust toward Baghdad, providing targeting information 
and acting as liaisons with the local populations. At the beginning 
of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, ARSOF played a prominent role in the 
frst strikes into Iraq. 

CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
D-Day 
D-Day was 19 March, and H-hour was 2100 hours Iraqi time. Heli-
copters from the 160th SOAR attacked and destroyed visual obser-
vation posts on the border of Iraq. At 2000 hours on 20 March, air 
and ground reconnaissance began. Two hours later, Coalition special 
operations forces—including Polish commandos—began securing 
ofshore oil and gas platforms and the tanker terminal at Al Faw to 
prevent sabotage. Tat same night, SOF  teams infltrated the desert in 
the west and southwest, and began moving on SCUD sites and secur-
ing strategic airfelds. 2 

G-Day 
When intelligence reports indicated that Saddam was, indeed, mov-
ing to sabotage the Rumaylah Oil Fields on the Iraq-Kuwait border, 
General Franks and Lieutenant General David McKiernan pushed the 
ground war up almost twenty-four hours from its original start time. 
G-Day had been scheduled for 21 March at 0600 hours, just ffeen 

hours before the air assault began, but the ground assault 
actually began at 2130 hours on 20 March. A-Day could 
not be pushed up, due to the complicated nature of the 
air operations, and began at 2100 hours on 21 March, as 
planned. By the time major air operations began, ground 
forces were well within Iraq and moving fast.  3 

Te ground war ofcially began the evening of 20 
March at 2100 hours, when reconnaissance forces from 
the I Marine Expeditionary Force and V Corps crossed 
the berm separating Kuwait from Iraq. Te rest of I M EF  

and V Corps forces followed within hours, crossing in the early morn-
ing hours of 21 March. Although G-Day came earlier than scheduled, 
the change simply allowed Franks to further build on the element 

Timeline 
VISOBs  19 March  2100 
SOF  20 March  0200 
Recon  20 March  2100 
GOPLATS  20 March  2200 
G-Day  21 March  0300 
A-Day  21 March  2100 
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of surprise. Te Iraqis never expected the 
ground war to precede the air war, and the 
ground forces were intent on moving fast and 
hard to penetrate Iraqi defenses and reach 
the critical oil felds and Baghdad before the 
enemy could regroup and retrench. 4 

By frst light on 21 March, the 3rd Infan-
try Division brigade combat teams (BCTs)  
and Marine regimental combat teams (RCTs)  
were closing in on their frst objectives and 
pushing toward Baghdad. Each combat team 
included approximately fve thousand troops 
with armor, mechanized infantry, and artil-
lery. Tough the teams advanced along sepa-
rate routes, they could meet up and combine frepower on strategic 
targets. Each team was also supported by close air support. 5 

Te 3rd Infantry Division BCTs headed directly for Tallil Air Base, 
southwest of Nasiriya. Special operations forces teams scouted the 
bridge across the Euphrates River at the juncture of Highways 1 and 
8. Te 3rd BCT’s third objective was just south-
west of Nasiriya itself. By daylight on 22 March, 
Tallil Air Base and the Highway 1 bridge were 
secure. Blocking positions between Highway 
1 and Nasiriya were in place, establishing a 
safe route north for the ground forces that 
followed. As planned, the 3rd BCT handed of  
the bridge to Task Force Tarawa, part of I M EF, 
early on 23 March. Te 3rd ID continued roll-
ing north along Highway 8 to Samawah. 6 

While the 3rd ID spent 21 March pushing 
north to Nasiriya, I M EF and the attached Brit-
ish 1st Armoured Division initially followed a 
diferent route out of Kuwait and into Iraq. 
Teir objective was Basra and the Rumaylah 
Oil Fields. I  MEF turned northwest at Basra 
and followed Highway 8 toward Nasiriya, 
securing the oil felds on its way. Task Force 
Tarawa took possession of the bridge on Highway 1 from the 3rd BCT  
on 23 March, allowing that team to move on to its next objective. Te 
British took charge of clearing out Iraqi opposition in the south and 
eventually attacked Basra itself. 

Figure 5.1  M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. Te 3rd 
Infantry Division spearheaded the Army com-
ponent of the Coalition ground forces that drove 
across the Kuwaiti border. 
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Figure 5.2  Map of conventional operations. 
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A-Day 
A-Day came at 2100 hours on 21 March. 
Fighter planes, bombers, cruise missiles, and 
tactical land-air missiles descended on Bagh-
dad. Carefully selected targets disintegrated 
before the eyes of the world, flmed by news 
teams holed up in the Palestine Hotel. Te 
“shock and awe” campaign was designed to 
decapitate the regime, yet it was carefully 
controlled to leave enough infrastructure in 
place to allow the country to rebuild.7 

Te 3rd ID’s lead combat elements spent 22 
March moving northwest toward Samawah 
and Najaf. Te 1st and 2nd BCTs bypassed 
the 3rd BCT at Nasiriya and drove north 
along Highway 28 toward Najaf. Te 2nd BCT 
reached Objective Rams, a few kilometers 
southwest of Najaf, the afernoon of 22 March. 
Te team’s objective was to secure a logistics 
support area for V Corps, which would enable 

the fght to continue to the north. Afer more than twelve hours of 
fghting irregular forces, the 2nd BCT secured the objective at 1000 
hours on 23 March. Te team then defended the objective for two days 
against waves of paramilitary forces coming out of Najaf. 

Once the 2nd BCT had secured Objective Rams, the 1st BCT passed 
through the 2nd BCT’s lines and moved north along Highway 28 to 
Objective Raiders. Te pipeline road was clear of opposition until 
the 2nd BCT reached the Najaf escarpment—a 250-foot-high wall of 
earth. Te only way up the natural obstacle was via a steep, single-lane 
causeway running between a marsh and a lake. Te Iraqis had not 
overlooked the defensible nature of the escarpment and bombarded 
the team with artillery and mortars. Te 2nd BCT responded with 
artillery of its own and called in close air support. Te planes made 
the diference, and the 1st BCT reached its objective and established a 
blocking position north of Najaf on 23 March. 

Once the 3rd BCT was relieved at Nasiriya, it moved north to its next 
objective. When the frst element of the 3rd BCT reached Samawah, 
however, it encountered a nasty surprise—the fedayeen. Intelligence 
sources had not picked up on the fact that Saddam had deployed 
these ferce, irregular forces at key locations throughout south-

Figure 5.3  TLAM. Te Tomahawk Land Attack 
Missile was a major component of the Coalition’s 
initial assault—th e “shock and awe” campaign. 
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Saddam Fedayeen 
Paramilitary force 
established in 1995 by 
Saddam Hussein’s el-
dest son Uday. Trans-
lates to “Saddam’s 
Men of Sacrifce.” 
Acted as an internal 
police force for Sad-
dam’s regular army 
units, killing soldiers 
who attempted to 
surrender. Te more 
generic term fedayeen 
refers to irregular 
guerrillas. Te term 
was frst used in the 
1950s and applied 
to Arab commandos 
conducting cross-
border raids against 
the fedgling state of 
Israel. 
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ern and central Iraq. Iraq’s regular military 
forces—the Iraqi Army and the elite Republi-
can Guard—were capitulating fairly quickly, 
but the fedayeen would prove a thorn in the 
Coalition’s side for months to come.8 

Te fght at Samawah began on 23 March 
when 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment, 
encountered fedayeen on the approach to the 
city. While the fedayeen’s AK-47s and rocket-
propelled grenades had no efect on the 
American M1 Abrams tanks, their Bradley 
Fighting Vehicles were more vulnerable and 
troops were forced to engage the fedayeen. 
Te cavalry held its own until the 3rd BCT caught up and took control 
at 1430 hours, sending the cavalry north toward Najaf. Once the 3rd 
BCT assumed the fght at Samawah, it coordinated closely with Special 
Forces teams in the area, who provided timely and accurate intelli-
gence on the situation. Te 3rd BCT kept the lines of communication 
open by holding of fedayeen attackers until 29 March, when the 82nd 
Airborne Division’s 2nd BCT relieved it.9 

Figure 5.4  Marine Corps artillery. Te Marines 
of I M EF advanced toward Basra and the crucial 
southern oil felds in the early days of the war. 

ARSOF OPERATIONS 
ARSOF participated in almost every aspect of the frst fve days of 
the war. At H-hour, 160th SOAR aircraf destroyed visual observation 
posts along the Iraqi border, allowing SOF teams to cross undetected 
into Iraq just hours later. ARSOF teams spread out through the west-
ern desert in search of SCUD launchers and other strategic sites. Other 
teams preceded the V Corps and I MEF advance north, providing tar-
geting information and other intelligence. In the north, the advance 
teams of Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North con-
tinued to work with Kurdish leaders while anticipating the arrival of 
the rest of the task force. Colonel Charles Cleveland and the rest of 
the CJSOTF-North fnally got into northern Iraq once the “UGLY BABY” 
air infltration route was established. Below are accounts representing 
ARSOF’s participation in the frst days of Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
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Chapter Five 

CJSOTF-North 
When the war began on 19 March, CJSOTF-North was still desperately 
seeking a way to get its forces into theater. Turkey refused to allow 
overfight for the invasion, forcing air planners to devise a new infl-
tration route. Te fnal fight path stretched over one thousand miles 
and few over numerous Iraqi antiaircraf batteries. Once the Coali-
tion proved to Turkey that it would place troops in northern Iraq no 
matter what, Turkey acquiesced, and the rest of CJSOTF-North began 
to fow in. 

Operation UGLY BABY 

Te Turkish refusal to allow U.S. forces to pass through its territory 
was a near disaster to the soldiers of the 10th Special Forces Group. 

Months of contingency planning had been 
conducted, and equipment had been pains-
takingly pre-positioned at an intermediate 
support base in Turkey. Te soldiers of the 
10th SFG truly showed their mettle by adjust-
ing plans and executing operations in an 
extremely austere and fexible environment. 

A key to the operations in the north was 
to get soldiers on the ground in order to show 
U.S. commitment to the Kurds. Based on their 
experiences during the Gulf War, the Kurds 
were initially reluctant to commit to a U.S. 
efort to oust Saddam. A primary responsi-
bility of Special Forces was to show the Kurds 
that the United States was seriously commit-
ted to combat. Te only way to show U.S. 

resolve was to get Special Forces soldiers on the ground and involved 
in conducting combat operations with the Kurdish peshmerga units. 
Tis meant getting as many operational detachments alphas (ODAs), 
the basic combat unit of the Special Forces, into northern Iraq as 
quickly as possible. To that end, a Special Forces company organized 
as an advanced operating base successfully infltrated from its pre-
position location into the northern sector and made initial coordina-
tion with the Kurdish resistance organizations.10 

Turkey’s initial refusal to allow overfight to Coalition aircraf also 
prevented the rest of the 10th SFG from infltrating across the Turk-
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Figure 5.5  Map showing Operation UGLY BABY 
route. 
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War Begins 117 

ish–Iraqi border as planned. When driving across the border was no 
longer an option, the 10th SFG and the 352nd Special Operations Wing 
(serving as Joint Special Operations Air Detachment–North) began 
planning an air infltration. Time was quickly running out on the 
carefully developed unconventional warfare plan. As the 10th SFG 
staf adjusted the overall plan, logistics soldiers worked with the ODAs 
and aircrews to load MC-130s for infltration fights only to see those 
fights cancelled because of the overfight denial. A swif decisive 
move was required or the United States ran the risk of losing Kurdish 
support on the northern front, which would then free up the Iraqi 
divisions arrayed along the Green Line to reinforce Baghdad against 
the Coalition ofensive.11 

Afer days of frantic efort, the planners fnally fgured out a way 
to get forces in theater via a long, indirect air route. Te frst leg of 
the bold two-day air-land infltration was conducted by six MC-130H 
Combat Talon aircraf from the 7th Special Operations Squadron, 
JSOAD-North, fying from Constanta, Romania, to another staging 
base in theater. Te second leg began at 1730 hours (Zulu Time) on 
22 March, when three MC-130s carrying soldiers from the 2nd Battal-
ion, 10th SFG, took of for Bashur Airfeld, and another three MC-130s 
carrying the 10 SFG’s 3rd Battalion soldiers, headed for the airfeld 
at Sulaimaniyah. Te circuitous infltration route covered 590 miles 
at altitudes less than 500 feet and required 
the use of night vision goggles for nocturnal 
navigation. Te Air Force later called this the 
longest low-level infltration since World War 
II. Te soldiers knew it as Operation “UGLY 
BABY”—only a mother could love it.12 

In planning the high-risk movement, the 
commanders and staf were forced to make 
many tough decisions. Load plans for all ODAs 
were altered due to weight limitations on the 
aircraf. Personnel were cross-loaded and 
all ODAs were task organized for split team 
operations: in the event of an aircraf loss, 
the mission could continue. ODA 062 almost 
experienced that grim possibility. 

For most of the soldiers, the beginning of the fight into Iraq was 
uneventful. Te commander of ODA 062, Captain David McDougal*, 
commented that during the frst hour they experienced some tur-
bulence, but it was minor enough that it felt like fying on a training 

Green line Te 
Green Line represents 
the ad hoc political 
boundary estab-
lished between the 
traditional Kurdish 
strongholds and 
Saddam’s Iraq in the 
northeastern part 
of the country. Since 
1991, the Kurds pa-
trolled the Green Line 
which corresponded 
to the boundaries 
of the provinces the 
Iraqi army had lef 
at the end of the Gulf 
War. 

Figure 5.6  MC-130 launching chaf. Te Combat 
Talons possessed a sophisticated system to avoid 
antiaircraf fres. Chaf and fares were fred from 
the aircraf to deceive incoming missiles. 

*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 
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mission from Fort Carson, Colorado, to Fort Polk, Louisiana. Te 
frst indication that the fight was not routine came when the MC-130 
suddenly dropped in altitude. People and equipment foated in the 
simulated weightlessness, the cargo load visibly lifing and straining 
the ratchet straps that held it in place. Soldiers were barely held in 
place by straps hooked into the plane’s deck. As the aircraf’s descent 
slowed, weight returned with a vengeance, and the soldiers and pay-
load slammed back down onto the deck. Te inside of the aircraf 
was flled with the unmistakable sound of chaf fring as the aircraf 
rolled and jumped to avoid antiaircraf artillery. Blinded by the dark-
ness, McDougal focused on the sound of shrapnel hitting the aircraf 

and anxiously “waited for the side of the plane 
to open up.” Ten, almost as suddenly as it 
had dropped, the plane leveled out and few 
straight to Bashur Airfeld.13 

Te aircraf crew performed a good land-
ing, and the 2nd Battalion soldiers executed 
a combat of-load. All were grateful to have 
land under their feet again. As arranged, the 
infltration team met members of its battal-
ion and peshmerga fghters of the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party. McDougal and his half of 
ODA 062 quickly set to work training a KDP 
peshmerga quick reaction force company, but 
found they had to do so without the rest of 
their team. Assistant detachment commander 

Warrant Ofcer 1 Tomas Zolitck* and his half of ODA 062 had landed 
in Turkey.14 

Zolitck and the “B” split of ODA 062 experienced a much diferent 
fight than McDougal’s half of the team. Zolitck remembered hear-
ing the pinging and popping of antiaircraf artillery rounds hitting 
the sides of the aircraf, and then watching as the padded insulation 
covering the inside of the aircraf suddenly began to shred as shrapnel 
cut through the skin and bounced around the interior. Once out of 
the heavy fre, the pilot continued evasive maneuvers and the soldiers 
quickly checked for casualties. Miraculously, the only casualty inside 
the aircraf was a box of rations. To the soldiers’ surprise, the crew 
chief then passed the word that they were diverting to Incirlik Air 
Base, Turkey. 

Tough the anxiety was high for the rest of the journey, no one 
inside the aircraf actually knew the full extent of the damage. Te 

Figure 5.7  Passengers on UGLY BABY infltration. 
Despite restraining straps, the troops were thor-
oughly shaken during the violent evasive actions on 
the UGLY BABY infltration. 
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MC-130 landed without problem, and as it 
taxied, the ramp lowered, and the crew chief 
stepped out onto the ramp to conduct his 
visual checks. He quickly returned and yelled, 
“Run!” Responding to the alarm, the soldiers 
conducted an emergency exit and assembled 
one hundred meters to the lef rear of the 
aircraf. Only then did they see the extent of 
the damage—the lef number one engine was 
blackened from fre and fuel was gushing out 
of both wings. Te next morning the soldiers 
discovered that the pilot’s windshield had 
been blown out from shrapnel, forcing the 
pilot to fy using instruments alone. Tey all 
felt very lucky to be alive.15 

Afer landing, the soldiers were led by Air Force personnel to an 
American reception area, and stayed at Incirlik for a day. Tey loaded 
into a C-17 on the afernoon of 24 March, and afer a quick stopover 
at Ramstein Air Force Base, Germany, few back to their starting 
point—Constanta. Finally, on 27 March, ODA 062 “B” landed at Sulai-
maniyah Airfeld and met up with the 3rd Battalion. Te forty-nine 
2nd Battalion soldiers then moved north by ground convoy to rejoin 
their parent unit.16 

Te 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, soldiers in a lead aircraf had had an 
excellent view of the Iraqi air defenses that had given their colleagues 
such trouble. To pass time on their fight, a few soldiers of the 2nd 
Battalion decided to look out the windows wearing their night vision 
goggles. Because the night was cold, they could easily observe Iraqi 
soldiers huddled around burn barrels for warmth while manning a 
cluster of four antiaircraf artillery guns. As the aircraf passed over-
head, the Iraqis looked up in surprise. Tey scrambled to man their 
guns, but were too slow to fre at the frst aircraf. Te trailing aircraf 
were not as fortunate.17 

Sergeant First Class Curtis Yates* of ODA 085 was sleeping in one 
of the trailing aircraf, only to be woken by men moving around the 
cargo hold. He recalled, “Te next thing that I know a buddy of mine 
on my team had his goggles on looking out the window. So I crawled 
over to look out the window, and I could see tracer fre all over the 
place.” Even as the Special Forces soldiers observed the antiaircraf 
artillery, their pilot took evasive action and chaf soon accompanied 
the light show.18 

Figure 5.8  Windshield of MC-130. Antiaircraf  
fre shattered the windshield of the MC-130. Miracu-
lously the crew landed the aircraf safely. 
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Te fight for ODA 094 also began nor-
mally. Many of the soldiers fell asleep, only 
to be awoken thirty minutes into the fight 
when “all hell broke loose.” Te aircraf ini-
tially received small arms fre, but heavier 
fre soon began to crackle in the air outside 
the aircraf, with shrapnel “splashing” on the 
metal skin. Dust blanketed the soldiers as 
they were thrown around the cargo hold by 
the pilots’ evasive maneuvers. Sergeant First 
Class Carson Jones*, the senior weapons ser-
geant on ODA 094, described being thrown 
three body lengths forward and then, just as 

suddenly, up in the air, only to be slammed back onto the aircraf deck 
by the next maneuver. Soon one of the crew chiefs began to yell for the 
soldiers to “check for holes,” a task they performed with alacrity.19 

Te aircraf continued to maneuver radically for the next ffy 
minutes, prompting one veteran Special Forces trooper to remark to 
his teammate, “I don’t know if we are going to make it, man. I don’t 
feel good about this ride.” Trough a combination of skill and luck, 
however, the aircraf did make it to Sulaimaniyah Airfeld and ODA 
094 joined the rest of the 3rd Battalion and met up with the Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan peshmerga without further incident.20 

Te high-risk gamble of infltrating by air via a circuitous and low-
altitude air route paid of. In a single movement, nineteen ODAs and 
four operational detachment bravos from the 10th SFG deployed to 
northern Iraq and linked up with the Kurdish peshmerga units. Tis 
bold move also caused the Turkish government to reconsider the ban 
on overfight of its territory. Turkey fnally granted overfight clear-
ance to a fight of three MC-130s on 23 March, enabling more soldiers 
and much needed supplies to be brought into the fght. 

Te UGLY BABY fight quickly faded into memory as the soldiers 
focused on their mission. Te Special Forces teams moved via buses, 
dump trucks, and civilian cars directly to the Green Line almost 
immediately afer arriving. Tere they arrayed against opposing Iraqi 
forces and tied up valuable Iraqi military resources. In the southern 
part of the CJSOTF-North’s area of operations, the command groups at 
Forward Operating Base 103 and Advanced Operating Base 090 pre-
pared for the attack on the Ansar al-Islam near the town of Halabja, 
an operation that proved crucial to Coalition success in the north. 
Perhaps most importantly, the UGLY BABY fight allowed the United 

Figure 5.9  Fuel pouring out of MC-130 tank. A 
direct hit punctured one of the fuel tanks of this 
Combat Talon during  UGLY BABY. 
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States to keep its promise to the Kurds by placing Special Forces teams 
on the ground in force. In that respect, getting there was the entire 
battle. 

Signal in the North 

Although special operations signal support is designed to be power-
ful yet portable, the 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion seldom 
gets the opportunity to push the limits of its equipment or its soldiers. 
Bravo Company’s support of CJSOTF-North provided a rare opportu-
nity to do both. 

Staf Sergeant Daniel Travieso and the rest of his four-man SCAMPI 
team deployed in early January 2003 to Stuttgart, Germany, where 
they supported ODB 080, 10th SFG. Te SCAMPI system provided 
secure and nonsecure communications via a high-capac-
ity T1 carrier with variable bandwidth (“bandwidth-on-
demand”) capability. Te powerful “pipe” and sophis-
ticated signal equipment combined to provide multiple 
means of communication: secure and nonsecure internet 
(SIPR and NIPR), video teleconference, secure and nonse-
cure telephone, “Red” phone (direct line from feld com-
mander to next higher echelon commander), and access 
to proprietary defense communications networks. All 
that connectivity was packed into transit cases designed 
to safely and easily transport the equipment to and from 
the feld.21 

Afer it became clear that Turkey would not allow a 
full staging base inside its borders, Travieso and his team 
deployed ahead of the main force to Constanta, arriving in 
late January. Along with the rest of the personnel assigned 
to CJSOTF-North, the team sufered from the cold. As Tra-
vieso put it, it was so cold that “the crows froze on the 
power lines at night and fell onto the team tents.” Once 
the rest of the CJSOTF began arriving in February, the communica-
tions squadron from the Air Force 352nd Special Operations Wing 
took over primary support duties and the SCAMPI team focused on 
keeping the Sensitive Compartmentalized Information Facility con-
nected. Meanwhile, the rest of Bravo Company, 112th Signal Battalion 
caught up with Travieso and the others in Romania.22 

When Colonel Charles Cleveland began preparing to move his 
command post forward into Iraq, he informed Travieso that his 

Figure 5.10  SCAMPI rig. Te 112th 
Signal Battalion deployed a bare 
bones operation to support Task  
Force Viking. 
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SCAMPI team would go as well. Te impending 173rd Airborne Bri-
gade (-) parachute jump led to a shortage of C-17 air transport and 
the entire CJSOTF had to downsize its equipment package in order to 
deploy on the available MC-130s. Already a portable communications 
package, the SCAMPI system was pared down even further. Te team 
assessed system vulnerabilities and calculated what equipment abso-
lutely had to be backed up due to its environmental sensitivity, and 
then lef the rest behind. In full sympathy with their equipment, the 
signal soldiers also lef behind their “snivel gear”—extra clothes and 
any personal items not strictly necessary to complete the mission.23 

On 23 March, Travieso and four other soldiers from the 112th found 
themselves on an MC-130 with fve members of Cleveland’s staf headed 
for northern Iraq. Afer a long, low fight, the aircraf touched down 
at Bashur Airfeld—and kept on going. Te combat of-load took less 
than a minute; pallets rolled of the ramp and the soldiers followed, 
gathering themselves just in time to see their ride disappear into the 
night. Greeted by darkness and rain, the small group looked around 
in puzzlement, hoping they would not be lef alone on the seemingly 
deserted airstrip. Te dark was soon broken by a score of lights on 
the horizon, a sight that was initially less comforting than alarming: 
“It scared the crap out of everybody,” recalled Travieso. Fortunately, 
the headlights belonged to trucks driven by friendly Kurds who were 
to escort them.24 

Afer a bumpy ninety-minute ride, the staf and signal element 
arrived at the location where Cleveland had temporarily based 
CJSOTF-North. Brigadier General James Parker, Coalition Forces 
Special Operations Component Command deputy commander, was 
already on site; he had a six-man cell with satellite phones and a tacti-
cal satellite radio package with him. It then fell to the 112th’s SCAMPI 
team to put the commanders in contact with the rest of the world. 
Te signal soldiers worked quickly and efciently, and the CJSOTF 
had communications capability in a matter of minutes. For the next 
four days, Travieso supervised the small signal team as it supported 
CJSOTF-North through vast and complicated combat operations.25 

Once Coalition troops liberated Irbil on 1 April, Cleveland moved 
the CJSOTF to an abandoned airstrip just outside the city, where the 
SCAMPI team’s fellow Special Operations Support Command soldiers 
from Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations 
Support Battalion, were building Camp Loki. Travieso and the other 
signalmen had communications up again within thirty minutes of 
arriving at their new location. Tis unusually quick connection time 

Figure 5.11  112th 
SOSB insignia. 
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was due in part to the cooperation of the Air Force STEP (standard  
tactical entry point) sites, through which the SCAMPI system gained 
access to the Defense Information Services Network, and through 
DISN to the NIPR and  SIPR computer networks. Te STEP sites waived  
the usual administrative justifcation requirements, which allowed 
CJSOTF-North full connectivity in record time. 26 

Once a C-17 became available, the rest of Bravo Company joined 
the  SCAMPI team in Irbil, bringing with them the TSC-85 satellite  
package. Conditions at Irbil were slightly better than at the tempo-
rary site, but still not ideal for sensitive communications equipment. 
In spite of the potential for failures in the complicated electronics, 
the generators gave them the most trouble. Contaminated fuel sold 
by local Kurdish entrepreneurs led to clogged fuel flters and engines 
requiring more maintenance than usual. Sand was not a problem in 
that lush northern clime, but water damage did need to be avoided. 
All the equipment was elevated above probable waterlines in the event 
of fash foods. 27 

Te  SCAMPI team and the rest of Bravo Company, 112th Special 
Operations Signal Battalion, lef Irbil in May when CJSOTF-North gave  
way to CJSOTF–Arabian Peninsula in Baghdad. Looking back on the 
eventful series of deployments—from Fort Bragg, North Carolina; to 
Stuttgart; to Constanta; and ultimately to Irbil—Travieso concluded 
that the highlight of the tour was being able to push the SCAMPI sys-
tem to its limits. Te team validated the system’s portability in a way 
never done before and was gratifed to see that the small package was 
just as capable as a regular communications van package. Te team 
also validated its own ability to perform well under pressure and 
in adverse conditions. Travieso’s fnal comment on the deployment 
demonstrates the attitude that makes the soldiers of the 112th such a 
valuable asset to the special operations community: “We were used 
and abused, but we loved it!” 28 

CJSOTF-West 
CJSOTF-West was responsible for the counter-theater ballistic missile 
hunt and area denial mission in the western desert, as well as for pro-
viding intelligence for the Coalition Forces Land Component Com-
mand main advance. As Special Forces teams combed the desert for 
SCUD sites, they also secured other strategic locations, including the 
isolated Wadi al Khirr Airfeld. Far in front of the CFLCC  advance was 
another Special Forces team, which was tasked with infltrating the 
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Karbala Gap in preparation for V Corps. Whatever its location, ARSOF 
overcame infltration challenges and mission snafus to accomplish 
CJSOTF-West objectives. 

Key to all aspects of the CJSOTF-West mission was the ability to 
coordinate air support with the joint fres element. Available air 
assets included a dedicated air wing of A-10s and F-16s based at H-5 
and another base nearby. When SOF teams began to make more con-
tacts and encounter higher resistance than predicted, Colonel John 
Mulholland and the joint fres element found themselves in a pre-
dicament. Te Air Force was already fying ninety to one hundred 
counter-SCUD sorties a day, yet had to provide more and more close 
air support for ODAs in contact with hostile forces. Fearing that the 
aircraf would expend all their ordnance on contact missions and not 
be able to engage a SCUD on short notice, Mulholland directed the 
SOF units to focus on the counter-SCUD mission and avoid contact if 
at all possible until all the identifed launch sites were cleared. As this 
issue of air coordination illustrates, CJSOTF-West’s mission became 
very complicated, very quickly.29 

Helicopter Trouble 

In the southern area of operations, Forward Operating Base 52 com-
mander Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner struggled with a 
worrisome problem in the days running up to Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM. Tree of his ODAs were selected for special reconnaissance mis-
sions supporting the conventional forces once they had crossed the 
Kuwait-Iraq border. Tese ODAs—551, 553, and 555—all needed to be 
infltrated into Iraq three days before D-Day in order to be in place 
and able to provide intelligence for the CFLCC advance. Conner’s staf 
worked with Joint Special Operations Air Detachment–South staf to 
plan the infltration; the major problem was the scarcity of aircraf, 
specifcally the MH-53J Pave Low helicopters designated to support 
SOF infltrations in southern Iraq—only ten were available.30 

Each Special Forces team was given a special reconnaissance target 
in western Iraq, and needed to reach those targets before conventional 
troops did. Captain Mark Donaldson’s* team, ODA 555, would observe 
and if necessary, secure two critical bridges south of Samawah on the 
Euphrates River. Captain Jamie McMaster’s* team, ODA 553, would do 
the same at Nasiriya. Both cities were key locations along V Corps’ 
line of advance. Time and resources dictated an aggressive infltration 

Figure 5.12  Task  
Force Dagger logo. 
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schedule and, afer intensive planning, Conner decided that ODAs 553 
and 555 would infltrate the same night, one team afer the other.31 

ODA 553 was frst, and once the six Pave Lows delivered the team 
to its infltration location, the helicopters would return for ODA 555. 
At least, that was the plan. When the six MH-53Js began to set down 
to of-load ODA 553, fve made it safely. Te sixth helicopter’s lef front 
tire hit a sand dune, causing the aircraf to pivot abruptly and then 
roll over. Inside the aircraf’s cargo area, the three Special Forces sol-
diers riding in the cab of their truck were tossed to and fro, but were 
not seriously hurt. Te rear gunner, however, 
was only secured to the truck bed with a cargo 
strap and was injured. Fortunately, the heavy 
cargo straps held the truck in place, which pre-
vented a true tragedy. ODA 553 salvaged what it 
could from the wreckage, taking special care 
to secure sensitive equipment, but the truck 
and the helicopter were total losses. Te com-
bat search and rescue helicopter accompany-
ing the infltration then landed, prepared the 
wrecked plane for demolition, and carried the 
MH-53J crew back to Kuwait.32 

In spite of what could have been a seri-
ous setback, ODA 553 continued the mission it 
had trained for. Te loss of the Pave Low also afected the rest of the 
insertions. ODA 555 quickly reallocated gear and people to a fve-truck 
confguration, instead of one using six trucks. Once the team made 
a successful infltration, it moved out to Samawah. Availability of air 
assets, especially SOF helicopters, continued to be an issue throughout 
the war.33 

Figure 5.13  MH-53 Pave Low. Te Air Force’s 
MH-53 was a critical component in the infltration 
and resupply of SOF teams in the western desert. 

Crossing the Line 

For Major Jack Gray*, commander of Operational Detachment Bravo 
520, 1st Battalion, 5th SFG, it seemed as if the planning conferences 
never ended. Te 1st Battalion’s mission to prevent Saddam Hussein 
from a repeat performance of Operation DESERT STORM—launching 
SCUD missiles at Israel and Saudi Arabia—was a SOF mission of clear 
strategic importance, but these planning meetings were like fogging 
the proverbial dead horse. Gray and his ODAs concentrated on little 
else afer he took command in July 2002. Exercise Early Victor kept 
the battalion training in the deserts of Jordan for almost six months, 
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and everybody knew that the fght was coming 
soon. As he sipped a cup of lukewarm, ancient 
cofee, Gray reconciled himself to another day 
of “what ifs.” Just as he pulled his notes and 
folders from his bag and took a seat at the 
large conference table, a sergeant tapped him 
on the shoulder and said he had an urgent 
call on the secure phone. Gray recognized the 
familiar voice of the battalion operations of-
cer; the message was short—return to H-5 as 
soon as possible.34 

On the helicopter fight from CJSOTF-West 
to Forward Operating Base 51 at H-5, Gray 
contemplated his company’s preparations for 

the upcoming operation. Since taking command of ODB 520 nearly 
nine months earlier, this mission had consumed his days and nights. 
It had been a long road that required a fundamental change in how 
his company and ODAs operated. Te frst challenge was to transform 
a company with an unconventional warfare focus into one capable of 
mounted special reconnaissance and direct action. Simultaneously, 
he had to retrain and reequip his ODB to be a real fghting headquar-
ters instead of just an administrative unit.35 

Accomplishing a major transformation of the company was a 
tall order under any circumstances, but severe time and material 
constraints further complicated things. Te vehicles needed to be 
acquired, modifed, and ready for loading on ships bound for Exer-
cise Early Victor by 19 August 2002. Now, as Gray watched the desert 
streak by the window of the low fying Chinook helicopter, he was 
still amazed that the modifcations to their GMVs and Light Medium 
Tactical Vehicles (LMTVs)—new springs, tires, gun mounts, racks, 
radio mounts, and a hundred other things—were completed in time. 
Considering the condition of some of the vehicles they had received 
from other units, it was nothing short of a miracle. It was a true team 
efort.36 

Training the men and developing solid mounted tactics, tech-
niques, and procedures took longer. Gray knew that the vehicles were 
their “legs,” so he sent people to Army Material Command schools 
to obtain better maintenance training. Te teams spent hours and 
hours, both day and night, bumping through the desert learning how 
to drive cross-country. Te ODB used situational training exercises 
to develop standing operating procedures for likely scenarios. Call-

Figure 5.14  ODAs refueling. Te great distances 
the teams covered in their search for SCUDs made 
refueling a regular event. 
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ing in close air support was not only a mission-essential task for the 
counter-SCUD mission, but if the ODAs made contact with larger Iraqis 
units, it could also mean the diference between living and dying.37 

During these operations, the ODB functioned as a mobile advanced 
operating base, designated as AOB 520—both the command and con-
trol node and the primary means of resupply for the ODAs—functions 
normally preformed by the forward operating base with many more 
assets. Te ODB troops worked to develop new skill sets and proce-
dures for battle tracking and logistics operations. Standard LMTVs 
were converted into rolling supply bases, dubbed “motherships,” 
capable of resupply and self-protection, mounting a combination of 
M240B machine guns, .50 caliber machine 
guns, and MK19 grenade launchers. A thou-
sand details were addressed in preparation for 
this mission, and while they could probably 
do more, Gray was confdent that the prepara-
tions they had made were sufcient.38 

Te CJSOTF-West plan called for infltrating 
FOB 51’s two advanced operating bases—each 
with six ODAs—by ground at designated bor-
der crossing sites. AOB 520’s sister unit, AOB 
530, moved by MC-130s to a remote airfeld 
where the unit staged for infltration. Te dis-
tance to AOB 530’s infltration point required it 
be airlifed to the vicinity of its crossing point. 
It reached its destination in time and began 
preparation for its crossing. Coalition forces were also scheduled to 
use these border crossing sites to enter their operational areas.39 

Te western Iraqi desert was divided into four joint special opera-
tions areas. Te western and the southern JSOAs were parceled out 
to the United States—1st Battalion, 5th SFG—while the northern and 
central JSOAs were the responsibility of other Coalition special opera-
tions units. Within each of those JSOAs were a number of designated 
areas representing the intelligence community’s best guess of poten-
tial SCUD launch sites. Te analysis was based on historical data from 
the frst Gulf War: the range of the missiles, likely targets, road net-
works, concealment, known air defense sites, and communications 
facilities. Once across the Iraqi border, the SOF teams would move as 
quickly as possible to their respective areas and search for evidence 
of SCUDs or other weapons of mass destruction. Any SCUD launchers 
or support equipment the teams located would be destroyed using 

Figure 5.15  LMTV of 5th SFG.  Te “Motherships” 
from the advanced operating bases kept the teams 
supplied in both Task Force Dagger and Task Force 
Viking. 
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dedicated close air support aircraf, or direct action by the teams if 
necessary.40 

Once Gray was back on the ground at H-5, he found that the SOF 
base was a picture of measured and deliberate activity as the ODAs 
and mission support units made fnal preparations for the infltra-
tion. Operational security concerns and the political sensitivity to 
the U.S. presence in the region was cause for discretion. Te presence 
of U.S. combat forces in the host country was an extremely sensi-
tive political issue and movement of American forces of the base was 
closely monitored and controlled. Consequently, the movement to the 
assembly area was planned for the hours of darkness and the guards 
were told that the Americans were going to a range fring exercise. 
Te movement plan for B Company from H-5 called for a series of 
small convoys to leave intermittently. Te guards, however, became 
suspicious afer the frst group had lef and refused to let subsequent 
convoys of the base until their commander gave the okay. Once the 
authorization was given, the infltration force assembled at the range/ 
rally point before departing in one large convoy for the assembly area. 
At approximately 1600 hours, the convoy arrived at the assembly area, 
a slight depression three miles from the Iraqi border.41 

Te actual breach of the berms along the Iraqi border was made in 
the early morning hours of 19 March. Te border area was delineated 
by two parallel antitank berms approximately one hundred meters 
apart, with occupied guard towers on both sides. A large enough corri-
dor had to be cut through the berms to allow the ODAs to pass through 
in their GMVs. Using bulldozers to cut the corridor was considered 
during planning, but for operational security reasons, it was decided 
to do the digging by hand. Te FOB force protection unit—C Com-
pany, 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment, Florida Army National 
Guard—accepted the mission to dig through the berms using shovels 
and picks. Staf Sergeant Jesse Dundee*, a squad leader in C Company 
recalled, “Tere was some joking about it being a great mission for the 
Guard since we had so much practice flling sand bags and all,” due to 
disaster relief eforts during hurricane season in Florida. Te Guards-
men got to the business at hand and organized their digging party 
into two ten-man squads. Tey conducted numerous rehearsals of the 
operation and practiced digging in full combat gear. Te plan was a 
simple one: the Guardsmen would do the digging and two ODAs, plus 
an AC-130 Spectre gunship overhead, would provide security. Captain 
Wayne Pelham*, platoon leader for the operation, said they were told, 
“If there’s any shooting going on, just keep digging. We’ll end it!”42 

Figure 5.16  124th  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 
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Te night was clear, windy, and cold as the 
Guardsmen loaded up at the assembly area 
for the short ride to the border. Te bright 
light from the full moon allowed them to see 
the berms and guard towers clearly as they 
approached the breach site. Approximately 
three hundred meters from the border they 
dismounted their vehicles, continuing on 
foot. Te host country border guards briefy 
protested the American presence, then, duty 
fulflled, stayed out of the way. Once the secu-
rity forces were in place, the Guardsmen began 
digging through the nearside berm. Tey had 
been told that the berm would mostly be loose 
sand, two to three meters high; it turned out 
to be fve or six meters high, one meter across at the pinnacle, and 
mostly rock and concrete rubble baked and compacted over ffeen 
years. Tey quickly determined that picks were the tool of choice 
rather than shovels. In the dark, the powerful blows of the picks sent 
showers of sparks and rock splinters fying. Private Noel Platz* com-
mented, “It was more like chiseling than digging!” Instead of rotating 
squads, Pelham put both squads into action digging simultaneously 
on opposite sides of the berm. It took just twenty-three minutes for 
the squads to lower the berm enough for ODA 522 to roll through into 
the no-man’s-land between the berms.43 

Te B Company infltration force considered a preemptive strike 
on the single Iraqi guard tower, but decided not to engage unless the 
Iraqis showed hostile intent. Te tower remained dark and silent. On 
the signal from the security force on the far side of no-man’s-land, 
Pelham sent sixteen diggers forward to begin on the larger Iraqi berm. 
He also posted two squad automatic weapons teams atop the breached 
berm to provide additional covering fre if it proved necessary. Te 
berm on the Iraqi side was a much more formidable obstacle. Once 
again the two squads, this time with eight men each, attacked the berm 
from two sides at once with their picks and shovels. Te Guardsmen’s 
faces were streaked with dirt and their desert camoufage uniforms 
were patterned with large spreading sweat stains as they feverishly 
worked with their shovels and picks. Afer forty-fve exhausting min-
utes, a lane through the Iraqi berm was cut and the SOF vehicles were 
signaled through. Te Guardsmen proudly produced the American 
and State of Florida fags and planted them atop the berm. Te pla-

Figure 5.17  Guardsmen digging through the 
berm. Te men of C Company, 2nd Battalion, 124th 
Infantry, cut a passageway through the two berms 
to assist the movement of the Coalition special 
operators. 
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toon stood beside the breach watching as each 
vehicle passed into Iraq, proudly returning 
the “thumbs up” they received from the infl-
trating soldiers. Te frst units through the 
breach were the Coalition forces. Te Ameri-
can teams were the last through the gap, and 
as the rumble of their engines faded away, the 
Guardsmen climbed back in their vehicles for 
the journey back to H-5. Teirs had not been 
a glorious nor glamorous mission, but it was 
an important one that was clearly appreciated 
by the SOF units. Tat was all the thanks they 
needed.44 

Finally in Iraq, the ODAs fanned out and 
headed for their initial target areas. Teir 
guidance was to drive hard and reach the 
target areas as soon as possible. Each ODA 
developed a list of objectives consisting of 
hide sites, roads, and facilities to check in 
its sector based on a mission analysis. FOB 
51 instructed the teams to continue moving 
during the daylight hours if necessary, and 
let the Iraqis know they were in the area. Te 
FOB felt that the mere presence of the heav-
ily armed and mobile ODAs would deter the 
Iraqis from setting up and launching their 
missiles. In addition to the impressive array 
of frepower on the vehicles, the teams could 
quickly call on the overwhelming armada of 
aircraf fying overhead.45 

In the western JSOA of CJSOTF-West’s area 
of operations, two of AOB 520’s key target 
areas were the airfelds that made up the 
H-3 base cluster and the town of Ar Rutba. 
Te H-3 base cluster consisted of a primary 
airfeld and two smaller supporting airfelds, 
with a number of hardened aircraf shelters, 
bunkers, revetments, and ammunition stor-
age areas that had to be cleared. During the 
1991 Gulf War, H-3 was suspected of being a 

storage facility for chemical munitions, and 

Specialist Jefrey M. Wershow 

S pecialist Jefrey M. Wershow of 
Gainesville, Florida, was one of the 
Florida National Guard soldiers digging 
through the berm on the night of 19 
March. Once the digging was complet-
ed, Wershow placed a pole with both the 
American and Florida State fags on top 
of the berm and saluted the frst vehicles 
as they crossed. C Company continued 
missions with CJSOTF-West for the next 
month and then moved to Baghdad at 
the end of May. On 6 July 2003, Wer-
show was part of the security detail 
for a Civil Afairs mission at Baghdad 
University when he was shot and killed 
by a lone gunman. Specialist Wershow 
was awarded the Bronze Star and the 
Purple Heart before being buried on his 
family’s farm near Gainesville. 

Figure 5.18  American Flag at the breach of the 
berm. Te U.S. and Florida fags fy at the berm as 
the soldiers of the Seminole Battalion opened the  
infltration route. 
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in the months leading up to Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Coalition 
aircraf enforcing the Southern No-Fly Zone repeatedly bombed the 
airfelds. With a population of ffeen thousand and sitting astride 
the major road network leading to Baghdad, Ar Rutba was of obvious 
strategic importance.46 

ODAs 523 and 524, commanded by Captain John Sluthey* and 
Captain Mark Pointer* respectively, were teamed to search the mines 
southwest of Ar Rutba for missiles or weapons of mass destruction. 
Afer a grueling 130-kilometer cross-country drive to the target, they 
arrived at the mines only to discover that they were just that—mines. 
Te teams found no indication of military activities at the site, and 
afer a thorough search, concluded that it was a legitimate gypsum 
and quartz mining operation. Tey made favorable contact with the 
locals and decided to use the quarry as a base for their reconnais-
sance operations along Highway 10. Te teams were surprised at the 
volume of civilian trafc on the highways on 20 March, but the people 
they encountered seemed friendly and favorably disposed toward the 
Americans, so the teams were not overly concerned.47 

Further to the west, the mission of ODAs 522 and 581 was to clear 
the H-3 base cluster. By daylight on 20 March, the teams reached H-3 
Southwest, one of the smaller airfelds. With no evidence of military 
activity on the abandoned airfeld, the two detachments prepared to 
move on to H-3 Main. An intelligence report cautioned them that 
there were indications a force of two to three hundred Iraqis were 
occupying H-3. A fragmentary order instructed them to keep H-3 
under observation, but not to engage in any clearing operations. In 
addition to being at a disadvantage should they encounter a large 
Iraqi force, frefghts could interfere with the teams’ counter-theater 
ballistic missile mission.48 

While ODA 581 was keeping H-3 under observation, ODA 522 
cleared potential hide sites along Highway 1. Early on the morning 
of 21 March, Iraqis ambushed the team at a highway overpass. Te 
Iraqis—fring rocket-propelled grenades, AK-47s, and PKM machine 
guns—were well concealed and caught the ODA by surprise. Riding in 
a Mercedes cargo truck and a tan sport utility vehicle, the Iraqi troops 
were difcult to distinguish from the civilian trafc on the road until 
they opened fre. Te ODA’s Air Force enlisted terminal air control-
ler (ETAC) requested immediate close air support, and in a matter of 
minutes three F-16 Falcons delivered, with terminal guidance from 
the ETAC, three 1,000-pound bombs on top of the Iraqis. Te ODA then 
captured six of the survivors and secured the cargo truck that was flled 

https://mission.48
https://concerned.47
https://importance.46


with mortars and 
ammunition.49 

Tat same morn-
ing, ODA 525 moved 
into an area south-
southwest of Ar 
Rutba. A few hours 
before daylight, Staf 
Sergeant Fred Sawol-
ski* and Chief War-
rant Ofcer 2 Jared 
Krenolski* estab-
lished an observation 
post on a small hill 
to watch a building 
suspected of housing
enemy troops. Afer 
a short time, an Iraqi 

patrol in fve pickup trucks maneuvered between the observation post 
and the rest of the ODA, threatening to cut of Sawolski and Krenolski. 
As the men on the hill watched, men in black uniforms—fedayeen— 
drove along the team’s vehicle tracks directly toward the observation 
post. Te team members quickly relocated in their GMVs, setting up a 
hasty ambush for the Iraqis. Soon, .50 caliber bullets and 40mm gre-
nade rounds pelted the Iraqi trucks, which fed the area in confusion. 
Te ODA relocated its vehicles just as trucks began streaming out of Ar 
Rutba, heading directly for the base of the hill. Coming to a halt, Iraqi 
soldiers jumped out of the trucks and took cover in a concealed trench 
line. Te soldiers at the observation post counted over one hundred 
Iraqis, supported by several pickup trucks, each with a DShK heavy 
machine gun mounted in the bed of the vehicle. Te situation did not 
look good for the lone ODA.50 

Sergeant First Class Alex Bingham*, ODA 525’s intelligence ser-
geant, was monitoring the radio net from the team’s hide site. Afer 
hearing the situation at the observation post, Bingham immediately 
transmitted the brevity code word “Sprint” across the satellite radio 
“SCUD” net, alerting everyone listening that ODA 525 was in danger 
of being overrun. Te constant furry of activity at FOB 51’s tactical 
operations center suddenly stopped and the area became quiet as the 
news registered. Te brevity word they had practiced in numerous 
exercises now had an ominous meaning. Within seconds, the silence 
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Figure 5.19  Map of Ar Rutba battle. 
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War Begins 133 

was replaced by frantic activity to support the team. ODA 525’s ETAC 
called in for close air support to help the team break contact, and Gray 
called for ODA 524, which was operating to the south of ODA 525, to 
move in and engage the enemy. As ODA 524 drew close to the sound 
of the guns, it took fre from two Iraqi 23mm antiaircraf guns. ODA 
524’s ETAC sent close air support to take care of the new contact, free-
ing the team to proceed. ODA 521, located to the east of the fght, also 
moved to join in the fray, and soon three ODAs were involved in the 
escalating confict.51 

Te battle now took on an aura of controlled chaos, with Bingham 
receiving reports from the observation post and the rest of the ODA, 
the ETACs requesting air support, and the FOB fre support cell and 
the Airborne Warning and Control System fying above routing the 
aircraf. Te Air Force passed multiple aircraf sorties to the team— 
everything from F-16s to A-10s—and British Tornado fghter-bomb-
ers dropped 500 and 2,000 pound bombs on the Iraqi attackers. Te 
ODAs continued to engage the enemy, dealing with repeated enemy 
assaults. At the same time, Sawolski and Krenolski continued fring 
while directing close air support on the enemy trench system at the 
base of the hill. ODA 524’s ETAC commented, “By this time the enemy 
that had advanced, we pushed back. Tey advanced again, and we 
pushed them back once more.”52 

At about 1400 hours, the fring dropped of and the observation 
post reported that the enemy forces were withdrawing back into the 
city. Gray saw this as an opportunity to get Sawolski and Krenolski 
of the hill. Gray quickly coordinated a linkup with the observation 
post using ODA 521 to provide security for the exfltration at the same 
time four aircraf provided additional cover. Te eight GMVs quickly 
moved to the hill as Sawolski and Krenolski pulled out, with ODAs 
523 and 524 providing fank security. Te ODAs coordinated a linkup 
with AOB 520 about ten kilometers southwest of the battle to replenish 
ammunition and prepare for the next fght.53 

Te fght south of Ar Rutba along Highway 10 was one of the frst 
battles for Special Forces during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Afer 
nearly seven hours of intense fghting, over one hundred Iraqis lay 
dead and ffeen vehicles were destroyed. Te triumphant AOB 520 
teams, on the other hand, had sufered no casualties or equipment 
loss. Te aggressive maneuver and direct fre from the ODAs, com-
bined with well-coordinated close air support, proved to be a deadly 
combination for the Iraqi forces.54 

https://forces.54
https://fight.53
https://conflict.51
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Chapter Five 

Wadi al Khirr 

In the battle area of the western desert of Iraq, the 5th SFG looked for 
ways to help shape the battlefeld for conventional forces attacking 
toward Baghdad. Once the ground war began, Central Command’s 
plan was to keep the Iraqis of balance by hitting them hard and fast 
with armored and mechanized ground forces. Ahead of the conven-
tional forces juggernaut, the Special Forces operators planned to sup-
port the maneuver forces with ODAs conducting deep reconnaissance 
of strategically important areas and making contact with anti-Sad-
dam resistance groups. Te challenge for SOF planners was how to 
insert the ODAs rapidly and efciently deep into Iraq using a limited 
number of aircraf in order to support Central Command’s plan.55 

Te SOF planners knew that Air Force MC-130 aircraf were required 
for any deep infltration mission. Te immediate problem was locat-
ing a suitable desert landing strip that met both the Air Force landing 
criteria and the Army’s mission requirements. MC-130 Combat Talons 
were capable of landing on unimproved runways, but they needed a 
stretch of reasonably fat, frm, and open ground at least 3,500 feet 
long and 60 feet wide. Te Air Force also insisted that runway condi-
tions be validated on the ground by trained and qualifed Air Force 
controllers. Te Army’s mission required that the infltration be 
accomplished well before the conventional forces began their attack, 
that the landing strip be near the Karbala-Najaf area, and that the 
infltration site be away from known enemy concentrations.56 

Te mission to fnd such a place was given to Major Boyd Sinclair* 
and ODB 570. He was told to develop a primary and an alternate plan 
to establish an advanced operating base at a desert landing strip deep 
within Iraq. Te desert landing strip would be used to infltrate ODAs 
and other SOF teams for missions in support of conventional forces. 
His detachment needed to be prepared to receive the frst ODAs within 
twenty-four hours of verifcation, and continue to operate the land-
ing strip for up to forty-eight hours. When the last teams were on 
the ground, Sinclair’s base would exfltrate on the last aircraf. Te 
forces available for the operation included Sinclair’s ODB 570 under its 
operational designation of AOB 570, ODA 574, and four Air Force com-
bat controllers from the 23rd Special Tactics Squadron. Te detach-
ment was on a tight time schedule—all mission preparations had to 
be completed in anticipation of launching as early as the night of 17 
March.57 
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AOB 570 was fortunate to have a highly
qualifed and experienced Air Force combat
control team from the 23rd STS  assisting in the 
planning for the operation. Tree members of 
the team were veterans of Afghanistan with
frst-hand experience operating desert land-
ing strips. Te savvy controllers cautioned
that simple dirt landing strips tend to become 
badly rutted afer only a few landings, and the 
mission profle for this operation called for
multiple aircraf and multiple sorties. 58 

Te experienced judgment of the Air Force 
controllers caused the team to look for exist-
ing hard surface landing strips that might be 
useable. Unfortunately, the intensive bomb-
ing campaigns of Operation DESERT STORM 
and the post-Gulf War enforcement measures 

 
 

 

 

 

 

in the Southern No-Fly Zone lef most of the existing fight strips in 
Iraq severely cratered or otherwise damaged. However, afer a care-
ful analysis of existing imagery and some additional low-level, high-
quality photos provided by British Tornado reconnaissance aircraf, 
the team felt that the abandoned Iraqi fghter base at Wadi al Khirr 
might meet the mission needs.59 

Wadi al Khirr Airfeld, located 240 kilometers southwest of Bagh-
dad, was built in the 1980s by Yugoslav contractors and had a single 
9,700-foot long runway. At one time, the air base had twelve hardened 
aircraf shelters, but bombings during DESERT STORM had reduced 
them to piles of rubble.60 

Te 23rd STS reasoned that between the main runway and a paral-
lel taxiway, a suitable landing strip could be pieced together. For the 
Special Forces, Wadi al Khirr was reasonably close to the key Karbala-
Najaf area, and the only known enemy facilities in the vicinity of the 
airfeld were Iraqi border posts nine miles away.61 

Once it had selected a primary site for the desert landing strip, 
the AOB had to plan and coordinate the myriad of details that make 
all the pieces of a joint operation ft together. Deep penetration SOF 
aircraf were limited—in the opening days of the war, competition for 
air assets was keen. Tus, getting the AOB to Wadi al Khirr was one of 
the frst issues to be addressed. Both ODA 574 and the 23rd STS team 
were high altitude–low opening qualifed, which made parachute 
entry an option ofering a degree of economy in air assets. However, 

Figure 5.20  Map highlighting Wadi al Khirr. 
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lessons learned from DESERT STORM made a 
convincing case that in a desert environment, 
dismounted Special Forces teams were at a 
distinct disadvantage if compromised. Te 
planners decided to use Air Force MH-53J 
helicopters to infltrate the twenty-six AOB 
570 soldiers and airmen, as well as fve non-
standard vehicles (NSVs) and four all-terrain 
vehicles (ATVs).62 

Te days before AOB 570’s infltration were 
long and flled with critical tasks as the sol-
diers prepared themselves and their equip-
ment for action. Te soldiers checked and 
packed equipment, confgured load plans, 
planned air and ground routes, coordinated 
fre support, scheduled aircrew briefngs, and 
fnalized communications plans. Each soldier 
and airman was involved in the planning, and 
through a series of informal brief-backs, each 
man knew the plan well enough to meet any 
contingency. Finally, the soldiers and airmen 
conducted detailed rehearsals for key parts of 
the plan to validate the concept of operations. 
On 17 March, AOB 570 was standing by, ready 
to go.63 

No mission is conducted in a vacuum, and 
this mission was no diferent. In large cam-

paigns such as IRAQI FREEDOM, multiple operations planned for the 
same time periods ofen competed for the same assets. In such cases, 
the commander must decide which of the competing missions is the 
most critical to the overall success of the campaign. In Iraqi Free-
dom, it was recognized that the “lynch pin” for SOF deep infltrations 
was the availability of aircraf. During the same time period that AOB 
570 planned to fy into Wadi al Khirr, U.S. Navy SEALs planned to 
conduct an air assault onto the Al Faw peninsula to seize and protect 
the strategically important oil infrastructure there. Both the AOB 570 
and the SEAL operations planned to use U.S. Air Force MH-53s; how-
ever, there were only enough aircraf to support one mission. Te Al 
Faw mission got the resources and the Wadi al Khirr mission was put 
on hold. 

Figure 5.21  ATV of 5th SFG.  Te all-terrain 
vehicle proved to be a versatile addition in Task 
Force Dagger. 

Figure 5.22  NSV loaded for combat. Te nonstan-
dard tactical vehicles were widely used by the SOF 
forces throughout the campaign. 
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Decisions in war ofen have a ripple efect. Te delay in air assets 
caused FOB 52 (2nd Battalion, 5th SFG) to scramble for another means 
to infltrate ODA 551, which had a time-sensitive, special reconnais-
sance mission in the Karbala area critical to the 3rd Infantry Divi-
sion’s scheme of maneuver. Te 3rd Infantry Division had imagery 
and signal intercept data, but the division commander wanted eyes 
on the target to provide him with ground-truth intelligence. ODA 551 
few to H-5 Airfeld to link up with 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, for 
infltration into Iraq on its MH-47Ds. As ODA 551 few to H-5, AOB 570 
waited for a ride into Iraq.64 

Afer two nights of waiting at the forward operating base, AOB 570 
fnally received the order to execute on 19 March. Te mission used 
fve Air Force MH-53Js, with a sixth for Combat Search and Rescue sup-
port. Te AOB loaded fve NSVs and four ATVs into the Pave Lows, and 
then distributed the personnel among the aircraf, paying particular 
attention to make sure that the four air controllers were on diferent 
aircraf. Te controllers were critical to operating the landing strip; 
without at least one of them on the ground, the whole mission would 
have to be aborted. As always, the AOB had a “bump plan” establish-
ing priorities for every person and major item of equipment in case 
one or more aircraf became inoperable. In the event of the failure of 
one of the aircraf, the most important people and equipment could 
quickly be shifed to the remaining aircraf and the mission could 
continue. Afer the AOB was loaded, one of the helicopters did indeed 
develop an electron-
ics problem that could 
not be resolved. Te 
load on that aircraf 
was transferred to the 
empty Combat Search 
and Rescue helicop-
ter with minimal 
disruption and time 
delay. Captain Doug 
Hofman*, ODA 574 
commander and the 
man tasked to pro-
vide security for the 
operation, recalled, 
“Te scariest part of 
the whole operation 

MH-53 
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CSAR 
Orbit 

Wadi Al Khirr Infiltration 

5 x MH-53 Infiltration 
Wadi Al Khirr 1 x LH-53  CSAR Orbit (Fire Support) Primary Airfield 
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Figure 5.23  Map showing Wadi al Khirr infltration route. 
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Chapter Five 

for me was fying in those MH-53s.” Drawing on his past experiences, 
he added, “Tey are so old that you usually need twenty to get fve.” 
But he gave credit where it was due by allowing that, “Tis time it 
only took six!” Even First Lieutenant Chris Hill*, one of the 23rd STS 
air controllers, breathed easier as the fight of fve helicopters headed 
west from Ali As-Salim Air Base, Kuwait. He said, “We had problems 
with three [MH-53s] on the rehearsal; only one had a problem on the 
mission.”65 

Te fight route into Iraq had the SOF soldiers skirting the Iraqi 
border for hundreds of kilometers until they dashed north to Wadi al 
Khirr. Te helicopters rendezvoused with Air Force tankers twice to 
refuel in-fight. Te night of AOB 570’s fight into Wadi al Khirr was 
the same night the Air Force began its “shock and awe” campaign. 
First Lieutenant Wayne West*, commander of the 23rd STS team, was 
listening in on the chatter of the helicopter pilots through a headset in 
the cargo compartment: “It was a little disquieting to hear the pilots 
talking about the [Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles] fying by above 
and below the helicopters.”66 

Aside from transiting a somewhat crowded night sky, the fight 
into the objective area was uneventful. Te plan called for the AOB to 
be fown into a helicopter landing zone approximately ten miles from 
the airfeld. About twenty minutes out from the landing zone, the 
crew alerted the soldiers and airmen to get ready. As the helicopters 
hovered to land, the rotor wash kicked up so much dust that the pilots 
decided to land two at a time instead of all at once in order to avoid 
colliding with one another in the “brown out” conditions.67 

Once the group assembled on the ground and the helicopters lifed 
of, the soldiers moved a short distance and conducted a security halt 
to make sure the landing had not been detected. Hearing or seeing 
nothing to cause alarm, they moved to an objective rally point near 
the landing strip. Te moon had not yet risen, so the night was clear, 
dark, and cold. Te special operations forces put the nonstandard 
vehicles and their bed-mounted M240 machine guns in the lead, fol-
lowed by the four ATVs. Travel was slow and difcult across terrain 
littered with large, sharp rocks.68 

Intelligence reports stated that the area was infrequently trav-
eled, but the AOB crossed numerous fresh vehicle tracks and several 
scraped, well-maintained, and recently used roads. Te threat of dis-
covery was uppermost in everyone’s minds. Master Sergeant James 
Robins* from the 23rd STS was concerned that the loud whining noise 
of the ATVs carried too far in the cold, desert night air. In addition, 

https://rocks.68
https://conditions.67


each ATV had an engine light pinpointing 
its position. Nevertheless, afer two hours of 
deliberate and careful travel, the AOB reached 
its objective rally point, approximately fve 
kilometers from Wadi al Khirr.69 

Afer arriving, Sinclair sent an NSV-
mounted security team from ODA 574 to lead 
the Air Force ATV-mounted survey team to 
the airfeld. Sergeant Major Tad Berino* 
of AOB 570 provided rear security with his 
NSV. By this time, the moon was up and the 
improved visibility made the movement to 
the airfeld easier; the bright moonlight also 
revealed how open the terrain was and how vulnerable the soldiers 
were to enemy observation. Once the small convoy reached the air-
feld, the security team established an overwatch position at the west 
end to provide surveillance and covering fre with its M240 machine 
guns. Robins and Master Sergeant Bill Dayton* traded their ATVs for 
Berino’s quieter, more heavily armed NSV and took a quick look at the 
main runway and taxiway.70 

Te combat control team was working against a tight deadline for 
completing the survey. If Wadi al Khirr were unusable, the contin-
gency plan called for a small security and survey element to be air-
lifed to the alternate site at Ghalaysan Airfeld seventy kilometers 
to the southeast. Te rest of the AOB would then move cross-country 
to Ghalaysan. Te two MH-53s for the contingency were orbiting in a 
holding pattern, but could only stay on station for three hours, so the 
decision needed to be made quickly. Te movement to the objective 
rally point and then to the airfeld had used up most of that time. Rob-
ins said that based on their pre-mission study, he and Dayton were, 
“about ninety percent sure we could use either the main runway or the 
taxiway.” Tey made a quick sweep east along the main runway. Tey 
found that while most of the runway was intact, near hits had thrown 
huge slabs of concrete and massive amounts of dirt onto the surface. 
At the end of the runway, they cut over to the parallel taxiway and 
drove back to the west. Tey soon decided that while the secondary 
strip would have to be cleared of debris, it would be much less work 
than the primary runway and it was well suited for the MC-130s.71 

Dayton and Robins passed the message to Sinclair that the airfeld 
was usable. Sinclair released the orbiting MH-53s and led the rest of the 
AOB to Wadi al Khirr. Upon arrival, the remaining ODA 574 security 

Figure 5.24  Hide site. A 5th SFG hide site in the 
western desert. 
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teams quickly moved to their positions on the high ground surround-
ing the airfeld. Meanwhile, Sinclair established the AOB command 
post near the center of the runway and made his initial reports to FOB 
53. Te primary mission for the remainder of the night was removing 
all the debris from the taxiway and that portion of the runway to be 
used as a turnaround to prevent any dangerous objects getting sucked 
into the engines or damaging tires. In the words of AOB 570 medic, 

Sergeant First Class Bruce Kroll*, “What it 
amounted to was one very long, tedious, bor-
ing police call.”72 

Although the AOB had procured four 
wide-blade shovels to hasten the job, much 
of the shrapnel and chunks of concrete had 
to be picked up by hand. Working in shifs, 
the men moved on line to clear a swath 4,500 
feet long and 66 feet wide. Despite the bit-
ingly cold desert night, the men were soon 
dripping with sweat as they shoveled and 
picked up hundreds of pounds of debris. As 
daylight approached, the entire AOB moved 

under cover for “stand-to”—armed and alert, the AOB stood ready for 
action from enemy attack. Afer stand-to, a lot of runway still needed 
clearing. Although the plan was to stay out of sight during the day, 
everyone agreed that the fight strip needed clearing even if it meant 
taking the risk of being seen. However, at Berino’s recommendation, 
the soldiers rested before resuming the backbreaking work.73 

Te rejuvenated soldiers fnished picking up the debris by noon, 
but they still had to deal with several large mounds of dirt that bombs 
had dumped on the fight strip. It was impossible to shovel all the dirt 
of the fight strip, but the soldiers came up with an innovative way 
to knock of the humps and smooth the surface. Berino scavenged 
around the old base and found a large piece of metal siding, which he 
rigged to the winch on his NSV, creating a slide similar to those used 
to smooth a baseball diamond infeld. Two of the larger SOF soldiers 
stood on the siding to weigh it down as Berino pulled the metal across 
the uneven piles of dirt. By 1400 hours, Dayton and Robins were satis-
fed with the team’s work and reported to the command post that the 
fight strip was ready to receive aircraf.74 

For the rest of the daylight hours of 22 March, the AOB remained 
under cover to minimize chances of compromise. Te troops hardly 
had time to hunker down when, at 1500 hours, the western security 

Figure 5.25  Modifed NSV Tacoma pickup truck. 
Te Toyota Tacoma was one of the most popular 
models of nonstandard vehicles in use by the Spe-
cial Forces teams. 
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team reported two civilian vehicles coming toward the airfeld from 
the southwest. Te AOB had contingencies for chance contacts with 
civilians and decided that unless the civilians displayed hostile intent 
or their presence jeopardized the mission, the teams would let them 
pass unmolested. Hofman and his teams kept the vehicles under 
observation and determined that they were water trucks driven by 
Bedouin shepherds. Te vehicles stopped and the drivers conversed 
briefy before driving of in the direction of one of the Iraqi border 
posts destroyed by air strikes the night before. It appeared to the 
security team that the Bedouins were intent on salvaging anything of 
value from the ruins. When the Bedouins lef the destroyed outpost, 
they returned along the same route, but made a wide circle around the 
airfeld. Troughout the afernoon, the team spotted dust clouds from 
vehicle trafc in the distance, but had no other close encounters.75 

During the afernoon and into the evening, the air controllers 
provided the aircrews with the fight landing strip layout, updated 
weather conditions, and digital imagery via e-mail. Afer dark, Day-
ton and Robins ventured back out onto the fight strip to place the 
runway lights—marking the runway and key points on the fight strip 
with infrared strobe lights visible only to incoming pilots.76 

Hill, as primary air controller for the night’s operation, was respon-
sible for talking with the aircraf pilots, advising them of current con-
ditions on the fight strip and clearing them for landing and takeof. 
West positioned himself with Sinclair, where he kept him advised 
on the status of the aircraf operations. On their ATVs, Dayton and 
Robins operated as a kind of tag team once the aircraf were on the 
ground. Dayton played the role of the “follow-me” truck and guided 
taxiing aircraf to the turnof point, where he handed the aircraf of 
to Robins, who then guided the aircraf to the of-load area.77 

Once the troops and vehicles were of-loaded, Berino led the teams 
to the release point away from the landing operations. Tere the AOB 
passed on pertinent information to the team leaders. Afer receiving 
confrmation that all team personnel and equipment were present, 
they launched on missions throughout southern Iraq.78 

Te frst aircraf arrived at 2210 hours, followed by a second aircraf 
two minutes later. Te frst aircraf stirred up a huge dust cloud and 
literally disappeared into the cloud. Te SOF teams quickly unloaded 
their vehicles in the fying sand and in less than ffeen minutes, both 
aircraf thundered down the runway to take of again. Te arrival 
and departure of the frst two aircraf blew any remaining debris of 
the fight strip, making future landings easier. Te frst two aircraf 
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were followed by two more fights of two at twenty-minute intervals. 
Te frst six aircraf brought in ODA 544, an intelligence team, and a 
CBS television crew. ODA 544 and the intelligence team quickly lef to 
complete their missions in the Najaf area, but the CBS crew recorded a 
story on the fight operations at Wadi al Khirr which was then broad-
cast on the news a few days later.79 

Te next group of six aircraf landed at Wadi al Khirr at 0100 hours. 
Te frst set of two airplanes brought in ODA 
572 to relieve ODA 574 of the airfeld security 
mission so the team could exfltrate on the 
second set of aircraf. By the time the next 
two MC-130s arrived with more SOF teams, 
ODA 574 was ready to exfltrate. When the last 
aircraf arrived with ODA 583 onboard, Sin-
clair transferred responsibility for the airfeld 
to ODA 572 and loaded the AOB command and 
control node and the Air Force control team 
on the last two aircraf for the fight back to 
Kuwait.80 

Te operation was an unqualifed success 
and a testament to the planning and opera-
tional expertise of special operators from 

both the Army Special Forces and the Air Force. It was a bold move 
to establish a clandestine airfeld deep in enemy controlled territory. 
With few exceptions, the actual operation followed the scenarios 
anticipated in the plan. West simply said it was a “seamless opera-
tion.” Sinclair summed it up: “I wouldn’t call it Desert One [refer-
ring to the desert landing strip established in Iran during Operation 
EAGLE CLAW in 1980], but it got fve teams on the ground ahead of the 
conventional force and put eyes on the target.”81 

Figure 5.26  5th  SFG resupply site. Te teams 
employed camoufage nets and other techniques to 
reduce their signature in the western desert. 
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Chapter Five 

Najaf 

“Oh, great! One of the most experienced HALO [high altitude low 
opening] teams in the Group and we’re going to drive to the war!” 
said Sergeant First Class Tim Kreiler*, the intelligence and special 
weapons sergeant for ODA 544. ODA 544 was equipped and trained 
to parachute deep into enemy territory and clandestinely conduct a 
range of special operations missions. Under his breath, Kreiler mut-
tered, “What’s the point of all the training and all the night jumps 
into God-knows-where if we’re never going to be used?” ODA 544, 
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from 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, had just learned that it would participate 
in the invasion of Iraq as a mounted unit—a far cry from the extreme 
airborne infltrations it was trained for. Kreiler was an old, no-non-
sense Ranger with over ffeen years of Special Forces experience and 
a reputation for telling it like he saw it. He was not in the least bit 
thrilled at the prospect of becoming “motorized.”82 

Captain Roy Clinger*, the detachment commander, received word 
of the mission in August 2002. ODA 544 would conduct unconven-
tional warfare—the primary mission of Special Forces—to organize 
and train anti-Saddam resistance forces around Najaf in support of 
the U.S. ground maneuver forces. In addition to that primary mission, 
the team was assigned a number of “be prepared” missions, including 
locating counter-theater ballistic missiles, conducting special recon-
naissance, and performing security assistance–stability operations. 
In other words, Clinger said, “Te intent was to [do] anything and 
everything to support CFLCC.”83 

ODA 544 was chosen to be one of the frst 
teams into Iraq because it was one of the most 
experienced teams in 2nd Battalion, with four 
members of the team possessing more than 
ffeen years of Special Forces experience. 
Most of the others had at least ten years of 
experience; the most junior member had 
four.84 

Te plan was straightforward: infltrate 
into a remote desert site by MC-130 aircraf, 
then, under the cover of darkness, drive to 
Najaf and establish a clandestine patrol base. 
Arriving at least forty-eight hours ahead 
of the conventional forces, ODA 544, with 
the help of accompanying Iraqi expatriates, 
would establish contact with resistance forces 
in the city. Trough the resistance forces, the 
ODA would warn Iraqi noncombatants to stay in their houses, and try 
to persuade hostile Iraqis to surrender. ODA 544 conducted a number 
of similar exercises in preparation for the mission, so the team’s con-
fdence was high.85 

When the mission warning order was received in late Novem-
ber, ODA 544 went into a practice isolation phase at Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky, and began to conduct an area study and do background 
research. Using FalconView mapping sofware for terrain analysis, 
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Figure 5.27  Map highlighting Najaf.
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the team pored over maps of the city and surrounding area, choosing 
its travel routes and likely hide sites. By the time they had fnished 
their area studies, team members could navigate the area by memory. 

Te men were also well versed on religious 
factors, political factions, and ethnic and 
tribal afliations in and around Najaf.86 

Te late arrival of ODA 544’s vehicles added 
to the tension felt by soldiers more accus-
tomed to free falling than driving into battle. 
Te team had just enough time to pick up the 
GMVs, do an inventory, load them on a train, 
and send them to the port for shipment before 
deploying by air themselves. ODA 544 fnished 
its stateside preparations, said its goodbyes, 
and deployed to FOB 52 at Ali As-Salim Air 
Base. Te last of the team arrived in Kuwait 
the frst week in February, but it was two more 

weeks before the vehicles arrived—without gun mounts and other 
essential equipment.87 

With all its men and vehicles in theater, ODA 544 conducted the 
vehicle training it needed and increased its weapons training. Even 
Kreiler began to feel more comfortable with the “mounted” aspect of 
the mission afer more training—especially driving cross-country at 
night. Planning changes lef the team with two of its original GMVs 
and two modifed Toyota Tacoma pickup trucks. Te mix of vehicles 
provided a greater degree of fexibility for moving by air; both vehicle 
types ft inside MC-130 and MH-47 cargo compartments, but only the 
nonstandard vehicles could ft inside the Air Force MH-53s.88 

Te team’s initial plan was to go in without any additional person-
nel attached, but the “team” grew and included, according to Kreiler, 
“just about every agency known to man.” In addition to the Air Force 
tactical control party, it included some intelligence ofcers, several 
former Iraqi Army ofcers, and other ARSOF elements. Te senior 
Iraqi Army ofcer, a colonel from Najaf who had been living in exile, 
and his four lieutenants were supposed to help the team establish con-
tact with resistance forces in Najaf. Te other attached personnel had 
their own missions to complete, but needed assistance in getting to 
Najaf.89 

In the seventy-two hours before ODA 544 was scheduled to enter 
Iraq, the higher headquarters reviewed the infltration plan. Te orig-
inal plan was to fy everyone into Wadi al Khirr on MC-130s. With 

Figure 5.28  GMVs in a desert sandstorm. Severe 
sandstorms halted operations on several occasions. 
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twenty-four hours to go, FOB 52 informed the group that the aircraf 
had been changed to MH-53s. For ODA 544, that meant the GMVs would 
be lef behind and all accompanying equipment transferred to the 
two NSVs, which could not hold everything. Consequently, everyone 
scrambled to select the most important equipment and adjust the 
load plans to meet the load profles for the helicopters. As the team 
sweated to adjust to the loads, the infltration plan was changed once 
again: now they were to conduct a tactical road march behind the 3rd 
Infantry Division instead of fying. Mercifully, before the ODA could 
react to the latest change, word came that the original plan was back 
on. Of the constantly changing plan, ODA 544’s senior medic, Sergeant 
First Class Mark Combs*, generously remarked, “I can only hope the 
leadership was doing the best they could with what they had.”90 

At long last the waiting was over and ODA 544 prepared to infltrate 
Iraq. Te team few on the night of 21 March on two MC-130s travel-
ing in complete blackout conditions from Ali As-Salim Air Base to 
a newly secured airstrip at Wadi al Khirr. Carefully loaded into each 
of the two MC-130s was one GMV, one NSV, and half the ODA. Te vari-
ous attached personnel and their equipment took later fights. Afer a 
quiet fight, the MC-130s touched down and the team and its vehicles 
rolled down the aircraf ramps onto the airstrip. Sergeant Major Tad 
Berino* of AOB 570 met the team and led them to a holding area just 
of the active runway.91 

Te frst minutes of the insertion did not go according to plan. 
Te GMV driven by Combs quickly rolled of the ramp. A stubborn 
ratchet strap used to secure the NSV during fight delayed the plane’s 
departure. Afer a few frustrating minutes the crew chief released the 
strap; however, the GMV was already out of sight and in the holding 
area, so the NSV driver had to hurry to catch up. In his haste to link 
up, he took the most direct route to the holding area and drove into 
a huge bomb crater. Afer twenty minutes of arduous efort, the NSV 
was pulled from the crater; fortunately, neither the vehicle nor anyone 
riding inside was seriously hurt or damaged.92 

Afer the delay, Clinger organized the group and led his column 
into the desert. A total of twelve vehicles moved in formation—four 
belonging to the Special Forces team and the rest carrying the attached 
personnel. Te column drove in single-fle to reduce the chances of 
hitting a landmine and to lessen the ground signature of the vehicles, 
as well as to maximize the column’s speed. Te frst planned hide 
site was only twenty-four kilometers from the airfeld but since the 
column made such good time on the frst leg of the route, Clinger 

https://damaged.92
https://runway.91


decided to continue on while darkness lasted. 
He knew it was critical to get to Najaf ahead 
of the 3rd Infantry Division and this was an 
opportunity to gain some time.93 

As the heavily loaded convoy journeyed 
through the night, the terrain became increas-
ingly more challenging. Kreiler remembered 
that they drove hard until an hour before 
dawn through “some of the ugliest stuf I’ve 
ever seen.” As dawn broke, the column found 
a wadi, or dry streambed, in which to hide 
the trucks, camoufaged the vehicles with 
netting, set a security perimeter, and settled 
down for some well-earned rest.94 

When ODA 544 made that day’s scheduled communications con-
tact with FOB 52, it learned that the 3rd Infantry Division was mov-
ing faster than expected. Te team was ordered to move to Najaf 
as quickly as possible. Having rested only a few hours, the column 
loaded up and drove the remaining seventy-fve kilometers across the 
desert, not stopping until they arrived outside Najaf that night. As 
they raced across the desert, Senior Airman Sergio Manchini*, ODA 
544’s enlisted terminal air controller, kept in constant communica-
tion with CJSOTF-West’s joint fres element. He turned “on” and “of” 
the pre-established No Fire Areas along the route to Najaf, protecting 
the column from attack by friendly aircraf.95 

Te column arrived at Najaf without mishap and linked up with 
ODA 556. Te two teams moved to an abandoned cement factory and 
set up a temporary security position. As ODA 544 settled in at the 
cement factory, the intelligence representative and the Iraqis were 
eager to begin operations. Tey wanted to move to the outskirts of 
town in an attempt to link up with their contacts. Clinger and Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 3 Sidney Schwarz* recommended that they hold of 
until they had a better idea of the situation in Najaf, but the intel-
ligence representative and the Iraqi colonel were adamant. Over 
Clinger and Schwarz’s objections, two of the Iraqi colonel’s lieuten-
ants were sent into Najaf.96 

While most of the ODA remained at the cement factory to rest, 
Combs and a few other team members accompanied the intelligence 
representative and the Iraqi lieutenants to the drop-of point on the 
outskirts of the city. When Combs noticed two American M1 Abrams 
tanks nearby, straddling the road leading into Najaf, he coordinated 

Figure 5.29  ODA 544 watch the 3rd ID’s tanks as 
they enter Najaf.  ODA 544 followed the tanks of the 
3rd Infantry Division into the city of Najaf. 
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with the section leader and lay down on the tank deck to try and 
nap. He was exhausted from the drive from Wadi al Khirr to Najaf, 
and realized that his last real sleep had been on the plane to the air-
feld. 97 

Explosive ordnance demolition units had been busy blowing 
captured ammunition and explosives caches all day, so the mufed 
explosions Combs heard in the distance did not cause him any par-
ticular concern. Gradually, through his exhausted dozing, it dawned 
on the medic that the explosions were getting closer. Suddenly, two 
big explosions rattled him back to full consciousness; the explo-
sions were impacting artillery rounds, one of which had just hit the 
far tank. With his hand on the hatch handle, the tank commander 
told Combs that they were going to button up (seal up in the tank) 
and asked if he would like to join them inside. Combs made a quick 
assessment of the situation and replied, “No 
thanks! You’re the target!” He scrambled of  
the tank, sprinted to his vehicle, and sped out 
of the kill zone. He had hardly cleared the area 
when another salvo crashed down, scoring a 
direct hit on the tank he had just lef. While 
the artillery rounds did little damage to the 
heavily armored tanks, anyone on the outside 
of the tank would have been shredded. Combs 
breathed a sigh of relief; he knew he had just 
dodged a big bullet. 98 

Te two Iraqi lieutenants were not so lucky 
in their introduction to Najaf. Enemy security 
forces quickly captured them, and the next time the team saw them 
alive was as prisoners on a broadcast on Iraqi state television. Te 
intelligence representative in charge of making contact with resis-
tance groups decided not to send anyone else in their place; he did 
not want to risk the colonel or the two remaining lieutenants. With no 
liaison to resistance organizations in Najaf, ODA 544 was lef without 
a way to accomplish its primary unconventional warfare mission. 99 

Sergeant First Class Tad Holley* commented, “Te situation in the 
city wasn’t exactly the way we had hoped. It didn’t fall apart like we 
were hoping: that they’d just run away or give up. It made it hard to get 
[into Najaf].”  ODA 544 spent the ensuing week gathering intelligence 
for the 3rd Infantry Division’s bombing campaign of the city. In addi-
tion to working with information gathered by the intelligence repre-
sentative and his contacts, the team interviewed civilians to develop 

Figure 5.30  5th  SFG GMV. Fully loaded, the GMV  
was the workhorse of the 5th SFG teams in the west. 
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information on potential targets. Using the information gathered 
from all these sources, the ODA worked up target nominations for 
attack with precision-guided munitions (smart bombs). Najaf was 
heavily urbanized, which made it difcult to actually see the targets 
when engaging them. Te Special Forces team’s intelligence made it 
possible to target Baath or fedayeen headquarters, artillery positions, 
and military compounds.100 

On 28 March, 101st Airborne Division relieved the 3rd Infantry 
Division and began a deliberate campaign to clear the city block-by-
block and ODA 544 moved on to other missions. 

Karbala Gap 

Te Night Stalker pilot slowly throttled the aircraf down, raised the 
nose, and reached for the ground with the rear landing gear. Te pas-
sengers felt the reassuring thump as the wheels made contact and the 
pilot brought the MH-47D helicopter to the ground. Te crew chief 
lowered the ramp and swirling dust flled the back of the chopper. As 
sand hit the soldiers inside, so did the realization that their mission 
had fnally begun. 

Te journey for ODA 551 began in September 2002 when, fresh 
from Afghanistan, Captain Don Raintree* and his veteran Special 
Forces team were told to prepare to do “SF stuf” around Karbala. 
Even by Special Forces standards, the mission was a bit broad. But, 
having faith that the mission would be narrowed for them eventu-
ally, the team went to work compiling its area studies on the Karbala 
region.101 

Karbala is situated on the edge of the desert, some twenty miles 
southwest of Baghdad, with a population of more than half a million. 
Te city is revered in the Shia community as the site of Husain’s mar-
tyrdom, which is at the root of Shia Islam. In Karbala there are shrines 
to Husain and his half-brother Abbas, and the city is second only to 
Najaf in religious signifcance to the Shia. While Karbala’s religious 
signifcance is important, its geographic location was what concerned 
military planners. Karbala sits astride a western approach to Bagh-
dad, between the Euphrates River to the east and Lake Razzaza (some-
times called Lake Karbala) to the west. Te relatively narrow area of 
land between the river and the lake, called the Karbala Gap, was a 
natural choke point for U.S. forces, especially if heavily defended by 
the Iraqis. Te 3rd ID wanted to punch through the Karbala Gap on 
its attack to Baghdad. A more easterly route would be more restric-

husain Following 
the death of Moham-
mad, the Muslims 
split into two groups. 
Husain was a leader 
of the Shia party. 
He and Ali, another 
leader, were slain, 
enabling the Sunni 
party to become the 
dominant sect of 
Islam. 
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tive, slower, and require extensive 
bridging assets. Considering the 
signifcance of the route choice, 
the 3rd Infantry Division com-
mander did not want to rely solely 
on satellite imagery for intelli-
gence. Te solution was to get eyes 
on the target; this meant a Special 
Forces reconnaissance mission, 
which was assigned to ODA 551.102 

ODA 551 was a direct action 
team, which meant it had no 
vehicles and no mounted train-
ing as a team. Luckily, some of 
the soldiers had mobility team 
experience, which shortened 
the learning curve. In the short 
time allowed before the deploy-
ment to the Middle East, ODA 551 
conducted a three-week desert 
mobility training exercise at Fort 
Bliss, Texas, using the new Ground Mobility Vehicle. Te exercise at 
Fort Bliss was valuable, and ODA 551 used its time there to develop and 
practice mounted tactics, techniques, and procedures. Te soldiers 
mastered reacting to ambushes, breaking contact, convoy security, 
and many other situations that they thought they might confront in 
Iraq. Tey also worked to improve their desert driving techniques 
in both day and night conditions, practiced mounted land naviga-
tion, learned GMV maintenance, and worked out vehicle recovery 
techniques. Each vehicle mounted a crew-served weapon—either a 
.50 caliber M2 machine gun or MK19 40mm grenade launcher—which 
would give the team enough frepower to defeat or disengage from 
an enemy if it were detected or compromised. Te team did as much 
training with the .50 caliber machine guns and the grenade launcher 
as possible, since as a direct action team it was already very profcient 
with its M4 carbines, M9 pistols, and M240B machine guns.103 

ODA 551 deployed from Fort Campbell to Ali As-Salim Air Base in 
late January 2003. Once in Kuwait, ODA 551 received NSVs in addition 
to their GMVs. While ideally the mission should dictate the equip-
ment used, in this case the availability of infltration aircraf heavily 
impacted on mission planning. Te frst choice for the infltration was 
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Figure 5.31  Map highlighting the Karbala Gap. 
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Air Force MC-130 Combat Talons, since the 
GMVs could be loaded without removing the 
gun mounts, weight would be less of a factor, 
and perhaps most importantly, they would 
not have to be modifed for fight. When the 
GMVs rolled of the ramp they would be ready 
for action. Knowing that frst choices do not 
always work out, the team made contingency 
plans for helicopter insertion by either Army 
MH-47D Chinook or Air Force MH-53 Pave Low 
helicopters. Although weight was a factor for 
both helicopters, the MH-47D carried a greater 
payload and accommodated the GMVs, albeit 
with only three inches of clearance on either 

side. Loading and unloading a GMV onto a helicopter is a tedious, 
stressful, and potentially hazardous task under the best of circum-
stances. Doing it at night with no lights, under combat conditions, 
gives “tedious, stressful, and hazardous” new meaning. Needless to 
say, the team did a lot of practice loading and unloading of its GMVs 
on MH-47 mock-ups. If MH-53s became the infltration platform, then 
only NSVs could be used. While the NSVs ft in MH-53s, they carried 
signifcantly less equipment than the GMVs, making the Pave Low the 
less desirable option.104 

ODA 551 continued to train in Kuwait. Major adjustments had to 
be made on the team’s Toyota Tacoma trucks in order to make them 
combat ready. Specifcally, the team welded gun mounts to the truck 
beds and then tested them to ensure they would not fail under combat 
conditions. Te team continued refning mounted combat techniques, 
concentrating on driving at night wearing night vision goggles. “We 
did a lot—I mean a lot—of driving at night when we got to Kuwait,” 
said Sergeant First Class John Spencer*, the senior engineer sergeant. 
Team personnel also cross-trained on communications, medical, 
and heavy weapons duties. Weapons training was more difcult to 
arrange with the Special Forces competing with “Big Army” units 
like the 3rd Infantry Division for the same types of ammunition and 
ranges.105 

Avoiding fratricide was a major concern for Special Forces plan-
ners and ODAs conducting special reconnaissance and unconventional 
warfare missions well forward of the conventional forces. Once the 
special reconnaissance mission was complete, ODA 551 was to evacuate 
the area and link up with the 3rd Infantry Division—without being 

Figure 5.32  MH-53 Pave Low helicopter. Te Air 
Forces’ special operations helicopter, the MH-53  
Pave Low, was an integral part of the infltration of 
Special Forces teams in the west. 
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fred upon. To facilitate the linkup, ODA 551 trained in Kuwait with the 
3rd ID Special Forces liaison element, composed of two ODAs (ODAs 
916 and part of 914) from A Company, 1st Battalion, 19th SFG. ODA 
551 and the liaison element conducted face-to-face coordination with 
designated 3rd ID units, and then rehearsed the linkup procedures. 
During the coordination with the 3rd ID staf, battalion command-
ers identifed the likely companies, and then platoons, in each bat-
talion tasked with the on-order mission to conduct the linkup. ODA 
916 developed a training plan and practiced the drill with all of the 
designated platoons.106 

While the team sharpened its skills, mission planning continued. 
Raintree reviewed afer action reports from Operation DESERT STORM 
special reconnaissance missions. From those, he concluded that the 
best way to avoid compromise was to stay mobile and avoid digging 
in if at all possible. If the team stayed too long in one place or lef a 
big hole behind, the desert-dwelling Bedouins or Iraqi patrols would 
either pick up signs of its presence or simply stumble upon it. Raintree 
planned to move daily and to select hide positions that took advan-
tage of natural features that would make digging unnecessary. Ter-
rain analysis and route selection were absolutely critical to the success 
of the mission.107 

For its terrain analysis, the team used the FalconView sofware 
program, which provided a variety of maps and overlays with much 
greater detail and accuracy than standard paper maps. Using Fal-
conView, the team selected potential reconnaissance and surveillance 
positions and then produced visibility profles for each. Tis allowed 
them to quickly select those sites with the best potential to see the 
target area. 

Since the 3rd Infantry Division planned to push through the 
Karbala Gap on its way to Baghdad, it needed timely, accurate infor-
mation about any obstacles, enemy units, and mine felds that might 
afect its progress. ODA 551 needed to get into position as soon as 
possible in order to provide that information without being compro-
mised. Intelligence reports indicated that the elite Medina Republi-
can Guard Division was positioned to the north and east of Karbala. 
Of more immediate concern to the team were reports of a battalion-
sized fedayeen unit in Karbala proper, and a fedayeen training camp 
located north of Karbala.108 

As the team had feared, it was not able to infltrate into the Iraqi 
airfeld at Wadi al Khirr on the roomy MC-130s. Te team quickly 
changed gears and prepared to infltrate by MH-47Ds; however, there 

Figure 5.33  19th 
SFG beret fash. 
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were no MH-47s at Ali As-Salim. Te team had completed its isolation 
planning and training and was just waiting for the word to go: “Sitting 
on G, waiting on O!” as Staf Sergeant Charles Godfrey* put it.109 

Rather than wait, Colonel Mulholland decided to move ODA 551 
to CJSOTF-West’s location and infltrate using MH-47Ds from the 3rd 
Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment. As Rain-
tree hurriedly completed coordination at the FOB 52 headquarters, 
a sergeant called to him: “Hey sir, your mission is on CNN!” To his 
shock, Raintree watched as retired U.S. Army Major General David 
Grange told the world that in order to get the intelligence picture it 
wanted, the Army would put a Special Forces team in the Karbala 

Gap. Adrenaline quickly replaced Raintree’s 
shock when he was told to be ready to leave 
for H-5 in four hours. ODA 551 fnally loaded 
onto MC-130s and landed at H-5 very early in 
the morning (0200–0300 local time) on 20 
March. Once on the ground, the team linked 
up with the assigned SOAR crews and began 
transferring its vehicles and equipment into 
the MH-47Ds. Te team resolved the issue of 
one GMV being too heavy by quickly shifing 
equipment to other vehicles to balance the 
loads and bring all vehicles within the weight 
tolerance. Eventually everything was loaded 

and the team lef the tarmac in search of a place to get a few hours of 
rest before its mission.110 

While the rest of the ODA dealt with the helicopters, Raintree coor-
dinated with the 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, battalion commander, 
Lieutenant Colonel Robert Welch, and his staf. As an experienced 
ofcer, Raintree contemplated what he described as the “helicopter 
factor.” Typically, when helicopters are involved, either command or 
mechanical issues cause delays. Tis mission was no exception. Te 
frst change to the plan was scrubbing the planned in-fight refuel-
ing because of air corridor problems. Te night of the infltration, 
the Air Force began its “shock and awe campaign.” Te Tomahawk 
Land Attack Missile air corridor—established between 350 and 3,500 
feet—crossed the fight route, which made the planned refueling too 
hazardous. Te plan was modifed to allow for a refueling stop and 
then a straight fight going as fast as possible. Timing was critical— 
the infltration had to be made early enough for ODA 551 to drive to 

Figure 5.34  MH-47 Chinook. Te medium lif 
MH-47 in its various confgurations was one of the 
primary aircraf for the insertion of special opera-
tions teams. 
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153 War Begins 

the frst hide site and for the helicopters to leave Iraqi airspace before 
daylight.111 

Te infltration began in earnest afer dark on 21 March, when 
ODA 551 assembled at the ramps of its assigned aircraf. Te mission 
called for three MH-47Ds, escorted by two defensive armed penetra-
tors MH-60Ls. Te MH-60L is a standard MH-60 Black Hawk helicopter 
extensively upgraded in terms of armament, with a weapons confgu-
ration of a nineteen-shot 2.75 inch rocket pod, a 30mm Gatling gun, 
and two 7.62mm miniguns. With ODA 551 loaded and the planes roll-
ing for takeof, the “helicopter factor” struck. One of the MH-47Ds 
broke its landing gear while taxiing, and another reported a hydraulic 
leak. Te 160th SOAR routinely kept one backup aircraf for missions, 
but not two. Fortunately, the hydraulic leak was quickly fxed and 
once the equipment on the broken helicopter was transferred to the 
backup aircraf, the rest of the infltration proceeded without further 
incident.112 

Afer the scheduled refueling stop, the Night Stalker Chinooks 
streaked north through the Iraqi desert just above the dunes. As they 
crossed the border, some startled border guards managed to shoot of 
a few rounds but caused no damage. As the helicopters approached 
the landing zone, ODA 551 geared up and prepared its vehicles for a 
rapid exit. Even before the aircraf fully stopped, the crew chief low-
ered the ramp and the team members removed the tie downs from 
their vehicles. Te noise of the engines was deafening as the rotor 
wash whipped the landing zone into a choking dust storm. On the 
crew chief ’s signal, the team rolled slowly of the helicopter. Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 2 Clyde Hawks*, assistant detachment commander, 
commented that the tight ft of the GMVs inside the Chinooks made 
loading and unloading a delicate operation: “It is the longest three 
minutes of your life, trying to get those things out of the helicopter 
without [causing any damage].”113 

Everybody on the infltration team worked quickly to get the 
Special Forces team unloaded and on its way. As Hawks described 
it, “Tey were in a hurry to get away and we were in a hurry to get 
the noise and dust gone!” As ODA 551 of-loaded the vehicles, a crew 
chief grabbed Hawks and told him, “Everything looks good in the 
local area, but you’ve got vehicles about ten miles away and they’re 
headed this way!” With that warning, the helicopters took of and 
disappeared into the darkness. ODA 551 quickly mounted the machine 
guns and grenade launcher onto its vehicles, moved a short distance 
away from the landing zone, and conducted a “stop-look-listen;” the 
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team members shut of the vehicles, manned their weapons, and lis-
tened to determine if they were being pursued. Afer several minutes 
and no sign of approaching vehicles, the team set of to its selected 
hide site some seventy kilometers distant. Tere was no time to lose; 
daylight was just hours away. Te clock was running, and every ODA  
551 soldier knew the team had to get to the Karbala Gap as rapidly as 
possible. 114 

Change of Mission 

Mission changes are nothing new to special operations forces, how-
ever the men of ODB 560, 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, took fexibility to 
a new level. Assuming that its assigned mission would be the one 
it conducted in Iraq, ODB 560 conducted extensive planning to that 
end in the fall of 2002. By the end of the January 2003, the majority 
of Major Jerry Baxter’s* unit had arrived in Kuwait, and the Special 
Forces soldiers dove into mission preparation activities, conducting 
multiple live-fre range exercises, mission rehearsals, and outftting 
newly assigned vehicles. In spite of such extensive planning and prep-
aration,  ODB 560’s mission did, indeed, change soon afer the team 
arrived in Kuwait. 115 

Te team’s original mission was to infltrate Iraq ahead of any 
conventional forces. Once in Iraq, it was to establish an advanced 
operating base near Amarah and exercise command and control of 
its ODAs conducting unconventional warfare operations in the area. 
Te ODAs would provide intelligence, target information, and direct 
action, assisting conventional forces as they advanced north to Bagh-
dad. However, the mission planning process showed that there was 
scant evidence of a credible resistance force in the area of opera-
tions—a necessity for unconventional warfare operations. So ODB  
560’s mission changed. Instead of stealthily infltrating, it would cross 
the border with the I Marine Expeditionary Force and the British 1st 
Armoured Division and assist in the capture of Basra. 116 

Te tactical plan called for I M EF to lead the way into Iraq with 
the British close on its heels. Afer seizing the Rumaylah Oil Fields 
and other key areas on the approaches to Basra, the Marines would 
hand those areas of to the British. AOB  560  (ODB  560’s designation in 
combat) would follow the British 7th Armoured Brigade, while the  
ODAs would be out front with the Marines in an efort to get to the 
operational area as soon as possible. 117 
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During the mission preparation phase, 
ODB 560 was assigned a wide variety of units: 
one Civil Afairs Team–Bravo and two Civil 
Afairs Teams–Alpha from C Company, 96th 
Civil Afairs Battalion; Tactical Psychological 
Operations Team 952, from the 4th Psycho-
logical Operations Group; Special Operations 
Team–Alpha 502; and two Defense Human 
Intelligence Service personnel. Te attach-
ments, plus the ODB’s ten-man headquarters, 
a mechanic, and three ODAs, gave Baxter a 
forty-man special operations task force with 
a variety of capabilities.118 

On the night of 21 March, the thundering 
artillery and roaring engines of hundreds of tank and armored per-
sonnel carrier shattered the quiet of the Kuwaiti desert—the Coali-
tion ground forces rolled across the border. Tucked securely behind 
the heavily armored Marines, Captain Jef Davis’* ODA 554 was not 
just hitching a ride; his team was a key player in the plan to seize and 
protect the Rumaylah Oil Fields. ODA 554’s original mission was to 
conduct unconventional warfare in Basra, but like many other ODAs, 
the team’s mission changed shortly afer it arrived in Kuwait. Te new 
mission was to infltrate the Iraqi border to link up with Iraqi resis-
tance fghters in the Rumaylah Oil Fields. An 
intelligence contingent was attached to coor-
dinate with the resistance fghters. Together 
ODA 554 and the resistance fghters would 
secure the oil felds, preventing their destruc-
tion until the Marines arrived.119 

Just days before the planned start of Oper-
ation IRAQI FREEDOM, Iraqi forces moved into 
the oil felds, changing the plan yet again. Te 
Rumaylah Oil Fields were the responsibility 
of the 51st Iraqi Division, and with Coalition 
forces massing on the Kuwaiti border, the 
division commander moved his troops into 
the oil felds. Te arrival of conventional forces 
chased away the resistance forces the Special 
Forces team was supposed to link up with. Te infltration plan for 
ODA 554 was quickly revised; ODA 554 split into two elements, with 
Davis leading one team and his assistant detachment commander, 

Figure 5.35  Lined up in the tactical assembly 
area of AOB 560.  Te vehicles of AOB 560 loaded up 
and ready to go. 

Figure 5.36  Crossing the tank ditch into Iraq. An 
engineer bridge provided the way across the tank 
ditch during  AOB 560’s infltration into Iraq. 
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Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Jason Nichols*, lead-
ing the other. Each team would clandestinely 
rendezvous in Az Zubayr, a large suburb of 
Basra, with four friendly Iraqi oil production 
technicians whose skills and knowledge were 
needed to operate the Rumaylah Oil Fields. 
Once each team contacted the technicians, 
it was to protect and escort them to the out-
skirts of Az Zubayr, where the Marine units 
charged with the oil feld security would take 
custody of them.120 

Time was of the essence as ODA 554’s split 
teams followed on the heels of the 7th Marine 

Regimental Combat Team as it punched across the border at Safwan. 
As the two teams cautiously infltrated into Az Zubayr, they could 
hear and see fghting all around. Az Zubayr had large numbers of 
Baath Party militia and fedayeen, and was also the home of the loy-
alist Al Sadun tribe. ODA 554B carefully passed undetected through 
Az Zubayr, as tank battles and ferce infantry gunfghts between the 
Marines and fedayeen illuminated the night sky. With some dif-
culty, but within four hours afer crossing the border, ODA 554B had 
the technicians and was on the way to the linkup with the Marines 
outside of Az Zubayr.121 

ODA 554B was making its way toward the linkup point, when it 
came under fre. “Tey picked the wrong people to engage. It was a 
bad day for them,” said Master Sergeant Mitch Semmes*, ODA 554B’s 
team sergeant. A squad-sized group of fedayeen dressed in black uni-
forms fred at the group of vehicles with AK-47s and rocket-propelled 
grenades. ODA 554B returned fre with its .50 caliber and M240B 
machine guns as Semmes and Nichols climbed to the top of the over-
pass for a better view of the enemy. Te fedayeen were only about 150 
meters away, but made no attempt to fank or break contact. However, 
approximately 600 meters to the rear of the fedayeen was a group of 
buildings with civilians, well within the .50 caliber machine guns’ 
range. Rather than risk hitting the civilians, Semmes made the .50 cal-
iber machine gunner stop fring, and the rest of the team continued to 
engage with their M4 and M240B machine guns. Te gun battle con-
tinued for an hour, until the Marines came up from the rear, evened 
the odds, and quickly fnished the battle. When the smoke cleared, 
four fedayeen were dead and the survivors beat a hasty retreat. ODA 

Figure 5.37  On the road to Basra. Te efect of the 
Coalition bombing is evident on the road to Basra. 
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554B handed the Iraqi oil technicians over to the Marines, completing 
the frst phase of the team’s mission.122 

Farther to the west, more fghting between the Marines and the 
fedayeen held up ODA 554A’s mission. Although only a kilometer from 
the linkup point, the fghting was too intense to allow the team to 
pass. Te heavy fghting continued through the night. Not until the 
next morning did Davis’s team fnally link up with its technicians and 
get them to the Marines.123 

With their missions completed, ODA 554’s split teams reunited and 
established a safe house on the outskirts of Az Zubayr as a base for 
further operations in the area. Based on its Afghanistan experience, 
ODA 554 planned to use the same techniques successfully used in 
Afghanistan against the fedayeen and Baath Party militia. Te ODA 
piled into its nonstandard vehicles on its frst day in Az Zubayr and 
traveled through town to a Baath Party checkpoint in order to make 
its presence known. Te plan was simple: approach to within three 
or four hundred meters, then send a civilian to tell the men at the 
checkpoint that the Americans wanted to talk with them. Te idea 
was that the show of force would convince the fedayeen that resis-
tance was useless, and the best thing for all concerned was for them 
to go home.124 

Te Special Forces soldiers quickly adjusted, as the frst mission 
did not go as planned. Te location information was wrong and before 
it realized the error, the ODA drove to within twenty-fve meters of 
the checkpoint. At least ten Baath Party militia soldiers were visible 
in prepared fghting positions, armed with AK-47s, rocket-propelled 
grenades, and light machines guns, while the ODA was out in the open. 
“Tey had the drop on us,” said Semmes. To make matters worse, 
the checkpoint was surrounded by a large crowd of civilians directly 
in the line of fre. Luckily, the Iraqis must have been surprised and 
intimidated by the SOF vehicles and weapons, because they held their 
fre long enough for the Americans to put their vehicles in reverse and 
quickly move away. Te soldiers were glad to let this confrontation 
end in a draw.125 

ODA 554 returned to the safe house and concluded that it was not 
in Afghanistan anymore and needed a new plan. While the check-
point foray would undoubtedly provide some good bar stories, more 
importantly it gave the ODA a “ground truth” intelligence assessment 
of the Baath Party militia and fedayeen. Az Zubayr was supposed to 
be a semi-permissive area, but, as Semmes put it, “Te Baathists and 
fedayeen were in there like ticks on a hound.” All intelligence assess-
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ments were woefully wrong—the Baath Party militia and fedayeen 
neither ran away nor surrendered; they were well armed, had pre-
pared defensive positions, and were ready and willing to fght. Az 
Zubayr was their power base in Basra, and from their perspective, 
they had nothing to lose and everything to gain by staying and fght-
ing. Davis estimated that there were between 500 and 1,000 Baath 
militia and fedayeen in Az Zubayr, which would pose a problem for 
the British.126 

Meanwhile, Baxter and the three-vehicle GMV advance party for 
AOB 560 lef the tactical assembly area Barnsley, the temporary home 
of the British 7th Armoured Brigade, and crossed the berm into Iraq 
behind the Marines. As the column slowly moved out, Baxter reviewed 
the attack plan. Te Marines had to simultaneously seize the Rumay-
lah Oil Fields and clear Az Zubayr, thereby seizing the nearside bridge 
crossings to Basra. Te 7th Armoured Brigade would conduct a relief 
in place allowing the Marines to continue their advance to Baghdad. 
Te old Army saying, “no plan survives the frst contact,” certainly 
held true in this case. Te resistance in Az Zubayr was greater than 
expected, and the time required to clear the town would keep them 
from more important objectives. Terefore, the Marine commanders 
decided to contain and bypass Az Zubayr and continue north. Te 
British forces, which planned to pass through a pacifed Az Zubayr, 
found themselves in a hornet’s nest of Baathists and fedayeen. It took 
over a week of street fghting and house-to-house searches before Az 
Zubayr was secured.127 

Te frst several days in the area around Basra were chaotic and 
confusing as the British forces tried to gain 
control of the situation on the ground. No 
defnite demarcation between enemy and 
friendly forces existed; on one block the civil-
ians would be smiling and waving to the 
Coalition forces, then a few blocks down the 
street, they would be fring at those same sol-
diers. Swarms of civilians flled the streets, 
adding to the confusion to the identifcation 
of the enemy. Te SOF soldiers saw evidence 
that Iraqi Army forces shed their uniforms 
and just went home, taking their weapons 

with them. By day there were throngs of military-age men walking 
about unarmed and mostly smiling, but at night those same men 
recovered their weapons to ambush the British.128 

Figure 5.38  British Challenger main battle tank. 
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Te Baath Party leadership orchestrated the resistance—the Sad-
dam Fedayeen provided the fghting manpower. Te Baathists used a 
combination of terror and disinformation to control the townspeople. 
Baath Party-controlled television and radio broadcasts, along with the 
presence of so many fedayeen among the people, discouraged coop-
eration with British and American forces. Te Coalition had fooded 
the area with leafets before the invasion, but conducted no follow-
on information program to counter the very 
active Iraqi disinformation campaign.129 

In its mission planning, the AOB 560 
staf selected a tentative base of operations 
near one of the bridge crossings into Basra. 
However, while attempting a reconnaissance 
of the buildings, the AOB found the area 
embroiled in a ferce frefght, which ended 
when British Challenger tanks blew apart 
the team’s selected buildings, along with the 
fedayeen fghters inside. Basra International 
Airport was the AOB’s alternate selection, but 
there was also heavy fghting around that 
area, so for the frst several days AOB 560 
operated from its vehicles. In an attempt to develop a more complete 
intelligence picture, the soldiers interviewed civilians in the area. 130 

Even before the fghting subsided, Iraqi civilians started looting 
all the abandoned government buildings and installations. With 
the battle still in progress, the British forces could have done little 
without detracting from the primary mission. Te SOF soldiers were 
concerned that once the government buildings were cleared out, the 
looting would spread to private homes and businesses. Captain Paul 
Hampton* observed an amusing scene while accompanying a Brit-
ish patrol as it attempted to disperse a large crowd looting a govern-
ment facility. Te crew of a British tank stopped an Iraqi male, telling 
him to drop his loot and go home. Despite the fact that he was star-
ing down a Challenger tank’s 120mm gun barrel, the man protested 
loudly and emphatically about being singled out while so many others 
were getting away. “Tis is an injustice!” he shouted and then moved 
away in a sulk.131 

On 23 March, AOB 560 was fnally able to secure a small piece of 
Basra International Airport as its operational base. Several mechanic 
bays were used for the GMVs, and there was ample space for the AOB. 
One of the Civil Afairs sergeants hotwired a bulldozer, then used it to 

Figure 5.39  Destroyed Iraqi tank T-72. Iraqi ar-
mor proved to be no match for Coalition air power. 
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build a two-meter-high berm around the AOB 
area for force protection. Te remainder of the 
AOB—the Civil Afairs Team–B, a mechanic, 
and three trucks loaded with extra equipment 
and supplies—joined the advance party at the 
airport.132 

Even as it was occupied setting up a base 
of operations, the AOB continued intelli-
gence missions. Over the next two days, the 
attached interpreters helped the British with 
the interrogation of captured Baathists. Bits 
and pieces of information gathered dur-
ing interrogations, combined with civilian 

street interviews, produced a mosaic of the Baath Party and fedayeen 
resistance. Te AOB even discovered a notebook listing the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of key Baath party members in Basra 
and surrounding towns.133 

As soon as AOB 560 was operational at the airport, Baxter sent out 
patrols to gather intelligence. Hampton led one patrol to the bridges 
over the canal leading into Basra. Te British held the near (western) 
side of the bridges and the fedayeen held the far side. Neither side 
closed the bridges to civilian trafc and the ebb and fow of humanity 
and vehicles back and forth gave the scene a surreal quality—almost 
as if there were no war at all. Women walked around carrying bas-
kets on their heads and men impatiently urged on the donkeys pull-
ing their heavily laden carts. Te interpreters with Hampton joined 
British units at trafc control points to query Iraqis at random about 
conditions in Basra. In time they found the best sources of informa-
tion were ofen the taxi cab drivers. Tese drivers traveled more of 
the countryside and had more exposure to diferent people than the 
average civilian. Over the course of a day, their simple questions and 
conversations would paint a revealing picture of enemy positions and 
capabilities.134 

Special Operations Team–A 502 became another invaluable source 
of information. Capable of intercepting a wide variety of signals from 
radios and telephones, Sergeant First Class Sam Magruder* and his 
two intercept operators listened in on radios transmissions and phone 
conversations by Baathists and Iraqi military ofcers. Te informa-
tion provided by these intercepts allowed the command to gauge the 
efectiveness of Coalition operations, conditions of the enemy, morale 
among the resistance, and potential targets. Magruder developed a 

Figure 5.40  AOB 560 clearing buildings at Basra 
International Airport. 
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signal intercept and direction-fnding system with the British and 
Marines that allowed them to triangulate the location of select trans-
missions. Ten, at the discretion of the commanders, the identifed 
target could be attacked with artillery or ground forces as appropri-
ate.135 

Afer the close call at the Baath checkpoint, ODA 554 modifed its 
tactics and recruited local agents to gather information. Te Baath 
Party militia appeared as normal civilians during the day, but estab-
lished checkpoints to threaten the civilians and attack the British at 
night. Unlike the Americans, the local agents could move freely pin-
pointing the Baath Party hideouts and checkpoints. Using cell phones 
and special global positioning system locators, the friendly agents 
identifed enemy locations. ODA 554 then passed the information to 
a British armoured unit, which raided the locations. Afer a week of 
highly efective raids, enough fedayeen and 
Baath militia had been killed and captured 
that the remainder slipped of to safer envi-
rons.136 

With Az Zubayr fnally secured, the Brit-
ish forces turned their full attention to Basra. 
While the British surrounded Basra they 
made no attempt to enter the city. Baxter 
and his ODAs were eager to get into Basra to 
assess and exploit the unconventional war-
fare potential in the city. However, it soon 
became painfully obvious that the British did 
not intend to allow the Special Forces teams 
to enter Basra under any conditions. Te Brit-
ish strategy was to contain Basra until the conditions were right to 
capture the city.137 

Te American SOF soldiers looked to infuence the battle with close 
air support. By tapping into the SOF aviation assets and developing 
high-value targets, Baxter felt he and the ODAs could make a signif-
cant contribution. However, planning and coordinating air strikes 
through the division and brigade stafs proved a frustrating efort on 
many levels. First, there was an exaggerated concern for collateral 
damage and civilian casualties from air strikes. Ironically, the British 
units had no reservations about fring feld artillery or tank cannons 
at targets, both of which caused much more collateral damage than an 
air strike. Second, the British command and control systems did not 
mesh with the U.S. air support planning cycle. While the U.S.-pre-

Figure 5.41  Captured Iraqi fag. Troops of AOB 560  
with an Iraqi fag taken in Basra. 
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planned air support worked on a nomination cycle running twenty-
four-hours-out, the British 1st Armoured Division headquarters did 
not know the plans of its battle groups until twelve hours beforehand. 
It was a frustrating, lockstep process for the Special Forces troops, 
who were used to a more dynamic, fexible approach to operations. 
Te situation was made worse by the impression that the British were 
not overly interested in making it work. Finally, targets identifed and 
nominated through indigenous agents, even when corroborated by 
unmanned aerial vehicle fights or signals intercepts, were cancelled 
for “lack of positive identifcation.” 138 

Prohibited from entering Basra, Baxter looked for other ways for 
his battalion to contribute to the fght. He sent the Civil Afairs teams 
forward to conduct assessments of key public facilities and began 
coordinating for the delivery of basic food and water supplies to 
needy areas. Te Tactical Psychological Operations Team conducted 
numerous missions supporting the British forces. Te ODAs contin-
ued to gather intelligence. 139 

As time went on, coordination problems continued to hamper AOB  
560’s operations with the British. Even though FOB 52 placed a four-
man Special Forces liaison element from A Company, 1st Battalion, 
19th  SFG, at the division level, and a British 7th Armoured Brigade 
liaison ofcer was located at AOB 560, deconfiction of SOF  operations  
was a problem that persisted throughout the campaign. Davis cited an 
incident when a British Marine Commando unit relieved the British 
armoured battalion operating in Az Zubayr.  ODA 554 started a basic 
combat skills training program for a volunteer indigenous force to 
infltrate and fght pro-regime forces inside Basra. Te soldiers armed 
and equipped the Iraqis, and allowed the would-be guerrillas to con-
duct live fre practice with their weapons. However, during the hand-
of, the British armoured unit never informed the Commando unit 
about either ODA 554 or the Iraqi volunteers. Davis just happened to 
make a coordination visit to the new unit and discovered that the 
Commandos thought the volunteers were a fedayeen cell and were 
planning to raid it that evening. 140 

Frustrated with the fuid situation and constrained by the British, 
Major Baxter and AOB 560 provided the best support possible for the 
battle for Basra. In the process, the Special Forces battalion proved 
its ability to change missions on short notice and still conduct them 
with professionalism. In a matter of days, ODB 560 learned it would 
not infltrate Iraq as planned, discovered it would conduct a difer-
ent infltration, contacted and transported key oil feld technicians, 

Figure 5.42  British 
1st Armoured Divi-
sion logo. 
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established a presence in Az Zubayr, conducted intelligence missions, 
and supported Marine and British armoured operations successfully 
in and around Basra. Te soldiers of AOB 560 had no idea what would 
come next, but they knew they could handle it, whatever it was. 

Support in the Western Desert 

U.S. Army Special Operations Command quietly began deploying 
units to the Middle East in preparation for possible war, even as the 
debate over action in Iraq raged in the United Nations. Afer partici-
pating in Exercise Early Victor in Fall 2002, Alpha Forward Support 
Company (AFSC), 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, rede-
ployed within the Middle East to H-5, where it established a forward 
operating base for the 5th SFG. Te move was accomplished at night 
over the course of two weeks in late November/early December, with 
5th SFG vehicles traveling on the back of other trucks and soldiers 
traveling by bus in order to protect the clandestine nature of the 
deployment and to hide the military vehicles.141 

When the AFSC arrived at H-5, the support soldiers did what they 
do best: they quickly created a base where days before there had only 
been open ground. Te company’s movement control team ran the 
airfeld until the Air Force arrived to take over, and AFSC fuelers were 
able to hot-fuel (refuel while the engines are still running) C-130s, 
C-17s, and A-10s—a job also usually reserved 
for the Air Force. Te soldiers in charge of 
clean water almost outstripped the fuelers in 
the handling of large amounts of liquids by 
producing over 600,000 gallons of potable 
water in a matter of weeks. Te ammunition 
supply point soldiers controlled all ammuni-
tion on the base, including that belonging to 
the Air Force. Te AFSC continued to support 
all Coalition troops at H-5 until the contract 
company Kellogg, Brown and Root took over 
most base operations in February 2003.142 

Afer the base at H-5 was completed and 
5th SFG was established in its new home in the 
desert, most of the AFSC traveled home to the 
United States for the holidays. In mid-February, the entire company 
returned from leave and the unit, along with the rest of the base, began 
preparing in earnest for war. By that time, forces were fooding into 

Figure 5.43  Fuel bladder at the FARP. Fuel blad-
ders are a main component of the forward arming 
and refueling point operations. 
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H-5 in preparation for combat operations, and equipment and sup-
port personnel followed. Staf ofcers from the 528th deployed to H-5 
in February, expecting to help with base operations, only to fnd that 
CFLCC had already arrived and that the logistics ofcer had assumed 
those responsibilities before delegating them to Lieutenant Colonel 
Edward Parrish and the small staf of the Special Operations Te-
ater Support Element. Lieutenant Colonel Michael Saulnier and the 
528th Special Operations Support Battalion staf worked in support 
of SOTSE until the 30th Corps Support Group from North Carolina 
Army National Guard took over base operations along with Kellogg, 
Brown and Root—using 900 people to accomplish what the AFSC had 
done with 130.143 

In addition to planning how their own unit would move into Iraq, 
the AFSC soldiers supported 1st and 2nd Battalions, 5th SFG, in prepa-
ration for their infltration. In the course of the planning, it was dis-
covered that the 5th SFG had a serious equipment problem—its tires 
were too big. Te group had put rugged 38-inch Super Swamper tires 
on its GMVs during Exercise Early Victor. At the same time, the 160th 
SOAR acted on lessons it had learned in Afghanistan and had rein-
forced their MH-47 helicopters with bullet-resistant Kevlar sheeting 
on the sides and foor of the cargo compartment. Te two modifca-
tions resulted in GMVs inches too tall to ft inside the MH-47s, preclud-
ing the 5th SFG deploying its vehicles internally.144 

Te usual solution to over-height vehicles would be defating the 
tires, thereby subtracting vital inches if the ft were tight. In this case, 
however, the infltration was supposed to be “hot,” with the GMVs 
rolling of the still-running helicopters, ready to move out. Having to 
take time to infate the GMVs’ tires would leave the soldiers open to 
enemy discovery and vulnerable to attack. Te AFSC’s mechanics and 
the 5th SFG soldiers tried damping down the shocks, or compressing 
the springs, as far as possible, but it was not enough. In the end, the 
5th SFG ordered 36-inch tires to replace the 38-inch tires. When the 
new tires fnally arrived in mid-March, every AFSC mechanic—and 
anybody not otherwise occupied—engaged in an all-out tire-chang-
ing efort. Nobody knew when the order to move out would come, so 
the work had to be done immediately. With amazing stamina and ef-
ciency, the AFSC replaced over 700 tires (fve per vehicle, four wheels 
plus a mounted spare) in less than eighteen hours.145 

In mid-February, the AFSC received word that it needed to provide 
a forward logistics element (FLE) to support 1st Battalion, 5th SFG’s 
infltration in case the battalion went by ground, not by air. First Lieu-
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tenant Robert Winston* led the FLE, which 
was made up of ten AFSC soldiers (including 
Winston) and fve vehicles: Winston as the 
ofcer-in-charge, Sergeant First Class Lowell* 
as the noncommissioned ofcer-in-charge, 
four mechanics, a medic, two fuel tankers, 
and one truck driver; one Heavy Expanded 
Mobility Tactical Truck, two HMMWVs (High-
Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, one 
of which was a “contact truck” dedicated to 
maintenance), and two 5-ton Medium Tacti-
cal Vehicles—one with a trailer.146 

As it happened, it was decided to send B 
Company, 1st Battalion, 5th SFG, into Iraq by 
ground, instead of air. Knowing that the FLE was defnitely going to be 
needed, Winston and the rest of the element stepped up their prepa-
rations. As Winston described it, “Everybody on the FLE had special 
classes of to the side; everybody got commo classes, everybody got 
frst aid. We did a round robin of everything so anybody could do 
anything. Ten it was just squat, hold, and wait.”147 

On 17 March, the FLE was notifed to get ready to move out in forty-
fve minutes. “Everybody ran and scrambled to grab their [personal 
gear], then we ran over to the trucks and we sat there for about two 
hours.” Afer a rousing “hooah, hooah speech” by Colonel Mulhol-
land, the FLE and Special Forces teams loaded back into their vehicles, 
and at 2200 hours, commenced the deception designed to get them 
past the host-country guards at H-5’s outermost gates. In keeping 
with the ruse that the troops were going to a range for additional 
training, the convoy of FLE and Special Forces teams lef the base in 
small groups. Te FLE was in the frst group that made it of the base 
afer a small confrontation between the host-country guards and the 
group’s interpreters—who, incidentally, believed the group really was 
going on a training exercise.148 

Te FLE and the rest of the group reached the designated range 
and settled in to await the arrival of the rest of the convoy. “We sat 
there, and we sat, and we sat, and we sat. At about six o’clock in the 
morning, everybody else started to show up. Come to fnd out later 
on, they wouldn’t let them out the gate,” Winston said. Once the rest 
of the groups arrived at the range and linked up, the convoy moved 
out toward its assembly area. Beginning at approximately 0700 hours 
on the 18th, the convoy drove the 150 miles to the location chosen by 

Figure 5.44  Convoy in the desert. Te 528th SOSB  
supplied fuel and supplies to keep Task Force Dag-
ger operating. 
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the 5th SFG reconnaissance as its assembly area, arriving around 1600 
hours. Te shallow valley was located two or three miles from the 
border with Iraq, and provided the group with adequate cover from 
border guards.149 

With its customary efciency, the FLE set up its support site in 
forty-fve minutes. All vehicles and gear were covered with camou-
fage netting and the FLE was ready to receive vehicles for maintenance 
by evening. In accordance with the mission commander’s orders, the 
ODAs and ODB waited until the next morning (19 March) to send their 
vehicles through fnal maintenance checks. Te FLE refueled trucks, 
supplied water, and provided the teams with rations from the FLE’s 
stocks so that the teams’ combat loads would not be depleted. Te 
FLE personnel kept busy throughout the day with maintenance and 
repairs, including support given to units who passed through the site. 
Some Coalition troops, however, declined the American rations.150 

At approximately 2000 hours, the combat elements moved for-
ward to the frst berm at the Iraqi border, while the FLE remained at 
the assembly area and monitored the action by radio. Afer the host-
country border guards were calmed and convinced not to interfere, 
Florida Army National Guardsmen from C Company, 2nd Battalion, 
124th Infantry Regiment, set to work with picks and shovels. Begin-
ning at midnight, the soldiers cut a pass over the frst berm, which 
took about twenty minutes. Te assault group moved across the open 
land to the second berm and waited while the Guardsmen cut a pass 
through the rubble. At approximately 0200 hours the morning of 20 
March, seven ODAs in their GMVs and one ODB in trucks crossed the 
berm and continued into Iraq.151 

Once the Special Forces soldiers moved into Iraq, the FLE was no 
longer needed. A convoy of the FLE, a mortar platoon, the Florida 
Guardsmen, and an interpreter—who did not want to cross the bor-
der—drove about two hours away from the border and camped in a 
small valley. Afer setting a perimeter, the soldiers fnally got a chance 
to rest and slept until mid-morning. Te small convoy then traveled 
with minimal delay back to H-5. Along the way, the FLE did get to 
change a few tires and mend a trailer mount, but for the most part, 
the element’s mission was completed uneventfully. Upon returning 
to H-5, the FLE soldiers were reabsorbed into the AFSC and contin-
ued their primary mission as before—providing SOF-specifc support 
whenever and wherever it was needed.152 
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War Begins 

“Alarm Red!” 

Te sound of the warning siren became almost commonplace to the 
112th Signal Battalion soldiers stationed at Ali As-Salim Air Base in the 
frst few months of 2003. It was always followed by an announcement 
indicating that the following alarm was only an exercise, and then 
the alarm itself. Tough soldiers dutifully donned their MOPP (mis-
sion oriented protective posture) gear each time the alarm sounded, 
familiarity was defnitely breeding contempt, and enthusiasm for the 
drills was waning fast. 

Te air base had four levels of alarm status, ranging from green to 
black, each indicating the magnitude of the threat. Te alarm levels 
also dictated whether or not personnel had to dress in 
MOPP suits or merely keep the gear close by. Te high-
est level of pre-attack alert was Alarm Red, indicating 
that a missile attack was imminent or in progress and all 
personnel were to assume MOPP IV status—wear all pro-
tective gear. Alarm Yellow indicated that an attack was 
probable in less than thirty minutes and put everybody at 
MOPP II, where some gear was worn and the rest carried. 
Te primary status of the air base was Alarm Green, nor-
mal wartime conditions, which only required that people 
keep their MOPP gear on-hand at all times. In order to keep every-
body in practice, Alarm Red exercises were conducted with numbing 
regularity. 

Tus was the situation and mindset of the 112th Signal soldiers 
when they once again heard the Alarm Red siren in the early days of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. At frst, Private First Class Brenda Meter* 
thought it was another drill and waited for the inevitable “Exercise” 
announcement. Instead, she only heard the words “Alarm Red! 
Alarm Red!” echo across the base, and realized this was no drill— 
the base was under attack.153 

In true Army fashion, Staf Sergeant Melvin Pelham* had just 
remarked facetiously, “Ain’t war hell?” while enjoying an ice cream 
cone, when the alarm was sounded. Te ironic timing of the com-
ment was not lost on First Lieutenant Kyle Ruger* as he raced out of 
the dining hall and headed for his assigned bunker. Pelham’s remark 
took on new signifcance just moments later, when Ruger realized that 
he had neglected to keep his MOPP gear with him and had to run back 
to his tent to retrieve it. Catching a whif of an odor he did not recog-
nize, Ruger found himself thinking as he donned his protective mask, 

MOPP Alarm levels 
MOPP level  Alarm Color 
 MOPP I  Green 
 MOPP II  Yellow 
 MOPP III  Orange 
 MOPP IV  Red 
 MOPP V  Black 
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“I’ve been gassed! I never expected to die this 
way!” As his training kicked in, however, 
Ruger calmed down and realized, with great 
relief, that nobody around him was exhibiting 
symptoms of a gas attack.154 

Meter stepped outside her tent to assess the 
situation and found “people going everywhere. 
Tere [was] no organization to it.” Some were 
racing to take shelter in bunkers, while others 
were scrambling back to their tents for their 
MOPP suits. Meter even witnessed people col-
liding at intersections. Te confusion was 
heightened by the fact that some personnel 

on the base had taken to ignoring the drills and were therefore all 
the more excited by the actual alarm. In the melee, a frantic airman 
initially picked up Staf Sergeant Dale Durham’s* mask; fortunately, 
it was returned by the time Durham ushered his people out of the 
communications room and was ready to head to a bunker. In contrast, 
Meter noticed that the Special Forces soldiers were calmly doing what 
they needed to do, seemingly unfazed by the chaos around them.155 

Taking cover was almost as strenuous as the attack itself. Meter 
and her supervisor crowded into an upstairs room surrounded by 
three-foot thick concrete walls, their designated bunker. To every-
body’s discomfort, the bunker was full of people—“It was packed.” 
To make matters worse, the day was hot. With everybody wearing 
unventilated MOPP suits in such heat and proximity, the foor became 
“literally wet” with sweat. Each Alarm Red kept people at MOPP IV and 

in bunkers for at least thirty minutes. 
Reinforcing the knowledge that the war had 

come to Ali as-Salim, the alarms continued 
of and on for the next two days, even rising 
from Alarm Red to Alarm Black at one point, 
indicating a missile had struck close by. To 
drive the point home, the soldiers could hear 
Patriot missiles launch to intercept incoming 
missiles. Te alarm was ofen closely followed 
by the “boom, boom!” that indicated a battery 
had fred.156 

Eventually the danger passed and the 
alarms subsided, bringing Ali As-Salim Air Base back to Alarm Green 
and “normal” wartime conditions. Te soldiers of C Company, 112th 

Figure 5.45  Soldier in MOPP IV. Constant alarms 
were a way of life at the fxed installations, forcing 
the soldiers into MOPP  IV. 

Figure 5.46  Patriot Missile System battery in 
position. Patriot Missile Systems protected the air 
bases and fxed installations against the threat of 
incoming missiles. 
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Signal Battalion, continued to fulfll their communications mission 
in Kuwait until they were redeployed to Baghdad in May 2003. Te job 
they did in Kuwait was a familiar one, but the sound of “Alarm Red! 
Alarm Red!” made the mission memorable for the 112th. 

Other ARSOF 
Visual Observation Points 

On the night of 19 March 2003, the Night Stalkers of the 160th Spe-
cial Operations Aviation Regiment fred the frst rounds of Operation 
IRAQI FREEDOM at visual observation posts (VISOBs) on the southern 
and western borders of Iraq. Two serials of 
helicopter gunships conducted armed recon-
naissance and direct action missions against 
numerous targets along the border. Te serials 
consisted of a fight of two MH-60L Defensive 
Armed Penetrator (DAP) gunships and a fight 
of four Black Swarm teams. Te Black Swarm 
teams were composed of a pair of AH-6 Little 
Bird gunships and one MH-6 Little Bird lif 
helicopter. Te Night Stalkers destroyed over 
seventy VISOBs during the moonless night, 
mostly buildings and watchtowers. Tis 
opened the way for the cross-border infltra-
tions by U.S. and Coalition SOF teams, which 
penetrated deep into Iraq using ground vehi-
cles and helicopter insertions. Te successful 
elimination of the VISOBs allowed unhindered 
access to western Iraq, and made a bold statement at the beginning of 
combat operations. At the same time, it blinded the regime and nul-
lifed Iraq’s early warning capability. 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Travis Walter*, the DAP fight leader, 
departed the forward support base with his fight of DAPs and few 
toward the western tri-border area of Iraq. It was a very dark night, 
and the suspended dust in the air reduced visibility to less than three 
miles. H-hour (the mission execution time) came at 2100 local time, 
and Walter anticipated sending rounds down range exactly as his 
digital timer displayed 1800 Zulu (2100 local time). Walter’s conf-
dence in his crewmembers stemmed from their service together in 
Afghanistan. A veteran, cohesive team, they knew each other well. 
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Figure 5.47  Map of VISOBs locations. 
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As the fight headed for the target area, Walter 
checked in with the ground forces preparing 
to breach the berm on the border in Restricted 
Operations Zone Honolulu. All was well 
and the special operations troops anxiously 
awaited H-hour.157 

Te MH-60L DAP features an integrated fre 
control system utilizing the Airborne Electro-
Optical Special Operations Payload Forward 
Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor. Tis system 
integrates a laser range fnder and target 
acquisition for laser-guided weapons, with a 

pilot’s heads-up display for rapid processing of information. Te DAP 
is armed with two M134 7.62mm miniguns (a six-barreled, electri-
cally-driven Gatling gun with a rate of fre of up to 4,000 rounds 
per minute), two 30mm chain guns (a cannon capable of fring 625 
rounds per minute out to 4,000 meters), two 2.75 inch rocket pods (a 
nineteen-tube rocket system fring a variety of special purpose war-
heads), and Hellfre missiles (a laser guided missile, capable of defeat-
ing any armored vehicle). Te weapons systems can be confgured in 
any combination of each. Fully loaded, the DAPs possess devastating 
frepower. 

As Walter and his team approached his frst target, a small build-
ing resembling a guardhouse, he readied the weapons systems and 
launched the frst Hellfre missile precisely at H-hour from nearly two 
miles away. Te frst missile was a near miss but the pilots quickly 
followed with 30mm cannon fre, and destroyed the ten-by-ten single-
story building. Operation Iraqi Freedom had begun. Walter quickly 
processed the efects of the suspended dust on his weapons systems 
and made a mental note to make adjustments for the next engage-
ment.158 

Te FLIR, coupled with the helicopter’s computer-based mission 
management system, provided the SOAR pilots with excellent situ-
ational awareness. Te FLIR immediately tracks to the next target 
location based on the waypoints previously entered into the mission 
management program sofware. Once an active target is selected, the 
FLIR can “look out” more than fve miles. Coupled with the laser des-
ignator, it is very efective at fxing the target. Te next target was a big 
building complex three or four miles away. For this engagement, both 
Walter and Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 John Curry*, his “–2” or “dash 
two” wingman, “lased” the intended impact point of the Hellfre. Te 

Figure 5.48  AH-6 Little Bird. Te swif and agile 
AH-6 Little Bird uses both rockets and cannon as 
part of its armament. 
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DAPs launched two missiles from over three miles away that impacted 
directly on target. To the crews, the missiles’ twenty-six second fight 
seemed to take forever. Te missiles efectively destroyed the build-
ing complex. For good measure, the DAPs leveled the structures with 
additional 30mm cannon fre.159 

Te Night Stalkers continued engaging targets along the length of 
the western border. At a few outposts, soldiers milled about outside, 
but most of the buildings appeared empty. Tat is, until rockets or 
missiles impacted, then the survivors hiding inside ran for cover. If 
they carried a weapon, they became a viable target and were killed; 
if not, then they were allowed to live. (Few saw the sun rise the next 
day.) “Te DAP crews,” Walter said, “continued taking care of business 
until it was time to refuel.”160 

Walter checked in with the special operations forces now rapidly 
moving north into western Iraq. Te ground forces encountered little 
resistance. Walter led his fight to the aerial 
refueling checkpoint and joined up with a 
MC-130P Combat Shadow tanker south of the 
Iraqi border. Te aerial refueling was unevent-
ful, and Walter headed toward the next set of 
targets. 

While en route, they noticed a vehicle with 
four Iraqis approaching the SOF ground forces. 
Te driver attempted to deceive the helicopter 
crews by fashing his lights on and of, indi-
cating a “friendly” vehicle. Unfortunately for 
him, it was not the correct authentication, 
and the SOAR pilots destroyed the vehicle 
with cannon fre. As Walter approached another building complex, he 
could not discern if it was an active site or already rubble. Not taking 
any chances, Walter rolled in with 30mm rounds and Curry followed 
with rockets—it was defnitely rubble aferward. Tus went the night, 
and the DAP crews fnished fying afer fve hours of initial combat. 
Te next day, when Walter watched his FLIR video being broadcast 
to the American public on the television in the operations center, he 
could not help but feel pleased with the night’s work.161 

Unlike the heavily armed DAPs who fought in pairs, the Little Bird 
pilots used a proven three-aircraf technique: the Black Swarm team. 
Not used since Operation PRIME CHANCE—the 1987 mission to pro-
tect oil tankers from Iranian gunboat attacks while passing through 
the Persian Gulf—the Black Swarm worked in a fashion similar to 

Figure 5.49  Aerial refuel. Te capability to con-
duct aerial refuel gives the 160th SOAR the ability to 
conduct operations deep into enemy territory. 
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the scout-gun team concept of conventional Army aviation. Te lead 
MH-6 pilot located or “spotted” planned targets and directed a team 
of two AH-6 gunships to the target with a laser designator. Te AH-6 
fight leader controlled the engagement. A pair of Air Force A-10 
Tunderbolt attack aircraf augmented each Black Swarm team for 
extra frepower against hardened targets. Te AH-6 fight leader coor-
dinated with the A-10, afectionately known as the Warthog, to deliver 
either 30mm cannon fre or Maverick missiles, based on the target. In 
another unique aspect of this mission, the AH-6 helicopters stripped 
of their FLIR sensors in order to carry more munitions. Te MH-6 
now mounted the flir system to spot targets and flm engagements. 
Up to this point, the MH-6 pilots possessed minimal experience in 
efectively utilizing the FLIR, but their profciency increased rapidly 
by the end of the frst night of VISOBs missions.162 

Two fights of Little Birds simultaneously departed the forward 
support base and headed north into the dark, featureless desert. Te 

formations split prior to the border with one 
pair of AH-6 Little Birds entering a holding 
pattern, while the Black Swarm team few to 
the targets. Once the frst pair of gunships 
expended its munitions, the second pair 
conducted a relief in place while the MH-6 
remained “on station.” Te lighter, unarmed 
MH-6 Little Birds were able to remain over 
the target area twice as long as the heavier 
AH-6s. Te Black Swarm teams operated in 
Restricted Operations Zone Knoxville, which 
was divided in half by a hard surface road that 

delineated two sectors—one for each Black Swarm team. Te road 
represented the “line of death”—the deconfiction line between the 
two fights. Each team worked from east to west in its given sector, 
engaging targets along the way.163 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 (CW4) Daniel Clement* departed the for-
ward support base in the lead MH-6 with CW4 Timothy Parkens’* team 
of gunships following. CW4 Doug Carter’s* team few in trail; they 
covered the eastern sector. Similarly, CW4 Smalley’s MH-6 led CW4 
James Melvin’s* and CW4 Mark Willington’s* AH-6 teams toward the 
western sector—fying several minutes behind the frst fight. Upon 
entering Restricted Operations Zone Knoxville, Parkens and Melvin 
checked in with their respective A-10 pilots who let them know it was 
“game on.” On this night, a total of ten A-10 attack aircraf covered the 

Figure 5.50  VISOBs building. Most of the Iraqi 
visual observation posts were destroyed in the frst 
night of operations, efectively blinding the Iraqi 
higher command. 
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mission, and were “stacked” miles high, ready 
to cycle into the target area. Te two fights 
separated on reaching the highway and both 
Carter and Willington entered holding pat-
terns at their respective waypoints.164 

Pleased with the performance of the FLIR 
in his frst combat experience with the system, 
Clement noted, “Te FLIR did a terrifc job of 
identifying the targets three to fve miles out.” 
As he arrived in the vicinity of the frst target, 
Clement used the FLIR to positively identify 
the VISOB. He held an Infrared Zoom Laser 
Illuminator/Designator pointer out the air-
craf door, “walking it into the target by look-
ing through the FLIR.”165 

Precisely at 2100 Iraqi time, Parkens few “blind” toward the target 
with his team following Clement’s designator. With the target illu-
minated by the laser beam, the gunships rolled in fring .50 caliber 
rounds and 2.75 inch rockets at the adobe building. At the same time, 
across the highway in the western sector, Melvin engaged an outpost 
fying an Iraqi fag. Te two teams methodically cleared the sector.166 

ARSOF elements breached the southern Iraqi border in Restricted 
Operations Zone Knoxville in the same manner as they did on the 
western border. However, Knoxville was much busier this frst night 
because of the scheduled arrival of Coalition special operations 
aviation helicopters thirty minutes afer the clearing of the VISOBs. 
Deconficting the fight corridors was a major concern for all ele-
ments. Commanders at every level and their aviation liaison ofcers 
worked feverishly in the various tactical operations centers to pre-
vent any fratricide. Te number of SOF troops crossing the border 
and fights of Coalition helicopters transiting the restricted opera-
tions zone presented a real challenge, especially with all the changes 
in movement plans occurring right up to the time of execution. Tak-
ing out the VISOBs in a timely fashion proved crucial.167 

Each Black Swarm team systematically destroyed outposts along 
its route until the gunships ran low on fuel or munitions. Parkens 
radioed Carter, calling for relief. As Carter’s team arrived, Clem-
ent, the spotter, headed to the next building. Smoothly entering the 
rhythm of the action, Carter engaged a small set of buildings with .50 
caliber rounds and his “–2” pounded it with rockets. Willington soon 
relieved Melvin’s team in the western half of the sector and headed 

Figure 5.51  DAP fring. Te Defensive Armed 
Penetrator was a lethal addition to the capabilities 
of the 160th SOAR. 
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for a complex of hardened bunkers. For this target, Willington con-
tacted the A-10 pilots and coordinated for the Warthog to cover the 
team’s gun run with a Maverick missile. Te MH-6 captured the attack 
sequence on FLIR video. In rapid succession, the frst AH-6 engaged 
with its Gatling gun; the second Little Bird fred rockets; and fnally, 
a missile streaked down from the A-10 overhead, and the compound 
exploded in a cloud of dust, a testament to the precise timing between 
the elements.168 

During the seven-hour mission, the Black Swarm teams repeatedly 
delivered an unstoppable attack. In total, over seventy VISOBs were 
destroyed during the night. One key to the Night Stalkers’ success was 
the fawless forward arming and refueling operations at the forward 
supply base. Once the second pair of AHs ran low on fuel, the MH-6 
and AH-6 team returned to the base and rapidly rearmed and refu-
eled. Te resupply went like clockwork despite the support teams hav-

ing to move the fuel points and ammunition 
of and on the taxiway between iterations to 
accommodate landing Air Force planes. Te 
refueling teams never missed a beat during 
the long night.169 

Te Night Stalkers launched the frst 
rounds of Iraqi Freedom, and destroyed the 
screen of enemy observation positions on the 
night of 19 March. Teir success enabled over 
ffy Coalition SOF teams to enter Iraq with-
out incident. Cut of from its outposts on the 
western and southern borders, the regime 
increased the level of radio and cell phone 

transmissions, greatly aiding the collection of signals intelligence. 
Both the DAPs and the Little Birds, working in close concert with 
the Air Force A-10s, opened the borders for the initial assault on the 
Hussein regime. 

Figure 5.52  FARP operation. Te rapid turn-
around in refueling and rearming the Little Birds 
at the forward arming and refueling point was 
a key component of the success of the operations 
against the VISOBs. 

Cross-Border Insertions 

Te Night Stalkers of the 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, provided CJSOTF-
West with rapid, fexible, and lethal special operations aviation heli-
copter support for the entire SOF campaign plan in western Iraq. Te 
eight MH-47D Chinooks, four MH-60L DAPs, and two MH-60L Black 
Hawks were the aviation workhorses of Task Force Dagger. Te Night 
Stalkers infltrated vehicle-mounted teams many miles into Iraq; 
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resupplied those teams with fuel, water, 
and ammunition; destroyed visual observa-
tion posts along the Iraqi border; conducted 
casualty evacuations; and delivered a quick 
reaction force within hours of notifcation. 
Te entire battalion deployed to meet this 
demand, except for three MH-60s attached 
to the regiment’s 2nd Battalion, which was 
supporting Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
in Afghanistan. 

Te members of 3rd Battalion main-
tained a habitual working relationship with 
SOF, specifcally with Special Forces, through biannual and combined 
exercises at the national training centers in the United States. Te 
pilots and crewmembers were very familiar with the environmental 
conditions of the Middle East, were experts in the long-range infltra-
tion of GMVs, and were profcient in helicopter aerial refueling during 
low or zero illumination night conditions. In 2003, the 3rd Battal-
ion conducted similar missions for over six months in Afghanistan. 
Te battalion’s most recent mission involved the modifcation of fve 
MH-60Ls into the heavily armored DAP confguration. In fact, the 
crews’ fnal gunnery training was only completed in the weeks lead-
ing up to 19 March. According to Lieutenant Colonel Robert Welch, 
the battalion commander, “the result of going to Afghanistan was 
that the 160th’s reputation preceded our arrival, and we have estab-
lished incredible credibility with our Coalition Special Operations 
Forces.”170 

Te SOF infltration plan changed several times in the weeks prior 
to 19 March, but one fact remained constant: the special operations 
troops needed to be air lifed from across the border into their joint 
operations areas. It would be impossible to move so great a distance 
by ground in one night. Te task of fying the insertion fell to the 
Night Stalkers of 3rd Battalion. Having worked with a similar force 
in Afghanistan, the SOAR crews understood the mission, equipment, 
and vehicles involved. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Donald Harley*, the 
3rd Battalion Chinook fight leader, was responsible for getting the 
SOF elements to the designated landing zones. He fully understood 
the necessity of having the complete “package” inserted at the same 
time; security and frepower resulting from numbers on the ground 
was the key to survival in hostile territory.171 

Figure 5.53  MH-60L Black Hawk. Te MH-60L  
Black Hawk provides the lif capability for many of 
the 160th SOAR’s special missions. 
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With an experienced and cohesive team around him, Harley inte-
grated a new capability—armed reconnaissance by the DAPs—into the 
mission plan. During the month before the start of the war, the crews 

and Coalition ground “customers” rehearsed 
loading and unloading the large desert vehi-
cles on and of the D-model Chinook. Each 
Chinook carried one 13,000-pound GMV. Te 
ft was tight, and there was little room for 
error; during loading and unloading, the last 
thing anyone needed was for a hydraulic line 
to be damaged. Te crew chiefs worked closely 
with the SOF units to get the loads packed and 
balanced just right. Before nightfall on the 
evening of 19 March, the six GMVs were loaded 

onto the Chinooks without incident. Te accompanying DAPs were 
loaded with a full complement of missiles, rockets, and 30mm rounds, 
and their crews were anxious to get started. 

At 1900 hours Iraqi time, the two DAPs departed H-5 Airfeld 
with Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Tim Frailly* in the lead and his wing-
man Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Tommy Starling* close behind. Harley 
departed with his fight of six Chinooks twenty-fve minutes later, 
and proceeded along the same route as the DAPs to a helicopter aer-
ial refueling track. Te DAPs were receiving fuel from the MC-130P 
Combat Shadow tanker when Harley and the Chinook fight arrived. 
Te frst aircraf refueled successfully, but when the fourth aircraf 
attempted to hook into the hose, the refueling probe tip broke. Te 
Chinook’s pilot, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Rogan*, diverted to a 
forward support base where 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, was located and 
ground refueling was available. Te two DAPs provided escort for the 
Chinook. Shortly afer Rogan’s aircraf lef the formation, Chief War-
rant Ofcer 3 Mitch Larkin* noticed that his Chinook was siphoning 
fuel from its probe, and announced to Harley that he needed to land 
and fx it. Once on the ground at the support base, the crew chiefs 
worked their magic and the helicopter was fying again in less than 
ffeen minutes. Te rest of the fight stayed with the tanker receiving 
fuel.172 

As Rogan refueled at the forward support base, Frailly departed 
with his DAP fight to a location just short of the border and checked 
in with the 1st Battalion AH-6 Little Bird teams busily destroying the 
Iraqi border outposts in prelude to the infltration. Once he received 
fuel, Rogan and the DAPs rejoined the Chinook fight and headed 

Figure 5.54  MH-47D Chinook. Te strong and 
versatile  MH-47 Chinook lined up awaiting its next 
mission. 
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to the border. It was now 2225 hours, and they were almost an hour 
behind schedule. Te DAPs crossed frst, with the Chinooks ffeen 
minutes behind. Te border penetration was uneventful; the Little 
Birds having cleared the way. As the fight raced across the desert at 
less than one hundred feet above the ground, the crews saw tracer fre 
in the distance. It was far enough away to pose no threat, but could 
easily be seen through their night vision goggles. 

Te DAPs reconnoitered the landing zone and determined it was 
clear. Te Chinook crew chiefs gave their passengers the ten-min-
ute warning to get ready to of-load. Each Chinook landed with little 
problem. Te troops unloaded their vehicles in record time, as the 
DAPs scouted the surrounding area and fnally signaled “all clear” 
to the mounted SOF teams as they began rolling north to their frst 
checkpoint. When Harley received the “all ready” call from the teams, 
the fight departed, leaving a huge dust cloud lingering in the area. 

Harley altered the original return route and sent the two DAPs with 
Rogan and his Chinook back to the forward support base for fuel. Te 
remaining fve Chinooks few at maximum speed to get clear of the 
area. Once the Night Stalkers crossed the border out of Iraq, Harley 
and his fight few back to the aerial refueling track. Te tanker was 
precisely where it was supposed to be, and right on time. By now, 
many of the Chinooks were below the reserve fuel limit of twenty 
minutes fying time. Larkin had only 700 pounds of fuel lef, enough 
for only twelve minutes of fight time, and he plugged into the refu-
eling tanker frst. Once everyone had refueled, Harley led the fight 
back to H-5 without further problems. Rogan and the DAPs refueled at 
the forward support base and returned forty-fve minutes later.173 

Despite potentially serious refueling problems during the mission, 
the Night Stalkers persevered and transported the Coalition SOF team 
deep into Iraq. Te 3rd Battalion crews penetrated deeper into Iraq 
than any Coalition element that frst night of the war, with only the 
protection of the DAPs and the Chinook 7.62mm miniguns. Te suc-
cessful insertion of the teams set the tone for future Night Stalker 
missions. 

Under the Big Umbrella 

Firepower is always a concern for military forces. Tis is true for both 
conventional and special operations forces. In 1943, Lieutenant Colo-
nel William Darby, the 1st Ranger Battalion commander, requested 
additional frepower for his lightly armed Rangers afer they fought 
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against tanks with captured antitank guns. Darby’s solution was four 
half-tracks mounting 75mm antitank guns that could also be used in 
the indirect fre mode. For additional frepower, Darby later received 
the 83rd Chemical Mortar Battalion with its 4.2 inch mortars for the 
6615th Ranger Force during the Italian campaign. Jumping ahead 
sixty years, the 75th Ranger Regiment—the descendants of Darby’s 
Rangers—looked for additional frepower during Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. Tey found it at Fort Bragg.174 

Te 75th Ranger Regiment made its foray into the domain of 
the King of Battle (Artillery) beginning on 21 March, with the frst 
tactical employment of the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System 

(HIMARS). During its ten-day raid into southwestern 
Iraq—not a typical location for a corps-level artil-
lery element—Task Force Hunter provided indirect 
general- and direct-support fres for the Rangers 
and attacked the antiaircraf artillery sites in the 
CJSOTF-West area of operations. Task Force Hunter 
demonstrated the ability of the Rangers to incorpo-
rate a combined arms team on the modern battle-
feld, especially for those teams willing to accept a 
certain amount of combat risk. 

Te HIMARS is a multiple rocket system launcher 
mounted on a truck rather than a heavy tracked 
vehicle. A HIMARS shoots six rockets at a time, or 
one long-range Army Tactical Missile System– 
guided missile. Te missile is one of two types: 
either the Block I or Block IA—the frst delivering 
950 baseball-sized antipersonnel/antimateriel M74 

grenades to targets over 160 kilometers away, and the second deliver-
ing 300 M74 grenades over 300 kilometers away. Because the HIMARS 
is mounted on a truck and can be transported in a C-130 aircraf, it can 
be rapidly deployed into areas previously inaccessible to artillery. Te 
system is powerful enough to engage and defeat enemy artillery, air 
defense weapons, and light armor. Because it can launch its weapons 
and move away at high speed, the HIMARS provides a lethal and highly 
mobile artillery option.175 

Te HIMARS is also unique in that it is a prototype system—there 
are only four in the Army, with three assigned to C Battery, 3rd Battal-
ion, 27th Field Artillery, at Fort Bragg. C Battery’s parent unit, the 18th 
Field Artillery Brigade, received the frst HIMARS in 1998 as an experi-

Figure 5.55  HIMARS before and afer 
fring. 
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Figure 5.56  18th 
Field Artillery Bri-
gade shoulder patch. 
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ment in feld artillery equipment. Te brigade retained the system in 
2002, with some input from special operations commanders.176 

General Bryan Brown, commander of U.S. Special Operations 
Command, frst heard about HIMARS in 1999 when a colonel from the 
18th Field Artillery Brigade ofered him a briefng on the system. Te 
frepower and mobility of the HIMARS impressed Brown, who agreed 
that an all-weather fre support system provided much needed sup-
port for special operations units. Te HIMARS neutralized the indirect 
fre and armor threat to the mobile but unprotected Rangers. General 
Brown immediately instructed his staf to prepare a letter in support 
of a HIMARS capability, and 18th Field Artillery Brigade found a new 
mission.177 

Colonel Joseph Votel, 75th Ranger Regiment Commander, also 
recognized the beneft of having the HIMARS support his command. 
Afer convincing his superiors that the force of choice to employ and 
to protect the system were the Rangers, Votel assigned the security 
mission to 3rd Ranger Battalion in January 2003. Task Force Hunter 
commander Major Ted Hall* immediately organized a team to pre-
pare a training program and develop tactics, techniques, and pro-
cedures for securing the HIMARS. Hall worked closely with Major 
Ralph Morgenstern*, an operations ofcer for the 18th Field Artillery 
Brigade, and established the command and control relationships, 
resupply procedures, and fre control procedures at a January joint 
planning conference. Te two biggest challenges the planners needed 
to solve were the issues of communications equipment compatibil-
ity—the HIMARS lacked satellite communication radios—and the 
large logistics train required to maintain and 
resupply the system.178 

Te Rangers worked with Captain Stan 
Knell*, given command of the HIMARS battery 
in January, as he developed a training plan for 
his troops. Task Force Hunter also received 
the bulk of an antitank company—D Com-
pany, 2nd Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry 
Regiment—for additional force protection. 
Together, since the artillery and infantry were 
both located at Fort Bragg, the combined arms 
team established communication procedures 
and tactics, technique, and procedures for 
immediate action drills.179 

Figure 5.57  27th  
Field Artillery 
insignia. 

Figure 5.58  D/2/325 security force. D Company, 
2nd Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Regiment 
provided some of the security force protecting the 
HIMARs. 
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Te training pace was fast and furious, 
and launcher drivers and the support person-
nel received only a limited amount of night 
driving training. Unfortunately, Knell could 
only simulate the desert terrain on the drop 
zones at Fort Bragg. Te lack of desert night 
driving training became a major problem in 
Iraq, one made worse by the fact that while the 
Rangers were experienced in the use of night 
vision goggles, the other troops were not. To 
compound the problem, the artillerymen 
only owned a limited number of goggles, and 
those were older PVS-7 models, not the most 
modern equipment.180 

During the frst days of March, Hall, Knell, 
and the task force’s senior noncommissioned ofcer, Master Sergeant 
James Bradley*, scrambled to organize and prepare their force at their 
forward support base in the Middle East. A logjam of Air Force C-17 
and C-5 transport aircraf, carrying troops and equipment into the 
Central Command area of responsibility, caused much of the task 
force’s logistics assets to arrive late. Some vehicles and personnel 
arrived mere hours before Task Force Hunter started its trek north 
to the Iraqi border, forcing Knell to depart with only two of the three 
HIMARS launchers. Once the vehicles and soldiers regrouped at the 
forward support base, the third launcher took the same route north 
and caught up with the main force the next day. Hall’s command 
eventually included over 200 soldiers: one platoon of 3rd Ranger Bat-
talion, a Ranger 120mm mortar section, two Ranger reconnaissance 
detachment teams, the HIMARS platoon with its various support vehi-
cles and soldiers, the infantry antitank company, and a squad of engi-
neers from B Company, 27th Engineer Battalion. Back at the forward 
support base, an infantry platoon from the 101st Airborne Division 
waited as a quick reaction force.181 

Te evening of 21 March, Task Force Hunter departed the base. 
Te long convoy used a nearby system of wadis to bypass the civilian 
road system, because the presence of Americans in that area was a 
sensitive issue. Sergeant First Class Christopher Marrow* described 
the movement as “a slow and painful process.” Te ffy-nine-vehicle 
task force stretched for miles, and moved at twenty miles an hour in 
the moonless night—an extremely challenging command and control 
operation. Divided into fve separate serials of vehicles, it took several 

Figure 5.59  Rangers on security. Rangers  
provided the perimeter security for the HIMARS  
operations. Te combination of Rangers and con-
ventional troops proved efective. 

Figure 5.60  27th  
Engineer Battalion 
insignia. 
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hours to reach the Iraqi border. Te antitank company breached the 
border berm with little difculty, and the reconnaissance detachment 
pushed ahead to reconnoiter the route to the frst HIMARS positioning 
area.182 

Once the task force crossed the border, Marrow worked with the 
CFACC command net to coordinate the convoy’s journey through the 
desert with aircraf patrolling above. Everybody in the task force feared 
that Air Force planes might mistake the odd caravan deep inside Iraq 
for the enemy. In a prearranged plan, all of Iraq was divided into 
“touchpads” (gridded zones), which provided positive fre control 
deconfiction between ground operations and air operations.183 

Using a combination of hard roads and dirt trails, the task force 
continued its slow progress into Iraq. Having traveled seventy kilo-
meters and encountering no enemy forces, Task Force Hunter reached 
its frst fring position at 0600 Iraqi time on 22 March. Hall and Knell 
moved the force of the road, positioned the three launchers, readied 
the fring positions, and prepared to fre on their preplanned targets. 
Bradley orchestrated setting up the perimeter, which covered over 
six kilometers. At frst light, Marrow confrmed the team’s touchpad 
location with his higher command and oriented the mortar section. 
Registration of the mortars was not possible because of the possibility 
of compromising the location of the task force.184 

By 1500, Task Force Hunter was ready to execute its frst mission. 
Knell fred six missions the frst day on several preplanned targets 
and several targets relayed from Morgenstern, located at the joint 
operations center at the forward support base. Morgenstern and Knell 
were “writing doctrine” on a daily basis, and 
kept copious notes on what worked and what 
did not. One precaution they validated was 
that the Rangers needed to stay clear of the 
400-meter surface danger zone around the 
HIMARS launcher, which could ignite debris 
when the battery was fred. Te artillerymen 
simply closed the cab of the launcher and 
remained unafected. During the frst sev-
eral engagements, location coordinates were 
slightly of due to a discrepancy between the 
aviation grids used by CFACC and the military 
grid reference system used by the artillery. 
Te confusion was quickly corrected and, 
since HIMARS is fully automated, the conver-

Figure 5.61  530th  
Service and Supply 
Battalion insignia. 

Figure 5.62  Convoy operations conducted by 
the 530th Supply and Services Battalion. Keeping 
the teams supplied in the western desert involved 
convoy operations by the advanced operating bases. 
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sion was simple to make. Te ofcers noted that the HIMARS-fred 
Block 1A missiles produced good “efects on target.”185 

Task Force Hunter used its mobility for protection. As each 
launcher fred its missiles, the battery quickly relocated to a new posi-
tion. Hall had a well-planned movement and fring agenda, and with 
help of his subordinate commanders and noncommissioned ofcers, 
negotiated the desert terrain. Te task force traveled mostly at night, 
which challenged the artillerymen and support personnel. Te Rang-
ers were conditioned to operate with little sleep for extended opera-

tions and were at ease with night operations. 
Terefore, Hall emphasized to Bradley that it 
was the Rangers’ responsibility to monitor the 
conventional force. Knell’s support element 
experienced difculties moving of-road with 
its tactical vehicles, but the challenges were 
overcome with determination and Ranger 
ingenuity. Captain James Estrich*, the Task 
Force Hunter operations ofcer, managed the 
security force, which chased of several Iraqi 
vehicles that approached the fring positions. 
Te curious men quickly departed in the face 
of the tremendous frepower marshaled by 
the antitank company and the Rangers.186 

Te Rangers were not used to having to support the HIMARS long 
logistics tail; speed and economy of force are two of SOF’s strengths. 
In order to meet the logistics and maintenance requirements for the 
task force, B Company, 2nd Ranger Battalion, was ordered to escort 
large vehicle convoys north into Iraq and then back to the forward 
support base. Designated Team Spear, B Company found that moving 
twenty to thirty vehicles through the Iraqi desert at night—with sup-
port drivers inexperienced at driving with night vision goggles—was 
a difcult proposition. To make the job even harder, the sandstorm 
that hit on 24 March wreaked havoc with operations, reducing vis-
ibility to less than thirty meters and causing several accidents. Need-
less to say, Team Spear experienced many challenges, yet in typical 
Ranger fashion, continued the mission with determination. 

Amidst the more prosaic incidents was one accident resulting 
in more than its fair share of drama. A heavy truck loaded with the 
HIMARS ammunition swerved of the road, breaking the axle. When 
the truck slammed into a ditch, the force of the collision caused one 
of the missiles it was carrying to break out of the carrying pod. For-

Figure 5.63  Headquarters’ vehicle for communi-
cating with CFACC. 
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Chapter Five 



tunately, the missile did not explode. Afer a 
tense radio discussion with the forward sup-
port base, several explosives experts were 
brought in to deactivate the warhead—which 
was then loaded on a truck, moved to another 
location, and eventually destroyed.187 

Task Force Hunter moved constantly dur-
ing its ten-day raid, conducting a series of fre 
missions. Estrich and Marrow kept the joint 
operations center informed and the launch 
areas deconficted with CFACC. “We let the 
CFACC know where we went using the touch-
pad system,” said Marrow, “which was driven 
by terrain and positioning of fres.” Task Force 
Hunter moved as far north as Najaf, and pro-
vided support for the Rangers’ raid on Objectives Sidewinder South 
and North on 27 and 29 March. Te task force prevented the massing 
of combat power against the 3rd Infantry Division, and efectively 
destroyed several air defense artillery positions in support of aviation 
missions. Te task force worked its way south and returned to the 
forward support base on 31 March with a strong record of successful 
fre missions.188 

Upon return, Task Force Hunter disbanded and the various ele-
ments hurriedly reftted and were sent on to other missions. Te war, 
however, was not over for the artillerymen. Te next day, Knell loaded 
his HIMARS battery on C-17s and deployed to H-1, the airfeld that 
the 3rd Ranger Battalion had secured several 
days earlier. From H-1, the HIMARS could 
cover the entire area of operations, from the 
Syrian border to eastern Baghdad to northern 
Iraq. Indeed, the HIMARS fred twelve mis-
sions from H-1 in support of the Rangers at 
Haditha Dam.189 

Task Force Hunter was a notable success. 
Operationally, the Rangers, artillerymen, and 
support units fully demonstrated the capabil-
ity of a combined arms team. Te participants 
overcame many obstacles—from terrain 
to sandstorms to logistics challenges—and 
prevailed. Te task force delivered precise 
direct- and general-fre support to the special 

Figure 5.64  M977 HEMTT and loose HIMARS 
missile.  During a night convoy, one of the HEMTTs  
hauling HIMARS missiles ran of the road. A missile 
broke out of the container causing some problems. 

Figure 5.65  Missile being reloaded. Te troops 
of the battery rapidly secured the missile and the 
operation continued. 
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operations and conventional commanders. Key leaders also devel-
oped new doctrine for the tactical employment of the HIMARS behind  
enemy lines and validated the HIMARS/SOF  relationship.  In less than  
a month, HIMARS  proved itself on the battlefeld, greatly increasing 
SOF’s leverage and ability to meet the operational needs of combatant 
commanders. 

SUMMARy 
From  D-Day on 19 March until D+4 on 23 March, ARSOF led the Coali-
tion assault on Saddam Hussein’s regime. Te decision to bypass Tur-
key with the “UGLY BABY” infltration unlocked a critical situation and  
opened the way for CJSOTF-North to execute its mission. In the west, 
the 160th SOAR destroyed the visual observation points, blinding the 
regime and paving the way for the cross-border infltration of SOF  
teams. CJSOTF-West dispersed ARSOF units throughout the western 
desert in search of SCUDs and other strategic targets. Likewise, Task 
Force Hunter attacked a number of key targets as the Rangers exe-
cuted their missions under the protective umbrella of the HIMARS. 

All branches of ARSOF worked together to support the Coalition as 
it launched Operation IRAQI  FREEDOM. Tis cooperation continued 
in the weeks that followed, as ARSOF units supported conventional 
operations in central and southern Iraq, and executed operations of 
their own in the west and the north. 190 
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Chapter  Six 

War Pauses 

D+5 through  D+12 
24–31 March 

A s offensive operations continued deeper into Iraq, it 
became evident that Central Command’s plan was work-
ing. Special operations forces dominated two of the three 

main battlefronts—the north and the west—and SOF elements were 
thoroughly integrated into all of the conventional force operations in 
the south. Coalition forces had successfully accomplished their mis-
sions during the frst four days of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM; however, 
as the week progressed, a series of “hiccups” delayed the campaign.1 

CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
When Task Force Tarawa took control of the Highway 1 bridge north 
of Nasiriya on 23 March, the I Marine Expeditionary Force was able to 
surround Nasiriya. Afer ferce fghting with Republican Guard units 
in Nasiriya, I MEF crossed the Euphrates on 24 March and continued 
its assault through the fertile land between the Euphrates and Tigris 
Rivers. Te Marine 1st Regimental Combat Team followed Highway 
7 north toward Al Kut, while the 5th and 7th RCTs followed Highway 
1 north toward Diwaniya, where they turned right and met the 1st 
RCT. Part of the 1st RCT also split of and confronted Iraqi divisions 
positioned near Amarah on Highway 6. 



Te “mother of all sandstorms” 
hit Iraq on 25 March. As elemental 
interference with military opera-
tions goes, the timing was not 
that bad. Te 3rd Infantry Divi-
sion and I MEF were both halted 
in their positions to refuel and 
regroup before the next phase of 
the attack. Te 3rd ID had troops 
within one hundred miles of 
Baghdad. Environmental catas-
trophe was averted when SOF pre-
vented sabotage of the Rumaylah 
Oil Fields, the Al Faw manifold, 
and the oil and gas platforms in 
the Persian Gulf. Marines and 
British commandos secured 
Umm Qasr and soon opened it 
for the reception of humanitarian 
aid. If Coalition ground forces 
had to stop in their tracks for two 
days, they could do so without 

losing ground—the Iraqis were stuck, too. 
General Tommy Franks and Lieutenant General Buzz Moseley 

used the lull in the ground war to fracture the Republican Guard 
units arrayed between the Coalition forces and Baghdad. From the 
night of 25 March through the morning of the 27th, aircraf few above 
the sandstorm to deliver precision-guided bombs and missiles on the 
unsuspecting enemy. Te enemy quickly fgured out what was going 
on, yet could do nothing about it, so the media concluded that the 
campaign had stalled. Te media was wrong.2 

Najaf lay between the 3rd ID and the Karbala Gap—the route to 
Baghdad. As the 2nd Brigade Combat Team had learned at Objective 
Rams, the fedayeen in Najaf were numerous and willing to die fght-
ing. Unlike Samawah and Nasiriya, which the division simply isolated 
and bypassed, Najaf needed clearing so that the fedayeen would not 
be able to attack the logistics area at Rams—an area vital to the assault 
on Baghdad. 
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Figure 6.1  Map of conventional operations. Te disposition  
of forces in the war on Iraq. Note that SOF controls two of three 
fronts (west and north). 
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Late on 24 March, the 1st BCT received the order to seize the bridge 
over the Euphrates River at Kif north of Najaf. Te highway from 
Hilla was used to bring enemy fghters into the Najaf area. Although 
the 1st BCT was strung out between Najaf and Nasiriya, it took the 
mission. At 0200 hours on 25 March, the brigade’s air defense artillery 
battery assaulted the bridge and ran into deeply entrenched opposi-
tion. Te brigade’s quick reaction force came to its aid, and by 1030 
hours, the west bank was cleared of Iraqi defenders. By the end of 26 
March, the brigade had seized the east bridgehead using M1A1 Abrams 
tanks and Bradley Fighting Vehicles, and had even engaged in hand-
to-hand combat. By securing the bridge at Kif, the 1st BCT prevented 
reinforcements from joining the fedayeen and Iraqi troops in Najaf.3 

Te cordon around Najaf closed from the south on 25 March, when 
the 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment, moved to take the High-
way 8/80 bridge across the Euphrates south of the city. In spite of the 
sandstorm, the battalion secured the bridge by 1000 hours. Elements 
of the battalion then attacked north from the east side of the bridge 
toward Najaf, relying on precision munitions from aircraf high above 
the swirling sand for support throughout the 
night. In an attempt to retake control of the 
bridges, Iraqis attacked all American elements 
east of the river on 26 March. Meanwhile, the 
2nd BCT at Objective Rams worked to clear the 
routes south and east of Najaf, completing the 
cordon and relieving some of the pressure on 
the cavalry. Te battalion fnally withdrew at 
noon on 27 March, when fedayeen from Najaf 
stopped fowing south and attacking the 3rd 
ID’s supply lines.4 

On 26 March, the 2nd Brigade of the 82nd 
Airborne Division was placed under opera-
tional control of V Corps. Reinforced by units 
from the 1st Armored Division (specifcally 
2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment, and 1st 
Battalion, 41st Infantry Regiment, both based 
at Fort Riley, Kansas) and the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), 
the 82nd derigged the equipment it had prepared to air drop and drove 
from Kuwait to Tallil Air Base, meeting the troops as they debarked 
C-130s. Te airlif and three convoys took twenty-four hours, begin-

Figure 6.2  Tree-day sandstorm. Army SOF 
“hunker down” at a mechanized infantry laager 
during the advance to Baghdad during the March 
three-day sandstorm. Many soldiers commented 
on the orange tint during the day as a result of the 
sand obscuring the sun. 
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ning on 27 March. On 28 March, the 82nd 
moved to Samawah, and on 29 March, the 
paratroopers relieved the 3rd ID’s 3rd BCT. Te 
3rd BCT then moved north to Objective Rams, 
where it regrouped for the push through the 
Karbala Gap. Te 82nd coordinated with SOF 
teams in and around Samawah, and prepared 
to clear the city on 31 March.5 

On 28 March, the 1st and 2nd BCTs of the 
101st Airborne Division fnished moving to 
Forward Arming and Refueling Point Shell, 
putting the division in place to support V 
Corps through the Karbala Gap. However, 

the division’s frst task was to clear Najaf. Lead elements of the 101st 
entered Najaf on 28 March, and the division began communicating 
with the 3rd ID’s 1st and 2nd BCTs. By 30 March, the 1st BCT cleared 
Kif and completely secured that portion of the line of communica-
tion south from Hilla.6 

Conventional infantry fnally entered the picture in northern 
Iraq on 26 March, when the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) jumped onto 
Bashur Airfeld. In an unusual turn of events, while the 173rd was a 
conventional asset, it was under special operations control. Te air-
borne brigade (-) was originally meant to provide security for the 4th 
ID moving south from Turkey, but when Turkey refused permission to 
move U.S. troops through it’s country, the 173rd’s parent command— 
European Command—put the brigade (-) under the operational con-
trol of Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command, 
and in turn Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North. 

Te 173rd executed its combat jump (into a secure environment) the 
night of 26 March, beginning at 2000 hours. Te ten heavy-drop plat-
forms were dropped frst, followed by 963 paratroopers—only thirty-
two troopers did not make it out the door before the aircraf cleared 
the drop zone. Te paratroopers plunged through the darkness and 
scattered widely around the muddy airfeld. SOF teams, support per-
sonnel, and Kurdish peshmerga met the “little groups of pissed-of 
paratroopers” on the ground. Later on the 27th, an additional twelve 
C-17s landed bringing in the brigade’s vehicles and another 1,200 sol-
diers.7 

Figure 6.3  173rd Airborne Brigade (-). C-17’s  
loaded with part of the 173rd Airborne Brigade 
(-) await orders to load and launch in support of 
Operation  Iraqi Freedom. 
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Peshmerga 
Kurdish for “those 
who face death.” 
Te term used by 
the Kurds to refer 
to freedom fghters. 
Tese trained armed 
retainers are gener-
ally afliated with the 
political parties or 
prominent person-
alities in the Kurdish 
independence move-
ment. Tey ofen wear 
traditional Kurdish 
garb, the baggy shar-
wall trousers, plain 
jacket and a colorful 
sash. 
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War Pauses 191 

While SOF teams had previously linked up with Kurdish peshmerga 
forces and quite capably tied up Iraqi units along the Green Line, the 
Coalition lacked a robust presence in northern Iraq. Dropping the 
infantry brigade (-) in the middle of the country proved to Saddam 
that the Coalition could put troops anywhere it wanted whenever it 
wanted, and also signaled to the Kurds that the Coalition was serious 
about defeating the regime. Te two-battalion infantry brigade gave 
the CJSOTF-North commander, Colonel Charles Cleveland, the abil-
ity to deploy troops that could take and hold ground, including the 
northern oil felds. Unfortunately, that capability came with a price— 
air assets. Positioning the 173rd to jump into northern Iraq, and then 
fying in support and enough equipment and supplies to maintain the 
brigade (-), tied up valuable C-17 aircraf. Over the course of ninety-
six hours, the Air Force few eighty-nine C-17 sorties (round trips) to 
deliver and support the 173rd. On 7 April, Task Force 1-63rd Armor, 
the European Command’s Heavy Ready Company/Medium Ready 
Company of M1A1 Abrams tanks, Bradley Fighting Vehicles, and M113 
armored personnel carriers, required another thirty C-17 sorties to 
bring them in, raising the brigade support requirements.8 

ARSOF OPERATIONS 
Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–West continued 
its operations according to plan. In the southern area between the 
Kuwaiti border and Baghdad—primarily centered on the reinforced 

H-1Forward Operating Base 52—Special Forces 
fulflled liaison and coordination, unconven-
tional warfare, and special reconnaissance 
missions. Afer being successfully inserted 
by the 3rd Battalion, 160th Special Opera-
tions Aviation Regiment, Chinooks escorted 
by Defensive Armed Penetrators, Operational 
Detachment Alpha (ODA) 551 made its way to 
the Karbala Gap, where it furiously transmit-
ted intelligence reports ahead of the 3rd ID 
advance. Far to the south, other Special Forces 
teams supported the advance itself.9 
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Figure 6.4  Map showing the Karbala Gap. A suc-
cessful and speedy passage of the Karbala Gap was 
key to the Coalition strategy. 
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A critical component of the special operations forces’ missions in 
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was to support V Corps during its drive 
into Iraq. Besides directly supporting the conventional ground forces, 
SOF was tasked to capture a variety of critical, strategic objectives, 
such as the southern oil felds and ofshore production platforms. 
Made up mostly of members of the 5th Special Forces Group (SFG), 
the southern ofensive also included air support from Air Force Spe-
cial Operations Command, Naval Special Warfare elements, and SOF 
units from various Coalition allies.10 

In the southern area of operations, Civil Afairs and Psychological 
Operations units supported both special operations and conventional 
units on the drive to Baghdad. Te 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion and 
C Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion, moved north with the 3rd ID, while 
the 431st CAB and the 318th PSYOP Company supported the 101st Air-
borne Division. With I MEF to the east, the 305th and 307th PSYOP 
Companies supported the Marines and British, respectively.11 

In northern Iraq, CJSOTF-North was almost in place. Because of the 
successful completion of the high-risk Operation UGLY BABY, Colo-
nel Cleveland now had two complete 10th SFG battalions, plus one 
company of the 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG, on the ground and mounted 
in Ground Mobility Vehicles. With Turkey allowing overfight of its 
airspace, the rest of the 3rd Battalion was en route with the remainder 
of CJSOTF-North’s ad hoc task force support, and its attached signal, 
support, Civil Afairs, and PSYOP units. CJSOTF-North’s primary mis-
sion was to support combat operations by teaming up with Kurdish 
peshmerga forces against Iraqi forces and fxing the Iraqi divisions 
on the Green Line, thereby preventing the Iraqis from afecting the 
approaching battle for Baghdad. On the Green Line, CJSOTF-North 
ODAs called in numerous Coalition aircraf to bomb the Iraqi forces. 
Special Forces teams also took on the strategically critical job of cap-
turing the oil felds of Kirkuk, thereby guaranteeing that there would 
be a source of national income for Iraq following the war.12 

Te adventures and accomplishments related in the accounts below 
are indicative of the challenges and conditions ARSOF units encoun-
tered as the war progressed. While not comprehensive nor exhaus-
tive, the details provided are representative of the ARSOF experience. 
Te presentation will go from north to west before concerning other 
ARSOF. 

Figure 6.5  422nd 
CAB insignia. 

Figure 6.6  9th POB 
insignia. 
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CJSOTF-North 
Task Force Viking’s build-up at the onset of hostilities ultimately 
reached ffy-one ODAs working with upward of sixty thousand Kurd-
ish fghters. Two distinct missions confronted the task force: rein-
forcing the Kurdish peshmerga facing three 
Iraqi Corps along the Green Line to fx those 
forces in place preventing the reinforcement 
of the regime in Baghdad, and eliminating 
the terrorist Ansar al-Islam stronghold on 
the northeastern border with Iran, thereby 
reducing the threat the terrorists posed to the 
Kurdish rear area. 

Forward Operating Base 102 (2nd Bat-
talion, 10th SFG) covered 180 kilometers of 
the Green Line front, centered on the city of 
Mosul. In this early period of the campaign, 
the teams of FOB 102 worked with their Kurd-
istan Democratic Party counterparts, plan-
ning and training for operations in their sector. Te initial posture of 
the Task Force Viking elements along the Green Line remained defen-
sive in nature. With the clearing of the Ansar al-Islam stronghold and 
the arrival on 29 March of the task force’s tactical command post at 
Bashur Airfeld, the unit began the switch to ofensive operations. 

Te fght against the Ansar al-Islam fell to the 3rd Battalion, 10th 
SFG, in its doctrinal role as FOB 103. Operation VIKING HAMMER, ini-
tiated on 28 March, followed several days of preparatory air strikes 
against the Ansar al-Islam stronghold. In thirty hours, the Special 
Forces troops and their peshmerga allies of the Patriotic Union of 
Kurdistan routed the Ansar al-Islam from its mountain redoubt. Tis 
action eliminated the threat to the Kurdish rear and refocused the 
entirety of Task Force Viking’s eforts against the Iraqi Army along 
the Green Line. With Task Force Viking frmly established in sector, 
the full attention of the two forward operating bases turned to the 
preparation of the Kurdish fghters for the action to come. 

Kurdish Political Parties 
Kurdistan Democratic Party   
 KDP. Kurdish secessionist party  

led by Massoud Barzani. Tribal-
based, with a large militia (pesh-
merga). 

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
 PUK. Lefist splinter party of KDP  

led by Jalal Talabani and urban 
intelligentsia. 

Figure 6.7  Task  
Force Viking logo. 
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Operation VIKING HAMMER 

In preparing his campaign plan for operations in northern Iraq, Colo-
nel Cleveland faced a two-pronged dilemma. His primary opposition 
in the region came from three Iraqi corps—more than 150,000 troops 
massed along the 140-kilometer political demarcation boundary 
known as the Green Line. To confront this force, Cleveland’s three 
hundred Special Forces soldiers joined with more than ffy thousand 
Kurdish fghters arrayed against Iraqi forces. Before engaging the 

Iraqi frontline forces, Cleveland determined 
he needed to eliminate the threat to the Kurd-
ish rear area posed by the Ansar al-Islam ter-
rorist organization. 13 

Te Ansar al-Islam routinely skirmished 
with the Kurdish troops from its stronghold 
above the town of Halabja in the mountain-
ous Khurma region near the Iranian border. 
With well-developed defensive positions on 
the high ground above the valley, the seven 
hundred–strong Ansar al-Islam was a for-
midable threat to any Kurdish operations 
against the Green Line. A contingent of Ira-
nian-supported Kurds—the Islamic Group 
of Kurdistan—also occupied a sector in the 
northern portion of the area and needed to 
be dealt with along with the Ansar al-Islam.
One fnal threat, a suspected weapons of mass
destruction site, was located in the village of 
Sargat at the foot of the Shandahari Ridge. 

Te 10th SFG developed Operation VIKING HAMMER to deal with 
the Ansar al-Islam. Cleveland assigned the mission of reducing the 
Ansar al-Islam threat to the 3rd Battalion, which was already fght-
ing Iraqi forces along the Green Line. A reinforced C Company, 3rd 
Battalion, would counter the Ansar al-Islam threat in the east, then 
rejoin the remainder of the 3rd Battalion on the Green Line, where it 
was currently fghting alongside the 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG; the 3rd 
Battalion, 3rd SFG; and Kurdish forces. Pushing the Iraqi divisions 
of the Green Line would open the way for the capture of Kirkuk and 
Mosul, clearing the northern approaches to Baghdad.14 
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Figure 6.8  Map highlighting Operation VIKING 
HAMMER.  Te destruction of the Ansar al-Islam 
was the focus of Operation VIKING HAMMER. Tis 
operation eliminated the threat to the Kurdish rear 
area. 
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Te principal allies in the fght against 
Ansar al-Islam were the 6,500 peshmerga 
fghters of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, 
under the ground force command of Kak 
Mustafa. Mustafa looked to the Special Forces 
to provide the frepower and close air support 
he desired for an attack against the Ansar al-
Islam. Mustafa also realized that having U.S. 
forces by his side deterred Iran from openly 
backing the Ansar al-Islam in battle. Lieuten-
ant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, commander of the 
3rd Battalion, and Mustafa formulated a six-
pronged attack to drive the Ansar al-Islam out 
of the valley and seize the suspected weapons 
of mass destruction site at Sargat. Before the 
attack commenced, however, a demonstration of U.S. frepower and 
resolve was in order.15 

In position for the operation, ODA 081 occupied a small house in 
Halabja, looking down the fat valley toward the Ansar al-Islam strong-
hold in the hills above. On the evening of 21 March, Tovo and Mustafa 
stood on the roof of the house looking up the alley in anticipation of 
the frst missile attack on the Ansar al-Islam 
forces. An anxious twenty-fve minutes afer 
the scheduled strike time, the frst Tomahawk 
Land Attack Missile droned overhead and 
impacted the Ansar al-Islam positions. Every 
few minutes for the next three hours, another 
Tomahawk struck the target. By the end of the 
bombardment, sixty-four Tomahawks had 
impacted in the region of the Ansar al-Islam 
base of operations, though with minimum 
efectiveness, since afer the frst missile, the 
enemy took shelter in its caves. Missiles deto-
nated around the weapons’ facility at Sargat 
and throughout the targeted sector, but did 
not signifcantly degrade the Ansar al-Islam’s 
defensive positions. However, the Tomahawk 
strikes did drive the Islamic Group of Kurd-

Figure 6.9  Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo and  
PUK leadership planning the attack against Ansar 
al-Islam. 

Figure 6.10  Map of VIKING HAMMER.  Six-prong  
attack of the operation against the Ansar al-Islam. 
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istan from its positions, and eliminated that organization as a factor 
in the battle.16 

Tough the Tomahawks prepared the battlefeld on the 21st, the 
ground attack was delayed until the 3rd Battalion could get more 
troops on the ground and air support lined up. Operation VIKING 
HAMMER was built around a six-pronged attack up the valley: from 
north to south, the assault routes were designated Orange, Black, 
Green, Yellow, Red, and Blue. Each prong consisted of 900–1,500 
peshmerga fghters, each accompanied by members of a Special 
Forces team. In order to command the fght, Tovo colocated FOB 103 
with Major Greg Tsouris’* Advanced Operating Base 090 on Hill 654, 
where it could almost see the entire valley. Members of AOB 090 also 
manned mortars in support of the Green and Red routes, with supple-
mental targets on the Blue route.17 

At 0600 on 28 March, the attack commenced. Te Yellow Prong 
aimed for the devastated weapons’ site at Sargat, and the fanking 
prongs targeted the Ansar al-Islam on the succession of hills and 
ridges around the site. Te speed of the peshmerga attack resulted 

in a rapid advance on all the routes. “Te 
pesh[merga] generally looked for a weak 
point, attacked it with all their weapons, 
then bum rushed the target,” described Ser-
geant First Class Mitch Greenlaw*, who was 
in charge of the three-gun mortar section 
supporting the Yellow Prong. Te Kurdish 
fghters’ pace made it difcult for the mortar 
section to follow the frontline trace. Coupled 
with the reluctance of the peshmerga to allow 
supporting fres close to its own troops, the 
speed frequently required Greenlaw and his 
crew to halt in order to pinpoint the targets. 
Due to the onrush of the peshmerga up the 

valley, the Ansar al-Islam fghters were unable to deliberately retro-
grade and take advantage of their prepared positions and caches of 
weapons and equipment.18 

Te combined force made considerable progress along all the 
assault routes that frst day. Troops advancing along the Red and Blue 
Prongs secured several of the small villages in the valley. Te Blue 
Prong advanced up the valley and halted for the night at the village 
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*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 

Figure 6.11  Mortar support. A mortar section 
supports the Blue Prong during the attack on Ansar 
al-Islam. Accurate mortar support proved critical 
to the assault. 
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of Biyara. As they swept through the valley, 
the Special Forces and peshmerga soldiers 
observed the Ansar al-Islam fghters feeing 
higher up the valley from the Biyara area to 
more heavily fortifed positions on the slopes 
of Shram Mountain. Te swif capture of Hill 
868 allowed the troops on the Green route to 
overwatch the Yellow Prong advance toward 
Sargat. Te Yellow Prong forces seized the 
Ansar al-Islam checkpoint, cleared a series of 
caves along the route, and split to send one 
element against the town of Bahka Kon. Te 
northern element headed to Sargat, which 
was secured at approximately 1000 hours.19 

Troops assigned to the Black Prong served as the reserve force. 
On the northernmost route, the forces on the Orange Prong attacked 
east from Shilamar to Hill 1351, where they were stopped for the 
day. Te hill supported a communications tower and bunker with 
approximately twenty Ansar al-Islam troops, who withstood three 
air strikes and kept the peshmerga from advancing closer than two 
hundred meters from the bunker. Once darkness fell, the Kurdish 
troops regrouped and consolidated their positions. Four AC-130 gun-
ships maintained pressure on the scattered Ansar al-Islam fghters, 
and prevented them from regrouping. By morning, the peshmerga 
were ready to resume the ofensive.20 

Te attack continued on 29 March with the forces on the Green 
Prong advancing northeast and seizing the high ground on Hill 1365. 
Te Yellow Prong forces pushed out from Sargat and expanded their 
perimeter to include the villages of Hanidind and Daramar. Te 
Red Prong consolidated its gains in the vicinity of Biyara. Te Black 
Prong, held in reserve the previous day, joined with the Orange Prong 
to conduct a coordinated attack up the Zalm Valley and the northern 
approaches, where they secured Hill 1351. 

Troughout the rest of the day and into the next, the peshmerga 
chased the Ansar al-Islam toward the Iranian border—where many 
crossed without difculty, while others were met with fre from the 
Iranians and forced back toward the peshmerga. By 30 March, the 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan was in control of the formerly Ansar 
al-Islam–dominated valley and held the high ground overwatching 

Figure 6.12  Sargat facility. View of the Sargat 
facility afer the battle as seen from the north. 
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Chapter Six 

the area running toward the Iranian border. Operation VIKING HAM-
MER had eliminated the Ansar al-Islam as an efective fghting force, 
and removed the threat to the Kurdish rear area. With this accom-
plished, the mission transitioned to supporting the Kurdish forces on 
the Green Line.21 

Te presence of the Special Forces teams helped the peshmerga in 
numerous ways, from providing close air support and indirect fre, to 
assisting with command and control and combined planning before 
the attack. Teir presence was important in less quantifable ways 
as well. As Tovo remarked, “the morale boost for the PUK [Patriotic 
Union of Kurdistan] forces of seeing U.S. Special Forces in their ranks 
cannot be understated. Te ODA members attacking with them were 
tangible proof that the U.S. was committed to providing them assis-
tance.”22 

In the weeks that followed the assault, chemical and biological 
inspection survey teams and document exploitation teams exam-
ined the secured Sargat site. Te Patriotic Union of Kurdistan spent 
its time consolidating its hold over the region and planning for the 
next stage of its long-awaited fght against Saddam’s regime. With the 
Ansar al-Islam threat gone, the 3rd Battalion and the peshmerga were 
free to join the rest of the Kurdish forces attacking the Iraqis on the 
Green Line and open the way for Coalition control of the north. 

Fuel System Supply Points in Northern Iraq 

Deep penetration into enemy territory and a high operations tempo 
required CJSOTF-North to establish fuel system supply points in 
northern Iraq. Te Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special 
Operations Support Battalion, supported CJSOTF-North in Constanta, 
Romania, so its fuel teams drew the mission to set up the points. 

Two six-man fuel teams deployed from Romania, one to Bashur 
Airfeld and the other to Sulaimaniyah Airfeld. Teir missions were 
to provide forward refueling for combat search and rescue and SOF 
aircraf operating in the area. Te frst fuel team, led by Staf Sergeant 
Juan Uleses*, infltrated into Bashur Airfeld in support of FOB 102. 
Afer a four-day layover in Greece, on the night of 25 March 2003, the 
team accomplished a combat of-load (without the plane stopping) 
from a C-130 in full blackout conditions. As fuel handler Specialist 
Randy Brown* described the scene, “It was pitch black out. It was 

Figure 6.13  528th  
SOSB insignia. 
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raining and miserable out there. And here we are, full battle rattle, 
with just our Gator [utility vehicle] and a pile of our stuf. We couldn’t 
even see or hear anybody coming toward us to help us carry this stuf 
of.”23 

A group of Special Forces soldiers and Air Force personnel fnally 
met the fuel team and helped them move of the runway. Afer show-
ing the fuel team where to stow its gear, the welcoming committee 
informed the team that it had to spend the rest of the night standing 
guard. Tose fuel handlers not pulling guard duty tried to grab some 
rest anywhere they could, though the cold rain made sleep difcult. 
Te night, however, was not without further surprises. Brown recalled 
that, “A couple of hours later, we kind of saw something because the 
moon was fnally starting to show. We started seeing little things 
dropping. It was the 173rd [Airborne Brigade (-)] jumping in.”24 

Uleses described the scene in even greater detail: “It was pure may-
hem. We didn’t know that they were coming.. .In the past ten days, 
that was the worst rain [Bashur] had gotten in over a hundred years. 
So these guys were jumping in, and instead of pulling guard, now we 
were helping these guys out of the mud.” Te team was able to use 
its ever-handy Gator to good efect as wet and muddy paratroopers 
slogged their way through the drop zone. When the sun rose, Brown 
was surprised to fnd himself in the middle of a vividly green land-
scape, a far cry from his notion of desert Iraq. He felt very conspicu-
ous in his desert camoufage uniform. Ten again, he matched the 
mud-covered paratroopers: “Just then, 173rd’s people start coming up 
just covered in mud. I mean, head to toe. Vehicles are going around 
getting stuck because they’re trying to gather everyone’s equipment, 
and people are trying to push the vehicles out of mud holes. It was a 
mess.”25 

Now that daylight had come, the fuel teams began to set up their 
fuel points. Unfortunately, the site survey team had not properly pre-
pared the site ahead of time. “Tey had nothing prepared for us,” 
recalled Brown. “Tey were supposed to build berms, lay out liners 
for us. Nothing. It was just a fat area. A fat mud hole.” Doing the best 
it could under the conditions, the team went to work. Te senior Air 
Force controller on the ground indicated that he needed the fuel point 
set up as soon as possible, so the team had no choice but to make do 
with inadequate site preparation. In spite of the challenges, the team 
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set up the point in four hours, ready to receive fuel from a C-17 that 
night.26 

Late that night, the fuel team was summoned to fll its fuel bag from 
the C-17. However, when the fuelers reached the point, they found that 
the fuel bag had been blown out of its location by an airplane, and had 
landed upside down in a puddle ffeen meters away. Te team had no 
choice but to let the C-17 go, fuel and all. Uleses decided that in light 
of the team’s exhausted condition and the work required to reposition 
the fuel bag, the fuelers could leave the job until daylight. Brown’s 

morning assessment of the situation was that 
“it was a mess.” Tat evening Sergeant Wayne 
Allred* arrived from Romania with a replace-
ment fuel flter for one that had been mangled 
by propeller wash. Afer the team had set up 
the fuel bag once again, they had engineers 
from the 173rd build a low berm around it 
to prevent a repeat incident. Tat night, the 
team received fuel from another C-17 and it 
was back in business.27 

Tree days afer the Bashur Airfeld fuel 
team landed in Iraq, Sergeant Don Travis* 
and his team of self-described “Fuel Dawgs” 

deployed to Sulaimaniyah in support of FOB 103. Te team of eight 
fuelers loaded the pumping unit, two collapsible fuel bags, and ffy 
10-foot sections of 4-inch fuel hose on the foor of the aircraf. Due to 
weight restrictions on the long fight from Romania, the team had to 
leave its High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs) 
behind; instead, it loaded Gators to move the equipment of the air-
craf and position the fuel pods. Travis’ team strapped its only pallet, 
loaded with the pumping unit, onto the ramp of the aircraf.28 

When the fuel team arrived at Sulaimaniyah, they found that the 
mud near the airfeld was so deep that it was impossible to set up the 
fuel bags without some site preparation. Te team contracted Kurd-
ish locals to dig pits and line them with gravel to prevent the fuel 
bags from disappearing in the mud when flled. Once the fuel point 
was up and running, it serviced the special operations MH-47s and 
MH-53s that comprised the majority of its clients. On one memorable 
occasion, however, the fuel team serviced an MC-130 that landed at the 
airfeld critically low on fuel. Te fuel point received its fuel resupply 

Figure 6.14  FSSP with onion skin. Te BFSC, 528th 
Support Battalion, established fuel system supply 
points in northern Iraq in order to provide fuel 
support to aviation elements, such as the CH-47 
helicopter shown here. Fuel pods, or “onion skins,” 
are surrounded by earthen berms for protection 
and containment. 
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via C-130s using the “wet-wing technique,” where an incoming plane 
emptied all the fuel from its tanks into the fuel bags except for what 
it needed to return to the rear area.29 

Unexpected customers occasionally interrupted the daily routine 
of refueling aircraf. Once it became known that the Bashur Airfeld 
fuel point was operational, Coalition aircraf from all over the area 
of operations began making pit stops. On one memorable occasion, 
thirty-two U.S. Marine Corps helicopters beset the fuel point, which 
was at half strength. Uleses had taken half of the team to prepare a 
fuel point near Camp Loki, leaving only three soldiers to deal with 
the thirsty feet of helicopters. “Tirty-two of them in one day. I don’t 
even know what mission they were running, but they weren’t techni-
cally supposed to come to us,” recalled Brown.30 

True to their reputation, the Bravo Forward Support Company 
fuel handlers managed to refuel all thirty-two helicopters by working 
throughout the night. Also true to their reputation for ingenuity, the 
BFSC soldiers made do with what they had on hand, which in this case 
included the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) fuel. Allred remembered that 
they “pumped all the fuel in the whole camp. Just two or three thou-
sand [gallons] lef.” Brown explained further: “Te funny thing with 
that was that we had two bags and the 173rd had three. We drained 
ours and then we kind of borrowed 173rd’s, because these choppers 
needed it!” On the occasions when BFSC “borrowed” fuel from the 
173rd’s 20,000-gallon fuel bags, the team served some of the 173rd 
vehicle-borne customers from the company’s fuel truck. Te arrange-
ment worked well because BFSC generally refueled aircraf at night, 
while the 173rd fuel point only refueled vehicles during the day.31 

While the various Coalition partners and American service com-
ponents got along fairly well and shared equipment and support in 
Iraq as needed, once in a while an incident occurred that caused a 
commander to place stricter control on his assets. One such incident 
involved an Army fuel bag and a Marine helicopter. Te Bashur fuel 
point moved to Camp Loki near Irbil in mid-April, and the fuel han-
dlers were forced to temporarily colocate with some Marines waiting 
for orders to move elsewhere in northern Iraq. In preparation for a 
pending move, the Marines gathered their rucksacks and other bag-
gage and placed it all underneath a large piece of plywood. A Marine 
CH-53 landed, the Marines loaded their baggage and themselves onto 
the helicopter, but lef the sheet of plywood on the ground. When 
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the helicopter took of, the propeller wash 
sent the plywood fying past the BFSC soldiers 
(almost decapitating one) and into a 10,000-
gallon fuel bag. “It looked like a fountain,” 
remarked Allred. Brown added, “It was just 
shooting out.”32 

Te fuelers tried to pump fuel from the 
punctured bag into other fuel bags, but those 
were already full. In the end, the fuel emptied 
itself into the berm enclosure: “It was like a 
swimming pool,” according to Allred. “Te 
[C]H-53 wasted 10,000 gallons,” as Allred put 
it. Brown continued the story: “Te next day 

we get up to drain it out, and there’s no fuel in the berm. Somehow 
it had all leaked into the ground.” Tey contracted for local Kurdish 
workers to remove the contaminated soil, but could not help but laugh 
at the futility of the gesture when the team discovered that the soil 
had simply been spread over a SOF parking lot down the road. Te fuel 
handlers placed a new 50,000-gallon fuel bag on the site. And what 
happened aferward? Colonel Cleveland banned Marine helicopters 
from landing near or using the fuel point afer the incident.33 

Figure 6.15  528th SOSB soldiers conduct a hot 
refuel of an MH-53. 

404th Civil Affairs Battalion 

One of only four special operations Civil Afairs battalions in the 
Army Reserve, the 404th Civil Afairs Battalion, from Fort Dix, 
New Jersey, found itself tasked with a daunting mission—support 
CJSOTF-North. Tat mission grew, not only to provide direct support 
to CJSOTF-North, but also to provide the 101st Airborne Division (Air 
Assault) later. In addition to directing and performing civil military 
operations, the 404th CAB executed a multitude of missions—includ-
ing running airports, overseeing currency exchange, distributing 
food and water, reestablishing local schools, managing transporta-
tion systems, and assisting in the formation of the Iraqi Civil Defense 
Corps. However, the magnitude of the actual mission was almost 
eclipsed by the efort to get to northern Iraq.34 

With hints of a possible mobilization by the summer of 2002, the 
battalion staf began the planning process. By September 2002, the 
mobilization and subsequent deployment to Iraq became a certainty. 
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Figure 6.16  404th  
CAB (Special Opera-
tions) insignia. 
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Planning team members went to Fort Carson, Colorado, to coordi-
nate with the 10th SFG. Coordination also began with Major Derek 
Storino*, the commander of D Company, 96th CAB—which  would  
initially support CJSOTF-North until the 404th CAB arrived. Based on 
guidance from Colonel Cleveland, the battalion staf designed and 
executed a rigorous training plan, including the integration of more 
than sixty soldiers from the 443rd CAB from Rhode Island, the 304th 
Civil Afairs Brigade from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the 353rd 
Civil Afairs Command from New York City. 35 

Te mobilization process for the 404th CAB began on 3 February 
2003 at Fort Dix. Afer six days of training there, the battalion moved 
to Fort Bragg instead of its requested mobilization station of Fort Car-
son. What should have taken ten days stretched into a fve-week-long 
mobilization process at Fort Bragg. Ten came the wait for aircraf  
availability, until the battalion fnally deployed from Pope Air Force 
Base, North Carolina, on 17 March. It took seventeen C-17 aircraf over 
fve days to relay the 404th CAB’s ffy-fve vehicles, sundry equipment, 
and 194 soldiers—not to Iraq, rather to Constanta, the interim staging 
base for CJSOTF-North. Bottlenecked in Romania due to the Turkish 
refusal to allow U.S. forces to fy over its airspace, CJSOTF-North con-
tinued planning for the upcoming operation. 36 

In Constanta, the 404th CAB staf began coordinating and integrat-
ing with the CJSOTF-North staf. At the same time, the CJSOTF-North  
staf was preparing for the 22 March Operation UGLY BABY infltration  
into northern Iraq. It was not until 25 March that a small Civil Afairs 
element from D Company, 96th CAB, few into Irbil with elements of 
the 10th SFG. Te majority of the 404th CAB went to Bashur Airfeld, 
but not until the frst weeks of April, due to aircraf availability. Te 
battalion immediately established its headquarters with the CJSOTF-
North headquarters at Irbil and began operations. 37 

CJSOTF-West 
As Operation IRAQI FREEDOM progressed, two distinct missions split 
CJSOTF-West’s mission focus. In the west, FOB 51’s units continued 
searching for SCUDs and hitting the enemy forces wherever the Spe-
cial Forces teams found them. Te Iraqis attempted counter-recon-
naissance operations against the special operations units; however, 
they were looking for twelve guys with big rucksacks, the Special 
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Forces model from Operation DESERT STORM, 
not three or four Ground Mobility Vehicles 
bristling with weapons.38 

CJSOTF-West’s largest mission was to sup-
port the conventional forces in the drive to 
Baghdad. In the south, FOB 52 continued its 
support to V Corps and I MEF. In less than 
a week, FOB 52’s presence in Iraq rose from 
two advanced operating bases controlling ff-
teen ODAs to fve AOBs controlling over twenty 
ODAs—all supporting Coalition Forces Land 
Component Command units or missions as 
the conventional forces rolled north. AOB 560 
stayed with the British around Basra, and FOB 
53 remained in reserve. 

ODA 551’s special reconnaissance in the 
Karbala Gap continued as V Corps steadily 
advanced north. Te team was so far north of 

CFLCC conventional forces that its Blue Force Tracker signal became 
the highlight of the Pentagon daily update. ODA 551 was nearing mis-
sion completion as the 3rd ID rolled northward, and ODA 916 soon 
executed the linkup plan and safely returned the exhausted team to 
U.S. lines.39 

In the midst of these vital, time-sensitive missions, the three-day 
sandstorm—called a shamal in the Middle East—hit. While it slowed 
CFLCC’s advance, it did not fully stop operations and the ARSOF units 
of CJSOTF-West stayed on the job, whether that job consisted of direct 
action or stability operations. Some of their stories follow. 
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Chapter Six 

Eyes on the Target 

Te frst objective for ODA 551 was to get to the remain-over-day site 
as quickly as possible. Te helicopter landing zone was 292 kilometers 
further north than Assembly Area Nasiriya, where the lead elements 
of the 3rd ID were located, and it was absolutely necessary to get into 
the Karbala Gap as soon as possible. Te movement to the site went 
without incident, but it had taken longer to cover the seventy kilo-
meters from the landing zone than expected. Moving in a loose “V” 
formation kept the trail vehicles from eating the lead vehicles’ dust 
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and provided for more frepower to the front in case of contact. As 
the morning sky of 22 March was turning from black to gray, the 
team found a wadi (dry streambed) large enough for the vehicles and 
quickly parked and camoufaged them. Captain Don Raintree* put 
the team on 30 percent security, and ODA 551 spent the remainder of 
the day resting and waiting for darkness. As the sun quickly rose, 
they spotted what appeared to be a Bedouin camp about ffeen hun-
dred meters from the team’s location. Troughout the day, everyone 
kept a close watch on the Bedouins, looking for signs the team had 
been compromised. Te team’s apprehension was confrmed when 
Raintree later learned that the Bedouin camp was actually an Iraqi 
outpost.40 

Once darkness fell, the team quietly slipped out of its hiding place. 
Afer backtracking south for some distance, ODA 551 circled wide to 
the east around the Bedouin encampment. Movement was not as 
easy as the previous night; the team quickly ran into a wadi system 
that caused considerable problems. Te sof 
sand in the wadi bottoms caused the heaviest 
vehicle to become stuck twice, requiring the 
other two to pull it free. While the team was 
pulling out the vehicle the second time, the 
security team reported seeing headlights and 
hearing engine noises. It appeared that they 
were being followed. Tey decided to fnd a 
way out of the wadi so they could make better 
time. Once they were out of the wadi, the pur-
suing vehicles fell of. As they moved through 
the desert, the enlisted terminal air controller 
coordinated with the Air Force in case they 
needed close air support and to ensure that friendly units did not 
mistake them for an Iraqi unit. Te ODA had to move fast; it had more 
than sixty kilometers to travel to reach its proposed hide site for the 
special reconnaissance. Its destination was soon in sight: “Not long 
afer we got out of the wadi system, we started picking up the lights 
from Karbala; mostly the lights from the brick factory,” reported 
Master Sergeant Albert Bones*, the operations sergeant. “Te lights 
were so bright that they were ‘whiting out’ our NODs [night observa-
tion devices].”41 

Figure 6.18  Special Forces supporting conven-
tional forces near Najaf. Te Special Forces soldiers 
scan the horizon for potential threats near Najaf. 
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Te team moved into its planned hide site 
and sent a contact report to FOB 52. Using satel-
lite imagery, Raintree planned to use an aban-
doned Iraqi air defense school about ten kilo-
meters south of the Karbala Gap as a mission 
support site. Te imagery showed a series of 
berms constructed to protect air defense bat-
teries, but once it arrived the team discovered 
that the berms were less than a meter high. 
Raintree decided to continue north into the 
gap to fnd a better mission support site.42 

One item of equipment was constantly 
slowing down the progress—the bulky chem-
ical suits everyone wore. During intelligence 

updates before infltration, the anticipated use of chemical weapons 
in the Karbala Gap was discussed not as a possibility, but as a fact. 
Terefore, Raintree had the team in mission-oriented protective 
posture II (chemical suit and protective overboots) as it infltrated 

the objective area. He planned 
to go to MOPP IV (chemical suit, 
mask, and protective overboots 
and gloves) when they got closer 
to Karbala. As they moved into 
the objective area, he made the 
decision to defer going to MOPP 
IV, since doing so would signif-
cantly reduce the soldiers’ abil-
ity to detect an enemy presence 
and increased chances of com-
promise. Besides, the volume of 
civilian trafc along the roads 
and the number of barking dogs 

were evidence enough that there were no chemical agents present. As 
a precaution, however, the team taped chemical detection papers to 
its vehicles and turned on the chemical alarms.43 

Te three Ground Mobility Vehicles continued north parallel to a 
dirt pipeline road until they reached a blacktop road south of Lake Raz-
zaza. Carefully timing their crossing with trafc on the highway, they 
crossed the road in a serious version of “headlight tag.” Quickly fnd-
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Figure 6.19  Karbala Gap hide site. Hundreds  
of miles behind enemy lines, ODA 551’s special 
reconnaissance mission was critical to the 3rd ID’s  
mission. Photo taken 23 March. 

Chapter Six 

Mission-Oriented Protective Postures 

MOPP level  Protective Gear Worn 
 MOPP I  Overgarment  Mask Carrier  
  Field Gear 
 MOPP II  Overgarment  Mask Carrier  
  Field Gear  Footwear Covers 
 MOPP III  Overgarment  Mask/Hood  
  Field Gear  Footwear Covers 
 MOPP IV  Overgarment  Mask/Hood  
  Field Gear  Footwear Covers  
  Gloves 
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ing a deeply eroded wadi, thirty feet deep with numerous branches to 
hide the GMVs, the team settled in. However, as Chief Warrant Ofcer 
2 Clyde Hawks* observed the site, he thought to himself, “Tis is great 
for hiding but it’s going to be difcult to get out in a hurry.” Te team 
covered sixty-four difcult kilometers that night, and in the predawn 
darkness of 24 March, it worked quietly and quickly to camoufage 
the GMVs. Ten two soldiers established a listening and observation 
post that allowed them to watch the roads and beyond. Te hide site 
was only six hundred meters from the road, but the wadi’s depth made 
it impossible to see the team from anywhere around. From the post, 
any vehicles which could not be observed directly, could be heard.Te 
team was in place and ready to carry out its mission.44 

Evidence of ODA 551’s successful infltration into the Karbala Gap 
appeared in the command center in Kuwait—and throughout the 
world—on computer screens, tracking Operation IRAQI FREEDOM 
through the Blue Force Tracker System. Computer generated maps 
showed small blue rectangles designating 
units on the battlefeld. Near Nasiriya was a 
large cluster of units representing the 3rd ID, 
then red diamonds representing Iraqi units, 
but over two hundred kilometers in front of 
the nearest Coalition unit was a small rect-
angle with crossed arrows and the designa-
tion “551.”45 

During ODA 551’s frst night in position, 
one of the outlying reconnaissance and sur-
veillance sites picked up something moving 
slowly and deliberately toward them. Te ODA 
went to alert status. Te soldiers checked their 
weapons and scanned the area in the direction 
of the noise for the intruder. Much to the sol-
diers’ relief, instead of the Iraqi soldier or lost Bedouin they expected 
to see, the culprit was a one hundred–pound female hyena. Te team 
had established a reconnaissance and surveillance position close to 
a shallow cave that apparently served as the hyena’s den. Te hyena 
came by every evening until the team lef, wondering, no doubt, if 
she would ever be able to move back into her den. Te presence of the 
hyena den also eased Raintree’s concerns about the site selection—if 

Figure 6.20  Brick factory. View from ODA 551’s  
Karbala Gap hide site to the brick factory on 23 
March. 
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the hyena was there, then that should mean that little human presence 
was in the area.46 

Over the next couple of days, the team established additional 
reconnaissance and surveillance positions away from the hide site to 
increase its coverage of the target area. From their hidden positions, 
the team members used a variety of optical aids to view the surround-
ing area. In addition to regular binoculars, they used M122 spotting 
scopes and another high-powered scope someone had nicknamed the 

“Hubble.” Te great expectations for the Hub-
ble were largely unrealized, though, because 
of the mirage efect—once the air warmed up, 
the heat rising of the sand created so much 
distortion that it was impossible to see the tar-
gets clearly through the scope.47 

Surveillance revealed very little military 
trafc and no evidence of armored or mecha-
nized units. Te few military vehicles the 
team saw were mostly stake-bed cargo trucks. 
However, the soldiers observed a great deal of 
civilian trafc, taxis, and white trucks on the 
roads in and out of Karbala. From the mark-
ings on the vehicles and the occupants, the 
team assumed they were fedayeen. In those 
frst days, the team also observed several 

vehicles and fedayeen in black uniforms around the brick factory.48 

While the team members believed their own eyes, the higher com-
mand did not. Hawks recalled that “when the team sent its reports back 
[to Kuwait], there was some disbelief concerning the accuracy of our 
information.” Te intelligence analysts and commanders expected a 
signifcant defensive buildup and numerous enemy units in the area. 
However, as ODA 551’s observations proved, the intelligence was faulty. 
One example of the misinterpretation of intelligence sources was the 
report that the large numbers of excavations in the Karbala Gap indi-
cated defensive preparations. Te ODA soon discovered that the exca-
vations were, indeed, legitimate quarries or open pit mines.49 

For the next three days, the ODA successfully conducted its mis-
sion. Te team spotted an Iraqi Roland antiaircraf launcher, and the 
attached air controller directed aircraf onto the target to destroy the 
site. On another occasion, the airborne Joint Surveillance and Target 

Figure 6.21  Hide site in sandstorm. Photo of the 
hide site and the eastern observation post during 
the three-day sandstorm. Note the visibility—these 
photos were taken at about 1400 hours on 25 
March. 
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Attack Radar System moving target indicator radar picked up what 
was thought to be tanks in the Karbala area. Although the “tanks” 
turned out to be military fuel tankers, the Air Force ran the mission 
anyway and the team’s air controller talked the aircraf in on the tar-
get. As gratifying as it was to see the Iraqi vehicles disappear in a ball 
of fame and smoke, the team’s priority was to identify and neutralize 
only high-value targets. Raintree reasoned that if they attacked too 
many targets, eventually the Iraqis would fgure out that they were in 
the area, and come looking for them.50 

Te mission took a detour when the “mother of all sandstorms” hit 
the area on 25 March. Te storm heavily afected all Coalition opera-
tions, but for the isolated ODA, it was especially dangerous. Te team 
shifed into survival mode, as the wind at times gusted to over ffy 
miles per hour, carrying with it tons of fne sand. “For three days, you 
couldn’t see your hand in front of your face,” Hawks remembered. “It 
was so bad that your pockets flled up with sand. During this time 
we were vulnerable to someone just stumbling upon us, so we had 
to maintain good security all the time.” Te team spent much of its 
time during the storm keeping the guns clean and operable in case 
of compromise. Sergeant First Class John Spencer* explained, “It was 
important to have the guns operational in case the Iraqis stumbled on 
us. It was a tense time. [We] couldn’t see and couldn’t hear anything.” 
Even the team’s Kuwaiti interpreter commented that it was the worst 
sandstorm he had ever experienced.51 

Te day afer the storm subsided, FOB 52 ordered the team to link-
up with lead elements of the 3rd ID. Te three–fve-day special recon-
naissance mission had already stretched to nine, so the ODA was ready 
to move. Te team was running low on food and water; it had already 
reduced rations to one meal per day, and only had about ten gallons of 
water remaining per vehicle. Afer dark on 29 March, ODA 551 lef its 
hide site and headed south. Visibility was so poor that night that the 
lead vehicle almost drove into a 20 foot-deep ravine. Te team ended 
up ground-guiding the vehicles until they made it to level ground.52 

As ODA 551 lef its position, the Special Forces liaison element briefed 
the 3rd ID linkup force. Te four Special Forces soldiers of ODA 916B 
reviewed the procedure with the leadership. A short time later, the 
linkup force—consisting of the Special Forces GMV, two tanks, and a 
scout platoon with Bradley Fighting Vehicles—moved into the dark-
ness. Linkup is normally a tense operation, conducted in contested 
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210 

territory where the threat could just as easily come from a friendly 
unit as the enemy. Following the procedure previously rehearsed in 
Kuwait, ODA 916B made radio contact with ODA 551. With the suc-
cessful radio contact, ODA 551 moved to a designated place and ODA 
916B looked for the near recognition signal: ODA 551’s vehicle thermal 
panels. Te tanks, however, had trouble making a positive identifca-
tion using thermal sights. So ODA 551’s air controller used his Vislet—a 
powerful infrared pointer to identify targets to attacking aircraf—to 
signal the linkup force. ODA 916B then moved to ODA 551 and brought 
them back to the rest of the force. Te efort expended during the 
training proved worthwhile; the linkup was successfully completed 
and the team returned to the 3rd ID task force.53 

Once it was safely behind the 3rd ID lines, the team began briefng 
the various command levels in succession all the way up to the divi-
sion on the true intelligence picture on the Karbala Gap. Te team’s 
eyes-on-target information disproved or corrected much of the faulty 
intelligence on which the 3rd ID had based its planning. In many 
cases, imagery had been misinterpreted; e.g., an oil-flled trench was 
in reality a new asphalt road and the dug-in tanks were fuel tanks 
with berms around them. Some of the intelligence reports contained 
ambiguous language, and others were either blatantly false or, worse, 
fabricated. Te intelligence report that had the team in MOPP II indi-
cated that blue barrels full of chemicals were stored in the basement 
of the Hussein Mosque in Karbala; the barrels were trafc control 
barrels used to cordon of the mosque during recent renovations. One 
piece of intelligence proved interesting to ODA 551: its hide site had 
been an artillery fring range for the Iraqi Army, which is probably 
why no one ventured into the area.54 

With a clear intelligence picture formed from ODA 551’s reports, the 
3rd ID attacked through the Karbala Gap on 1 April. Te intelligence 
ODA 551 passed to the 3rd ID was key in providing situational aware-
ness to the task forces, brigades, and division. Te 3rd ID’s primary 
mission was to isolate and seize Baghdad, so the division decided to 
contain and bypass the fedayeen in Karbala. Te strategy was success-
ful, and Baghdad was liberated in record time. 
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Other ARSOF 
While the Special Forces units comprising the bulk of the two CJSOTFs 
executed their missions in the early days of the campaign, two other 
ARSOF components—160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment 
and the 75th Ranger Regiment—brought their considerable skills to 
bear in a number of vital operations. Te 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger 
Regiment, successfully executed a combat parachute jump to seize 
the airfeld designated H-1 and provide a forward base of operations 
for further actions. A and C Companies of 1st Battalion, 75th Rang-
ers, used a lengthy ground convoy movement to assault and seize 
the towns of Nukhayb and Mudaysis, codenamed Sidewinder South 
and North. Te destruction of the Iraqi forces in the vicinity of these 
towns opened the way for use of the nearby airfelds, confrmed the 
destruction of the visual observation posts in the area, and started 
the process of winning over the Iraqi people through distribution of 
humanitarian aid. Te Rangers further collaborated with the Night 
Stalkers of the 160th SOAR on the seizure of a suspected biological 
weapons facility. 

In an operation requiring superior fying skill, split-second timing, 
and violence of action, the Al Qadisiyah Research Center received a 
nighttime visit from the Rangers. Te Rangers rode in on MH-47E 
Chinooks and MH-60K Black Hawks accompanied by MH-60L Defen-
sive Armed Penetrators, and AH-6 and MH-6 Little Birds—the full 
complement of Night Stalker aircraf. In a swif and decisive raid, 
the Rangers overran the lakeside palace that constituted the research 
center, although not without a fght from its occupants. Tese mis-
sions served to demonstrate the range and abilities of the Rangers 
and 160th SOAR, capabilities employed to great efectiveness as the 
campaign progressed. 

Objective Beaver 

On 26 March, 160th SOAR aircraf and Rangers from B Company, 2nd 
Ranger Battalion, raided a suspected chemical and biological weapons 
testing facility in central Iraq. Te Al Qadisiyah Research Center was 
a suspected chemical and biological weapons research complex along 
the southern shore of Al Qadisiyah Reservoir, approximately twenty-
fve miles northwest of the town of Haditha. Te United Nations Spe-

NIGHT STALKERS  

Figure 6.22  160th  
SOAR insignia. 

Figure 6.23  2nd 
Ranger Battalion 
scroll shoulder patch. 
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cial Commission on Iraq failed to inspect the facility during its ten-
ure; however, an intelligence assessment indicated that it warranted 
an investigation. Tough the results of the collected samples were not 
disclosed, the special operations task force duly demonstrated the 
“fght like you train” principle in the search for the elusive smoking 
gun—evidence that would demonstrate Iraq’s mass efect weapons 
program. Te complicated mission was an illustration of precise plan-
ning, excellent training, and synchronized execution. Every element 
of the task force performed its functions, especially contingency pro-
cedures, in a manner that prevented a disastrous ending, and saved 
the lives of two soldiers. 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Richard Hoyt*, an MH-60K Black Hawk 
pilot and overall fight leader, received the assignment to plan the 
mission. It was a multifaceted mission requiring helicopter aerial-
refueling, en route linkups, precise preparatory fres, and sequenced 
landings—all performed in zero illumination conditions over an aus-
tere desert. Intelligence analysts predicted little organized resistance 
from the local populace, which led to conjecture that the target was 
probably a “dry hole,” containing no evidence of weapons testing. 
Military history, however, is replete with examples of the efects of 
complacency on the battlefeld, and the environmental conditions 
can kill just as swifly as a well-aimed round. Terefore, the SOF plan-
ners assumed they would encounter resistance and were confdent 
that they would, in fact, fnd proof of an illegal weapons program.55 

Te plan emerged as follows: four MH-60K Black Hawks would 
insert the Rangers into four blocking positions around the objec-
tive; two MH-47E Chinooks would infltrate the main assault force 
near the designated target building; two MH-60L DAP gunships, two 
AH-6 Little Bird gunships, and two MH-6 Little Bird sniper platforms 
would provide close air support around the target; and two additional 
MH-47E’s would wait nearby, ready to insert an immediate reaction 
force or provide search and rescue if needed. Te special operations 
task force was ready to execute within two days.56 

On the night of 26 March 2003, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Travis 
Buras* led the fight of MH-6 lif and AH-6 gunship helicopters to a 
desert landing strip named Roadrunner. Te landing strip, secured by 
the 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, a few days earlier, functioned 
as a forward arming and refueling position and an emergency medi-
cal evacuation transfer site for this mission, since it was only thirty-
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fve miles from the objective. Upon landing, 
Buras and his “dash two,” Chief Warrant Of-
cer 4 Bradley Elliot*, refueled, picked up four 
special operations snipers for the mission, and 
waited until their designated departure time. 
Two hours afer the Little Bird fight departed, 
Hoyt took of from the forward support base 
with his armada of aircraf to rendezvous with 
an MC-130P Combat Shadow tanker. Riding in 
the lead Chinook, Lieutenant Colonel Jefrey 
Colt, the air mission commander and senior 
ranking Night Stalker, busily monitored the 
sequence of events with an execution check-
list, which linked events with specifc code 
words. He was the fnal onsite decision maker. 
Te conditions for the assault on Objective 
Beaver were on schedule. 

However, the initial rendezvous with the tanker foreshadowed the 
events of the night. Te frst tanker few past Chief Warrant Ofcer 
4 Tomas Brady* in the lead DAP. Tis was not a good sign, because 
the mission was helicopter aerial-refueling dependent—it would be 
aborted if the helicopters were unable to aerial refuel. Fortunately, a 
second tanker moved into position, and Brady maneuvered his fight 
into position for refueling. During the refueling operation, Brady 
received a call from his colleague, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Randall 
Ramsey*, in a joint command and control aircraf. Ramsey informed 
him that a pair of A-10 Tunderbolts were delayed on another aerial-
refueling track, and were unable to prosecute a target on the objective. 
Terefore, Brady’s new task was not only to cut the electricity from the 
power station on the city’s outskirts, but also to limit any collateral 
damage—an unusual request. Once his wingman had refueled, Brady 
departed the tanker and raced with only ffeen minutes lef before 
H-hour: 2300 Iraq local time.57 

Meanwhile, shortly afer departing the refuel track, Hoyt spotted 
the fight of Little Birds on the horizon. Te Little Birds proceeded 
along a diferent route to Objective Beaver. Te two separate fights 
conducted an ofen rehearsed aerial linkup without a hitch. As the 
Night Stalkers approached the release point—the point at which pilots 
cease following a designated route and freely maneuver in order to 

Figure 6.24  Blocking positions at Objective Bea-
ver. Four  MH-60K Black Hawk helicopters delivered 
Rangers at designated blocking positions around 
Objective Beaver. In spite of enemy fre, all of the 
“Kilos” completed their infltrations successfully. 
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avoid potential threats—the Little Birds sped up to arrive at the tar-
get several minutes before H-hour to identify potential hazards or 
enemies. As the lights of the city partially illuminated the arriving 
gunships, various small groups of people rushed about on the ground 
or peered out windows, searching for the source of whining helicop-
ters. In the lead AH-6, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 James Melvin* and 
his copilot feverishly looked for anyone who exhibited hostile intent, 
the prerequisite for launching an attack. Sixty seconds later, the pair 
of MH-6s arrived east of the objective, looking for belligerents but 
primarily focusing on the targeted building. Te element of surprise 
was gone, and the next ten minutes on the objective became the most 
intense for all involved.58 

Observing from an MH-6, Elliot saw sparks from small arms fre 
directed toward the lead Black Hawk as it landed at Blocking Posi-
tion 1, but he could not identify the source. Ten a vehicle drove up 
and parked in front of Hoyt’s helicopter. Luckily, the driver simply 
watched the events unfold as Army Rangers jumped from the heli-
copter and took up defensive positions. Melvin soon pinpointed the 
source of the gunfre. He immediately rolled in and fred a rocket 
right through the front door of the government building across the 
street from the landing zone. It was a spectacular close range shot 
and instantly eliminated the threat. As Hoyt departed, Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 3 Harry Bibeau* few the second MH-60K through a barrage 
of bullets half a mile from the landing zone. Sergeant Owings*, sta-
tioned at the lef-side window, automatically countered with his M134 
minigun, sending a hail of 7.62mm rounds back toward the enemy. 
Once they landed at Blocking Position 2, Captain Teodore Shafer* 
noticed a large explosion in the distance to the south. Four kilome-
ters southwest of the objective, Brady shot the frst power transformer 
with his 30mm M230 chain gun, and right behind him, Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 4 Fred Hamilton* shot the second. Teir attempts to limit col-
lateral damage backfred, igniting the oil in the transformers instead 
and illuminating the previously dark sky from horizon to horizon. 
“It looked like a nuclear bomb went of,” according to Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 3 Walter Moeschet*, who was hovering over the objective in 
the lead MH-6.59 

Te resulting fre had another unintended consequence; it silhou-
etted the remaining inbound aircraf. Te Iraqis could now visually 
engage the decelerating helicopters. In spite of enemy gunfre, Chief 
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Warrant Ofcer 3 Peter Striker* managed to land the third MH-60K 
at Blocking Position 3 unscathed, narrowly missing a light pole with 
a timely rotation of the tail of the helicopter. Te Rangers dismounted 
and raced into position as the last Black Hawk landed at Blocking 
Position 4. Iraqi gunmen fred at the stationary helicopter. A round 
entered through the cabin door, struck a Ranger in the back, exited 
through his chest, and then lodged in his body armor. As the other 
Rangers leapt out the door, an accompanying Navy SEAL’s gear got 
hung up, so he stayed behind. Sergeant First Class John Pulley* and 
the SEAL grabbed the wounded Ranger and began frst aid. Wasting 
no time, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Andrew Schupp* pulled pitch, rap-
idly departing the area while radioing Hoyt that he had a wounded 
Ranger aboard.60 

Te MH-60Ks quickly formed a fight en route and proceeded 
directly to Restricted Operations Zone Roadrunner, bypassing the 
planned checkpoints on the egress route. In the back of a blacked-out, 
bouncing helicopter, Pulley and Sergeant Jeremy Witts*, both com-
bat lifesaver–qualifed, applied a pressure dressing on the Ranger’s 
sucking chest wound, started an intravenous line of saline solution, 
and treated him for shock. Schupp landed the helicopter near a sur-
gery-equipped C-130, and the crewmembers carried the Ranger to the 
airplane.61 

Te situation intensifed as radio chatter about a casualty made its 
way up the chain of command. With the fight of Chinooks minutes 
away, Elliot restricted the fight path of his MH-6 to a few hundred 
meters above a nearby hospital building. All of a sudden, a sniper 
aboard his aircraf calmly announced a target and dropped a gun-
man running toward the objective. Te Little Bird was like a ffy-foot 
mobile deer stand.62 

Te inbound Chinooks carried the main assault force. Flying in 
the lead Chinook, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 John Foul* had been in 
this situation before, in the mountains of Afghanistan. Luck was on 
his side again as he few through a salvo of gunfre to the landing zone 
near Blocking Position 3; even so, an enemy bullet struck a utility 
hydraulics line, hindering aircraf control. Te assault force rushed 
of the helicopter as soon as the ramp fell. Foul wrestled the helicopter 
into the air and began his egress.63 

Responding to announcements of intermittent gunfre, Chief War-
rant Ofcer 3 Charles Adkins* automatically adjusted his Chinook’s 
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fight path wide to the east and landed in the same place Foul had 
used. Staf Sergeant Marty Milner*, stationed at the right ramp area, 
turned and shouted the one-minute time warning to the assaulters 
over the din of roaring engines. He watched in amazement as rounds 
passed through the Chinook, miraculously missing everybody inside. 
More gunfre erupted from the buildings adjacent to the landing zone, 
and a round struck Sergeant Greg Eisner* in the head, knocking him 
backward. Milner immediately dropped the ramp, and the assaulters 
exited in seconds. When all personnel were clear of the ramp, aircraf 
commander Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Casey Johansson* grabbed the 
controls, lifed of, and immediately joined the lead Chinook in its 
fight to Roadrunner.64 

Te fight back to Roadrunner was fraught with tension, as Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 2 Barry Littleton* and another soldier worked to 
save Eisner’s life. Te unconscious fight engineer was still breathing, 
but had foamy blood coming out of his mouth. Working in the dark 
with a red lens fashlight, Littleton located the entrance wound above 
Eisner’s right upper jaw and delicately applied a pressure bandage to 
the area. At the halfway point of the egress, Eisner suddenly stopped 
breathing. Yelling above the roar of the helicopter, Littleton and the 
other soldier began cardiopulmonary resuscitation, kneeling on the 
blood-covered foor. Afer fve exhausting minutes, Eisner opened his 
eyes, spat a bit of blood, and began to breathe on his own. Landing 
in a dust cloud at Roadrunner, Johansson parked as close as he could 
to the specially confgured C-130 medical transport. Littleton and 
two other crewmembers carried a blood-soaked Eisner to the Ranger 
security force guarding the airplane. Te soldiers transferred Eisner 
to a litter and the Rangers took over from there, carrying him into the 
C-130. In short order, the airplane departed with both Eisner and the 
wounded Ranger aboard.65 

With the infltration phase completed, the ground assault force 
methodically searched Objective Beaver for evidence of a chemi-
cal weapons program. For protection, two concentric rings of close 
air support surrounded the objective area, and the Ranger blocking 
positions secured the main avenues of approach to the site. Te AH-6 
gunship pilots combed the area at a slightly higher altitude than the 
MH-6s, responding to Ranger calls for fre and engaging observed 
combatants. Te gunships destroyed most of the initial resistance, 
which consisted of small armed groups that quickly formed across 
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the street from the landing zones. Afer the main force infltrated, 
the MH-6 pilots were free to maneuver over the target and engage 
enemy combatants. Moeschet spotted two Iraqi gunmen running 
from a driveway, each closely dragging a woman for protection. As 
Buras positioned his sniper closer and lower, one gunman lost his 
grip on the woman, and the sniper immediately killed him. Te sec-
ond gunman backed into a concrete building and held the woman 
tightly. Buras decided that it was more prudent to return to the target 
and reluctantly disengaged. In the other MH-6, Elliot spotted a vehicle 
racing toward a Ranger blocking position. Te Rangers unleashed a 
storm of heavy weapons fre, but the driver kept going. As the vehicle 
approached the second Ranger position, machine gunfre stopped the 
vehicle and two armed men ran for cover. Te Rangers killed one 
instantly. Te second gunman ran down an alley out of their sight, 
but well within range of a sniper’s bullet from Elliot’s aircraf; the man 
was shot dead within seconds.66 

Patrolling an outer ring, the DAP pilots focused on preventing any 
reinforcement of the target, primarily looking for vehicular move-
ment toward the research facility along the main north–south road 
through the town. Te rules of engagement required that a warning 
shot be given to stop vehicles. If the vehicle proceeded, then it pre-
sented a hostile intent and could be attacked. During Brady’s initial 
circuit around the objective area, a Toyota Hilux truck approached 
the intersection leading to the objective. Brady fred a short burst 
from his chain gun, but the vehicle continued. On the second pass, 
the driver stopped and shut of his lights as the DAPs approached. 
Once the fight turned outbound, the driver started moving again. On 
the next turn, both Brady and Hamilton fred 30mm rounds into the 
vehicle, destroying it. Te occupants ran for cover in a nearby build-
ing, and were never seen again. A short time later, another vehicle 
rapidly approached the same intersection. Te two occupants stopped 
when given a warning shot, and dove into a ditch, only to fre at the 
helicopter on the next pass. Flying with Brady in the lead DAP, Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 3 Walter Florenson* watched tracer fre blaze past his 
chin bubble. Brady swifly banked the DAP into a fring position and 
released a barrage of bullets at the source. One gunman died, and the 
other retreated into a building, safe for another day. So it went until 
the call for exfltration came.67 
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Afer nearly forty-fve minutes on the objective, the assault team 
called for exfltration. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the 
second Chinook fight leader, in a holding pattern at the release point, 
anticipated implementing the contingency exfltration plan. His fight 
of two helicopters carried the immediate reaction force and the search 

and rescue element. By pushing the helicopter 
to its physical and operational limits, Nattier 
calculated that two Chinooks could transport 
the assault force. Wasting little time, the Chi-
nooks cycled in and out of the objective with 
all the assaulters. Te Black Hawks, having 
departed Roadrunner earlier, extracted the 
Rangers from their respective landing zones. 
Coming into their landing zones, the Black 
Hawk pilots took note of the carnage the 
Rangers and their fellow Night Stalkers had 
wrought; dead Iraqis appeared to be every-

where. Some pilots repositioned so they would not land on the dead 
bodies. Te Rangers boarded, and Hoyt led his fight to Roadrunner, 
with the Little Birds and DAPs following in trail. Te objective was 
behind them, but the operation still held surprises for the fatigued 
Night Stalkers.68 

As the helicopter feet landed at Roadrunner, dust clouds churned 
up by the rotor wash obscured the entire area. Crewmembers and 
pilots could not see past the probes of the helicopters and most stayed 
where they had landed. Low on fuel, Nattier led a fight of Chinooks 
and DAPs to the aerial-refueling track, rendezvousing en route to 
avoid a collision during takeof. Te tanker met Nattier’s fight and 
all went well until the DAPs moved into position for refueling. While 
maneuvering into refueling position, Brady noticed that his fuel burn 
rate was higher than normal. Spotlighting the helicopter’s probe, he 
saw fuel leaking. He decided to refuel anyway and connected with the 
hose of the tanker. Te alternative was to end up as a search and rescue 
mission. Luckily, the gamble paid of—once Brady disconnected the 
leaking stopped as suddenly as it had begun. Back at Roadrunner, the 
MH-60K crews waited for the tanker to land so they could refuel with 
help from the refueling crew. Tat turned out to be a prudent decision; 
a crewmember noticed that his own refueling probe had been struck 
by a bullet and was leaking. He afxed a temporary patch and refu-

Figure 6.25  MH-47 aerial refueling from an 
MC-130P. 
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eled. Te entire helicopter feet fnally reached the forward support 
base two and one-half hours later.69 

Te raid on the Al Qadisiyah Research Center proved to be a greater 
risk to man and machine than expected. Two Chinooks and three 
Black Hawks sustained damage from armor piercing rounds—not the 
type of munitions one would expect at a research center. In spite of 
the stif resistance, the special operations forces’ realistic training in 
peacetime enabled them to complete the mission. Te Night Stalkers 
executed several contingency plans without a disruption of the mis-
sion; Rangers and attack pilots kept the enemy from reinforcing the 
objective; and two men’s lives were saved by combat lifesaver–quali-
fed crewmembers. Once again, SOF proved its worth by completing 
an important mission ideally suited to its unique capabilities.70 

Objective Sidewinder 

Te events of the frst days of the war caused plans to change and 
missions to shif. With the Ranger assault on Saddam International 
Airport on hold or canceled, the 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, 
received a new mission: seize Objective Sidewinder in western Iraq. 
Te twofold operation required the Rangers to destroy the Iraqi forces 
garrisoned at the small airfeld outside the 
village of Nukhayb—Sidewinder South—and 
to seize the more heavily defended airfeld 
at Mudaysis—Sidewinder North. Te Rang-
ers were also tasked to conduct civil military 
operations in Nukhayb, in order to promote 
goodwill among the villagers. Te mission 
would not only provide the opportunity to 
verify the destruction of the visual observa-
tion posts attacked on 19 March by the heli-
copter gunships of the 160th SOAR, but also 
allow the Rangers to reconnoiter and evalu-
ate the Nukhayb and Mudaysis airfelds for 
future operations.71 

On the evening of 23 March, A Company 
drove its newly issued Ground Mobility Vehi-
cles to the frst staging area: a desert landing 
strip designated Objective Coyote. Although 
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Figure 6.26  Map highlighting Objective Side-
winder.  Other operations were launched in the 
western desert from Sidewinder. 
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no air cover was available, the GMVs allowed the Rangers to move 
quickly enough to ofset their lack of protection. Te ground convoy 
movement took close to twelve hours to complete, and the Rangers 
arrived afer frst light on the 24th. Te daylight arrival was fortunate, 
since unexploded ordnance littered the landing strip. Encountering 
no resistance, A Company set up blocking positions for security, 
positioned the Headquarters Company mortar section in a strategic 
defensive location, and began preparing for its portion of the mission: 
the attack on Objective Sidewinder South. Once the area was secure, 
explosive ordnance disposal personnel cleared the munitions of the 
airstrip. Objective Coyote was to serve as the mobile support site for 
the Sidewinder mission, which meant the airstrip needed to support 
landing aircraf.72 

Te 1st Battalion commander, command 
sergeant major, and a Tactical Operations 
Center I element accompanied A Company 
on its journey to Coyote, and set up a com-
mand post on the east side of the airstrip. Te 
key leaders at both the battalion- and com-
pany-level planned their respective parts of 
the Sidewinder mission by drawing in the 
sand and writing on butcher paper. Tey 
established the phase lines and target num-
bers for the buildings indicated on imagery 
of the objective, and distributed the lim-
ited number of maps on hand. Planning for 
the mission was well underway when the 24 
March sandstorm hit, forcing the Rangers to 
simply “hunker down” for two days until it 
passed.73 

Te weather fnally cleared afer sunset on 26 March. As the Rang-
ers dug themselves out, they received their execution order. Afer using 
water to get the sand out of its MK19s and .50 caliber machine guns, A 
Company moved the thirty-fve miles to the vicinity of Objective Side-
winder South. Sidewinder South consisted of the village of Nukhayb, 
a small military garrison, and an airfeld with a border guard security 
post. Intelligence estimated 150–200 enemy troops to be on the objec-
tive. Tey were expected to defend from their established defensive 

Figure 6.27  Rangers at Objective Coyote. Rangers  
from A Company, 1st Battalion, “hunker down” at 
Objective Coyote during the three-day sandstorm. 
Note the Ranger in the turret trying to protect the 
M2 .50 caliber machine gun from the sand with a 
poncho. 
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positions while under direct fre, and then break contact and fee the 
area or attempt to surrender.74 

At 0300 Iraq time on 27 March, the Rangers quickly established 
blocking positions to isolate the garrison, and initiated pre-assault 
mortar fres on the breach point and on a large three-story struc-
ture believed to be a command and control node north of the town. 
Te 120mm mortars pounded the breach point, but did not destroy 
the building. In concert with the mortars, the Rangers manning the 
support position opened up from the road on the western side of the 
objective. Te 3rd Platoon assault force moved across the objective in 
a southeast direction. 

During the ensuing twelve hours, the Rangers cleared over seventy-
fve buildings in the town, remaining ever vigilant while attempting 
to garner support from the villagers. Amidst inefective resistance, 
the Rangers located several weapons caches—which they destroyed 
in the afernoon—and processed ninety-three individuals, of whom 
eleven were military. With Sidewinder South secured, an element of 
A Company remained at Nukhayb and prepared for the assault on 
Sidewinder North, while the rest of A Company returned to Objec-
tive Coyote.75 

On the night of 27 March, a C-17 airplane landed at Coyote, bringing 
additional personnel and supplies. Te 1st Battalion’s C Company was 
accompanied by D Company, 2nd Battalion, 325th Airborne Infan-
try Regiment, which came to provide added security at the airstrip. 
Te remainder of the Tactical Operations Center I element also came 
in on the C-17 to reinforce the command post, and Major Charles 
Vasek*, the 1st Ranger Battalion operations ofcer, took control of the 
tactical operations center. As A Company planned for its next raid, 
another SOF detachment operating in the area for several days sup-
plied additional intelligence information on Sidewinder North. Te 
Ranger reconnaissance detachment from Task Force Hunter added its 
assessment of the area as well.76 

C Company, commanded by Captain Jefery Roche*, was tasked to 
relieve A Company and conduct civil military operations at Nukhayb. 
Leaving the 2nd Platoon at Objective Coyote to provide security, 
C Company headed for Sidewinder South. Lef behind at a bleak 
landing strip in the middle of a barren desert, Sergeant First Class 
Christopher Barron* discovered that the hardest part of the security 
mission was keeping his Rangers motivated and alert. To keep them 
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awake and ready, Barron talked to his troops, 
keeping them informed, and moved Rangers 
around positions to provide at least some vari-
ety. Conditions eased that night when MC-130 
Combat Talons delivered a six-wheeled Gator 
utility vehicle and several quad runners (all-
terrain vehicles), which improved the Rangers 
ability to move around the area.77 

Taking possession of A Company’s GMVs, 
Roche and the majority of C Company drove 
to Nukhayb and relieved the A Company ele-
ment still in the village. Later that day, Roche 
sent his Civil Afairs team leader to meet 
with the locals and fnd out their reaction 
to A Company’s assault through the village. 
Afer a few hours work, the Civil Afairs team 

and the Rangers made progress befriending the villagers, and iden-
tifed key buildings with diagrams and numbers. Te locals proved 
helpful and escorted the Rangers around the village, directing them 
to a school holding ammunition and chemical protective gear. Te 
villagers even showed Roche ambush positions with mortar rounds 
and rocket-propelled grenades still in place, which the Rangers sub-
sequently destroyed.78 

On 30 March, early on C Company’s arrival in Nukhayb, three 
Iraqi soldiers surrendered to the Rangers manning blocking positions 
on the outskirts of the village. One told of his brother captured during 
the Gulf War and how the Americans had treated him fairly, which 
was why he chose to surrender. According to Roche, “at frst [the pris-
oners] were comfortable with us because we fed them, but then they 
started complaining that we were not treating them well.” Tis was 
strange because, of course, Roche provided the Iraqis the same spar-
tan standard of food and amenities as his Rangers.79 

As part of their humanitarian assistance efort in Nukhayb, the 
Rangers broke open over a hundred cases of rations, and in deference 
to the Iraqi culture, extracted all the pork products. Seeking to be as 
nonthreatening as possible, Roche decided to allow the Iraqis to take 
the food and water directly from the GMVs instead of having to wait 
for the Rangers to hand them out. Embedded media recorded and 
broadcast the 1st Battalion’s “Kodak moment:” when it was time to 

Figure 6.28  Civil military operations in 
Nukhayb.  C Company, 1st Battalion Rangers and 
96th Civil Afairs Battalion soldiers conduct civil  
military operations handing out the rations to the  
villagers in Nukhayb. 

Figure 6.29  1st 
Ranger Battalion 
scroll shoulder patch. 
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depart, an old man began crying, begging the Rangers not to leave 
because he feared the return of the Iraqi military.80 

While dealing with the locals at Nukhayb, the stay-behind element 
of A Company busily planned the assault on Objective Sidewinder 
North. Located thirty-six miles from Sidewinder South, Sidewinder 
North was a large airfeld with a main runway, taxiway, and parking 
aprons, several aircraf hangars, multiple buildings, and several vis-
ible antiaircraf artillery sites. Nearby was the large town of Muday-
sis. A special operations forces detachment reported 100–150 enemy 
personnel on the airfeld, and believed that the antiaircraf artillery 
positions were also occupied. Sidewinder North presented a formi-
dable target for the assault element. By late afernoon on 29 March, 
the plan was ready to execute.81 

Te mission to capture Objective Sidewinder North was a com-
bined arms operation involving integrated fre support and close air 
support. Captain Daniel Gutierrez*, A Company’s fre support ofcer, 
arranged for a full package: 120mm mortars, AH-6 Little Bird helicop-
ter gunships, and A-10 Tunderbolts. Te tactical operations center 
kept busy coordinating with the various elements up until the time 
of mission execution.82 

On the night of the 29th, A Company traversed the relatively short 
distance north from Nukhayb to Mudaysis, where it paused outside 
the town. Te fre support element then went to work on the target: 
the mortar section fred at the breach point of the fence surround-
ing the airfeld, the A-10s hit the larger buildings on the east side of 
the objective with Maverick missiles, and the AH-6 Little Bird attack 
pilots conducted armed reconnaissance, while the MH-6 Little Bird 
pilots used their Forward Looking Infrared Radar to identify targets. 
Te Little Birds also destroyed several S60 antiaircraf artillery pieces 
and reacted to Ranger calls for close air support.83 

Te Rangers assaulted the airfeld from south to north, meeting 
little resistance along the way. Te Little Bird pilots destroyed mul-
tiple antiaircraf pieces, and reconnoitered the objective as the Rang-
ers assaulted. As one Ranger platoon moved to the north, the AH-6 
pilots rounded a building and saw the gun barrel of a Soviet T-55 tank 
pointing at them. For Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper*, “it was 
an emotional experience, especially, since there was not supposed to 
be any armor on the airfeld.” On the next pass, the team of gunships 
destroyed the tank with rockets and .50 caliber rounds. Te Rangers 
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approved of the action and reported that the tank was well shot. As 
daylight approached, the Night Stalkers departed. Te Rangers con-
trolled the objective, though it took over ten hours to clear it. 84 

At daylight on the 30th, the Rangers destroyed the weapons and 
ammunition caches they had discovered during the night. Once the 
objective was cleared, the Rangers received orders to withdraw to 
Coyote and prepare to redeploy back to their forward support base. 
Exhausted from three days of desert driving and assault operations, 
A Company nevertheless executed another ten-hour convoy move, 
returning to the forward support base as ordered. C Company 
remained for another day, departing on 31 March. In roughly seventy-
two hours, the 1st Ranger Battalion conducted two raids on potential 
lodgment airfelds, demonstrating the Rangers’ stamina, fexibility, 
and ability to integrate into combined arms operations—qualities that 
make the Rangers the U.S. Army’s premier light infantry force. 85 

Objective Serpent 

Perhaps one of the most fearful experiences a soldier can have is to 
jump into enemy territory at night. Te 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger 
Regiment, conducted two night combat parachute assaults during 
Operation  IRAQI FREEDOM in order to seize two critical airfelds in the 
western part of Iraq. While less publicized than the later parachute 
assault of the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) at Bashur Airfeld, the Ranger 
combat jump to seize the H-1 Airfeld (known as Objective Serpent) 
provided one of the frst forward operating bases deep within Iraqi 
territory. 

For the Rangers, airfeld seizure is a primary mission. Teir actions 
on the ground were the result of months of preparation. Te training 
focus in the United States centered on a regimental-sized jump to seize 
Saddam International Airport, later renamed Baghdad International 
Airport. Te 75th Ranger Regiment conducted two airfeld seizure 
rehearsals: the frst on Dekkar Airstrip at Fort Benning, Georgia, and 
the second, Exercise Savage Strike, at Fort Bragg, in February 2003. 
Te Fort Bragg rehearsal included practice clearing heavy equipment 
from a runway, a task taught and facilitated by B Company, 27th Engi-
neer Battalion. 

In the frst week of March, the Rangers deployed to the Middle 
East. Two weeks later, A Company, 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regi-

Figure 6.30  3rd  
Ranger Battalion 
scroll shoulder 
patch.  Te jump on 
Objective Serpent was 
the A Company, 3rd 
Ranger Battalion’s  
second combat jump 
since Objective Rhino  
during Operation  
ENDURING FREEDOM  
on 19 October 2001. 
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ment, received a warning order to seize Objective Serpent by para-
chute assault. Te order arrived the same day that the 3rd Battalion 
was busy supporting C Company’s parachute assault on Objective 
Roadrunner, a smaller desert landing strip. A Company took respon-
sibility for the mission to take Objective Serpent and immediately 
went into planning mode. Over the next few days, Rangers at all levels 
conducted rehearsals and made preparations for the assault. 

Tree C-17s full of Rangers took of in the darkness of 27 March, 
headed for the deserts of western Iraq. Te 
frst part of the four and one-half–hour fight 
was uneventful, but approximately two hours 
out from the objective, the aircraf took some 
enemy antiaircraf fre. During the remainder 
of the fight, the C-17s took evasive maneuvers, 
“jinking” to avoid fre. Stoically enduring the 
bumpy ride, the Rangers began jump prepa-
rations when they felt the plane suddenly 
descend from 30,000 to 500 feet. Te descent 
coincided with the ten-minute warning to 
get ready to jump, which caused some prob-
lems as the Rangers attempted to stand up 
while struggling against the efects of gravity. 
Anticipation increased when the jump doors 
opened and flled the interior of the aircraf 
with cold, dry, desert air. 

In the crowded troop compartment of one 
C-17, Staf Sergeant Jack Barker* felt that the aircraf hardly slowed 
down at all as the aircraf continued to jostle. As if to confrm his 
observation, the Ranger standing next to Barker fell down and yelled 
in pain as he seriously injured his knee. Te grounded Ranger was 
moved out of the stick for the return trip to get medical care. Te 
efect of the rapid descent and evasive maneuvers on the Rangers was 
exacerbated by the unusual weight of their rucksacks and jump gear. 
In order to prepare for multiple combat contingencies, each Ranger 
carried more than 250 pounds of equipment—parachute, ammuni-
tion, food, and extra radio batteries—mostly crammed in his ruck-
sack. Exiting the aircraf would be a relief to many. As one squad 
leader shufed to the door, he observed that the anchor line cable was 
only two feet from the deck because of the jumpers’ weight on it.86 
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Figure 6.31  Map highlighting Objective Serpent. 
Objective Serpent became a major SOF staging base 
in western Iraq.
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Jumpmaster Sergeant First Class Ronald Redmond*, the 3rd Pla-
toon sergeant of A Company, led the Rangers in his plane through the 
jump commands and then the Ranger Creed—a 3rd Battalion tradi-
tion carried on from its combat jumps into Panama during Opera-
tion JUST CAUSE, and later at Objective Rhino in Afghanistan during 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Jump commands given and creed 
recited, the Rangers were ready to jump.87 

Te jump light fashed green and the Rangers exited the aircraf 
without incident. As each man stepped into the uncertainty of the 
cold, dark, Iraqi desert night, his fate depended on the wind, gravity, 
and, in some cases, luck. Barker had just lowered his rucksack before 
executing a parachute landing fall. Almost immediately, he heard 
the telltale noise of someone landing to his right, and knew from the 
sound that the newcomer was hurt. Afer securing his gear, Barker 
moved toward the noise. He quickly discovered that the unlucky 
Ranger had blown out his knee on a patch of hard sand flled with 
large, jagged rocks. Afer verifying that the Ranger was stable and did 
not have any other injuries, Barker called in the injury to the medics 
and then continued with his mission. 

Barker’s platoon leader, First Lieutenant David Hess*, exited the 
aircraf without a problem, but hit the ground with a numbing jolt. 
He felt somewhat disoriented, yet began to secure his equipment in 
what he thought was just a few minutes afer landing. However, when 
Hess came up on the platoon’s radio net, his radio operator told him 
it had been about twenty minutes since they had jumped. Shaken, but 
not out of action, Hess rejoined his platoon.88 

Recovering as quickly as possible from the jump, the Rangers 
moved rapidly to their designated assembly areas. Although prepared 
for an enemy force on the drop zone, they noted no tracer fre or 
enemy activity. Even the Rangers’ night vision goggles revealed little 
in the dense darkness. Barker could make out dark spots throughout 
the area, but no detail. Later, he discovered that these were rocks, piles 
of sand, or the rusted hulks of armored vehicles used to block the run-
way. As Barker moved up the runway toward his platoon’s assembly 
area, he noticed equipment the Iraqis had used to block the runway. 

Accompanying the Rangers was a heavy drop of engineer equip-
ment and the same engineers from B Company, 27th Engineer Battal-
ion, who had participated in the rehearsal at Fort Bragg. Te engineer 
equipment landed badly—all three vehicles were on their sides. Te 
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frst task for the engineers was to get their equipment into operation 
and clear the runway for the follow-on forces. Once fnished, the engi-
neers began trying to make up for lost time and cleared the runway 
in record time. 

Although there was no enemy gunfre, the radio net was flled with 
status reports—mostly injuries, including several from Barker’s squad. 
One of squad automatic weapon gunners, a former Marine named 
Davidson*, came on the radio and very calmly stated that he may have 
broken his ankle upon landing in a patch of jagged rocks. “Broken” 
was an understatement. Using the infrared light on his night vision 
goggles, Barker saw that Davidson had sufered an open compound 
fracture just above the ankle, so severe the bones had punctured 
through his boot, pants, and chemical protective suit. Barker called 
in the casualty report to the platoon sergeant, and requested one of 
the four-wheeled all-terrain vehicles that had been heavy-dropped 
specifcally for casualty evacuation. Te ATV soon arrived and took 
Ranger Davidson to the casualty control point. 

Once gathered in their platoon assembly areas, the Rangers moved 
to their assigned objectives. In the case of the 3rd Platoon, its objective 
was a series of bunkers that turned out to be several cement slabs once 
used as taxiways for fghter jets. With no visible enemy threat, the pla-
toon moved to its fnal security points on the perimeter of the battle 
position. From there, the Rangers watched as the engineers worked 
feverishly to clear the runway. Teir perseverance and hard work paid 
of, and within fve hours, the airstrip at H-1 was operational. 

Te frst plane to land at H-1 was a MC-130 for casualty evacuation. 
Besides Specialist Davidson, A Company had sustained ten other 
casualties, including several broken legs, feet, and a badly sprained 
back. As the casualties were evacuated, their sensitive items and 
duties were consolidated and redistributed. In the case of one squad, 
a team leader and the squad automatic weapon gunner—the squad’s 
two senior Rangers—were evacuated. Te next ranking Ranger was a 
private frst class nicknamed “Ozzy,” a nineteen-year-old from Chino, 
California, who had been in the Army less than a year. He was one 
of the newest soldiers in the squad, with fve months as a Ranger, but 
with previous deployment experience to Afghanistan. He remained 
the team leader for the remainder of the tour in Iraq.89 

Months of training and days of Ranger planning at home and in 
theater came to fruition in the early morning hours of 27 March. Te 

Figure 6.32  27th En-
gineer Battalion in-
signia. Te engineers 
proved their worth 
by quickly clearing 
the runway despite 
having equipment 
problems during the 
jump. 
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jump onto Objective Serpent was a relatively small operation in the 
scope of the war in Iraq; however, it was a critical part of the overall 
campaign in the western desert of Iraq. H-1 Airfeld became a mission 
support site (staging area) for other operations across the western half 
of Iraq, including the B Company, 3rd Ranger Battalion, assault on 
Haditha Dam. 

305th PSYOP Company 

Te 305th PSYOP Company (Army Reserve) spent nearly two months 
at Fort Bragg going through the mobilization process and conducting 
military occupation specialty–specifc training in preparation for its 
deployment to Iraq. Te Upper Marlboro, Maryland-based company 
understood it would support either the 3rd Infantry Division or the 
I Marine Expeditionary Force, and prepared to accompany either 
unit.90 

Upon arriving in Kuwait, the 305th learned its mission was in sup-
port of the Marines. Te company linked up with elements of I MEF at 
Camp Matilda, Kuwait, during the frst week of March, and focused 
on making last minute preparations for combat operations. When 
war commenced on 19 March, the 3rd ID and I MEF led the initial 
devastating ground attacks into Iraq.91 

In order to support the various elements of I MEF, the 305th divided 
into tactical PSYOP teams and distributed the units throughout the 
task force. Tese teams used loudspeakers mounted on their HMMWVs 

to broadcast a myriad of sounds and messages 
to their target audience. So popular were these 
teams with the Marines that each TPT rotated 
between units within the I MEF, in some cases 
moving every two or three days. It seemed 
there were never enough PSYOP teams to meet 
the demands of the Marines.92 

In actions representative of the entire 
company, TPT 41 distinguished itself while 
in support of the 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines. 
Te three-man team consisted of team leader 
Sergeant Doug Voil*, Sergeant Kaper*, and 
Private First Class Vargas*. On 23 March, 
TPT 41 found itself in support of Task Force 

Figure 6.33  I MEF 
insignia.  Te 305th 
PSYOP Company sup-
ported the I MEF from 
Kuwait to north of 
Baghdad. 

Figure 6.34  Task Force Tarawa vehicles. Light Ar-
mored Vehicles of the Marines Task Force Tarawa 
on the move north near Nasiriya. 
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Tarawa, just outside of the ancient desert 
city of Nasiriya, which had been key in the 
Shiite Muslim rebellion that followed Opera-
tion DESERT STORM. Calculating that Sad-
dam Hussein would not risk another upris-
ing and would place Republican Guard units 
and loyalists in the city, Task Force Tarawa 
approached cautiously. Unbeknownst to TPT 
41, Task Force Tarawa was about to engage 
in one of the bloodiest battles of IRAQI FREE-
DOM.93 

As the Marines maneuvered to secure the 
eastern bridges over the Euphrates River, they 
encountered stif resistance from enemy troops occupying a mili-
tary hospital on the eastern side of the southernmost bridge. Enemy 
mortar and machine gun elements used the hospital to fre on the 
Marines when they crossed over the bridges. Te enemy could not 
be displaced. Afer three days, TPT 41 approached the building and 
broadcast surrender appeals and a warning about the inevitability of 
defeat. Te team also informed the fghters that if they did not sur-
render immediately the hospital would be bombed. Ten minutes into 
the broadcast, enemy personnel started emerging, doing exactly what 
the Psyop team told them to do. Te Marines confscated AK-47s and 
rocket-propelled grenade launchers, searched the men, and sent them 
to enemy prisoner of war camps in the rear. Upon further investiga-
tion of the hospital, the Marines discovered a cache of two hundred 
weapons, Iraqi military uniforms, three thousand chemical protec-
tive suits, and nerve agent antidote injectors—quite a haul, consider-
ing words were TPT 41’s only weapon in the battle of wills.94 

Figure 6.35  Loudspeaker mounted on a 
HMMWV.  Te PSYOP soldiers were used for crowd 
control duties on many occasions. 
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PSYOP Support to I M EF 

Tree 305th PSYOP teams provided exceptional psychological opera-
tions support to I MEF in its drive on Baghdad. TPTs 41, 42, and 43 
each contributed its PSYOP expertise and soldier skills to the Marines’ 
mission in a variety of ways. In at least one case, the soldier skills 
proved more valuable than the training in psychological operations. 
Te following episodes highlight the diversity of the tactical PSYOP 
teams’ experiences as they supported I MEF. 
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Chapter Six 

TPT 43 consisted of team leader Staf Sergeant Jason Graham* and 
team members Corporal Tyson* and Private First Class Folson*. It 
was attached to the Light Armored Vehicle Company of the 3rd Bat-
talion, 2nd Marines. Te LAV Company occupied a former Republican 
Guard headquarters in Nasiriya, and used this position to attack the 
strongholds of irregular forces across the Euphrates River. At 0900 
on 30 March, a white pickup truck screeched to a halt in the mid-
dle of the western Nasiriya Bridge and its fedayeen passengers fred 
on the Marines manning the bridge checkpoint. Driven from their 
vehicle by the Marines’ small arms fre, the fedayeen ran back and 
forth from the truck to the bridge abutments, fring weapons along 
the road to the west of the LAV Company. Reacting instinctively to 
the action unfolding in front of him, Graham and his team moved 
on foot approximately two hundred meters, positioning themselves 
perpendicular to the bridge on an underlying road and within small 
arms range of the enemy. Graham placed his squad automatic weapon 
gunner in a protected building with a good feld of fre, and gave 
the third team member spotter and security duties. With his men 
in place, Graham moved forward to communicate with the Marines 
engaged with the enemy. Afer speaking to the senior man, Graham 
knew the location and number of Marines on the bridge. He then 
directed his team to engage the fedayeen; Graham directed the gun-
ner to lay down suppressive fre while he himself took single shots. 
With efective fre coming from an unexpected angle, the fedayeen 
broke of their engagement with the Marines and attempted to engage 
the new target—TPT 43. With the enemy distracted, the Marines at the 
checkpoint broke contact and withdrew from the bridge. Te PSYOP 
team kept up the suppressive fre until the fedayeen retreated into the 
city and the Marines were safe on the south side of the bridge.95 

TPT 42, led by Sergeant Joel Hobbs*, was a little perplexed when a 
Marine commander ordered the team to the Iraqi town of Ash Sha-
trah to play some “helicopter music.” Not until Hobbs was told that 
snipers were harassing Coalition forces in Ash Shatrah did the situa-
tion became clearer: the commander wanted the PSYOP team to fool 
the snipers into thinking they were being attacked by helicopters. 
Using the low frequency speaker module on their HMMWV to broad-
cast a recording of a helicopter in fight, the three-man team toured 
the streets of Ash Shatrah. Te recording did, indeed, convince the 
snipers that an attack by approaching helicopters was imminent, and 
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they quickly lef their positions and disappeared. Without fring a 
shot, the Psyop team forced the evacuation of the enemy from the 
battlefeld.96 

As the I MEF units resumed their drive on Baghdad, TPT 42 trav-
eled with the fast-moving 3rd Battalion, 1st Marines. To keep pace, 
the PSYOP team was forced to discard much of its equipment. Most 
of the computers and ofce supplies the team had brought for the 
PSYOP dissemination mission—its original 
mission—was lef behind. Personal gear, too, 
was severely limited. “Initially each soldier 
was told he could bring a rucksack and a duf-
fel bag, and that’s it,” Hobbs said. “Ten it got 
down to ‘just bring a rucksack.’” Te team 
then spent time ferreting out a global posi-
tioning system unit, a radio, and other neces-
sary tactical gear for the trek north.97 

What personal gear the team did carry 
was ofen turned to tactical uses. Private First 
Class Matt Ortega* used his digital camera to 
document the detachment’s move north, and 
Hobbs used his portable MP3 player instead of 
the team’s assigned minidisc player for PSYOP 
messages. Te MP3 player cued up recordings faster than the minidisc 
player, and the lack of moving parts made it more reliable in the dusty 
environment of Iraq.98 

TPT 42’s frontline mission provided the team with the unique 
opportunity to deliver the products it had developed frsthand. “We 
would protect the local populace from what was going to roll through 
their area by warning civilians to stay clear of vehicles and troops,” 
Corporal Andrew Urvina* explained. In addition to prerecorded 
messages, the team relied on Ali, a volunteer translator from Kuwait, 
to tailor messages for specifc incidents. Ali proved to be an alert and 
responsible translator whose ability allowed the PSYOP soldiers to 
issue more detailed instructions to the civilians during crowd con-
trol missions and building raids. “We would use Ali a little more ofen 
than the prerecorded scripts,” Urvina said.99 

In one unfortunate situation, the PSYOP warnings could not pre-
vent the harming of innocent civilians. While the team was assisting 
the Marines at a checkpoint, Ortega was manning the loudspeaker 

Figure 6.36  Nasiriya ambush site. Elements of 
Task Force Tarawa at the 507th Maintenance Com-
pany ambush site in Nasiriya, where Private First 
Class Jessica Lynch was taken prisoner. 
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with Ali when two men with AK-47 rifes jumped out of a blue dump 
truck following a car carrying an Iraqi family. Ali instinctively gave 
instructions for the family to move out of the way and for the men to 
drop their weapons, but the Marines were already poised to return fre. 
Shortly afer the last word rang through the air, Ortega heard a shot. 
In response, the Marines “lit up” the gunmen and TPT 42 member 
Urvina returned fre with his squad automatic weapon. Despite the 
pandemonium, Ortega insisted on reissuing a warning to the gunmen 
during a lull in the shooting. When the dust settled, the mother of 
the Iraqi family was dead and her husband and young daughter were 
badly wounded. Only the two-year-old boy was uninjured. During 

a post-frefght sweep, the Marines uncovered 
a cache of weapons in the back of the dump 
truck.100 

As a newly minted PSYOP soldier, Ortega 
admitted his apprehension on being placed 
on a tactical team. He had originally trained 
to be a graphic illustrator on the product 
development detachment. When word came 
of his assignment to a TPT working with the 
Marines, “I was reassured, ‘you’ll be on the 

reserve team; you probably won’t see any action.’” His fear of combat 
vanished that day at the checkpoint, for he remained with the vehicle 
and continued to broadcast during the exchange of fre. “I had to do 
that,” he says modestly; “it’s PSYOP protocol.”101 

Te Marines came to depend on the TPTs for more than their 
broadcasting capabilities. In the months before deployment, Hobbs’ 
team had studied Iraqi customs and religion extensively in order to 
develop accurate PSYOP products. Tis knowledge was not wasted as 
the team began its support of the Marines—the PSYOP soldiers quickly 
became the subject matter experts on Iraq in the eyes of the Marines. 
Ortega remembers explaining to edgy Marines that the ubiquitous 
black fags outside Iraqi villages were not anti-American displays, but 
merely religious markers. He also explained that in Iraq, hand hold-
ing between two men was perfectly normal.102 

In a hard push north with a logistics train from L Company, 3rd 
Battalion, 1st Regiment—an operation known by the team as “Oper-
ation Run the Gauntlet”—Hobbs and his soldiers reached Saddam 
City outside Baghdad. Here they were reassigned to the 1st Battalion, 

Figure 6.37  305th  POC loudspeaker vehicle at a 
rest stop. 
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4th Marines, working with a Navy SEAL sniper team. Te SEALs told 
the team members that their new mission was to be “sniper bait.” 
Ortega listened incredulously as the Navy SEALs explained how they 
planned to use the team’s HMMWV to draw out enemy snipers, who 
tended to converge on broadcasting vehicles. His teammates conve-
niently neglected to tell him that the parked vehicle would be empty 
and the messages would be broadcast remotely from a nearby roofop. 
Afer successfully employing this ruse, the team afxed a plaque to its 
HMMWV reading “Sniper Bait.”103 

Following the end of combat operations, the tempo of the team’s 
frontline mission slowed and it returned to its primary duty of cre-
ating PSYOP products. In refecting on their time as a tactical Psyop 
team in combat, the PSYOP soldiers recognized the unusual nature of 
some of their experiences. Tey applied every aspect of their soldier 
and PSYOP training, and still needed to develop new skills to cope with 
the situations around them. In the end, Ortega admitted, “Tere was 
so much that the [twelve-week PSYOP] course didn’t train me for.”104 

A Day in the Life of a PSYOP TPT 

Afer enduring two days of sandstorms, Task Force Tarawa resumed 
its advance north. On 26 March, the commander of Task Force Tar-
awa’s 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines, ordered TPT 41 to conduct civilian 
noninterference operations along Route 7. Te team would ensure 
that noncombatants moved out of Nasiriya 
toward the town of Albu Azim so they would 
not block the advance. Initially encountering 
a large group of Iraqi civilians congregating at 
the intersection of Routes 7 and 8, the Psyop 
team used its loudspeaker to direct the civil-
ians to move east along Route 7.105 

Moving along the crowd, TPT 41 met a 
group of men who wanted to surrender to 
U.S. forces. Te group included a Republican 
Guard colonel, a lower-ranking enlisted sol-
dier, and one very well-dressed civilian who 
kept waving to members of the TPT. Te team’s 
interpreter agreed that these three individu-
als defnitely needed to be questioned. Te 

Figure 6.38  305th  POC HMMWVs at a stop dur-
ing the three-day sandstorm. A family of camels 
penetrated the security perimeter. Tey simply 
wandered through. 
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234 

two military prisoners were kept under guard in a separate building 
while the team searched the well-dressed individual: he carried a cell 
phone and American, Kuwaiti, and Iraqi currency. Te cell phone was 
suspicious, but their Kuwaiti interpreter was able to determine that 
the man was a Kuwaiti operative working undercover in Iraq.106 

Further questioning of the Kuwaiti man revealed that he had seen 
several U.S. prisoners of war at the Saddam Hussein General Hospital 
not far from the team’s location. Te man stated that some of the pris-
oners had been dragged out from the backs of cars with chains, and 
others had been executed; however, there was a live, white, female sol-
dier being kept there. TPT 41 kept the man—handcufed and masked 
at his own request—until a military intelligence team fnally arrived 
to interview him. Te man’s information contributed to the rescue of 
Private First Class Jessica Lynch.107 

Tat same evening, TPT 41 was again asked to conduct crowd con-
trol. Te combat engineers needed to blow up all the shops and build-
ings being used for cover near an intersection, and to destroy a large 
cache of confscated materiel. Tey planned to create vehicle obstacles 
by detonating cratering charges in the road at points eight hundred 
and two hundred meters east of the intersection. Te Psyop team 
drove north along Route 7 until it reached a group of twenty civil-
ians roughly four hundred meters from the intersection. Te team 
instructed them to stay in place until the charges were detonated. 
Roughly ten more people joined the group, bringing the total to thirty 
individuals.108 

As the sun went down, the team spotted movement along the west 
side of the road, north of the team’s position. Voil moved forward 
with the interpreter to instruct the civilians to come in and join the 
others. Instead of approaching, the suspicious group moved further 
into the woods and began fring at the PSYOP team from the wood 
line. Voil directed his team to open fre, activated the infrared beacon 
on his rife, and began returning fre with 5.56mm bullets and 40mm 
grenade rounds.109 

While Voil and the soldiers placed efective fre on the enemy, 
Voil kept moving between his team and the civilians to calm and 
control the frightened bystanders. Once the enemy fre dissipated, 
the TPT moved the civilians two hundred meters further north and 
again set up security. Voil ordered Vargas to position the vehicle at 
an angle providing a better feld of fre for the gunner and to shield 
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the civilians. Although the team was in a vulnerable position, alone 
and without backup, the civilians were less secure. Te team stayed 
put. Te team once again began receiving enemy small arms fre, this 
time from both sides of the road. Te team returned fre, Voil engag-
ing targets in buildings approximately 250 meters east of the team. 
He continuously checked on the civilians in his care. Afer several 
minutes of sustained fre, enemy fre once again subsided. 

With the enemy fre fnally eliminated, TPT 41 drove slowly up the 
road toward TPT 43’s position, shielding the civilians with the team’s 
HMMWV the entire way. Once the group reached a Coalition-con-
trolled area, the team instructed the civilians to continue walking 
east into the local village to fnd shelter. In unusual recognition of the 
PSYOP team’s actions protecting the civilians, Voil was awarded the 
Bronze Star for valor.110 

SUMMARy 
During the last week of March, Coalition forces were fully engaged in 
executing Central Command’s plan to remove Saddam Hussein from 
power. V Corps and I MEF continued their advance north, bypassing 
pockets of fedayeen and loyalist resistance in order to reach Baghdad 
as soon as possible. ARSOF units in western Iraq continued to hunt 
SCUDs and secure strategic airfelds. In northern Iraq, CJSOTF-North 
completed its infltration and linkup with Kurdish peshmerga forces. 
Te combined strength of Patriotic Union of Kurdistan peshmerga 
troops and Special Forces frepower routed Ansar al-Islam terrorists 
from their stronghold near Halabja. ARSOF support and signal ele-
ments worked in both theaters to ensure mission success, and PSYOP 
and Civil Afairs units supported both conventional and special oper-
ations forces, sometimes in unexpected ways. 

On 30 March, the eleventh day of combat operations, General 
Franks provided an operational update briefng. Afer reviewing major 
accomplishments by Coalition forces in Iraq, Franks concluded his 
briefng by stating, “Tis campaign.. .has made remarkable progress. 
Lots remains to be done. Te days ahead will see ups and downs—the 
ups and downs of war. We don’t need to remind ourselves that the 
outcome has not been, is not, and will not be in question.”111 
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ARSOF personnel certainly experienced their fair share of both the 
ups and downs of war in the days and weeks to come. CJSOTF-North 
participated in several battles with its Kurdish allies while securing 
northern Iraq. CJSOTF-West teams in western and central Iraq per-
formed a variety of challenging missions ahead of and in support of 
CFLCC’s march toward Baghdad. ARSOF aviation and Ranger elements 
continued to seize objectives of military and environmental impor-
tance. Te fght for Iraq became ferce in April, but the response of 
ARSOF was stronger. 
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Chapter Seven 

War Accelerates 

D+12 through  D+21  
31 March –9  April

 O peration Iraqi Freedom began to accelerate in early 
April. Coalition Forces Land Component Command’s 
V Corps and I Marine Expeditionary Force were rapidly 

closing in on Baghdad, and follow-on units were cleaning out pockets 
of resistance behind the main thrust. Te slight pause in operations 
during and afer the 24–26 March sandstorm had allowed Central 
Command to wage a heightened air campaign against unsuspecting 
Iraqi Army and regime targets. Te ground forces used the time to 
regroup and resupply, readying themselves for the next big push. Spe-
cial operations forces, on the other hand, worked right through the 
storm and kept the pressure on Iraqi units and fedayeen in all regions 
of the country. Te unconventional warfare campaigns that Army 
SOF units began at the end of March gained momentum in April. By 
9 April, Baghdad was in Coalition hands, as were the major northern 
cities of Mosul, Kirkuk, and Irbil. Te pace was brutal, but the ten 
days beginning on 31 March brought the Coalition closer to its ulti-
mate goal—a stable, free Iraq. 
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CONvENTIONAl FORCES 
Afer pausing to regroup and resupply, Coalition Forces Land Com-
ponent Command’s ground force commenced the next phase of 
its advance on Baghdad on 31 March. Te I Marine Expeditionary 
Force continued to fght its way north via Highways 1 and 7, and the 
British spent more than a week containing Basra in the south. Te 
main focus of the conventional efort, however, was V Corps’ push 
for Baghdad. Afer conducting a feint and positioning operation with 
fve simultaneous attacks, V Corps sped through the Karbala Gap. 
Afer heavy fghting, the 3rd Infantry Division secured objectives cor-
doning Baghdad from the west. Once I MEF crossed the Tigris River 
and secured the eastern side of the capital, Baghdad was cut of from 
further reinforcement, and it was only a matter of time before Coali-
tion forces took control. 

Five Simultaneous Attacks 
Afer a short period to rest, consolidate, and plan, V Corps commenced 
fve simultaneous attacks designed to confuse the Iraqis and to posi-
tion forces for the fnal move on Baghdad. Te frst of the attacks was 
on Objective Murray, near Hindiya on the Euphrates River south-
east of Karbala. Te objective of the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 3rd 
ID, was to convince the enemy that the Coalition’s main thrust for 
Baghdad would take place south of Karbala, not through the Karbala 
Gap. Afer clearing enemy forces northeast of Objective Rams on 30 
March, the 2nd BCT was ready to move in Objective Murray. 

At 0600 hours 31 March, the 2nd BCT attacked east to Objective 
Murray along three routes converging on Hindiya. Te element 
assigned to take the bridge across the Euphrates met resistance, but 
quickly secured the west bridgehead. Te 2nd BCT did not cross, and 
eventually withdrew from Hindiya, but the brigade presented enough 
of a threat to force units on the east side of the bridge to remain in 
place, preventing them from moving north to reinforce the Karbala 
Gap. Te 2nd BCT also maintained control of Highway 9 southwest 
of Hindiya, which would allow the 1st BCT to move up and attack 
through the Karbala Gap.1 

Te second of V Corps’ fve attacks ultimately took much lon-
ger than the assault on Objective Murray. V Corps was reluctant to 
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attack one of Shia Islam’s holiest 
cities, but continued fedayeen 
activity from Najaf eventually 
drew the 101st Airborne Divi-
sion (Air Assault) into a situa-
tion where clearing operations 
in the city were unavoidable. On 
31 March, the 101st Airborne’s 1st 
BCT attacked from the southwest. 
Afer conducting a feint toward 
Hilla, the 2nd BCT of the 3rd ID 
joined the fght from the north, 
and the two brigades systemati-
cally cleared Najaf of fedayeen. 
Key to the brigades’ success was 
well-coordinated joint fres. Te 
BCTs used tanks, infantry, close 
air support, precision guided mis-
siles and bombs, air cavalry, attack helicopters, and artillery to ensure 
the division’s domination of the city. Te mission was accomplished 
by 4 April.2 

Te third V Corps attack was designed simply and solely to deceive 
the Iraqis: the 101st Airborne’s 2nd BCT thrust twenty-fve kilometers 
north, as if to attack Hilla. Te feint commenced at 0600 hours 31 
March, and continued through the morning against heavy resistance. 
Te brigade halted two kilometers south of Hilla, as planned, and 
remained there engaging the enemy until 1830 hours. Te 2nd BCT 
then turned around and joined the 1st BCT’s attack on Najaf. Te feint 
was convincing; the Iraqis retained units at Hilla to defend against 
another thrust along Highway 9.3 

Te fourth of V Corps’ simultaneous attacks was an aerial recon-
naissance by the 2nd Battalion, 101st Aviation Regiment. Te AH-64 
helicopters scouted the area southwest of Bahr al-Milh Lake, check-
ing for enemy resistance on the 3rd ID’s fank. Te pilots met only 
token ground resistance, but did locate a large ammunition supply 
point, which helicopters returned and destroyed on 1 April. Te 3rd 
ID’s western fank was protected for the attack on the Karbala Gap.4 

Te 2nd Brigade, 82nd Airborne Division, conducted the ffh and 
fnal of V Corps’ attacks on 31 March—the clearing of the town of 
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War Accelerates 

Figure 7.1  Map showing V Corps simultaneous attacks. 
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Samawah. Te 2nd Brigade relieved the 3rd Battalion, 7th Cavalry 
Regiment, outside Samawah on 28 March. Afer probing the fedayeen’s 
defenses to gain intelligence on resistance within the city, the 2nd Bri-
gade attacked on 31 March. Of the V Corps assaults that began that 
day, the 2nd Brigade’s lasted the longest. Not until 6 April did the last 

of the resistance in Samawah collapse. Afer 
seven long days of fghting, the brigade fnally 
declared the city cleared.5 

In spite of Iraqi assumptions to the con-
trary, CFLCC did indeed intend to attack 
through the Karbala Gap. Te fat geography 
between the city of Karbala and Bahr al-Milh 
Lake provided the best opportunity for high 
speed movement on the way to Baghdad, and 
would serve as part of the V Corps supply 
route supporting the assault on the capital 
and aferward. Te fve simultaneous attacks 
fxed Iraqi divisions south of the gap, and 

positioned the 3rd ID units for the assault. 
At midnight on 1 April, the 3rd ID’s 3rd BCT passed through the 2nd 

BCT at Objective Murray and attacked the east side of Karbala. Two 
hours later, at 0200 hours on 2 April, the 3rd ID’s 1st BCT attacked the 
west side of Karbala toward Objective Muscogee. By 0600, the 1st BCT 
secured the bridge across the Euphrates northwest of Karbala, seized 
the dam, and cleared Highway 8. Te Karbala Gap was secure.6 

With the gap secure, the 1st BCT moved north to attack Objective 
Peach, the bridge across the Euphrates designated to serve as the divi-
sion’s primary crossing site. Meeting an infantry battalion and ele-
ments of a reconnaissance battalion, the 1st BCT spent the afernoon 
of 2 April securing the western approach to the bridge. Although the 
Iraqis managed to blow the north span of the bridge, the brigade’s 
engineers prevented the Iraqis from destroying the southern span. 
Te 1st BCT infantry crossed the bridge and secured the eastern 
bridgehead. Te 3rd ID was through the gap.7 

While the 1st BCT secured Objective Peach, the 2nd BCT maneuvered 
behind (with one part of the brigade taking a slow detour through the 
wetlands east of Karbala), fnally reaching the bridge at 0800 on 3 
April. Te 2nd BCT arrived just in time—the 1st BCT had spent the night 
defending Objective Peach against the counterattack by the Medina 

Figure 7.2  Troops of the 101st Airborne Division 
battle in the streets of Najaf. 
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Division of the Iraqi Republican 
Guard. Although the 2nd BCT was 
supposed to cross the bridge and 
proceed east to secure Objective 
Saints, it instead relieved the 1st 
BCT at Objective Peach, enabling 
the 1st BCT to move northeast and 
attack Objective Lions.8 

Lead elements of the 2nd BCT 
passed through Objective Peach 
on 3 April, moving northeast 
to attack Objective Saints. Tis 
intersection of Highways 1 and 
8 lay south of Baghdad; control 
of the intersection would block 
enemy forces in the capital from 
reinforcing or being reinforced 
by units in the south. Te 2nd 
BCT met irregular forces, infan-
try, tanks, and other combat vehicles on the objective. By 1930 hours, 
Objective Saints was under the 3rd ID’s control, giving V Corps domi-
nation over the southern approach to Baghdad. Te brigade spent the 
next several days clearing the area of enemy units trapped between 
Saints and Hilla. But only the southern edge of the cordon was in 
place.9 

While the 2nd BCT secured Objective 
Saints, the 1st BCT moved north to Objective 
Lions—Saddam International Airport. Cap-
turing the airport would do three things for 
V Corps: deprive the regime of a signifcant 
strategic location, provide Coalition forces 
with a powerful staging point for operations 
in Baghdad itself, and put further pressure on 
regime forces already reeling from CFLCC’s 
rapid advance. Te 3rd ID kept up the pres-
sure. 

Te 1st BCT engaged Objective Lions with 
artillery fre at 1719 hours on 3 April. Two 
infantry columns approached the airport 
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Figure 7.3  Map showing the assault thru the Karbala Gap. 

Figure 7.4  Artillery of the 1 BCT of the 3rd ID 
directing fre on Objective Lions. Te artillery 
fres supported the attack on Saddam International 
Airport that fell to the troops of the 3rd ID. 
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from the south, breaching the wall at 2300 
hours. Te entire western column was inside 
by 0100 hours 4 April, and secured the eastern 
end of the main runway. Te brigade’s sector 
of the airfeld was secure by 0430 hours. Te 
Americans were, indeed, in Baghdad, in spite 
of the Iraqi information minister’s declara-
tions to the contrary.10 

Although the 1st BCT gained a foothold on 
the edge of Baghdad on 4 April, the cordon 
was not closed. Te Four Corners area outside 
the airport’s east gate gave the brigade trouble 
for several days, Republican Guard units had 

to be cleared from nearby training facilities. 
Beyond Objective Saints, the 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regi-

ment, moved north to secure Objective Montgomery on 3 April. 
Afer destroying twenty enemy T-72 tanks, the cavalry regiment 
controlled the western approach to Baghdad, the intersection of 
Highways 1 and 10.11 

Te third objective in V Corps’ area of responsibility in the Bagh-
dad cordon was the northwestern approach. On 6 April, the 3rd BCT 
swung north out of Objective Peach, past Objective Saints, and through 
Objective Montgomery. Once past the cavalry, the 3rd BCT fought 
through enemy resistance, moving as quickly as possible to secure 
the quadrant. Te frst fght at Objective Smith lasted several hours, 
as each element of the brigade fought through the objective without 
stopping to clear it. Similar resistance was encountered at Objective 
Custer, but the brigade pressed on using the close air support on hand. 
At 1530 hours, the 3rd BCT seized Objective Patton, where Highway 1 
crossed a canal running east–west. With Patton secure, an armored 
element moved south and seized Objective Monty—the main high-
way bridge over the Tigris River. Te tanks and Bradleys fought of a 
strong counterattack, and stabilized the situation by 1900 hours. By 
sunset on 6 April, Objective Titans, that encompassed all intermedi-
ate objectives, belonged to the 3rd BCT, and V Corps controlled its half 
of the cordon around the city.12 

Far to the south, British Royal Marine Commandos commenced a 
second attack to clear Basra on 30 March. Te British had encountered 
stif opposition in Basra a week earlier, and afer wearing the enemy 

Figure 7.5  3rd ID in Baghdad. Despite “Baghdad 
Bob’s” claims to the contrary, the 3rd ID vehicles 
were in Baghdad on 4 April. 
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down with artillery and close 
air support, were ready to take 
the city. British armor, infantry, 
and Marines defeated Iraqi artil-
lery, armor, and heavy pockets of 
Baathist and fedayeen enemy in 
the course of the weeklong battle. 
On 6 April, the ancient gateway to 
the city was in British hands, and 
a few days later, Basra was com-
pletely secure.13 

Afer crossing the Euphrates 
River at Nasiriya, the I Marine 
Expeditionary Force main body 
split into two columns. Regimen-
tal Combat Teams 5 and 7 followed Highway 1 northwest toward 
Diwaniya, while RCT 1 took Highway 7 north toward Al Kut. Halfway 
to Al Kut, the Marines swung east to confront enemy units near Ama-
rah on the north–south Highway 6 between Basra and Al Kut. RCT 
1, 1st Marine Division, hooked right at Diwaniya, feinted an attack 
on Al Kut, then proceeded northwest on the Tigris. En route they 
defeated an Iraqi tank battalion at Aziziyah, and arrived at the out-
skirts of Baghdad on 3 April. Afer battling through Al Kut, RCTs 
7 and 5 turned northwest along the Tigris 
River and met up with RCT 1 outside Bagh-
dad. As the 3rd ID cordoned of the western 
side of Baghdad, the Marines pushed into the 
southeastern suburbs to seal of their half of 
the capital city.14 

By 6 April, with CFLCC’s two main columns 
controlling the approaches to Baghdad, the 
Coalition began to squeeze the city into sub-
mission. Te 3rd ID’s 2nd BCT began “thun-
der runs” on 5 April, carving paths through 
Baghdad’s defenders. Te 3rd BCT defended 
against a strong counterattack in Objective 
Titans in the northwest quadrant of the city from 6 to 8 April. On 7 
April, the 2nd BCT captured three strategic cloverleaf intersections— 
dubbed Curly, Larry, and Moe—and spent the night in Saddam Hus-
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Figure 7.6  Map of the cordon around Baghdad including the 
sweep through Objective Titans. 

Figure 7.7  I MEF in Baghdad. Marines of the 
I M EF pushed into Baghdad and sealed of the 
southern approaches to the city. 
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sein’s main Baghdad palace. Tat same day, the Marines attacked at 
Diyalah Bridge in eastern Baghdad. By 9 April, I MEF forces captured 
Rasheed Air Base as well. On 9 April, the 4th Marine Regiment helped 
the Iraqis topple the giant statue of Saddam Hussein in Firdos Square, 
an act that symbolized to the city and the world that Saddam’s regime 
had fallen.15 

ARSOF OPERATIONS 
In the days between 31 March and 9 April, ARSOF units and individu-
als demonstrated an unparalleled level of competence and fexibil-
ity. Teir ability to plan, adjust, adapt, and execute gave the Iraqis 
no respite. In the north, the 3rd Battalion, 3rd Special Forces Group, 
had arrived to bring its swif and lethal mobility to Combined Spe-
cial Operations Task Force–North. In the west, Task Force Dagger 
found itself stretched to the breaking point. Coalition Forces Spe-
cial Operations Component Command created Task Force Seminole 
using a special operations detachment and infantrymen of the Florida 
National Guard to help alleviate the problem of enemy prisoners of 
war. Te Rangers and the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regi-
ment worked together on several successful operations including the 
rescue of Private First Class Jessica Lynch from captivity in Nasiriya, 
and securing the vital Haditha Dam complex. Te pace of ARSOF 
operations accelerated, moving the decisive operations phase of the 
war toward a swif conclusion. 

CJSOTF-North 
During the frst week of April, Task Force Viking reached its full 
strength. Te task force support battalion arrived and built up the 
support base at Irbil. Te base stood only thirty kilometers from the 
Iraqi front lines, exposed to long-range artillery fres if the Iraqis felt 
so inclined. Forward Operating Base 33 was committed to the battle 
and encountered a tough fght at Debecka Crossroads. An equally 
difcult battle concluded on 6 April, when the town of Ayn Sifni fell 
to the troops of FOB 102 and Kurdish peshmerga. As the conventional 
forces pushed toward Baghdad, CJSOTF-North had to expend almost 
as much efort controlling the eager advance of the Kurdish forces on 
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the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul as it took to 
defeat the retreating Iraqi Army. 

Ayn Sifni 

Te small village of Ayn Sifni occupies a 
strategic location on the main road north of 
Mosul, close to the Green Line indicating the 
political boundary between greater Iraq and 
Kurdish territory to the north. In order to 
confront the Kurdish forces, the Iraqi 108th 
Regiment, 8th Infantry Division, maintained 
two battalions in the traditionally Kurdish 
village. Te liberation of Ayn Sifni by U.S. and 
Kurdish forces opened the route to Mosul and 
helped protect the Kurdish lines of commu-
nication.16 

Since arriving in Bashur on 23 March, Captain Grant Carthage* 
and his Special Forces team linked up with other 10th Special Forces 
Group personnel and Kurdish forces in the vicinity of Ayn Sifni. Te 
well-organized Kurdish supays (battalions) occupied positions on the 
ridgelines north of the village and maintained constant surveillance 
of the occupying troops. Te supays rotated personnel from the ridge-
lines in thirty-day increments, as they had done for a number of years. 
From these positions the Kurdish forces could 
muster 200 fghters in thirty minutes, and 600 
in two hours. As events in Iraq unfolded and 
the strategic value of the village was revealed, 
the 10th SFG commanders and their Kurdish 
counterparts developed a plan to attack and 
seize Ayn Sifni.17 

Two weeks on a steady diet of potato soup, 
rice, bread, and tea did little to dampen the 
ardor of the Special Forces operational detach-
ment alphas (ODAs) working with the Kurd-
ish forces. Originally deployed to the area as 
hunter–killer teams against Iraqi armor, the 
American troops easily transitioned to their 
new mission. In an efort to drive the Iraqis 
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Figure 7.8  Map highlighting Ayn Sifni. 
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*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 

Figure 7.9  Special Forces troops call for close air 
support. Te ability to quickly bring in U.S. air 
power was a decisive factor in many of the battles 
at Ayn Sifni. 
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out of Ayn Sifni at minimal cost, the ODAs 
initiated an orchestrated bombing campaign 
against the Iraqi units occupying the vil-
lage.18 

Unfortunately, lack of dedicated close air 
support aircraf hindered the efectiveness of 
the bombing campaign, and in one instance 
allowed an entire Iraqi battalion to board 
buses and trucks in broad daylight and pull 
out of the area unscathed. Afer that, intel-
ligence estimates put the remaining Iraqi 
strength in Ayn Sifni at two platoons. In order 
to open the road to Mosul, Ayn Sifni would 
have to be neutralized.19 

Special Forces Advanced Operating Base 
050—composed of ODAs 051, 055, and 056— 

focused on the liberation of Ayn Sifni. AOB 050 established a program 
of reconnaissance that concentrated on the areas north and west of 
the village, and provided, with one exception, good observation of 
the objective. On the southeast side of the village, low ground pre-

vented direct observation by the teams, and 
they were unable to maneuver to a position 
to see into the dead space. South of Ayn Sifni, 
the main southerly road out was under obser-
vation all the way to its intersection with the 
main highway. Te groundwork had been laid 
for an ofensive against the village. 

On 5 April, word came that the Kurds were 
advancing along the Green Line and that Ayn 
Sifni needed to be taken to facilitate the move-
ment on Mosul. Te deployment of forces 
against Ayn Sifni on 6 April required that the 
Special Forces teams split and link up with the 

various elements of the supay. ODA 051 commander Captain Monty 
Dennings* colocated his team with the commander of the 12th Supay 
and three hundred peshmerga warriors on the east side of the village. 
Dennings considered the upcoming operation to be the culmination 
of a mission that had begun more than a month earlier with a tension-
flled land infltration and a stressful, personal security detail. Afer 

Figure 7.10  Hill 003. Hill 003 provided observa-
tion of Ayn Sifni from the northwest. Te dead 
space immediately west of the village was unob-
servable, a factor that favored the Iraqi defenders 
in the town. 

Figure 7.11  Observing Ayn Sifni. Special Forces  
personnel observe the village of Ayn Sifni from the 
high ground north of town. 
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three weeks of intensive training with his Kurdish allies, Dennings 
was fnally in a position to see the fruits of the team’s labor.20 

In the area north of the village, four members of ODA 056, part of 
ODA 051, and a peshmerga 82mm mortar platoon established an obser-
vation post. Further to the west, a peshmerga 
section of heavy weapons teamed with ODA 
055. Te two weapons elements would begin 
fring on Ayn Sifni thirty minutes before the 
commencement of the ground attack, allow-
ing the eastern element to infltrate into the 
village. 

Behind the high ground on the west side 
of town, ODA 056 (minus those on the north 
side observation post) accompanied three 
hundred peshmerga as they began moving 
toward the top of the hill. Te signifcance 
of the unobservable dead space soon became 
evident; a fusillade of fre erupted as the force 
crested the hill.21 

Pinned down on the hill, Carthage and the peshmerga took to the 
ground to avoid the intense fre. Te ODA 056 soldiers on the northern 
observation post worked to bring in close air support to relieve the 
pressure on the men pinned down on the hill, while ODA 051 and the 
three hundred peshmerga of the 12th Supay began to attack Ayn Sifni 
from the east. Heavy fghting continued for more than four hours 
as the estimated two platoons of Iraqis turned out to be more than 
three hundred troops. Te original plan for an assault from the east, 
supported by fres from multiple locations, dissolved into a multi-
pronged attack from three separate directions.22 

On the western side of the hill northeast of town, Sergeant Major 
Sean Roark* led 150 peshmerga of the hill and into a ravine run-
ning toward the low ground on the edge of the village. Roark and his 
men, aided by close air support from F-14s and F-18s, calmly advanced 
through the hail of fre to scatter the Iraqi forces pinning the bulk of 
the troops down on the hill. Tis action opened up the west side of 
the village to the assault.23 

Once the Iraqi position had been reduced, the peshmerga forces 
swept into the village. Te supay commander wanted to halt and 
plan the next stage of the assault. Afer considerable discussion, Den-

Figure 7.12  Ayn Sifni street. Te streets of Ayn 
Sifni refect the damage sustained as Coalition 
forces swept through the village during the battle. 
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nings managed to convince him that the forces needed to sweep to 
the southern edge of the village, and consolidate their position before 
stopping to plan further. Te assault force soon reached the southern 
edge of Ayn Sifni and began to consolidate. At this point, the Iraqi 
forces launched a counterattack.24 

Te Iraqi forces south of the town approached in trucks, dis-
mounted from their vehicles, and began to advance across an open 
feld toward the village. Te counterattack force employed 82mm 

mortars to support its assault. From the pro-
tection of the buildings on the edge of village, 
the peshmerga forces reacted quickly and met 
the attack with mortar and machine gunfre. 
Te Special Forces troops added their .50 cali-
ber sniper rife to the fght. Afer eliminating 
the leaders, the counterattack failed, and the 
Iraqi force retreated.25 

In the village itself, the peshmerga con-
ducted a house-to-house search for stay-
behinds and abandoned military equipment. 
Carthage noticed that the Kurds were very 
selective about which houses they entered. 
Houses with unlocked doors were not touched 
during the sweep, while any locked doors 

were kicked in and the house subjected to an intensive search. When 
he inquired about the selection procedure, Carthage was told that the 
Kurdish residents of the village had been told in advance to leave their 
doors unlocked when the peshmerga entered the village. By default, 
any locked doors belonged to the occupying Iraqi forces. Carthage 
noted with interest the ability of the Kurds to pass information in 
and out of the occupied village without compromising the mission.26 

Te liberation of Ayn Sifni opened the way for the Coalition move 
on Mosul. In the course of the battle, 33 Iraqis were killed, 54 wounded, 
and 230 taken prisoner. Te only friendly loss was a single peshmerga 
fghter. Te Iraqi weapons captured explained the enemy’s ability to 
bring heavy fre on the attacking troops on the northeast hilltop: fve 
82mm mortars, one D20 artillery piece, two 37mm and one 57mm 
air defense artillery weapon, and one 73mm recoilless rife, in addi-
tion to numerous machine guns ranging in caliber from 7.62mm to 
23mm. In the end, the Kurds regained control of a traditionally Kurd-

Figure 7.13  Peshmerga.  Te rough and ready 
peshmerga forces proved to be reliable allies for the 
Coalition.  
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ish village, allowing their reintegration into the Kurdish population. 
For the soldiers of the 10th SFG, the battle of Ayn Sifni was another 
example of Special Forces’ ability to live, train, and fght with indig-
enous populations—exactly what Dennings and his teammates had 
signed up for.27 

Debecka Crossroads 

On 24 March, the 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG (FOB 102), occupied the west-
ern half of CJSOTF-North’s area of responsibility. Situated along the 
Green Line, the 2nd Battalion faced four dug-in and well-equipped 
divisions of the Iraqi 5th Corps. Covering a 200-kilometer front with 
little more than light antitank weapons, limited close air support, and 
assistance from their peshmerga allies, FOB 102’s dual mission was to 
defend the north, and to tie down as many Iraqi troops as possible to 
prevent their return to Baghdad.28 

Te 2nd Battalion accomplished the mission by dividing the front 
into three company sectors: AOB 050 to the west in Dahuk, AOB 370 
in Aqrah, and AOB 040 to the east in Irbil. Within these sectors, the 
companies observed seven targeted areas of interest covering the 
main avenues to the south. During an initial defensive phase, which 
lasted approximately a week, FOB 102 watched 
the Iraqi positions from its observation posts 
and called in close air support to degrade the 
enemy threat. 29 

During the frst few days of April 2003,
FOB 102 and its peshmerga counterparts took 
the ofensive. While advancing south, they
liberated numerous villages and steadily
drove the enemy toward the urban centers of 
Kirkuk and Mosul. In some cases, progress 
was unopposed and rapid, the enemy having 
abandoned positions following the devasta-
tion wrought by successive air attacks. In
others, they encountered a determined enemy 
who not only fought to hold terrain, but also 
launched multiple counterattacks to reclaim 
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Figure 7.14  Map highlighting the Debecka 
Crossroads. 
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Chapter Seven 

what had been lost. Perhaps the most intense resistance faced by FOB 
102 was in Debecka, on 6 April.30 

Te town of Debecka, located forty kilometers south-southwest of 
Irbil sits to the southeast of a four-way intersection where the north-
east–southwest road from Irbil to Al Qayyarah meets the north-
west–southeast road from Kirkuk to Mosul. Approximately three 
kilometers northeast of the main intersection, a bypass road leads of 
the Irbil–Qayyarah road back into the northwestern section of the 
town, which sits on the Kirkuk–Mosul road. Still further to the north-
east, approximately fve kilometers from the crossroads, is Zurqah 
Ziraw Dagh Ridge. Referred to by Americans as “Dog Ridge,” it is 
over one hundred kilometers long and four hundred meters high, and 
is bisected by the Irbil–Qayyarah road. On the northeast side of the 
ridge, twenty kilometers from the crossroads, is a small village named 
Pir Da’ud, where ODA 044 established an observation post during the 
initial stages of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM.31 

According to intelligence reports, Iraqi forces occupied positions 
along the northern base of Dog Ridge as recently as two days before 
ODA 044’s arrival, when the enemy displaced to the crest of the hill. 
During the days preceding the attack on Debecka Crossroads, ODA 
044 observed Iraqi soldiers manning mortar, heavy machine gun, and 
antiaircraf artillery positions. Although the team’s exposed position 
was subject to enemy artillery and rocket fre, ODA 044 retaliated by 
calling in close air support and drove the Iraqis back to the southwest-
ern face of the ridge.32 

On 5 April, as the threat lessened and the likelihood of a successful 
assault increased, the local peshmerga commander announced that 
he was going to attack the ridge and sent engineers to clear the road of 
mines. Shortly thereafer, the Special Forces soldiers heard the sound 
of small arms fre and exploding artillery rounds near the ridge. Te 
peshmerga were compelled to abandon their assault, and for the next 
three hours, the Iraqis shelled several local villages in retaliation. 
Later that evening, Major Earl Hofman*, AOB 040’s commanding 
ofcer, met with General Mustafa, the Kurdistan Democratic Party 
commander of the Western Military District. Tey discussed the 
necessity of seizing the ridge and agreed that a coordinated Coalition 
attack would commence the next day.33 

Te assault force assembled in Pir Da’ud that night to prepare for 
the attack. In addition to ODAs 043 and 044, four ODAs from FOB 33 
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had also arrived to 
support the attack 
with gun-mounted 
Ground Mobility 
Vehicles. Te plan was 
to sofen the ridgeline 
with close air support 
that evening, cross 
the line of depar-
ture at sunrise, and 
launch four simulta-
neous assaults against 
the ridgeline. To the 
southeast, Sergeant 
First Class Tad Shel-
ton’s* half of ODA 044 
(044B) and 150 pesh-
merga would attack 
the “T” intersection 
formed by the bypass 
to Debecka and the 
Irbil–Qayyarah road 
north of Debecka— 
Objective Rock. ODA 
391, led by Captain Ed 
Wood*, and ODA 392, 
led by Captain Marcus Sommers*, would support the dismounted 
infantry with heavy machine gunfre. In the center, near Hills 419 
and 429, a pair of 250-man peshmerga columns would attack inde-
pendently. To the northwest, Captain Drake Fowler’s* ODA 043 and 
150 peshmerga would attack Hill 374—Objective Stone. To the north, 
ODA 394, led by Captain Justin Spindler*, and ODA 395, led by Cap-
tain Ethan Stanwick*, would support the northwest assault by fre. 
Although aerial reconnaissance suggested that the ridge was lightly 
defended, prior contact with brigades from the Iraqi 1st Mechanized 
Infantry Division made the outcome of the attack far from certain. 
Afer the meeting, several ODA splits rolled south to watch for enemy 
activity, but only the sound of friendly close air support missions 
against the objective disturbed the evening.34 
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Figure 7.15  Map detailing the Battle of Debecka Crossroads. Te Battle of De-
becka Crossroads was a three-pronged assault against Iraqi forces over Zurqah 
Ziraw Dagh (“Dog”) Ridge. Objective Stone was the westernmost objective and 
required considerable close air support before it could be secured. 
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On 6 April, the Coalition marshaled their 
forces in the assembly area at 0600 local time. 
Although they did not cross the line of depar-
ture until 0700, an hour later than planned, 
progress was swif and the assault forces 
quickly reached their attack positions at the 
base of the ridge. Te two independent pesh-
merga columns met only limited opposition, 
and reaching their objective frst, swarmed 
across the central portion of the ridgeline. 
However, the two fank columns faced much 
greater resistance and the assault became a 
battle.35 

To the northwest, ODAs 394 and 395 waited 
in their vehicles for the close air support to 
do its job before moving into their designated 

support-by-fre positions. When the close air support arrived, only one 
of four bombs dropped hit the target. Te teams then closed to within 
seventeen hundred meters and began to engage the enemy with MK19 
40mm automatic grenade launchers and M2 .50 caliber machine guns. 
Before long, the Iraqis responded with their own heavy machine guns 
and mortars. Although the ODAs suppressed the objective for more 
than thirty minutes, expending approximately half of their ammuni-
tion, the peshmerga refused to assault without additional close air 
support.36 

Now in contact with the enemy, ODA 043 was able to get support 
from both U.S. Air Force B-52s and U.S. Navy F-18s. While ODA 043 
coordinated the close air support missions, ODAs 394 and 395 used the 
distraction to disengage and withdraw four kilometers to the rear. 
Because they continued to receive 120mm mortar fre, they withdrew 
a second time and used the opportunity to refresh their ammuni-
tion supply. Te teams then returned to the wadi (streambed) where 
Fowler and the peshmerga prepared to assault the ridge. 

Although ODAs 394 and 395 moved to resume their support-by-fre 
positions, rough terrain precluded swif vehicular movement and the 
assault force crested Hill 374 before the teams could bring their guns 
to bear. Te peshmerga quickly disposed of the Iraqi defenders, cap-
turing several prisoners, mortars, and heavy machine guns.37 

Figure 7.16  Close air support. Close air support 
provided by U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy planes 
was invaluable to the advance and engagements 
in the Battle for Debecka Crossroads. Here an Air 
Force  F-15E Strike Eagle provides close air support. 
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Te teams led by Shelton, who served as the ground force com-
mander for the southernmost objective, rolled together to the attack 
position at Kasnazan. Tis abandoned village was located midway 
between Pir Da’ud and a pump house at the base of Dog Ridge. As 
they continued on, using the road as a control feature, ODA 391 trav-
eled along the northwestern fank, ODA 392 took the southeastern par-
allel, and ODA 044B and the peshmerga took the middle. Te mounted 
heavy gun teams operated in two vehicle sections, each armed with 
MK19s and M2 .50 caliber heavy machine guns. Each of the maneuver 
elements possessed its own forward air controller and, because he 
expected ODA 044B to meet the stifest resistance, Hofman granted 
it priority of fres.38 

Although the original plan called for returning to the paved road 
once they had reached 
the base of the hill, 
the Iraqis had blocked 
the road with a large 
mound of earth and 
numerous land mines. 
Afer waiting ffeen 
minutes while the 
peshmerga attempted 
to clear the obstacle, 
the ODAs decided to 
continue the advance 
cross-country. Te 
teams forged ahead on 
goat trails that wound 
toward the top of the 
ridge, with ODAs 044 
and 392 to the east, 
and ODA 391 to the 
west of the road.39 

Te assault force initially met only limited Iraqi resistance, but 
once it reached the reverse slope on the southeast side of the road, 
it encountered dug-in troops supported by heavy weapons. During 
a brief skirmish, Special Forces and peshmerga soldiers captured 
approximately thirty enemy prisoners, including several ofcers and 
two Republican Guardsmen. One Iraqi lieutenant colonel confrmed 

Figure 7.17  Objective Rock. ODAs 391, 392, and 044B accompanied peshmerga  
soldiers as they advanced over Dog Ridge toward Objective Rock. Te peshmerga 
cleared a minefeld and insisted that the Americans follow the road over the 
ridge. When the attack force encountered a large dirt roadblock just below the 
ridge that could not be breached quickly, the teams bypassed the obstacle by 
abandoning the road and crossing the ridge elsewhere. 
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that the aerial bombardments demoralized his soldiers, although not 
as much as being abandoned by their own armor and artillery units 
the previous day. In the end, the Iraqis on the ridge welcomed the 
opportunity to surrender.40 

Afer the ridge was secure, the peshmerga force continued toward 
the crossroads. Unable to overcome the Iraqis independently, the 

peshmerga requested support from ODA 044B. 
Although directed to halt at the objective, 
Shelton realized that Coalition forces were in 
direct contact. Tick fog impaired his abil-
ity to control the battle from Objective Rock. 
Te level ground was essentially indefensible. 
Blocked by the ridgeline from communicat-
ing with Hofman and the company’s B team 
for further guidance, Shelton decided to press 
the attack and directed all but a few Special 
Forces teams to proceed to the crossroads.41 

Upon reaching the crossroads, the Special 
Forces teams quickly gained the upper hand 
and established control over the area. Split 
teams from ODA 391 took up positions to the 

northwest and southeast, to cover the fanks, while another split from 
ODA 392 overwatched the intersection from three hundred meters to 
the north. Ten, having spotted two enemy mortar tubes between the 
town and the crossroads, ODA 392 regrouped and moved of in pur-
suit. Meanwhile, ODA 391 engaged several enemy trucks and nontacti-
cal vehicles (identifed by the peshmerga) near Debecka with Javelin 
missiles and heavy machine guns. Te teams dominated the fght for 
approximately forty-fve minutes before the battle turned again.42 

Te Special Forces teams found the situation quickly deteriorat-
ing. First, ODA 391 spotted a suspicious vehicle parked two kilometers 
south of the intersection. Special Forces soldiers destroyed another 
vehicle that attempted to skirt the blocking position and refused to 
heed warning shots. Ten the group began to receive mortar and 
artillery fre. Afer the Special Forces element leaders conferred, they 
spotted another vehicle followed by several troop carriers 400 meters 
away moving toward them. Te Special Forces teams paused to deter-
mine the convoy’s intent; the lead vehicle was fashing its lights (a 

Figure 7.18  Javelin antitank missiles. Special  
Forces troops fring Javelin antitank missiles 
destroyed fve T-55 tanks in the engagement around 
the Debecka Crossroads. 
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prearranged surrender signal), but the Special Forces soldiers thought 
they saw muzzle fashes.43 

Hostile intent became clear when several tanks suddenly material-
ized on either side of the road behind the vehicle, and another tank 
and several armored personnel carriers appeared west of their posi-
tion. Te ODAs began to receive direct fre from the tanks and quickly 
withdrew to an intermediate ridgeline halfway between the cross-
roads and Objective Rock. Before departing the crossroads, ODAs 391 
and 392 each attempted to engage an armored personnel carrier with 
Javelin antitank missiles, but the weapon trackers took too long to 
activate and they pulled back without fring.44 

ODAs 391, 392, and 044B established a hasty linear defense at the 
intermittent ridge, with the mounted heavy gun teams situated on the 
eastern and western sides of the road. As they continued to receive 
tank, mortar, and heavy machine gunfre, at least fve Iraqi tanks, 
four armored personnel carriers, two troop trucks, several command 
vehicles, and a company of infantry assaulted the intersection. Te 
ODAs quickly returned fre with Javelin missiles and heavy machine 
guns, forcing the enemy tanks to halt behind an embankment parallel 
to the south side of the east–west road. Dismounted infantry from the 
armored personnel carriers took cover in an abandoned hamlet. Teir 
success caused the Special Forces teams to choose to defend the ridge, 
rather than delay the counterattack.45 

As the battle continued, Hofman and the B team from AOB 040 
pushed forward to Objective Rock to better control the situation. Also 
gathering at this location were numerous peshmerga fghters, Kurd-
ish ofcials, and members of the media. Unfortunately, an incoming 
F-14 mistook the cluster of Coalition forces at Objective Rock for the 
enemy at Debecka Crossroads and dropped a 2,000-pound bomb in 
their midst. Te blast killed or wounded ten to ffeen peshmerga, 
including Kurdistan Democratic Party leader Massoud Barzani’s son, 
and destroyed fve vehicles. Ignoring his shrapnel wound, Hofman 
stayed at his post.46 

Wood’s half of ODA 391 arrived at the site of the blast within min-
utes. Sergeant Micah Rasband*, the only Special Forces medic on the 
scene, took control of the situation and began coordinating the treat-
ment and evacuation of the casualties. Although Wood immediately 
called the other 391 split for assistance, they were in heavy contact 
with the enemy and could not disengage. Ten minutes later, afer call-
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ing several close air support missions against the crossroads, the sol-
diers at Objective Rock called for all available medics.47 

As the Iraqis began to hit the intermediate ridge with smoke, the 
ODAs realized that the enemy had ranged its positions and the teams 
decided to pull back to the second ridge, which was quickly dubbed 
“Press Ridge” in reference to the gathering media. Te team medics, 
who until then were fring Javelins, immediately began to assist with 
the casualty evacuation. Shortly thereafer, Captain Ryan Barge’s* 
split of ODA 044 arrived from Objective Stone, and Major Houston’s* 
B team from AOB 390 arrived with more ammunition.48 

Reeling from the combined air-ground onslaught, the second Iraqi 
counterattack faltered badly. Several enemy soldiers actually appeared 
to be walking north toward the Special Forces troops with their hands 
clasped behind their heads, presumably to surrender, when an Iraqi 
sport utility vehicle came up behind them and started shooting the 

men. Although the incident took place at 
maximum efective range, the atrocity com-
mitted against fellow soldiers outraged the 
ODAs, who immediately engaged the apparent 
Saddam Fedayeen vehicle.49 

When more Iraqi trucks appeared and 
began to dismount troops a kilometer south 
of the crossroads for a third counterattack, 
the ODAs disrupted that attempt with heavy 
machine gunfre. Although the teams dis-
cussed capturing the crossroads that evening, 
more close air support was on its way to hit 
the intersection and they did not want to risk 

another errant bomb in the falling darkness. Houston assumed tacti-
cal control of the FOB 33 detachments and directed them to establish 
a defensive perimeter near Objective Rock. ODA 391 set up on a hill-
top to the west, ODA 392 bracketed the road with its vehicles, and the 
recently arrived ODA 374 established a blocking position along the 
bypass to Debecka.50 

At the end of the frst day, 6 April, Shelton’s force had driven the 
enemy from Zurqah Ziraw Dagh Ridge, repelled three successive 
armored counterattacks, and broken the critical line of communica-
tion at Debecka. Te intense battle for the crossroads had itself lasted 
for two and one-half hours, and when it was over, the small force of 

Figure 7.19  Destroyed Iraqi vehicle. 
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Special Forces and peshmerga fghters had destroyed fve T-55 tanks, 
three armored personnel carriers, eight cargo vehicles, and neutral-
ized ninety enemy troops.51 

Te teams moved closer to the crossroads the next day, and 
remained on guard against continued counterattacks for another 
seventy-two hours. Although the Special Forces teams observed 
Iraqi forces near the intersection and engaged them from their posi-
tions, they were not given an opportunity to physically clear the area. 
Troughout the period, the ODAs received sporadic mortar fre, and 
in one memorable incident, Sergeant Major Jack Watkins* responded 
to the fres by eliminating an Iraqi forward observer’s position with 
his own 60mm mortars.52 

In itself a triumph of courage and determination, the battle for 
Debecka Crossroads also served a larger strategic purpose. Besides 
safeguarding the city of Irbil and dealing a signifcant blow to con-
ventional Iraqi forces, the victory facilitated 
future Special Forces and peshmerga advances 
toward Mahkmur and Al Qayyarah. Special 
Forces once again provided leadership and 
supported the peshmerga, but it was the com-
bined efort that succeeded. 

Camp Loki 

Te hydraulics of the MC-130 whined in pro-
test as it twisted and turned, climbed and 
dropped through the dark Iraqi sky. Hours 
earlier in Romania, the troopers of Bravo 
Forward Support Company, 528th Special 
Operations Support Battalion, loaded and 
strapped their equipment to the foor of the 
aircraf and buckled themselves into the jump 
seats. Te battle for northern Iraq was raging 
and CJSOTF-North needed a command post 
closer to the fght. For weeks BFSC worked in 
Romania safe and secure, far from the battle; 
now it was about to set down in the middle of 
“Indian” country to build a base for the 10th 
Special Forces command group. Its destina-

Figure 7.20  Camp Loki sign. Once an empty 
landing strip, Camp Loki became a vital cog in the 
special operations support to the 10th SFG in its 
fght along the Green Line. 
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tion was an abandoned Iraqi airstrip outside 
the city of Irbil in northern Iraq.53 

During their prefight briefngs, the load-
master informed the BFSC soldiers that the 
aircraf would be doing a combat of-load. He 
explained that the area around the airfeld was 
considered hostile and the combat landing 
was necessary to minimize the aircraf’s time 
on the ground. Although several of the BFSC 
soldiers had been in combat in Afghanistan, 
none had ever done a combat landing in an 
MC-130. Inside the bucking aircraf jammed 
with soldiers and equipment, there was not a 
lot of talking going on; each soldier was lost in 
thought. Some went through a mental check-

list of what they had to do on the ground. Others thought of loved 
ones back home and remembered more pleasant times. Still others 
nervously checked their weapons and ammo one last time—again. 
And some, the more fortunate ones, drifed of to sleep. 

When the loadmaster gave the twenty-minute warning, the inte-
rior lights were switched from white to red to help the soldiers’ eyes 
to adjust to the dark. Wherever their minds had been before, the sol-
diers were focused now. Tere was a furry of activity as the troopers 
checked the quick release on the ramp pallet and geared up. To mini-
mize exposure to enemy ground fre, the aircraf would not come to a 
complete stop, but continue rolling while the pallet slid of the ramp, 
followed by the soldiers. Te loadmaster gave the one-minute warn-
ing. Te sof red light revealed everyone was ready. Te aircraf banked 
sharply, the hydraulics screamed, and the landing gear thumped as it 
locked in place. Ten, for what felt like hours although it was only a 
few seconds, the plane seemed suspended in the air while the wheels 
reached in the dark for the ground. Every trooper silently breathed a 
sigh of relief as the wheels made contact. 

Te MC-130 taxied quickly to the end of the fight strip and made 
a 180-degree turn. As it turned, the loadmaster opened the tailgate 
and lowered the ramp. Te cavernous space where the ramp had been 
reminded the troopers of a black hole in space. Te equipment pallet 
was released and was sucked into the black hole. With the plane still 
moving, the loadmaster turned to the section leader and yelled, “Go, 

Figure 7.21  Future Camp Loki. Te abandoned 
Iraqi airstrip in the early stages of the construction 
of Camp Loki. Every aspect of the camp was built 
from scratch. 
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go, go!” Te BFSC troopers hurriedly followed the pallet into the dark-
ness and took up security positions on the edge of the runway. Even 
as the last soldier was leaving the aircraf, the loadmaster was raising 
the ramp and the pilot was gunning the engines for takeof. In mere 
seconds, the MC-130 was airborne and vanished into the darkness.54 

At the end of March, CJSOTF-North deployed forward from Roma-
nia to an abandoned Iraqi airfeld near Irbil, where it could better 
direct and support operations. Once the airfeld was secure, the BFSC 
personnel deployed from Romania to establish a more permanent 
forward operating base. On the night of 30 March, Sergeant Ethan 
Gibson’s* team loaded aboard an MC-130 for a fully blacked-out infl-
tration into Irbil. “Te frst priority that night,” said Gibson of their 
actions once they of-loaded from the plane, “was to dig a fghting 
position and hunker down.”55 

Sergeant Chad Martin’s* team few in the next night along the 
same route as the infamous “Ugly Baby” infltration. Of the expe-
rience, Martin exclaimed, “It was pretty crazy; the night was pitch 
black. You couldn’t see anything!” When morning came, Martin 
received perhaps an even bigger surprise; instead of the desert he had 
expected to see, he discovered the airfeld was surrounded by lush 
green vegetation.56 

When daylight came, the BFSC and 10th SFG troops secured the 
base camp location and began to work to establish a forward base 
for CJSOTF-North. Tat frst group of support personnel included 
engineers and the other specialists needed to provide the headquar-
ters’ most basic needs, such as a water sup-
ply. Over the next twelve days, personnel and 
equipment continued to fow into the base, 
this time from Bashur Airfeld (which could 
handle C-17s)—a thirteen-hour drive to the 
forward operating base. 

Te BFSC personnel worked steadily for 
twelve days to set up Camp Loki (named by 
Task Force Viking for the Norse god Loki). In 
short order, they had facilities and services in 
place, ranging from air-conditioned tents and 
a tactical operations center to a laundry room 
and maintenance operations. Te responsibil-
ity for feeding the 1,700 troops the base would 

Figure 7.22  Construction skills. Te construc-
tion of facilities at the camp tested the skills and 
ingenuity of everyone involved in the establishment 
of the camp. 
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eventually support frst fell on the BFSC, then local contractors, and 
back again to the BFSC—certainly a compliment to its cooks. No detail 
was too small, and the BFSC personnel even installed lights to shine on 
the American Flag so it could be fown twenty-four hours a day.57 

While the BFSC personnel excelled at improvising, having the 
right equipment to do the job was key to their 
efciency and success. Two of their smaller 
vehicles turned out to be their most valuable 
tools: the John Deere Gator utility vehicle and 
the Bobcat. Te Bobcats were used to clear 
land, to dig trenches for communication and 
power cables, to excavate latrines, and even 
to prepare fghting positions. Te Gators were 
small, but sturdy, all-around utility vehicles 
used to haul small amounts of any kind of 
supply; as one soldier put it, “the Gator could 
be considered a motorized wheelbarrow.”58 

As part of base operations, the BFSC estab-
lished supply points for all classes of supply, 
including ammunition. Using Kurdish con-
tractors, the BFSC built an ammunition sup-

ply point approximately three kilometers outside the base camp. Staf 
Sergeant Mitchell Davis* and his team served all special operations 
forces in northern Iraq, so the ammunition supply point was quite 
large. Te supply point’s outer perimeter was a twenty-foot high, mile-
long dirt berm. Inside were six interior berms to separate ammuni-
tion by type. Te local Kurdish peshmerga provided an outer ring 
of security for the Americans, and Davis recalled, “the Kurds were 
extremely hospitable, friendly people” and brought his team hot tea 
every morning.59 

Possibly the hardest working and most indispensable soldiers of the 
BFSC were the truckers. Tese drivers and their trucks (half of which 
had been lef in Romania) were critical to the movement of supplies 
from Bashur Airfeld, Sulaimaniyah, Irbil, Mosul, and Kirkuk, to the 
SOF units. Te BFSC truck squads moved urgently needed food, water, 
ammunition, and supplies both day and night over rough and hazard-
ous roads. Te platoon also provided convoy escort for local contract 
vehicles, as well as providing its own convoy security. Te truck pla-

Figure 7.23  528th SOSB’s Bobcat. Troops of the 
528th Support Battalion used the Bobcat loader to 
great advantage in the construction of Camp Loki. 
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toon logged over ten thousand miles without 
losing a single vehicle or soldier to accident or 
hostile action.60 

Te impact of the BFSC far exceeded the 
number of soldiers deployed. Small teams 
worked largely unseen at critical nodes to 
ensure that the supplies and equipment 
needed by SOF operators were delivered on 
time and in the correct quantities. Te nor-
mal ratio of support troops to combat soldiers 
is on the order of at least six to one, but the BFSC’s ninety deployed 
soldiers supported approximately three thousand SOF personnel in 
those frst days of the war, a ratio of about one support soldier for 
every thirty combat soldiers. When asked how the unit was able to 
accomplish so much with so few, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Fern Roads* 
replied, “In our shop at Bragg, we have a sign that says ‘We are MOS 
gender-benders,’ which means that we cross-train everybody. When 
you are a small unit you have to pitch in and help wherever you’re 
needed.” It was just such an attitude that enabled the men and women 
of BFSC, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, to provide the 
critical support required in northern Iraq.61 

Figure 7.24  Aerial view of Camp Loki. 

High-Value Target Holding Area 

In the planning prior to deployment, ODA 041 of A Company, 2nd 
Battalion, 10th SFG, concentrated on preparing to conduct a classic 
unconventional warfare mission working with the Kurdish pesh-
merga. However, when the team landed in Irbil, it received a new 
mission that tested the team’s ingenuity and fexibility. Rather than 
help ready the peshmerga to attack the Iraqi Army along the Green 
Line, ODA 041 found itself tasked with establishing the high-value tar-
get holding area in Irbil. 

ODA 041 experienced some personnel turbulence prior to deploy-
ment. It was a depleted team led by Sergeant First Class Malcolm Gas-
ton* that took on the mission of establishing a prisoner-of-war hold-
ing area in northern Iraq. By negotiating with the Kurdish leadership, 
Gaston obtained the use of an abandoned building in downtown Irbil 
to use as the detention facility. Afer quickly constructing rudimen-
tary holding cells, ODA 041 opened for business. Te team’s frst and, 
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as it turned out, sole “customer” for the frst 
week was an older Baath Party member who 
proved to be a minor functionary. “Tis guy 
was basically a ffy-two-year-old [sergeant]” 
Gaston recalled. “He stayed with us for the 
ten days we ran the facility. We eventually got 
about fve more.”62 

A signifcant reason for the lack of busi-
ness at the detention center stemmed from 
the basic cultural diference between the 
Americans and the Kurds in how they han-
dled detainees. Te Americans followed their 
standing protocols involving an initial search 
and interrogation of everyone who came into 
their custody. Te Kurds viewed this treat-
ment as unnecessarily harsh. “Te Kurd-
ish way was more like, ‘hey, how are you, sit 
down, have some tea’ with no real interroga-
tion or search involved,” noted Gaston. It was 

“more like, we are all brothers, with no real animosity between the 
Kurds and Iraqis.” Tey hardly turned anyone over to us.63 

Afer eleven days of running the facility, for a population of pris-
oners that reached the half-dozen mark, ODA 041 turned the facility 
over to the 10th Mountain Division troops in Task Force Viking, and 
began preparing for more challenging missions. While not the mis-
sion it had originally planned for, ODA 041 reacted with typical Special 
Forces ingenuity and drive, and got the facility up and running. “Our 
only complaint,” said Gaston, “came from our one long-term [pris-
oner]. He said we fed him too much.”64 

Figure 7.25  Holding facility. Te holding facility 
constructed by ODA 041 never flled to capacity in 
the short time the team ran it. 

CJSOTF-West 
ARSOF units in CJSOTF-West continued to secure locations throughout 
western and central Iraq in support of the CFLCC drive to Baghdad. 
Tactical Psychological Operations teams supported both conven-
tional and special operations forces. Unstructured unconventional 
warfare missions in Najaf, Shia Islam’s holiest city, were a challenge 
to the ARSOF teams. 
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Tactical Psychological Operations 

On the night of 4 April 2003, two MH-47 Chinook helicopters inserted 
Tactical PSYOP Team B-961 into H-3 Airfeld in western Iraq, where 
it linked up with Operational Detachment Bravo 520. Te small con-
voy of ODB 520 and TPT B-961 vehicles wound its way through dark-
ened, ofen hostile, Iraqi villages, to their camp outside Ar Rutba. 
Sergeant Alan Dover*, TPT B-961 team leader, remembered the ten-
sion his team felt that night: “We didn’t know what we were going to 
see, or know what kind of fre [we would encounter]. And if we did, 
[we didn’t know] what we were going to do.” Fortunately, the PSYOP 
team’s only engagements in western Iraq were those involving the 
spoken word.65 

TPT B-961’s frst mission was a “tactical deception” to simulate a 
larger force. Dover and his team set up their loudspeakers northeast 
of Ar Rutba and broadcast recordings of armored vehicles to cre-
ate the impression that an armor brigade was approaching the city. 
Unfortunately, the loudspeakers were located too far away from the 
population center to be heard, so that mission was abandoned. 

On 6 April, the commander of AOB 520, Major Jack Gray*, assem-
bled several ODAs on a ridge outside Ar Rutba as a show of force. Seiz-
ing the town was well within AOB 520’s capabilities, but the use of 
direct-fre weapons in the town itself would likely have caused sig-
nifcant harm to noncombatants. Instead, Gray planned to use his 
company’s standof capabilities and Information Operations to draw 
the enemy out of the city. As he explained: “So we wouldn’t have to 
root them out in street fghting.”66 

Te interpreter from the western Iraqi liaison element used the 
PSYOP loudspeaker system to taunt the leaders of the Baath Party and 
members of the fedayeen in Arabic: 

To the cowards of Saddam—we know that you are cow-
ards, hiding behind the noble women, children, and elders! 
Surrender yourselves now and leave the city of Ar Rutba 
to the noble Iraqi people! We will give you three choices. 
One: leave Ar Rutba now. Two: stop hiding in the homes of 
the noble Iraqi people, show yourselves and fght us on the 
battlefeld. You say you want to be a martyr. Come out and 
we will make it easy for you to leave this life! Tree: surren-
der to us and we promise humane treatment and safety.67 
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Dover’s team broadcast a second message declaring that the Coali-
tion had no intent to hurt civilians, and played western music between 
messages. Townspeople came out to listen throughout the day, which 
gave TPT B-961 the opportunity to give out handbills instructing the 
civilians not to carry weapons and assuring them that the Coalition 
intended to rebuild the town. So many people came out to visit the 
team that it had trouble keeping the civilians away from its vehicles. 
TPT B-961 repeated the mission the next day on the southern edge of 

town, and an estimated 2,500 people visited 
the team throughout the day. ODA 523 capi-
talized on the peaceful interaction to mingle 
with the Iraqi civilians before they returned 
to the town, building familiarity and good 
will between the civilians and soldiers. Dover 
reported that ODA members were “ecstatic” 
about the success of the mission.68 

Collecting intelligence, the Special Forces 
soldiers in Gray’s company easily identifed 
hostile positions in Ar Rutba. Tey then called 
in highly accurate close air support strikes on 
the known Baath Party and fedayeen loca-
tions. On 9 April, B Company learned that all 
the hostile enemy forces had abandoned the 

city—AOB 520 had efectively used PSYOP as a force multiplier. Gray 
recalled, “With the surgical strikes and with the Psyop, we were able 
to . . . efect a decisive engagement.”69 

Gray moved his company into Ar Rutba on 10 April, arranging 
for U.S. Air Force fghters to fy low over the city at the same time 
as a further show of force. Again, AOB 520 used TPT B-961 as a force 
multiplier. Te PSYOP team drove at the head of the convoy, broad-
casting a message declaring the soldiers’ intent to help the civilians 
and force out the Baath Party and fedayeen. Gray recalled, “We had 
the PSYOP vehicle right out in front, keeping the crowd back, letting 
everyone know what was going on.” No doubt to the team’s relief, 
Dover recalled, “Not one round was fred at our convoy on the way 
in there.”70 

Once the convoy reached the police station, the traditional seat 
of power, the AOB used the PSYOP loudspeaker to call for all the 
town leaders to emerge from hiding and work with the Americans. 

Figure 7.26  HMMWV-mounted loudspeaker. 
TPT 961 used its HMMWV-mounted loudspeaker 
to great advantage in its support to AOB 520. Te 
versatility and mobility of the system was a valu-
able combat multiplier for the AOB. 
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Many ofcials complied, including the directors of public works and 
local sheiks. Tough the police chief declined to emerge, his father 
responded to the PSYOP message and came to meet the U.S. soldiers. 
Gray later stated that the capability of the PSYOP team to broadcast 
the AOB’s intent was key to building rapport with the population. His 
opinion was, in short, “Tose guys are great.” Ar Rutba fell with mini-
mal collateral damage and no friendly casualties due to the combined 
eforts of Special Forces and Psychological Operations.71 

Task Force Seminole 

As SOF units assigned to CJSOTF-West searched the western deserts 
of Iraq for SCUD launchers, they collected a substantial number of 
enemy prisoners of war. CJSOTF-West soon realized that the grow-
ing burden of processing and caring for enemy prisoners distracted 
from the critical SCUD hunting mission and other crucial tasks, and 
the task force lacked the resources to address the growing number of 
prisoners and their support requirements. As a result, at the request of 
5th SFG commander Colonel John Mulholland, CFSOCC established a 
task force in western Iraq specifcally to deal with the prisoners—Task 
Force Seminole. Te new task force, under the command of Florida 
Army National Guard Special Forces ofcer Colonel Jerry Vaughn, 
also inherited the mission to coordinate, plan, and execute emergency 
humanitarian assistance operations.72 

Task Force Seminole grew with its mission, eventually consisting 
of an infantry platoon from the 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry Regi-
ment, Florida Army National Guard, a platoon of the 463rd Military 
Police Company from Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, the majority of 
the battalion staf of the 96th Civil Afairs Battalion, a command ele-
ment from Special Operations Command Central (special operations 
detachment augmentees), a Defense Human Intelligence Service cell 
from the Defense Intelligence Agency, and a U.S. Air Force Tactical 
Air Control Party.73 

While it was fairly easy to establish Task Force Seminole, no unit in 
either CFSOCC or CJSOTF-West had sufcient assets to support the task 
force. Te task force possessed minimal personnel and equipment, 
but the 96th CAB brought much to the organization in terms of criti-
cal personnel assets: the battalion commander assumed the position 
of task force deputy commander, the battalion staf judge advocate 

A

ED T   

V AISE CRE
MAINTAIN

Figure 7.27  96th 
CAB insignia. 
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became the task force Judge Advocate General, the battalion surgeon 
was the task force surgeon, and the rest of the 96th staf flled the 
majority of the task force operations and logistics staf positions.74 

Equipment was scarce, and most of the vehicles, weapons, and 
medical equipment came from the 96th CAB and the 2nd Battalion, 
124th Infantry. Te rest of the supplies were procured from Logistics 
Task Force–West and consisted primarily of host nation rations, blan-
kets, cots, and additional medical equipment. Te task force procured 
much of the lif-support equipment, latrines, and showers locally 
before moving into Iraq.75 

While the task force organized and equipped itself, the big ques-
tion was how and where to insert Task Force Seminole into Joint Spe-
cial Operations Area–West. Because of the austere organization of the 
task force, it was seriously limited in its capability to support itself. 
Afer reviewing the available options, the decision was made that the 
task force be colocated with some other unit or organization. Tere-
fore, Task Force Seminole would set up at H-1 Airfeld in western Iraq, 
where other SOF elements were already established. H-1 was also where 
the majority of the prisoners were being brought. Tis decision coin-
cided with the Logistics Task Force–West decision to push consider-
ably more medical assets forward into the Joint Special Operations 
Area, so Task Force Seminole moved into the H-1 compound with a 
portion of a combat support hospital. Additional support in the form 
of Civil Afairs teams to support the humanitarian assistance mis-
sion soon followed, including Civil Afairs Team–Bravo personnel to 
round out the task force staf and two Civil Afairs Teams–Alpha. 
As soon as the task force was established on the airfeld, it began its 
primary mission of enemy prisoner-of-war handling.76 

Te task force established the prisoner holding area in an old, 
bombed-out prison near the H-1 Airfeld. Te structure had a roof, 
but no walls, and the camp was essentially a transient holding facility. 
Task Force Seminole processed as many as sixty-fve prisoners at one 
time, but usually averaged ffeen per day. To no one’s surprise, the 
task force handled more than Iraqis. According to First Lieutenant 
Michael Aaron* of C Company, 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry, whose 
platoon administered the prisoner camp, “terrorists from Hezbollah, 
Hamas, and Islamic Jihad were in custody at H-1, as well as fghters 
from Syria and Iran, and arms smugglers from across the region. In 

Figure 7.28  124th  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 
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fact, the number of regular Iraqi soldiers processed at the facility was 
relatively low.”77 

A major feature of the prisoner operation was the capability of 
the task force to interrogate and evaluate intelligence on-site with the 
Defense Human Intelligence Service element. Tis capability permit-
ted selected targeting by SOF elements based on intelligence gathered 
from prisoners shortly afer their capture. Vaughn observed that the 
blending of human intelligence personnel with the rest of the task 
force was “a good marriage.”78 

Te task force continued enemy prisoner-of-war operations until 
the end of April when the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment began 
relieving the CJSOTF elements in JSOA-West, and H-1 was abandoned. 
Task Force Seminole moved to Al Asad Airfeld, where it built a new 
detainee compound and trained the 3rd Army Cavalry Regiment 
soldiers to conduct proper enemy prisoner-of-war operations. On 2 
May, Task Force Seminole was ordered to stand down and all ele-
ments redeployed to fulfll other missions.79 

Te combination of assets in Task Force Seminole—military 
police, infantry, Civil Afairs, and strategic intelligence—provided a 
distinctive capability to CJSOTF-West. Task Force Seminole served to 
handle and sustain enemy prisoners, supported the early interroga-
tion of prisoners, and could evaluate the tactical value of collected 
intelligence on the spot. Tis capability was undoubtedly a combat 
multiplier to CJSOTF-West, and provided a foundation upon which 
future CJSOTFs can plan for prisoner and intelligence exploitation 
operations.80 

The Double Ambush 

Major Boyd Sinclair*, Advanced Operating Base 570 commander, 
made notes and studied the map as the battalion operations ofcer 
and the battalion commander briefed him on his upcoming mission. 
He was in the operations center of the 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, at Ali As-
Salim Air Base, receiving orders to join the 101st Airborne Division 
near Najaf. Tis would be the second mission into Iraq for Sinclair 
and his detachment in less than a week. Five days earlier they had 
established a critical desert landing strip at Wadi al Khirr, which was 
used by follow-on ODAs to infltrate deep into Iraq. Now he would 
take his team back into Iraq; this time as the Special Operations Com-
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mand and Control Element to plan and coordinate SOF in support of 
the 101st Airborne Division.81 

Te ground tactical picture that emerged during the initial days of 
the war had the British grappling with stif resistance in the critically 
important port city of Basra, while the American Marines and the 
Army’s 3rd Infantry Division were attacking north on opposite sides 
of the Euphrates River. Both punched through the frst line of Iraqi 
defenses in the south, and all attention was focused on continuing the 
attack north to capture Baghdad and crush Saddam Hussein’s regime. 

Te 101st Airborne Division was following 
closely behind the advance of the 3rd ID, wait-
ing for the opportunity to use its vast feet of 
helicopters to leapfrog ahead and encircle 
Baghdad from the north. Sinclair’s parent 
unit, 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, was the SOCCENT 
reserve for the initial combat phase of the 
campaign, but as the fght reached Baghdad, 
the 3rd Battalion prepared to enter the capital 
to organize and assist Iraqi resistance groups 
within the city. As the conventional forces 
tightened the noose on Baghdad, Lieutenant 
Colonel Timothy Williams, the 3rd Battalion 
commander, wanted to position as many of 
his ODAs as he could with the resistance forces 

to best exploit any opportunities they might have to enter Baghdad. 
Tat was the principal reason Sinclair and AOB 570 were going back 
into Iraq.82 

On the evening of 28 March, Sinclair and a small advance party 
loaded their Toyota pickup nonstandard vehicles and other equip-
ment onto Air Force MH-53 helicopters for the fight from Ali As-
Salim to the 101st Airborne Division forward command post south-
west of Najaf. Te rest of the advanced operating base traveled as part 
of a dusty two-day convoy with the 101st Division Support Command 
trains from Kuwait to Najaf. Before Sinclair and his team could settle 
in and begin work, a change in the ground tactical situation in turn 
caused the mission of the 101st Airborne Division to change. Te basic 
assumption before the war was that the enemy would fold quickly and 
there would only be limited resistance. Tat assumption proved false 
as the attacking American forces neared cities and towns along the 

Figure 7.29  Date palm plantation. All of Iraq is 
not a desert as exemplifed by this date palm plan-
tation on the road to Najaf. 
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Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. It became clear 
that the Iraqi strategy was to give up terri-
tory in the south, then withdraw the security 
forces into the cities and towns where they 
could both control the population and use 
these urban bases to attack the long U.S. sup-
ply lines stretching from the Kuwaiti border. 
Te Central Command counter to this strat-
egy was to have the heavy armored and mech-
anized units bypass the urban areas on their 
way north, then use light infantry units like 
the 101st and 82nd Airborne Divisions to root 
out Iraqi fghters in the cities and secure the 
main supply routes. Securing Najaf became 
the 101st Airborne Division’s new mission.83 

When the 101st mission changed, so did 
the mission for AOB 570. Special Forces units from the 2nd Battalion, 
5th SFG, were already operating in the Najaf area and they would assist 
the 101st. However, Williams still wanted to get as much of his bat-
talion as close as possible to Baghdad. With that in mind, he directed 
Sinclair to link up with ODA 572, commanded by Captain Al Pollard*, 
which was operating just north of Najaf. Pollard’s ODA 572 was one 
of the advance teams fown into Wadi al Khirr on 22 March. Since 
then, the team had provided valuable reconnaissance and intelligence 
on enemy forces and terrain in the Karbala Gap. Pollard intended 
to follow the division as it continued north to 
Baghdad.84 

Sinclair and AOB 570 linked up with ODA 
572 on 30 March. Tey spent the next several 
days assisting where they could and waiting 
for the 3rd ID to continue its attack north. On 
2 April, the 3rd ID unleashed its battalions of 
M1 Abrams tanks and M2 Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles through the Karbala Gap, crushing 
the Medina and Nebuchadnezzar Republi-
can Guard divisions. Te momentum of the 
attack carried the Americans all the way to 
Saddam International Airport just outside of 
Baghdad. 

Figure 7.30  AOB 570. Te troops of AOB 570 and 
one of the Toyota NSVs, modifed for use by SOF. Te 
capability of the vehicle would be sorely tested in 
the move to Baghdad. 

Figure 7.31  ODA 572 prepare to move into Wadi 
al Khirr. 
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On 3 April, Forward Operating Base 53 of the 3rd Battalion, 5th 
SFG, learned that the 3rd ID had seized what was now called Baghdad 
International Airport, and ordered AOB 570 and ODA 572 to move there 
as quickly as possible to position themselves for a move into Baghdad 
city. Te forward operating base also told the detachment command-
ers that the 3rd ID units had opened several routes to the airport area. 
Sinclair and Pollard looked at the open routes on a map and chose 
what appeared to be the most direct one, across the Euphrates at al-
Musayyib and up Highway 9. Sinclair sent ODA 572 ahead to wait at 
Objective Rams, an area just a few kilometers west of al-Musayyib, 
while the advanced operating base replenished the supplies on its 
Light Medium Tactical Vehicle. Te LMTV, dubbed “the Mothership” 
by the soldiers, carried resupply items for the company, including 
ammunition, rations, water, and fve hundred gallons of fuel.87 

As the sun was fading, Pollard and ODA 572 found an abandoned 
Iraqi tank training facility at Objective Rams and set up there for the 
night. While the team waited for the others to arrive, Staf Sergeant 
Juan Nahuel*, the attached Air Force combat controller, contacted the 
Air Support Operations Center and began the deconfiction process 
for the detachment’s route to the airport. Te purpose of the coor-
dination was to inform the air support controllers that there would 
be a friendly convoy moving through the area, reducing the chances 
that the team would be mistaken for the enemy. Nahuel also worked 
the same process with the Army’s artillery fre support coordinators. 
Well afer midnight, Sinclair and the advanced operating base fnally 
joined ODA 572 and grabbed a few hours sleep before the sun signaled 
the start of another day.86 

At the frst hint of daylight, an impatient Sinclair roused his sol-
diers. Sergeant First Class Louis Kowalski*, ODA 572’s operations and 
intelligence sergeant, recalled feeling an ominous foreboding as he 
and the other soldiers prepared for the convoy. Kowalski, whose job 
was to stay abreast of the enemy situation, had not been able to study 
the planned route to Baghdad, but remembered that the area on the 
far side of the river was the home ground of the Republican Guard’s 
Medina Division. Te situation did not give Kowalski a “warm and 
fuzzy” feeling.87 

In the early morning light, Sinclair put the convoy’s nine vehicles 
and twenty-six soldiers into march order. ODA 572’s four Ground 
Mobility Vehicles would lead, followed by two nonstandard vehicles, 
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the Civil Afairs team’s High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehi-
cle and trailer, the Mothership, and a third NSV bringing up the rear. 
Tree of the GMVs sported .50 caliber machine guns and one had an 
MK19 40mm grenade launcher for heavier frepower. Te HMMWV and 
the LMTV had no external weapons systems, and while the NSVs all 
had bed-mounted M240B machine guns, there were only enough men 
to place a gunner on the last vehicle. By 0600 hours, everyone was 
lined up and ready to go.88 

As the convoy lef the compound, Staf Sergeant Joel Percy*, driving 
the second GMV, noticed something strange: 
all the 3rd ID vehicles were taking a diferent 
route than the Special Forces convoy. Percy 
called Kowalski on the radio and asked, “Are 
you sure this is the right way?” Fresh in his 
mind was an incident the week before when 
ODA 572 earned the dubious distinction of 
being the frst Americans to enter Najaf, afer 
it was given an incorrect grid coordinate for a 
Military Police enemy prisoner-of-war camp. 
Te ODA had hastily withdrawn as the Iraqis 
celebrated the arrival of the Americans by 
mortaring them. In spite of Percy’s misgiv-
ings and Kowalski’s foreboding, the Special Forces convoy continued 
along its chosen route.89 

Just outside the tank-training compound where they spent the 
previous night, Warrant Ofcer 1 Bill Brande* noticed two of the 3rd 
ID’s M2 Bradleys covering the road the convoy was traveling down. 
Brande raised his hand and waved as he passed the Bradleys, but got 
no reaction from the crews—only stares. A little further down the 
road, Percy yelled back to Sergeant First Class Samuel Lester* and 
Staf Sergeant Glen Broderick* in the rear seats of his GMV, “I don’t 
see no more friendly forces, do you?” Nobody in the convoy realized 
that the two Bradleys marked the last friendly position between them 
and the Euphrates River.90 

Te planned route was not complicated, but something did not seem 
right as the convoy progressed. It was four kilometers to al-Musayyib 
and the bridge across the Euphrates River, and then another forty 
kilometers north up Highway 9 to Baghdad International Airport. 
Beyond the two Bradleys, the convoy passed through a picturesque 

Figure 7.32  Map check. Sergeant Major Tad 
Berino* checks the map on the convoy movement 
prior to the ambush. 
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belt of neatly laid-out, lush green date palm plantations. Scattered 
here and there were several battle-damaged Iraqi military vehicles, 
evidence of the 3rd ID’s presence in the area.91 

As the convoy progressed it began to get strung out, but the route 
was supposed to be a cleared, secure route so nobody worried about 
the tactical laxity. Te closer they came to al-Musayyib, the more 
civilians they encountered along the road. Further to the south, Iraqi 
civilians had lined the roads waving and were giving the Americans 
a “thumbs up;” however they seemed nervous and surprised to see 
the Americans. Another group of civilians, startled by the Ameri-
can vehicles, had scattered, and run back to their houses, prompting 
Staf Sergeant Garth Madison* in the lead vehicle to announce over 
the radio, “Yes, there’s a new sherif in town!” Tirty seconds later, 
Kowalski reported that a white pickup, with several men in the back, 
suddenly did a “U-turn” in the road and raced away from the convoy 
toward town.92 

Kowalski’s report got everybody’s attention; they knew that Baath 
Party loyalists were using white pickups to ferry around fedayeen 
fghters. Te hair on the back of Kowalski’s tingled: “Something was 
not right.” Te closer the convoy came to al-Musayyib, the more 
white vehicles it saw. Te convoy traveled on down the hill where 
it intersected with the four-lane divided highway that would take it 
to the bridge across the Euphrates River. As the convoy approached 
the intersection where it would turn lef toward the river, there was a 
big blue sign that said “Baghdad” to the lef. When his driver asked, 
“Which way?” Kowalski sarcastically replied, “Just follow the big blue 
sign!” Te simple statement had enormous consequences.93 

Te lead vehicle made the lef turn into a bad situation. Out of the 
corner of his eye Kowalski saw a man with an AK-47 standing in the 
alley to his right. He had just enough time to say “Oh, s——!” before 
he heard his gunner yell, “Game on!” followed by the bark of the .50 
caliber machine gun. Looking to the front, he saw a large number 
of equally surprised uniformed Iraqis grabbing for their AK-47s and 
scrambling to fnd cover. Scores of the feeing enemy crumpled as the 
powerful .50 caliber bullets tore into them. Kowalski radioed, “Action 
lef, dismounted troops lef!” to alert the rest of the convoy. ODA 572’s 
standing operating procedure for an ambush was to return fre and 
break contact. But to turn around under fre in the crowded street 
would be suicide. Kowalski quickly determined the only alternative 
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was to go forward, so he yelled at the driver, “Floor it!” Te turbo-
charged GMV leaped toward the bridge through a hail of gunfre to 
escape the kill zone with the number two GMV right on its bumper 
with guns blazing.94 

Kowalski’s contact report and the roar of gunfre ahead brought 
the situation into sharp focus for the rest of the convoy. Team Ser-
geant Jacob Vasili*, whose number three GMV was short of the kill 
zone, returned fre and started maneuvering to break contact. But, 
when he saw the lead GMVs break for the bridge, he yelled for his 
driver to follow them. Behind Vasili’s vehicle, Brande’s GMV with the 
MK19 grenade launcher held fast to lay down suppressive fre. Te 
weapon jammed afer fring only a few rounds.95 

Driving the Mothership, Sergeant First Class Wilson Wynn* had 
just reached the intersection when the shooting broke out. Behind 
him was the Civil Afairs team with its HMMWV and trailer, and Ser-
geant Major Tad Berino* in an NSV bringing up the rear. Wynn was 
trying to turn the lumbering Mothership around when Sinclair told 
him that they were going to blow through the contact. Sinclair had 
seen the frst three GMVs break for the bridge and feared a split in the 
convoy.96 

At the rear of the convoy, Berino had driver Sergeant First Class 
Bruce Kroll* stop the Toyota pickup while he dismounted to provide 
close-in security and Staf Sergeant John Toller* on the M240B laid 
down suppressive fre from the back for the vehicles turning in front 
of them. Te Iraqis had recovered from their initial surprise and the 
volume of fre increased, especially from the lef side. An Iraqi in a 
black uniform emerged from the tall grass along the road with a rocket 
propelled grenade (RPG) launcher on his shoulder. He approached the 
road and knelt to fre at the NSVs. Berino fred a quick burst from his 
M4 carbine that spun the fedayeen around; his next burst put him on 
the ground for good. Afer the Iraqi fell by the roadside, Toller contin-
ued to hammer away with the machine gun. Berino yelled for him to 
cease fre, thinking that all the threats were gone, but Toller—stand-
ing in the elevated bed of the truck—could see that the grassy area was 
still full of Iraqis and responded, “Bull s——! I still got targets!” Te 
sergeant major yelled back “Good call, keep shooting!”97 

Once Wynn fnally got the Mothership straightened out, he 
aimed it down the road toward the bridge and punched the accel-
erator. Te shooting was just a blur as he concentrated on driving. 
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Te Civil Afairs HMMWV with its trailer was harder to turn, but the 
driver managed to turn it around and charged afer Wynn. Once the 
HMMWV and the LMTV had cleared the ambush, the remaining three 
pickups raced out of the kill zone and over the bridge. Brande’s GMV 
with the troublesome MK19 grenade launcher stayed behind, laying 
down suppressive fre until the sof-skinned vehicles were clear of the 
ambush and across the bridge. As the American vehicles were turning 
around to speed out of the ambush, Brande watched in disbelief as a 
man on a donkey cart passed right through the middle of the melee, 
oblivious to the frefght. As one of the vehicles swerved to avoid the 
cart, he thought to himself, “Don’t hit the d—— donkey!”98 

While Sinclair was getting the AOB turned around and across the 
bridge, Kowalski’s GMV made it across and halted in the median of 
the four-lane highway afer crossing the bridge. He wanted to make 
a quick assessment of their situation. Kowalski was very familiar 
with the area from his pre-mission study of the terrain and suspected 
enemy positions.99 

At the sound of the frst shot, Nahuel furiously tried to call for air 
support on his radio. He started switching frequencies in an efort to 
get a response from anybody. Frustrated he fnally made a blind emer-
gency call on the Guard Net and got Bipod 05 lead aircraf for a fight 
of A-10s to answer. (Te Guard Net is a common, nonsecure, open 
frequency used by aviators and others to send emergency messages.) 
Nahuel explained the situation to the A-10 pilot and let him know that 
he was talking with a “Tango,” a certifed air controller. Once he had 
positive contact established, Nahuel gave the pilot his radio frequency 
and cleared the Guard Net.100 

Te trail vehicles in Sinclair’s convoy took fre from buildings on 
the right as they crossed the bridge. Across the bridge, Sergeant First 
Class Lee Forrest’s* vehicle passed a gas station surrounded with 
defensive positions. When Forrest checked his rearview mirror he 
saw truckloads of black uniformed fedayeen dismount and take up 
positions in and around the gas station.101 

Once the entire convoy had reassembled on the highway median, 
Sinclair radioed a situation report to FOB 53 and asked where the clos-
est friendly unit was located. Nahuel had contact with Bipod 05 who 
was starting to direct aircraf to the team’s location. Te highway 
median proved not to be the best place to stop. Te SOF soldiers were 
able to keep approaching civilian trafc at bay with warning shots, 
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but fedayeen were maneuvering their white cars and vans to surround 
the beleaguered convoy. Te long-shooting, .50 caliber machine guns 
kept most of the enemy vehicles at a distance, but nearby tall, grassy 
felds and buildings limited vision and felds of fre. Afer a quick map 
reconnaissance, the convoy moved away from the highway into one 
of the nearby farm felds, where the gunners had better felds of fre 
and observation.102 

Te frst feld proved troublesome; scattered groups of grazing 
sheep, goats, and cattle momentarily lifed their heads to check out 
the intruders and then indiferently went back to nibbling grass. Once 
the local herders moved the animals out of harm’s way, the convoy 
“circled the wagons” and the leaders gathered at Sinclair’s vehicle for 
a council of war. Unfortunately, the “wagon train” had circled under 
a set of high voltage power lines that interfered with its communica-
tions gear. “Ain’t that the way it always is?” remarked Berino, shaking 
his head. “When the s——’s on, Murphy’s right with you and nothing 
works.” Fortunately, two A-10s arrived overhead and helped direct 
the convoy to another feld clear of the power lines. Everyone felt a lot 
better about things with the A-10 Tunderbolts looking out for them 
as they relocated.103 

Once again the convoy circled and its leaders gathered to review the 
options. Te team established communica-
tions with FOB 53 and learned that Blue Force 
Trackers indicated that the nearest friendly 
unit was thirty kilometers to the north. With 
a bird’s-eye view of the area, the A-10 pilots 
reported that to the north there was possibly a 
battalion of Iraqi tanks, and to the south, large 
numbers of dismounted troops were moving 
in and around al-Musayyib. Having been in 
the feld for over half an hour, the Iraqis were 
once again attempting to box in the isolated 
Americans. 

Sinclair knew they had to do something 
soon. Even with the A-10s overhead, the thin-
skinned vehicles were no match for tanks. 
However, Sinclair judged that with close air support, the convoy could 
handle what it had seen on the way in. He told the men that going back 

Figure 7.33  A-10 Tunderbolt. Te A-10 Tunder-
bolt proved its worth as a close air support aircraf 
when it assisted the ODA in its run through the city. 
Te deadly suppressive fres from the A-10 wreaked 
havoc among the enemy. 
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through the ambush a second time violated most basic tactical rules, 
but it was the best option available.104 

Berino and Vasili reorganized the convoy to sandwich the unarmed 
LMTV and HMMWV between the armed vehicles. ODA 572 would lead 
with two .50 caliber machine gun–armed GMVs, followed by two NSVs 
with M240B machine guns. Te third NSV and the two remaining 
GMVs, with the MK19 grenade launcher and a .50 caliber M2 machine 
gun, would bring up the rear. Tey also rearranged personnel to 
man every mounted weapon, and double-checked that everyone was 
geared up—not that anybody really needed to be told to wear his body 
armor and Kevlar helmet.105 

Without wasted efort or panic, the men prepared to enter battle 
once again. Percy felt good about their chances and reassured his 
buddies, “We’ll be all right with the A-10s; they come in low.” When 
Nahuel asked the sergeant major what their route out would be so he 
could pass the information to the A-10s, Berino smiled and responded, 

“Nachos, it’s real simple. Te exfl route is the 
infl route.”106 

When the troops completed their prepara-
tions, Sinclair gave the order to move out. Te 
tactics were simple; get back on the highway, 
turn right, and go hard and fast back to the 
start point. Once again, Kowalski’s GMV was 
out front. Not far from the bridge, a civilian 
semi-truck pulled out in front of the convoy. 
Kowalski had no way to tell if the truck was a 
civilian in the wrong place at the wrong time, 
or part of a fedayeen plan to block the bridge. 
He could not aford to guess wrong. Just as he 
was about to tell his .50 caliber gunner to dis-

able the truck, it turned of the highway.107 

Approximately two kilometers from the bridge, the convoy 
approached the bunkered gas station. Suddenly the building lit up 
with muzzle fashes from every window and door; a fedayeen platoon 
had occupied the gas station afer the Americans had passed. Now the 
convoy was closed up tight and speeding down the highway at ffy to 
sixty miles an hour. Te SOF soldiers fred broadsides at the gas station 
as they roared by. Berino thought that the bright fashes he saw in the 
windows of the building were rockets being fred at the convoy until 

Figure 7.34  Ambushed GMV. Te rugged GMV of  
ODA 572 survived many hits during the ambush. 
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he realized they were exploding grenades being fred by Sergeant First 
Class Wade Stockard*, the MK19 gunner on the trail GMV. “He was 
thumping the hell out of it!” admired Berino.108 

Nahuel, in the second GMV, told the A-10 pilots they were receiving 
heavy fre from the gas station and requested a west to east run as the 
last convoy vehicle passed. As Brande passed the gas station, he heard 
a large weapon fre. Brande thought the Iraqis had fred an antiaircraf 
gun at them, but the sound was the A-10’s 30mm canons fring as they 
screamed past, 250 feet above the target. Te A-10 pilots timed it per-
fectly, and the masonry building disintegrated. As the A-10s climbed 
and turned for another pass, the station’s gas tanks exploded, mak-
ing martyrs of the few fedayeen who had survived the Special Forces 
machine guns and the Tunderbolt’s 30mm cannons.109 

Te convoy enjoyed a brief respite from hostile fre afer clearing 
the gas station, but the shooting intensifed with a vengeance as it 
reached the bridge. It only got worse as the convoy drove deeper into 
al-Musayyib. “When we crossed the bridge and made the right turn 
back through town,” Wynn recalled, “all hell broke loose.” Te convoy 
went through a gauntlet of fre reminiscent of a violent war movie 
scene: RPGs crisscrossed in fashes across from the right and lef, there 
was the distinctive “thump-thump-thump” sound of the Soviet-made 
DShK 12.7mm heavy machine guns resonating among the buildings, 
and the green tracers fashed menacingly close.112 

Ahead of Wynn’s Mothership, Master Sergeant Don Cuomo* 
blasted away at targets with an M240B machine gun. Te vehicles hur-
tled through the inferno, weaving and turning to avoid obstacles the 
Iraqis had placed in the road. Suddenly, Wynn saw Cuomo spill out 
of the truck, clinging to his gun while his legs dangled over the road. 
Wynn was certain Cuomo had been hit in the hail of bullets; luckily, 
he had only lost his balance when the truck had turned unexpectedly. 
Tethered to the gun mount by a safety strap, Cuomo managed to pull 
himself back into the truck bed. Wynn could not believe his eyes as 
he watched Cuomo claw his way back into the truck and then, without 
missing a beat, start shooting again. Later, Cuomo, in his typically 
self-efacing fashion, attributed his superhuman feat to adrenalin.113 

Behind the lead GMVs, Forrest tried to concentrate on driving his 
Toyota pickup truck. He drove with his right hand and used his lef 
hand to shoot his M9 Beretta pistol out the window at targets on his 
side of the road. Driving was made difcult because the Iraqis had lit-
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tered the road with wrecked vehicles, burning 
tires, cinder blocks, and other debris to slow 
the convoy. Ten, without warning, Kowalski 
in the lead vehicle started dropping out white 
Heavy Cloud smoke grenades to provide 
cover for the convoy. Normally this would 
have been a good tactic, but on this day there 
was no wind and the thick smoke from the 
grenades flled the roadway. Te smoke was 
as much a hindrance as it was an aid as the 
convoy drivers negotiated the obstacles litter-
ing the road.112 

From his position behind the lead GMVs, 
Forrest witnessed a masterful and lethal dis-

play of marksmanship by the ODA 572 machine gunners. It was sui-
cide for any Iraqi who stepped into the open to fre at the convoy, 
as the .50 caliber machine gunners literally tore the enemy soldiers 
apart. Some of the fedayeen sought safety from the deadly fre behind 
low stucco walls along the road, holding their AK-47s above the wall 
with one hand and fring wildly. Te ODA 572 gunners took them out 
by punching huge holes right through the walls with their powerful 
machine guns.113 

Finally, Kowalski’s GMV approached the last turn out of town. As 
he entered the intersection, Kowalski’s driver glanced to his lef and 
saw an Iraqi aiming an AK-47. Somehow as Madison turned the cor-
ner, he drew his pistol out and shot the Iraqi.114 

In the middle of the convoy, the Mothership was a bullet mag-
net. Larger than the other vehicles and unarmed, it was an appealing 
target to the Iraqis. Inside the cab, Wynn heard the “plink-plink” of 
rounds smacking the vehicle and the sound of shattering glass as the 
windows were shot out. All around him, there was a steady crescendo 
of explosions from the Iraqi RPGs and the A-10 strafng runs. Riding 
shotgun for Wynn, Captain Scott Watson fred 40mm rounds from 
an M79 grenade launcher out the right side window of the truck, and 
spotted obstacles for Wynn as they raced through the smoke. Wynn 
kept thinking about the fve hundred gallons of fuel in the back of his 
truck and prayed.115 

Kroll, Berino, and Toller followed the Mothership and Civil Afairs’ 
HMMWV in another unarmored NSV. Everything the Iraqis aimed at 

Figure 7.35  Wrecked Iraqi vehicles. Wrecked  
Iraqi vehicles such as this were obstacles to the ODA  
during its frantic dash through the city. 
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the two larger vehicles that missed them seemed to be hitting their 
NSV. Te air was thick with bullets. Kroll heard them buzzing by the 
cab of the truck like angry hornets. As a bullet whizzed through the 
cab and took out the side window, Berino fred at fedayeen with his 
M4 from the right window. In the truck bed, Toller alternated fre 
from side-to-side with his M240B machine gun. From one side came 
a fash and an RPG round skipped across the windshield of the Toyota 
without exploding. Right afer that, Kroll heard a loud explosion and 
the back of his truck flled with sulfurous-smelling smoke. Both Kroll 
and Berino thought an RPG had tagged them. An RPG had indeed hit 
the truck, but as it glanced of without exploding, its trail of fames 
had ignited an AT-4 antitank rocket stowed in 
the back of the truck. Fortunately, the AT-4 
launched without damaging the truck or seri-
ously injuring Toller. “I thought Toller was 
dead,” said Berino, “but it just knocked him 
goofy for a while!”116 

In the rear of the convoy, Stockard, the 
MK19 grenade machine gunner on the trail 
GMV, was having problems with his temper-
amental weapon. It had jammed during the 
frst contact and then again afer the action at 
the gas station. While it was difcult to clear a 
malfunctioning MK19 while traveling at high 
speed and being shot at, Stone managed. By 
the time they had crossed the bridge, he was 
back in action, arching 40mm grenades ahead of the convoy to lay 
down a tunnel of fre for the trail vehicles to pass through. In front of 
Stone, the .50 caliber machine gun in Vasili’s GMV was blasting away 
when an RPG exploded against a nearby concrete telephone pole. Te 
explosive force lifed the GMV up on two wheels. Brande thought they 
were going to fip. Te two GMVs were so close together that Vasili 
thought that the RPG which had missed his vehicle had hit Brande’s. 
Vasili’s gunner yelled down that he could not see Brande’s vehicle. 
Afer a long two seconds, the trailing GMV burst through the smoke, 
causing Vasili to breath a sigh of relief, and a realization that “it would 
have been ugly if we had to police up wounded.”117 

Up ahead, billowing clouds of smoke obscured the road. As Vasili’s 
and then Brande’s GMVs broke through on the other side of the smoke, 

Figure 7.36  LMTV Mothership. Te unwieldy 
“Mothership” took a number of hits in the dash to 
safety. 
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War Accelerates 281 



a white van flled with Iraqi troops suddenly appeared on the right. 
Brande fred at them with his M4 as they were dismounting; two or 
three soldiers twisted and fell to the ground as the van sped away to 
safety, leaving men behind.118 

Afer clearing the last turn leading out of town, the fring fell of rap-
idly. Tough the convoy had fnally cleared the town and were headed 
back to friendly territory, two trucks flled with die-hard fedayeen 
continued to give chase and fred erratically at the trail GMVs. Te 
guardian A-10s overhead terminated the pursuit efort abruptly.119 

As the convoy limped back toward friendly lines, it met ODA 583, 
which was about to follow the same route to Baghdad. Following close 
behind ODA 583 was a 3rd ID maintenance convoy headed the same way. 
A quick “ground truth” intelligence update got them turned around. 
Sinclair checked his watch and calculated that the whole ordeal had 
taken less than three hours from start to fnish, though it had seemed 
like days. Miraculously, no one had been hit by hostile fre and no 
vehicles had been lost. As the convoy passed the two Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles still sitting in their blocking position, Vasili stopped to ask 
the crews: “Why in the hell did [you] let this convoy pass two hours 

ago if the route wasn’t clear?” Te 
answer was inadequate.120 

When the convoy pulled back 
into its original staging area and 
stopped, everyone rejoiced in relief. 
When the celebrations were over 
and the soldiers had calmed down, 
they assessed the damage to their 
vehicles and discovered that every 
one of them had been hit multiple 
times. Wynn’s Mothership, now 
dubbed the War Wagon, had taken 
the most hits; the front tire—hit 
twice—was fat, the hydraulic lines 

for the brakes had been cut, the water pump was hit, and several 
rounds that had passed through the cab had taken out the ignition 
wiring and the rear windows. Te LMTV was on its “last legs” by the 
time Wynn drove it into the staging area, but it had gotten home.121 

Refecting on how they were able to come through what was essen-
tially a 2,000 meter–long ambush unscathed, the team members 

Figure 7.37  LMTV tire. Te front tire of the LMTV  
was destroyed in the escape from the ambush. 
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ofered diferent opinions. Sinclair believed that the detachment’s 
speed and heavy frepower surprised the Iraqis and caused their coun-
ter fre to be inefective. Berino credited the A-10s with a tremendous 
job of support and ofered, “Te convoy had two angels on that run 
through town; the one upstairs and the A-10 pilots.” He added a twist 
to Sinclair’s speed and shock theory when he added, “I believe those 
guys thought we were insane for coming back a second time.” Wynn 
thought that it was their aggressive nature that brought them through 
the ambush: “We knew we had to fght our way out.” Ten he added 
that desperation might have also played a part: “We knew what would 
happen to us if we were captured.”122 

Basra 

As time went on, the relations between AOB 560 and the British 1st 
Division and 7th Armoured Brigade continued to deteriorate. It 
became clear to the Special Forces soldiers that the British command 
had no intention of forcing its way into Basra. Te British logic was 
that as soon as Baghdad fell, the resistance in Basra would collapse. 
Until then, the British kept Basra surrounded and contented them-
selves with minor raids and incursions across the bridges, seizing 
small sections of the city, holding them for a short time just to prove 
they could, then withdrawing back across the canal. AOB 560’s com-
mander, Major Jerry Baxter*, grew increasingly irritated at the British 
units’ lack of aggression, but he and his staf continued to develop tar-
gets, interview civilians, question prisoners, go on patrols and raids, 
and generally help as they could.123 

Te situation came to a head on the night 
of 2 April 2003, when British tanks received 
fre from unidentifed assailants and reports 
of an uncoordinated JDAM (Joint Direct 
Attack Munition) strike came to the British 
commander’s attention. It was alleged that 
the tank assailants wore civilian clothing, 
but drove an American HMMWV. Te Brit-
ish command suspected that Special Forces 
soldiers were to blame for both incidents and 
that Baxter was stonewalling when he denied 
knowledge of the reports.124 

Figure 7.38  Entering Basra. AOB 5 70 entering the 
city of Basra. Te unit’s relationship with its Coali-
tion allies was a test for both parties. 
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For their part, the Special Forces soldiers 
were quite frustrated by the British stone-
walling time-sensitive targeting. Baxter con-
sidered this to be a classic example of British 
timeliness. Shortly before AOB 560 lef Basra 
on Saturday 5 April, the British approved a 
JDAM strike request twelve hours late. Intel-
ligence indicated that Ali Hassan al-Majid, 
better known by his nickname “Chemical 
Ali,” would be at his residence in Basra at 1100 
hours—the target was not hit until 0100 hours 
the next morning. Not surprisingly, Chemical 
Ali was not there.125 

Between accusations and claims of inno-
cence, relations between the two elements 
went from strained to impossible. Te Brit-
ish placed severe constraints on the Ameri-

can ODAs’ movements and operations. Te AOB had to provide twelve 
hours notice for all movements, give detailed briefngs of operation 
plans, and have British liaison ofcers. Considering that Special 
Forces teams are designed for mobility and speed, the new parameters 
efectively stifed AOB 560’s operations capability. It was apparent to 
Baxter that his AOB and ODAs were not welcome in the British sector, 
so he requested that Forward Operating Base 52 relieve them of their 
mission around Basra and employ them elsewhere.126 

Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner, commander of the 2nd 
Battalion, 5th SFG, traveled to AOB 560 to evaluate the situation in 
person. He found that the teams under AOB 560 were appropriately 
engaged in their missions: two ODAs were working closely with Brit-
ish battle groups around Basra; ODA 546 had literally fown the wings 
of an unmanned aerial vehicle used for locating targets, and ODA 565 
was conducting the same sort of targeting mission on the north side 
of Basra. ODA 554 was working to ferret out the remaining Baathists 
in Az Zubayr, southwest of Basra. While Conner was satisfed that 
AOB 560 had the correct battle focus and was exercising efective 
command and control over its assigned ODAs, he discerned that little 
information was passed to the British 1st Division headquarters from 
the battle groups with whom the Special Forces teams were work-
ing.127 

Figure 7.39  Intelligence update. Members of  
ODA 544 provide an intelligence update to Major 
General David Petraeus, commander of the 101st 
Airborne Division. Accurate, real-time intelligence, 
ofen passed across the hood of a vehicle was one of 
the primary missions for the ODA. O DA 544 briefed 
Petraeus on potential targets in Najaf. 
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When British SOF transferred from the Western Desert to the con-
trol of the 7th Armoured Brigade, Conner observed that the British 
conventional forces worked better with their own SOF than they had 
with the Americans. A personal visit with the British brigadier con-
frmed his opinion that the ODAs could be better used in another area. 
Afer conferring with Colonel Mulholland, 5th SFG commander, Con-
ner ordered AOB 560 and its subordinate ODAs withdrawn in order to 
address an emerging mission to train the Free Iraqi Forces in Central 
Iraq.128 

Najaf 

Te 101st Airborne Division relieved the 3rd Infantry Division in 
Najaf on 28 March and began a street-by-street clearing operation to 
secure the city. ODA 544 remained in Najaf to support operations by 
locating targets and either calling in air strikes or passing the infor-
mation to the 101st for ground action. On 3 April, the team fnally had 
the chance to conduct the unconventional warfare it had trained for, 
but had not carried out in the preceding weeks. ODA 544 made contact 
with Abdul Munim Abud, a resistance leader with a deep hatred of 
Saddam Hussein. Locally known as Abu Haydar, the former colonel 
led the National Unity Coalition, an ill-equipped resistance group of 
approximately twenty-fve followers. Tis was 
the connection the team needed.129 

Mere hours afer ODA 544 had made con-
tact with Abud, he and his resistance fghters 
participated in a worldwide news media event. 
Te Special Forces team learned that a group 
of 101st Airborne Division combat engineers 
were rigging a nearby statue of Saddam Hus-
sein for demolition. With so much press in the 
area, the engineers thought it would look bet-
ter if an Iraqi actually set of the charges that 
toppled the statue, so Captain Roy Clinger* 
asked Abud if he would like the honor of set-
ting of the explosives. Despite Clinger and 
Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Sidney Schwarz’s* 
warning that the publicity of such a dramatic 
event could place him at risk, Abud chose to 

Figure 7.40  Abdul Munim Abud in Najaf. ODA  
544 made contact with former Iraqi colonel Abdul 
Munim Abud (in black cap), also known as Abu 
Haydar, in Najaf on 3 April 2003.  Abud and his 
resistance group were invaluable in helping U.S. 
forces root out important enemy personnel and 
weapons caches. 
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participate. Amid great fanfare, Abud activated the detonator switch 
and the statue of the dictator he hated so much disappeared in the 
resulting fash and smoke. News crews with microphones and cam-
eras surrounded the resistance leader, eagerly vying to transmit his 
words and image to the world. Freed from the lifesaving anonymity 

required by the violently oppressive atmo-
sphere of Hussein’s regime, Abud welcomed 
the publicity and sought to use it to his advan-
tage as he maneuvered for power in Najaf.130 

While the men of ODA 544 avoided the press, 
the media attention energized Abud. Ready 
to throw caution to the wind, he wanted to 
clear Najaf ’s mosques of Baathists and other 
troublemakers. It seemed to Clinger that most 
people in Najaf were waiting for the Ameri-
cans to “take care of the Baathists,” who were 
hiding in mosques to stay beyond the Ameri-
cans’ reach, so he decided to allow Abud and 
his men to attempt a clearing action.131 

Te ODA escorted Abud and his small band 
of resistance fghters into the area of Husain 
Mosque (one of Islam’s holiest shrines, the 
site of the tomb of the martyr Husain— 

Muhammed’s grandson), where he could talk with the crowds. At the 
frst place he stopped, Abud gathered a crowd of about 2,500 people 
around him as he spoke of the need to rid the mosques and Najaf of 
the Baathists and other criminals. Tis frst group of Iraqis seemed 
to be generally in agreement with Abud, and approximately fve hun-
dred men joined him as he ventured closer to Husain Mosque. How-
ever, even as Abud drew support, more radical or loyalist men circu-
lated in the crowd, inciting violence against Abud and the American 
soldiers. Te nearer Abud and his followers came Husain Mosque, the 
larger and more menacing the crowds grew. Sergeant First Class Mark 
Combs*, feigning good humor as he manned his .50 caliber machine 
gun, could tell that, “Te place was full of bad guys. You could see the 
old regime people moving through the crowd, getting them worked 
up.” In the face of the growing hostility, Abud’s newly won support-
ers melted away and he quickly found himself alone and talking to 
a decidedly unsympathetic audience. As Schwarz observed, “It was 

Figure 7.41  Abdul Munim Abud. Abdul Munim 
Abud courageously called for an intifada (uprising)  
against Saddam Hussein, clearly allying himself 
with Coalition forces determined to dismantle Hus-
sein’s regime. Abud capitalized on his early alliance 
with Coalition forces in Najaf to build his following 
and maneuver himself into positions of power 
within the city. 
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defnitely tense.” Once it was clear that the crowd was not going to 
join Abud in his mission, the ODA and Abud withdrew to safer envi-
rons. 132 

In the days that followed, ODA 554 armed and equipped Abud’s 
men with captured Iraqi uniforms and weapons. Tough less than 
ideal, the equipment was all that was available and operational. Abud 
and his growing group of followers provided the team with informa-
tion on Baath and loyalist hideouts. In the course of a number of 
successful raids based on intelligence provided by Abud, the team 
captured several important suspects and secured strategic weapons 
caches. Abud’s honesty and tenacity impressed the ODA to the point 
that it afectionately nicknamed him and his men “Bulldog and the 
Regulators.” Meanwhile, Abud continued to garner support in Najaf, 
building a power base for his political aspirations.133 

In early April, Abud’s contacts discovered that an Iraqi general 
was hiding in Najaf and was planning to escape soon in a red Volvo 
sedan. Acting on the intelligence, ODA 544 located the house where 
the general was hiding and, together with Abud and about twenty-fve 
of his men, planned a raid to capture the ofcer. Te plan called for 
the Special Forces team to establish an outer ring of security around 
the general’s hiding place while Abud and his men initiated the raid. 
Abud’s men would do the initial breach for several reasons, not the 
least of which was safety. Abud’s men had 
had little training, and none with the ODA, 
so the Special Forces soldiers were concerned 
about fre discipline—the resistance fghters 
had none. When attacked, the Iraqis tended 
to fre wildly and were as much a danger to 
themselves and their allies as their intended 
targets.134 

Te morning of 6 April, ODA 544 and 
Abud’s group executed the plan—mercifully 
without gunfre. Abud and his men searched 
the house and questioned the family members, 
but found nothing unusual. Once the house 
was secure, Clinger and Schwarz entered and 
conducted a second search. When they opened 
the door to the unlit pantry, they noticed toes 
sticking out from under a low table—some-

Figure 7.42  Captured Iraqi arms and uniforms. 
ODA 544 supplied Abud’s followers with captured 
Iraqi arms and uniforms. Tough none of the 
resistance fghters enjoyed wearing the uniforms of 
a regime they detested, and the guns were old, the 
men realized that both served their purpose. 
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how the 6-foot 4-inch Iraqi had managed to 
squeeze himself into the incredibly small hid-
ing place. Te Special Forces soldiers pulled 
the general out from under the table, put fex 
cufs on him, and took him back to Abud’s 
headquarters for questioning. Under inter-
rogation, the general revealed two other hide 
sites. Searches of those locations produced a 
book with potential suicide bombers—com-
plete with identifcation pictures, addresses, 
and phone numbers—which were turned over 
to military intelligence. Te ODA also found a 
large amount of money in the general’s house, 
and various maps, one of which depicted the 

U.S. airfeld at Wadi al Khirr—the same airstrip ODA 544 had used for 
its infltration just weeks earlier.135 

Information gleaned from the general’s interrogation led to a raid 
the next day in Abbas, northeast of Najaf, to capture another gen-
eral and two senior Baath Party ofcials. Te ODA planned to follow 
the same technique for this operation as the day before. Abud’s men 
would make the initial breach while the Americans would secure the 
perimeter and provide fre support if required. Once the Iraqis had 
secured the building, an ODA search team would go in to do a detailed 
clearing. With the plan in place, a split team, led by Schwarz and 
Master Sergeant Scott Ryder*, and Abud’s men loaded up on trucks 
and headed for Abbas on 7 April.136 

As the raiding party approached the hide site, it spotted one of 
the targeted Baath Party ofcials about to get into his car. Seeing 
the soldiers, he turned and ran back into the house, with Abud hot 
on his heels. Afer he was in custody and Abud’s men signaled that 
the house was clear, Schwarz, Ryder, and Sergeant First Class Tim 
Kreiler* entered the building to conduct a detailed search. Te men 
found documents and a great deal of money, but none of the other 
individuals they were seeking.137 

As the Special Forces soldiers and Abud’s men emerged from the 
house with their single captive, they received AK-47 fre from a group 
of buildings about seventy meters away. Te ODA returned fre but 
as the soldiers scrambled for cover, they realized that Abud’s men 
had carelessly boxed in the GMVs with their own vehicles. Meanwhile, 

Figure 7.43  Cache of Iraqi dinars. ODA 544 usu-
ally found more than people in its raids on hide 
sites in and around Najaf. Tis photograph shows 
the AK-47 and large cache of Iraqi dinars seized by 
the team in late April. 
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Abud’s men reacted by fring in every direction, making the situa-
tion all the more dangerous for everybody. “As we saw in the next 
couple of weeks,” commented Schwarz, “every time gunfre started, 
our ‘Gs’ [guerrillas] would just shoot in every direction. It makes it a 
little more chaotic, because they’re running and you’re worried about 
getting shot by one of them.” Afer sorting out the wild fre coming 
from his own allies, Schwarz fnally identifed muzzle fashes com-
ing from windows across the street and estimated four or fve enemy 
shooters.138 

Over the cacophony of gunfre, Ryder and the interpreter yelled 
for everybody to get back, meaning that they should get out of the kill 
zone. Abud’s men interpreted it as a command to run for their lives. 
When the team members looked around they saw that the Iraqis were 
gone and had abandoned their vehicles. Under intense fre, Kreiler 
moved to the last Iraqi truck, jumped in the cab, and backed the truck 
out of the narrow alley, unblocking the team’s GMVs. ODA 544 pro-
ceeded to use its vehicle-mounted heavy weapons—.50 caliber and 
M240B machine guns, MK19 40mm grenade machine gun, and M203 
grenade launcher—to break contact, and withdrew in stages.139 

Te team caught up with Abud’s men about two kilometers down 
the road. Te split team called for a quick reaction force platoon from 
the 101st Airborne to accompany them back to the area of the attack. 
Afer a short situation report, the ODA, Abud’s men, and the quick reac-
tion force returned, only to fnd the area quiet. Although they found 
blood trails, they found no bodies and were not fred upon again. 
In fact, all the expended shell casings had been picked up, removing 
almost all evidence that the frefght had even taken place.140 

When Schwarz’s split team reunited with the rest of ODA 544 at 
Police Headquarters (now controlled by Abud, who had approxi-
mately two hundred policemen working for him), Abud learned that 
an enemy group had kidnapped one of his female relatives and was 
holding her hostage. Te girl’s hysterical mother begged Abud to save 
her daughter. In response, Abud organized a rescue party and imme-
diately lef to rescue the hostage. ODA 544 volunteered to provide 
backup and additional security.141 

Afer a short drive, the rescue party arrived at the house where the 
kidnappers were holding the girl, located on a narrow street within 
a walled and gated compound. Abud, who was not short of courage, 
strode up to the door, pounded, and in a loud voice demanded the 
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girl’s release. Te answer came in a hail of bullets through the door. 
Miraculously, no one was hit. As Clinger described it, “As soon as they 
started shooting, all hell just broke loose. Tere were bullets zinging 
everywhere.” In seconds, one of Abud’s men fred a rocket-propelled 
grenade from a distance of about twenty feet. Where the door had 
stood there was suddenly smoke, fames, and debris. Clinger watched 
in disbelief as he noticed that not only had the door disappeared, but 
so had the RPG gunner. When the smoke cleared, the gunner was seen 
running away as fast as he could.142 

Te battle continued, with bullets fying in all directions. It was a 
classic gunfght between the men in the building and Abud’s forces 
in the street. Unfortunately, the ODA was in the middle. With the 
telltale pufs of dust from impacting rounds rising around their 
feet, windshields being shattered, and chips of stone from walls fy-
ing through the air, Schwarz, ever cool and prudent, suggested that 
they might want to “get the hell out of there” until the shooting died 
down. Crouching down below the wall, the Americans began to move 
quickly to the corner. As they headed away Schwarz noticed Clinger 
stumble, recover, and then continue moving. Once they reached rela-
tive safety, the team discovered that Clinger had been hit in the back 
and leg by bullet fragments. Sergeant First Class Tudor*, the team 
medic, bandaged the commander’s wounds and transported him out 
of the area when the frefght was over.143 

Finally suppressing the hostile fre, Abud’s men breached the 
house, rescued the unharmed girl, and dragged out four men. Two 
had been killed, and two were badly wounded, one of whom died soon 
afer. Te Special Forces medic treated the surviving enemy fghter, 
initially believing that he was one of Abud’s men out of uniform. 
Combs laid him out on the hood of his GMV and started to get a chest 
tube in, administer morphine, and connect a pulse oximeter to take 
vital signs. Te man had been hit several times in the neck and had a 
severe chest wound from which Combs drained twelve ounces of dark 
red blood. Part of the man’s lef hand had also been blown away.144 

ODA 544 then faced a situation right out of the Robin Sage Exercise 
in the Special Forces qualifcation course: some of the Iraqis were 
unhappy that the enemy fghter was being treated. Clinger com-
mented: 

Te mayor [Abud] walks up to [Combs] and says ‘What are 
you doing?’ And [Combs] said, ‘Well, I’m working on this 
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guy.’ [Abud says] ‘Well, he’s the enemy. Why don’t you just 
let him die?’ We gave him the standard American answer: 
‘We don’t do that.’ I [Clinger] had been shot during the 
fght, so they were also trying to evacuate me. [Combs] fn-
ished patching him up and lef him in the care of the locals. 
Te last thing [Combs] said is, ‘you guys need to take him 
to the hospital. I’ll be back to check on him, but you take 
him to the hospital. We thought we would never see this guy 
again. We thought they were either going to let him die, or 
they were going to kill him. 

To the team’s mild surprise, when they did check on the man’s sta-
tus two days later, he was in the hospital. “Sure enough, the guy was 
still alive. Afer we lef [afer the battle], Abud and his lieutenants got 
together and they decided they didn’t want to be known like the last 
regime, killing prisoners or anything like that.”145 

As is ofen the case in unconventional warfare, ODA 544 was forced 
to walk the fne line between working with willing resistance guer-
rilla fghters to achieve its goals and not encouraging unsavory prac-
tices by those same allies of convenience. In the case of Abdul Munim 
Abud (Abu Haydar), the soldiers of ODA 544 found an enthusiastic ally 
and a true leader who could help them accomplish their objectives in 
Najaf. Tey supported him as well as they could, while also trying to 
instill in him the higher principles that U.S. forces revere and live by. 
Abud’s short career as a political leader in Najaf illustrated the infu-
ence and the power a single Special Forces team can have on such a 
man. 

On 11 April, U.S. forces gathered an ad hoc city council, which 
selected Abud to be interim police chief and mayor of Najaf, formaliz-
ing his position as city leader. ODA 544 continued to work with Abud, 
to the point of ensuring that he received credit for as many improve-
ments to the city as possible. Te appointment was ratifed by U.S. 
leadership in May, in spite of local objections—Abud was not only 
a Sunni in a city dominated and revered by Shiites, but was widely 
accused of being a Baathist. When the Marines took over security 
duties in Najaf, they worked less with Abud than ODA 544 and the 
101st had, reducing some of Abud’s infuence and authority, though 
not his aspirations for power. Without the constant restraint of a Spe-
cial Forces team, the real Abud emerged. On 30 June, the Coalition 
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Provisional Authority arrested Abud and sixty-two of his aides on 
numerous charges of corruption and violence. 146 

Other ARSOF 
Both the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and the Rang-
ers engaged in a constant sequence of missions during the frst nine 
days of April. In all cases, they supported and complemented each 
other, as in the rescue of Private First Class Jessica Lynch and while 
securing the Haditha Dam. Te virtually nonstop pace of operations 
involved dangerous daylight fights for the Night Stalkers and the 
unusual pairing of Rangers with conventional armored forces. Each 
mission brought new challenges and dangers, but the ARSOF soldiers 
persevered and successfully accomplished each objective. 

Haditha Dam 

On 1 April, B Company, 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, stormed 
the Al Qadisiyah (Haditha) Dam complex northwest of Baghdad. Its 
mission was to prevent Saddam Hussein and his forces from destroy-
ing the dam. If the dam were breached, the resulting food would not 
only impede the 3rd Infantry Division’s advance through the Karbala 
Gap en route to Baghdad, but also devastate the population and agri-
cultural centers in the foodplain and cut a vital source of national 
electricity. However, the Rangers proved their efectiveness as a strike 
force by fghting and winning a ferce weeklong battle to prevent any 
strategic delay, or humanitarian and environmental disaster. 147 

B Company arrived at H-1, a dusty airfeld in west-central Iraq, on 
29 March 2003. Tere, they linked up with the bulk of the 3rd Ranger 
Battalion, which had parachuted in fve days earlier. Te new arrivals 
had little time for reunions, however, as they were almost immedi-
ately ordered to move out to a clandestine site to the northeast, and 
conduct operations with Coalition forces already in the area. Te 
3rd Battalion’s mission was to draw the Iraqi Army’s attention way 
from Objective Lynx—Haditha Dam—so that other special opera-
tions forces could cross and secure the facility. At least, that was the 
plan. 148 

Since B Company had arrived dismounted, the frst order of busi-
ness was to obtain vehicles. B Company drew GMVs from the other 
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3rd Battalion assets at H-1, with two pla-
toons receiving fve GMVs. Te company also 
received a section of two 120mm heavy mor-
tars and three mechanics from the battalion 
headquarters company. Due to a shortage of 
vehicles, the 3rd Platoon remained at H-1 as a 
security force. 149 

On 30 March, Captain Dirk Dillard* led B 
Company and the attached section of 120mm 
heavy mortars from H-1 to a remote desert 
landing strip—Objective Roadrunner—for 
refueling on the way to a remain-over-day 
site. Dillard soon fgured out that his mission 
was expanding by the minute, because at the 
desert landing strip his company was supple-
mented by a third platoon from C Company 
and the 3rd Battalion’s seven-man Tactical 
Operations Center II. Once everybody was 
refueled and positioned, the ground assault  
convoy of seventeen vehicles and 140 Rangers 
drove into the moonless night. 150 

Te company arrived at the remain-over-day site just as the sun 
welcomed a new day. While gathering intelligence about enemy loca-
tions and troop strengths, Dillard received a message from Major 
Albert Kilburn*, the battalion executive ofcer; at 1400, B Company 
received a digitally transmitted fragmentation order to seize Haditha 
Dam and prevent its destruction. Returning to the site, Dillard and 
Kilburn assembled the frst sergeant and Sergeant First Class Stan 
Morgan*, the fre support noncommissioned ofcer, to develop a plan. 
Opening his well-worn Ranger handbook on the hood of his vehicle, 
Dillard constructed an operations order in about twenty minutes. 
Platoon leaders furiously took notes as Dillard laid out the plan on 
his map, and the group surveyed the scant imagery available. Morgan 
and Kilburn coordinated close air support and scheduled bombing 
targets with the regimental headquarters. Te time: 1730 hours. 

Te Rangers anticipated that the dam would be very well defended, 
with at least a platoon on Objective Lynx, and a mechanized company 
to the south, near Haditha Village. Dillard outlined the plan: the 2nd 
Platoon would lead the main efort, seizing a foothold on the dam and 
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the Middle East, was the scene of a weeklong battle.
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clearing the inside of 
the dam complex; the 
1st Platoon would be 
the supporting efort, 
seizing the dominat-
ing high ground to 
the west of the dam 
with two to four 
buildings on it; and 
in the center, the 3rd 
Platoon, C Company, 
would clear Objective 
Cobalt, an area south 
of the dam structure 
comprising power 
station buildings and 
a transformer yard. 
Te plan called for 
quick action, and Dil-

lard projected the operation to last less than twenty-four hours, but 
prepared to stay on-site for forty-eight.151 

Believing they only had two hours to prepare, platoon and squad 
leaders further defned their units’ missions and disseminated the 
plan of the operation to the soldiers. While Rangers scrambled to 
fnalize operational details, a pair of AH-6 Little Bird attack helicop-
ters arrived at the assembly site to provide aerial escort and close air 
support to the assault force. Dillard briefed his plan to the 160th SOAR 
pilots, and tweaked the fre support plan. 

Afer several coordination delays, the Rangers ultimately moved 
out at 2240, two hours later than planned. With First Lieutenant Gary 
Whittle* on point, the convoy headed northeast into the night, fol-
lowing a route designed to avoid enemy troop concentrations. Te 
terrain grew more treacherous as they neared the dam, with barren 
desert giving way to scrub-covered hills and dry wadis. Only two 
kilometers from the objective, the convoy lost its aerial escort when 
a GMV broke down, delaying progress to the point where the Little 
Birds had to divert to their support base for fuel. Te 1st Platoon’s 
GMV had broken all four bolts from its steering gearbox, normally a 
catastrophic mechanical failure; but the resourceful mechanic took 
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one bolt from each of the three other the GMVs and fxed the problem 
in thirty minutes, all the time working in night vision goggles.152 

Although the Little Bird pilots had diverted to a concealed forward 
arming and refueling point for gas, a replacement fight was soon on 
its way. As the frst fight of Little Birds provided aerial reconnaissance 
to the Rangers traveling toward Haditha, another AH-6 attack team 
conducted a hot helicopter ofoad from a C-17 Globemaster at H-1 
Airfeld. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* quickly departed 
with his fight of two AH-6 gunships. Racing toward the dam, Wil-
lington coordinated by radio a rendezvous en route at the clandestine 
forward arming and refueling point, approximately twelve kilometers 
west of the dam. Willington received a quick battle handover that 
included the map that depicted the Rangers’ graphics and the perti-
nent details of the assault.153 

Te two fights swifly departed in opposite directions. Once air-
borne, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper*, seated next to Wil-
lington, contacted the Ranger fre support element for a situation 
report. Morgan recognized the familiar voice on the radio since he 
had worked closely with Caper on several operations. Morgan relayed 
the Rangers’ current position. Te Night Stalker fight quickly closed 
on the convoy just as it reached the outer perimeter of the dam.154 

With the fight of Little Birds providing reconnaissance, the Rang-
ers breached the fnal barrier, a chain-link fence, and raced to reach 
the dam before daylight broke. Whittle and his driver, Sergeant 
Tomas Corley*, guided the formation through the narrow breach 
in the fence and up onto a gravel road, which dropped precipitously 
thirty feet down on each side. Whittle desperately searched in the 
dark for the gravel road that would lead them to the dam. Ten, as if 
in a movie, it was there in front of them, he hit it dead on: the gravel 
road, and the asphalt causeway road was two hundred meters further 
on. Tis was the cue to steel for the assault. 

Te Rangers rapidly closed the distance between vehicles, and 
headed toward the objective at sixty kilometers per hour. As they 
approached the six-mile-long dam in the growing moonlight, the 
Rangers recognized the spillway, the dam crane, and the tall entrance 
towers on either side of the spillway, under the eerie green light of 
their night vision goggles. Te dam itself was an enormous concrete 
structure rising more than ffeen stories from the river level up to the 
roadway on top, and boasted six major spillways. Te convoy sepa-
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rated as the Ranger platoons followed the assault plan, each focusing 
on its assigned objective. 155 

Objective Lynx 

Dividing the 2nd Platoon into two elements, Whittle led one section 
toward the western administrative tower, and his platoon sergeant, 
Sergeant First Class Jerry Dunbar*, led the other section eastward 
across the causeway. Te lead Rangers in Dunbar’s element dismounted 
their vehicles near the western entrance of the dam and paused to get 
their bearings. Spotting two armed Iraqi guards through his night 
vision goggles, lead vehicle gunner Specialist Walters* aimed his M2 
.50 caliber machine gun at them. Holding fre and calling out com-
mands in Arabic, Staf Sergeant James Narrow* and several other 

Rangers fex cufed the surprised guards to 
a handrail alongside the road. As the section 
moved into blocking positions, they suddenly 
heard gunfre.156 

While Whittle was searching for an 
entrance to the western administrative build-
ings, he heard a Ranger shout, “He’s got a 
gun!” Staf Sergeant Smothers* had observed 
someone dive under a piece of sheet metal, and 
then spotted the barrel of a weapon. Smothers 
aimed and registered the frst enemy kill of the 
operation. Soon afer that, two other Rangers 
discovered three armed and dazed guards in 
an apparently unmanned shack. Te ensuing 
frefght eliminated that threat. Having made 

enemy contact, the Rangers were on alert and ready for further com-
bat. Surprisingly, nobody exited the eastern side of the dam.157 

Finally locating a door into the administrative building, Whittle 
called up two squads to clear the facility and search for emplaced 
demolitions. Using a Hooligan Tool—a combination axe and crow-
bar used by emergency rescue personnel—the Rangers pried open 
the heavy metal door. Whittle soon realized that clearing the admin-
istrative building would take at least three hours. Te onerous task of 
working their way down, clearing nine foors of ten ofces each, a con-
trol room, locked bathrooms, and balconies, rested solely on Whittle’s 

Figure 7.46  Eastern side of the Haditha Dam 
complex.  Te ffeen-story eastern half of the dam 
complex took two Ranger squads two hours to 
search. Once the buildings were cleared, the 3rd 
Platoon used its roof as a temporary camp. 
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section of approximately twenty Rangers. In true Ranger fashion, the 
section methodically cleared the building by kicking down doors, 
blowing of locks, and placing items with potential intelligence value 
into the hallways. To complicate matters, as they descended into the 
dam, they lost radio communication with the commander. To solve 
the problem, Whittle put his radioman at the top of the stairs and 
shouted instructions up to him. Te Ranger then stepped out into the 
doorway to relay the message. Te Rangers were beginning to fag 
from the grueling work when they got a real adrenaline boost.158 

On the sixth foor, the Rangers found twenty-fve startled civil-
ian dam workers. Energized by the encounter, the Rangers separated 
the dam workers into cells, photographed each man, and temporar-
ily restrained them. Te senior employee of the group expedited the 
search for demolitions by guiding a squad to key locations within the 
facility. Afer four hours, Whittle radioed Dillard and reported that 
the building was clear. Leaving a small guard detail for the workers, 
the rest of the Rangers moved topside and observed that outside the 
building “all hell had broken loose.”159 

Afer this initial encounter, Dunbar’s element saw little action 
until afer daybreak. As the sun illuminated the surrounding terrain, 
sniper Staf Sergeant Ronald Jones* spotted Iraqis shooting RPGs from 
the west side of the river, nine hundred meters away. One man stood 
in front of an apparent propane tank with an 
RPG, and the two others were standing behind 
the tank. Narrow cleared Jones to engage, and 
in seconds the silent round from Jones’ rife 
struck the frst Iraqi, passed through his body, 
and hit the propane tank, which exploded and 
killed the other two men.160 

Soon afer the three Iraqis were elimi-
nated, Dillard directed Dunbar to move his 
element to secure the eastern side of the dam. 
A quarter of the way across, a truck came 
barreling down on the Rangers. Walters fred 
several hundred .50 caliber rounds into the 
vehicle, stopping it cold. Five of the armed 
Iraqi guards died instantly, and another nine 
piled out of the truck, taking cover behind the 
concrete railings along the dam. In the course 

Figure 7.47  Iraqi guards charge the Rangers. 
A single vehicle carrying fourteen Iraqi guards 
charged a 2nd Platoon squad as it crossed the dam. 
Several hundred .50 caliber rounds stopped the 
truck cold, but lef nine of its occupants alive to 
challenge the Rangers in an hour-long frefght. 
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of the ensuing hour-long frefght, the Rangers killed or wounded sev-
eral guards and forced fve to surrender. 161 

During the clash, two of the wounded Iraqis jumped the concrete 
barrier and tried to escape down the steep embankment. Command 
Sergeant Major Alan Beech* and Dunbar decided that they could not 
leave the wounded men to die. Dunbar radioed Dillard, relayed the 
situation, and requested permission to recover the wounded Iraqis. 
With permission granted, Beech and Dunbar sprinted under 23mm 
antiaircraf artillery fre (fring in a direct-fre mode) from the south 
one hundred meters down the hill. Te two Rangers located the 
guards, rendered frst aid, and carried them back up to the top of the 
dam, while being fred on from the south. Beech and Dunbar earned 
Silver Star commendations for their bravery. 162 

Objective Cobalt 

When the 2nd Platoon began its assault, the 3rd Platoon, C Company, 
was focused on seizing Objective Cobalt—an entry control point to 
the power station, the power station itself, and the transformer yard 
south of the earthen dam. Unable to access the area from the top of 
the dam, First Lieutenant Josh Tomas* directed his men to reverse 
course and head back through the 1st Platoon’s blocking position. 
With the 1st Squad leader Staf Sergeant Justin Regal* in the lead, 
three vehicles and twenty-seven Rangers maneuvered down the steep 
embankment toward Objective Cobalt. 163 

In the predawn darkness, the Rangers spotted three armed indi-
viduals standing in front of a small building, seemingly just curi-
ously looking around. Based on their recent Afghanistan experience, 
the Rangers knew that a guy with a weapon did not actually indicate 
combatant status; everyone carried weapons, both militia and civil-
ians. However, when the Iraqis shot at the lead vehicle and then dove 
into a bunker, the Rangers knew that these armed individuals were, 
indeed, enemy combatants. As Tomas was moving forward to the 
lead vehicle, team leader Staf Sergeant Peter Corrigan* tossed a gre-
nade and yelled, “Frag out!” Te fragmentation grenade exploded, 
illuminating the objective and enough Iraqis to cause the platoon to 
pull back to regroup. 

Tomas quickly adjusted his attack. He directed the 1st Squad to 
suppress the guards while the 3rd Squad fanked from the lef and 
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entered close to the 
gatehouse. Platoon 
sergeant Sergeant 
First Class Roger 
Sherry* spotted an 
Iraqi peeking out from 
behind the gatehouse, 
but he was quickly 
captured. Meanwhile, 
the Rangers pull-
ing rear security had 
located a bunker with 
fve armed Iraqis and 
several RPG launchers. 
Seemingly resigned 
to their fate, the men 
simply sat there and 
looked at their cap-
tors impassively. Te 
Rangers accepted the Iraqi’s surrender, but lef them in the bunker, 
disarmed and fex cufed; the platoon did not have the manpower or 
time to guard them.164 

Having penetrated the objective, Tomas called for a vehicle that 
he had lef on top of the dam with the Tactical Operations Center II 
element. Unfortunately, Specialist James Allen* had made a wrong 
turn on the way down, and ended up in front of the 1st Platoon’s posi-
tion. Almost immediately, RPG and small arms fre crisscrossed over 
the hood of the vehicle. One round struck Alan’s right foot and then 
penetrated the truck’s oil flter. As the vehicle retreated, leaving a trail 
of oil behind it, another round hit MK19 gunner Corporal Jon Gale* in 
his body armor, slamming him backward, but he recovered quickly 
and returned fre. In the back of the GMV, Corporal Steve Pierce* fred 
his M240B machine gun at the enemy as Alan foored the gas pedal 
and drove out of the kill zone on three fat tires. Te bullet-riddled 
and oil-leaking vehicle fnally died just short of the 1st Platoon posi-
tion. Te Rangers pushed it the fnal ffy meters to safety. Amazingly, 
Alan escaped with only a gunshot wound to his toe, and Gale was 
unhurt.165 
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Figure 7.48  Sketch of Objective Cobalt. 
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Blocking Positions 

Last in the movement order, the 1st Platoon established two block-
ing positions across the road leading to the dam complex. Te frst 
three Iraqis the Rangers encountered in the guard shack were secured 
and fex cufed within thirty seconds. A few minutes later, two Iraqis 
appeared out of the brush fring wildly. Five Rangers fred simultane-
ously at the threat, dispatching it quickly.166 

Te second part of the 1st Platoon’s mission began as the platoon 
sergeant, Staf Sergeant James Lauder*, led the 3rd Squad to the south 
side of the road to clear buildings. Anticipating two to four buildings 
as they topped the small hill, Lauder and his men were surprised to 
discover twelve more buildings not drawn on their maps. Searching 
the additional structures, the Rangers found that the complex was a 
training base for Iraqi antiaircraf artillery units in the Haditha area. 
Te buildings contained sand tables of western Iraq, posters detailing 
Iraqi weapon systems, photographs of artillery pieces, and scores of 
AK-47s and other weapons stacked in the arms room. It appeared to 
Lauder that the Iraqis fed when they heard gunfre, since he found 
half-fried eggs on the stove.167 

Soon mortar fre began hitting around the hilltop, and Lauder 
called his platoon leader, First Lieutenant Jared Husky*, for reinforce-
ments. Armed Iraqis were streaming out of Haditha Village toward 

prepared positions at the bottom of the hill 
and fring at the Rangers. Husky sent the 2nd 
Squad to neutralize the threat. Te squad 
moved two GMVs from the north side of the 
road and turned its MK19 grenade launchers 
and heavy weapons on the Iraqi attackers. 
Lauder called in Little Bird attack helicopters 
for additional support. Afer thirty minutes of 
intense fghting, the Night Stalkers destroyed 
the mortar positions, and the Rangers broke 
the enemy counterattack.168 

Suddenly mortar fre erupted again, hit-
ting the hilltop. Lauder, Husky, and dozens of 
Rangers scanned southward for the source of 
the new threat and were surprised when the 
1st Squad leader pointed behind them, toward 

Figure 7.49  Blocking position at Haditha Dam. 
Te 1st Platoon, B Company, 3rd Ranger Battalion 
established and maintained a blocking position 
south of the dam. While clearing the area, the 1st 
Platoon Rangers discovered training materials for 
the antiaircraf artillery school. 
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a small island in the lake. Unable to spot the 
mortar, they could see the puf of smoke 
when it fred. Lauder had Private First Class 
Jim Rich* fre a Javelin missile at the position. 
Te missile launched, reaching the island in 
seconds, then exploded right on target, end-
ing the mortar fre. Te hit prompted a cheer 
from the Rangers. Later, A-10 Tunderbolts 
dropped bombs on the island to ensure the 
threat was totally eliminated.169 

Hard Fight Won 

With the 1st Platoon still engaged in its fre-
fght, Dillard repositioned his troops and 
prepared for the next phase of the mission: 
to prevent the destruction of the dam. Dil-
lard pulled the 3rd Platoon back to the dam 
and positioned it between the 1st and 2nd 
Platoons. Knowing that the Night Stalkers 
had stayed long past the point where they 
benefted from the protection of darkness, he 
released them with gratitude. By midday of April 1st, Dillard felt that 
the Rangers efectively controlled the dam. Taking advantage of the 
bright daylight, he directed his platoons to concentrate on clearing 
areas skipped during the frenzy of the initial assault. Te 2nd Platoon 
took the time to fortify its positions on the east side of the dam. Te 
3rd Platoon spent the morning consolidating enemy prisoners and 
improving its own fghting positions.170 

For the next fve days, receiving almost continuous enemy fre, the 
1st Platoon held the hill. Nearly every hour for the frst three days, 
groups of between two and twelve black-uniformed Iraqis sallied from 
the village, fring in the direction of the Rangers. Mortar and 152mm 
artillery hit the hill in one-to-four-round salvos. To the immediate 
south of the 1st Platoon’s position were two buildings, soon dubbed 
CAS1 and CAS2, from which the bulk of the enemy force had rallied 
and attacked.171 

In the afernoon, Dillard ordered Tomas to clear the eastern half 
of the dam complex. Tomas took twenty men from the 3rd Platoon 
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Figure 7.50  Sketch of blocking position. Illustra-
tion of blocking position based on 1st Platoon, B 
Company, 3rd Ranger Battalion’s sketch. 
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Chapter Seven 

and began the arduous task of clearing nine stories and over one 
hundred ofces. Te Rangers followed the same procedure as in the 
western building: breaking and blowing down doors, and collecting 
all items of potential intelligence value. Two hours later, the building 
was clear. Mission complete, Tomas consolidated his platoon atop 
the dam and hunkered down for the night.172 

Dawn brought further counterattacks on the dam. As darkness 
dissipated, the Iraqis attacked both fanks of the dam with squad-
sized elements of ten to twelve men. Te Rangers quickly repelled the 
initial assault, but as the morning passed, the volume of indirect fre 
increased. A combination of mortar and 152mm artillery shells rained 
down on the concrete surface near the Ranger positions. Fortunately, 
the Rangers had ample close air support and passed the fre mission to 
the A-10 Tunderbolt pilots. Troughout the day, the A-10s relentlessly 
pounded the enemy. 

During the second day at the dam, some of the Rangers caught 
sight of an Iraqi in a kayak paddling in and out between the small 
islands in the lake. He darted in and out of view and appeared to have 
binoculars and a radio. An MK19 gunner fred a warning shot, and 
the kayaker hurriedly paddled out of view behind one of the islands. 
He reemerged four hours later, paddling furtively toward the shore, 
intent on escape. Afer several .50 caliber shots, the kayak was hit, 
sinking beneath the lake. A Ranger fre team secured the hapless 
kayaker/forward observer once he reached shore, wet and shaken but 
not wounded. A search of the man turned up sketches of the Ranger 
positions.173 

During that same day, Whittle pushed his squads east, out past the 
dam buildings. But in the night, the enemy closed to within two hun-
dred meters of the 2nd Platoon’s positions, pinning down the Rang-
ers with RPGs. Iraqis hidden in a dead space prevented the Rangers 
from returning efective fre, so they called in air support. Within 
minutes, an A-10 rolled in and dropped two 1,000-pound bombs just 
300 meters from the 2nd Platoon’s location. Te bombs obliterated the 
attackers and shattered every window in the dam complex. 

By 3 April, the enemy mortar fre had declined to one round every 
two hours. Unfortunately, 152mm heavy artillery from the southwest 
replaced it. While most rounds went into the lake, every platoon had 
a few shells land within a kilometer of its position. One round hit 
on the top concrete dam rail only seventy-fve meters from Dillard’s 
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command post; luckily, it did not explode. Not everyone was so lucky. 
Another artillery round did explode next to the Ranger mortar posi-
tion.174 

Closest to the location of the explosion, Lauder—a former Ranger 
medic—raced to the impact area with medics and his driver, stopping 
short because the position was an artillery target. Te Rangers lef 
their vehicle behind a three-foot concrete wall and ran the fnal hun-
dred meters on foot. An explosion had put artillery shell fragments 
into Specialist Jay Fielding’s* face, penetrating the right orbital lobe. 
When Lauder and his team arrived, Fielding had stopped breathing 
and his face was turning blue. Te medics removed Fielding’s blood-
covered helmet and suctioned his airway, hoping to avoid a trache-
otomy. Fielding did, indeed, resume breathing on his own, and the 
color returned to his face, giving everybody new hope for his survival. 
In the midst of incoming artillery fre, the medics bandaged Fielding’s 
face, checked him all over for other injuries, and then carried him to 
the truck. Lauder and his team loaded him in their truck and raced 
to the center of the dam. Tere Fielding was safe until medical evacu-
ation arrived.175 

Te H-1 operations center reacted quickly to news of casualties 
on the dam, scrambling the 160th SOAR crews from their beds. In 
less than forty minutes, a fight of three helicopters departed H-1 for 
the dam: an MH-47E Chinook with a surgical team aboard and two 
MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators. Flying in broad daylight, the 
fight arrived at the dam less than an hour afer Fielding went down. 
Te Chinook evacuated Fielding during a break in the artillery fre. 
Doctors began working on him as soon as he was aboard. At H-1, 
medical personnel transferred Fielding to a forward surgical team for 
emergency care. Fielding received a Purple Heart for his injuries and 
a Bronze Star for valor.176 

Te artillery attack seemed to be a turning point in the battle for 
Haditha Dam. Over the course of the next few days, mortar and artil-
lery fre steadily decreased. Tanks from C Company, 2nd Battalion, 
70th Armor Regiment, arrived on 6 April, and local clerics intervened 
with enemy forces. Te combination of heavy armor and political sup-
port ensured Ranger control of the dam and surrounding area. Tey 
secured the CAS1 and CAS2 buildings to the south and cleared out the 
cache of munitions. With all enemy combatants under either Coali-
tion control or having fed, by the end of the week the Rangers turned 
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their attention to help the newly arrived Civil 
Afairs team charged with rehabilitating the 
dam.177 

Te Rangers’ seizure of Haditha Dam was 
crucial in the early stages of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom. It prevented a potential humani-
tarian and environmental disaster along the 
Euphrates River, and mitigated the risk to 
Coalition forces rapidly advancing toward 
Baghdad. Te dam’s capture also prevented 
any further use of the facility as a river cross-
ing site by foreign terrorists, while ensuring 
its availability to Coalition forces. Te Rang-
ers demonstrated the value a fexible, cohesive, 
and highly-trained assault force can bring to 
the modern battlefeld. 

Figure 7.51  Happy Motoring sign. B Company, 
3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, secured 
Haditha Dam afer a weeklong battle with Iraqi 
guards. Te Rangers’ triumph guaranteed that 
the dam would not be destroyed and release a 
food onto the plains to the southeast, and assured 
friendly forces and local inhabitants a safe place to 
cross the Euphrates River. 

SOAR over Haditha 

Te aviators of B Company, 1st Battalion, 160th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment, had established a reputation for being able to 
deliver close air support in even the most challenging conditions. 
Te Night Stalkers lived up to and exceeded all expectations while 
supporting the 75th Ranger Regiment’s assault on Haditha Dam the 
morning of 1 April. Using well-established operating procedures, the 
SOAR attack pilots demonstrated their value and fexibility on the 
battlefeld. 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Doug Carter* and his team of two AH-6 
Little Bird attack helicopters were marking time at a dusty airfeld in 
west-central Iraq when they received word of the mission. Having 
arrived at H-1 fve days earlier on an ostensibly overnight mission, 
the team looked and felt scrufy. Carter and the rest of the team were 
awaiting their replacements when they received the mission to sup-
port the Rangers’ occupation of Haditha Dam. Only knowing part of 
the Rangers’ attack plan, the SOAR crews loaded their helicopters with 
munitions appropriate for ground support and took of.178 

Carter’s team arrived at the Rangers’ assembly site on the afer-
noon of 31 March. Captain Dirk Dillard* greeted Carter and briefed 
him on the Rangers’ tactical plan. Te two commanders had known 
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each other for years, and worked together during training exercises 
and deployments. Together, they devised a fre support plan based 
on their collective experiences and standing operating procedures. 
With the Rangers’ graphic control measures—route, checkpoints, 
phase lines, and assault positions—annotated on a map, Carter went 
back to the landing site to brief his air team. 

Fully expecting to execute the plan he had developed with Dillard, 
Carter was dismayed when events orchestrated a change. Afer sev-
eral delays, the Rangers ultimately launched at 2240 hours, two hours 
later than planned. Darkness soon enveloped the Ranger formation, 
and the terrain slowed the ground advance. Te attack was further 
delayed when the steering gearbox failed on one of the Ground Mobil-
ity Vehicles. Resourceful mechanics had the gearbox repaired within 
thirty minutes, but the delay forced the Little Bird pilots to divert to a 
concealed forward arming and refueling point for gas. 

As Carter’s AH-6 team provided aerial reconnaissance to the Rang-
ers traveling toward Haditha, another AH-6 attack team arrived at H-1 
Airfeld. Having conducted a hot of-load of AH-6s from a C-17 Globe-
master (meaning that the helicopters and pilots were headed directly 
into combat), Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* and his fight 
of two AH-6 gunships quickly departed from H-1. Racing toward the 
dam, Willington contacted Carter with his satellite communication 
radio and coordinated a rendezvous en route. Te team met at a clan-
destine forward arming and refueling point, approximately twelve 
kilometers west of the dam. Carter hastily conducted a battle hando-
ver to Willington, handing him the map with the Rangers’ graphics, 
and providing him with the pertinent details of the assault.179 

Afer the handover was completed, each fight quickly lifed of 
in opposite directions. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper* con-
tacted the Ranger Fire Support noncommissioned ofcer, Sergeant 
First Class Stan Morgan*, for a situational report. Morgan relayed 
the Rangers’ current position, and within minutes, the Night Stalker 
fight closed on the convoy as it reached the outer perimeter of the 
dam.180 

From the SOAR pilots’ perspective, the Rangers seemed to be tak-
ing the dam without resistance. Te Night Stalkers few south and 
reconnoitered the surrounding area as enemy forces fred sporadi-
cally at the nearly invisible helicopters. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Dave 
Setter*, in the trail Little Bird, spotted a vehicle rapidly approaching 
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from the south with its lights shining. He relayed the information 
to Willington in the lead aircraf, and Willington swung his fight 
around for a closer look. Unsure of the intent of the occupants, the 
pilots waited until the combatants exited their vehicle with RPGs and 
rifes. In response to this obvious display of hostile intent, Willington 
launched a salvo of .50 caliber bullets into the party. Setter followed 
immediately with another barrage, eliminating the threat.181 

On the return fight north to the dam, the SOAR pilots noticed 
an equally deadly enemy: a massive spider web of wires and power 
poles emanating from the dam. As dangerous as any enemy fre, the 
nearly invisible high-tension wires could easily snare and destroy a 
helicopter. Te wires were a constant reminder to maintain gun run 
discipline, to check altitude, and not to fxate on a target. 

As the Iraqis moved through the bottomland up the west side of 
the river, ffeen- to twenty-foot dunes covered their movement. Te 
enemy moved into the deflade and shot at the Rangers, but the Rang-
ers could not see the Iraqis to return fre accurately. However, the 
Little Bird pilots could easily survey the area, and killed several fght-
ers with 7.62mm minigun rounds and 2.75 inch rockets. Afer six fre 
missions, Caper notifed Morgan that they needed to return to H-1 for 
fuel. As the fight departed the area, the pilots listened to the reports 
of increased enemy activity. During the nineteen-minute fight to the 
airfeld at H-1, mortar attacks from the south intensifed.182 

While refueling, Caper tuned the radio to monitor the Ranger 
command net and heard an agitated, familiar voice. Morgan was 
contacting the Ranger tactical operations center and requesting the 
status of the Little Birds. Caper could tell by the tone of his voice that 
something was wrong. As the Night Stalkers repositioned for depar-
ture, Morgan called the center again, requesting the time inbound for 
the Little Birds. Caper alerted Willington, who selected the radio on 
his communication console, and the fight departed. Willington radi-
oed Morgan when the fight was six minutes away. Gunfre echoed 
during the radio transmission.183 

Approximately a mile away from the objective, the Night Stalkers 
saw gunfre crisscrossing the western side of the dam. Te 1st Platoon 
was fercely engaged with the same enemy fghters that the aviators 
had seen maneuvering through the rolling dunes along the Rangers’ 
western fank. Te pilots saw tracers and fashes from the Rangers’ 
heavy weapons: MK19 40mm grenade machine guns and M2 .50 caliber 
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machine guns. As Caper looked southward, 
two mortar tubes fashed 200 meters away. He 
radioed Morgan and gave a situation report. 
Morgan passed him over to the Ranger con-
trolling fres in the 1st Platoon’s sector.184 

Suddenly, two more fashes were spotted in 
the same location, as well as a massing enemy 
force. Willington contacted the forward 
observer and requested clearance to shoot. 
Te forward observer began a full call-for-fre 
request, which is thoroughly drilled into even 
the greenest Rangers. Radio chatter flled the 
communication channels, forcing both Caper 
and Willington to broadcast on all radio nets 
that they “had the Rangers’ positions and 
needed clearance to shoot.” Finally, Morgan 
yelled into the radio, “D—— it, cleared hot! Cleared hot! Cleared 
hot!” Te Little Bird pilots got the message.185 

Te Night Stalkers separated laterally from the Rangers and 
quickly rolled in on the frst mortar position, delivering .50 caliber 
rounds and rockets into the mortar position. As Setter’s gunship dis-
charged its rockets, the pilots in each helicopter saw muzzle fashes 
everywhere they looked. “Quite a sight to behold,” commented Caper, 
“I’ve never seen so many muzzle fashes in my life.” Five Iraqis ran into 
a nearby building, so the Little Birds came around for a second run 
and leveled the building. As the dust rose from the attack, the adept 
pilots divided their attention between their human and environmen-
tal adversaries, ever cognizant of the wire-ridden death trap above the 
mortar positions. At the second mortar position, an adjacent natural 
gas main erupted from the rocket efects, and burned for nearly a 
week aferward. At night it could be seen from seventy miles away 
and served as a beacon for incoming fights.186 

A sizeable enemy force began to attack the Rangers from the south. 
Caper identifed an element maneuvering along the shoreline. Within 
minutes, the pair of attack helicopters fred on at least two platoons of 
dismounted troops. As one pilot few each helicopter, the other pilots 
got into the fght by leaning out the side door and engaging militia 
forces with their personal M4 rifes. Te smell of cordite flled the air. 

Figure 7.52  Power lines at Haditha Dam. Te 
multilevel Haditha Dam complex houses six large 
generators and six turbines, which provide electric-
ity to the surrounding region. Only one was fully 
operational when the Rangers seized the objective. 
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As the Night Stalkers few low during their attack runs, they could 
hear the bolt actions of the enemy’s AK-47s. 

Te enemy force was fnally suppressed just as dawn broke. With 
daylight comes increased probability of small arms fre hitting a heli-
copter, so Dillard soon ordered the Little Birds to leave. As the fight 
departed, Morgan radioed the AH-6 pilots, and with appreciation evi-
dent in his voice, declared, “Te beer’s on us!”187 

Te 160th SOAR pilots supported the Rangers with the ferocity 
that the ground fghters had come to expect. Te expertise garnered 
through joint exercises and proven procedures enabled one team of 
Night Stalkers to fawlessly complete the mission begun by another 
team. When the battle intensifed, the Night Stalkers were there to 
deliver the precise close air support that the Rangers needed, stay-
ing on station even as the morning sun stripped away the protec-
tion aforded by the night. Years of bilateral training forged a mutual 
respect between these elite units, and produced a generous return on 
investment with the successful seizure of Haditha Dam. 

Civil Affairs at Haditha 

On 2 April, Brigadier General Vincent Brooks, CENTCOM spokesman, 
announced that special operations forces had seized Haditha Dam, 
“a very important dam that could potentially food the Euphrates 
River leading down toward Baghdad, and particularly in the area of 
Karbala.” Tat short statement belied the signifcance of the dam, and 
barely hinted at the problems encountered within the structure itself. 
Tough the operation that led to the dam’s capture was dramatic, the 
struggle to keep the dam operational was just as intense and at least 
as dangerous.188 

In the early morning hours of 1 April, elements of the 3rd Bat-
talion, 75th Ranger Regiment, assaulted and captured Al Qadisi-
yah (Haditha) Dam. Measuring eight kilometers at its widest point, 
Haditha Dam is the one of the largest such earthen structures in the 
Middle East. Te resulting Qadisiyah Reservoir has a capacity of 8.2 
billion cubic meters, about two-thirds the volume of water of Lake 
Roosevelt behind the Grand Cooley Dam, and is a critical source of 
water for irrigation and electrical power in western Iraq. By capturing 
the dam, Coalition forces ensured that Iraqi forces could neither use 
the facility as a stronghold nor destroy it and food the valley. Seizing 
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the Haditha complex also protected the water supply and ability to 
provide electricity, both of which became critical resources during 
the approaching summer months.189 

While Rangers excel at capturing objectives, the assault force was 
not well suited to actually operating the dam. Te Rangers quickly 
called for assistance from E Company, 96th Civil Afairs Battalion, 
which had been attached to the regiment for just such an eventuality. 
Regimental commander Colonel Joseph Votel ordered Sergeant First 
Class Karl Compton*, a member of Civil Afairs Team–Alpha 52, to 
deploy to the dam on 2 April. Compton had twelve years of Special 
Forces experience as an engineer, and was better qualifed to emplace 
demolitions on a dam than to manage one, but his three months work 
on a dam in Virginia following his high school graduation made him 
the most qualifed person available. Compton’s mission was to con-
duct a rapid assessment of the dam structure, take photographs of 
parts in need of repair, and return to base at H-1 within twenty-four 
hours.190 

Intense Iraqi artillery barrages targeting the Rangers on the dam 
delayed Compton’s mission for two days. On 4 April, Compton fnally 
found a seat on an MH-47 Chinook loaded to capacity with personnel 
and supplies. Te helicopter arrived at the dam late that evening, dur-
ing a break in the mortar and artillery attacks. Compton wasted no 
time in starting his assessment, and immediately began making his 
way through the honeycomb-like levels of the dam, identifying sig-
nifcant electrical and structural problems within the facility. In the 
course of his assessment, Compton discovered that the dam’s situa-
tion was more critical than he had originally been told. A transformer 
had been hit by enemy mortar or artillery fre, causing it to backfeed 
into the dam and shut down power. By the morning of the ffh, only 
one of the six generators had been repaired, and fve of the six turbines 
were down for maintenance or lack of spare parts. It was obvious 
that the dam had been operating at less than 50 percent efciency for 
some time.191 

When Compton conducted his frst meeting with the Iraqi dam 
manager to get his appraisal of the condition of the facility and the 
status of the dam workers, Compton found that the manager was 
reluctant to share information: 

Keep in mind, the manager and all the dam workers had 
been held in a secure section of the dam for nearly one week. 

A

ED T   

V AISE CRE
MAINTAIN

Figure 7.53  96th 
CAB insignia. 

Figure 7.54  75th  
Ranger Regiment 
scroll shoulder patch. 
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Te dam workers—at that time approximately twenty-fve 
personnel broken into two shifs—were escorted by guards 
whenever they moved about the complex and were then 
returned to one of the two worker rooms where they were 
kept.192 

Following his initial discussions with the dam manager and his 
assistant, Compton determined his top priorities were to organize 
the dam employees in order to ensure the continuous operation of the 
facility and to repair critically damaged components. Tough Comp-
ton was scheduled to return to H-1 the next day, the Ranger company 
commander on-site informed him that no aircraf were scheduled to 
arrive in the next twenty-four hours. Stranded at the dam, Compton 
used the time to develop a more detailed appraisal of the problems 
found throughout the dam facility, including those involving the dam 
personnel. 

In the course of working with the dam manager and his deputy, 
Compton concluded that many of the dam workers believed that the 
U.S. forces would destroy the dam, not preserve it. Compton worked 

to improve his relationship with the man-
ager and to help him understand that they 
were there to help repair the hydroelectric 
facility and return it to normal operations. 
Compton also permitted the dam manager 
and eight higher-level workers to listen to 
the radio on a regular basis. “Tis worked 
in our favor in getting the dam workers to 
completely understand the Americans were 
in charge.” Trough the radio broadcasts, the 
employees learned that U.S. forces had cap-
tured Baghdad, and began to believe that the 
Coalition forces were there to stay. As word 
spread beyond the facility, most enemy sol-

diers in the town of Haditha and the surrounding villages put aside 
their weapons, removed their uniforms, and departed the area. With 
their departure came increased cooperation from the civilians who 
remained behind.193 

Afer nearly a week of managing one of the largest dams in the 
Middle East by himself, Compton was joined by two Civil Afairs 
teams on 11 April: CAT-A 51, composed of Captain Ken Brown*, Ser-

Figure 7.55  Haditha Dam manager. 
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geant First Class Earl Hampton*, SFC Tom Everest*, and medic SFC 
Samuel Jeeter*; and the rest of Compton’s own CAT-A 52, composed of 
Major Walter Hillbottom*, SFC Charles Atlas*, and medic SFC Kevin 
Goodin*. Compton, the team engineer on CAT-A 52, was exhausted and 
relieved that the two teams had fnally arrived. Te two Civil Afairs 
teams began by immediately identifying team tasks and individual 
responsibilities. CAT-A 52 took charge of managing the dam workers 
and facility operations, while CAT-A 51 took responsibility for orga-
nizing and supervising shif changes and coordinating for the return 
of Iraqi remains to local villages. Te rest of CAT-A 52 soon became 
familiar with the challenges Compton had been facing alone.194 

Compton’s assessments revealed that maintenance on the facility 
had been neglected for years. Designed by the Soviets and built by the 
Iraqis during the 1970s, it had been expanded in the late 1980s. Te 
facility was then placed in “cold storage” shortly before the Gulf War 
in 1991. Troughout its life, the dam seemed to sufer from a consistent 
lack of attention. Afer the Gulf War, the dam was brought online 
and began producing electricity, though efciency was hampered by 
neglect and lack of resources. Te Iraqis blamed UN sanctions for the 
lack of desperately needed spare parts, but the dam’s problems ran 
deeper than that. Compton discovered that most of the door seals 
in the lower levels of the complex were rotted, which would allow 
the entire facility to food if water rose to the level of the deep well 
pumps. If fooding did occur, it could cause an imbalance within the 
facility structure itself, resulting in a catastrophic failure capable of 
rupturing the dam. Te local workers were all too aware of the extent 
of the electrical and structural problems of the dam, and the majority 
of them wanted to return home rather than risk the dam’s collapse 
with them inside. 

While the battle outside the facility waned, the difculties inside 
the dam escalated. By 10 April, the situation was critical. Te gen-
erators continually broke down, hampering eforts to bring the main 
turbines back online. However, the generators were only half the 
problem; each time a turbine was started, the turbine would blow out 
the electrical panels and immediately stop again, cutting power to 
the pumps that kept the facility from fooding. In addition, the shaf 
of the only “working” turbine was warped. Under normal circum-
stances, the warped shaf would have rendered the turbine useless, 
but rising levels of water forced the dam crew to use it anyway. As 
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312 

soon as the turbine was engaged, the warped shaf caused a vibra-
tion that reverberated throughout the entire structure. Compton and 
Hillbottom were in the lowest level of the dam assessing the condition 
of the deep well pumps and checking on the level of the rising water 
when the vibrations began. Alarmed by the violent shaking, Hillbot-
tom thought the dam might be collapsing and began running toward 
the stairs to get up and out of the lower levels of the facility. Compton, 
knowing the volume and intensity of the water that would rush in if 
the dam actually collapsed, calmly called to the departing major: “No 
sense in running; you can die tired or just die.”195 

Workers managed to shut down the broken turbine before the 
dam collapsed, and they immediately began checking for signif-
cant structural damage. Te water continued to rise, and with it, the 
workers’ fears. Several times, Compton had to literally force the dam 
employees to work on the facility, even as they insisted that noth-
ing could be done to fx the dam. Teir fear of the rising water was 
justifed; if the water had risen approximately six more inches than it 
had, it would have reached the electrical components in the deep well 
pumps, requiring all personnel to be evacuated. In spite of the danger 
and the resistance, Compton and the Iraqi dam employees eventually 
repaired one of the turbines, and brought a second turbine online 
soon afer that. Only one deep well pump was running by noon on 
11 April, and to continue running that pump alone would eventually 
burn it out. Te dam workers eventually got two deep well pumps to 
function, though that still lef them short of the three required to pre-
vent the water from rising. Problems continued with the generators 
and other electrical components; however, the crew’s increasing expe-
rience in resolving a multitude of problems—and Compton’s efective 
management of the dam workers—helped everyone respond better to 
challenges whenever they occurred. 

Approximately one week afer the dam was captured, an Army 
Corps of Engineers assessment team consisting of one ofcer and two 
noncommissioned ofcers arrived to assist in the operation of the 
dam. None of the personnel had the training or experience to evalu-
ate or operate the dam, so the assessment team chief conducted daily, 
real-time video teleconferences with the Army Corps of Engineers 
technical experts in Mobile, Alabama, and other dam specialists in 
North Carolina. Realizing that the dam manager was more knowl-
edgeable about the facility than anybody else could be, the Corps of 
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Engineers representatives in North Carolina asked to have the dam 
manager present during the video teleconferences. Including him 
in the conferences also accorded him the proper respect necessary 
to restore the dam to full operation. With the arrival of the Corps 
of Engineers team, Compton was relieved from his temporary and 
unexpected duty as the noncommissioned ofcer in charge of the 
ffh-largest dam in the Middle East.196 

None of the CAT-A personnel had anticipated managing a hydro-
electric complex when they initially deployed for Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM. Compton certainly did not plan to take charge of Haditha 
Dam when he set out to conduct his initial assessment. Yet, managing 
a dam is exactly what Compton and his fellow Civil Afairs soldiers 
found themselves doing in April 2003. Trough sheer persistence and 
creative thinking, Compton prevented environmental, logistical, and 
strategic disaster by keeping the dam operational. Compton summed 
up his tour at Haditha in this way: 

I knew that if the dam had busted, even due to structural 
failure, most Iraqis would have blamed the Coalition forces. 
I told workers when they wanted to leave the dam that they 
were required to remain at the facility and continue opera-
tions; we were going to get it working, whatever it took. If we 
had lost the dam, it would have had an enormous impact 
on the war. It could have turned the people against us. Not 
only would the U.S. be seen as destroying the dam, there 
would have been a lot of bridges washed out downriver and 
foods all the way to Karbala, not to mention the deaths of 
civilians and potentially U.S. military personnel.197 

As is ofen the case in Civil Afairs, Compton and the other members 
of CAT-A 51 and CAT-A 52 successfully performed a seemingly isolated 
mission that, in reality, had a signifcant and far-reaching impact on 
U.S. interests abroad. 

Freedom from Captivity 

On 23 March, two serials of the 507th Maintenance Company became 
lost outside the town of Nasiriya as the unit attempted to regain con-
tact with the 3rd Infantry Division’s 600-vehicle convoy moving north 
and west ahead of them. Afer almost sixty hours of continuous move-
ment, beset with vehicle breakdowns and wrong turns, the exhausted 
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troops of the 507th were ambushed as they attempted to fnd the cor-
rect route through the city. In the ensuing chaos, eleven soldiers were 
killed, seven captured, and nine wounded (including some of those 
captured). First Sergeant Rick Dawson’s* HMMWV crashed into the 
rear of one of the unit’s fve-ton wreckers, killing the frst sergeant and 
severely injuring the other four occupants of the HMMWV. Iraqis took 
Private First Class Jessica Lynch from the vehicle, alive but uncon-
scious. Her capture set in motion the U.S. military’s frst successful 
prisoner-of-war recovery operation since World War II.198 

Lynch’s captors initially took her to an Iraqi military hospital near 
the site of the ambush, but soon moved her across the city to Sad-
dam Hussein General Hospital, the town’s primary civilian medical 
facility. Te basement of the seven-story hospital was used as a Baath 
Party headquarters. (Under the Geneva Convention, hospitals are 
protected from attack unless they are used to commit acts harmful to 
the enemy. By locating its headquarters within the hospital, the Baath 
Party forfeited the hospital’s protected status.) One of the adjacent 
buildings housed forty of the Saddam Fedayeen. On 27 March, 32-
year-old lawyer Mohammed Odeh Rehaief learned of Lynch’s pres-
ence in the hospital while visiting his wife, who worked there as a 
nurse. Rehaief took it upon himself to cross the war-torn streets of 
Nasiriya to deliver news of the American’s presence in the hospital to 
Coalition troops. He was able to contact the U.S. Marines and made 
several trips back and forth to the hospital to ascertain the woman’s 
exact whereabouts and the layout of the facility. 

Te soldiers of ODA 553 were working in the city and when they 
learned of Rehaief, they collected and sent the information up the 
chain. Tey were persistent in pushing for a rescue attempt. At FOB 52, 
the consensus was that further proof of Lynch’s presence was needed 
and steps were taken to secure the necessary information from the 
hospital. Marine Gunnery Sergeant Lance Hartman*, attached to the 
FOB from the Defense Human Services Agency, few to Nasiriya and 
linked up with the team. A man of considerable talent when it came to 
developing innovative solutions to complex problems, “Gunny Gad-
get” put together a remotely controlled camera hidden in a shoulder 
bag for Rehaief to carry into the hospital.199 

Working with ODA 553, Rehaief made several trips into the hos-
pital and took a series of pictures that accurately portrayed the situ-
ation there. Te team processed the crucial intelligence gathered by 
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Rehaief ’s forays and passed it up through the chain of command. 
Once this intelligence passed up the chain, a task force of special 
operations and conventional troops was rapidly assembled to mount 
a rescue operation.200 

Elements of the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, participated in the res-
cue. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Randall Ramsey* arrived at Tallil Air 
Base on 30 March to prepare to receive the rest of the regiment’s con-
tribution to the task force. In the twenty minutes he had, Ramsey 
scrambled to prepare for the frst fights of MC-130s that brought in 
the MH-6 and AH-6 Little Bird helicopters which played key roles in 
the rescue. Te helicopter crews parked the helicopters along the edge 
of the fight line and spent the frst night camped on the tarmac next 
to their helicopters.201 

Te MH-60K Black Hawks of the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, few to 
the airfeld. Afer all the SOAR aircraf had arrived, the Army avia-
tion element was comprised of four MH-6 and AH-6 Little Birds, four 
MH-60K lif helicopters, and two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators 
armed with rockets 
and cannon. Eventu-
ally the headquarters 
established itself in 
an abandoned bun-
ker. Tis became the 
staging area for the 
operation. Ramsey 
was deeply involved 
in the planning, going 
forty-eight hours with 
little sleep as he and 
the fight lead pilots 
worked feverishly to 
integrate their ele-
ments into the larger 
rescue plan.202 

ARSOF elements 
continued to arrive 
at Tallil Air Base, 
including the 2nd 
Battalion, 75th Ranger 

0 1 km 

0 1 mile 

Figure 7.56  Map of Nasiriya. Te Baath Party located its headquarters in 
the basement of the Saddam Hussein General Hospital, thereby forfeiting the 
hospital’s protected status under the Geneva Convention. 
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Regiment, augmented by B Company, 1st Bat-
talion, and liaisons from the Marines of Task 
Force Charlie. As the elements arrived, the 
planning intensifed at a couple of small card 
tables in the bunker. Te plan which evolved 
was essentially simple, but fraught with poten-
tial disaster if the enemy chose to prevent the 
rescue.203 

Te rescue plan concentrated overwhelm-
ing force on the hospital and immediate vicin-
ity. A ground team would rapidly breach the 
hospital’s main entrance, extract Lynch, and 
then withdraw, covered by the assault forces. 
Marine CH-46 and CH-53 helicopters would be 
used to insert the Rangers who would estab-
lish blocking positions outside the hospital 
to prevent any reinforcements coming into 
the area. Te plan called for the Rangers to 
move on foot to their positions along a major 
road network, known during the operation as 
the “Mogadishu Mile,” a tribute to the clos-
ing scene of the Rangers’ dramatic battle in 
the Somali capital in October 1993. A ground 
assault force of Rangers, reinforced with 

Marine tanks and armored vehicles, would simultaneously move into 
the area from the north.204 

Te MH-6s would insert snipers into the hospital compound. Te 
MH-60K lif helicopters had a variety of missions: one helicopter 
would land troops on the hospital roof, one would carry in the pri-
mary breaching element with assault personnel, and a third would 
transport a medical team. Tis third MH-60K would remain on the 
ground near the hospital entrance to fy Lynch and the assault team 
out of the area. Te AH-6s would provide close-in overhead fre sup-
port. Additional fre support was available from an on-station AC-130 
gunship. Te mission would commence when the Marines of Task 
Force Charlie initiated a diversionary attack to seize the Euphrates 
River bridges near the hospital. Te Marines, bloodied by ferce fght-
ing in the city, relished the opportunity to use the joint operation to 
secure a bridgehead.205 

Figure 7.57  Marine Corps CH-46. 

Figure 7.58  Marine Corps CH-53. Te Marine 
CH-46 and CH-53 were used to insert the Rangers 
and other SOF elements outside the hospital. 
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Te intense planning went on throughout the night of 31 March. 
At one point, Ramsey noticed that the insertion point for the Marine 
helicopters carrying the Rangers would probably be “browned-out” 
by the other aircraf bringing in the assault force. He brought this 
up and the Rangers were placed in a better location. Te absence of 
the Marine pilots during the planning phase concerned Ramsey, 
but when they ultimately arrived, he briefed 
them and they handled their end of the mis-
sion competently and professionally. A large, 
detailed sand table built with ration boxes 
was constructed, and all the participants went 
through a timed “rock drill” to rehearse spe-
cifc tasks and missions and to clear up any 
questions. Te sand table drill worked well 
until a Marine helicopter decided to reposi-
tion and blew away the model buildings with 
its rotor wash. Fortunately, by this time the 
briefng was winding down and no further 
use of the sand table was required.206 

Te operation commenced at 0100 hours on 1 April when the 
Marines began their diversionary assault on the designated bridges 
from the south side of the Euphrates River. As planned, the Marines 
cut the power to the city fve minutes before the assault on the hospi-
tal was scheduled. Within moments, the hospital’s generators came 
online, providing a splash of color in a sea of black.207 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 James Melvin* and Major Mark Mohan* 
led the AH-6s onto the target area and immediately encountered fre 
from heavy weapons. It turned out to be rounds from the Marines’ 
enthusiastic assault south of the river. Te pilots had no recourse but 
to hold their pattern around the hospital for several minutes. Melvin 
did reverse the course of the orbit at one point to, as he said, “put the 
commissioned man toward the fre.” Eventually they got through on 
the radio to the Marines and asked them to adjust their fres.208 

Te MH-60Ks followed the Little Birds, with one MH-60K execut-
ing a one-wheeled landing and letting the snipers out onto the roof. 
Te second MH-60K put its assault force down in front of the hospital 
entrance. Te rescuers quickly disappeared into the massive building, 
leaving Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Harry Bibeau* and Captain Teo-

Figure 7.59  Black Hawks over the Euphrates 
River. MH-60K Black Hawks, such as these fying 
over the Euphrates River, were one of the primary 
lif helicopters used in the rescue of Private First 
Class Jessica Lynch. One remained on the ground 
outside the hospital entrance to evacuate the res-
cued prisoner of war. 

Figure 7.60  2nd 
Ranger Battalion 
scroll shoulder patch. 
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dore Shafer* sitting alone in their helicopter, 
awaiting the rescuers’ return. 

Te Rangers in the ground assault force 
arrived as planned and immediately swarmed 
over the area. “It was a relief to see them. Tey 
were like ants on that compound,” said Shaf-
fer, who watched anxiously from his position 
in the helicopter on the ground. During the 
insertion of the Rangers into their blocking 
positions, the Marine CH-46 carrying the 
Ranger battalion commander clipped a wire 
on its approach, nearly causing the bird to 

nosedive to the ground. Fortunately, the pilot recovered in time to 
narrowly avert a disaster.209 

Afer a thirteen-minute eternity, the assault force sent out a call 
that it had secured Private Lynch and she was being extracted out of 
the target area. As the code word was relayed to the various rescue 
elements, the joint operations center at Tallil Air Base erupted into 
cheers. Bibeau and Shafer few Lynch and the medical team back to 
Tallil, where they transferred Lynch to a fxed-wing aircraf and few 
her to Kuwait for further medical attention and an eventual reunion 
with her family.210 

Lynch was safe, but the forces on the objective were not quite fn-
ished with their mission. Iraqis within the hospital directed the troops 
to the morgue, where they found two American bodies. U.S. forces 
also learned that the soccer feld adjacent to the hospital grounds 
allegedly held more bodies. Te Rangers immediately secured the 
area and began to excavate the freshly dug graves. Having no tools, 
the Rangers worked steadily with their hands and eventually retrieved 
the remains of nine more bodies. Te recovered bodies were placed in 
GMVs and returned to Tallil with the ground assault force. Te recov-
ery took the Rangers and the AH-6s fying overhead into the daylight 
hours. Ultimately, all forces returned to Tallil Air Base intact, with no 
loss of life among the 488 participants.211 

Te rescue of Private First Class Jessica Lynch caused a media 
frenzy. Initial reports sensationalized the event in virtually every 
particular, and the military was criticized for ostensibly hyping her 
rescue. As the facts became clear, what stood out was the exceptional 

Figure 7.61  Private First Class Jessica Lynch afer 
her rescue by a combined SOF  team. 
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competence and professionalism of the participants, and their over-
riding dedication to leaving no soldier behind. 

2 April Mission 

In what became known as the “2 April Mission” the men of C Com-
pany, 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, responded to a request for an emer-
gency casualty evacuation and close air support. A special operations 
force was in a gunfght with Iraqi forces north of Haditha Dam. With 
little rest from a long fight the night before, a fight of two MH-60K 
Black Hawks and two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators departed 
in daylight from a forward support base and few through hostile 
territory to execute the mission. Teir daring rescue and devastat-
ing application of close air support saved the life of one soldier and 
wrenched victory out of the hands of a fanatic enemy. 

For several days an Iraqi force of roughly a hundred Saddam 
Fedayeen trailed a much smaller group of U.S. special operations sol-
diers. Te Saddam Fedayeen were an irregular force of “volunteers” 
dedicated to the protection of the Baath Party regime and Saddam 
Hussein. Tey ambushed the Americans on the morning of 2 April, 
and the special operations force called its tactical operations center 
for help, requesting emergency casualty evacuation and close air sup-
port. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Fred Hamilton* and Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 3 Richard Hoyt*, the fight leads for the DAP and Black Hawk 
fights respectively, had only slept for three hours before the mission 
alert came. Groggily they headed to the center for a briefng. Te 
details were limited: an ambushed special operations element needed 
immediate evacuation of its casualties and fre support in order to 
break contact with the enemy. Hamilton and Hoyt fully understood 
the increased risks of a daytime fight in enemy territory; neverthe-
less, they prepared their crews without hesitation.212 

Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Tomas Brady*, designated the air mis-
sion commander with overall responsibility, energized his crews for 
the mission. Te increased activity roused other Night Stalkers still 
recovering from the previous evening, and with a solid group efort, 
four helicopters departed the forward staging base within forty-fve 
minutes of notifcation. With two MH-60K lif helicopters in the lead 
and the two DAPs on the fanks, the fight raced at maximum speed 
ffy feet above the desert foor to a spot in central Iraq, using coor-
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dinates hastily scribbled on a scrap of paper. Hamilton remained in 
contact with the tactical operations center, which relayed intelligence 
updates, suspected weapons systems, and the enemy situation. Te 
center also informed him that two sorties of Air Force A-10 Tunder-
bolt II attack aircraf were en route, but would not arrive until afer 
the helicopters reached the objective. Ninety minutes later, the Night 
Stalkers neared the engagement area.213 

Hamilton’s frst job was to check in with an E3 Sentry, Airborne 
Warning and Control System, in order to alert U.S. Air Force jet air-
craf fying high above the Iraqi desert, and to deconfict airspace 
along their route north with conventional aviation and conventional 
ground forces. Without a preplanned fight route, the risk of frat-
ricide increased exponentially for an already dangerous mission. 
Te complex air coordination order, a system designed to deconfict 
fights of jet aircraf with all other fying objects, unmanned aerial 
vehicles, artillery, HIMARS, and Patriot weapon system required at 
least seventy-two hours notice in order to electronically distribute 
fight information throughout the theater of operations. Hamilton 
contacted the Airborne Warning and Control System controller and 
requested clearance, informing him that they were on an emergency 
evacuation mission. Te controller acknowledged and tracked the 
fight’s progress.214 

By late morning, Iraqi reinforcements had arrived and the oppos-
ing forces were in an intensive frefght. Both sides had sustained 
casualties. When the helicopters arrived at the objective, Hamilton 
checked in with the ground force, which immediately cleared the 
DAPs “hot”—the code word that grants permission to engage the 
enemy at will—and requested that the MH-60Ks hold on the periph-
ery. Te DAP, an armed version of the Black Hawk, can be confgured 
with a combination of 2.75 inch rocket pods, 30 millimeter chain 
guns, and two fxed 7.62mm miniguns. As Hamilton’s aircraf accel-
erated forward searching for potential targets, Brady in the trail DAP 
thought, “What’s the big deal? I don’t see anything.” Ten he spotted 
the American forces hunkered down on a ridgeline to his front, which 
he thought odd because they usually took the fght to the enemy.215 

Deviating from the fight course of the DAPs, Hoyt radioed his 
fight’s position to the ground commander, and received the enemy 
situation and landing zone coordinates. Te MH-60K pilots quickly 
located their comrades on the ridgeline, and landed close by to facili-
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tate the loading of the casualties. Te ground commander immedi-
ately requested that the pilots reposition the helicopters to the des-
ignated coordinates, which he deemed a more secure area. As Hoyt 
repositioned his fight, he saw the DAPs in a “bump” (attack posture) 
and smoke billowing from the chain guns. He thought, “Now that’s 
an impressive sight.”216 

Moments earlier, the DAP fight circled the objective twice before 
Sergeant Jefery Landis* spotted the Iraqi combatants lying prone on 
the ground; they looked dead but were actually playing possum. It was 
very difcult to pick out the enemy because their clothing blended in 
so well with the terrain. In the trail DAP Landis noticed that one Iraqi 
slightly turned his head as the helicopters few away from him. Grab-
bing his M4 carbine, Landis aimed his rife and shot near the Iraqi on 
the next pass. Instantly the fghter jumped to his feet with his weapon, 
and started running and jumping away from the rounds. “It looked 
like a scene in a Western gunslinger movie where the guy is made to 
dance,” recalled Landis later.217 

Te movement quickly caught the attention of Hamilton in the 
lead helicopter. He refexively banked his DAP 
hard to the right and fred the chain gun, 
instantly killing the Iraqi. Within moments 
the scene changed. Now the DAP crewmem-
bers could easily identify the threat, and 
proceeded to give the enemy, in the words 
of Brady, “a whooping and a whopping.” Te 
pair of gunships conducted a deadly aerial 
ballet over the desert for the next ffeen min-
utes, never making a complete circle without 
shooting and killing enemy fghters. It was a 
testament to fnely honed crew coordination 
skills and adroit shooting. Te added fre sup-
port enabled the special operations element to 
move its casualties to the landing zone south 
of the ridgeline.218 

While the DAP pilots systematically destroyed Iraqis in their fring 
positions, Hoyt directed his fight to the specifed landing zone, and 
waited for the ground force to arrive. Within moments, several vehi-
cles rapidly approached the helicopters from the side. Several of the 
helicopter crewmembers scanned the horizon for the enemy, and cov-

Figure 7.62  DAP.  Te heavily armed Defensive 
Armed Penetrators were instrumental in relieving 
the enemy pressure on the beleaguered special 
operations forces. 
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322 

ered the casualty transfer with their 7.62mm six-barreled miniguns, 
while others helped with the casualties. A wounded team member 
boarded the frst Black Hawk, and, regretfully, a body draped in the 
U.S. fag was loaded on the second. Without delay the fight departed 
to H-1 Airfeld. At about the same time, the frst pair of A-10s arrived 
on station and Hamilton released the two Air Force aircraf to cover 
Hoyt’s fight to H-1.219 

Once Hoyt departed, the two DAPs continued combing the area. 
Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Walter Florenson*, seated next to Hamilton 
in the lead DAP, spotted a truck with mortar tubes in the bed and 
several armed Iraqis standing nearby. He announced the target to 
Hamilton, who swifly maneuvered his fight for a gun run. Tirty 
seconds later, the vehicle was destroyed and the fghters were dead. 
Afer several engagements, the militants began kneeling and fring 
shots at the helicopters fying away from them. Te special operations 
snipers observed what was happening and efectively covered the heli-
copters’ break with .50 caliber shots at the unsuspecting Iraqis.220 

Te second pair of A-10s arrived ten minutes later, and the lead pilot 
excitedly announced that his fight was fully armed; each aircraf had 
six 500-pound bombs, two cluster bombs, and four high-explosive 
bombs. Te Night Stalkers pinpointed a large group in a ravine two 
hundred meters north of the U.S. ground force’s position and Hamil-
ton directed the A-10 pilot to drop a 500-pound bomb on the location 
of the DAP’s last engagement. Te pilot dove in and dropped the bomb, 
which was programmed to airburst in the center of the enemy posi-
tion. Te explosion sent shrapnel within twenty meters of the special 
operations soldiers, but destroyed the enemy in the ravine. Brady’s 
crew felt the heat of the explosion as the helicopter raced to clear the 
area. Te DAP pilots turned back around and eradicated any surviv-
ing enemy fghters as the ground force prepared to move through the 
ravine to secure the next ridgeline to the north.221 

Confdent that the A-10s could efectively cover the ground force’s 
maneuver, the DAP pilots broke of from the objective and few north-
east to see what they could fnd. Te original mission plan only allotted 
them ffeen minutes of station time, so the Night Stalkers furiously 
searched for enemy positions. Tey located several mortar positions 
that had initially trapped the Americans on the ridgeline. Hamilton 
rolled in frst, with Brady a few seconds behind him, and the two DAPs 
destroyed the mortar positions with 30mm rounds. Five uniformed 
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individuals fring back toward the battle area became the next target. 
Seemingly oblivious to the bombs just dropped on their comrades, 
these fghters soon perished under several short bursts of minigun-
fre. Te pair of DAPs continued to ruthlessly search and destroy tar-
gets. Calculating their fuel burn rates in excruciating detail, the Night 
Stalkers stayed forty minutes beyond their allotted station time before 
lack of fuel forced them to fnally break of their hunt.222 

Fify minutes afer the arrival of the helicopters, all the Iraqis were 
dead. Te MH-60Ks successfully evacuated the wounded Americans 
in the midst of the fght. Te team of DAPs and the pair of A-10s deliv-
ered a devastating attack, turning the tide of battle. Hamilton notifed 
the special operations commander that they had to depart, having 
reached the limit of their fuel. Te commander released them with 
heartfelt appreciation. Reluctantly, the Night Stalkers headed to H-1 
for fuel. Tey avoided enemy concentrations along the Euphrates, and 
landed on fumes—their fuel tanks virtually dry. Te biggest surprise 
were the orders to shut down once refueled, and stay at H-1 for the 
night. Te unplanned stop caused some discomfort for the crews 
because they didn’t have the opportunity to pack extra gear when 
they had initially launched on the mission and they were forced to 
bunk in their aircraf.223 

Tis mission epitomized the inimitable bond between elite ground 
and air warriors of the U.S. Army special operations. Te SOF com-
munity consists of members who are willing to respond to a com-
rade in harms way, despite the danger involved. Without hesitation 
or reservation, the Night Stalkers departed in 
daylight on short rest to evacuate wounded 
soldiers, and quell an attack that had threat-
ened to overrun a U.S. force. 

Team Tank 

Although Army special operations forces are 
not usually associated with armored units, 
they have been known to work together when 
the situation has warranted heavy support. 
During World War II, the legendary Colo-
nel William Darby formed the provisional 
“Cannon Company” of four M3 half-tracks Figure 7.63  75th Ranger Cannon Company half-

track during World War II. 
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mounted with 75mm guns to give additional frepower to the Rang-
ers during the Italian campaign. However, not until Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM did ARSOF again work with armor forces to any appreciable 
degree, and even then, the association was weak.224 

Early in the campaign, armored Task Force 1-63 airlifed into 
Bashur Airfeld in support of Combined Joint Special Operations Task 
Force–North. Afer taking three days to arrive, however, the armor 
force was not able to efectively leave the airfeld perimeter to provide 
an immediate impact on the combat situation in northern Iraq. In 
fact, three days afer Task Force 1-63’s arrival, the major Iraqi elements 
in the north surrendered, and Kurdish peshmerga and Task Force 
Viking seized Kirkuk and Mosul. Task Force 1-63 entered operations 
in the north as an occupying force in the cities controlled by Task 
Force Viking. Te mix of armor and ARSOF in the north accomplished 
little; the Rangers, however, had an opportunity to demonstrate the 
value of armor in special operations.225 

In a situation reminiscent of that faced by Darby and the Rangers 
in World War II, the 75th Ranger Regiment found itself in need of 
armor support in Iraq. Te Regiment discussed attaching an armor 
force during mission planning, but no formal arrangements were 
made. In the course of their operations in the western and northern 
deserts, however, the Rangers concluded that they required an armor 
force to confront Iraqi tanks, and to send the message that tanks were 
operating almost unopposed along Highway 1 north of Baghdad. Te 
request for forces worked its way to Coalition Forces Land Compo-
nent Command, down to V Corps’ headquarters, and ultimately to C 
Company, 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment.226 

While it is not clear whether C Company was specifcally selected 
for the mission or if it was simply luck, the Rangers were getting a 
very experienced armor unit. Te company had previously spent six 
months in Kuwait during Operation DESERT SPRING (May–Octo-
ber 2002), returning to Fort Riley, Kansas, in November 2002. Afer 
deployment to Kuwait in February 2003, C Company fought from the 
Kuwaiti border to Objective Rams, just south of Baghdad, attached to 
the 3rd Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division, before moving back south and 
being attached to Task Force 1-41 fghting near Samawah.227 

On 31 March, C Company was fghting as part of Task Force 1-41 
Infantry attached to the 82nd Airborne Division near Samawah. Te 
next day Captain Sean Carlson*, the commander of C Company, 

Figure 7.64  1st 
Ranger Battalion 
scroll shoulder patch. 

Figure 7.65  70th  
Armor Regiment 
insignia. 
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received what some may have considered an early April Fool’s Day 
message afer the hard fght north: move almost one hundred kilo-
meters south to Tallil Air Base, located twenty kilometers southwest 
of Nasiriya, and then conduct an air movement back north to support 
CJSOTF-West. Carlson was ordered to leave one tank platoon with Task 
Force 1-41, and wait for heavy equipment transporters to move his 
tanks south. Afer waiting several hours for the promised transport-
ers, Carlson ordered his company to move out under its own power. 
At 0100 hours on 2 April, C Company headed south.228 

Arriving at the air base approximately fve hours later, Carlson 
met with a liaison ofcer from the 75th Ranger Regiment. Carlson 
and his Headquarters’ platoon leader then few in and reported to the 
Ranger tactical operations center, where they discovered that their 
armor company, newly dubbed “Team Tank,” would fall under the 
operational control of the 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment. While 
the Ranger Regiment included some commanders with mechanized 
experience, most had not operated with armor for many years. One of 
Carlson’s frst tasks, therefore, was to brief the capabilities and logis-
tics requirements of the M1A1 Abrams tank. Planners focused on fuel 
consumption as a key concern, since a single M1A1 used almost as 
much fuel as an entire Ranger company in GMVs. 

While Carlson worked with the Ranger staf, the rest of Team Tank 
prepared for air movement. Te air movement of tanks by C-17 was 
new to both the tankers and the Air Force loadmasters. In fact, most 
of the armor soldiers had never even fown in a C-17 during peace-
time, much less in a combat zone. Te tank crews worked through 
the process of draining three-fourths of the fuel and securing the 
tanks by chain to the aircraf. Due to weight limitations, only one 
tank and its crew could be transported per C-17 sortie. First Sergeant 
Matt Unger* few on the frst sortie with the company commander’s 
tank and crew to set up for the rest of the company while the executive 
ofcer “pushed” the tanks from Tallil Air Base. One tanker recalled 
that the burdened aircraf performed “a long, slow takeof that felt like 
it was doing a wheelie.”229 

Te air movement of Team Tank required three days to complete. 
Te company’s ten M1A1 tanks, three M113 armored personnel carri-
ers, one fre support vehicle, three cargo trucks, two fuel trucks, and a 
HMMWV required a total of ffeen C-17 sorties between Tallil Air Base 
and H-1 Airfeld, located fve hundred kilometers to the northwest. 
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As each lif arrived, the tankers consolidated 
in a laager site, conducted maintenance, and 
prepared for their next mission. Te last two 
tanks and crews arrived only two hours before 
the ground armored convoy departed H-1 for 
Mission Support Site Grizzly, a desert landing 
strip located between the Haditha Dam and 
Tikrit.230 

On the surface, Team Tank’s mission 
seemed simple enough: support the Rangers 
in a series of raids, and interdict main ave-
nues of escape for regime loyalists and high-
value targets attempting to fee to Syria. Once 

Coalition forces had blocked Highways 2 and 4 through the western 
desert, Highway 1 became the primary avenue of escape. High-value 
targets would follow Highway 1 north as far as they could, then cut 
west toward Syria on any number of lesser roads running through 
the desert. In order to carry out its mission, Team Tank would be 
participating in raids that included between ffy and one hundred 
kilometers of movement each way. While the tanks had no problem 
maneuvering once on the objectives, they were not built to travel long 
distances. Trough hard work and perseverance, the tank crews and 
the company’s small maintenance section made up for the lack of 
direct support maintenance and kept the tanks running in spite of 
the intrinsic stresses of multiple operations. 

Te frst operation out of Mission Support Site Grizzly earned 
the soldiers of Team Tank the Rangers’ respect as they proved that 
armor soldiers were as hard as their tanks. On 9 April, C Company, 
2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment, and 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger 
Regiment, conducted a night attack to secure Objective Camel—K2 
Airfeld—under conditions of zero illumination and little visibility 
afer the initiation of mortar fre. As the tanks began the attack, Carl-
son suddenly dropped of the command net. Te Ranger operations 
ofcer commanding the attack tried to raise Carlson, but his eforts 
proved fruitless. Te armor commander seemed to be out of action. 

Carlson was, indeed, out of action, but it was not enemy fre that 
had disabled his tank; rather, the commander’s tank had driven into a 
forty-foot deep hole in the middle of what appeared to be a wheat feld. 
Traveling at between fve and ten miles per hour with zero illumina-

Figure 7.66  Tanks and special operations vehicles 
refuel at H-1 Airfeld. 
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tion, the tank had unwittingly driven over the edge of a large hole and 
then rolled over until it rested upside down, directly on top of the tur-
ret. Luckily for Carlson and his crew, the captain had stressed rollover 
drills during predeployment training, so everybody in the company 
knew exactly what to do in this unfortunate situation. As soon as the 
company’s executive ofcer, First Lieutenant Daniel Davis*, realized 
what had happened, he moved his tank forward and began recovery 
operations while protecting the crew of the overturned tank from 
enemy fre. 

Meanwhile, Carlson and the rest of the crew were trapped inside 
a living nightmare. Over the next hour—though it seemed like an 
eternity—the men quickly assessed their situ-
ation and began their own recovery. In addi-
tion to the basic conditions that had trapped 
the crew, its self-rescue was hampered by fuel 
leaks, requiring the tank’s power to be turned 
of. Using fashlights, Carlson and his gunner, 
Sergeant Abe Tomas*, performed frst aid on 
the loader, Specialist Mark Czerniki*, whose 
lef hand had been almost severed during the 
rollover. While Carlson and Tomas worked 
on Czerniki, driver Private First Class Curtis 
Book* wriggled his way through the narrow 
driver’s hatch and began digging through the 
sand using his hands, eventually tunneling 
his way to freedom. Staf Sergeant Patrick* and his crew, who had 
stopped to guard the commander’s tank and help in the rescue, met 
Book emerging from the sand. Patrick squeezed back through the 
driver’s tunnel and entered the tank. Inside he dismantled the turret 
screens to make a pathway out. Carlson and Tomas pushed while 
Patrick pulled Czerniki through the tunnel to fresh air and medical 
attention. Te tunnel was so narrow that Carlson had to strip of his 
chemical suit, emerging into the desert night clad only in his under-
wear and boots, and coated in a combination of fuel, hydraulic fuid, 
and Czerniki’s blood.231 

Afer Carlson verifed that his crew had received proper care, he 
transferred to Davis’ tank and continued the attack. Team Tank still 
needed to block Highway 1. With recovery assets over forty kilometers 
away, the company declared the overturned tank a total loss. Since the 

Figure 7.67  Overturned M1A1 Abrams tank. 
Captain Sean Carlson’s* tank accidentally drove 
into a large hole and overturned as it traveled at 
high speed with zero illumination during the as-
sault on Objective Camel. 
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wreck was located in hostile territory, flled 
with sensitive gear, loaded with ammunition, 
and soaked in fuel, they concluded that they 
had to destroy the tank. Two tank rounds pro-
vided an inglorious end to the tank. Te crew 
members lost almost all their personal gear 
with that decision, and had to make do for the 
rest of their tour in Iraq. As for the respect 
generated during this episode, the Rangers 
recommended Davis for the Bronze Star for 
valor.232 

Te attack on Objective Camel ensured 
the continued association of C Company with 
the 75th Ranger Regiment. On 11 April, Team 

Tank and A Company of 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, com-
bined their strengths and conducted an attack on Objective Badger: 
Al Sarha Airfeld and site of the Iraqi Air Force Academy. Te mission 
was to attack and seize key terrain, and to interdict Highway 1 in order 
to prevent the escape of high-value targets. An on-order mission was 
to move to the site of a downed F-15E (designated Objective Falcon), 
search for survivors, and recover any remains of crewmembers. Te 
combined Ranger and ground armored convoy, consisting of thirty-
eight vehicles of nine diferent types, moved sixty kilometers cross-
country under cover of darkness to Objective Badger. 

Afer a short stop to refuel the tanks, the task force attack on Objec-
tive Badger began with mortar fre and 160th SOAR close air support. 
Satellite imagery indicated a fence line at the objective, but when the 
tanks assaulted the line, they found it to be an agricultural sprinkler 
system easily bypassed. Moving quickly through the frst objective, 
the tanks and Rangers–mounted in GMVs—assaulted through several 
Iraqi vehicles destroyed by the helicopter gunships.233 

Te Rangers and the tankers coordinated closely as they dis-
mounted to meet Iraqi resistance. Near one set of buildings, a few 
Iraqi defenders stymied one Ranger squad by ducking behind a brick 
wall and spraying automatic weapon fre over the wall. Every time the 
squad attempted to move forward, it was met with a renewed barrage 
of fre. Te solution was simple for the tankers: fre two high-explo-
sive antitank rounds through the wall. Te Rangers then assaulted 
through the hole and killed the remaining stunned Iraqi infantry. 

Figure 7.68  M1A1 Abrams tank close up. Afer 
hitting the deep well from the steep side, the tank 
fipped over and landed with its turret buried in 
the sof sand. 
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Once Objective Badger was secure, part of 
the force moved to Objective Falcon, where 
the remains of the F-15E crew were success-
fully recovered. Te Rangers and tankers per-
formed both missions without casualty. Te 
Iraqis did not fare as well: their losses included 
several armored vehicles, including two T-55 
tanks, twelve antiaircraf guns, and approxi-
mately seventy-fve Iraqi soldiers. Te tankers 
once again acquitted themselves with courage 
and skill, as exemplifed by Carlson, who was 
later awarded the Bronze Star for valor for his 
actions at Objective Badger.234 

Te assaults on Objectives Camel and 
Badger proved that armor and ARSOF could 
work together efectively. Te Rangers discovered that they had 
overestimated the tanks’ ability to travel long distances quickly, but 
admired their ability to “burst” past the Rangers’ vehicles and apply 
the advantage of speed and frepower against the Iraqi opposition. 
Te operations also revealed that future night operation coordina-
tion had to reconcile the Rangers reliance on infrared sights versus 
the thermal sights the tankers use. In spite of these slight diferences 
in operational capability, C Company, 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor 
Regiment, and the 75th Ranger Regiment validated Colonel Darby’s 
Cannon Company experiment. In mid-April, Team Tank returned to 
Task Force 1-41 and the Rangers went about their usual operations, 
but their success working together opened the door wide for possible 
future cooperation.235 

Figure 7.69  Highway 1 blocking position. Soldiers  
from C Company, 1st Ranger Battalion and soldiers 
from C Company, 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regi-
ment established a blocking position on Highway 
1 north of Tikrit. Te units proved that Armor and 
ARSOF could work together successfully. 
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Baghdad International Airport 

Beginning the night of 5 April 2003, the 160th SOAR received the 
assignment to transport a contingent of Special Operations Forces 
staf and troops into Saddam International Airport. As conventional 
forces converged on Baghdad, it became apparent to many command-
ers that Saddam International Airport, renamed Baghdad Interna-
tional Airport, was the major lodgment center for Iraq. With its 
extensive runway network and large terminal areas, it was vital to 
lay claim to the airport as soon as possible. Te capture of the airport 
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was a signifcant psychological victory and 
marked the practical defeat of the Hussein 
regime, because it provided a central location 
from which to launch operations—a place 
that could accommodate large shipments of 
important supplies, equipment, and person-
nel—and was the center of gravity for trans-
portation in and out of the country. 

As Coalition forces approached Bagh-
dad, Baghdad International Airport became 
prime real estate and military units began to 

take out territory in anticipation of the arrival 
of rearguard forces. Unlike the conventional forces surrounding the 
city, the task force that the SOAR  aviators worked for was dispersed 
between its forward supply base and H-1 Airfeld in western Iraq and 
could not easily claim space at Baghdad International Airport for its 
headquarters. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the SOAR’s Chi-
nook fight leader, developed a plan to use SOAR aircraf to collect the 
far-fung elements of the task force headquarters and deploy them to 
Baghdad International Airport. Te plan called for using almost all 
the available  SOAR aircraf. 236 

Afer deconficting the routes with conventional aviation, artil-
lery, and air defenses, a fight of three MH-47E Chinooks, two MH-60L  
Black Hawk Defensive Armed Penetrators, and four MH-60K Black 
Hawks departed their forward supply base with the task force’s for-
ward element on the night of 5 April, fying into the desert night. Te 
dark sky was obscured with suspended sand and illumination was 
nearly zero. As the Night Stalkers approached the Iraqi border, the  
DAP  pilots called Nattier and informed him that the conditions were 
beyond the capability of their aircraf to fy safely. Te DAPs lacked 
the multimode radar systems of the Chinooks and MH-60K. Tese 
radar systems provided situational awareness beyond the capabilities 
of night vision goggles, and revealed obstacles to the front and sides 
of the fight path. Nattier advised Lieutenant Colonel Jefrey Colt, the 
air mission commander, to abort the mission. He agreed, and Nattier 
turned the fight around and returned to the forward supply base. 237 

Te weather failed to improve over the next several days, and 
urgency increased in the task force’s tactical operations center to get 
people to Baghdad International Airport. On the evening of 7 April, 
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Figure 7.70  Map highlighting Baghdad Interna-
tional Airport. 
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the weathermen forecast marginal weather conditions; the Night 
Stalkers would try again. However, the weather turned out to be worse 
than on the previous attempt and Colt and Nattier wasted no time 
in making the decision to abort the mission. To them the mission 
seemed to be more administrative, and the pilots decided it was not 
worth risking lives because of poor weather. Before they could even 
shut down their engines, both Colt and Nattier were called to the 
tactical operations center.238 

When queried about available options, Nattier reported that the 
MH-60Ks and MH-60Es could climb to a safe altitude, conduct an 
instrumented systems fight to the vicinity of Baghdad, then do a 
multimode radar “let down,” since the air defense threat was negli-
gible at this point in the war. However, he recommended that only the 
multimode radar–equipped aircraf go, for at some point the fight 
would have to descend through the dust and 
clouds before, hopefully, breaking out into 
clear skies. Te DAPs were not equipped for 
such navigation. Te task force commander 
agreed to the plan and assumed the mission 
risk. It was essential to get an advanced ech-
elon on the ground and lay claim to part of the 
airport facility in order to receive the Rangers 
soon to arrive on MC-130s.239 

Afer Nattier briefed the pilots, the three 
Chinooks and four MH-60K Black Hawks 
departed the forward supply base. As planned, 
the fight leads relayed position and time at each waypoint along the 
route. In this manner, the pilots confrmed their location and point 
in space by comparing what the mission management sofware and 
navigational aids indicated with the fight lead reports. About forty-
fve minutes from Baghdad, the clouds began to break up and the 
pilots could spot the helicopters fying in front of them. Tirty miles 
from the airport, the pilots could see the ground and used their multi-
mode radar simply as a backup to avoid obstacles.240 

Nattier landed on what was designated “M” or “Mike” taxiway 
and taxied out of the way of the next Chinook. Chief Warrant Ofcer 
2 Barry Littleton* landed next, followed by Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 
Steve Bozeman*. Te passengers deplaned and moved into the termi-
nal area, eager to stake out sufcient space for task force operations. 

Figure 7.71  Baghdad International Airport. 
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Te Chinooks then repositioned near the middle of the airfeld to 
receive fuel from an Apache helicopter refueling point already located 
at Baghdad International Airport.241 

While Nattier and Littleton received fuel, the Black Hawks landed, 
dropped of their passengers, and joined the queue awaiting fuel. It 
was then that the signifcance of their location began to sink in. Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 3 Stanley Branson* allowed himself to admit: “Wow, 
we are actually in Baghdad.”242 

Afer his tanks were topped of, Nattier moved from the refuel point 
back to the taxiway. Ten he heard a strange radio call to an MC-130 
pilot by the Air Force combat controller on the ground: “Cleared to 
land at the box and one.” Nattier looked down, and beneath the Chi-
nook’s chin bubble was an outlined and illuminated box with a one. 
He immediately repositioned, calling Littleton to do the same. Afer 
scrambling out of the way, the two helicopters videotaped the frst 
landing of an MC-130 at Baghdad International Airport using their 
forward looking infrared radar sensors. Nattier instructed Little-
ton to shut down to conserve fuel while Bozeman refueled. Tings 
had gone reasonably well, but the situation quickly changed for the 
worse.243 

Enemy mortar fre soon began falling on the airfeld and the Chi-
nook pilots wasted no time in restarting their engines, and activat-
ing as many avionic and mission systems as possible. Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 3 Casey Johansson*, the helicopter commander fying with 
Littleton told Nattier that they were leaving. Since the concussion 
of the incoming rounds was reaching his aircraf, Nattier said that 
it was a good idea, and departed frst, quickly followed by Johans-
son. Meanwhile, Chief Warrant Ofcer 5 Randall Grant* and Boze-
man were still at the refueling point, wondering if they had missed 
a call to depart. Tey quickly fgured out what was going on, and 
once they had received enough fuel, they took of along the planned 
egress route. Te Black Hawk pilots, however, were stuck waiting to 
be refueled.244 

In the air, the already bad situation immediately began to dete-
riorate. As Littleton raced to catch him, Nattier was struggling to 
get all of his systems online. Ten the weather became even worse. 
Twenty miles into the fight, the two aircraf ran into severe turbu-
lence. Te huge Chinooks gyrated and bounced up and down through 
the air like out-of-control toys. Littleton recalled, “It felt like someone 
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grabbed the af landing gear and just shook the whole aircraf.” Te 
pilots in each helicopter struggled to keep the aircraf upright. With 
huge rates of descent and ascent—at times over three thousand feet 
per minute in both directions—the pilots found it nearly impossible 
to maintain control of the aircraf. Tey fought hard to keep a tenu-
ous balance between being thrown to the ground and fung into the 
atmosphere.245 

Nattier called over the radio that he was turning due south to fy 
away from an apparent squall line of thunderstorms. Tis course put 
the fight over some hostile sections of Iraq, but he had little choice. 
Bozeman was still several miles behind the frst two Chinooks, and 
just as the call came to turn south, he and Grant hit the turbulence. 
All three Chinooks were caught in the violent winds. At one point, 
Nattier and Littleton sailed within a few feet of a towering construc-
tion crane, narrowly missing impalement on its arm. Te Chinook 
pilots had escaped the mortar attacks on Baghdad International Air-
port only to confront an equally formidable enemy—weather!246 

Te Night Stalkers continued along the a southerly course until 
they fnally few around the squall line, a full eighty miles of course 
in hostile territory and conficted Coalition air defense corridors. 
Troughout the whole wild and crazy fight, Colt worked feverishly 
to shut down other trafc in the airspace and to get updated weather 
reports from the tactical operations center via the satellite radio. Once 
the turbulence subsided enough to regain full control, Nattier turned 
the fight west, and headed back to the forward supply base. Ninety 
minutes later, the three Chinooks fnally arrived at the base—pilots 
and crews quite shaken, but alive.247 

SUMMARy 
With Baghdad International Airport in the hands of Coalition forces 
and the Iraqi capital surrounded, the already dim prospects for the 
Hussein regime were extinguished. As the word of the imminent fall 
of Baghdad reverberated throughout the country, the role of ARSOF 
began to shif. In the north, the Kurds began to press closer to the 
cities of Mosul and Kirkuk, their traditional strongholds. In the west, 
the threat posed by the SCUDs vanished, and the Special Forces teams 
began the process of securing key terrain and developing relations 
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with the local populations. Te Rangers and 160th SOAR shifed their 
focus from the destruction of Iraqi forces to the surgical removal or 
capture of high-value targets. Te accelerating pace of early April 
slowed by mid-month, allowing the Coalition to stabilize conditions 
on the ground. 
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Chapter Eight 

Baghdad and Beyond 

D+10 through  D+42  
10  April–30  April 

T    he end of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship efectively 
occurred as Baghdad fell on 10 April 2003. However, the 
fghting was far from over, especially north of Baghdad. 

Te fall of the capital and the equally quick regime collapse made the 
Coalition rapidly move to stability and support operations while still 
conducting combat operations between Baghdad and the Green Line. 
Almost half of the conventional combat power was centered on the 
Baghdad area with its special operations forces supporting the overall 
Central Command mission. 1 

Army special operations forces contributed signifcantly to the 
rapid advancement of conventional forces. Combined Joint Special 
Operations Task Force–North successfully fxed the Iraqi forces along 
the Green Line and within days of the fall of Baghdad, and liberated 
the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul. CJSOTF-West continued operations in 
western Iraq while increasing units to accommodate expanding mis-
sions in the Baghdad area. 

CFSOCC JUMPS  TO BAGhDAD 
Brigadier General Gary Harrell prepared his staf to move from Qatar 
to Baghdad. Te 3rd Infantry Division set the conditions with the cap-



ture of Baghdad International Airport. Afer being “stuck” in Qatar 
for three weeks while the rest of its company waged war, Operational 
Detachment Alpha 912, Harrell’s personal security team, fnally made 
it to Iraq. 

On 10 April 2003, Coalition Forces Special Operations Component 
Command Sergeant Major Jake Lincoln* and four members of ODA 
912 loaded a Ground Mobility Vehicle on an MC-130 from the Pennsyl-
vania Air National Guard and few to Baghdad International Airport 
in blackout conditions. Te fight began uneventfully, but once it hit 
the Karbala Gap, the plane received heavy antiaircraf and ground 
fre, including rockets. Te soldiers later learned that their plane was 
only the second one to land at Baghdad International Airport since 
the war had begun.2 

A frefght between the 3rd Infantry Division soldiers and Iraqi 
defenders blocked the Special Forces soldiers and the sergeant major 

from moving directly from their plane to 
their fnal destination in the airport complex. 
While the 3rd ID troops were fghting in and 
around the airport, the newly arrived group 
found and secured a maintenance building 
on the west side of the airfeld. Te men joined 
several of the 3rd ID soldiers watching the red 
and green tracers fashing against the night 
sky, and soon saw their frst “Baghdad sun-
rise”—a red sun rising through the dust and 
smoke of combat, outlining the landscape of 
the city.3 

A few days later, General Harrell and the 
staf elements arrived in Baghdad by MC-130. 
Te advance party secured one of Saddam’s 

small palaces, about one kilometer south of the airport. Te palace, 
which became CFSOCC forward headquarters, was three stories tall 
with thirty rooms, including several large ballrooms (perfect for the 
operations center), and a large pool within the compound. Once set-
tled into its new team house (the pool cabana), ODA 912 added local 
patrols to its mission profle when not escorting the general. CFSOCC 
operated from the palace until redeployment in May.4 
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*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 

Figure 8.1  Saddam International Airport at sun-
rise on 11 April. Te sight that greeted the CFSOCC  
Early Entry Command Post. 
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Baghdad and Beyond 339 

SOF and the Media 
Some of the most exciting news reported during Operation Iraqi 
Freedom resulted from the Department of Defense’s program to 
embed media with frontline troops, including special operations 
forces. Embedding allowed reporters and camera crews to record 
operations and events, as well as to experience the action themselves. 
Such intimacy gave both the media and the public new insight into the 
lives and trials of sof personnel. Te close cooperation also provided 
leaders and troops with the opportunity to learn how best to work 
with the media and turn the attention to their advantage. 

In January and February 2003, the Department of Defense issued 
Public Afairs Guidance for activities in the Central Command 
area of responsibility, which became the basis for all other Public 
Afairs Guidance in Operation iraqi freedom. In contrast to the 
fairly restrictive policies initially followed in Operation enduring 
freedom, the guidance for IRAQI FREEDOM went to great lengths to 
accommodate media interest: “Te Department of Defense policy on 
media coverage of future military operations is that media will have 
long-term, minimally restrictive access to U.S. air, ground and naval 
forces through embedding.”5 

Te same Public Afairs Guidance spelled out the rationale behind 
the Department of Defense’s new openness and newfound realiza-
tion that publicity was an efective tool of national security: “Media 
coverage of any future operation will, to a large extent, shape public 
perception of the national security environment now and in the years 
ahead. Tis holds true for the U.S. public; the public in allied coun-
tries whose opinion can afect the durability of our Coalition; and 
publics in countries where we conduct operations, whose perceptions 
of us can afect the cost and duration of our involvement.” Te Public 
Afairs Guidance also revealed an attitude that bordered on “if you 
can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.” “We need to tell the factual story—good or 
bad—before others seed the media with disinformation and distor-
tions, as they most certainly will continue to do.”6 

While special operations forces were included in the Department 
of Defense policy, the special circumstances of their missions did 
allow for variations in application of the embedding plan. As the pub-
lic afairs ofcer for Special Operations Command Central, Lieuten-
ant Commander Kyle Andersen* prepared the Public Afairs Guid-
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ance. He negotiated with the ofce of Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Victoria Clarke to ensure that reasonable compromises between sof 
concerns and the embedding directive could be reached. Te most 
important concession allowed the media to be assigned on a mission-
by-mission basis instead of embedding them with sof units for an 
indefnite length of time. Tis policy still provided for media access 
during pivotal operations, yet allowed sof commanders to maintain 
crucial control over operations and security.7 

In keeping with SOF’s special status, and the high-profle nature 
of sof participation in recent operations, soccent requested and 
received specifc reporters from the media pool, even though the 
embedding plan assigned slots to media organizations and not to 
individuals. sof embeds were chosen with such factors in mind as 
seniority, past work with sof, physical ftness, and readiness to travel. 
Among those reporters chosen to embed with soccent were Kelly 
O’Donnell from MSNBC, Jonathan Ewing from the Associated Press, 
James Dao from the New York Times, and Jim Sciutto and Drew Mill-
hon from ABC News. At the height of the war, the soccent public 
afairs ofcer was responsible for coordinating eighteen embedded 
reporters or news teams.8 

While the process for selecting media embeds went relatively 
smoothly, Andersen ran into problems flling out the public afairs 
ofcer requirements for the various soccent component commands. 
By mid-December, only two of the four component commands—the 
Joint Special Operations Air Component and the Naval Task Force— 
had public afairs ofcers assigned to them. Both cjsotf-North and 
cjsotf-west lacked them, and every time an appropriate ofcer was 
identifed, the request for assignment was denied. Afer Major Timo-
thy spent months processing a number of such personnel actions at 
the U.S. Special Operations Command public afairs ofce, cjsotf-
West fnally received a public afairs ofcer.9 

Nye joined the 10th Special Forces Group at the intermediate stag-
ing base in Stuttgart, Germany, in early February 2003. Task Force 
Viking had originally planned to move to a staging base in Turkey, 
but those plans changed when Turkey objected to the United States 
using its bases in preparation for the invasion into Iraq. Romania 
was chosen as the alternative launch point, and the 10th sfg and the 
group’s attached personnel arrived in Constanta on 3 March. While 
the selected media teams embedded with the 10th sfg in Constanta, 
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Nye and Major Rick Gaul* opened a joint information bureau in 
downtown Constanta in order to keep the nonembedded media away 
from the actual staging base, which needed to keep a low profle. As 
part of the efort to defect attention away from the Special Forces 
presence, the staging base was passed of as an area for equipment 
and personnel in transit. To satisfy media curiosity and redirect inter-
est, the information bureau even conducted a press conference at the 
“transit” base, complete with guided tour. Te tour turned out to be 
one of the largest press events in Romania in 
over a decade.10 

Back in Qatar, Andersen continued to 
coordinate the various component public 
afairs ofcers and associated embedded 
media in preparation for the war. Because 
sof embeds generally did not remain with 
a unit for an extended period, they found 
themselves waiting in Qatar for mission 
assignments. Andersen and his staf went to 
great lengths to maintain operational secu-
rity, and generally the media cooperated with 
the procedures. Many continued to question 
the public afairs ofcer, trying to ferret out 
details about their prospective assignments, 
but they also entered the spirit of the “game” 
created by security requirements. Reporters and media crews enjoyed 
receiving mission instructions that seemed to be taken from a spy 
novel. Such directions as, “You will be met by a man in the lobby of 
your hotel . . . ,” and, “Fly to Bucharest . . . ,” were met with amuse-
ment and occasionally astonishment: “Tat’s in Romania!”11 

Te frst opportunity for Andersen’s team to prove how well 
media embeds could work for sof came on 21 March, when repre-
sentatives from Fox News and Te New York Times arrived on loca-
tion just hours afer special operations personnel liberated several 
gas and oil platforms of the Iraqi coast. Te reporters and camera 
teams captured the military and environmental signifcance of the 
operation, and were prepared to release the story immediately. While 
the approval process was streamlined afer Operation enduring 
freedom and all footage and copy were cleared for release, General 
Tommy Franks wanted to wait until all platforms were secured before 

Figure 8.2  Photo of the GOPLATS. Embedded  
media and combat camera crews documented SOF 
liberation of Iraqi ofshore gas and oil platforms 
in the early days of IRAQI FREEDOM. Night vision 
goggles enabled Coalition soldiers to approach  
their objectives in the dead of night surprising the 
Iraqis. 
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releasing details. Te delay came to the atten-
tion of General Richard Myers, Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staf, and in the Defense 
Department briefng on 21 March, he settled 
the issue by announcing in reference to the 
platform operations that “there were embed-
ded media with the seals, and their reports 
should be out shortly.” With that statement, 
the soccent public afairs ofcer received 
permission from centcom to release the sto-
ries, along with Joint Combat Camera images 
recorded during the operation.12 

With the infltration of 10th sfg into 
northern Iraq, the cjsotf-North public afairs 
ofcer found himself on the frontlines of mili-

tary-media relations. Nye escorted an ABC News television crew as it 
accompanied 10th sfg on a joint ofensive with Kurdish peshmergas 
against Ansar al-Islam forces in and around the city of Halabja. Te 
news crew remained on the hilltops surrounding the valley of Hal-
abja, interviewing soldiers at their observation posts in the Special 
Forces teams’ few quiet moments between receiving hostile fre and 
calling in air strikes on the enemy below. As the soldiers saw that 
the media obeyed the Public Afairs Guidance and were not breaking 
security by flming them from the front or revealing their full names, 
soldiers accepted the news crew and even began to volunteer their 
own stories.13 

At the conclusion of the battle, a Kurdish commander scheduled a 
press conference in Halabja. In order to maintain control of the situ-
ation, Nye organized the event and Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, 
3rd Battalion, 10th sfg commander, presided. While it was unusual 
for Special Forces ground commanders to participate in press events, 
the Halabja conference provided Tovo with the opportunity to of-
cially state what had occurred during the battle. With public afairs 
ofcer coaching, Tovo carefully explained that Task Force Viking was 
only in the area to support Kurdish forces, and that while the troops 
had secured a suspected chemical weapons facility, the scientists were 
still evaluating the site and no conclusions had been reached regard-
ing the presence of weapons of mass destruction. By cooperating with 

Figure 8.3  Navy SEALs. Te Naval Task Force 
secured ofshore drilling facilities in the predawn 
hours of 21 March 2003. Positive media coverage of 
the GOPLATS mission proved the value of the em-
bed program and provided a model for SOF-media 
cooperation throughout  IRAQI FREEDOM. 
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the press instead of stonewalling them, Tovo mitigated the possibly 
negative efects of the inevitable publicity given the operation. 

An unexpected side efect of the success of the embed program 
was that nonembedded media sometimes became unofcially embed-
ded with sof units. One reporter embedded himself with the Kurds, 
which by default embedded him with the Special Forces troops fght-
ing in Halabja. Nye directed the soldiers to continue to follow the 
guidance for media interaction, and in the end the reporter produced 
such Special Forces–favorable articles that the troops treated him 
as an ofcial embed and allowed him the same access as the public 
afairs ofcer–assigned news crews. 

Safety issues also created relationships where previously there had 
been none, as happened in Mosul. Soon afer the Halabja operation, 
Nye joined with the staf of the 2nd Battalion, 10th sfg, in linking up 
with their commander, Lieutenant Colonel 
Robert Waltemeyer, at the airfeld on the 
edge of Mosul. As Nye entered the termi-
nal building to meet with the commander, 
he was shocked to see large numbers of 
reporters intermingled with the troops. 
Waltemeyer had ofered the media shelter 
from the bombardment, efectively embed-
ding them all with his battalion in the pro-
cess. 

Waltemeyer’s actions that day, and for 
the rest of the week, gave further evidence 
of the more congenial relationship devel-
oped between sof and the media. Nye 
arrived in Mosul to fnd that Waltemeyer 
and Colonel Charles Cleveland, 10th sfg 
commander, had already scheduled a press conference for that day 
(and Nye was expected to run it). In an efort to stop violence between 
the Kurds and the Arabs, the Special Forces commanders used the 
high profle conference to announce that the 2nd Battalion was in 
control of Mosul and all warring factions would ultimately answer 
to them. Waltemeyer continued to hold daily press conferences and 
personal interviews, indicating that he was not only at peace with the 
media, but welcomed it as a vital aspect of governance. 

Figure 8.4  Local press conference. Colonel  
Charles Cleveland and Lieutenant Colonel Robert 
Waltemeyer met with local leaders and press 
shortly afer soldiers from 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG  
entered Mosul.  SOF ofcers not only cooperated 
with the media during IRAQI FREEDOM, but also 
learned to capitalize on its presence. 
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Less than a month afer the war had begun, sof had proved that 
they were not only willing to cooperate with the media, but also wel-
comed the presence of embedded news teams on selected missions. 
Te Department of Defense’s directive on the military acceptance of 
media embeds was carried out both by military leaders and individu-
als at the troop level, making the embed program a success within 
the sof community. From Nye’s perspective as a public afairs of-
cer responsible for making the embed program work, the sof sol-
diers accommodated the media “in a very professional manner. Tey 
understood the importance of it, they understood the mission, and 
they never tried to impede it.” Tis resulted in better media cover-
age and greater public understanding of sof’s role in military opera-
tions—a situation that benefted all involved.14 

CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
With Baghdad under Coalition control, the I Marine Expeditionary 
Force moved out on Highway 1 north toward Tikrit on 12 April. V 
Corps and I MEF had punched through enemy resistance south of 

Baghdad, and SOF with Kurdish forces had 
fxed numerous Iraqi divisions along the 
Green Line; I MEF was then tasked to close the 
gap between the north and Baghdad. When 
I MEF armor and infantry reached the out-
skirts of Tikrit—supposedly the regime’s last 
stronghold—they defeated an Iraqi infantry 
unit and then rolled into the city on 13 April. 
Afer securing Saddam’s palace, the Marines 
began rooting out the hard-core regime ele-
ments.15 

Conventional forces spent the rest of April 
confronting pockets of fedayeen resistance 
and beginning stability operations. While the 

regime had collapsed, Saddam loyalists and other groups vying for 
power continued to attack Coalition forces. 

Te Marines, the 3rd ID, and the 101st Airborne Division (Air 
Assault) soldiers continued to work their way through Baghdad, iso-
lating loyalists and wearing them down. Te 4th ID fnally arrived—in 

344 

Figure 8.5  3rd ID M1A1 Abrams tank in Bagh-
dad. 
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Kuwait—and moved north, taking responsibility for the northern 
part of Iraq in conjunction with the 101st Airborne Division start-
ing on 17 April. Te newly arrived 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment 
began moving into western Iraq, slowly taking responsibility from 
CJSOTF-West.16 

422nd CAB: From the Border to Baghdad 

Te U.S. Army Reserve 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion crossed the 
berm into Iraq with the 3rd ID on 21 March 2003. Its assignment to the 
main invasion force placed the 422nd CAB at the forefront of ground 
combat operations, a place few Civil Afairs teams are ever found. 
Once the 3rd ID reached Baghdad, the battalion successfully made 
the difcult transition from the military side of civil military opera-
tions to the civil side, and was instrumental in helping the capital 
city move forward and begin to rebuild. Te experiences of the Civil 
Afairs soldiers on the march north and in Baghdad itself epitomize 
the juncture between civil and military operations. 

Six-man direct support teams from the 422nd CAB accompanied 
the 3rd ID’s brigade combat teams during the rapid advance towards 
the capital. Te 422nd CAB direct support teams were tasked with 
minimizing civilian interference with combat operations, which pre-
served both civilian life and combat momentum. Major Dustin Hil-
burn* described the battalion’s planning process: 

We focused on the ethnic makeup of the population, and 
whether they were pro-regime or not, agricultural or 
industrial, normal means of transportation, and what 
type of ethnic strife was going on in the city. We looked at 
the possibility for relocation of civilians and what direction 
they might move. We tried to plan how we would react to 
diferent sizes of groups. We had to diferentiate between 
[displaced civilians] and civilians on the battlefeld. We 
ended up surprising lots of Iraqis just coming home from 
their felds. During the combat operation, the [displaced 
civilians] were not a problem.17 

While the 3rd ID did not confront signifcant civilian resistance to 
the advance, the direct support teams did have to deal with nonag-
gressive interference. One soldier in Direct Support Team 3, attached 
to the 3rd ID’s 2nd Brigade, commented, “Tere were civilians who 

Figure 8.6  422nd 
CAB insignia. 
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would try to pass our convoy in cars and we 
would get on the bullhorn and pull them over 
and tell them [to] stay of the road for their 
own protection. Tey were scared at frst, and 
then they were very happy.” As the brigade 
entered villages, the Civil Afairs soldiers 
“would go fnd civilians and tell them to stay 
away from U.S. forces.”18 

Loudspeakers—“bullet magnets”—helped 
the teams broadcast their instructions quickly 
and efectively. On at least one occasion, DST 
3 “cruised through the town broadcasting 

the message that [they] weren’t there to harm them.” Te terrorized 
populace received the news cautiously: “We could see joy from the 
people, but it was restrained as there were still Baath Party person-
nel around,” commented one Civil Afairs soldier. “In retrospect, I 
understood the ambivalence toward Americans, as the Iraqis were 
getting barraged by the Iraqi information minister saying how the 
Americans were getting the crap kicked out of them. Tey didn’t 
know what to believe.”19 

Many of the civilians the direct support teams encountered were 
not aggressive toward the U.S. troops, but actually helpful. One DST 
3 soldier recounted an incident that occurred near Najaf, which aptly 
illustrates the benefts of allowing Civil Afairs soldiers to do their 
job: 

On the outskirts of Najaf, there were a bunch of civilians 
at this bridge, and the infantry guys were wanting to light 
them up [because] they had been hit by a bus the day before. 
Tere were people working in their gardens about fve hun-
dred meters away, and I asked the company commander, 
‘If I could go over and talk to them, would you provide 
a squad for security?’ We walked over there without [an] 
interpreter and these guys were just farmers, and they told 
us not to go that way because the Iraqi Army is there. And 
they told us where the Baath Party headquarters was. We 
brought that information back and farther down the road, 
there were ffy to a hundred people in the road, [so] I drove 
down there with two tanks as protection. Te people were 
out in the road because it was their village and they were 

Figure 8.7  422nd CAB soldier with 3rd  ID  in 
Baghdad. 
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wondering what was going on. We started talking to them 
and they started telling us that the Iraqi Army pulled out 
the night before.20 

As the direct support teams made sure civilians did not interfere 
with the advance, the soldiers also took the opportunity to assess vil-
lagers’ needs and tried to address them. Another DST 3 soldier related, 
“the Bedouins would say they used to get water trucked to them, so 
we would call back and get them some water from the [division] rear. 
If a tank [ran] over water lines, we would also call back to the [divi-
sion] rear to handle it when they came forward.” In another case, the 
native Iraqis led the brigade to water: “We came across these Bedouins 
and asked them where the water was, and one jumped in the HMMWV 
[High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle] to go show us. We set 
a ROPU [reverse osmosis purifcation unit] up right there.”21 

Te speed of the advance usually prevented the direct support 
teams from providing immediate humanitarian assistance. As a DST 
3 ofcer put it, “Our intent for humanitarian aid was like [dealing 
with] a stray cat. If you put a bowl of milk out, you will get every stray 
cat in the neighborhood. So we just didn’t put a bowl out.” Captain 
Merino* of DST 4 corroborated the truth of that strategy: “Te longer 
we stayed outside Karbala, the more civilians came out asking for 
water and food. We knew if we kept handing out food, it would bring 
more civilians.” Hilburn, the 3rd ID plans ofcer, recalled one incident 
where the lack of humanitarian assistance was met with agreeable res-
ignation by the civilians involved: “At Karbala, we had approximately 
110 people come out to a checkpoint and request food and water. We 
told them we didn’t have any to give them at that time and to turn 
around and return to their homes, and they did.”22 

Te direct support teams and their assigned brigades did give as 
much help as they could without compromising their own security 
and missions. DST 3 encountered one such situation near the Karbala 
Gap: “Tere was a fght that day—a lot of fghting. Tere was this one 
Iraqi woman who came out and said, ‘Please help me, please help.’ We 
stopped and got out to look, and the medic truck stopped and went 
over to fnd that her husband had been shot in the butt. Tey treated 
him and put him on a stretcher by the road, and we moved on. Te 
guy was waving at us as we all drove by him.”23 

At times, the direct support teams found themselves in the position 
of taking instead of giving, ironically much to the civilian population’s 
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348 

relief. Te team led by Captain Ted Morgan* found itself in just such 
a situation on 31 March. Residents of the town of Khairat informed 
the team that a local school harbored a large Saddam Fedayeen weap-
ons cache. Te Civil Afairs soldiers passed the information on to the 
infantry and engineers, who investigated and discovered more than 
nine hundred mortars, twenty-six thousand AK-47 rounds, dynamite, 
and chemical protective gear. Afer removing and inventorying the 
cache, an explosive ordnance disposal unit dug a hole and detonated 
the weapons that could not be moved very far. Te rest were disposed 
of in a feld outside the village—afer clearing it of sheep.24 

Teir positions with the forward brigade combat teams placed the 
direct support teams in live-fre situations much more ofen than they 
found weapons caches. A member of DST 3 described one of the team’s 
more stressful moments as they neared Baghdad: 

As we pulled into this little town, there was this car sitting 
in the middle of the road. Tere was a dead man in the 
street, and the woman in the front seat was dead, and in the 
back seat was a teenage boy, shot but still alive. And in the 
lap of the dead mother was this baby who was untouched; 
[she] had these wide eyes and was just crying. Te city was 
to our lef and the canal to our right. Te infantry guys were 
freaking out, as there were bullets fying everywhere. I went 
over to the girl and there was this fedayeen truck coming 
directly at us. I said, ‘Tere’s a truck!’ and the .50 [cali-
bers] just opened up, and this truck explodes. And then we 
started receiving all sorts of bullets [from] the guys [who] 
had jumped out of the back of the truck we hit. Ten we 
heard this whoosh and a huge explosion up in the air, and 
I said, ‘Holy s——!’ Te Bradleys and us went further into 
the city, and we dismounted and went inside a building to 
establish a fghting position. Tey called up a tank platoon, 
and it came forward and everything calmed down.26 

Although the teams’ primary mission was to clear civilians from the 
battlefeld, occasionally events deteriorated forcing the soldiers to 
concentrate on fghting. DST 3 experienced one such incident near 
Najaf: 

We went to this bridge where a PSYOP [Psychological 
Operations] team was checking people walking across the 
bridge. Tere were fedayeen fghting positions underneath 
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the bridge. We put up a Psyop message on loudspeaker: 
‘Put your weapon down if you wish to surrender.’ We had a 
couple of civilians who had already crossed the bridge and 
given us information on where the fedayeen fghting posi-
tions were located. Te enemy then pushed about two hun-
dred civilians across the bridge and we were totally over-
whelmed. We then had to stop the people, as the company 
commander was scared. We told the people the bridge was 
closed, and this one Iraqi guy took charge of all the civilians 
and moved them back across the bridge. In hindsight, we 
should have detained him. He became very ofended when 
we told him to leave. [Ten] we were hit by mortars and 
RPGs [rocket-propelled grenades]. Te CA [Civil Afairs] 
mission was pretty much over at that time.26 

Beginning on 7 April, teams from the 422nd CAB moved into Bagh-
dad. Te battalion focused on controlling civilians on the battlefeld 
during the advance with the 3rd ID, but now that Baghdad had been 
taken, the Civil Afairs soldiers shifed to civil military operations. 
Unfortunately, the battalion was not provided with a clear Civil 
Afairs plan from higher and was lef to its own judgment in priori-
tizing missions. Hilburn explained, “A plan for Phase IV was never 
passed from CFLCC [Coalition Forces Land Component Command] 
to V Corps and on to 3rd ID. Tere was no guidance on which tar-
gets we needed to protect once we got into Baghdad. We weren’t told 
to protect museums or banks, and we didn’t expect the scale of the 
looting [that occurred].” Merino concurred: “Tere wasn’t a plan for 
Phase IV, and there wasn’t a plan to deal with all the civilians [food-
ing out of Baghdad].”27 

Te frst challenge facing the 422nd CAB was the outfow of civil-
ians from Baghdad. Te battalion had met relatively few displaced 
civilians during the advance north, but was confronted with hun-
dreds of scared people feeing the battle in the capital city. Unfor-
tunately, adequate plans for dealing with those civilians were not in 
place, in spite of the fact that they were considerably fewer than had 
been expected. Merino reported, “We had pages and pages of schools 
that were to be used as collection points, but they weren’t outside the 
cities. We would look for areas that could be set up as collection sites. 
Te schools inside the cities were not viable, as the Iraqis held the 
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cities.” In spite of the lack of a plan, the battalion managed to direct 
civilians to safe locations and provide them with basic necessities.28 

Once in the city, the 422nd CAB turned its attention to infrastruc-
ture. Hilburn recalled, “We started looking at what we could do with 
a [civil military operations] focus that could have the most impact 
on the civilian population.” In short order, the battalion concluded 
that power was the most important issue, since it controlled the water 
and sewage systems. On 10 April, battalion commander Lieutenant 
Colonel R. Alan King led a mission to locate and assess power trans-
formers in the Firdos district of Baghdad. Local residents advised 
King’s team that there were fedayeen forces operating in the local 
area, and that they had rocket-propelled grenades and other weapons. 
As King’s team neared the transformers, it came under small arms 
fre. Te team turned around, but was then ambushed with rocket-
propelled grenades and more small arms fre. Several of the team’s 
vehicles were struck by rounds, but functioned well enough to get the 
team back through the ambush—a tactic of last resort chosen because 
the route forward was blocked. King and the other Civil Afairs sol-
diers returned suppressive fre during their exit, killing several enemy 
personnel.29 

Te next morning, King’s team set out once again on a mission to 
return power to Baghdad. Tis time, the team planned to meet the 
transformer engineer. Once again, the team ran into an ambush, this 
time involving a parked diesel tanker truck. Unable to retreat, the 
team proceeded down the middle of the fuel-soaked roadway, duck-

ing small arms fre from two separate loca-
tions. Te team called in Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles, which laid down suppressive fre. 
Te team escaped unscathed and was able 
to return later in the day—accompanied by 
ffeen Bradleys—to secure the transformer 
site. Te next day, the team located Bagh-
dad’s senior power plant engineers, who were 
instrumental in restoring power to the city 
thirteen days later.30 

While Civil Afairs eforts were directed 
toward getting the Iraqis to rebuild their own 
infrastructure, U.S. soldiers had to step in and 
help at all levels. Te 422nd CAB and the city 

Figure 8.8  Baghdad fre truck. Civil Afairs 
soldiers made a visit to the fre station along with 
Baghdad’s new interim fre chief, Dr. Ali Saeed 
Sadoon. 
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of Baghdad were fortunate to have Major Bob 
Glass*, whose civilian career was as a fre cap-
tain with the Greensboro, North Carolina, Fire 
Department. In late April, Glass met with Dr. 
Ali Saeed Saldoon of Civil Defense, who was 
able to report that twelve of the city’s twenty-
fve fre stations were operable. Approximately 
four hundred fre fghters were still working as 
well. “Te good thing about it is that they, like 
fre fghters around the world, are dedicated 
to their job,” remarked Glass. “Te majority 
of them stayed on throughout the hostilities, and more were coming 
back each day. Within a matter of days we went from 400 to 892 fre 
fghters back on duty.” Just weeks later, the number had risen to 1,100 
out of the prewar force of 1,400 fre department personnel.31 

Te frst priority afer identifying available resources was to make 
sure that the operable equipment was distributed to those fre stations 
that were manned and operating. In rehabilitating the fre defense 
system, Glass focused on using the native resources as much as pos-
sible: “I wanted to utilize [Dr. Saldoon] to do this, because our job 
is not to stay here and do it for them, but to get them to do it and 
become self-sufcient. So I gave him the orders to do that, and then he 
went out and talked to his ofcers in turn.” Getting as many fre sta-
tions operational as possible was vital, since by American standards 
Baghdad was woefully lacking in stations anyway. Other shortfalls 
in the fre system included the lack of a nine-one-one phone system 
and inadequate personal protection equipment. One advantage Bagh-
dad did have, however, was the fact that most buildings were built of 
concrete and did not contain large amounts of “fre-load” to catch 
fre. Te majority of fres historically occurred at power plants and 
refneries.32 

Revitalizing the Baghdad police force was another high priority 
for the 422nd CAB. King appointed former Texas public safety of-
cer Major Vaughn Christian* to be Baghdad’s interim police com-
missioner, or the “Sherif of Baghdad,” as some called him. In turn, 
Christian looked to Baghdad’s former police administration and of-
cers to return to service. Christian and his team prioritized aspects 
of law enforcement, concentrating on the most immediate needs frst. 
“Obviously I can’t come in and start setting up an arson division, an 

Figure 8.9  Dr. Ali Saeed Sadoon. 
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investigation division—that takes time. I tried to prioritize. Te city 
had just come out of a war, so my priority was getting security back 
on the streets, for one.” Te department focused on trafc, facility 
security (hospitals, utility plants, and such), and patrols.33 

Christian also concentrated on teaching the police department 
how to function in an ethical manner. He quickly put an end to such 
practices as transporting suspects in car trunks, openly carrying 
AK-47s, challenging U.S. Army soldiers at checkpoints, and various 
other abuses that were customary in the former regime. On at least 
one occasion, Christian turned a routine evidence check-in into a les-
son in proper police procedure. Addressing the evidence room ofcer, 
Christian instructed, “You are the only person who belongs in this 
room. You count the money, and write down the amount and names 

of the ofcers who brought it in.” Such basics 
needed to be explained and repeated as the 
422nd CAB trained ofcers to represent and 
run what would be an entirely new kind of 
police force in Iraq.34 

In addition to the expected challenges of 
rebuilding a large city just emerging from 
tyranny and war, the 422nd CAB faced the 
unexpected chaos of rampant looting. With 
no concrete plan indicating which buildings 
and sites needed protection, the battalion and 
other Coalition forces in the city found them-
selves reacting to problems as they arose. Hil-
burn described the situation: 
We would watch some TV broadcast live 
from Baghdad with the reporter say-

ing this museum is being looted, and a few hours later 
we would get an e-mail [fragmentary order] down from 
higher to protect this museum. Te same thing happened 
with banks and other locations. In a lot of ways it was plan-
ning by CNN. We were reacting to problems being identi-
fed [by the media]. One of the problems we ran into was 
museum names; we would be told one name and it did not 
exist. We got some wrong grid coordinates, which caused 
some confusion about where to protect. I would still receive 
e-mails a week afer we had secured a museum that the 

Figure 8.10  Policing Baghdad. Major Vaughn 
Christian*, right, and Captain Ted Pendergrass*, 
of the 422nd CAB join a crowd of Iraqis working in 
the new Baghdad Police Department around a map 
of the city. 
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museum was being looted and needed to 
be protected. 35 

U.S. forces were also surprised at some of 
the looters’ targets. Hilburn remarked, “We 
were not prepared for the hospitals being 
looted. We did not plan for it and did not 
receive any information [that] we would have 
problems in these areas.” While looting ini-
tially concentrated on buildings representing 
the former regime, the thievery quickly spread 
to all types of public buildings, including 
museums, hospitals, and schools. By the time 
schools were targeted, the looters were seek-
ing basic building materials, such as electrical 
switches and wires, desks, blackboards, and 
plumbing fxtures. Te thefs lef the 422nd 
CAB scrambling for basic school items—like 
blackboards and desks—as they attempted to 
restore educational services to the city. 36 

One group of 422nd CAB soldiers ran into bigger crime than looting 
when they witnessed and foiled a bank robbery. Sergeant Chris Mer-
cer* recounted the story: “We were driving   .   .   .   and we got stopped by 
[an ofcer] of the 3rd ID. He said, ‘Hey, there’s a bank robbery going 
on. You all want in on it?’ ‘Of course!’” Te team proceeded to the 
bank and found that the would-be robbers had been at the bank 

.   .   .   for a while. Because you could see on the doors that they 
had beaten them with pickaxes, sledgehammers, mauls, 
whatever they had. Eventually they got some dynamite 
and were able to blow a small hole in the top of the safe, 
through about two feet of concrete and rebar, then the steel. 
It was just big enough to get a small child in there. So they 
had lowered a child in there, and he was coming and giv-
ing them money. We think they probably got away with 
about $2 million. We secured seven people inside the bank 
without incident. We went ahead and blew the other safe 
and pulled out $6. 3 million in U.S. $100 bills. We took the 
money back to the airport and turned it over to the 3rd ID.  
While we were there [at the airport] we actually got called 
to another bank robbery, and went in and apprehended 

Figure 8.11  Demonstrating police procedures. 
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two [people]. Tey hadn’t blown the safes yet. It was just 
another day in Civil Afairs.37 

Te roles of Civil Afairs units in Operation Iraqi Freedom were 
diverse and constantly changing. Te 422nd CAB’s experiences are 
representative of the challenges met and the successes enjoyed by all 
Civil Afairs units during the frst months of the war. From managing 
and protecting displaced civilians to protecting museums and catch-
ing bank robbers, the Civil Afairs soldiers stepped in wherever they 
were needed. Te lack of a comprehensive Civil Afairs plan ofen 
lef these units in positions of determining their own priorities and 
reacting to situations as they arose. Te units’ ability to excel can be 
attributed to a combination of training and serendipity. More ofen 
than not, the individuals’ own skills and talents created order from 
the chaos of war-torn Iraq. 

“An Aimed Shot Wins the Fight” 

It was a warm Sunday morning, about 0830 on 27 April, and the sun 
was already beginning to bake downtown Baghdad. Colonel Warner 
Anderson was preparing to depart for a meeting at the newly formed 
Iraqi Ministry of Health. Anderson was attached to the 352nd Civil 
Afairs Command out of Riverdale, Maryland, and was serving on a 
public health team. Before deploying to Iraq, Anderson instructed 
candidates training to become Special Forces medics at the John F. 
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School at Fort Bragg, North 
Carolina. Before being mobilized to active duty and assigned to the 
Joint Special Operations Medical Training Facility, Anderson served 
as an emergency physician with the Indian Health Service, which is 
part of the U.S. Public Health Service. 

Te Iraqi Ministry of Health had recently been organized and the 
public health team was going to participate in the Ministry’s frst 
ofcial meeting, which was scheduled to begin at 1000 in the min-
istry medical complex, commonly referred to as Medical City. Te 
team was told the trip to the Ministry would have a Military Police 
escort that would link up with the public health team at the Civil 
Military Operations Center. Since the team did not have an inter-
preter, the operations center provided one of the contract interpret-
ers, Ali Habib, a physician who went by Dr. Ali and spoke English 
well. Te Military Police support was scheduled to arrive at the center 

Figure 8.12  352 Civil 
Afairs Command 
insignia. 
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between 0845 and 0900. However, at 0930, they had not arrived and 
Colonel Robert Frame, the team leader, was unable to locate them. At 
that time, Frame picked up the team’s other HMMWV and decided the 
team would conduct a two-vehicle convoy to the ministry. Te team 
was given authorization to conduct the convoy without the Military 
Police escort. Afer everything was in order, the team departed the 
compound. Major Rendell Davis* drove the lead vehicle with Frame 
in the passenger seat as convoy commander. Te trail vehicle was 
driven by Specialist Jim Lawson*, with Anderson in the passenger 
seat along with Dr. Ali in the right rear seat. Anderson recalled: 

We lef the compound through its north entrance. We 
turned onto the avenue that had the frst bridge, south to 
north. We crossed east over that bridge, came to a trafc 
circle, and proceeded northwest on a divided boulevard. 
Te trafc northbound became congested pretty quickly, 
and with half an hour to get to the Ministry of Health we 
were in trafc that was moving about the speed of a slow 
walk. Tere were a lot of diferent vehicles, including buses 
and commercial vehicles, on the road with us. I had called 
the lead vehicle to tell them that we were about one click 
[kilometer] out, according to my GPS, and we had about 
three minutes to go until the meeting. Ten minutes afer 
that, we came to a particularly congested area where trafc 
slowed down to virtually a standstill. We heard some shots, 
which is very common—we’ve been shot at several times 
before . . . but nothing has ever hit us before. Tis time, 
however, immediately upon hearing the shots, the front 
windshield broke out and I was hit by fying glass.38 

Rounds hit both vehicles of the team. Lawson threw on the emer-
gency brake and both he and Anderson piled out of the vehicle, 
searching for the location of the their assailants. Anderson was try-
ing to pinpoint the source of the fre when he was hit. “I was looking 
for a target and I couldn’t fnd a target. I remember being hit three 
times . . . in two areas. Once was in my right side, right at the level 
of my last rib. And the other time was in my arm. I didn’t know the 
extent of the damage there. I assumed that the round that hit my rib 
had broken my rib because the pain was intense, and I assumed that it 
had entered my abdominal cavity and probably hit my liver. I seemed 
to be able to have good grip strength and could function. I didn’t feel 
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particularly weak, but I remember having the sense that I might be 
getting ready to go into shock.”39 

At this point Frame was hit and exited the vehicle with his lef arm 
hanging uselessly, a large stain spreading over 
the sleeve of his uniform. Anderson yelled at 
him to get back in the vehicle. Te vehicles 
were halted close together and Anderson 
retrieved his aid bag with a tourniquet from 
the HMMWV. Tere was a lull in the fring and 
Anderson was about to make his way forward 
to attend to Frame when a single shot rang 
out. 
As I was standing up, I still had the M16 
in my hand and, as I recall, there was 
another shot and I took a round through 
my protective mask carrier, which was 

on my lef thigh. I turned around and looked up. Tere 
was an elevated crosswalk that was about probably three 
meters, or maybe four meters, above the road. Te Iraqis 
had scattered out—that reduced the number of potential 
assailants—and I looked up when this round came through 
my protective mask carrier, because I had that sense that it 
was coming from up above. I saw a fgure that was dressed 
in . . . a black, traditional headdress and a black shirt. He 
was fring directly at me and I could see the muzzle fashes 
being directed at me. I was able to see his eyes, and he was 
intently concentrating on me, directing his fre at me. Te 
bullets were kicking up in the pavement around me.40 

Anderson was torn between the necessity of attending to the 
wounded Frame and the need to take care of the shooter on the cross-
walk. Having located the gunman, he brought his M16 into action. 

I raised the M16 with the frst round . . . going wild, being 
fred as quickly as possible. My intent there was to throw 
of his mental balance. My second round, I was trying to 
get close to hitting him, but I was doing it by swinging the 
rife up. But I planned for the third round to be an aimed 
shot, because I’ve always been told that an aimed shot wins 
the fght. When I fred the second shot, I must have been 
really close to him or maybe caused a grazing injury or 

Figure 8.13  Crosswalk vantage point. Tis elevat-
ed crosswalk is where the Iraqi gunman ambushed 
the Civil Afairs public health team convoy. 
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something, because he took of running. He presented his 
right side to me as he turned to his lef and took of run-
ning across the elevated crosswalk, and I took an aimed 
shot. When I hit him, I had good follow-through on the 
shot, with the sights remaining on him, getting ready to fre 
yet a fourth shot. But he went down on my third shot and 
dropped basically like a bag of rocks.41 

Anderson moved quickly up to attend to his wounded team-
mate. He applied a tourniquet above the wound on Frame’s lef arm, 
staunching the bleeding. He realized that the priority was to get out 
of the kill zone and get Frame to medical treatment. Leaving Frame 
in the lead vehicle, he told Davis—who was sitting somewhat dazed 
in the driver’s seat—to get the vehicle out of the area. Ten he ran 
back to the second HMMWV, and with Lawson driving, sped afer the 
lead vehicle. An Iraqi jumped immediately out in front of them and 
pointed to the lead HMMWV, where Frame had jumped or fallen from 
the vehicle. Anderson, Lawson, and the Iraqi picked Frame up and 
placed him in the lef rear of their vehicle beside Dr. Ali. Ali was 
moaning, “I’m hit! I’m hit! I’m dying! I’m dying! I’m an only son, I 
can’t die.” Anderson took this as a sign the Iraqi was mentally alert 
enough to recognize his situation. In a true case of “Physician, heal 
thyself,” Anderson directed Ali to put a pressure bandage on his own 
wound as Lawson headed for Medical City. Davis drove of alone 
ahead of the second vehicle.42 

Te streets had cleared from the area around the ambush and the 
convoy quickly reached the Medical City complex. At one point Law-
son was forced to bump a vehicle out of the way as the HMMWV’s steer-
ing was freezing up from loss of hydraulic fuid. When they pulled 
into the facility, Anderson sent Lawson to get a litter, and when he 
returned they transported Frame to some U.S. medics, who turned 
out to be part of a forward surgical hospital that was set up on the 
porch of one of the buildings. Te medics got an IV started and Ander-
son began to address the need to get Frame medically evacuated. “Te 
medics wanted to evacuate Frame and I told them I wanted a helo 
medevac because the determining factor is time to the operating 
room for survival. So I wanted to get him to an operating room as 
quickly as possible. I didn’t know there was a forward surgical team 
nearby. Tey said, ‘we can’t land a [helicopter] here, but we can land 
it on top of the building.’ So I looked over and it looked [to be] about 
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a twelve-story building. I said, “Does the elevator work?” Tey said, 
“yes,” so we picked up the litter and ran the litter into the hospital.”43 

As it turned out, the elevators were not functioning and the 
team returned to the ground foor where Frame was loaded into an 
ambulance. Lawson had sufered a gunshot wound to his thigh in 
the ambush and Anderson loaded him onto the ambulance also. At 
this point, a physician from the forward surgical hospital appeared 
and assured Anderson that the unit could provide the level of care 
Frame needed. With Frame under proper medical care, Anderson 
and Lawson were treated for their wounds; in Anderson’s case dress-
ing and bandaging his wounded elbow and the point where a bullet 
glanced of his rib cage. Lawson later developed an extensive infec-
tion that required surgery to repair. Davis, lef behind at the ambush 
site, drove through the city until he came to a checkpoint manned by 
U.S. infantry. He received medical treatment for a collapsed lung, the 
result of a bullet entering his shoulder, and was medically evacuated. 
Dr. Ali was treated at the Medical City facility by both the Iraqis and 
Americans and later discharged. Afer extensive surgery, including 
grafing a vein from his leg to his arm, Frame began the process of 
rehabilitation to recover the use of his lef arm. 

Anderson later refected on the confusion of the ambush scene 
and one of the major causes for his own personal “fog of war.” He 
remembered: 

I said I had a sense of confusion. And part of that confu-
sion came from the fact that when the glass was fying, I 
suddenly went—not quite legally blind, but close to it—in 
my lef eye. And I couldn’t fgure out what was going on, 
what the injury was to my eye because there was no pain. I 
thought maybe that was because of the adrenaline rush or 
whatever, but I couldn’t explain it. At about three minutes 
into this thing, I realized that it was because something 
had hit my lef glasses lens and knocked it out. And so my 
vision in my lef eye was uncorrected about 20/200. So my 
dominant eye was seeing 20/200 and my nondominant eye 
was its usual 20/15 corrected. And that made it hellish for 
me to locate the assailant and understand what was going 
on. At any rate, I had a spare pair of glasses with me, which 
I put on at the forward surgical team.44 
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Anderson was awarded a Bronze Star for valor for his clear think-
ing and quick action not to mention a well-deserved Purple Heart. 
Te incident emphasized the fact that while Civil Afairs operations 
in Iraq were peaceful by nature, they were carried out in a war zone 
and at times required Civil Afairs teams to be soldiers frst and fore-
most. 

Camp Bucca 

While Psychological Operations missions are by their very nature 
diverse, the 13th PSYOP Battalion has the unique mission of sup-
porting Enemy Prisoner of War and Civilian Internee missions. Te 
only unit of its type within the U.S. Army, the Arden Hills, Min-
nesota-based 13th POB is wartraced to the Army Reserve 800th Mili-
tary Police Brigade (EPW) located in Uniondale, New York. Once the 
800th MP Brigade began preparing in November 2002 to deploy to 
the Middle East, the 13th POB realized that it was probably going to 
be called up as well.45 

Te battalion received its frst alert order on 2 January 2003. Afer a 
long and disorganized mobilization, 108 members of 13th POB arrived 
in Kuwait on 22 March. By 27 March, the battalion had orders to link 
up with the 800th MP Brigade at British Holding Area Freddy, near 
Umm Qasr, Iraq. Te camp was turned over 
to the 800th and renamed Camp Bucca on 
7 April, in honor of New York Fire Depart-
ment Fire Marshal Ronald Bucca. Bucca was a 
member of the Army Reserve 3413th Military 
Intelligence Detachment, a subordinate unit 
of the 800th MP Brigade. He died trying to 
rescue survivors of the 11 September terror-
ist attacks on the World Trade Center in New 
York City.46 

Being war-traced to the 800th MP Brigade 
(EPW), the 13th POB is specifcally trained to 
provide Psychological Operations support to 
the brigade’s enemy prisoner of war opera-
tions. While the MPs ran Camp Bucca, the 
13th POB circulated among the prisoners and 
gathered information that would help the MPs 
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Figure 8.14  Map highlighting Camp Bucca. 
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control and aid the population. As Sergeant Ben Moore* described 
their job, “We kind of play the good cop. We try to win their trust and 
that helps us get information.”47 

One of the company’s primary techniques was interviewing pris-
oners—not for military intelligence, rather for personal information 
and to monitor the camp’s temperature, so to speak. Because one of 
its goals was to keep the peace, the interviews were conducted in as 
friendly a manner as possible. B Company commander, Major Jim 
Downing*, described the approach: “We [gave] them tea or some-
thing to drink and let them sit down. We put them at ease and that 
help[ed] everyone.”48 

A large part of the company’s information gathering was related 
to morale issues within the camp. Downing recounted that “most of 
our work [was] simply getting into the enclosures and compounds 
day-to-day and providing the products and identifying issues among 
the prisoners that we [could] bring back to the MPs. We might go in 
and fnd that morale is high, or we might fnd that it is low and the 
prisoners [were] bored, so we suggest[ed] to the MPs that if they just 
provide[d] a soccer ball, the prisoners [would] have something to do 
and that [would] relieve the situation.”49 

Te 13th POB was also enlisted to prevent or quiet unrest within the 
compound. Specialist Bill Whatley* put his college disc jockey experi-
ence to good use by broadcasting basic camp rules and instructions in 
Arabic designed to relieve the stress of being relocated to the enemy 
prisoner of war camp. Similarly, the battalion broadcast orders for 
calm and order when the prisoners would begin fghting one another 
with rocks, tent stakes, and other improvised weapons. Te broadcast 
instructions supported the MPs as they physically quelled incipient 
riots. As a 13th POB Information Paper recorded, tactical PSYOP tech-
niques could be very efective: 

Camp teams responded to emergency situations on 
numerous occasions, defusing or minimizing potential 
danger. One such incident occurred afer a storm leveled 
the infrmary, dining facility, and much of the shelter at 
the MARCENT corps collection facility. Some 2,000 rioting 
Iraqi prisoners stormed and tore down the wire, causing 
the Marine guards to fre over their heads. Two camp team 
PSYOP soldiers, accompanied by their Kuwaiti interpreter, 
and armed only with their loudspeaker system, entered the 

Figure 8.15  800th 
MP Brigade insignia. 
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compound. Tey immediately restored order by explain-
ing the procedures for distributing food and blankets and 
obtaining medical aid.50 

In typical PSYOP manner, the same broadcast tools used to quell 
uprisings were also used to play Islamic call-to-prayer messages and 
readings from the Koran. Te MSQ-85B mobile audio-visual systems 
enabled the battalion to produce instructional messages for broad-
cast throughout the camps. Te MSQ-85B was also put to use as a 
movie projector, both for Coalition troop morale and as an incentive 
to encourage the prisoners to behave. Jean-
Claude Van Damme movies were especially 
popular among the prisoners until the PSYOP 
soldiers realized the Iraqis considered the 
movies to be martial arts “training flms.”51 

An important aspect of keeping the enemy 
prisoners of war under control was identifying 
key leaders within the prisoner population. 
Specialist Tom Wilson* succinctly described 
that aspect of his mission: “We [tried] to fnd 
out who [was] in charge.” In order to make 
reliable character judgments, he continued, 
“You have to look for the way someone holds 
themselves. Look at their body language. Teir eyes. Tings like that.” 
Opportunities to make such assessments came as the battalion con-
ducted morale-boosting activities within the camp, such as teaching 
English language classes, holding sporting events, and art contests.52 

Interviews with the prisoners themselves also uncovered impor-
tant information about individuals and groups. An interview with 
one young Iraqi corporal revealed that he spoke enough English to 
serve as a translator, and that he “led friends and other soldiers from 
his company to surrender (45 in all).” Another Sunni man was quite 
open with his low opinion of Shias and Kurds—“Beats Shia and Kurds 
just because he thinks they deserve it and it’s fun”—and his disre-
gard for others’ opinions—“Knows that all prisoners hate and distrust 
him.” Tat same man declared that he would “become an informant if 
it [would] guarantee his protection from retribution by other prison-
ers.” Yet another interviewee was discovered to have “a large amount 
of peer infuence among Shia but not Sunni prisoners. Enjoys lead-

Figure 8.16  Flag of B Company, 13th POB, in 
Iraq. 
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ing troops.” Tis potentially useful man was also “very arrogant” and 
“[would] not talk to females.”53 

With the PSYOP products’ potential to have signifcant and wide-
spread efect, the opportunity to gather information on what did and 
did not work was invaluable. One surrender appeal was instrumental 
in persuading an entire battalion from the Iraqi 48th Infantry Divi-
sion to lay down arms—post-test data improved PSYOP eforts by 
explaining Iraqi reactions to PSYOP products. For example, post-test 
interviews revealed that red-bordered leafets were inefective because 
Iraqi soldiers were told that the red markings meant the papers were 
dangerous and should be lef alone.54 

Although the 13th POB was willing and able to conduct the product 
test mission, the JPOTF made the battalion’s job slightly more difcult 
than it needed to be. Downing explained, 

One problem that we did run into was that when we [were] 
given a product for testing, we [were] supposed to be given 
that product in the native language—Arabic. We would 
fnd that we would get them in English only, and then we 
would have to translate them. Tat would create a diferent 
issue because we couldn’t quite convince the JPOTF that they 
needed to send us these products in the native language. It’s 
one thing to hand an [Iraqi] a printed medium in his own 
language and gauge his reaction to it. It’s another thing 
altogether to hand him an English copy of that product, 
which he cannot read at all, or a copy that we translated 
here that may or may not be the best translation.55 

Perhaps the best measure of the 13th POB’s success at Camp Bucca 
was the lack of major rioting, which enabled the 800th MP Brigade 
to focus its eforts on providing the prisoners with sufcient shelter, 
security, and medical care. In late April, the camp began to release 
large numbers of prisoners. Troughout the month, the camp popu-
lation had held steady at approximately six thousand prisoners, but 
the population decreased drastically as large releases outstripped new 
captures. To the credit of both the 13th POB and the 800th MP Bri-
gade, released prisoners reported that conditions in the camp had 
been good. Te Associated Press reported on 28 April 2003 that freed 
prisoners were generally complimentary of the Americans and happy 
that Saddam Hussein was no longer in power. Twenty-fve-year-old 
Atheer Abdul-Karim stated his new allegiance most clearly: “Tey 

Figure 8.17  JPOTF 
logo. 
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paid us 17,000 Iraqi dinars (U.S. $5.72) a month to fght Americans. I 
would have killed Saddam for one dollar.”56 

ARSOF OPERATIONS 

CJSOTF-North 
As Iraqi morale in the north eroded under the onslaught of the aerial 
bombardment orchestrated by Task Force Viking, the opportunity to 
move on the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul presented itself. On 10 April, 
Forward Operating Base 103 began a concentrated assault on Kirkuk, 
moving on the city from the north, east, and south. Concurrently, FOB 
102 advanced alongside Kurdish forces on Mosul, entering that city on 
11 April. Te task force deployed forces to secure the critical northern 
oil felds near Kirkuk. At this point in the campaign, the task force’s 
major concern revolved around establishing a visible American pres-
ence in the newly liberated cities. 

With the collapse of the Iraqi forces immi-
nent, Colonel Cleveland wrestled with the 
competing interests of those who sought to 
lay claim to northern Iraq. Te two leaders 
within the Kurdish Autonomous Zone— 
Massoud Barzani, the leader of the Kurdistan 
Democratic Party and Jalal Talabani, leader 
of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan—desired 
to expand their control in the cities of Tikrit 
and Mosul, respectively, and both possessed 
an intense desire to reclaim the formerly 
Kurdish-dominated areas subjected to Sad-
dam’s “Arabization” process. As the cities 
fell, many Kurds raced to see family mem-
bers long isolated by Hussein’s regime and 
the Baath Party. Te substantial Turkoman 
population also vied for territory, and infu-
ence in the post-Saddam make-up of the region. Te Special Forces 
and 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) soldiers quickly policed the insurgents 
with little resistance.57 
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Figure 8.18  Map of CJSOTF-North area of opera-
tions. FOB 102 led the assault on Mosul while FOB  
103 joined the peshmerga in the capture of Kirkuk. 
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While united in their desire to oust the Iraqi Army and reclaim 
their hereditary control over the cities of Mosul and Kirkuk, the 
Kurds were far from a united people. Te two major political factions, 
the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdis-
tan, vied continuously for preeminence and territorial advantage. Te 
presence of large numbers of Kurdish forces south of the Green Line 

was an issue of great political sensitivity, to 
the Turks in particular. Te city of Kirkuk 
was very symbolic to the Kurds and its fall 
needed the closest attention from the Coali-
tion. 

Afer liberating Mosul, Kirkuk, and the oil 
felds near Kirkuk, Task Force Viking rapidly 
transitioned to stability operations. Cleve-
land’s frst priority was to restore law and 
order. With the fading of the Iraqi military 
into the civilian populace, bands of looters 
ransacked many locations, forcing inhabit-
ants to secure their own neighborhoods. Te 
173rd (-) moved into Kirkuk and the oil felds 

in order to secure northern Iraq’s lifeline of prosperity. Afer a night 
infltration, a brigade-sized element from the 26th Marine Expedi-
tionary Unit landed at Irbil, and without hesitation or rest, moved to 
reinforce the city of Mosul. Cleveland instantly recognized the beneft 
that the Marines brought to the fght. Along with the 2nd Battalion, 
14th Infantry, 10th Mountain Division, the Marines provided a more 
visible American presence in the cities. Te CJSOTF  pinpointed  PSYOP  
and Civil Afairs teams for use in the cities to help reestablish civil 
services and restore the infrastructure of the towns. 

On 19 April, afer eight days in Mosul, FOB 102 began the process 
of handing the city over to the 101st Infantry Division. On 23 April, 
the  CJSOTF relinquished control of Mosul to the 101st and began the 
process of preparing to redeploy the forces. 

Kurdish Political Parties 
Kurdistan Democratic Party   
 KDP. Kurdish secessionist party  

led by Massoud Barzani. Tribal-
based, with a large militia (pesh-
merga). 

Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
 PUK. Lefist splinter party of KDP  

led by Jalal Talabani and urban 
intelligentsia. 

Figure 8.19  14th  
Infantry Regiment  
insignia. 

CFSOCC and the Cease-Fire 

With the Iraqi regime crumbling, the staf of Coalition Forces Special 
Operations Component Command faced signifcantly diferent issues 
than from the early days of the campaign: how to deal with the disin-
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tegrating Iraqi Army and the numerous other elements coming under 
the custody of the American forces, how to manage the Kurdish pop-
ulation as Task Force Viking liberated the cities of Mosul and Kirkuk 
in northern Iraq, and how to support CJSOTF-West in its evolving role 
supporting the ground forces in their drive into Baghdad. One such 
case involved the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MeK), the division-sized for-
mation of Iranian dissidents serving with Saddam’s forces. 

When the MeK stopped fghting, the question as to its status arose. 
Was this surrender or just a cease-fre? Tere are signifcant legal 
ramifcations in the categorizing of these events. For Navy Lieuten-
ant Commander Garth Benson*, CFSOCC staf judge advocate, the 
fnal disposition of the MeK status impacted signifcantly on the U.S. 
forces who dealt with them. “CENTCOM pushed for capitulation. 
Tis meant that the MeK would surrender their weapons,” said Ben-
son, “Ultimately we negotiated a cease-fre which allowed the MeK 
to retain their weapons on the promise of occupying specifc camps 
we set aside for them. Many of the MeK were schooled in the United 
States and still had families there. All these factors impacted on our 
eventual negotiated settlement.”58 

Questions of this nature, many dealing with the ambiguities of 
unconventional warfare and the role of Americans when working 
with indigenous troops, consumed a large part of Benson’s time. As 
the campaign unfolded, legal issues relating to the status of enemy 
prisoners of war and the application of the laws of armed confict 
in relation to non-state terrorists required clarifcation. Ofen these 
questions found their way back to the Department of Defense for 
resolution.59 

Figure 8.20 CF-
SOCC logo. 
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Mujahedin-e Khalq 
(MeK) Iranian dissi-
dents who supported 
Saddam Hussein. 
Tis well-equipped 
and well=trained 
force was a signifcant 
presence on the 
battlefeld. 

Liberation of Kirkuk 

Te historically Kurdish-dominated city of Kirkuk proved to be as 
heavily contested as any in the fghting between the Iraqi Army and 
the Kurdish peshmerga in northern Iraq. On 8 April, Kurdish forces 
of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and Kurdistan Democratic 
Party (KDP), working with Special Forces operational detachments 
from Advanced Operating Base 070, engaged in severe fghting for 
the Iraqi strongpoint positions along the Koni Domlan Ridge north 
of Kirkuk.60 
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At the same time as AOB 070 attacked along 
Koni Domlan Ridge, elements of AOB 080 
attacked the Jabal Bur ridge east of Kirkuk 
and the village of Laylan southeast of the city. 
In the course of the attack to capture the vil-
lages of Bidawah, Laylan, and the Zambo oil 
feld, the  PUK  commander, out in front with 
the lead element, was killed while standing
next to Captain Herrera*, ODA 084’s team 
leader. Herrera immediately took charge of
the assault, and with his detachment led the 
peshmerga to victory. Jabal Bur was the last 
piece of commanding terrain before enter-
ing Kirkuk and the ridge dominated the 
approaches to the city.61 

Up on the ridgelines, the Special Forces 
troops observed the Iraqi lines spread out 
before them. “Every evening there would be 

mortar fre directly in front of the Iraqi positions, and sporadic gun-
fre within their defensive lines,” remembers Staf Sergeant Adam 
Owens* of ODA 084. “Later, we found out that the senior Iraqi com-
manders were fring to the front of the lines and shooting at their own 
men to keep the conscripts in place and fghting.”62 

Te Kurdish forces pushed the Iraqis back from the Green Line, in 
some cases as far as ffy kilometers to the last ridgelines, before enter-
ing the city of Kirkuk. AOB 080 and its ODAs, along with their pesh-
merga counterparts, attacked towards Kirkuk along three separate 
routes, specifcally from the Jabal Bur ridgeline and along Highway 4 
in the east, and through the small villages of Laylan and Daquq in the 
southeast. On the evening of 8 April, ODA 081 with fve hundred pesh-
merga seized the city of Tuz, thirty-fve kilometers south of Kirkuk 
along the main north–south highway. Te seizure of Tuz proved to 
be as psychologically signifcant as it was tactically important. Te 
village controlled the main line of communication between all the 
northern cities, including Kirkuk and Baghdad. Now the only way out 
of Kirkuk lay on the road west toward Tikrit. Tat evening, the Special 
Forces troops observed a column of approximately one hundred civil-
ian vehicles leaving the city and reports indicated that stay-behind 
forces received instructions to hold out as long as possible.63 
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Figure 8.21  Map highlighting Kirkuk. Te battle 
for Kirkuk liberated the historically Kurdish city 
and secured the adjacent Zambo Oil Field. 
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As the peshmerga exploited their operational successes and began 
surrounding the city, the Kurdish underground in Kirkuk began to 
take action to assist the Special Forces and peshmerga attacks. Many 
of the peshmerga actions relied on loose contact times and impromptu 
signals rather than direct communications with the underground ele-
ments. Te events unfolding to the south in Baghdad indicated to 
many that the time was ripe for the underground to rise up and begin 
overt attacks against Iraqi forces. However, this caused the under-
ground to take action sooner than Coalition forces could get into a 
position to attack the city.64 

Te situation on the eve of the attack 
on Kirkuk was tense. While the outcome 
seemed inevitable, too many of the variables 
could change at the last minute to allow Task 
Force 103 to relax. In the city of Kirkuk, the 
underground reported that the fedayeen were 
rounding up young men and shooting them 
in the streets. Te underground uprising 
weakened by the day, even as the peshmerga 
fought along the ridges outside the city. Kurds 
were dying and the PUK grew impatient with, 
as they put it, “the Coalition’s political sensi-
tivities about the right way to prosecute the 
war.”65 

In addition to the PUK’s impatience, AOB 070 also dealt with con-
stant incursions by the KDP into PUK territory. Te KDP wanted to 
ensure they played a part in the seizure of Kirkuk and the subsequent 
redrawing of the territorial boundaries. Any time KDP and PUK forces 
mixed on the battlefeld, it was generally a recipe for disaster; fghting 
each other was never far from either faction’s minds. 

Nor were all elements for the attack in place. Although it was tasked 
to support the Special Forces/peshmerga assault, the 173rd Airborne 
Brigade (-) had a difcult time getting to the front. Te United States 
believed that the sight of an American tank could cause considerable 
fear among the Iraqi defenders, and the 173rd tried to get its armor 
into the fght. However, the four M1A1 Abrams tanks brought by the 
173rd experienced mechanical problems on the drive from the airfeld 
to the frontlines. Tey were too late to join the battle, but Brigadier 
General James Parker had the unit position one of the vehicles in 

Figure 8.22  Members of AOB 080,  FOB 103, at-
tacking northwest to Kirkuk. 
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the city and the other at the trafc control point entering the city, 
as a show of force. Te next best option turned out to be having a 
PSYOP team broadcasting recordings of moving tanks; the sound of 
approaching armor tended to freeze the Iraqis in place.66 

International politics also colored the pre-assault atmosphere. In 
the early days of April, Turkey arrayed heavy 
units along the border—it wanted to be in a 
position to restore order in case the situation 
deteriorated into the ethnic infghting that 
the Turks had warned the Coalition about. 
Te presence of the Turks, however, created 
great tension in the KDP sector as it diverted 
forces north to defend against a possible Turk-
ish incursion. Te Kurds regarded the Turks’ 
mobilization a gesture of opportunism, and 
feared this historic enemy would move to 
seize new territory and control of the oil felds. 

Mounting tension at the border caused the Coalition to fear that the 
U.S.-equipped peshmerga, a key ally in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, 
would go to war against the forces of a NATO ally. As disastrous as such 
an encounter would be in the short-term, the long-term concern was 
that without the Kurds there could be no post-confict peace in Iraq. 

Finally, on 9 April, the day the statue of Saddam toppled in Bagh-
dad, the Iraqi forces in Kirkuk began to collapse under the combined 
weight of panic and popular uprising. Early that morning, fghting 
erupted on both the eastern and northern ridges, and the Special 
Forces troops realized that the peshmerga planned to take the city 
that day. In light of these new developments, new orders to FOB 103 
directed the unit to get as many Americans as possible into the city 
and attempt to restrain any inappropriate behavior.67 

Te Iraqi military withdrew via the western side of Kirkuk as U.S. 
and peshmerga forces entered from the north, south, and east. Te 
Special Forces soldiers found the outer perimeter of the city ringed 
with destroyed Iraqi vehicles and abandoned uniforms. Tousands of 
people lined the city streets cheering the arrival of the American and 
Kurdish forces. On liberation day, the Special Forces personnel from 
FOB 103 deliberately wore U.S. fags on their uniforms and vehicles. 
Tey worked diligently to make it look like many more Americans 
liberated the city than the nine ODAs and Headquarters’ personnel 

Figure 8.23  10th  SFG soldiers on the Green Line. 
Soldiers of the 10th SFG watch from their posi-
tion on the Green Line as bombs fall on the Iraqi 
defenders. 
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that comprised the forward operating base. Te U.S. troops passed 
out hundreds of small U.S. fags throughout the city. When they 
encountered media personnel, the “quiet professionals” made a con-
certed efort to be noticed. When asked questions that were of limits, 
like “How many Americans are in the city?” the ODA team members 
routinely answered, “About two to three thousand . . . a whole U.S. 
paratrooper brigade. Didn’t you see them just come through here?” By 
mid-afernoon, FOB 103 personnel reached the center of Kirkuk just 
as its residents were toppling their city’s own Saddam statue. Kirkuk 
became the frst major city in the north to be taken by Coalition sol-
diers, and the scene remained jubilant and celebratory, despite the 
large number of armed groups still present.68 

As people celebrated, numerous individuals wearing colored arm-
or headbands ran around the city carrying rifes they had picked up. 
Tey now claimed to be part of the peshmerga. Tese mobs posed a 
great concern to all sides. Te organized peshmerga represented the 
rule of law, and they knew that any atrocities and looting against Arabs 
would only exacerbate the long-term problems facing the region. For 
this reason, the PUK actually blocked the roads from the Green Line to 
prevent Kurdish families from resettling back 
into their old homes and most likely taking 
revenge on the Arabs who currently occupied 
those areas. Saddam Hussein went to great 
lengths to install Arabs in Kirkuk during the 
1990s. Te Kurdish leadership and the Ameri-
cans went to great lengths to prevent clashes 
between those Arabs and the Kurds who had 
been displaced. 

Te establishment of FOB 103 in the center 
of the city brought a tremendously calming 
efect on the populous. Te people in Kirkuk 
and most of the rival entities at the time did 
not know how few Americans had actually 
entered the city. Most of the ethnic groups 
did not trust each other and looked to the 
Americans to maintain order. In some cases, 
people tried to take advantage of the chaos for 
their own advantage. Owens recalled a man 
who came to the Americans complaining that 
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Figure 8.24  Map showing the advance to Kirkuk. 
With news that Kirkuk would soon fall, the pesh-
merga and thousands of Kurdish civilians rushed 
to the city, many to reclaim houses seized by Sad-
dam in the 1991 war. 
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his car was stolen. “When we questioned about the car, he couldn’t 
describe it, but he said if we came with him he would point it out when 
he saw it,” Owens said. Te same sort of problem frequently occurred 
when Kurds tried to usurp Arab houses.69 

For the frst twenty-four hours afer the collapse of the city, Lieu-
tenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, commander of FOB 103, became the de 
facto mayor of Kirkuk. All parties involved accepted this and con-
tributed to the restoration of order in the city. Almost immediately, 
the ODAs began patrols to show a visible U.S. presence and develop 
situational awareness throughout the city. As night fell, local groups 
began bringing in groups of men accused of being Saddam Fedayeen 
or Baath Party loyalists. While a number of these men turned out to 
be innocent civilians, approximately forty were detained and evacu-
ated to Irbil. Many of these detainees turned out to be of Syrian and 

Palestinian origin, in Iraq to join the “anti-
American jihad.” Tis rounding up of poten-
tial insurgents demonstrated acceptance of 
the Coalition forces as the local authority, and 
for the most part, the population remained 
calm.70 

One of the biggest challenges for Tovo lay 
with the numerous entities bidding for con-
trol in the city. Te PUK and KDP represented 
the major Kurdish factions, but the city 
contained signifcant populations of Arabs, 
Shiites, Sunnis, Turkoman, and Assyrians. 
Brigadier General Parker hosted a meeting in 
the mayor’s ofce with the representatives of 
the various factions at which he discussed the 

liberation of the city and emphasized the necessity of removing the 
peshmerga fghters from the city. Within twenty-four hours of occu-
pying the city, FOB 103 established a Civil Military Operations Center 
in the center of the city. Te former governor’s building became the 
focal point for all issues, complaints, and grievances. By immediately 
opening a multi-ethnic venue for complaints and instituting town 
hall meetings, the U.S. elements quelled rumors and sorted out crises 
before they became armed conficts. Te local residents immediately 
possessed a voice in the future of their city. Tis dialogue led to per-
haps the most successful aspect of the entire campaign. Te locals 

Figure 8.25  Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo 
and Brigadier General James Parker in the 
Governor’s Mansion in Kirkuk. 
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told the center’s personnel exactly where the 
problems in the city existed, and as a result, 
seventy-fve percent of the water and power 
was up and running within forty-eight hours. 
Te importance of returning infrastructure 
to a fully operational state could not be over 
emphasized; the city calmed down virtually 
overnight.71 

Te Khasah River divides the city in half 
from north to south. AOB 070 controlled the 
western half, staging out of Chemical Ali’s 
former house. AOB 080 operated in the east-
ern sector, headquartered out of the former 
Baath Party headquarters. Te task force headquarters was initially 
established in the Iraqi Internal Security Services headquarters build-
ing, but later moved to the former Iraqi Air Defense headquarters at 
the airfeld. Each advanced operating base took care to interact with 
members of its respective communities.72 

On the morning of 10 April, the 173rd advance party arrived in 
Kirkuk to link up with elements of FOB 103. Units of one airborne 
battalion arrived at the airfeld at approximately noon. Te 173rd then 
positioned one battalion on the Baba Gurga Oil Field and one battal-
ion at the airfeld itself. As the 173rd gradually moved into the city, the 
ODAs kept up their constant patrols, maintaining a high profle.73 

Te Special Forces personnel assumed a tremendous amount of 
risk by making a specifc efort to be highly visible to the local popu-
lation. Ever alert, they spent the majority of the time patrolling the 
streets in pairs of Land Rovers. Te ODAs made an efort to engage 
the locals at every opportunity. For most of the people, this meeting 
was their frst contact with Americans. Later, the teams began ori-
enting the 173rd elements to the key local contacts the Special Forces 
troops had developed and to the most important areas downtown. By 
18 April, Kirkuk represented the most stable city in all of Iraq, and FOB 
103 handed over full control to the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-), so the 
Special Forces soldiers could move on to other missions.74 

Figure 8.26  EUCOM HRM/MRC BFV. An HRC/ 
MRC  BFV with a Special Forces soldier in Kirkuk. 
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The Liberation of Mosul 

Trough the second week of April, Forward Operating Base 102, 2nd 
Battalion, 10th SFG, pushed forward with its peshmerga allies to cap-
ture the key northern city of Mosul. By conducting attacks from the 
west, north, and east of Iraq’s third largest city, the outnumbered and 
outgunned American and Kurdish forces kept constant pressure on 
the Iraqi 5th Corps. Te small Special Forces detachments efectively 
used their superior air support to decimate the Iraqi morale by call-
ing in around-the-clock B-52 air strikes. Lieutenant Colonel Robert 
Waltemeyer, 2nd Battalion commander, orchestrated an encirclement 
of the 5th Corps with his ODAs working side-by-side with ten thou-
sand Kurdish peshmerga fghters. As the resistance began to collapse, 
Waltemeyer balanced the disparate interests of the Coalition, the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party, the surrendering Iraqi forces, and the 
local population, coordinating a reasonably smooth transfer of power 
in the midst of an extremely volatile situation.75 

Beginning on 9 April, Advanced Operating Base 050, formed from 
B Company, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, and 9,200 peshmerga, unleashed 
a punishing attack using close air support, direct-fre weapons sys-
tems, and mortar fre against the three Iraqi divisions arrayed before 

them across a forty-kilometer front. In the 
face of Iraqi artillery fre and several coun-
terattacks, the combined American-Kurdish 
force massed enough frepower to push the 
Iraqis twenty kilometers south to the out-
skirts of Mosul.76 

On 10 April, afer a tough fght with two 
Iraqi mechanized brigades, AOB 040 (A Com-
pany, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG) and AOB 370
(A Company, 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG) pushed 
through Debecka Pass and secured the Mak-
loub Mountain ridgeline, overlooking Mosul 
from the south. Trough a well-coordinated 
efort, the Special Forces with their pesh-
merga allies and Coalition strike aircraf 
defeated the well-entrenched Iraqi troops. 
Brigadier General Parker directed AOB 370 to 
secure the oil felds to the south of the city 
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Figure 8.27  Map highlighting Mosul.  FOB 102 
was instrumental in the capture of the city of 
Mosul. 
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and provide a screen for the forces approaching Mosul. By 10 April, 
FOB 102 cleared the axis of advance toward Mosul and connected all 
three AOB sectors to form a combined front for the attack on Mosul.77 

With the fall of Baghdad and Kirkuk, the Iraqi 5th Corps com-
mander understood the futility of his fght. When presented with 
a surrender demand from General Parker, CFSOCC deputy com-
mander, he opted for a less deadly course of 
action than continued resistance, convincing 
the local sheik to broker the surrender. On 
11 April, the KDP leaders frst learned of the 
imminent defeat of the 5th Corps and rushed 
toward the city to claim victory. Waltemeyer 
had no choice but to take his small entourage 
of Special Forces troops and follow. Kurds 
by the thousands were streaming toward 
the city in any vehicles they could get their 
hands on. Luckily, in the midst of the “mil-
lion-man march on Mosul,” a massive trafc 
jam aforded Waltemeyer time to confer with 
his subordinates and take steps to bring some 
control to a very volatile situation.78 

Receiving an order to link up with his battalion commander, Cap-
tain Mark Donaldson*, team leader for ODA 051, departed Dahuk and 
raced to the grid coordinates provided by the forward operating base. 
As his team approached the area, Donaldson witnessed a gridlock 
of vehicles containing thousands of peshmerga from the KDP, all 
trying to inch towards Mosul. Finally spotting his commander and 
Colonel Cleveland, Donaldson snaked his way through the trafc to 
their vehicle. Donaldson huddled with his bosses atop the hood of 
Waltemeyer’s vehicle, trying to devise a way to gain control of the 
situation.79 

Quickly formulating a plan, Waltemeyer had ODA 051 escort the 
command element and several attached ofcers of the Judge Advo-
cate General Corps into town. Placing a large American fag on his 
vehicle, Waltemeyer told the Kurds along the road to “stay behind the 
fag.” Everyone fell in behind Waltemeyer’s vehicle and they set of for 
the city. A local Arab leader led the convoy. In order to avoid being 
surprised, Donaldson kept a KDP leader familiar with Mosul close 
by. Not knowing what to expect or having much in the way of a clear 

Figure 8.28  Te rush to Mosul. With the word of 
the fall of Baghdad spreading, thousands of Kurds 
group up for the “Million-man March on Mosul.” 
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plan, the Special Forces soldiers followed their intuition and exploited 
their ability to mingle with the locals to successfully enter the city at 
the front of the mob.80 

As the convoy entered the city, it was apparent that widespread 
looting had occurred in the Arab part of town following the with-
drawal of the Iraqi military. Soon the convoy turned down a one-way 
street and stopped. Waltemeyer and Cleveland went into a building 
that housed the local sheik, to make him aware of the situation. Te 
sheik proved to be a minor entity in the big scheme of things, and 
could do little to assist them. Tey soon departed, accompanied by 
their peshmerga security element. Ten minutes later, the convoy 
worked its way into the center of town.81 

In the city square, the commanders entered a large government 
building. Afer meeting with local ofcials of various ranks and posi-
tions, the commanders exited the building, leaving a Special Forces 
communications sergeant to set up satellite radios to communicate 
with CFSOCC headquarters. While the American leadership gathered 
to discuss things outside the building, Donaldson and his team ser-
geant, Master Sergeant Ty Forth*, dispatched the peshmerga to the 
roofops and emplaced snipers to provide security. Te sound of dis-
tant gunfre, which had provided background noise since their entry 
into the city, suddenly came closer. Te next thing that Donaldson 
heard was a bullet zinging past his helmet. Te captain looked over to 
his right and screamed at the two colonels, “We have incoming sniper 
fre!” Waltemeyer looked up, not registering the danger until Forth 
yelled, “Let’s get the hell out of here!” Snapping out of their rever-
ies, everyone immediately loaded into vehicles, and the KDP leader 
directed them out of town to the airfeld.82 

Te airport terminal had been ransacked; broken glass was every-
where, and the plumbing had been ripped out. Forth set up a perim-
eter with the limited peshmerga forces remaining, again placing snip-
ers on the roofops. When ODA 056 called in and reported that the 
team and its peshmerga forces were eighteen kilometers away, its for-
ward operating base directed the group to go to the airfeld. By now, 
it was night. Afer regrouping at the airfeld, Cleveland declared it was 
time to conduct a presence patrol to get some situational awareness 
and let the population know that the Americans were still present. At 
approximately 2230 local time, ODA 051 loaded into its vehicles and 
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headed into “Indian country,” not knowing 
the streets or the situation.83 

Cleveland rode with Donaldson, while 
Sergeant First Class Holbrook* pulled rear 
security in the back of the civilian vehicle 
they occupied, with the detachment vehicles 
fanking them. As the Special Forces soldiers 
drove through the city, they could see that the 
people had started taking steps to defend their 
homes and businesses. On every street corner 
were bunkers and debris piled up to serve as 
checkpoints. As the ODA team members rode 
through in civilian vehicles, the soldiers made 
a particular efort to say, “Hello, USA, how are 
you?” trying to identify themselves as Ameri-
cans. Generally, the force was well received, but several rounds in 
their direction reminded them that the city was not totally safe.84 

As the convoy approached a section of town where numerous tires 
were burning, the lead vehicle stopped out of Donaldson’s sight. He 
heard one of his sergeants yelling, “No, No, No, USA!” An obviously 
frightened man was pointing a gun at the vehicle, and the sergeant 
was desperately trying to defuse the situation. At the same moment, 
a ten-year-old boy approached Donaldson’s vehicle from behind a 
pillar to the right and aimed an AK-47 at Cleveland. With a furry of 
hand gestures, the situation was quickly resolved. “Te maturity of 
the [Special Forces] guys and their ability to deal with these types of 
situations was key to our success. Tese guys are pros,” said Cleve-
land. Te patrol headed back to the airfeld, arriving around mid-
night. As ODA 051 unloaded its vehicles, ODAs 056 and 065 arrived. 
Waltemeyer quickly dispatched the two ODAs to do the same type of 
presence patrols throughout the remainder of the night.85 

Te afernoon of 12 April, Cleveland received word that the Iraqi 
5th Corps commander was in town and ready to capitulate. He 
grabbed ODA 051, now designated the quick reaction force, and with 
Waltemeyer followed the Iraqi contingent into the city. Afer driving 
to the northeast side of Mosul, they were disappointed with the results 
of the parley. Instead of the 5th Corps commander and top Baath 
party ofcial they had expected, Cleveland and Waltemeyer met 
with their surrogates. Te Iraqis attempted to secure amnesty and 

Figure 8.29  AOB 040 at the Mosul Airport. AOB  
040 personnel and equipment resting the morning 
afer the nighttime movement to the city and before 
establishing its own headquarters.  
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compensation for their role in the surrender, 
both items outside of Cleveland’s authority to 
grant. Te group returned to the airfeld, and 
at this point, Cleveland lef tactical control of 
the city to Waltemeyer and FOB 102. Te next 
day, Brigadier General Parker ordered the 3rd 
SFG contingent with its attached 2nd Battal-
ion, 14th Infantry, from the 10th Mountain 
Division, and the 26th Marine Expedition-
ary Unit, all part of Task Force Viking, under 
Colonel Cleveland, to reinforce FOB 102 in 
Mosul.86 

In the weeks that followed, constant 
mounted patrols through the war-torn streets of Mosul by 2nd Battal-
ion maintained the U.S. presence and began the transition to civilian 
control of the city. Te Special Forces soldiers demonstrated their ver-
satility as peacemakers and civil administrators, in addition to their 
combat skills. Tey worked tirelessly with the local civic and political 
leadership to bring peace to the politically unstable city. Tis com-
bined efort set the conditions to rejuvenate the civil infrastructure, 
including the reestablishment of the water and electricity supplies. 
FOB 102 captured over forty weapons and ammunition caches, as well 
as what appeared to be a mobile biological weapons production labo-
ratory. When FOB 102 lef Mosul, its infuence was still felt long afer 
the city rebuilt along peaceful lines.87 

Figure 8.30  Marines of the 26th MEU take up a 
defensive position in Mosul. 

376 

Tiger Team To Mosul 

Te 16 April daily targeting meeting at CJSOTF-North was near its end 
when the commander entered the tent. Colonel Cleveland sat down. 
“We’re pretty much done,” said the J-5 (plans ofcer), “Do you want 
us to go through this again or do you have anything to add?” “Don’t 
worry about going through it again,” Cleveland replied, as he stood up 
turning to face the crowd. Te frst thing that the Task Force Viking 
Information Operations ofcer, Lieutenant Colonel Paul Gallo, 
noticed was that the commander was not smiling. Cleveland asked 
the intelligence and security ofcer and the staf judge advocate a 
few questions, paused a few seconds, then said “Te IO [Information 
Operations] campaign in Mosul is a failure. Where’s Gallo?” “Here 
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Sir,” responded Gallo. “Paul, get a team together and get down to 
Mosul and help the FOB commander get a handle on the information 
situation. Its going crazy down there,” ordered Cleveland, and with 
that, he lef the meeting.88 

Gallo knew that Cleveland had gone to Mosul with Waltemeyer’s 
FOB 102 and entered the city with the frst FOB 102 soldiers. With the 
sudden withdrawal of Iraqi regular forces from the city, as Cleveland 
later put it, the city “was like something out of the movie Escape from 
New York.” Looting was rampant. In some neighborhoods, groups 
were protecting their homes armed with anything they could get their 
hands on, while other neighborhoods were settling old grudges. A 
small Special Forces convoy entered the city, but when it attempted 
to set up at the governor’s ofce downtown, it came under sniper fre 
and one soldier was wounded. Waltemeyer withdrew his thirty-man 
force to the Mosul Airport. Tat night, Cleveland patrolled part of the 
city with one of his ODAs; the situation at night was no better than it 
had been during the day.89 

Te next day, the Americans returned to reclaim the governor’s 
ofce. While there, Cleveland witnessed a large anti-Coalition dem-
onstration. A large frefght broke out between the mob and a group 
of Marines from the 26th Marine Expedition-
ary Unit, and several armed Iraqis were killed 
and wounded. Some ill-informed reporters 
would later call this a “massacre,” despite the 
fact that the people on the ground were armed 
with AK-47s. Later the same day, Cleveland 
returned to his headquarters just in time for 
the daily targeting meeting.90 

Afer a quick brainstorming session with 
the Information Operations staf, Gallo 
formed his team, which public afairs ofcer 
Major Timothy dubbed the IO Tiger Team. 
(Tiger Team is a Vietnam-era Army term for 
a group of experts pulled together to solve a specifc problem.) Gallo 
selected six soldiers with various specialties: Major Timothy, Task 
Force Viking public afairs ofcer; Major Jude Oscar*, commander, A 
Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion; Major Fred Vance*, Task Force Viking 
IO ofcer; Captain Jef Rogers*, Task Force Viking staf judge advo-
cate; Staf Sergeant Joel LaBuf, PSYOP team sergeant, A Company, 9th 

Figure 8.31  IO Tiger Team. Te Information Op-
erations Tiger Team and its interpreter in Mosul. 
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Chapter Eight 

PSYOP Battalion; and Specialist Brock*, Task Force Viking communi-
cations specialist. Early the next morning, 17 April, the IO Tiger Team 
moved as fast as it could in a two-vehicle convoy to Mosul.91 

Te IO Tiger Team arrived at the FOB 102 headquarters at Mosul 
Airport and immediately reviewed the situation with Waltemeyer. 
Waltemeyer saw the problem as an information vacuum. Te media 
was fully controlled by the Baath Party; when Mosul fell, party of-
cials fed or hid and the television and radio stations went of the air. 
While FOB 102 conducted preliminary Information Operations with 
its PSYOP detachment, the Coalition IO message did not flter down 
to the people. In the information vacuum, the large Arab minority in 
Mosul got its information from rumors that spread across the city in 
a matter of hours. Sporadic challenges to U.S. authority occurred as 
a result, and two confrontations at the governor’s ofce threatened 
goodwill and stability. And, just to add to FOB 102’s already full plate, 
the international media’s coverage of these confrontations focused 
worldwide attention on Mosul.92 

Waltemeyer already had a concept plan; he just needed the Tiger 
Team’s expertise to execute it. Te mission quickly came into focus for 
the team; in order to gain and maintain popular support in Mosul, 
FOB 102 had to gain control of the television station. A combination 
of public afairs, PSYOP, Civil Afairs, and Special Forces face-to-face 
interaction with the people and international media would reinforce 
the television broadcasts. Waltemeyer immediately tasked the Tiger 
Team to coordinate the Information Operations campaign, to draf 
and coordinate an address by General Franks to the people of Mosul, 
and to write and synchronize television broadcasts. 

Te IO Tiger Team quickly synchronized and implemented Walte-
meyer’s intent. Working together, they designed a comprehensive IO 
execution matrix built on three themes calculated to infuence, per-
suade, and inform the people and key leaders of Mosul. Te themes 
were: 

1. Iraqi civic responsibility: 
U.S. Forces are not here to occupy the city, but to assist in set-
ting the conditions for a secure and stable environment. 

2. Confict is counterproductive: 
Nothing is to be gained from fghting. “Can’t we all just get 
along?” 

3. Mosul self-governance: 
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Iraqis will be responsible for governing themselves 93 

Only a few hours afer getting to Mosul, the IO Tiger Team watched 
as Waltemeyer’s frst television address to the people of Mosul was 
broadcast later that same day. A Special Forces team and Tactical PSYOP 
Detachment 910 secured and assumed control of Mosul’s Channel 9/ 
TV Ninevah earlier in the week. Te frst address was rebroadcast on 
18 April, afer which Waltemeyer began recording and broadcasting a 
daily television spot in support of Coalition stabilization operations. 
Te IO Tiger Team produced fve television broadcasts providing a 
direct-information forum to Mosul’s people regarding U.S. activities. 
Immediate feedback from the people indicated that the broadcasts 
directly contributed to the establishment of security and stability in 
the city of Mosul. 

A major success in the Tiger Team’s Infor-
mation Operations campaign involved retired 
Iraqi ofcers. On 19 and 20 April, Waltemeyer 
made two separate televised appeals (as part of 
his daily TV addresses) for former Iraqi Army 
ofcers in Mosul to attend the inaugural 
meeting of the Iraqi Retired Ofcers Commit-
tee for Reconstruction to discuss rebuilding 
issues. Waltemeyer stressed that the ofcers 
had an obligation to help their city and coun-
try. As a clear measure of efectiveness, on 21 
April, over one thousand former Iraqi of-
cers, including forty retired generals, arrived 
at Mosul Airport to attend the frst meeting. 
Te ofcers waited with their cars parked for 
over half a mile on both sides of the road to 
the Mosul Airport. In fact, the response was 
so great that the meeting was postponed until 
a venue large enough to accommodate every-
one could be found.94 

Waltemeyer’s FOB 102 was faced with a 
possible civil war in Mosul. Although short in 
duration, the fve-day IO Tiger Team concept 
was later used as an example for future Infor-
mation Operations. On 25 April, the 101st 
Airborne Division assumed control of Mosul 

Figure 8.32  Street to Mosul Airport. On 21 April 
2003, Iraqi civilian vehicles parked on both sides of 
the street leading to Mosul Airport, clear indication 
that the FOB 102 commander’s message was received 
by the population. 

Figure 8.33  Broadcasting at Mosul Airport. TPD  
910 with its loudspeakers in front of the Mosul 
Airport communicate with the retired former Iraqi 
army ofcers who had come forward following 
Lieutenant Colonel Robert Waltemeyer’s televised 
appeal.  
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from FOB 102. Using assets from the 318th Tactical PSYOP Company, 
the 101st Airborne Division continued to use television information 
spots to keep the people of Mosul informed and aware. 95 

Transition to Stability Operations 
in the North 

Forward Operating Base 102’s Special Forces soldiers at Mosul Air-
port engaged in a variety of missions to facilitate the establishment 
of a stable, local government and a safe and peaceful environment 
for the citizens of Mosul. Some peshmerga fghters took advantage 
of being the only sizable armed force in Mosul afer the Iraqi 5th 
Corps collapsed. Te peshmerga abuses within Mosul enraged much 
of the Arab population there. Te general perception remained that 
the United States worked exclusively alongside the peshmerga; there-
fore, the Americans condoned all peshmerga actions. As peshmerga 
forces took over security for key sites around the city, Arab citizens 
witnessed what they interpreted as the American-sanctioned transfer 
of power to the Kurdish population in the area. To minimize tensions 
between Kurds and Arabs in the region, the Special Forces soldiers 
repositioned peshmerga troops outside the city.96 

Walking a fne line between establishing a strong presence in the 
city and reducing tensions between factions, Lieutenant Colonel 
Waltemeyer facilitated negotiations and administration of Mosul, 
focusing on stabilizing a city of over one million people using a force 
of less than two thousand U.S. soldiers. All of his available assets, both 
Special Forces and Marines, concentrated on establishing presence 
patrols, security operations, restoring basic services, and establishing 
urban area coordination centers to support the Ofce of Reconstruc-
tion and Humanitarian Assistance. 

Te 101st Airborne Division relieved FOB 102 and the Marine Expe-
ditionary Unit at Mosul Airport on 23 April. Te Marines returned to 
the USS Boxer, and the forward operating base repositioned to Irbil. 
Major General David Petraeus, 101st Airborne Division commander, 
capitalized on the cordial relationships that Waltemeyer and his sol-
diers had established with the people of Mosul, even as he brought 
more muscle to the area.97 

In addition to providing security and basic services in Kirkuk 
and Mosul, the CJSOTF reached agreements with Kurdish leaders on 
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the disposition of their forces. In Irbil on 23 April, Colonel Cleve-
land signed a memorandum of understanding with the two major 
Kurdish political factions, the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the 
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, that specifed the number and type of 
military forces the Kurds were allowed to maintain west and south of 
the former Green Line. Te 10th SFG soldiers began monitoring the 
agreement to ensure that enthusiastic Kurds did not jeopardize the 
Coalition success by initiating any confict with the local Arabs or 
Turks. Tese operations and others maintained a balance that allowed 
Coalition authorities to assert control in a stable northern Iraq.98 

404th CAB in Northern Iraq 

Te 404th Civil Afairs Battalion (Special Operations) from Fort 
Dix, New Jersey, arrived in northern Iraq with the 10th SFG in early 
April 2003. Tis single battalion was tasked with giving Civil Afairs 
support to CJSOTF-North throughout its area of operations, which 
stretched from Sulaimaniyah in the east to Dahuk in the north. Te 
404th concentrated its eforts on Kirkuk and Mosul until May, when 
it spread its four companies between Kirkuk and the Sulaimaniyah, 
Irbil, and Dahuk governates.99 

When Kirkuk and Mosul were liberated by Coalition forces, on 
10 and 11 April respectively, all 404th Civil Afairs teams moved to 
those cities to begin civil military operations, 
leaving the battalion’s headquarters element 
in Irbil with CJSOTF-North headquarters. In 
Irbil, the 404th established a Civil Military 
Operations Center in the Ainkawa neighbor-
hood on 12 April. As U.S., UN, and nongov-
ernmental organizations descended on Irbil, 
the center was instrumental in coordinating 
aid and reconstruction eforts for northern 
Iraq. 

Among the center’s more signifcant 
accomplishments in April and May were 
coordinating the reopening of Irbil’s Hawler 
Airfeld for operations on 7 May; coordinating the delivery of ffy 
tons of humanitarian supplies to Irbil, largely via Hawler Airfeld; 
organizing the international efort to remove mines and unexploded 

Figure 8.34  Civil Military Operations Center 
meeting in Kirkuk. 
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ordnance throughout northern Iraq; participating in Coalition eforts 
to care for the estimated 800,000 internally displaced persons living 
in northern Iraq; and successfully implementing a weapons control 
policy in conjunction with the Kurdistan Regional Government. Te 
Civil Military Operations Center also addressed the needs of indi-
vidual Iraqis who approached the center with problems. As battalion 
commander Lieutenant Colonel Harry Schute stated, “Te purpose 
of this facility is to give the community a place to go to interact with 
the military.”100 

A Company of the 404th concentrated its initial eforts in Kirkuk 
and Mosul. Schute described the situation when Kirkuk fell to Coali-
tion forces: 

I went into Kirkuk with that frst six-man assessment 
team. We got there and the frst thing that was apparent 
was a water crisis. Tey hadn’t had any water for three 
days, as the power was out. In the short term, we had to 
get water into Kirkuk. I directed my Bravo Company down 
here to fnd out where all the electricity was provided. Tat 
next morning, we had 700,000 liters of water delivered to 
Kirkuk. Te [logistics ofcer] and my guys contracted with 
a local company to truck it down. We had power on within 
four days. Te water was fowing afer three days, and the 
delivered water was stopped at that time.101 

A Company’s public health team worked with local emergency ser-
vices personnel in Mosul to coordinate eforts to fght hazardous sul-
fur fres at and near the Musharaq Sulfur Mining and Manufacturing 
Facility. Te public health team also assessed Mosul’s hospitals, and 
tested water quality not only at the hospitals, but also throughout the 
city. Te team’s recommendations for improving the water treatment 
facilities improved water quality and increased availability to city 
residents as summer approached. In Kirkuk, the public health team 
surveyed the city’s agricultural and livestock storage provisions and 
made sure that fresh food continued to be distributed to the popula-
tion. 

A confuence of Kurdish, Arab, Turkish, and Assyrian infuence, 
Kirkuk presented the 404th with a tenuous political situation. While 
the 10th SFG technically governed Kirkuk, both CJSOTF-North and the 
404th soon realized that the local leaders needed to be consulted if 
Kirkuk was to be returned to local control and responsibility. Schute 

Figure 8.35  404th  
CAB insignia. 
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explained the situation: “When we frst got here, we found out about 
a political council that was going to be held. Our initial orders were 
to stop the meeting so that the role of the U.S. Army as the ultimate 
local power would be reinforced. We had to change that over time and 
support the actions of the council. We held a council meeting where 
each ethnic group could have six representatives, and then we worked 
through that group. It takes time to make things happen through a 
political process.” Major Derek Storino*, commander of D Company, 
96th CAB, which was also helping rebuild northern Iraq, added that 
the situation in Kirkuk did not ft Civil Afairs doctrine. “Our doc-
trine calls for us to go in and recognize an established government; 
but here, there is no government. We are walking a fne line between 
getting the city up and running versus showing the power of the U.S. 
Army. We have to maintain a very balanced approach.”102 

Captain Troy Roscoe* led B Company’s SO-31, which was tasked 
with restoring city government functions to Kirkuk. Afer surveying 
the demographic and ethnic layout of the city, SO-31 helped establish 
the multi-ethnic Emergency Council, to govern the city until the 26 
May election of an interim government. As the Emergency Council 
reestablished government services, SO-31 worked to convince former 
government workers to return to their jobs.103 

Te 404th CAB was instrumental in preventing humanitarian cri-
ses in northern Iraq. Although the battalion was only able to begin 
its work in mid-April, it continued to work on a multitude of fronts 
to rebuild northern Iraq throughout 2003 and well into 2004. Te 
404th’s eforts supported Coalition forces—both SOF and conven-
tional—in the touchy political and security situation of northern Iraq, 
and provided a base for further rehabilitation eforts. 

A
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Figure 8.36  96th 
CAB insignia. 
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Mujahedin-e Khalq Cease-fire Operations 

As the situation in Kirkuk stabilized, the atmosphere north of Bagh-
dad was anything but calm. AOB 090, its ODAs, and their peshmerga 
counterparts continued to attack enemy units as they moved south 
into the Iraqi 2nd Corps’ area. Te formation pushed nearly a hun-
dred kilometers south to liberate the town of Mandali from the last 
enemy unit to stand and fght—the Mujahedin-e Khalq. Te MeK was 
composed of Iranian dissidents who fed Iran afer the Shah’s fall in 
1979, and hated the current Iranian government. In the same fashion, 
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Saddam used his elite Republican Guard to watch the Army, he used 
the MeK to watch the Republican Guard. Better equipped than any 
other units in Iraq, the MeK brigades were extremely well trained and 
disciplined. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Mack Mellers* and his team from 
ODA 095, 3rd Battalion, 10th SFG, observed the MeK at close quarters: 
“Te MeK [was] the most disciplined and organized unit in Iraq. Teir 
English language skills were good. A high percentage of their people 
had doctorates and master’s degrees from American universities. In 
many cases, their families were in the United States, and the men 
divorced themselves from them to go fght for the cause. Tey were 
the only unit the [peshmerga] were really afraid of.”104 

With a troop strength thought at one time to be as high as ten 
thousand, this elite militia felded over two 
thousand tanks, armored personnel carriers, 
artillery pieces, and air defense weapons, and 
posed a formidable threat. Its excellent fght-
ing qualities were clearly evident when mem-
bers of AOB 090 frst encountered the MeK’s 
defenses in fghting around Jalula. FOB 103’s 
only U.S. casualty in Operation IRAQI FREE-
DOM sustained his wounds from MeK artillery
fre. Yet, the MeK astutely read the handwrit-
ing on the wall as it watched the Iraqi forces 
rapidly collapse.105 

On 13 April, the MeK sent a request for 
peace to Major Greg Tsouris*, C Company 
commander (AOB 090). Staf Sergeant Ralph 
McPherson* related that the MeK pulled some 
vehicles up near the lines to initiate a dialogue. 

“We felt it was a big bluf,” said McPherson. Mellers, McPherson, and 
members of the team drove down toward the vehicles expecting at any 
time to receive fre. It proved to be a genuine request for a parley.106 

Te next day, Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, Tsouris, and a 
small group of staf met with the MeK representatives. Te MeK claimed 
it had contacted the U.S. government months before the commence-
ment of hostilities with an ofer to fght on the side of the Coalition 
during any invasion. Afer two days of intense negotiations, the MeK 
agreed to the cease-fre terms set by Tovo.107 
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Figure 8.37  Map highlighting Mandali. 
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Tis arrangement prohibited the MeK from engaging in any hos-
tilities toward the Coalition and confned them to fve camps north-
east of Baghdad. Sequestered in their camps, the four thousand MeK 
fghters were incapable of posing a threat to the Coalition. Securing 
the area around the far-fung camps was a trying task for the U.S. 
units. AOB 090’s portion covered almost thirty-six thousand square 
kilometers, a huge area that required around-the-clock monitoring 
by the teams.108 

Afer determining that the MeK was honoring the terms of the 
cease-fre agreement, FOB 103 deployed a feld surgical team to assist 
with the treatment of combat casualties. Tis gesture brought imme-
diate gratitude and additional cooperation from the MeK. Te ami-
cable resolution with the MeK provided residual benefts, as the MeK 
later passed on a great deal of quality information about Iran, which 
it had gathered from its extensive intelligence networks throughout 
the country.109 

A Change of Mission for FOB 103: Phase IV 

As the major combat phase of the war ended, several problems linked 
to the transition to a new Iraqi government arose. Te Patriotic Union 
of Kurdistan, the dominant political force in Kirkuk, was very inter-
ested in pursuing the remnants of the Baath Party before the former 
Hussein henchmen could organize any resistance. Many former Iraqi 
military leaders contacted the PUK requesting amnesty in exchange 
for their support of the Kurdish efort. Te handling of these individ-
uals presented a dilemma for FOB 103. When the cooperation option 
was presented to V Corps, the response was that any remaining Baath 
ofcials or military leaders were to be given only two options: sur-
render or die.110 

Te role of the Special Forces troops in the transition phase also 
received considerable scrutiny. Tere was some consideration given to 
using the Special Forces to train the new army and police forces, and 
to assist in integrating the peshmerga into the future Iraqi military 
(potentially as a regional home guard or border guard). Te Special 
Forces then could remain as advisors to new Iraqi battalions as they 
executed counterinsurgency missions. In the end, neither of these 
options was chosen.111 
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Chapter Eight 

By 15 April, FOB 103’s elements began a rapid transition to stabil-
ity and support operations. Tat included the handover of Kirkuk to 
the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-), and the employment of Civil Afairs 
crisis action teams. Te FOB also provided a Special Forces liaison 
element to the 4th ID to facilitate the handover of the Mujahedin-e 
Khalq forces.112 

Te individual Special Forces teams performed a wide variety 
of missions in the stability phase of operations: providing security 
details for diplomats; liaisons with the various factions; and the con-
tinued efort to demonstrate American presence and resolve in the 
period following the cessation of hostilities. On 29 April, a variety of 
sources in the Halabja area reported that the Ansar al-Islam had con-
ducted a meeting in Iran and agreed to disband due to the American 
presence and current disposition of the PUK in the region. Tis was a 
tribute to the 10th SFG’s 3rd Battalion’s successful fght against Ansar 
al-Islam in the early days of the war. On 11 May, the 4th ID assumed 
the responsibility of monitoring the MeK. With this major mission 
now out of its hands, the forward operating base began the task of 
redeploying the forces. Lieutenant Colonel Tovo repositioned his bat-
talion to Irbil, and began redeployment on 15 May.113 

CJSOTF-West 
CJSOTF-West continued a myriad of operations across western, south-
ern, and central Iraq. By mid-April it had established a tactical head-
quarters at recently renamed Baghdad International Airport. As con-
ventional units occupied the airport, the war slowly transitioned to 
stability and security operations by the end of April.114 

FOB 51 efectively controlled western Iraq. Its ODAs continued to 
roam the western desert, securing, and in some cases destroying arms 
caches and abandoned artillery pieces. Te mission also included 
interdicting lines of communication. Te ODAs set up checkpoints 
with infantry squads in hopes of capturing Saddam loyalists attempt-
ing to escape into Syria. On 15 April, Iraqi forces in Al Qaim and Ar 
Ramadi surrendered to ODAs from FOB 51. Te Civil Afairs and PSYOP 
elements attached to FOB 51 conducted humanitarian assistance mis-
sions in Ar Rutba and other cities.115 

Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner’s FOB 52 had a number of 
complex missions to accomplish. While many of the ODA’s continued 
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liaison missions with the conventional Army 
and Marine forces, others began conduct-
ing stability and support operations in the 
southern cities. ODA 551, fresh from its special 
reconnaissance mission, assisted in the Shi-
ite pilgrimage to Karbala—the frst in over a 
decade. Perhaps the most trying mission was 
supporting the Free Iraqi Forces units that 
moved into the region.116 

FOB 53 moved north from Kuwait tempo-
rarily setting up its headquarters at Bagh-
dad International Airport. Before the FOB’s 
arrival, several of its ODAs provided timely 
intelligence while operating inside Baghdad before the conventional 
forces arrived. With the seizure of the city, ODAs continued conduct-
ing stability and security operations throughout the Baghdad area 
with an emphasis on intelligence gathering.117 

In the month of April, the special operations soldiers of CJSOTF-
West oversaw the transition from war to an uneasy peace. Already the 
plan for the transition to widespread stability and security operations 
throughout all of Iraq was coming into fruition. Soon elements trans-
ferred authority in their areas to conventional units and pulled back 
to the pre-hostility staging areas. 

Figure 8.38  Security duty. Soldiers from  FOB 53 
provide security while teammates talk to locals in 
the west side of Baghdad. 
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ODA 542 and the Free Iraqi Forces 

Te constant roar of aircraf taking of and landing at Kuwait’s Ali As-
Salim Air Base was a regular reminder to Captain Mike King* that 
he and his team were on the sidelines of the big show. Te 2nd Bat-
talion, 5th SFG, was sending teams on missions throughout southern 
Iraq, but King and ODA 542 had been lef behind. ODA 542 had been 
selected to serve as an area support team to assist with the myriad 
supply details and operations coordination required for such a large-
scale operation. King and the others took scant comfort in knowing 
that they were performing duties critical to the battalion’s success. 
Between area support duties, the men of ODA 542 spent whatever time 
they could keeping their individual and team skills sharp for the day 
they, too, would be sent on a mission. Finally, on 10 April, ODA 542 
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moved by MC-130 to Tallil Air Base, where it was detailed to train and 
work with members of the Free Iraqi Forces. 

In early April, Ahmed Chalabi, Chairman of the Iraqi National 
Congress Executive Council, and more than six hundred Iraqi vol-
unteers few into Nasiriya to assist with the overthrow of Saddam 
Hussein’s regime. Most were Iraqi expatriates who had fed the regime 
over the past decade. Te Free Iraqi Forces volunteers had varying lev-
els of military experience. Te U.S. Defense Department championed 
Chalabi and the Free Iraqi Forces, and saw them as a transitional force 
to be used in lieu of the police. Te State Department, on the other 
hand, saw the Free Iraqi Forces as nothing more than the military 
arm of the Iraqi National Congress. Whatever the disagreements in 
Washington DC, the Free Iraqi Forces were on the ground and Cen-
tral Command had to fnd them a job.118 

Te original plan called for ODA 542 to train and employ a platoon-
sized element of the Free Iraqi Forces. In the frst week, however, one 
hundred men arrived for training. Some of the local recruits were 
rumored to be fedayeen, which led ODA 542 to take those individu-
als into custody and turn them over to the counterintelligence sec-
tion for questioning. Once possible infltrators were culled, the team 
set about organizing the trainees. Te Free Iraqi Forces reported en 

masse, with no apparent internal leadership 
organization. Master Sergeant Teodore Rug-
gins*, Staf Sergeant Frank Findley*, and Staf 
Sergeant Steve Means* acted as primary train-
ers, and organized the Free Iraqi Forces into 
three platoons. Te Special Forces trainers 
used basic infantry small unit tactics, drills, 
and patrolling exercises to identify those Free 
Iraqi Forces soldiers with natural leadership 
ability; these soldiers were then appointed as 
squad and platoon leaders. In the course of
teaching the volunteers basic weapons prof-
ciency, the Special Forces identifed the best 
marksmen and designated them as machine 
gunners.119 

As the tactical organization and assessment 
of the Free Iraqi Forces’s skills continued, ODA 
542 also addressed administrative and supply 
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Figure 8.39  Map showing route from Tallil Air 
Base to Al Kut. 
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issues such as identifcation documents, pay, food, and ammunition. 
Using a digital camera, the team made each Free Iraqi Forces volun-
teer a photo identifcation card printed with an English transcription 
of the soldier’s name. Te paymaster arrived on 14 April to pay the 
troops—each volunteer receiving an impressive $150 per month. Until 
the Special Forces team could contract for local food, members of ODA 
542 opened Meals Ready-to-Eat (MREs) and removed the culturally 
inappropriate items before distributing them to the Free Iraqi Forces 
soldiers. Te shortage of AK-47 ammunition was fnally solved when 
team members found a local source.120 

As the training progressed, both the Special Forces and Free Iraqi 
Forces soldiers were restless and eager to get into the fght. On 16 
April, they were fnally ordered to report to the Marine Task Force 
Tarawa in Al Kut, where the Free Iraqi Forces would receive their frst 
test by fre. Afer the Baath Party leaders had fed Al Kut, Sheik Said 
Ahmed, an Iranian sympathizer, had claimed the mayoral position 
and had begun working to restore civil services. While members of 
ODA 542 assessed Al Kut, they gathered some interesting information 
on Said Ahmed from conversations with local residents. Evidently 
the Iranian government was funding the mayor, and he was using 
Iranian money to purchase food and other items for exclusive dis-
tribution to the Shia faithful. Said Ahmad was also reported to have 
stolen food from civic storage facilities and similarly distributed it 
under his name. Te mayor was responsible for posting anti-Ameri-
can and pro-Iranian posters throughout the city, and hiring people to 
conduct weekly protests at the Marine headquarters. Te team passed 
all such intelligence to the commander of Task Force Tarawa, as well 
as the fact that Said Ahmed spent his of hours at the former Saddam 
Hussein General Hospital. Te Marines acted on the information and 
gave Said Ahmed an ultimatum: stop the anti-American propaganda 
or get out of Al Kut.121 

On the 25 April, Said Ahmed decided to capitulate to the Marines’ 
demands and leave town—but not without a fght. Tat afernoon, 
heavy fre broke out in Al Kut, warning the members of ODA 542 to 
either return to their safe house (which was located near the hospital), 
or hunker down with the Marines at Tarawa House. All afernoon 
and into the evening, gunfre increased and spread, targeting task 
force compounds and drawing closer to the team’s safe house and the 
hospital. In response, King scrambled a forty-man Free Iraqi Forces 

Figure 8.40  Ahmed 
Chalabi. 
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platoon and twelve American troops and rushed to secure the hospi-
tal. Te team rolled into the hospital not a minute too soon, and Free 
Iraqi Forces Colonel Ali Hasan and Ruggins hastily positioned the 
Free Iraqi Forces soldiers in defensive perimeter. Within fve minutes 

of their arrival, the AK-47 and machine gun-
fre directed at the hospital intensifed. As fre 
came from all sides, it seemed that the insur-
gents were probing the perimeter to locate a 
weak spot; the perimeter held. As the battle 
continued into the night, the electricity went 
out. To keep the enemy at bay, Staf Sergeant 
James Cook* called on a nearby Marine mor-
tar unit to fre illumination rounds for the 
Free Iraqi Forces. Meanwhile King and the 
rest of the Americans cleared and secured the 
hospital itself. Te fring continued sporadi-
cally for about three hours, then tapered of. 
Insurgent casualties coming in to the hospital 
replaced rounds, and the wounded eventually 

outnumbered attackers.122 

Back at the safe house, Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Bill Shoemaker* 
and Staf Sergeant Bob Flood* shored up defenses with reinforce-
ments from a nearby Marine unit and the remaining team members. 
At the same time the hospital came under attack, the safe house 
began receiving automatic weapons fre from several directions. Te 
fre did not appear to be directed at anything in particular and while 
the buildings received several hits, no team member was injured. Te 
team members returned fre, but could not ascertain efectiveness. 
Ultimately, the attack ceased and the insurgents departed Al Kut.123 

Te frefght at the hospital was the turning point for ODA 542 
and the Free Iraqi Forces in Al Kut. Much to the delight of both the 
doctors and the patients, King lef a Free Iraqi Forces security force 
in place to discourage looters. Over the next few days, word spread 
of the protection being provided and the number of people seeking 
medical care increased dramatically. Word of the role the Free Iraqi 
Forces had played in saving the hospital also spread throughout Al 
Kut, and soon other facilities and businesses in town asked for Free 
Iraqi Forces security details. King developed a list of key facilities 

Figure 8.41  Free Iraqi Forces. Free Iraqi Forces 
gather at Tallil Air Base before deploying into Iraq. 
Special Forces had the responsibility for training 
and advising the Free Iraqi Forces. 
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Baghdad and Beyond 391 

and locations for the Free Iraqi Forces to secure: the hospitals, banks, 
water treatment plant, and propane flling station.124 

With Said Ahmed and the Iranian infuence gone, the anti-Ameri-
can protestors also disappeared. Once common, random fring was 
now rarely heard. During their frst night on security detail, the Free 
Iraqi Forces added to their reputation by thwarting two attempted 
robberies. Te security presence encouraged people who feared for 
their safety to come out in public and return to their normal pursuits. 
King said the transition was remarkable: “Almost overnight, it went 
from a ghost town to Times Square.”125 

Mission complete, on the morning of 15 May, ODA 542 and the 
Free Iraqi Forces returned to Tallil Air Base; the team to take another 
assignment, and the Free Iraqi Forces to demobilize. While a good 
idea, the Free Iraqi Forces had outlived their usefulness, and resources 
needed to be allocated elsewhere. Five extra dollars were added to the 
volunteers’ pay in order to facilitate their journey home, and each was 
given a certifcate of service. Allegations of corruption had certainly 
hastened their demobilization, but they had also accomplished some 
good in Al Kut, and could be proud of their service. 

As for the men of ODA 542, on 17 May, they loaded their vehicles 
one last time in Iraq, and headed south for the return journey to Ali 
As-Salim Air Base. As the dust swirled behind its convoy and Al Kut 
disappeared in its rearview mirrors, the team felt both a sense of sat-
isfaction and regret. It had helped thwart Iranian eforts to infuence 
postwar politics in Al Kut, and had worked to restore a sense of secu-
rity and normalcy for the general population. It could be proud of 
those accomplishments. Working with the Free Iraqi Forces, however, 
brought mixed emotions. Te training and supervision of the Free 
Iraqi Forces had been both rewarding and frustrating, as the team 
struggled to turn a motley group of recruits with diverse motivations 
into a professional fghting force. ODA 542 could not complain too 
much, though—it had fnally received a combat mission in Iraq. 

ODA 544 in Najaf: Power Politics 

Politics, like nature, abhor a vacuum. As Saddam Hussein’s corrupt 
regime began to fall, ODA 544 found itself involved in political and 
religious infghting reminiscent of a story from the Arabian Nights. 
Najaf had a laundry list of factions, all vying for power—some with the 
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backing of organizations outside Iraq. In addition to the former Sad-
dam-appointed sheiks, a number of Iran-backed groups attempted to 
frustrate ODA 544’s eforts to bring stability to the city. Te major anti-
Coalition groups in Najaf were the Supreme Council for the Islamic 
Revolution in Iraq, Hezbollah, the Badr Corps, and a rapidly growing 
group led by a renegade Shiite cleric named Muqtada al-Sadr.126 

Muqtada al-Sadr would prove to be especially troublesome for ODA 
544 in the days ahead. He was the sole surviving son of Grand Aya-
tollah Mohammed Sadiq al-Sadr, the highly respected head of the 
al-Hawza, the Center for Shia Instruction in Najaf. In 1999, Saddam 
Hussein’s secret police murdered the Grand Ayatollah and two of his 
sons. As Saddam’s regime crumbled, Muqtada al-Sadr saw a chance to 
restore his family’s place in Iraq, and emerged to oppose the Coalition 
and to promote the establishment of an Iran-style Islamic govern-
ment dominated by clerics. He refused to recognize or participate 
in the Coalition-appointed Iraqi Governing Council, and established 
his own shadow cabinet. Despite his nonviolent rhetoric, he formed 
a paramilitary militia, the al-Mahdi Army, to fght for his vision of 
Iraq.127 

In direct opposition to radicals like Muqtada al-Sadr were mod-
erate Muslims like Abdul Majid al-Khoei. When Saddam ruthlessly 
crushed the Shiite uprising in southern Iraq afer Operation DESERT 

STORM, Majid al-Khoei fed into exile in the 
United Kingdom in March 1991. Saddam 
put all male members of al-Khoei’s family 
to death. In London, al-Khoei established 
an Iraqi resistance group called the al-Khoei 
Foundation. Knowing that he was a key com-
municator, the United States brought al-Khoei
to Najaf to help bring order to the large Shiite 
population in southern Iraq.128 

Returning to Najaf in early April, al-Khoei
quickly became involved in negotiating a deal 
to peacefully clear Saddam loyalists from the 
Imam Ali Mosque, where they had taken 
refuge. Te voice of reconciliation, al-Khoei 
urged Iraqis to let go of the past and avoid the 
chaos and turmoil that revenge killings would 
bring. He also spoke in favor of a secular, 

Figure 8.42  Muqta-
da al-Sadr. 
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inclusive, post-Saddam government, a vision that was in direct con-
tradiction to the views of the Iran-backed Shiite radicals. Cognizant 
of the risk he faced, al-Khoei was escorted by ODA 544 and other U.S. 
forces as he moved about the city.129 

By 10 April, it appeared that the standof at the Imam Ali Mosque 
would end. Abdul Majid al-Khoei and Haider al-Kadar, Saddam Hus-
sein’s former minister of religion, went to the Imam Ali Mosque to 
conduct a ceremony of reconciliation. Al-Khoei declined an escort 
for the ceremony, saying, “Te people will protect me.” Helpless in 
the face of its protectee’s confdence, ODA 544 continued with other 
work. Later that same day, the team learned that al-Khoei had been 
murdered. A group of Muqtada al-Sadr’s followers, intent on aveng-
ing al-Sadr’s father by killing al-Kadar, had trailed al-Khoei and al-
Kadar into the mosque. Te assassins broke into the meeting armed 
with knives and swords, attacking both al-Khoei and al-Kadar. Hear-
ing noises of the attack, a group of al-Khoei’s followers broke into the 
meeting and carried the wounded al-Khoei out of the mosque. How-
ever, the assailants were intent on murder and followed the rescuers 
outside, where they fnally succeeded in killing al-Khoei.130 

Muqtada al-Sadr immediately held a press conference denying all 
knowledge of the murder. Nevertheless, within days, two of the assas-
sins were identifed as al-Sadr bodyguards, whom the cleric claimed 
to have recently fred. Te men of ODA 544 believed that al-Sadr had 
arranged for al-Khoei’s assassination to eliminate his long-time rival, 
opening the way for greater infuence and power.131 

Although shocked by al-Khoei’s murder, ODA 544 still had a mis-
sion. For the next month, the soldiers continued with security assis-
tance and stability operations in Najaf. Te destabilizing efect of the 
Iranian infuence and the volatility of the political-religious environ-
ment of the city were not lost on the ODA. Tey discovered that Ira-
nian-backed groups like the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolu-
tion in Iraq and Hezbollah were in every neighborhood—especially 
the lower income areas—recruiting unemployed Iraqi males between 
the ages of eighteen and twenty-four and organizing them into mili-
tias. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Sidney Schwarz* predicted a dire future 
for the city: “I think things will fare up. If we don’t get active, we will 
lose the fght.” In the case of al-Sadr, his prediction was accurate.132 

Figure 8.44  Abdul  
Majid al-Khoei. 
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Wiring Radwaniya Palace  
for Communication 

Te nine soldiers from C Company, 112th Special Operations Signal 
Battalion, who supported Special Forces FOB 53 spent the early weeks 
of the war at Ali As-Salim Air Base, where they had been stationed 
since January. As combat continued and Coalition forces moved into 
Baghdad, everybody in FOB 53—including C Company—anxiously 

awaited the order to move forward and assist 
conventional forces in rooting out Saddam 
loyalists. Te order came in mid-April, and 
C Company prepared to move to Baghdad 
International Airport.133 

Getting the TSC-93E V(2) satellite package 
to Baghdad took some doing. Because the sat-
ellite van (a HMMWV with shelter mounted on 
the back) was too tall to ft on a C-130, and 
the equipment was too sensitive for convoy 
transport, Staf Sergeant Melvin Pelham* and 
Specialist Albert Acord* had to take a detour 
in order to catch a C-17. Pelham recounted, “I 

took myself and one of my guys and we took the shelter to Kuwait 
International Airport, while the rest of the crew and everybody else 
stayed back at Ali As-Salim.” Pelham, Acord, and their vehicle, along 
with another signal detachment from the 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, and 
its satellite van, “sat at Kuwait International Airport for three days. 
We slept on the tarmac, just waiting for a plane to come in.” Afer 
waiting on the fight line in Kuwait for three days, Acord, Pelham, and 
the satellite van fnally arrived at Baghdad International Airport on 17 
April, the frst elements of C Company to arrive in Baghdad.134 

Twelve hours afer Pelham and Acord landed in Baghdad, three 
C-130s carrying C Company personnel and equipment began arriving 
at the airport. Specialist Josh Kinlaw’s* recollection of the journey in 
on the C-130 was that it was: “Pretty neat. It was blackout [conditions] 
the whole way. We were inside the vehicle, and as soon as we touched 
ground they dropped the back and we started [unloading].” Private 
First Class Brenda Meter* was slightly less enthusiastic about her trip 
in a C-130: “It was diferent. Tey didn’t have any room for me in the 
seats, so I sat in the Humvee the whole time.”135 

Figure 8.45  Imam Ali Mosque, Najaf. 
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While most of the signal soldiers made the journey to Baghdad 
by air in a matter of hours, Sergeant Bob Petty* and a few other C 
Company soldiers were lef to get the remaining ammunition and 
equipment to Baghdad the old-fashioned way: by truck. As part of 
a thirteen-vehicle convoy comprised primarily of FOB 53 personnel, 
Petty made the monotonous, two-day journey at an average rate of 
twenty miles-per-hour. Aside from minor roadside repairs, the con-
voy proceeded without incident along the pipeline road to Baghdad, 
arriving on 21 April.136 

FOB 53’s new home, and therefore the signal soldiers’ new duty 
station, was Saddam’s Radwaniya Palace complex, located approxi-
mately twenty minutes from the airport. Surrounded on three sides 
by a man-made lake and on the fourth by a hunting preserve, the 
complex was not an ideal location for communications, but the signal 
team managed. As Pelham put it, “We’re kind of in an awkward place 
here, just because of the terrain. But it gets the job done. Tat’s kind 
of what we do—we improvise.”137 

Once the entire signal section supporting FOB 53 arrived at Rad-
waniya Palace, it was immediately put to work setting up its com-
munication systems. Before First Lieutenant Kyle Ruger* even had 
time to put down his rucksack, the 3rd Battalion’s executive ofcer 
requested a timeline for setting up the signal package: “Lieutenant, 
how long before you have your systems up?” Caught by surprise, 
Ruger gave a safe estimate: “Forty-eight hours, Sir.” Not impressed, 
the executive ofcer forcefully responded, “Not good enough! You’ve 
got twenty-four hours and time started when you lef the airport!” 
Ruger knew a challenge when he heard one, and he and his crew rose 
to the occasion.138 

Pulling together, the 112th Signal personnel worked through the 
night to get the job done. Exemplifying Pelham’s observation that 
improvisation is part of their job description, the signalers dealt with 
the challenges inherent in wiring the palace. Standing procedure for 
laying communications wire in a building was to drill the necessary 
holes in plaster and drywall to allow wires to pass through walls, 
saving wire and creating a minimum of disturbance to foot trafc. 
Unfortunately, Radwaniya Palace’s walls were made of solid marble 
a foot thick; the signal soldiers laid a lot of wire that night. Just as 
the sun rose the next morning, the last of the signal systems were 
installed, checked, and declared operational. Ruger was pleased to 

Figure 8.46  112th 
SOSB insignia. 
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report to a surprised Special Forces battalion 
executive ofcer that his communications 
were up and running.139 

While living conditions at the palace were 
better than what most soldiers were enduring 
at that time, the 112th soldiers still dealt with 
less than ideal circumstances. Aside from the 
odd building conditions, the climate was hot 
and humid. Te canals and lakes surround-
ing the palace were ideal breeding grounds 
for clouds of ravenous mosquitoes. When the 
soldiers were not breathing bugs, they were 
inhaling unsavory smells and acrid smoke 
from the city. Te air was also flled with the 

sounds of gunfre and explosions, which were especially audible at 
night. Ruger’s pragmatic attitude regarding the unexplained sources 
of the noise was, “If you aren’t in the kill zone, it doesn’t matter.” Per-
haps Meter’s assessment of the situation best described the soldiers’ 
sentiments: while she thought it was “pretty cool” to be living in an 
ornate palace with marble foors and two swimming pools, “We were 
still eating MREs and had no air-conditioning.”140 

Figure 8.47  Radwaniya Palace Complex, Bagh-
dad. 
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Chapter Eight 

Other ARSOF 
Te missions for the Joint Special Operations Task Force did not stop 
with the fall of Baghdad. Te JSOTF established a tactical headquar-
ters and staging area at Baghdad International Airport to conduct 
operations in the Baghdad area. Part of the JSOTF remained at the H-1 
Airfeld and continued conducting line-of-communication interdic-
tion missions focusing on capturing high-value targets—not only the 
feeing members of Saddam’s regime, but also terrorists who found 
refuge in Iraq. 

Persistence Pays Off: Capture of Abu Abbas 

Te search for and capture of major regime fgures was a priority for 
many special operations units. Because Iraq had long been a safe haven 
for Middle Eastern terrorists, several names became intelligence pri-
orities. To capture these high-value targets, a task force was organized 
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at the recently renamed Baghdad International Airport, combining 
various special operations forces—Rangers, Special Forces, and the 
Night Stalkers of the 160th SOAR—sometimes backed by conventional 
units. Acting on the available intelligence, the task force conducted 
raids throughout Iraq. 

During one early morning raid, the SOF task force captured Pal-
estinian terrorist Abu Abbas. Using combined helicopter assault and 
ground assault forces—the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, the 1st and 2nd 
Battalions, 75th Ranger Regiment, special forces troops, and mecha-
nized infantry from the 3rd ID—launched on two very short-notice, 
time-sensitive, target locations. Te combined force successfully 
captured its high-value target in a building complex in the center of 
Baghdad, an area that had not been secured by Coalition forces. Te 
successive high-risk raids were a key objective of the Iraq campaign: 
to search for, capture, and drive out terrorists who found safe haven 
in Iraq.141 

Mohammed Abbas, better known to the world as Abu Abbas, was 
the key planner in the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro 
in October 1985, and was responsible for murdering Leon Klinghof-
fer, a wheelchair-bound American, aboard the ship. An Italian court 
convicted Abbas in absentia and sentenced him to fve life terms in 
prison. He fed to Tunisia and then Iraq and had been residing in 
Baghdad for the past several years. As the director of the Palestinian 
Liberation Front, designated a terrorist organization by the U.S. State 
Department, Abbas enjoyed the largesse of Saddam Hussein. Te 
Coalition’s encirclement around Baghdad in the frst week of April 
prompted Abbas to try to escape to another safe haven, Syria. How-
ever, his several attempts to cross the border into Syria failed, and on 
14 April, U.S. intelligence pinpointed his whereabouts.142 

Early in the morning on 14 April, actionable intelligence indicated 
that Abbas was at a farm along the Tigris River in central Baghdad. 
One thing that all the special operations soldiers knew was that the 
high-value targets were constantly moving throughout the country, 
staying in one place only one or two days and then moving again, 
some moving twice a day. When the task force had good intelligence 
they had to act on it as fast as possible. SOF forces operating from 
a hangar at Baghdad International Airport formulated a plan, con-
ducted a rapid-action briefng, and descended upon the farm location 
in an afernoon raid several hours afer receiving notifcation. 

Figure 8.48  Abu 
Abbas. 
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Using a standardized plan with three elements—a Ranger ground 
assault force to set up blocking positions, a special forces assault team 
aboard MH-6 helicopters to approach as close possible, and AH-6 attack 

helicopters providing close fre support over-
head—they lef the airport. A Company, 2nd 
Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, departed 
shortly afer the briefng in a ground assault 
convoy. Using Iraqi road maps for navigation, 
the Rangers established blocking positions to 
the north and south of the farm. In a carefully 
timed and well-orchestrated move, the heli-
copter assault force arrived simultaneously 
at the farm. Flying an AH-6, Chief Warrant 
Ofcer 4 Daniel Clement* directed the MH-6 
fight into an alternate landing zone when he 
identifed a fock of ostriches on the primary 

landing zone. Within seconds, four MH-6 Little Bird assault helicop-
ters cycled into a feld next to the main farm house, while a pair of 
AH-6 Little Bird gunships provided overhead protection. Te Special 
Forces assault teams exited the helicopters and stormed the house. All 
elements executed their part of the plan precisely.143 

Unfortunately, it was a dry hole—Abbas had lef the farm just 
moments earlier in his black Range Rover. Te Special Forces troops 
questioned people at the farm, confscated Abbas’s passport, and 
secured several weapons. Te raiders remained at the site and waited 
for several hours for Abbas’ return, but to no avail. No longer needed, 
the Night Stalker pilots returned to Baghdad International Airport. 
Te remainder of the ground force returned to the airport aboard 
the Rangers’ Ground Mobility Vehicles disappointed, but fully under-
standing that timing was everything. Te task force had hit dry holes 
before. Some of the soldiers chalked it up as practice, a chance to 
improve techniques and refne mission execution. All knew there 
would be other chances to capture high-value targets.144 

Te chance came fve hours later, when U.S. intelligence tracked 
Abbas to his new hiding place in eastern Baghdad. Coalition forces 
had not yet entered this part of the city; therefore, intelligence sug-
gested that it was a semi-permissive environment at best. Tis added 
several new dimensions to the equation. Located deep within Bagh-
dad, it would be a completely urban operation, with narrow streets 
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Figure 8.49  Map showing an overview of the 
Abbas mission. 
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and tall buildings on both sides—a danger to the entire assault force. 
To some of the Rangers the setting was reminiscent of another sprawl-
ing city, Mogadishu. 

Te plan mirrored the earlier operation, but with a new wrinkle. 
As rehearsed, the frst lif of the helicopter assault force landed as the 
Ranger ground assault force simultaneously seized blocking positions 
to isolate the objective area. Te new twist for this mission was the 
addition of mechanized forces from the 3rd ID. M2 Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles and M113 armored personnel carriers carried the Rangers 
to their objectives. Te special operations forces would air assault 
onto the objective while the Rangers of B Company, 1st Ranger Bat-
talion B/1/75th, searched and cleared buildings on the western side 
of the objective. Te Rangers of B Company, 2nd Ranger Battalion 
(B/2/75th), isolated the objective, and by encirclement, prevented any-
one from escaping or entering the area. Each of the Ranger companies 
directed its complement of BFVs and M113 armored personnel carriers. 
Te helicopter assault force would launch once the mechanized force 
was at a checkpoint near the objective to preclude helicopters loitering 
or give advanced warning to the subjects in and around the target.145 

Anticipating additional maneuver time, the ground assault forces 
departed in complete darkness at 0200 hours with the Rangers riding 
inside the armored vehicles. B/2/75th led the movement followed by 
a Ranger tactical command element and B/1/75th. Te ground shook 
as the twenty-four BFVs, four M113s, and several GMVs rumbled out of 
Baghdad International Airport. Te convoy rolled eastward past the 
brightly lit Palestine Hotel, the temporary home of the news media. 
Te entire convoy was flmed on its way to the 
target. Te armored convoy easily bypassed 
several minor obstacles along the way and 
as it closed on the objective, the helicopter 
assault force launched from Baghdad Inter-
national Airport.146 

For the Night Stalkers, this was true urban 
navigation. Te buildings had numerous 
wires and antennas protruding from the roof-
tops, which were difcult to see using night 
vision goggles. Te pilots relied on road maps 
to fy through the city; helicopter navigations 
systems were a backup since the fying dis- Figure 8.50  MH-6 Little Bird entering Baghdad. 
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tance was simply too short. Te fight of seven Little Birds, fve lif 
preceded by two gunships in the lead, raced past the buildings and 
apartments precisely as planned. Within a few minutes, Chief War-
rant Ofcer 4 Doug Carter* was over the target building just as the 
Rangers came within a hundred meters of their blocking positions. 
He watched as seconds later, two MH-6s at a time landed in the park-
ing lot north of the objective. It was an extremely tight ft but the 
SOAR pilots accomplished the landing without any problems. How-
ever, just as the second pair of MH-6s landed the aircraf shook from 
the concussion of explosions as the special operations forces breached 
the objective building. Te MH-6’s quickly pulled out and returned to 
Baghdad while the search on the ground continued. Carter’s attack 
team circled over the objective.147 

Just as the helicopters touched down, B/2/75th occupied its block-
ing positions. Te lead BFVs carrying the 1st Platoon, B/1/75th, secured 

the northern blocking position isolating the 
objective. Te BFVs carrying the remainder 
of the company continued on to the south-
ern blocking position. Te drivers, however, 
became disoriented and dropped the Rangers 
fve hundred meters fromthe objective. Recog-
nizing the mistake, the Ranger platoon leader 
reoriented the BFV commander, reloaded his 
Rangers, and moved into the correct intersec-
tion. At the blocking positions, the Rangers 
focused on the objective, cordoning the area 
and preventing any “squirters” from escaping 
the area. Te BFVs positioned themselves to 
face away from the objective, to prevent any 
vehicle threats or reinforcements from enter-
ing the area. An attached tactical PSYOP team 

broadcasted a non-interference message in Arabic, warning the civil-
ians of the Coalition forces’ presence.148 

As B/2/75th occupied its blocking positions to isolate the area, 
B/1/75th began clearing the apartment complex and the block of build-
ings on the opposite (western) side of the street from the objective 
building. Te B/1/75th Rangers met no resistance. Te special opera-
tions forces cleared the objective building and then moved through 
the surrounding structures, but found nothing signifcant.149 

Figure 8.51  Te landing zone at the farm. Tis 
location proved to be a “dry hole,” but provided 
intelligence. Te ostriches can be seen to the lef of 
the landing zone. 
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Te process moved relatively quickly with some minor exceptions. 
Tere was one report of weapon fre from the east; however, it was 
inefective and could not be positively identifed. BFVs at two of the 
blocking positions fred warning shots at vehicles attempting to enter 
the area. Te drivers heeded the warning and quickly raced away 
in the opposite direction. Te assault forces 
temporarily detained all males, and moved 
them to a designated Personnel Under Con-
trol site.150 

As B/1/75th Rangers cleared its buildings, 
they made a discovery. One man stood out 
from the rest of the detainees. Te Rangers 
had secured a six-foot tall, 220-pound man 
in a well-furnished apartment. He did not 
attempt to fee and nonchalantly opened the 
door when the Rangers knocked, emanating 
a very casual demeanor. It was not until he 
was at the Personnel Under Control site that 
the Rangers realized that they had captured 
the target—Abu Abbas. A further search of 
the residence revealed a number of passports, several calling cards, 
an iridium satellite phone, and $35,000 in American currency. Te 
ground assault force commander released the AH-6 gunships and the 
Night Stalkers returned to the airport. With the entire ground assault 
force aboard, the armored convoy rumbled home through Baghdad’s 
streets with its prize securely in hand.151 

Te capture of Abu Abbas was the result of persistence and an 
unwavering commitment to mission success. Special operations 
forces rely on actionable intelligence to prosecute high-value target 
missions, but they also know that intelligence is time sensitive. SOF 
soldiers are uniquely trained and equipped to execute short notice 
missions, both day and night. Flexibility and adaptability enabled SOF 
soldiers to use conventional assets to capture a renowned terrorist 
who had been enjoying a free life under Saddam Hussein’s protection. 
Te success of the mission provided notice to other terrorists in Iraq 
that they were no longer safe. 

Abbas 
found 

Figure 8.52  Abu Abbas objective overview #2. 
Te Rangers sealed the area during the capture of 
Abu Abbas. 
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Keeping the Birds Flying 

Te aviation mechanics of the 160th SOAR played a critical role in keep-
ing the unit mission-ready. Drawing from their experiences during 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, the maintenance personnel adjusted 
the scheduling of the aircraf for major services and implemented 
procedures to improve aircraf performance in the dusty, hot climate 
of Iraq. Te extreme environmental conditions and rapid pace of the 
operations placed a premium on aircraf maintenance.152 

Tis attention to aircraf preparation paid considerable dividends 
when the Night Stalkers arrived in the theater. Te build-up of the 
aircraf from their dismantled transportation confguration went 
smoothly and no major assemblies were required to get the aircraf 
mission-ready. Tis proved to be a boon, as the fow of repair parts 
became choked of in the early days of the campaign as other cargo 
took priority in the airfow. Te pre-mission preparation helped alle-
viate the shortage of supplies and allowed units like D Company, 2nd 
Battalion, to fy fve months in Iraq without replacing an engine.153 

Not only were the aircraf engines the subject of an intense mainte-
nance program, but the weapons systems also needed constant atten-
tion in the corrosive environment of the Iraqi desert. Te B Company, 
1st Battalion, MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators were armed with 
the Gau 19—a three-barreled, .50 caliber machine gun—which proved 
to be extremely sensitive to the vagaries of the environment. Sergeant 
First Class Colt Deckert*, the armaments platoon sergeant, lived by 
the axiom “a dry gun is a happy gun” when dealing with the Gau. 
Afer some initial problems, he hit upon a dry lubrication program 
that reduced weapon malfunctions to zero over the course of the cam-
paign.154 

Te breadth of talent among Night Stalker maintenance personnel 
manifested itself in many ways. When the winch on an Air Force C-17 
broke with equipment on board, two 160th mechanics repaired the 
winch and kept the equipment of-load moving while the Air Force 
wanted to wait for a maintenance specialist to arrive. Specialist Jacob 
Gibbons* of F Company, 1st Battalion, replaced a complex electrical 
component in an MH-60L that normally required a factory contract 
representative to install. One avionics mechanic rewired the entire 
FLIR system in an MH-47E in ffeen hours, meticulously hand-solder-
ing every wire. Te mechanics ofen worked alone on their particular 

NIGHT STALKERS  

Figure 8.53  160th  
SOAR insignia. 
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Baghdad and Beyond 403 

specialties, many times away from their units as they moved around 
the battlefeld to work on the aircraf on-site. For Staf Sergeant Ste-
phen Meyers*, his jump to the airfeld at H-1 came when he was told 
to: “Grab your toolbox quick. We’ll have you back in ten hours.” He 
returned twelve days later.155 

SUMMARy 
By the end of April, Iraq was in the hands of the Coalition, with 

the exception of a few isolated areas. In less than a month, Coalition 
forces had virtual control of all key Iraqi cities, including Baghdad, 
Basra, Mosul, Kirkuk, and Tikrit. V Corps set up its operations center 
at Baghdad International Airport controlling the city with the 3rd ID 
and attached elements of the 101st Airborne and 2nd Armored Cavalry 
Regiment. Although Saddam Hussein’s government was no longer in 
control, there was no ofcial regime surrender. Units transitioned, 
depending on their location, from combat operations to stability and 
support operations. Ten the main Coalition emphasis switched to 
humanitarian assistance.156 

While combat wound down, both Civil Afairs and PSYOP units 
worked overtime throughout the country. Especially troublesome 
was Baghdad. V Corps was now responsible for the city of over fve 
million people. To cover the city, the 352nd Civil Afairs Command 
assigned both the 308th Civil Afairs Brigade, supporting V Corps, 
and the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade, fresh from supporting the Brit-
ish in Basra, responsibility for the city. In turn subordinate units, 
the 422nd CAB, and elements from the 414th and 431st CABs received 
responsibility for the sections of the city that their supported units 
had been assigned during combat operations. With the movement of 
the Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance to Bagh-
dad in the last week of April, some planning stafs, perhaps wish-
fully, prepared to turn over all responsibility for running the country 
to the newly created organization. Te primary focus of Operation 
IRAQI FREEDOM had been the downfall of the regime, but as Phase IV 
approached, the Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assis-
tance planning began in earnest.157 

Te transition to Phase IV of IRAQI FREEDOM was signifcant to the 
special operations forces. When conditions permitted, many of the 
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404 

special operations contingents in Iraq would return home. Te duties 
of an occupation force could be performed by conventional units. 
However, as late as mid-April, many of the Civil Afairs and PSYOP  
units were still in Kuwait or en route from Fort Bragg. Elements of the 
75th Ranger Regiment and 160th SOAR began to redeploy at the end of 
April to prepare for other Global War on Terrorism contingencies as 
well as ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. Combined Forces Spe-
cial Operations Command Component planned to transition Colonel 
Mulholland’s  CJSOTF-West to special operations units in Iraq into the 
organization dubbed  CJSOTF–Arabian Peninsula. 158 
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Chapter Nine 

War Transitions 

D+43 (1 May)–end of June

 T he combined power of Coalition air and ground forces 
simultaneously applied on fve fronts overwhelmed the 
Iraqi military and led to the rapid collapse of the Saddam 

Hussein regime in Iraq. Capturing Baghdad, the capital and “center 
of gravity” of the country in less than fve weeks of major combat cre-
ated a well-earned sense of euphoria among Coalition forces. Te very 
dynamic and hard-hitting ofense had worked. Te ofensive drive 
“snowballed” as the push for Baghdad became dominant and large 
areas of resistance—whole cities—were simply bypassed to be dealt 
with aferward. A false sense of calm descended over most of Iraq 
when President George W. Bush declared an end to major combat 
operations on 1 May 2003. 

It all happened so quickly that Central Command planners had 
given little thought to the military operations transition from Phase 
III to Phase IV. While Coalition forces had captured Baghdad, they 
did not control the entire country (much like the British burning 
Washington during the War of 1812). Te media chose to interpret 
the presidential declaration to mean the end of Phase III. To the press, 
the war was over. Embedding controls no longer applied. Many active 
military and Coalition force leaders felt that they had done the hard 
part—the warfghting. It was time to begin redeploying home. “Post-
war” missions in Iraq belonged to the civil military types, the State 



Department, and international organiza-
tions. 

In the midst of the tranquility there was 
major turmoil as the major commands tried 
to accomplish missions for which they had 
not planned. And the Time-Phased Force 
Deployment Data continued to fow forces 
into Iraq. Feeling short-changed, many of 
these units were looking for a fght. One Civil 
Afairs ofcer was assigned to help write the 
V Corps’ post-confict plan in June 2003, a 
month and half afer Baghdad had been cap-
tured.1 

During this transition period, Special 
Operations Command Central consolidated the Special Forces assets 
in Iraq under a single Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force– 
Arabian Peninsula in Baghdad efective 1 May. As the Coalition Forces 
Land Component Command conventional forces took control of more 
areas throughout Iraq, active Army special operations forces elements 
were drawn down and redeployed to the United States. Conventional 
forces with attached Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units 
(Army Reserve and National Guard) would conduct security and 
stability operations. Te Global War on Terrorism was ongoing and 
Army SOF had worldwide missions to support.2 
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Figure 9.1  Map of Baghdad. Tis map depicts 
Baghdad with various sections controlled by the 
State Security Organization, Special Republican  
Guard, and Shia militias. 

CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
Security and stability operations continued through May and June 
2003. Te 1st Armored Division assumed responsibility for Baghdad 
in early May, relieving the 3rd ID. While the operations had defnitely 
moved toward Phase IV, Coalition forces continued to encounter 
pockets of fedayeen resistance; however, Iraqi regular forces surren-
dered formally or simply disintegrated. Coalition forces continued 
the search for weapons of mass destruction and conventional weapons 
caches. Te latter were found in large numbers throughout the coun-
try. Schools were a favorite hiding place. All military forces tried to 
minimize looting. Humanitarian aid needs were constantly assessed. 
If the presidential declaration marked the “end” of the war, the transi-

Figure 9.2  1st 
Armored Division 
shoulder patch. 
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War Transitions 409 

tion period was not clean. Te frst two months of this transition indi-
cated that stability operations would entail combat for quite a while. 

Psychological Operations in Baghdad 

Te 315th Tactical PSYOP Company from Upland, California, mobi-
lized for Iraq on 28 February 2003. Te company lef for Kuwait on 
12 April, but did not arrive until the 15th. Afer another week wait-
ing for its equipment to arrive by sea, the 315th convoyed to Baghdad 
International Airport on 2 May. Various tactical PSYOP teams that 
had preceded the 315th were subsequently attached to the company 
upon arrival. Te 315th TPC replaced C Company, 9th PSYOP Battal-
ion, which was supporting the 3rd ID. It performed that mission and 
joined the 1st Armored Division when it assumed responsibility for 
Baghdad in early June. What the 315th encountered in the frst two 
months set the tone for its entire tour.3 

Te 315th TPC arrival in Baghdad did not begin on a high note. Less 
than a week before the company rolled into Baghdad ready to assume 
its mission, C Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion, lost everything in a 
fre. C Company went from directing around-the-clock operations 
to scrounging uniforms and toothbrushes. Te fre had lef the 315th 
with nothing to begin work: no products, no equipment, no plan, and 
no place to work. It had to start from scratch.4 

Worse than no equipment was no PSYOP guidance. Te 315th TPC 
concentrated on supporting the 3rd ID’s transition to low-intensity 
operations. Te company leaders found space to live and work in the 
main passenger terminal of the airport. Using a single, one-color-at-
a-time copier, the production development detachment began pro-
ducing handbills. A single run of 10,000 low-resolution, single-sided 
handbills took three hours. Afer running the copier almost continu-
ously to cover the 5.6 million people who lived in Baghdad, the plas-
tic components of the copier (in the non–air conditioned terminal) 
literally melted with the 100,000th copy. Nineteen three-man tactical 
PSYOP teams then distributed them throughout the city by hand.5 

Te 3rd ID had no PSYOP plan. Te Ofce of Reconstruction and 
Humanitarian Assistance and the subsequent Coalition Provisional 
Authority had no PSYOP plan, and the Central Command Joint Psy-
chological Operations Task Force forward in Qatar, had redeployed 
to Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Major Donald Tomas*, the 315th TPC 

Figure 9.3  315th  
TPC insignia. 

*Pseudonyms have 
been used for all mili-
tary personnel with 
a rank lower than 
lieutenant colonel. 
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commander explained, “Tere was no plan to fall in on. Tere was 
nothing from higher coming down. You would get these short sus-
penses to execute on a topic. Tat is not a campaign plan. Tere was no 
synchronization matrix that said ‘Here is our plan for the next three 
months, and here is what you need to start developing.’ Every PSYOP 
company was essentially running its own PSYOP campaign plan.” 
Although each division coordinated PSYOP plans internally there was 
no opportunity for external coordination.6 

Each tactical PSYOP detachment commander had to establish a 
relationship with his assigned brigade. In the beginning, the 3rd ID 
and 1st Armored Division expectations outstripped the capabilities 
of the detachments. Captain Ron Castle*, commander of Tactical 
PSYOP Detachment 1210, explained, “When we frst got [to Baghdad], 
these maneuver guys were demanding a real quick turnaround, [but] 
we weren’t able to supply that.” Te combat brigades and battalions 
responded by designing and distributing their own Information 
Operations products. Ten, the tactical PSYOP detachments had to 
convince the commanders to use the PSYOP products instead of their 
Information Operations products. Te detachments tried to anticipate 
brigade commanders’ needs and to develop products accordingly.7 

Maneuver commanders focused on troop safety. Tey did not ini-
tially understand nor appreciate the long-term goals of PSYOP. Te 
commanders wanted products that would enhance security now 
instead of products that would lead to long-lasting changes in Iraqi 
culture or behavior. Tomas summarized the issue: 

When you have maneuver guys that are not PSYOP trained, 
they tend to have a short-term view. It’s fne to address 
an immediate need, but it doesn’t address the psychologi-
cal, long-term goal that you are trying to achieve. We were 
constantly battling with maneuver commanders, saying, ‘I 
know that our soldiers are getting killed, and that is some-
thing that is very important to you. But, you know what, 
the target audience doesn’t care about our soldiers much. 
We need to address topics that are important to them on a 
long-term basis, because we are trying to change the cul-
ture of the country.’ We constantly battled this. What they 
would want was a short-term product. All they cared about 
was a handbill that talks about rockets, a handbill that 
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talks about IEDs [improvised explosive devices]. And that 
is not PSYOP.8 

Captain Marvin Holiday*, commander of TPD 1220, agreed: “At 
least for us, that was one of the hardest parts about [product] dis-
semination. Some of the products being generated or pushed by the 
maneuver commander appeared to be self-serving. ‘We’re going to 
focus on IEDs. Well, only Americans are getting killed by IEDs. Te 
Americans only want IEDs to stop because they are killing Ameri-
cans. You’re not helping Iraqis. Tell us how 
you are going to help us, and maybe we’ll 
report this information.’” Te 315th TPC tried 
to balance products that addressed the com-
manders’ short-term concerns with products 
that addressed long-term PSYOP goals, such 
as those emphasizing progress in rebuilding 
a better Iraq.9 

At times the PSYOP teams had to show the 
maneuver commanders that in psychologi-
cal operations, ofen no news was good news. 
Captain Chambers* described the maneuver 
soldiers’ attitudes: “Te infantry ofcer or the 
armor ofcer is used to putting steel on a target and seeing an imme-
diate efect. ‘I fred my weapon and I killed something.’ Te long-term, 
residual efect of a PSYOP product is going to be delayed. You may never 
see a reaction to a product you’ve disseminated in the area.” But the 
cumulative efects of the PSYOP messages become evident over time. 
It was difcult for maneuver commanders to understand that PSYOP 
efectiveness can ofen be calculated in terms of negative activity. 
Tomas recounted, “What we’d have to do is get into these Socratic 
philosophical discussions. [Te commanders would say], ‘We want 
to know what you guys are doing.’ ‘Well, here’s what we’re doing: Are 
you seeing mass demonstrations?’ ‘Well, no.’ ‘Are you seeing negative 
attitudes towards Coalition forces?’ ‘Well, no.’ ‘Tat’s where PSYOP 
comes in.’”10 

Once the brigade combat teams understood the capabilities of the 
tactical PSYOP teams, the units worked efectively together. TPT 1214 
worked with the 1st Platoon, Hawk Troop, 1st Cavalry Regiment, 3rd 
Brigade Combat Team, from 10–31 May. Hawk Troop controlled the 
distribution of scarce propane gas. When Hawk Troop began its mis-

Figure 9.4  Bagdad Now distribution. A soldier  
of the 315th TPC distributes the Baghdad Now  
newspaper. 
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412 

sion, Iraqi civilians would riot at the distribution stations, sometimes 
in groups of more than three hundred. On fve occasions, the riots 
grew so large that TPT 1214 had to shut down the loudspeakers and 
help the Hawk Troop soldiers employ riot control measures. However, 
the PSYOP team’s primary weapon against the rioters was its loud-
speakers. By daily broadcasting messages explaining the propane dis-
tribution system and encouraging cooperation, the team reduced the 
number and severity of the riots.11 

One of the 315th’s early missions was to disseminate safety infor-
mation to the residents of Baghdad. Te city’s usual modes of commu-
nication—radio, television, and telephone—were so badly disrupted 
that the U.S. Army had to rely on old-fashioned means to spread its 
message: paper. One part of the safety campaign involved educating 
the public about the presence and danger of unexploded ordnance 
and munitions throughout the city. Te product development detach-
ment designed and produced two-sided leafets with pictures of dif-
ferent ordnance and instructions on how to report mines and weap-
ons caches. Te TPTs then distributed the leafets by hand to the public 
taking the opportunity to interact with Iraqis on the street. Sergeant 
Reed Costner* summarized: “Our mission is basically encouraging 
mine and unexploded ordnance awareness through leafets, posters, 
and face-to-face communication.”12 

Another PSYOP campaign was against electrical wire thef. “No 
sooner would they put up new wire than it would be gone the next 
day.” Tomas described the thrust of the PSYOP efort: 

We had to constantly try to correlate the actions of the 
individual to the greater good. People were more focused 
on gaining whatever money they could by stealing and 
reselling electrical wire and had no interest in the bigger 
problem. When the locals were confronted with the situ-
ation there responses was: ‘Oh, if I steal from my neigh-
borhood, we won’t have power. You’re absolutely right.’ If 
they did understand the implication, they would simply go 
steal from another neighborhood, not caring that they were 
causing problems for the entire city.13 

One detachment commander encountered a woman who simply 
did not care about anybody else: 

Tis lady told me straight up that she didn’t care about 
anybody that did not live in her little neighborhood which 
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had a Baath Party headquarters. Tey used to get electric-
ity twenty-four hours a day. So, when they started to push 
[electricity] out to everyone, causing temporary blackouts, 
she told me, ‘I don’t care. If that’s the way it is, then the 
Americans need to go out and buy generators for every-
one in this apartment building. Unless we get that, I’m not 
going to be happy.’14 

Frustrating as it was, by the end of the PSYOP campaign, looting of 
wire had been considerably reduced. 

Psychological operations in Baghdad were not all paper and hand-
shakes. More than one tactical PSYOP team encountered violence, and 
all fve of the 315th tactical PSYOP detachments participated in cordon 
and search operations and raids. While raids were usually conducted 
in conjunction with conventional forces, on one occasion the PSYOP 
soldiers acted alone. On 27 April, TPD 1280 surrounded a residence 
and broadcast a surrender appeal to the six men inside, who were 
systematically robbing the house while wait-
ing for the owner—a former member of the 
Baath Party—to return home so they could 
murder him. All six heavily armed men sur-
rendered without a fght. While two soldiers 
guarded the criminals, two PSYOP soldiers 
cleared the house. TPD 1280 confscated the 
thugs’ stolen pickup truck, several grenades, 
an RPK machine gun, six AK-47s, six pistols, 
and ammunition.15 

Earlier in May, teams from TPD 1230 had 
converged to help prevent a riot around Abu 
Hanifa Mosque in the Aadhamiyah District 
of northwest Baghdad. Using their loudspeakers to call for peace-
ful behavior, distributing leafets with similar messages, and simply 
engaging demonstrators in conversation, the PSYOP teams helped 
prevent a potentially violent confrontation between insurgents, civil-
ians, and Coalition troops. Te scenario was repeated ofen in the 
days and weeks following the fall of Baghdad. Te TPT response to 
riot situations was to broadcast appeals for nonviolence, identify key 
personalities in the crowds, and address the people’s grievances as 
best it could.16 

Figure 9.5  Abu Hanifa Mosque, Baghdad. 
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One TPT had the opportunity to use its PSYOP equipment in its 
defense. A TPT 1213 vehicle was hit by an IED while distributing hand-
bills in Al Hara, Baghdad. Te vehicle was damaged by the explosion, 
but not completely disabled. Te team quickly grabbed its most efec-
tive weapon—the loudspeaker—to defend themselves. As soon as 
they started broadcasting, several Iraqis came forward and told them 
about two more IEDs along the convoy route. With this information, 
TPT 1213 was able to safely route help to them.17 

Te vast majority of the 315th TPC products were designed internally. 
Tomas said: “Our guys, who had never done this before, designed 
[almost] every product that we put out.” Since the Joint PSYOP Task 
Force forward at Qatar, the endpoint for the much-touted “reach-back 
system” of the 4th PSYOP Group, had redeployed to Fort Bragg, the 
Army Reserve PSYOP units in Iraq were on their own. Using photo 
editing and design sofware, the soldiers of the product development 
detachment translated ideas from the feld into realities that were 
quickly sent back for distribution. As TPTs and TPDs saw needs and 
obtained feedback from civilians, they sent them back to the prod-
uct development team. Situation reports from the TPTs were ofen 
very clear: “Stop using this product, because it’s just pissing them 
of!” Once turned into a viable PSYOP design, the product was given 
to a locally contracted printer. Tey were able to produce four-color 
handbills or posters on demand, which cut product turnaround to a 
matter of days.18 

Circumstances—no printing equipment—caused the 315th to 
resort to contracting local printers. While the mission was to distrib-
ute hundreds of thousands of PSYOP handbills, it had no capability to 
produce them. Major Chip West*, chief of the product development 
detachment, explained how the company solved the problem: 

One of the teams came back and said ‘Hey, we met this printer.’ 
Because I had contracting experience, I went and found the division 
contracting ofcer. We discussed [the requirement] and established 
a Blanket Purchasing Agreement rather than a service contract. Te 
1st Armored Division started dumping money into it; . . . fortunately, 
the G-8 [comptroller] was a former Special Forces guy who under-
stood special operations. He said, ‘Tis is all the information that 
I need.’ In order to have competition, I found another three print-
ers. Tere are four printing contracts that run through the BPA.” Te 
purchasing agreement meant that the 315th did not have to bid each 
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Figure 9.6  Baghdad 
Now  cover. 

Figure 9.7  Children reading Baghdad Kids. 

Figure 9.8  Baghdad 
Kids cover. 
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print job; rather, it simply placed orders with the contracted printers 
and received good, timely service. Tomas added, “In an emergency, 
we could [produce] 200,000 handbills, double-sided, four-color, in 
roughly twenty-four to forty-eight hours.” Access to four local print-
ers enabled the 315th to design and distribute about 1.2 million hand-
bills and posters a week if necessary.19 

Te 315th’s abilities to produce PSYOP products in-house and to get 
them professionally printed were key to future successes. By July, the 
company was publishing the biweekly newspaper Baghdad Now. It 
provided both Coalition and Iraqi news in Arabic and English. Some 
Iraqi teachers used Baghdad Now in their English classes. In January 
2004, the company published its frst issue of Baghdad Kids, a comic 
strip ofshoot of Baghdad Now aimed at the city’s youth. Distributed 
free of charge by the TPTs, these newspapers gave the tactical teams 
an additional way to interact positively with the citizens of Baghdad. 

Baghdad Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center 

As chief of operations for the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade’s Humani-
tarian Assistance Coordination Center, Lieutenant Colonel Dan-
iel Robey was the U.S. Army interface in Baghdad during the early 
months of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. He was the critical link between 
the Iraqi people, Coalition forces, the international aid community, 
and the numerous U.S. government agencies tasked with rebuild-
ing Iraq. Robey’s mission was unusual for Army Civil Afairs, but 
its scale and broad scope took the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade into 
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uncharted territory. Te work was demand-
ing, the pace relentless, and guidance from 
higher mostly nonexistent; but, if the job was 
difcult, Robey’s tireless diligence was equal 
to the challenge.20 

Robey spoke with boundless enthusiasm 
about the Humanitarian Assistance Coordi-
nation Center projects, which ranged from 
empowering local leaders to persuading an 
international organization to fx a broken 
sewer system. He ran the HACC from a simple 
ofce cubicle just down the street from one 
of Saddam Hussein’s palaces. Te building 
“was literally a furniture warehouse,” Robey 
explained matter-of-factly about the former 

Republican Guard facility. A cluster of throne-like chairs and gilded 
sofas outside his ofce were reminders of the building’s past purpose. 
Robey’s twenty-person team arrived in Baghdad on 23 April 2003, and 
immediately got down to the business of rebuilding the beleaguered 
capital.21 

Te concept for HACC operations did not come with an instruc-
tion manual. Existing Civil Afairs doctrine helped to defne the mis-
sion by couching it in familiar terms. Te HACC would function like 
a Civil Military Operations Center described in Field Manual 41-10, 
but on a much larger scale. “Tink of it as baking a cake for six,” 
said Robey, “and now you’re baking a cake for sixty.” Operating as an 
oversized Civil Military Operations Center, the HACC would facilitate 
and coordinate between the international aid organizations and the 
Iraqi people. In a city of nearly six million, more than a central center 
was needed. Battalions of the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade attached to 
maneuver units established satellite centers in each of Baghdad’s nine 
political districts. In less than two months, six local facilities were 
operational.22 

Robey attributed the rapid success of the HACC to the solid founda-
tion built by the 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion. As soon as it arrived 
in Baghdad the battalion commander had begun daily meetings with 
international and nongovernmental organizations. Tey called their 
operation a Civil Military Assistance Center, another term alien to 
Civil Afairs doctrine like the HACC. Regardless, the 422nd Civil Mili-

Figure 9.9  Start-up meeting at the Baghdad 
HACC. Major Del Kravert* is briefng various 
nongovernmental organizations on the role of the  
HACC. 

Figure 9.10  354th  
Civil Afairs Brigade 
insignia. 

Figure 9.11  422nd 
CAB insignia. 
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tary Assistance Center established vital links 
to the nongovernmental and international 
organizations communities in Baghdad. “Had 
[the 422nd] not done such good work to start 
with,” remarked Robey, “we would have been 
way behind the power curve.”23 

Te HACC team prepared for its mission 
by observing the Humanitarian Operations 
Center in Kuwait City. Tey watched the Brit-
ish-run center in action for three days, taking 
notes on daily operations. Tat experience 
gave the team a model for operations. It also 
provided a valuable Lieutenant Colonel Stu-
art Gordon, who later relocated to Baghdad 
to establish another center called the Iraqi 
Assistance Center. 

Running at full speed, the HACC ofcially 
completed 116 actions in just over six weeks. 
Although the HACC was equipped to manage a heavy workload; 
Robey’s goal was to eliminate the HACC in Baghdad. “Our measure 
of success was putting ourselves out of business,” he commented. 
Te 354th Civil Afairs Brigade lacked the expertise and resources 
to manage large-scale humanitarian projects alone. Te HACC’s job 
was to identify projects and make sure that they were handled by the 
appropriate agencies. Consequently, the HACC devoted much of its 
time to coordinating with humanitarian organizations that were bet-
ter equipped to identify the needs of the Iraqi people.24 

Despite the presidential declaration that major combat operations 
were fnished on 1 May 2003, many in the international aid commu-
nity were hesitant to enter Baghdad because of safety concerns. To 
build confdence, Robey’s team started the “Adopt a Neighborhood” 
program to lure nongovernmental organizations into less permissive 
areas of the capital. In ffeen-minute presentations given by the bat-
talion Civil Military Operations Centers at the HACC, they provided 
aid workers with a “virtual” tour of a Baghdad neighborhood, using 
digital photos, giving character sketches of local leaders, and identify-
ing three to fve critical projects in each neighborhood. Te program 
was simply designed to introduce the human dimension into mun-
dane repair and reconstruction jobs. 

Figure 9.12  Interim government meeting. Am-
bassador L. Paul Bremer III, newly appointed head 
of the Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian 
Afairs, addresses the media on 18 May about issues 
of interim government development and displaced 
persons, during his familiarization tour of north-
ern Iraq. Also pictured are: Ghanim Al Basso (far 
lef), mayor of Mosul and Nineveh Province, and 
Major General David Petraeus (immediate lef), 
commander, 101st Airborne Division. 
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Te HACC tried to “deconfict” all humanitarian agency meet-
ings in the city to maximize the international and nongovernmental 
organizations presence. “We [were] all trying to fgure out the best 
use of our assets,” said Robey “because we [were] all on the same 
team; we [were] all in this together.” Committed to that philosophy, 
Robey rescheduled HACC meetings with nongovernmental organi-
zations on Tuesdays when he learned that the United Nations was 
holding its meetings at the same time. He announced all meetings to 
include the Nongovernmental Coordination Center in Iraq, a group 
that was opposed to military involvement. “Our mission [was] to 
support humanitarian assistance in Baghdad,” says Robey. “If that 
[meant] supporting an NGO [nongovernmental organization] that 
[had snubbed] us then [we’d] do it.”25 

When Robey was not meeting with international agencies, he was 
busy enlisting the help of maneuver commanders. Meetings with 
combat arms commanders ofen yielded important leads on local 
leaders who were eager to participate in the rebuilding process. Te 
commander of the 4th Battalion, 64th Armor Regiment, 3rd ID, said 
a Mr. Mustafa was a unifying force in his area. Robey passed this 
information on to the Ofce of Coalition Provisional Authority, the 
civilian agency charged with rebuilding Iraq. Within a week, Mr. 
Mustafa had met with the Authority ofcials to discuss rehabilitating 
his neighborhood. Starting a dialogue with community leaders was 
the frst step empowering the residents of Baghdad. 

During its short time in the Iraqi capital, the HACC saw a decline 
in its daily business. According to Robey, this was a positive trend. 
Larger humanitarian agencies like the U.S. Agency for International 
Development had stepped in with money to award contracts for reha-
bilitation projects. As the HACC moved to transition out of Baghdad, 
its information on local business people was passed on to the Ofce 
of Coalition Provisional Authority and the Agency for International 
Development in hopes that some loyal Iraqis would receive contracts. 
Although the HACC’s role in Baghdad wound down, Robey and his 
team never turned anyone away. “Tese groups [of Iraqis] come in 
and if we simply turn them away we lose afrmative contact with 
them forever,” believed Robey. Te ability to recognize how small 
actions afected the big picture was the source of the HACC’s success 
amid the confusion of civil military relations in postwar Baghdad.26 
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Mass Graves 

Te tragic events of 11 September were quite vivid for Army Reserve 
Lieutenant Colonel Edward Burley. Looking out the window of his 
ofce in Washington DC, Burley saw the smoke rising from the Pen-
tagon and knew his life, like many others, was about to change. What 
he did not know on that day was that his role in the Global War on 
Terrorism would require not only his strengths as a citizen soldier, 
but his civilian expertise as well. Burley was a U.S. prosecuting attor-
ney—his strong background in murder investigations and forensic 
science became invaluable in Iraq.27 

In the days following major combat operations in Iraq, Burley and 
his civilian team of British and Australian forensic anthropologists 
began the tragic process of identifying the dead from the mass mur-
ders perpetrated by Saddam Hussein’s terrible regime. Attached to the 
Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian 
Assistance, Burley coordinated the eforts of a 
civilian team specially trained in the excava-
tion and evaluation of mass graves. Te Insti-
tute for Forensic Excellence and Investigation 
of Genocide team was controlled by the Ofce 
of Human Rights. Te Institute charter went 
well beyond the basics of exhuming graves. It 
had become heavily involved in crosscheck-
ing lists compiled by local citizens that identi-
fed possible assassination victims. 

Internationally, the scope of the work was 
staggering. In Bosnia, the estimated number 
of people buried in mass graves is 30,000; 
afer nine years, only about 9,000 persons 
have been located. In Iraq, the lowest estimate 
was 290,000, and the highest estimate was close to 3 million regime 
victims buried in mass graves. Te mission of the team was to iden-
tify bodies and gather evidence to prosecute the perpetrators for war 
crimes or international crimes against humanity.28 

Burley and his thirty-person team had to work within a complex 
set of cultural and religious rules. Despite the age of many of the sites, 
Burley’s team made sure that any body exhumed during the day was 
reburied by nightfall in accordance with Islamic custom. Women on 

Figure 9.13  Mass graves. Iraqi workers dig for the 
remains of Iraqis from a mass grave in al-Musayy-
ib, 75 kilometers southwest of Baghdad. Te victims 
are thought to be from among some 2,000 persons 
reported missing afer the 1991 uprising against the 
Iraqi government. 
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the team were careful to keep their heads covered while working at 
the various sites. Grieving survivors were given access to the sites in 
order to mourn for the missing. Clerics and religious leaders were 
continuously consulted to ensure appropriate respect was accorded 
as the team continued its grim work. 

Civil military issues occasionally arose. Despite having good rela-
tionships with U.S. military commanders in areas where they worked, 
some senior military and civilian leaders were uncomfortable with 
the mass graves mission. Te issue was about who should be directing 
the efort. Tis problem ended when the mandate for the British/Aus-
tralian forensic team ended and Burley passed control of the mass 
graves investigation to a civilian ofce in the newly formed Coalition 
Provisional Authority. Still, the team had made a good start on the 
investigations. Much more remained to be done, but it would be car-
ried out by Iraqis seeking justice for their citizenry. Te U.S. prosecut-
ing attorney, Burley, knew how that part worked. 

CFSOCC/SOCCENT 
From the Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command 
perspective, the ground war ended when the planned objectives of 
the campaign were achieved. CJSOTF-North with its Kurdish allies 
occupied the key northern cities of Mosul and Kirkuk. CJSOTF-West 
had followed the conventional forces into Baghdad and established its 
base of operations in the capital. According to Colonel Patrick Hig-
gins, CFSOCC operations ofcer, special operations forces were major 
contributors to the successful Coalition efort: “We had success on 
all fronts. We got inside their decision cycle and stayed there. SOF 
enabled that in a very big way.”29 

As part of the transition afer the declared end to major ground 
combat, CFSOCC established the CJSOTF-West headquarters in Bagh-
dad. Te new CJSOTF-AP (Arabian Peninsula) refected the ongoing 
nature of the Global War on Terrorism and the SOF role in that con-
fict. Te 10th Special Forces Group, the core of Task Force Viking, 
was designated an advanced operating base to remain in the north 
and provide situational awareness in that sector. CFSOCC issued 
CJSOTF-AP a new mission order outlining its responsibilities. “We 
crafed an order that narrowed the scope of the mission. Tis was 
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refective of the priorities of a War on Terror mission set and sup-
ported the special operations force structure available to soccent,” 
recounted Higgins.30 

CJSOTF-AP 
During the transition between Phase III and Phase IV, the combined 
Special Forces assets in Iraq were consolidated under the CJSOTF-AP. 
On 1 May 2003, CJSOTF-AP assumed operational control over the 
majority of SOF in Iraq. In mid-May, Brigadier General Gary Har-
rell redeployed with the CFSOCC staf and main body to Tampa, Flor-
ida.31 

Te CFSOCC plan for Phase IV had been to draw down SOF assets 
in Iraq from three special operations task forces (CJSOTF-West, 
CJSOTF-North, and the Naval Task Force), to an appropriately sized 
command based on the conditions. Tis force, named CJSOTF-AP, 
could increase or decrease SOF forces depending upon the conditions. 
Tis gave the commander more fexibility to meet requirements. 
Between May and July, the SOF commitment was reduced from three 
task forces to one task force. CJSOTF-North redeployed its headquar-
ters and then Forward Operating Bases 103 and 33. FOB 102 initially 
assumed control of the northern zone before passing that responsi-
bility to AOB 050 and its four to six operational detachments alphas 
(ODAs). Te SOF forces assigned to each zone were based on condi-
tions; it was not a “cookie cutter” approach. Because conditions varied 
throughout the country, so did the requirement for SOF forces. But if 
one area needed additional combat power to handle its mission, ODAs 
could be shifed to support it. By June, CJSOTF-AP had three advanced 
operating bases—AOBs 570 and 580 from FOB 53, and AOB 050 from 
10th SFG—to work with the peshmerga of the Patriotic Union of Kurd-
istan and Kurdistan Democratic Party in the northern region. Te 
three to fve ODAs were assigned a variety of missions from liaison to 
special reconnaissance and direct action.32 

Because FOB 53 would be the core of the new CJSOTF-AP headquar-
ters, it needed staf augmentation. CJSOTF-West and CJSOTF-North 
had been built around Special Forces group Headquarters’ stafs, and 
had joint staf augmentees from various Joint Manning Documents. 
Instead of building the CJSOTF-AP around the entire 5th SFG staf, it 
had been formed around a Special Forces battalion staf. Tis was 

Figure 9.14  CJ-
SOTF-AP logo. 
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quite diferent from CJSOTF-Afghanistan as 
well. Only small detachments of Civil Afairs 
and PSYOP were attached to the SOF headquar-
ters. Te majority of the Civil Afairs and Psy-
chological Operations units remained under 
the control of conventional forces in their 
assigned zones. Te staf section requiring the 
most augmentation was the CJSOTF-AP opera-
tion to maintain around-the-clock situational 
awareness of the country. 

Te CJSOTF-AP commanded and synchro-
nized the Special Forces operating through-
out Iraq. Tese Special Forces units con-

ducted unconventional warfare, counter-insurgency, and advanced 
special operations. Te ODAs conducted integrated operations with 
conventional units and Coalition SOF, but ofen operated indepen-
dently. Special Forces ODAs developed target intelligence packets 
and did accelerated mission planning for high-value target–related 
cordon and search missions. Te ODAs then shared the intelligence 
packets and conducted planning with conventional units. Te direct 
action element from CJSOTF-AP would conduct the search portion of 
the operation while conventional units performed the cordon around 
the objective. Tus, manpower and frepower were maximized. Afer-
ward, the ODAs would perform sensitive-site exploitation and tactical 
interrogation of detainees on the target.33 

To further enhance rapport with the conventional forces in Iraq, 
CJSOTF-AP placed liaison ofcers at Combined Joint Task Force–7 
and with each division headquarters. Te liaison ofcers proved 
critical since there were no formal command and control relation-
ships between Special Forces and the conventional units. Te liaison 
ofcers not only deconficted and synchronized operations, but also 
acted as special operations subject matter experts to the conventional 
commanders. Information fow worked both ways as the liaison of-
cers also kept the CJSOTF informed of conventional operations.34 

Additional support was needed in special staf elements and sol-
diers came from a wide variety of units including the U.S. Army 
Special Operations Command headquarters, the U.S. Army John F. 
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, the U.S. Army Infantry 

Figure 9.15  Radwaniya Palace Complex, 
Baghdad. CJSOTF-AP made the Radwaniya Palace 
Complex its home in Iraq. 
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School, and the National Guard units from several states. One inter-
esting addition was a command psychologist. 

Focusing the High-Value Target Hunt 

As discussed earlier, psychologists had demonstrated their value to 
the two CJSOTFs during earlier operations in Iraq. Profling military 
and civilian personalities, Iraqi military leadership, and culture had 
proved quite valuable. When CJSOTF-West transitioned to CJSOTF-AP 
in Baghdad, Lieutenant Colonel John Chin volunteered to continue 
as the command psychologist. With the authority of Colonel Hector 
Pagan, the new 5th SFG commander and CJSOTF-AP commander, Chin 
began to refne his cultural profle of Saddam Hussein and family to 
give better focus to the high-value target hunt. Input from others was 
needed. 

Te deputy commander, Lieutenant Colonel Kirk Burton, was 
tasked by Pagan to manage a part-time work group/think tank made 
up of selected CJSOTF-AP staf ofcers and personnel from two National 
Guard Special Operations Detachments (Special Operations Detach-
ment–Joint Forces Command and Special Operations Detachment– 
Korea). Chin served as the moderator/facilitator during the daily 
sessions of the group, stimulating thought, analysis, and discussion 
among the participants. It began as a CJSOTF-AP initiative, but word 
about this efort eventually leaked out. Te group’s written products 
attracted outside interest, and Chin had to expand the “need to know” 
circle with other elements. As far as Chin was concerned, the fact that 
others were interested and doing more thinking about specifc high-
value targets, helped to give the group a necessary focus.35 

How successful this CJSOTF-AP think tank profling efort was can 
be judged by what happened in November and December 2003. Chin 
had already returned to the United States and was on terminal leave 
pending retirement when Saddam Hussein was captured. Less than 
twelve hours afer the capture of Saddam was announced, Chin was 
back in uniform being fown to Baghdad. Tirty days later he returned 
home to again start terminal leave. Te value of an experienced psy-
chologist on the staf of a joint SOF command had been proved most 
convincingly. Also of vital importance to sustaining operations were 
small logistics and signal elements from the 528th Special Operations 
Support Battalion and 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion.36 
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Sustaining Operations 
In early May 2003, Alpha Forward Support Company, 528th Spe-
cial Operations Support Battalion, organized a platoon-sized for-
ward support element to support the CFSOCC advance headquarters 
in Baghdad. Te support element included mechanics, cooks, water 
purifcation teams, fuel teams, and engineers commanded by First 
Lieutenant Robert Winston*. With no dedicated aircraf to get to 
Baghdad International Airport, it took the forward support element 
almost two weeks of “strap-hanging” to get the entire element out of 
H-5.37 

Once in Baghdad, Winston’s forward support element quickly set 
up the standard bare-base amenities, albeit in one of Saddam Hus-
sein’s seventy palaces. Among the more popular improvements the 
element brought were hot food and showers. Te CJSOTF soldiers 
had been eating a combination of locally contracted food and Meals 
Ready-to-Eat. Te forward support element set up its mobile kitchen 
and started serving American-style hot meals twice daily. Because the 
water was out in the palace, the element also set up three shower units. 
Te engineers built everything from privies to planning tables, chart 
easels, and other staf necessities. Tey also used their Bobcats and 
mini-dozers to create berms and bunkers around the headquarters to 
improve force protection.38 

When CJSOTF-West transitioned to CJSOTF-AP, the support mis-
sion was transferred to another 528th element. Replacing Winston 
and his soldiers afer nearly eight months was a forward support ele-
ment from the newly activated Charlie Forward Support Company, 
which deployed intertheater from Afghanistan to Iraq. Tis element 
had National Guardsmen from several states.39 

Among the soldiers assigned to support CJSOTF-AP were a dozen 
Tennessee Army National Guardsmen from the 777th Maintenance 
Company, attached to C Company, 528th Special Operations Support 
Battalion. Afer a four-month tour in Afghanistan supporting the 
CJSOTF in Bagram, the Guardsmen went to Iraq for a second over-
seas assignment in less than six months. Troughout Afghanistan, 
Sergeant Justin McCleary*, a light wheeled–vehicle mechanic, had 
worked on everything and anything that had an engine in the remote 
special forces frebases. McCleary and the other mechanics worked 
long hours to keep vehicles running. It was no diferent in Baghdad. 

Figure 9.16  528th  
SOSB insignia. 
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Sometimes this meant ordering commercial parts directly from the 
United States and waiting to receive them in the mail. More ofen 
than not, however, the experienced mechanics and soldiers relied on 
old-fashioned “horse trading” for needed parts with other units in 
Baghdad—anything to keep the vehicles functioning afer months 
of hard use in Iraq. Specialist Josh Carlton, a 
Tennessee generator mechanic, worked long 
hours to make sure the CJSOTF-AP had unin-
terrupted power.40 

What the Guardsmen also brought with 
them when mobilized were their civilian 
skills. Tree soldiers—McCleary, Sergeant 
Timmons*, and Specialist Fitts*—had civil-
ian welding experience, although this was not 
an military occupational specialty–qualifed 
skill in their records. In fact, Timmons was a 
certifed welder in Tennessee with many years 
of experience. Te three Guardsmen solved a 
force protection problem for the headquar-
ters with characteristic ingenuity. Te Rad-
waniya Palace complex contained numerous perimeter guard towers 
that were simply bare platforms with no protection for the guards. 
Employing techniques used by ship welders on freighter hulls, the 
three welders created individual, suspended work platforms to hang 
from the tops of the towers. Each day they would lower themselves 
with a block and tackle assembly while seated on their work platforms 
with welding torches and acetylene tanks. In less than two weeks the 
three men fabricated and installed protective steel “skirts” or barriers 
from local materials around the tower platforms. Tese were further 
reinforced with sandbags to protect the guards. 

Another welding task, to improve unit morale, was the fabrica-
tion of four barbecue grills from concertina wire stakes and 55-gallon 
drums. Tese were built to help the hard-working mess section. In the 
beginning, the mess section had prepared all meals using its mobile 
kitchen trailer. Combine the 110-degree heat of Iraq with the cooking 
heat in a confned trailer and one can see the importance of the alter-
nate outside grills. Tey were fnished in time to have an old-fash-
ioned barbecue on Memorial Day. While small in the overall scope of 

Figure 9.17  Construction of guard tower plat-
form skirts. 
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Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, the soldiers supporting CJSOTF-AP made 
a diference to the new headquarters.41 

Other ARSOF 
Other Army SOF continued operations in Iraq, but at a reduced level. 
Te 75th Ranger Regiment and the 160th Special Operations Avia-
tion Regiment reconfgured the size of the Joint Special Operations 
Task Force and consolidated forces at Baghdad International Airport. 
Eighty percent of the task force redeployed by the end of May. Most of 
the 2nd Ranger Battalion and a small aviation detachment from the 
160th SOAR remained at Baghdad International Airport. Te mission 
set for the Joint Special Operations Task Force narrowed to raiding 
high-value target locations and capturing the “deck of cards”—high-
value personnel from the former regime that included Saddam and 
his inner circle. Te ability of that task force to quickly plan and 
execute a direct action mission made it invaluable to security and 
stability operations.42 

Figure 9.18  Saddam 
Hussein as the ace of 
spades card. 

Flash to Bang: A Well-Orchestrated Assault 

One of the capabilities that make the ARSOF units so lethal is their 
ability to rapidly act on current intelligence. Te Night Stalkers of 
the 160th SOAR can deliver SOF assault teams swifly and on target. 
Tey pride themselves on their ability to accomplish this precisely 
within plus or minus thirty seconds of the appointed time. Combine 
that with the ferocious strike capability of the Army Rangers and it is 
possible to eradicate a terrorist training camp. 

On the evening of 11 June 2003, the Rangers of B Company, 2nd 
Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, attacked and killed more than 
seventy Islamic terrorists at a training camp thirty miles east of the 
Syrian border in the vicinity of Rawah, Iraq. During the carefully 
coordinated assault on the camp—Objective Reindeer—two Ranger 
platoons and a command element infltrated on four MH-60K Black 
Hawks and two MH-47E Chinooks to attack the camp from the east. 
A third Ranger platoon with a battalion mortar team drove 175 miles 
overland to arrive simultaneously with the air assault. Tey estab-
lished several blocking positions and a mortar position. Te AH-6 
attack helicopters from the 160th SOAR provided close air support 
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throughout the operation. Te mission guid-
ance was very clear: destroy all terrorists
in and around the camp to prevent attacks
against Coalition forces—a textbook mission 
for the Rangers and Night Stalkers. 

Te night before, Major John McGinnis*, 
2nd Battalion operations ofcer, and Captain 
Mel Everett*, assistant operations ofcer, had 
received a warning order at 2200 to begin
planning for a combat assault on a terror-
ist camp. Te 101st Airborne Division (Air
Assault) had been planning an operation for 
several days when V Corps received ne

uggested an attack on Co
he terrorist camp was im
ng Eagles wanted severa
are. Terefore, V Corps a
ger Regiment could cond

trike. McGinnis and Ever
tain George Hunter*, pre

is collaborative plannin

w infor-
mation that s alition 
forces from t minent. 
Te Screami l more 
days to prep sked if 
the 75th Ran uct an 
immediate s ett and the B Company com-
mander, Cap pared an operational concept 
that night. T g pro-
cess (including the company commander in 
the development of the battalion plan) greatly 
reduced the time necessary to complete troop-
leading procedures. Hunter devised a simple 
scheme of maneuver with blocking positions 
to ensure that no terrorists escaped. Concen-
trated fres on the objective were designed to 
ensure no escapes. Within hours, McGinnis 
forwarded the plan through command chan-
nels to V Corps stating that the Ranger pla-
toon could strike within twenty-four hours. 
At this point, McGinnis still believed that the 
101st would retain the mission.43 

Objective Reindeer was a sunken wadi, 35 
feet deep, 500 feet long, and 60–150 feet wide, 
adjacent to a large streambed with steep,
rocky sides. Two smaller wadis channeled
into Reindeer. Te objective was divided into 
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Figure 9.19  Map highlighting Rawah. Te 160th 
SOAR inserted a Ranger force at Rawah to destroy a 
terrorist training camp. 
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Figure 9.20  Objective Reindeer. Te Objective 
Reindeer areas and the platoon avenues of attack. 
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three separate objectives: Dasher, Rudolf, and Comet. Having sub-
mitted their concept, Hunter issued his operations order at 0900 the 
next day (11 June) to his platoon leaders: the 1st Platoon would insert 
by helicopter, to isolate and clear Objectives Dasher and Rudolf; the 
2nd Platoon would insert by helicopter, isolate and clear Objective 
Comet; and the 3rd Platoon would simultaneously establish blocking 
positions west of the objective to prevent any terrorist escapees afer 
driving overland to the objective. Shortly aferward, McGinnis told 
Hunter that it looked like the mission would not take place afer all. 
Despite this warning, Hunter used the opportunity to run his platoon 
leaders through a planning exercise based on the mission scenario. 
Tis proved to be wise because at 1100, McGinnis informed him that 
the mission was a “go” that night. Te platoon leaders briefed their 
elements while Hunter and his fre support ofcer fnalized close air 
support with the 160th SOAR planners. Te fnal air mission briefng 
and a rock drill rehearsal were completed by 1700.44 

Te ground assault force lef Baghdad International Airport at 1545 
hours, crossing several damaged bridges as it moved along Highway 
12. Te convoy went through Ar Ramadi and Hit to a road junction 
south of Rawah. Along the way, the ground assault force linked up 
near Haditha with two M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicles carrying a 3rd 
Armored Cavalry Regiment infantry platoon. A forward arming and 
refueling point had been established near the highway south of Rawah. 
Afer quickly refueling, the ground assault force awaited the signal to 
move to the objective: the commencement of pre-assault fres by the 
160th SOAR. On that signal, the ground assault force headed straight 
to the objective, leaving the infantry platoon and Bradley Fighting 
Vehicles to secure the refueling point and reinforce the ground assault 
force, if needed. 

Te helicopter assault force departed Baghdad International Air-
port and refueled at another airfeld at 2030. When one MH-60K Black 
Hawk failed to start minutes before the scheduled departure time, the 
“bump plan” (a contingency to cross-load key individuals or groups 
in the event of an aircraf breakdown) was implemented, leaving a 
Ranger squad at the airfeld. Te helicopter assault force departed 
two and one-half minutes late, but speeded up to arrive on time for 
H-hour: 2200. Sequencing in to hit their target, the frst pair of AH-6 
gunships suppressed the enemy fghters that had survived six Joint 
Direct Attack Munitions that had exploded as airbursts on Objec-

Figure 9.21  3rd  
Armored Cavalry 
insignia. 
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tive Dasher. Ten an AC-130 Spectre Gunship 
raked the area with its 105mm cannon and 
40mm chain guns.45 

First Lieutenant Peter Korenek*, 1st Pla-
toon, was riding in the lead MH-60K Black 
Hawk. With the side doors open he saw fres 
burning in the vicinity of Sparrow, his heli-
copter landing zone. Having lost his refer-
ence with the ground, Chief Warrant Ofcer 
4 Travis Davis*, the pilot, touched down hard 
in a cloud of dust. Oblivious to the dangerous 
landing, the Rangers leaped clear of the helicopter and raced into the 
dusty darkness as a pair of AH-6 Little Bird gunships strafed a nearby 
enemy position with 7.62mm minigun rounds and 2.75 inch rockets. 
Enemy fghters shot rocket-propelled grenades (RPGs) wildly as the 
Little Birds streaked by. 

Having landing several hundred meters short of Sparrow because 
of an AH-6 gun run, Staf Sergeant Mitchell Burn* got his squad ori-
ented toward Objective Dasher and ran across the fat surface of the 
wadi with Korenek. Te Ranger squad reached a draw as Chief War-
rant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the MH-47E Chinook fight lead, touched 
down on Sparrow with the rest of the 1st Platoon. At the same time, 
just south of Korenek’s position, a second Black Hawk landed at Heli-
copter Landing Zone Wren with Staf Sergeant Alexander Weis* and 
his squad. Tey seized the high ground near the gulch to overwatch 
Objective Rudolph. Te cacophony of sounds, acrid smells, small 
burning fres, and whoosh of RPGs convinced the Rangers that this 
event was genuine, and the enemy was, in fact, trying to kill them. 
While realizing this, the second wave of the assault few in.46 

Te 2nd Platoon came into Helicopter Landing Zones Napier and 
Emu aboard a Black Hawk and a Chinook respectively. Sergeant Roger 
Mueller* and his weapons squad lef the Chinook frst, followed by the 
command element headed toward Objective Comet. Mueller and his 
two Ranger machine gun teams established a blocking position and 
prepared to clear through Comet. Te remainder of the 2nd Platoon 
moved from Napier into blocking positions, facing Objective Rein-
deer from the north. En route to their positions, the Rangers engaged 
and killed three enemy fghters using their rifes and grenades. First 
Sergeant Philip Roemer* led the last element of the Chinook. Roemer, 

Figure 9.22  AC-130 Spectre gunship. 
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Corporal Ralph Antonio*, his radio operator, 
and Sergeant Brad Gillis*, the senior medic, 
were to establish a casualty collection point in 
the smaller east–west wadi leading to Objec-
tive Dasher. As they approached the wadi, two 
terrorists opened fre on them, shooting Anto-
nio’s rucksack strap of his right shoulder. Gil-
lis and Antonio spun and shot their assailants 
who were concealed in a nearby ditch.47 

Meanwhile, the ground assault force had 
arrived and established its blocking posi-
tions and the mortar fring points. En route 

the mortar vehicle became stuck in a small wadi. Te mortar team 
switched vehicles and still managed to be operational in less than 
ten minutes. Te company executive ofcer and ground assault force 
commander, First Lieutenant Dirk Nester*, radioed an update to 
Hunter and moved closer to Objective Reindeer. All the supporting 
fres were oriented down into the wadi from both the east and west 
sides, reducing the potential for fratricide. Soon, the mortar team 
began executing fre missions in concert with the AH-6 Little Bird 
gunships to support the 1st Platoon.48 

Burn and his squad moved into the gulch on the 3rd Platoon’s right 
fank, locating a huge weapons cache of RPGs, RPK machine guns, SA-7 
surface-to-air-missiles, and all types of munitions. Burn marked it for 
destruction and pressed forward. Te squad comprising the platoon’s 
main efort, led by Staf Sergeant Roger Duncan*, cleared the high 
ground south of Objective Dasher, killing fve combatants, before the 
squad moved down into the wadi. Staf Sergeant Bradley Talbert* and 
his squad guarded the 3rd Platoon’s lef fank from the high ground 
overlooking Objective Rudolph.49 

Above the objective, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* 
coordinated the rotation of AH-6s through the forward arming and 
refueling point. Tis enabled the Little Bird pilots to continuously 
provide close air support over the objective. Te air cover proved cru-
cial as the ground combat intensifed.50 

Korenek and Sergeant First Class Clint Anderson*, platoon ser-
geant for the 2nd Platoon, coordinated their simultaneous entry into 
the wadi to clear it from both sides. As Duncan maneuvered his squad 
down the wadi, they encountered twelve terrorists and killed them. In 

Figure 9.23  Objective Reindeer helicopter land-
ing zones. 
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response to fre from two terrorists on a shelf just below the edge of 
the clif, Korenek dropped a fragmentation grenade over the side. Te 
grenade did not stop the fring, so he climbed over the edge to a point 
where he could get a clear shot at the enemy and killed them both. 
A burning vehicle in the center of the wadi limited the efectiveness 
of the night vision goggles of Burn and his squad, so they continued 
concentrating on the wadi to the west.51 

As the 2nd Squad pushed south into the wadi, the Rangers were 
backlit by the burning truck. Sergeant Mark Walters*, the lead team 
leader, spotted an RPG team and shouted, “RPG!” fring as he did. Te 
enemy gunner fred simultaneously, blowing of Walters’ leg below 
the knee. In spite of this devastating injury, and further injury to his 
lef elbow and thumb, Walters emptied a full magazine into the RPG 
position, killing the gunner, all the while shouting fre commands to 
his team. Te platoon medic, Specialist Garcia*, stabilized Walters, 
expertly treating his wounds while under fre. With Walters stabilized 
and packaged on a Skedco (rescue sled), Sergeant First Class Oscar 
Weimer* had several Rangers carry Walters to Sparrow for evacua-
tion. En route they met Roemer and Gillis making their way to the 
landing zone. Weimer gave Walters’ equipment to the frst sergeant, 
and returned to the fght. Hunter called in the casualty evacuation 
helicopter that was air loitering nearby. Tirty seconds later Chief 
Warrant Ofcer 3 Mark Teske* landed his Chinook and Walters was 
loaded aboard for the trip to a medical aircraf.52 

In the meantime, Duncan pinpointed another feeing RPG gunner 
and his assistant with his infrared laser. Tey were quickly dispatched 
by Talbert’s machine gunners. Having spotted other enemy fghters 
feeing into the tall grass of the wadi, Korenek attempted to clear the 
grass by fre with M240s and squad automatic weapons then set it 
afre using incendiary grenades, fares, and burning debris, but the 
grass was too damp. By then, the platoon sector was clear and the 1st 
Platoon Rangers began exploitation of the area.53 

Te 2nd Platoon advanced on line through Objective Comet with 
Mueller’s squad, clearing the west side of the wadi and Weimer’s men 
clearing the east side by fre. Mueller saw two enemy fghters drop 
down onto a ledge just two feet away from his platoon sergeant. As 
he engaged the enemy with his M4 carbine, Anderson dropped down 
and threw several hand grenades into the position. Te threat was 
eliminated. As the 2nd Platoon continued to clear the wadi moving 
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toward the burning vehicles, it methodically engaged terrorists, all 
the while paying close attention to the 1st Platoon approaching from 
the opposite direction.54 

Afer approximately forty minutes, the two platoons linked up. 
Initial reports were ffeen terrorists killed, but during the follow-
on exploitation, that number quickly grew to seventy bodies. With 
their night vision goggles in place, what the Rangers had thought 
were burning debris and sandbags were, in fact, body parts scattered 
throughout Objective Rudolph by the six Joint Direct Attack Muni-
tions. Confdent that the objective was clear, Hunter and McGinnis 
ordered the 1st and 2nd Platoons to prepare for egress. Te Night 
Stalkers arrived at 0400 and extracted the two platoons of Rangers 
and few back to the Baghdad International Airport. Te 3rd Platoon 
remained to conduct a sensitive-site exploitation of the area in day-
light.55 

Sergeant First Class Barry Fontes*, the 3rd Platoon sergeant, 
started the sensitive-site exploitation of the objective at daybreak on 
12 June. While two squads examined the wadi, one squad remained 
in a blocking position for security. While documenting the site with 

pictures, the Rangers were surprised to fnd 
a wounded enemy fghter near Objective 
Comet. Te medic treated the terrorist and 
prepared him for evacuation. He noted that 
the enemy’s body had been shaved, and his 
beard was trimmed, possibly in anticipation 
of a suicide attack and martyrdom. Te site 
exploitation lasted several hours as the Rang-
ers waited for a 101st Airborne Division relief-
in-place force to arrive. Te battle at Rawah, 
however, was far from over.56 

Te relief element from C Company, 1st 
Battalion, 327th Infantry arrived in three lifs of helicopters. While 
Nester was briefng the company commander, the four AH-64 Apache 
gunships that had fown cover for the troop carriers began fring 
from a stationary hover to the northwest of the objective. Suddenly 
a RPG exploded against one of the gunships. Te Apache helicopter 
slammed into the ground and caught fre. Quickly reacting to the 
crash, Fontes sent two squads of Rangers in their Ground Mobility 
Vehicles (GMVs) to the site. Te subsequent fght to secure the crash 

Figure 9.24  AH-64 Apache gunships. 
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site and defeat several enemy counterattacks became known as the 
battle for Objective Vixen.57 

Sergeant Daniel Height*, the weapons squad leader of the 3rd Pla-
toon in the frst GMV, maneuvered to engage the enemy with an M240B 
machine gun and a Carl-Gustaf M3 recoilless rife. Height sent Pri-
vate First Class Alberto Nieves* and Corporal Jacob Oliver*, a team 
leader, in a GMV to an overwatch position. As their vehicle crested a 
small knoll, Oliver observed the two pilots getting out of the AH-64, 
oblivious to the enemy fre they were receiving. Responding to the 
situation, Oliver and Nieves headed the GMV toward the pilots, using 
the vehicle to shield them from enemy fre. Oliver tried to suppress the 
enemy with his turret-mounted M2 .50 caliber machine gun as Nieves 
closed on the crashed helicopter. Rounds were impacting all around 
the dazed pilots and others buzzed past Oliver’s head. Te two Rang-
ers managed to get the pilots safely away from the burning helicopter 
shortly before its ordnance began to explode.58 

Having dropped the pilots in the safety of a 327th observation post, 
Nieves and Oliver turned back to the crash site. As they approached, 
Oliver surprised four terrorists trying to get to the downed helicopter, 
killing two and wounding another with his .50 caliber machine gun. 
As he dealt with that threat, two more terrorists opened fre, wound-
ing Nieves in the hand. Oliver told Nieves to pull back as he swung the 
M2 to cover their withdrawal. Hidden in another wadi, Oliver treated 
Nieves’ wound and summoned the platoon medic, Corporal Bob Hol-
comb*, and asked for a new driver. Afer handing Nieves his pistol 
to protect himself, Oliver rejoined the frefght with two other GMVs 
on top of a knoll. Tis combined frepower on the enemy allowed a 
Ranger assault element to slip within fve meters of the enemy’s posi-
tion to destroy it.59 

Moving at top speed toward the burning helicopter wreck, the 
small Ranger assault element led by Fontes was quickly taken under 
small arms fre by the terrorists. Covered by his men, Fontes worked 
his way toward an enemy position less than ffy meters away. Within 
hand grenade range, he lobbed one into the position. With this 
accomplished, the ad hoc assault element consisting of Holcomb, the 
platoon medic, Sergeant Derron Zack*, Corporal James Urich*, the 
platoon radioman, and Corporal Carl Vasser* charged forward. Tey 
no sooner had cleared the position than they began receiving fre from 
another group a hundred meters away. To deal with this threat, Fontes 
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434 

and his element established a heavy base of fre in a deep wadi to pin 
the enemy down. Ten they proceeded to hammer the enemy with 
everything they had available: 81mm and 60mm mortars, 40mm high 
explosive grenades, .50 caliber machine gunfre, and small arms.60 

When it became clear that the gaps in the terrain did not support 
an assault by the other two squads, Fontes led the fnal assault with 
his ad hoc element. While executing fre and movement, his M4 mal-
functioned, but he courageously continued forward. Tree remaining 
terrorists threw hand grenades and fred their weapons as the Rang-
ers closed to within ffeen meters. As they made to assault, Fontes 
dove out of the way of a grenade that landed directly in front of him. 
Ten Fontes charged forward tossing his remaining fragmentation 
grenades while his Rangers assaulted, killing the last two terrorists at 
point blank range.61 

Te Rangers demonstrated their bravery and resourcefulness while 
fghting a very tenacious enemy, killing fourteen terrorists in and 
around Objective Vixen, nine in close quarters combat. Te Rangers 
rescued the two aviators from capture. Once the fghting was over and 
the area secured, the Rangers evacuated their casualties along with 
the enemy wounded to the casualty evacuation airfeld. Te attack on 
Reindeer had eliminated seventy terrorists and netted two thousand 
RPGs, ffy RPK machine guns, eighty-seven SA-7 surface-to-air mis-
siles, and a huge stockpile of munitions. Te fghting at Vixen sent 
another fourteen terrorists to martyrdom. Afer an eighteen-hour 
day, the ground assault force returned to Baghdad International Air-
port without further incident. 

Te late night raid by Army SOF prevented at least one terrorist 
attack on Coalition forces in Iraq. Te rescue of the Apache pilots 
saved them from captivity. As is normal, many factors contributed 
to the success of these missions. Several Rangers and Night Stalkers 
commented that the operation played out like a multilateral training 
exercise, and that “everything went like clockwork.” Te force’s previ-
ous combat experience also refned the Rangers and the 160th SOAR’s 
planning processes, enabling them to execute a complex operation in 
hours instead of days. Finally, in the case of the assault on Objective 
Reindeer, a highly skilled force demonstrated how a well-executed, 
simple plan employing shock and violent action was able to destroy a 
tenacious enemy. Tis fght revealed the fanaticism of terrorists fght-
ing a jihad. Americans have not fought an enemy like this since they 
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faced the Japanese in the Pacifc whose banzai charges and kami-
kaze attacks during World War II had to be defeated at close quar-
ters—whether by Navy gunners fring on suicide planes before they 
hit their ships to infantrymen in the islands using bayonets to break 
the momentum of last ditch Japanese infantry assaults. And these 
terrorists had been hammered by six Joint Direct Attack Munitions, 
one AC-130 gunship, and several AH-6 attack helicopters. In the end, 
Army SOF dealt a fatal blow to a signifcant terrorist threat. 

Harvesting a Chopper from a Date Palm Tree 

Part of Saddam Hussein’s defensive deception plan was to hide vari-
ous types of aircraf in the western deserts of Iraq and among the 
palm groves along the Tigris River. Afer fnding a Soviet-manufac-
tured Mi-17 Hip medium transport helicopter thirty miles north of 
Baghdad, the Joint Special Operations Task Force ordered the exploi-
tation of the aircraf. Te ensuing recovery operation was not without 
drama as a combined force of Army Rangers, 160th SOAR aviators, 
and Special Forces worked for several days to retrieve the helicopter. 
Neither interference by the local population nor a sudden sandstorm 
prevented the SOF troops from completing the mission. 

Returning from a night mission in mid-May 2003, an AH-6 Little 
Bird gunship pilot spotted a feet of about twenty Mi-17 Hip helicop-
ters in a grove of date palm trees along the Tigris River. Te grove 
was just thirty miles north of Baghdad. Te 
Iraqi military had parked them in and around 
palm trees, coated the bodies with mud, and 
used camoufage netting to further hide them. 
Piled neatly nearby were the removed rotor 
blades. According to intelligence sources, 
Baath Party members had threatened local 
inhabitants with death if anyone tampered 
with the Hips. Senior SOF leadership saw the 
value of having a Soviet Hip for training or 
possible use in future operations. Te 160th 
SOAR was tasked to recover a working Mi-17. 
Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Derek Falcon* of A 
Company, 2nd Battalion, was charged with 
the mission.62 

Figure 9.25  Mi-17 Hip in a palm grove. Te 
Hussein regime went to great lengths to conceal 
helicopters and other weapons systems from the 
Coalition. 
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Falcon, an MH-47E Chinook fight lead, 
formed a planning cell to gather pertinent 
data about the Hip from available intelligence 
sources. Afer accumulating the information, 
he developed a recovery plan. Te key to suc-
cess was obtaining an accurate weight of the 
Mi-17 in its current confguration. In order 
assess the Mi-17’s condition, Falcon wanted to 
do an onsite inspection. 

Falcon assembled his recovery team. It 
consisted of a Ranger platoon for security, 
SOF explosive ordnance disposal personnel to 
remove booby traps, and 160th SOAR mainte-
nance personnel to evaluate the maintenance 
condition of the Hip. Falcon led the fight of 

two MH-47E Chinooks carrying the team to the date palm grove. A 
fight of two AH-6 Little Bird gunships accompanied the Chinooks, 
providing aerial escort en route and overhead protection while the 
helicopters were inspected. Before landing, Falcon and his team visu-
ally scanned the helicopters for good candidates. Landing next to a 
Hip that outwardly appeared to be in good shape, the crew exited the 
Chinook, inspected it for booby traps, quickly checked it over and 
deemed it to be a good fnd. As a backup, Falcon checked another 
helicopter “boneyard” nearby that the Little Bird pilots had identifed. 
Te frst site seemed to be the best choice. Te plan was to come back 
the next day and extract it.63 

Upon their return to the airport, the maintenance teams from D 
Company, 160th SOAR, began stripping the MH-47E assigned to lif the 
Hip. Removing all the ballistic protection, armament, nonessential 
mission equipment, and as many unneeded parts as possible, the crew 
made the Chinook as light as anyone had ever seen it. A lull in opera-
tional tempo allowed the lif operation to proceed, since the “stripped 
down” MH-47E was no longer fully mission capable. Falcon knew that 
even with a short break in the action, the SOF senior leaders would 
only tolerate a stripped bird for a very short time, so the crew worked 
quickly. By late afernoon, the recovery team was ready to go.64 

Te next day, Falcon again led the Chinook fight to the palm grove 
with a pair of Little Birds for overhead protection. At the location, the 
Rangers established security positions while the explosive ordnance 

Figure 9.26  Second Mi-17 Hip located under the 
palm trees. Te Ranger security force is moving 
into position while the Night Stalkers evaluate the 
aircraf for transport. 
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disposal team rechecked the helicopter identifed for recovery. Te D 
Company maintenance crew began loading the rotor blades found 
nearby, but afer loading one blade, all work ceased. Having spotted 
the Americans surveying the Hip the day before, the locals realized 
that the helicopter was not booby-trapped. While the Americans were 
gone, the locals had ransacked the Mi-17. Tey had removed numerous 
parts from the helicopter and had wrecked whatever they could not 
unscrew or unbolt, damaging gauges, smashing windows out, and 
fattening tires. Disheartened, but also kicking themselves for not 
guarding the helicopter, everyone returned to Baghdad International 
Airport and reworked the plan. It was a week before the leadership 
approved another “strip down” to recover a new helicopter.65 

To prevent the locals from vandalizing the chosen Hip, the team 
planned to locate, clear, and recover the Mi-17 on the same day. By using 
a series of reconnaissance fights, Falcon planned to fnd another Hip, 
insure that it had no booby-traps, evaluate it, and begin preparations 
with the frst fight. He then planned to return to the airport with the 
rotor blades, leaving the security element and maintenance team in 
place while he brought in another stripped-down Chinook carrying 
the minimum amount of fuel to save weight. 
He would then extract the Hip with the sec-
ond fight. Te mission had to be executed on 
23 May because the MH-47E needed to be built 
back up to a fully mission capable condition 
by the 24th.66 

With the mission planned and the team 
prepared, the weather threw a monkey 
wrench into the operation. A sandstorm 
swept through the area that day, causing poor 
visibility. Still, it was decided that the mission 
could continue. Afer a detailed briefng, the 
frst fight proceeded to look for a likely can-
didate. A fight of two AH-6 Little Birds, one 
Chinook, and an MH-60K Black Hawk set out at mid-afernoon, fy-
ing in the suspended dust. Te team felt that it had sufcient time to 
prepare the site, return with the Mi-17 rotor blades, and still extract 
the Hip by dusk.67 

Leading the search pack, Little Bird pilots Chief Warrant Ofcers 
4 Tony Clement* and David Croaker* spotted what appeared to be 

Figure 9.27  Loading the rotor blades for trans-
port back to Baghdad International Airport. 
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a viable helicopter and landed. Clement cautiously approached the 
Hip, and afer a brief inspection, radioed to Falcon that it looked like 
a good airframe. Falcon had the Black Hawk pilots bring in the explo-
sive ordnance disposal crew while Falcon landed his Chinook nearby. 
Te Rangers established a security perimeter. Once their explosive 
ordnance disposal crew had cleared the helicopter, Falcon and his 
maintenance team, led by test pilot Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Aaron 
Garrote*, began preparing the Mi-17 Hip for extraction. Te MH-60K 
departed, leaving Falcon’s Chinook and the two Little Birds on the 
ground. In thirty minutes the explosive ordnance disposal and main-
tenance troops had the rotor blades loaded aboard the Chinook in 
transport cradles. As the maintenance and explosive ordnance dis-
posal crews concentrated on the fnal preparations around the pickup 
area, the Little Bird pilots kept watch on the small crowd of Iraqis 
gathering nearby. Te presence of the Rangers kept them at a dis-
tance. Anticipating a forty-minute round trip, Falcon lef for Baghdad 
International Airport with the helicopter blades while Garrote’s team 
feverishly worked to meet the timeline; a delay at the palm grove could 

cause mission failure since the time on station 
for the “stripped down” and minimally fueled 
Chinook was limited.68 

Landing near the refuel point at the air-
port, Falcon switched seats with Chief War-
rant Ofcer 2 Barry Littleton*, who was 
waiting at the refuel point in the “stripped 
down” recovery aircraf. Falcon was now fy-
ing with Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Elliot Bri-
etzke* because both were experienced sling-
ing heavy loads. Littleton followed him in the 
second Chinook, accompanied by a fight of 
two AH-6 Little Bird gunships led by Chief 

Warrant Ofcer 4 Timothy Parkens*. When they arrived at the palm 
grove, the hook-up crew on the ground was not ready. Because they 
had no manual on how rig a Hip for a sling load, Garrote had to be 
sure to get things right the frst time. In the end, he relied on experi-
ence and a lot of ingenuity.69 

As dusk descended over the area, Garrote fnally signaled Falcon 
to hover over the load. To clear the lif area, the maintenance team 
had cut down an adjacent palm tree. Now, the debris began to kick 

Figure 9.28  Mi-17 Hip carried in sling-load. 
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up as the big Chinook hovered over the Hip. 
Garrote was standing atop the Mi-17 to attach 
a clevis (shackle) to the MH-47E’s center hook 
as Falcon carefully inched his helicopter 
down over the load. Once attached, Falcon’s 
crewchief told him to begin increasing power 
slowly to take the slack out of the 120 feet of 
nylon lifing straps before picking up the Hip. 
Ten, Falcon carefully applied torque to his 
engines to start the lif, and at 101 percent of 
rated torque, the Hip fnally lifed clear of the 
ground and started to slide up the side of a 
nearby palm tree. Te engine torque indicated 
that the Mi-17 Hip weighed over twenty thousand pounds, slightly 
more than the planning data for an MH-47E. Now, operating at the 
maximum gross weight for the Chinook, Falcon pushed forward on 
the cyclic to achieve efective translational lif—a condition of fying 
in uninterrupted air necessary to provide an efective climbing capa-
bility. In the rotor wash, the Hip swung clear of the palm tree. Fal-
con had successfully “harvested” the Soviet helicopter and he headed 
for Baghdad International Airport. Te ground detail boarded the 
second Chinook, and Littleton easily caught up with the lumbering 
Chinook carrying the Mi-17 as the night closed in.70 

Five AH-6 gunships covered the two Chinooks as the fight tra-
versed a vast, agricultural area heading toward the lights of Baghdad. 
Te suspended dust reduced visibility even further. Not anticipating 
a night fight, Falcon and his crew had no night vision goggles. To fy 
“unaided” in a dust storm at night was an uncomfortable situation at 
best, and to add to the challenge, the Iraqi power lines were strung 
high across the river to allow ship passage underneath. As the Night 
Stalkers closed on the Tigris River, they climbed higher to clear the 
power lines. Falcon had switched fying duties with Brietzke soon 
afer getting the Hip airborne. Now, operating at such a high gross 
weight, Brietzke applied all the remaining power to climb, and hoped 
for the best. Meanwhile, “[Parkens] was radioing about every fve 
minutes [saying], ‘Cut the load away, cut the load away,’” said Falcon. 
From Parkens’ position behind, it looked like the Hip was getting out 
of control, but was in fact, simply trying to “fy” using the aerody-
namics of the airframe. Falcon had complete confdence in his fight 

Figure 9.29  Mi-17 Hip in a BIAP hangar awaiting 
repair. 
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engineer, Staf Sergeant Mark Nugent*, to make the decision to “cut 
away” the load because Nugent was monitoring the sling load from 
Chinook’s center cargo hole. He had his hand on the quick release 
lever, ready to “punch the load” if it became a threat to his aircraf or 
the crew aboard. 71 

Having barely cleared the Tigris power lines, Falcon radioed the 
tower at Baghdad International Airport with his intent to land near 
the Night Stalker hanger. Brietzke transferred the fight controls back 
to Falcon for the landing. With a large crowd watching the unusual 
feat, Falcon came to a stationary hover, gently descended, and lowered 
the Hip while Nugent provided height and drif corrections. As the 
Mi-17 wheels touched the ground, the struts fexed and the helicopter 
began to roll. Nugent immediately told Falcon to lif it back up. Fal-
con imagined that the Hip was rolling forward but in reality the Hip 
was actually tipping over on its side. Quickly reacting to the danger, 
Falcon recovered the Mi-17 and prevented damage to their prize. On 
his second attempt the helicopter stabilized and remained upright 
long enough for a ground crew to place chalks under its wheels and 
unshackle the sling. Afer Falcon had safely parked his Chinook, the 
nervous tension began to drain away. 72 

Te Night Stalkers accomplished a task that had started with a 
low probability of success. Neither interference by local Iraqis nor 
a sandstorm prevented the small contingent of ARSOF troops from  
completing its mission. Te Mi-17  Hip helicopter was now available for 
training or other uses by the SOF  community. Te well-coordinated  
and executed mission exemplifed the fexibility, determination, and 
mission of all involved. 

SUMMARy 
Combat operations in Iraq were far from complete as Coalition forces 
found themselves in transition between Phase III and Phase IV. Te 
major fghting had lasted less than fve weeks instead of the ninety 
days envisioned by planners. Te CFLCC campaign plan lacked specif-
ics as to missions during the interim and no Phase IV plan of action 
had ever been approved. Te Time-Phased Force Deployment Data 
kept sending forces into Kuwait and Iraq. Latecomers arrived ready 
for Phase III, but major combat operations had been declared ended 
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by the President. Instead of accepting the security and stability opera-
tions mission, some chose to confront Iraq as if it were a foreign inter-
nal defense environment. 

CFSOCC had never intended to stay since the SOF commands had 
accomplished their missions. Special operations forces were consoli-
dated under a new CJSOTF, Arabian Peninsula, and the size had been 
tailored for security and stability operations. It was a time of confu-
sion and change as conventional forces moved to control many of 
the major cities throughout Iraq. Army Reserve Civil Afairs units 
attached to conventional divisions and regiments were being tasked 
to manage civil military operations with little or no guidance from 
higher commands. Reserve PSYOP units faced the same dilemma but 
the early redeployment of the Combined Joint Psychological Opera-
tions Task Force forward in Qatar cut access to the 4th PSYOP Group. 
Te Reserve PSYOP units had no one to “reach back” to for product 
support. 

While these dilemmas clouded the situation in Iraq, Army SOF 
soldiers and units never stopped trying to accomplish their assigned 
missions. In the midst of the disorder and confusion, Army Reserve 
Civil Afairs units like the HACC persevered for all the right reasons. 
Psychological Operations companies led by majors and below accom-
plished what they could at the tactical level. Rangers and Night Stalk-
ers continued to take fght to the terrorists to eliminate their strong-
holds. Tis last combat vignette illustrated the tenacity and dedication 
of fanatical fghters imbued with jihad and seeking martyrdom. Te 
U.S. military had not dealt with this level of fanaticism since fghting 
the Japanese in the Pacifc in World War II—and battleship guns had 
hammered the Japanese on Saipan and Okinawa for days before the 
assaults there had begun. In the end, whether in World War II or Iraq, 
infantrymen must close with a determined enemy to destroy him. 
Tese Rangers did exactly that and defeated the most determined 
fghters in Iraq. And not to be forgotten, a CJSOTF-AP special staf 
ofcer helped focus the hunt for Saddam Hussein and other high-
value targets. 
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Chapter Ten 

Conclusion 

T he purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was to explain 
what the various Army special operations elements accom-
plished during the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse 

the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Special Forces, Rangers, Spe-
cial Operations Aviation, Civil Afairs, Psychological Operations, and 
Special Operations Support (Signal and Combat Support) are part 
of the ARSOF spectrum. Te U.S. Army Reserve and Army National 
Guard provide a good portion of ARSOF: two Army National Guard 
Special Forces groups, the majority (90 percent) of Psychological 
Operations and Civil Afairs, and round out combat service support 
units. Not all are “gunfghters” but all are Army SOF soldiers. All con-
tributed to the successes achieved by the ARSOF team in Iraq, just as 
they did in Afghanistan, the Philippines, Colombia, and Kosovo. 

While this book was only a fve-month snapshot of the war in Iraq, 
it did cover those phases of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM during which 
ARSOF was most active. To provide context, the book began by answer-
ing the question, “Why Iraq?” Te military architecture in Iraq, foreign 
and domestic, and a short cultural background followed a thumbnail 
geopolitical sketch. Saddam Hussein was identifed and U.S. involve-
ment with Iraq from the frst Gulf War was explained through Opera-
tion ENDURING FREEDOM. Te operational planning by the various 
commands showed how multiple levels—strategic, operational, and 
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446 Chapter Ten 

tactical—developed their command guidance, concept of operations, 
command and control, and organized for battle with coordination 
throughout. Te issues facing the Army and joint SOF commands were 
identifed and explained before preparations were detailed. Tis was 
the second major campaign in America’s Global War on Terrorism. 
And it was to be conducted while sustaining operations in Afghani-
stan, the Philippines, Colombia, and the Balkans. Special Operations 
Command Central established two Combined Joint Special Opera-
tions Task Forces and a Naval Task Force to execute its SOF campaign 
in support of the Central Command conventional air and ground 
ofensives. Te presentation format was expanded to explain the con-
ventional fght before the actions of CJSOTF-North, CJSOTF-West, and 
other ARSOF were presented. A chronological sequence, highlighted 
on each page, carried current operations forward into June 2002. 

As one would expect, the major combat operations phase con-
tained the best soldier stories. Tey spanned the ARSOF spectrum 
from PSYOP before the ofensive to Army special operations attack 
helicopter teams knocking out border observation posts to inserting 
Special Forces special reconnaissance teams to watch key terrain crit-
ical to the conventional force. Rangers parachute assaulted far behind 
enemy lines while Signalers provided command and control to Com-
bat Supporters building base camps and supplying the troops and 
Civil Afairs teams kept electricity fowing at Haditha Dam. Te vari-
ety of missions was wide and the range enormous—from the western 
desert to the oil felds of northern Iraq. Army special operations forces 
demonstrated again why they are so dynamic and versatile. Army SOF 
truly owned the night. Te majority of the missions were executed 
at night on very short notice. Tere were periods of great danger 
and there were heroic moments. Commanders took calculated risks, 
persevered, and acted like professionals. But the successes achieved 
by ARSOF elements in Iraq, as they were in Afghanistan before, are 
directly attributed to majors, captains, warrant ofcers, and sergeants 
leading tactical teams and aircrews. 

Te selected historical vignettes told the story of ARSOF in Iraq. 
Tere was a conscious efort to present an equitable balance of stories 
that covered all ARSOF elements within security constraints. Te Spe-
cial Operations Command Central commander, two Special Forces 
group commanders, and two ARSOF regimental commanders identi-
fed their best stories to research. Multiple views—top, middle, bot-
tom, and Coalition—were sought to gain perspective. Still, the soldier 
stories were “his story”—the true origin of the word or term history. 
Soldiers explained (in their words) how they prepared for missions, 
which skill sets and tactics were used, what special capabilities SOF-
unique equipment provided, how they determined success, and what 
they sought to achieve. By considering all these aspects together, the 
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Conclusion 447 

true strength of ARSOF was revealed—highly trained, motivated, and 
dedicated soldiers. Technology provided an edge to Army SOF, but it 
took multiskilled, determined soldiers and well-trained elements to 
capitalize on those advantages. 

Te great majority of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was written using 
classifed materials as primary sources. Te vignettes were based pri-
marily on recorded classifed interviews, afer-action reports, personal 
journals, and operations center logs. Classifed portions of the narra-
tive and vignettes were carefully “sanitized” by the writers. Because 
the Global War on Terrorism is ongoing and Army SOF soldiers are 
involved in combat operations in Afghanistan and Iraq today, only 90 
percent of the ARSOF story could be presented. Te Army SOF soldiers 
understand, accept, and expect these constraints. Afer all, they are 
and will be the ones at risk while continuing to do their duty in harm’s 
way in Iraq and Afghanistan today, tomorrow, and in the future. 

By ignoring the acronyms and focusing on the narrative and the 
soldiers’ stories—the vignettes—the reader obtained the essence of 
this current history. Since this represented ARSOF operations through 
June 2003, it was more than sufcient to grasp the varied missions 
and the quality of soldiers that make up this dynamic military force. 
Because the authors knew that they could not fool the players, the 
readers got the “real deal” as soldiers like to say. 

On 1 May 2003, when President George W. Bush, following the 
recommendation of General Tommy Franks, the Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM commander, announced the end of major combat opera-
tions in Iraq, the U.S.-led Coalition forces had toppled the regime of 
Saddam Hussein. Te nexus of power, Baghdad (wherein all roads 
lead), had been captured in a little over four weeks of fghting. Cities 
and large areas of the country had simply been bypassed in the rush 
to the capital. Te Iraqi war had reached a transitory period. Late-
arriving conventional forces still wanted their piece of the action, few 
combat commanders wanted any part of civil military duty, tactical 
air commands were withdrawing to Kuwait because close air support 
requirements were vanishing, and long-committed forces—U.S. and 
Coalition—focused on rotating home. 

Tis turbulent, unsettled time was also when the Iraqi people, con-
trolled by terror for more than twenty years, needed structure in their 
daily lives. Te Iraqi people were highly literate and concentrated in 
large urban centers much like the Germans that Adolf Hitler domi-
nated for twelve years. While Saddam did not have a Heinrich Him-
mler, he used television and radio to manage and terror to control the 
people for more than twenty years—an entire generation. 

Te scope of this book covered ARSOF in Iraq into June 2003, afer 
the international press had made the premature post-confict decla-
rations. Te project focused on the early part of the second Iraq war 
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when ARSOF was most involved. A timely account of the war can only 
be written while it is still fresh. Tat is what you have. 

Observations based on ofcial documents and interviews 
with participants at all levels, including Coalition person-
nel, follow. Refections are situational assessments made by 
active and retired ARSOF ofcers who served in Iraq and partici-
pated in the ARSOF in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM history project. 
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Chapter Eleven 

Observations and  
Reflections  

T he purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was to explain 
what Army special operations elements accomplished dur-
ing the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse the regime of 

Saddam Hussein in Iraq. A fve-month snapshot of Operation IRAQI 
FREEDOM, the book covers the period of major combat operations 
when Army special operations forces were the most active. Tis cur-
rent operations history was not intended to capture operational les-
sons learned (a doctrinal S-3/G-3/J-3 function), resolve special warfare 
doctrine issues, nor clarify defnitions for Army special operations. 
All Roads Lead to Baghdad did achieve its purpose. Te advantage to 
having a current operations project compiled by retired Army SOF 
personnel is that they, unlike active duty ARSOF deeply immersed in 
the war, can get “above the fray” and access leaders, staf, and sol-
diers at all levels. Tis provides a better overall view, especially when 
clarifed by insightful, candid, confdential interviews. Tese profes-
sional soldiers would be remiss if they did not share their insights 
and analysis. 

Te observations and refections, based on ofcial documents and 
interviews with Operation IRAQI FREEDOM participants at all levels 
from all services and allies, are non-attributable. Tey cover planning 
and preparations for 1003V and the conduct of the Iraqi war from the 
early spring of 2002 through June 2003. Tey are not intended to be 
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criticisms of a successfully executed U.S. -led Coalition campaign to 
topple the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Te successful accom-
plishments in this epilogue are not presented to give any of the Army  
SOF  elements “the lion’s share of the credit.” Success was the result of 
an ARSOF  team efort that supported the main conventional ofensive. 
Tere are always shortfalls and problems and that is why leaders and 
managers are needed. Tose identifed should not be a surprise to 
the participants. Many continue to plague Army special operations 
forces today (late 2005) because the situation in Iraq is far from being 
settled. 

ThE ARMy FIElD ORDER 
To simply present the observations and refections, they have been 
organized to ft the fve paragraphs of the Army feld order: 

Situation what is known about the enemy and what the enemy is 
most likely to do. 

Mission what is to be accomplished by the allied forces in gen-
eral terms. 

Execution who will do what tasks and how things will be accom-
plished—as well as planning and preparations. 

Administration how all combat forces will be supported—including 
mobilization, resourcing, legal, and logistics issues. 

Command and who is in charge of what, when that responsibility is 
Control to be transferred, and how communications will take 

place—including how orders and plans will be issued. 

Not all topics of discussion ft smoothly into this format, however 
they will be presented as they applied to the various commands in 
a descending rank order, i.e., Central Command (CENTCOM), then 
Special Operations Command Central (soccent), and the Combined 
Joint Special Operations Task Forces (CJSOTFs), where applicable. 
Since the epilogue is short, only the most signifcant issues are sum-
marized at the end. 

Situation 
Friendly 

Unlike a typical warfghting feld order where only the enemy situa-
tion is presented, it is important to remember the friendly situation. 
Te key to understanding and appreciating ARSOF planning and prep-
arations for Operation  IRAQI FREEDOM is the necessity to weigh an 
event or action in relation to previous commitments and lessons from 
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Afghanistan—putting it in the proper context. Lessons learned or 
experiences in Operation ENDURING FREEDOM prompted command-
ers at all levels to initiate corrective action. Some of the initiatives 
addressed major issues that afected all Army SOF, like casualties from 
friendly fre (fratricide) and compatible equipment for Army Reserve 
and National Guard. Most importantly, ARSOF responded to the 1003V 
missions based on ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan, operations in 
Kosovo, and training in the Philippines and Colombia. 

Toppling the Taliban regime in Afghanistan during ENDURING 
FREEDOM had been a major achievement for ARSOF, but combat costs 
in materiel, equipment, and mobilization had been high. Sustaining 
the Army SOF commitment in Afghanistan had serious impacts on 
the availability and readiness of ARSOF units. Having lef its vehicles 
(military and nonstandard tactical) and heavy weapons systems to 
support the CJSOTF-Afghanistan, the 5th Special Forces Group had to 
be reftted with replacement Ground Mobility Vehicles and weapons 
while radios and computer equipment underwent extensive mainte-
nance and refurbishing. With Army National Guard Special Forces 
groups and Army Reserve Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations 
elements assuming more ARSOF missions as round-out units and 
backflls for active elements, these force multipliers needed compat-
ible radios, small arms, computer systems, Ground Mobility Vehicles, 
and heavy weapons systems. 

Major aircraf inspections and scheduled maintenance had to be 
performed as the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment sup-
ported operations in Afghanistan and the Philippines. Operation 
ENDURING FREEDOM battle-damaged aircraf and losses had to be 
repaired and replaced. More ammunition was needed to qualify the 
active force on heavy weapons systems before deployment and the 
mobilizations of Army National Guard and Reserve units required 
pre-deployment small arms qualifcations and vehicle-mounted, 
crew-served weapons familiarization as part of combat immediate 
action drills. Training munitions for the Philippines and Colombia 
were already six months behind schedule. 

Individual Reservists mobilized shortly afer 9/11 to fll Joint 
Manning Documents throughout the Department of Defense were 
already in their second year. Most operationally ready Psychologi-
cal Operations and Civil Afairs battalions had already been mobi-
lized for ENDURING FREEDOM. Te realities of operational readiness 
in Army Reserve and Army National Guard elements caused com-
manders to fll requirements for units by cross-leveling from all avail-
able assets—essentially gutting units to “slow roll” the problem. With 
roles unspecifed (supported versus supporting) unconstrained plan-
ning continued and Central Command and European Command 
competed equally for resources. More than ten years had elapsed 
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since Order of Battle was a high intelligence priority and operational 
readiness had been analyzed. 

Enemy 

Te Iraqi military was a formidable foe with large quantities of mod-
ern equipment. Tey had mobile theater ballistic (SCUD) missiles, 
sophisticated air defense missile systems, mechanized and motor-
ized divisions with heavy tanks, and commandos. Weapons of mass 
destruction (chemical) and laser weapons had been used on the Ira-
nians and Kurds. Saddam Hussein supported a mechanized brigade 
of more than 5,000 Mujahedin-e Khalq—non-secular Iranian dissi-
dents—as well as another brigade of several thousand Badr Corps 
fghters, Iraqi Shias. 

Te Iraqi people were highly literate and the population was con-
centrated in large urban centers much like the Germans that Adolf 
Hitler dominated for twelve years. While Saddam did not have a Hein-
rich Himmler, he used mass media to control the people and terror to 
dominate them for more than twenty years. An entire generation had 
been raised in this tightly controlled environment. Te Iraqi people 
had never lived under any semblance of democratic government. 
Power had determined politics. Iraqis considered themselves “Iraq-
unique Arabs.” Concepts of human and civil rights were something 
read about in western newspapers. 

Mission 
Te  mission  of  CENTCOM  was to remove Saddam Hussein and the 
Baath party regime from power in Iraq and to secure Baghdad. Te 
national strategic goal was to establish a stable, secure, prosperous, 
peaceful, and democratic Iraqi nation that would be a viable member 
of the community of nations. Removal from power included killing 
or capturing key leadership. 

Te mission was to be accomplished in four phases: Phase I—Prep-
aration set conditions to neutralize Iraqi forces; Phase II—Shape the 
Battlespace  required posturing Coalition forces to conduct sustained 
combat operations, degrading Iraqi command and control systems 
and border security forces, seizing key terrain, and countering the-
ater ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction operations; 
Phase III—Decisive Operations included the Coalition air campaign, 
preparatory ground operations, and the conventional attack north  
to Baghdad. Tis phase of Operation IRAQI  FREEDOM  technically 
ended when Saddam Hussein and the Baath regime were removed 
from power and Baghdad was secured; Phase IV—Post-Hostility or 
Stability Operations covered the transition from major combat to 
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security and stability operations including humanitarian assistance 
and reconstruction. 

Te  CENTCOM  military mission was accomplished in a little more 
than four weeks of decisive ofensive operations. Te Iraqi military 
had simply been overwhelmed by the U.S. -led Coalition air and 
ground forces. Before preparations could be efected to transition to 
the next phase, General Tommy Franks convinced President George 
W. Bush to publicly declare “the end of major combat operations” 
in Iraq. Confusion would be the best description of the response 
among commanders and soldiers in Iraq. Large sections of the coun-
try, including major cities, had been bypassed in the drive to capture 
Baghdad—the “center of gravity” of Saddam Hussein’s regime. Tere 
was still much to be done to gain control of Iraq. 

Execution 
Planning and preparations were interdependent and conducted 
simultaneously at all levels—from battalions to regional combatant 
commands and the service departments in the Pentagon—to create a 
sense of orderly parallel chaos. Correcting problems encountered in 
Afghanistan was important. Sustaining worldwide Army SOF  com-
mitments determined the elements available to support a second 
Global War on Terrorism campaign. Time proved to be a constant 
foe. 

Central Command 

Operational Plan 1003 went from the planned middle-of-the-road to 
the  Victor  option  (1003V) between the “Generated Start” of 1003 with 
its pre-planned Time-Phased Force Deployment Data and the “Run-
ning Start” option to something more akin to a “Running Start” in 
the execution. To capitalize on surprise the air and ground ofensives 
were launched almost simultaneously. Te deployment process, the 
Time-Phased Force Deployment Data computerized system, once 
started, “drove the train.” But, it was the “Generated Start” train with 
some tweaking. 

Draf strategic and operational plans for civil military operations 
were never approved. In the absence of specifc guidance, Civil Afairs 
planners (primarily Army Reserve) reverted to what they knew— 
experience in the semi-permissive environment of the Balkans and 
training missions that called for humanitarian civil assistance. By 
focusing only on Phase IV post-confict stability operations when 
the military was no longer in charge, Civil Afairs efectively planned 
itself out of any role in the war. Lacking strategic and operational 
guidance and plans during Phase I through III, tactical Civil Afairs 
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was done “on the fy” and the quality depended on the experience 
and initiative of battalion and company commanders. Most Army 
Reserve units attached to conventional forces simply reverted to basic 
Civil Afairs tasks until the Iraqi people fnally complained, “Every 
new Coalition force that comes through does assessments, when do 
we see results?” 

Te 8th Psychological Operations Battalion commander served as 
the Joint PSYOP Task Force commander for CENTCOM. Te JPOTF was 
originally formed to support ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. 
With the start of 1003 planning in February 2002, its mission was 
expanded to plan and execute all PSYOP in theater while supporting 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. A lieutenant colonel was responsible 
for supporting PSYOP in two major Global War on Terrorism cam-
paigns with a joint staf of Reservists from all services. Access to the 
J-2 (intelligence), J-3 (operations), and General Franks was very dif-
fcult for a lieutenant colonel who did not have the “clout” of a colonel 
PSYOP commander. Te Department of Defense was responsible for 
the PSYOP campaign in Iraq in Phases I through III, but there was no 
transition plan between Phases III and IV. Te JPOTF forward in Qatar 
was pulled back to Fort Bragg, North Carolina, cutting the PSYOP the-
ater “reach-back” link to the 4th PSYOP Group and the JPOTF in Tampa 
was drawn down shortly afer the President had made his announce-
ment. Te bag of command guidance, and strategic and operational 
plans given to Army Reserve PSYOP units arriving to backfll active 
elements was empty. Te commanders did what their Reserve Civil 
Afairs counterparts had done—basic tactical PSYOP learned in semi-
permissive environments. 

Te strategic Information Operations plan proposed by the Sec-
retary of Defense garnered little support in Washington DC. Opera-
tional and tactical Information Operations depended on the quality 
and experience of the staf ofcers in the feld commands. Informa-
tion Operations guidance and strategic and operational plans from 
CENTCOM could not be found. Even these eforts ceased afer 1 May 
2003, when the Iraqi people most needed that media information 
structure. Saddam Hussein had used mass media to control the Iraqi 
people and had dominated them with terror for more than twenty 
years. An entire generation had grown up in this media-controlled 
environment. 

Special Operations Command Central 

Te Special Operations Command Central commander was the SOF 
warfghter for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Te special operations 
commander provided commander’s guidance and SOCCENT wrote 
the SOF campaign plan to support 1003V with input from supporting 
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commands. In theater, the special operations commander executed 
the SOF campaign that supported the Coalition Forces Air Compo-
nent Command and the Coalition Forces Land Component Com-
mand with two Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces and a 
Naval Task Force. During the planning phase, SOCCENT set priorities 
for Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command joint staf 
training and augmentation. Te CENTCOM crisis reaction element was 
held in reserve for regional emergencies. Regional special operations 
detachments provided by U.S. Special Operations Command were 
assigned base operations, enemy prisoners of war, liaison, and special 
operations command and control element missions. 

Psychologists and artillery forward observers were assigned to 
CJSOTFs to promulgate efects-based planning and British and Aus-
tralian ofcers were embedded in key staf positions in the CJSOTFs. 
Te Australian component commander served as the senior liaison 
to Brigadier General Gary Harrell. Control of Blue Force Tracker Sys-
tems was assigned to SOCCENT. Embedded media worked well until 
the presidential declaration. Te staf judge advocate dealt with a 
myriad of operational law issues which ranged from rules of engage-
ment to cease-fre versus surrender connotations, to handling enemy 
prisoners of war while actively participating in joint fres planning. 

Special Operations Command Europe Brigadier General Mike 
Jones coordinated forward basing the 10th Special Forces Group in 
Constanta, Romania, while serving primarily as the European Com-
mand special operations forces advisor and senior staf ofcer. Te 
liaison role that he performed with SOCCENT was understated. Gen-
eral Jones succeeded in making this critical command-to-command 
relationship transparent. 

With Brigadier General James Parker as his deputy SOCCENT, 
General Harrell could concentrate on the whole SOF campaign 
while Parker handled “stray command and control voltage” that had 
developed in northern Iraq. Te operational control attachment of 
the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) to CJSOTF-North by CFSOCC prompted 
European Command to send a senior liaison element headed by a 
brigadier general to northern Iraq. Te Secretary of Defense man-
dated a defense attaché mission to liaison with the Free Iraqi Forces 
leadership. Having placed a SOF general ofcer on the northern front 
reinforced the U.S. commitment to Kurdish forces and defned the 
supporting and supported command relationships. Brigadier General 
Parker was an efective “lightning rod” for both commands. Te value 
of a general ofcer as the deputy special operations commander was 
demonstrated in Iraq. 

Tere were several unresolved issues. Why does the commander of 
CFSOCC, as the joint special operations component commander, not 
have the authority to override air mission cancellations or denials by 
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the joint special operations air component commander, his subordi-
nate service component? Why do U.S. Air Force peacetime rules for 
airfeld surveys prior to landing apply to Air Force special operations 
aircraf (MC-130 Combat Talon) in combat? Will the C-17 Globemaster 
III be tactically employed in combat? 

Special Operations Command, 
Joint Forces Command 

Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command fulflled the 
Joint Forces Command charter with U.S. Special Operations Com-
mand to provide joint staf training to SOCCENT, the two Special 
Forces group stafs, and the Naval Special Warfare Group 2. While 
acting as the JSOTF for Millennium Challenge 02, the special opera-
tions command staf validated the capability of the 20th SFG staf to 
serve as CJSOTF-Afghanistan. Both CJSOTFs received experienced joint 
staf ofcers as augmentees during IRAQI FREEDOM. Special Opera-
tions Command, Joint Forces Command arranged the inter-service 
resolution of Joint Fire Controls during the Joint Expeditionary Force 
Exercise 02 at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, during Millennium 
Challenge 02. Close air support fre protocols were developed and 
validated between the 9th Air Force, Navy, and Marines, and the 5th 
and 10th SFGs to correct a major problem from ENDURING FREEDOM. 

Unresolved joint issues are truly joint command and control of 
air assets and a joint air planning process rather than a U.S. Air 
Force–dominated air mission planning cycle that is locked at sev-
enty-two hours with a service-controlled fnal approval authority 
for air missions. If the special operations commander is the regional 
joint SOF component commander, why is the joint special operations 
air component commander not subordinate to that command like 
the other services and corresponding Joint Special Operations Air 
Detachments not subordinate to Joint Special Operations Task Force 
commanders? Coalition, conventional Army, and U.S. Marine forces 
were subordinated to CJSOTF-North. 

Further specifcations in the defnitions of supporting and sup-
ported are a legal response. Collaboration between commands usu-
ally worked at the general ofcer level. It rarely worked between stafs 
from staf directors and lower. Part of the issue is the ad hoc nature of 
the wartime joint stafs. At company level and below, issues regarding 
the supported and supporting relationships rarely surfaced, regard-
less of service and Coalition diferences. How do conventional force 
commanders and stafs learn the capabilities of a JSOTF? 
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Joint Exercises   

Te regional joint combined exchange training proved very benefcial 
to the 5th and 19th SFGs. Te number and locations were not sufcient 
to pre-position the majority of ARSOF supporting 1003V in theater. 
Joint combined exchange training enabled the 10th SFG to execute 
Flintlock Reborn in Germany and Turkey in April 2002. While the 
Millennium Challenge 02 experiment served to validate the 20th SFG 
headquarters to serve as the CJSOTF-Afghanistan, Joint Expedition-
ary Force Exercise 02 was used to develop, test, and validate Joint Fire 
Control protocols at Nellis Air Force Base. Te vast joint experiment 
did little to address civil military operations in any phase of com-
bat operations. Requests came into the Joint Forces Command staf 
very late in the planning and were not elevated to the highest level. 
Internal Look 02 enabled CENTCOM to establish its forward opera-
tions center and exercise the battle staf and service component stafs 
using a Middle East contingency. Establishing the computer-based 
command and control systems with linkage to all stafs was a major 
task. Te “fnal bugs” in Joint Fire Control operating procedures and 
protocols were worked out in Internal Look 02. A coterie of retired 
general ofcer mentors interfaced with all component commanders 
during the exercise. Civil military operations were not addressed in 
the CENTCOM command post exercise. Te focus of warfghting was 
oriented on conducting the frst three phases of war. Transition to 
Phase IV was only discussed in general terms. 

Coalition Support 

For the frst time, British and Australian forces were operational con-
trol to the special operations commander and CJSOTF-West. Te Brit-
ish “leased” Blue Force Tracker Systems for its forces while SOCCENT 
arranged to have U.S. Air Force Special Tactics Squadron personnel 
carrying Blue Force Trackers work with the Australians. British and 
Australian ofcers were embedded in key positions of CJSOTF-West 
and the intelligence fusion staf of CJSOTF-North. Despite large mon-
etary investments in background investigations by both countries to 
upgrade individual security clearances, access to the classifed opera-
tional computer network and the secure compartmented intelligence 
facility for the embedded Coalition staf ofcers and force command-
ers was relegated to CJSOTF commanders, just as it was for Afghani-
stan. Australia and Great Britain are our closest allies. Both Coalition 
forces had national command elements in theater. Te Australians 
beefed up their command and liaison elements, support package, and 
brought C-130 transports and CH-47 Chinook helicopters. Based on 
Operation IRAQI FREEDOM success, the Australians will fully adopt 
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the U.S. Joint Fire Control system. Working with the Marines and 
British 1st Armoured Division proved frustrating for the advanced 
operating bases and operational detachment alphas of 5th SFG. 

CJSOTFs 

Te two CJSOTFs operated fully integrated, efects-based planning 
cells with operations, intelligence, joint fres, staf judge advocate, 
psychologist, PSYOP, and Civil Afairs participating. Te presence 
of Brigadier General Parker, the deputy SOCCENT, in northern Iraq 
alleviated the supporting versus supported issue with the 173rd Air-
borne Brigade (-) and the European Command liaison. Unilateral 
cancellation of air missions and support requests by the joint special 
operations air component commander were constant problems. Even 
CFSOCC lacked appeal authority. Te embedded media efort worked 
well until the presidential declaration that major combat in Iraq had 
ended. Staf judge advocates worked operational law issues ranging 
from enemy prisoners of war handling to cease-fre and surrender to 
rules of engagement as well as joint fres planning. Te psychologists 
contributed profles—individual, organizational, cultural—to assist 
commanders and staf at all levels and covered enemy prisoners of 
war interrogations demonstrating their value added to CJSOTF stafs. 

Army Special Operations Forces 

Active  Army  SOF  elements think of themselves as nine-one-one forces 
that should rotate home as soon as major combat has ended in order 
to prepare for the next fght or sustain commitments in Afghanistan, 
the Philippines, Colombia, Kosovo, etc. Tis happened in Afghani-
stan starting in early December 2002. Te transition period between 
major combat and post-confict operations for Afghanistan and Iraq 
began before Phase III had ended and Phase IV had started. Redeploy-
ment planning proved more important than planning smooth battle 
hand-ofs to prevent consolidation and reorganization of remaining 
enemy forces. 

Which command(s) has/have the responsibility to provide stra-
tegic and operational Civil Afairs and PSYOP guidance and plan-
ning that covers all phases of war? What and how do Army Reserve 
Civil Afairs and PSYOP units prepare for their mission in Phase I? 
What command(s) should provide tactical Civil Afairs and PSYOP  
guidance? Is it diferent for active versus Army Reserve and Army 
National Guard elements? How do deployed Army Reserve units 
reach-back for  PSYOP support when JPOTF connectivity is broken by 
the departure of active forces and receiving arrangements have not 
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been pre-coordinated with conventional Corps–level signal assets in 
theater? 

U.S. Army Special Operations Command ceased to be solely a 
force provider during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. It became the 
de facto Army SOF  component of CENTCOM. What are the Global War 
on Terrorism and general war roles of the major command and its 
major subordinate commands—U.S. Army Special Forces Command,  
U.S. Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command, and U.S. 
Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School—today? 

ARSOF  Elements 

Special Forces, in conjunction with Special Operations Command, 
Joint Forces Command and the 9th Air Force, fxed the Joint Fire 
Control problems of ENDURING FREEDOM. Te Ranger Regiment and 
battalions demonstrated their capability to simultaneously command 
and control several long-range combined arms operations involving 
the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, M1 Abrams tanks, and the 
160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and support Informa-
tion Operations missions. A joint direct action mission was success-
fully conducted in virtual textbook fashion against a large terrorist 
training camp less than twenty-four hours afer receiving a warning 
order. Rangers have demonstrated the maturity and discipline to suc-
cessfully execute direct action missions against high-value targets. 
Ranger commanders had no problem with the supporting versus sup-
ported concept and operational control relationships. Te only short-
fall in the successful Haditha Dam mission was the late employment 
of Civil Afairs and PSYOP assets on this critical strategic target. Te 
use of MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators to escort MH-47E Chi-
nooks was carried over from ENDURING FREEDOM. MH-6 and  AH-6  
Little Birds successfully teamed together as they did during Opera-
tion  PRIME CHANCE. Te 3rd Battalion, 160th Special Operations 
Aviation Regiment, combat-validated the efectiveness of the hybrid 
MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrator with strap-on/strap-of weapon 
systems. Te availability of heavy caliber ammunition, 2. 75 inch rock-
ets, and weapon systems will determine whether the concept is con-
tinued. Te employment of kevlar protective blankets inside MH-47s 
and oversized Ground Mobility Vehicles (“Swamper”) tires reduced 
aircraf internal carry capabilities. 

JPOTF product delivery communications from Fort Bragg to Tampa 
and Tampa to Qatar were sufcient to handle large fles. Te JPOTF– 
Qatar link to Iraq, like it was/is to Afghanistan, proved to be the 
chokepoint for Army Reserve units lacking communications compat-
ible with active PSYOP units. Te speed associated with the 4th PSYOP  
Group reach-back was nullifed by the lack of capacity in country to 
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download a large product with sufcient resolution to be enlarged for 
feld use. JPOTF connectivity to conventional Corps-level systems is 
essential to support the Army Reserve elements efectively. 

Te Department of Defense and CENTCOM controlled  PSYOP in 
Iraq during Phases I–III. What prevents active PSYOP from establish-
ing an in country “footprint” during these phases? PSYOP  products 
for  CJSOTF-North revealed that little research had been done on the 
Gulf War debriefs of senior enemy prisoners of war in Iraq concern-
ing PSYOP efectiveness. What function does the senior active duty 
PSYOP group commander serve in wartime if he is not also the JPOTF  
commander? 

Civil Afairs tactical plans were hard to develop without strategic 
and operational guidance and plans or operations plans annexes that 
covered all phases of the war. Te 1003 Time-Phased Force Deploy-
ment Data “drove the train” on Civil Afairs unit deployments 
regardless of when the unit they were to support arrived. Te push 
was to get as many Civil Afairs units in theater as quickly as possible. 
Some Civil Afairs units sat in Kuwait for months waiting to join their 
assigned unit. 

Operation  IRAQI FREEDOM served to validate the 528th forward 
support team concept of employment for CJSOTFs. Te assignment of 
the senior ARSOF logistics commander (Special Operations Support 
Command) to the Coalition Forces Land Component Command J-4 
(logistics) as the SOF  “trouble shooter” between conventional and SOF  
logisticians proved invaluable and validated the role of Special Opera-
tions Support Command in war. Mobilization of combat service sup-
port units from the Army Reserve and National Guard enabled the 
528th Support Battalion to continue its forward support team support 
to Afghanistan while focused on Iraq. By partnering the 112th Sig-
nal Battalion with the joint communications signal element, CFSOCC  
could command and control two CJSOTFs and a Naval Task Force as 
well as Coalition forces. 

Administration and logistics 
Mobilization to fll headquarters wartime Table of Distribution and 
Allowances and Joint Manning Documents (individuals) and to aug-
ment the active Army with Special Forces, Civil Afairs, and PSYOP  
units exposed the raw realities of Army Reserve and National Guard 
operational readiness. Volunteers fll the “One Army” of Active, 
Reserve, and National Guard units. Even with incentives, the com-
petition for recruits has become heavy. Te other services are also 
competing in the volunteer pool. 

Traditional levels of funding that date back to the end of World War 
II have sustained Army Reserve and Army National Guard units at 
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operational ready rates of 70 percent, 20 percentage points below the 
90 percent standard required for overseas deployment. Funding dic-
tates how much equipment is provided, how many soldiers are school 
trained, and how much training can be done annually—individual 
and collective. Te several measures of operational readiness are 
interdependent: number of assigned personnel, available and opera-
tionally ready equipment, and state of training (individual and unit). 
Te lowest common denominator determines overall readiness. 

Ad hoc Army Reserve and National Guard battalions and com-
panies have been created to meet ARSOF requirements in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Unit cohesion has been lost in the gutting of commands 
and camaraderie has been fragmented. Mobilization of both National 
Guard Special Forces groups for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM  
ensured that those battalions would be used up by 2006. How long 
they remain “on the shelf”—three to fve years—will depend on the 
number of experienced individual volunteers who are recruited to 
fll ad hoc Guard Special Forces battalions for Afghanistan and other 
commitments. 

Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP unit mobilizations have 
been done at Fort Bragg without funding since the stand-up of the 
U.S. Army Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command in 
1992. Fort Bragg was designated a Force Projection Platform by the 
Army in 2005, pending funding. Civil Afairs and PSYOP mobiliza-
tions will be funded “out of hide” until Forces Command and the 
Army solve the problem. Te U.S. Army Special Operations Com-
mand has the distinction of being the frst major command to deal 
with the mobilization realities. As the numbers of Army Reserve and 
Army National Guard combat, combat support, and combat service 
support units continue to grow to fll Afghanistan and Iraq rotations, 
the issue will be exponentially magnifed. 

Signifcant progress was made in equipping the Army Reserve and 
National Guard elements of ARSOF with compatible vehicles, small 
arms and heavy weapons systems, communications equipment, and 
body armor. Medical and dental coverage for family members has 
been made available as an individual insurance option. Use of mili-
tary commissaries and post exchanges has expanded to accommodate 
mobilized Reservists, Guardsmen, and their families. Dental care 
before overseas deployment is still limited to emergency treatments. 

U.S. Special Operations Command funds distribution was neces-
sary to reft the 5th SFG with Ground Mobility Vehicles, heavy weap-
ons systems, computers, and refurbished communications. It covered 
the nonstandard mobility requirements of the 10th SFG. Army, Army 
Reserve, National Guard Bureau, and U.S. Army Special Operations 
Command funds were used to procure compatible equipment and 
cover some mobilization training requirements. 
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Command and Control 
Issues revolved around supporting and supported relationships  
between CENTCOM and European Command because that designa-
tion was never delineated by the Secretary of Defense as was done 
for General Norman Schwartzkopf in the Gulf War. Positioning the 
deputy  CFSOCC, Brigadier General Parker, in northern Iraq to handle 
the “stray command and control voltage” and reinforce the U.S. com-
mitment to the Kurds proved very wise. Airfow priorities to support 
the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) parachute jump delayed the entry of 
CJSOTF-North forces into northern Iraq; most importantly it delayed 
the Ground Mobility Vehicle–mobile 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG, when the 
2nd and 3rd Battalions, 10th SFG, Land Rovers had become stuck in 
Turkey. 

Transition and the problems of rotation warfare reared up in Iraq 
afer the presidential declaration, much like they did afer the fall of 
Kabul and Kandahar in Afghanistan. Te irony was that CENTCOM  
planners were working on 1003 options when that transition came to 
head during Operation ANACONDA. When the president declared an 
end of major combat operations during Phase III, General Franks had 
no designated receivers downfeld. Te hand-of can be best described 
as trying to “pass of a nuclear warhead.” Fear of contamination had 
the members of the CENTCOM warfghting team scattering in all 
directions. Te Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assis-
tance, over 150 newcomers, was sitting on the bench with the wrong 
playbook, and it was incomplete. Tey only had a concept plan for 
Phase IV; there was nothing for Phase III. 

Warfghting, as evidenced by the response of CENTCOM combat  
commanders, ended with the collapse of the Saddam Hussein regime 
and the capture of Baghdad. Tat premise was reinforced with the 
presidential declaration. To compound matters, late-arriving com-
bat division commanders wanted a piece of whatever fght was lef. 
Only the active Army SOF  committed to  CJSOTF–Arabian Peninsula 
were focusing on foreign internal defense and development while 
the remaining fedayeen, insurgents, and criminals consolidated and 
reorganized in the ensuing turmoil. A nine-one-one mentality had 
pervaded all the active duty warfghters including SOF. 

Few preparations had been made for this transitional period and 
the accompanying rotation warfare factors—summer permanent 
changes of station and changes of command in the Army, thirty- to 
ninety-day personnel rotation policies in some services, relocation of  
Joint Special Operations Air Detachments to Kuwait, Coalition troop 
hand-ofs and drawdowns, and shifing warships on station. Te few 
existing operational and tactical Information Operations initiatives  
ground down just as the embedded U.S. media inadvertently started 
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an Iraqi Information Operations campaign that lent further credence 
to Arab television coverage. Te U.S. -led Coalition military were still 
in charge of PSYOP, Civil Afairs, and Information Operations, but 
had no approved strategic, operational, and tactical plans. Guidance 
had been minimal. Tere was little to cover battle hand-ofs. In the 
false calm afer repeated successes, euphoria led to diminished force 
protection as commanders worked to provide creature comforts for 
the victorious soldiers. Burger King was colocated in the 1st Armored 
Division headquarters complex. By the time Saddam Hussein’s sons 
were killed and he was captured in Tikrit, the foreign internal defense 
and development environment had morphed into counterinsurgency. 
Te “COIN word” with all its negative Vietnam connotations has had 
to be accepted. 

SUMMARy 
Te last three paragraphs of Command and Control are considered 
to be the most telling observations and refections. Transition, active 
military warfghting, and rotational warfare have plagued ARSOF  
in the past, do today, and will tomorrow. Because this epilogue has 
been provided from non-attributable sources, I accept responsibil-
ity for these observations and refections on Army SOF  planning and 
preparations for  1003V, and ARSOF combat operations in Iraq that go 
beyond July 2003. 

C.H. Briscoe 

Figure 11.1  Coalition special operations forces.  Coalition  SOF from the United States, Australia, and the United 
Kingdom arrayed afer operations.   
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Glossary 

(-)  indicates less than full modified table of 
organization and equipment strength 

(L)  indicates a non-mechanized (light) unit 
(R)  retired 

A 
A-Day  day air operations are initiated 
AFSB  alpha forward support battalion  

AH  attack helicopter 
Ansar al-Islam  Islamic terrorist group with 

links to Iran that operates in northern Iraq 
AOB  advanced operating base  

AP  Arabian Peninsula  

ARSOF  U.S. Army special operations forces 
ATV  all-terrain vehicle 

B 
BCT  brigade combat team 
BFSB  bravo forward support battalion  

BFV  Bradley Fighting Vehicle 
BIAP  Baghdad International Airport 
BMP  Soviet-designed armored personnel 

carrier 

C 
CA  Civil Affairs 
CAB  Civil Affairs battalion  

CAC  Civil Affairs company 
CAS  close air support 
CAT-A  Civil Affairs Team–A 
CAT-B  Civil Affairs Team–B 
CENTCOM  U.S. Central Command 
CFACC  Coalition Forces Air Component 

Command 
CFLCC  Coalition Forces Land Component 

Command 
CFSOCC  Combined Forces Special Opera-

tions Component Command 
CH  cargo helicopter 

CJSOTF  combined joint special operations 
task force 

CJSOTF-North  Combined Joint Special Op-
erations Task Force–Northern Iraq 

JSOTF-West  Combined Joint Special Opera-
tions Task Force–Western Iraq 

CMO  civil military operations 
CWO  chief warrant officer  

D 
DAP  defensive armed penetrator 
DART  downed aircraft recovery team 
dinar  Iraqi monetary denomination 
DSN  defense switched network 
DST  direct support team 

E 
EOD  explosive ordnance disposal 
EPW  enemy prisoner of war 
ETAC  enlisted terminal air controller 
EUCOM  U.S. European Command 

F 
FARP  forward arming and refueling point 
Fedayeen  term used to describe irregular 

forces in Iraq, sponsored by the Iraqi 
Government 

FIF  Free Iraqi Forces 
FOB  forward operating base  

FSB  forward support base/forward support 
battalion  

FSSP  fuel system supply point 

G 
G-Day  day major ground combat operations 

are initiated 
GMV  ground mobility vehicle (M1113 

HMMWV for special operations forces)  
GOPLATS  gas oil platforms 
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GPS  global positioning system  

H 
HDR  humanitarian daily ration 
HEMTT  heavy expanded mobility tactical 

truck 
H-Hour  hour attack is initiated 
HIMARS  High Mobility Artillery Rocket 

System 
HMMWV  High-Mobility Multipurpose 

Wheeled Vehicle 
HVT  high-value target 

I 
ID  infantry division 
IO  Information Operations  

J 
JDAMS  Joint Direct Attack Munitions System  

JOC  Joint Operations Center  

JPOTF  Joint Psychological Operations Task 
Force 

JSOA  Joint Special Operations Area  

JSOAD  Joint special Operations Air Detach-
ment 

JSOTF  Joint Special Operations Task Force  

JSOTF-North  Joint Special Operations Task 
Force–Northern Iraq 

JSOTF-West  Joint Special Operations Task 
Force–Western Iraq 

JTF  Joint Task Force  

K 
KDP  Kurdish Democratic Party  

kHz  kilohertz 
km  kilometer 

L 
LMTV  Light Medium Tactical Vehicle  

M 
MEF  Marine expeditionary force  

Glossary 

MIL/mm  millimeter 
MOPP  mission oriented protective posture 
MP  military police 
MRE  meal ready-to-eat 
MTLB  Soviet-design armored personnel  

carrier 

N 
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization  

NIPRNET  Non-secure Internet Protocol 
Router Network 

NOD  night observation device  

NSV  nonstandard vehicle 
NVG  night vision goggles 

O 
ODA  operational detachment alpha 
ODB  operational detachment bravo  

OEF  Operation ENDURING FREEDOM  

OIF  Operation IRAQI FREEDOM  

OPLAN  operations plan 

P 
PAO  public affairs officer  

Peshmerga  Kurdish freedom fighters  

POB  Psychological Operations battalion  

POC  Psychological Operations company  

POG  Psychological Operations group  

PSYOP  Psychological Operations  

PUK  Patriotic Union of Kurdistan  

Q 

R 
RCT  regimental combat team  

ROE  Rules of Engagement 
RPG  rocket-propelled grenade 

S 
SCAMPI  secure communication system provid-

ing access to several intelligence agency 
networks 
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SCUD  generic term for land-based missiles 
used as a weapon of mass destruction 

SF  Special Forces 
SFG  Special Forces group 
SFLE  Special Forces liaison element 
SIPRNET  Secure Internet Protocol Router 

Network 
SOAR  Special Operations Aviation Regiment  
SOCCE  special operations command and 

control element 
SOCCENT  U.S. Special Operations Command 

Central 
SOCOM  U.S. Special Operations Command  

SOF  special operations forces 
SOSB  Special Operations Signal Battalion or 

Special Operations Support Battalion  

SOSCOM  Special Operations Support Com-
mand 

SOW  Special Operations Wing, U.S. Air Force  

supay  Kurdish battalion  

T 
TLAM  Tomahawk Land Attack Missile  

TOC  tactical operations center 
TOE  Table of Organization and Equipment  
TPC  Tactical Psychological Operations 

company 
TPD  Tactical Psychological Operations 

detachment 
TPT  Tactical Psychological Operations team  

U 
U.S.  United States 
UH  utility helicopter 
UN  United Nations 
USACAPOC  U.S. Army Civil Affairs and 

Psychological Operations Command  

USAJFKSWCS  U.S. Army John F. Kennedy 
Special Warfare Center and School 

USASFC  U.S. Army Special Forces Command 
USASOC  U.S. Army Special Operations Com-

mand 
USNS  U.S. naval ship 
USS  U.S. ship 

USSOCOM  U.S. Special Operations Com-
mand 

UW  unconventional warfare 

V 

W 
wadi  a gully in the desert 
WMD  weapon of mass destruction 

X 

Y 

Z 
ZULU  Greenwich Mean Time  
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	Carol Rippey and Tad Sifeis, Armed Forces Information Service, Alexandria, Virginia, as they did for Weapon of Choice, provided the USASOC historians with CDs of Te Early Bird. Te September 2001–May 2002 coverage proved invaluable. Photos by the Department of Defense Joint Combat Camera teams were appreciated. ANTEON, Inc., Fayetteville, North Carolina, provided three top quality retired Army special operations ofcers with academic degrees and experience to serve as the contract historians for this project.
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	And fnally, accolades are due Dr. Kenneth Finlayson, Dr. Cherilyn A. Walley, LTC Robert W. Jones Jr., LTC Katherine P. Rhine, Mr. Earl J. Moniz, and Ms. Wendy Nielsen of the USASOC History staf for editing and producing a top quality manuscript for All Roads Lead to Baghdad in a timely manner. 
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	While the other authors and I sincerely appreciate the help provided by everyone who contributed to this book, as senior writer and editor, I assume responsibility for errors of fact, identifcation, and conclusion. 
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	C.H. Briscoe 
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	Introduction 
	Introduction 
	Te purpose of this book is to explain what the various Army special operations elements accomplished during the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq called Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Te successes achieved by Army special operations forces elements, just like Afghanistan, were directly attributable to majors and below. How they “fxed” large Iraqi forces in the north, how they got Kurdish peshmerga units to attack Iraqi mechanized regiments and divisions, how they neutral
	-
	-
	-
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	While All Roads Lead to Baghdad was written to capture the history of the Army special operations forces in Iraq and the primary audience—the “bulls eye”—is ARSOF soldiers, outer rings of the “target” were taken into account. Tere had to be some appeal to the rest of the Army, family members, veterans, and the general public. It had to be well documented to stand the test of time. Declassifcation will be a long time coming, but researchers will then discover that this book provided better than 90 percent “o
	-

	Te great majority of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was prepared using classifed materials as primary sources. Te classifed parts of narrative and vignettes were carefully “sanitized” by the writers. Tey were stafed through the U.S. Army Special Operations Command Deputy Chiefs of Staf, G-2 (security) and G-3 (operations), and Joint Special Operations Command for approval before being sent out to the feld for editorial comments/corrections. Classifed reviews, stafng, and command approval before publication, whil
	-
	-
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	Since publishing Weapon of Choice: ARSOF in Afghanistan in October 2003, the “rules of engagement” for the ARSOF history writers were modifed. Army SOF soldiers, majors and below will have pseudonyms based on legal guidance and regulatory policy. An asterisk by the name in the text indicates a pseudonym has been used. It will also be noted in the endnotes and the index. In lieu of photographs with “blacked out” eyes, electronic “blurring” will be used. Maps not created by staf members and photographs used a
	-

	Following publication of All Roads Lead to Baghdad, a limited access classifed annex will be prepared. Tis will contain true names for pseudonyms and by endnote, specify classifed documents, briefngs, and afer action reports used to corroborate those references. Te classifed annex will be strictly controlled by USASOC and will not be available to researchers who do not have appropriate security clearances, access to special programs, and a bona fde “need to know.” 
	-

	Acronyms are a spawn of the Information Age. Today, all organizations, government and civilian, businesses, and professions to include sports have their own lexicons. Te media adopts them to lend credence to its around-the-clock presentations. Te military is no exception. So, IGNORE the acronyms. Tere will not be a test at the end of the book. Instead, read the narrative and focus on the soldiers’ stories—the vignettes. Tey are the essence. 
	-

	Te selected historical vignettes tell the ARSOF in Iraq story. Unit actions and activities are presented when they appear in the chronological order of the war. For example, the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–West activities appear frst because CJSOTF-North is still trying to gets its forces into northern Iraq when the SOF war begins. An events time-line (with ARSOF actions highlighted) frst appears on the page bottoms of Chapter 4. Te soldier stories explain how they prepared for missions, th
	-
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	Within security constraints there was a conscious efort to present an equitable sampling of stories that covered all ARSOF elements. Complete coverage of all participating teams was impossible. Te Special Operations Command Central, Special Forces group commanders, and ARSOF regimental commanders identifed their “best” stories to the history writers. Te stories selected were taken from 
	Within security constraints there was a conscious efort to present an equitable sampling of stories that covered all ARSOF elements. Complete coverage of all participating teams was impossible. Te Special Operations Command Central, Special Forces group commanders, and ARSOF regimental commanders identifed their “best” stories to the history writers. Te stories selected were taken from 
	those available to demonstrate a capability, illustrate an activity, or explain a combat mission in detail. Every interview provided context for the writers whether it became a vignette or not. Multiple views—top, middle, bottom, and Coalition—were sought to gain perspective. Tese vignettes were based primarily on classifed feld interviews, afer-action reports, personal journals, and operations center logs. Secondary sources from Te Early Bird (Armed Forces Information Service) were used, but for this most 
	-
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	Te purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad is not to resolve Army special operations doctrinal issues nor to clarify military defnitions, rather to provoke discussion and promote analysis and comparisons. Questions, issues, or concerns about how and why ARSOF elements were employed by the CJSOTFs and tactics, techniques, and procedures should be sent to the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, proponent for Army SOF doctrine, and to U.S. Joint Forces Command, the proponent for joint doc
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	Tis project is not intended to be the defnitive history of the unconventional war in Iraq. Tat war is still ongoing. It is a “snapshot” history of ARSOF current operations in IRAQI FREEDOM from the late spring 2002 into the summer 2003. Te command decision to have professional historians with ARSOF experience capture the history of current operations in Iraq is evidence that it was not intended to be a public relations piece. Te conduct of combat operations in war rarely models the planning and preparations
	-
	-
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	All Roads Lead to Baghdad begins by answering the contextual questions: What is Iraq and why Iraq? Ten, the reader is given a brief ethnic, cultural, and political history of Iraq and Saddam Hussein is profled. Iraq and Saddam 
	All Roads Lead to Baghdad begins by answering the contextual questions: What is Iraq and why Iraq? Ten, the reader is given a brief ethnic, cultural, and political history of Iraq and Saddam Hussein is profled. Iraq and Saddam 
	became synonymous when the United States defended Kuwait in the frst Gulf War (1990–1991). Te post-war period discussion extends into Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. Te contingency planning against Iraq undertaken by various commands is followed by the Army and joint SOF preparations for a second major campaign in the Global War on Terrorism. Special Operations Command Central established two Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces and a Naval Task Force to execute the SOF campaign in suppo
	-


	Since Operation IRAQI FREEDOM is still ongoing, the concluding remarks will be a short summary of ARSOF activities through June 2003. Tat summary will be followed by Observations and Refections based on ofcial documents and interviews with soldiers at all levels and with the Coalition allies. Te refections are non-attributable assessments made by active and retired ARSOF ofcers who participated in the war and the Operation IRAQI FREEDOM history project. 
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	Chapter One 
	Why Iraq? 
	Why Iraq? 
	he purpose of this chapter is to provide context by answering two basic questions. Te frst is simply, “What is there about this Iraq?” A fact book-style presentation 
	Figure
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	provides critical specifcs about the country of Iraq. Te encyclopedic facts range from size to population to ethnic group demography to terrain to industry and gross national product to communications. More details about the history of Iraq are provided afer the second question is answered. Since this book is a military history of the war against Iraq, the second question, “Why Iraq?” is best explained by the threat Iraq posed to the United States in its Global War on Terrorism. A general Iraqi order of bat
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	Figure 1.1 Republic of Iraq fag. 


	Country Name Republic of Iraq 
	Capital Baghdad 
	Location Middle East—bordered by Turkey to the north, Iran to the east, the Persian Gulf and Kuwait to the southeast, Saudi Arabia to the south, and Jordan and Syria to the west 
	Size Approximately 437,072 sq km (slightly larger than California) 
	Time Zone Zulu plus 3 = U.S. Eastern Standard Time plus eight hours 
	Population Approximately 24,510,000 in 2002 (a little more than the combined populations of Texas and Oklahoma) 
	Population density Slightly over 70 percent of the population lives in urban areas concentrated in the Tigris-Euphrates food plain 
	Population of Baghdad 5,000,000 
	major cities Basra 1,500,000 Mosul 1,200,000 Kirkuk 535,000 
	Language Arabic (ofcial language) spoken by 80 percent of the population; 15 percent speak Kurdish (ofcial language in Kurdish areas) 
	-

	Literacy rate 58 percent (male 70 percent, female 45 percent) 
	Ethnic groups Arab 75–80 percent, Kurdish 15–20 percent, other 5 percent 
	Religion Islam (ofcial) 97 percent; Islamic sects: Shia 60–65 percent, Sunni 32–35 percent, Christian or other 3 percent 
	Climate Hot, dry season May–October; mild, wet season November–April 
	Terrain Desert in west and southwest, mountains in north and northeast, plains in center, and marshes in east, center, and south 
	-

	Arable land 13.15 percent 
	Natural hazards Violent dust storms, sandstorms, foods during winter rains and early spring 
	Major ports Basra and Umm Qasr 
	Major airports Baghdad International AirportBasra International Airport 
	Why Iraq? 5 
	RUSSIA AUSTRIA ITALY HUNGARY ROMANIA BULGARIA TURKEY POLAND BELARUS UKRAINECZECH SLOVAKIA GREECE CYPRUS ALBANIA MOLDOVA BOSNIA YUGOSLAVIA CROATIA SLOVENIA MACEDONIA ERITREA SUDAN EGYPT NIGER LIBYA CHAD DJIBOUTI JORDAN ISRAEL LEBANON ARMENIAAZERBAIJAN GEORGIA KYRGYZSTAN TAJIKISTAN KUWAIT QATAR U. A. E. YEMEN SYRIA IRAQ IRAN OMAN SAUDI ARABIA AFGHANISTAN PAKISTAN INDIA CHINA KAZAKHSTAN TURKMENISTAN UZBEKISTAN NEPAL Figure 1.2 Map of area surrounding Iraq. Currency Dinar; exchange rate was 2,000 Iraqi Dinar to
	Purchasing power U.S. $57 billion parity 
	Purchasing power U.S. $57 billion parity 
	Real growth rate 15 percent 
	Per capita: U.S. $2,500 
	Industries Petroleum, chemicals, textiles, construction materials, and food processing 
	Exports U.S. $21,800,000,000 
	Commodities Crude and refned oil products (estimated 20 percent of world’s known reserves), fertilizer, and sulfur 
	Exports to Russia, France, Switzerland, and China 
	Imports U.S. $13,800,000,000 
	Commodities Manufactured goods, food, and medicine 
	Imports from Egypt, Russia, France, and Vietnam 
	Communications Radio is the most efective means of mass communication. Two Baghdad radio stations are capable of broadcasting nation-wide. Two television networks broadcast from the major cities. All of the major newspaper presses are located in Baghdad. 
	Turkey Jordan Kuwait Syria Iraq Iran Saudi Arabia Euphrates R. T i g r i s R . Baghdad Figure 1.3 Relief map of Iraq. 
	Fedayee 
	(plural fedayeen) 
	“One who sacrifces himself.” Term came into use in 1955 to describe Arab commandos conducting cross-border raids against the fedgling state of Israel. 
	-

	12000+ Ft. 9000-12000 Ft. 7500-9000 Ft. 6000-7500 Ft. 4500-6000 Ft. 3000-4500 Ft. 1800-3000 Ft. 1200-1800 Ft. 600-1200 Ft. 300-600 Ft. 150-300 Ft. 0-150 Ft. 
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	ThE ThREAT 
	ThE ThREAT 
	At the beginning of 2003, Saddam Hussein was not a toothless lion. Although the 1990–1991 Gulf War had reduced the Iraqi Army and Air Force to 60 percent strength and had lef all but nine ships of the Iraqi Navy on the bottom of the sea, the Iraqi military was still the dominant force in the Persian Gulf. Iraqi regular armed forces numbered around 400,000 (U.S. armed forces = 1.4 million) and could swell to double that number with reserves. Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command estimated the
	-
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	Pro-Saddam irregular forces included the Mujahedin-e Khalq, a well-trained and equipped mechanized brigade of more than 5,000 Iranian dissidents operating in eastern Iraq. Ansar al-Islam, a Sunni Kurd terrorist group funded by al-Qaeda, was based on the northeastern Iraq-Iran border where they confronted the Kurds. Te Saddam Fedayeen, almost 40,000 loyalist fanatics controlled by Saddam’s eldest son Uday, were the force by which Saddam controlled the Iraqi military. Tey posed considerable problems for the C
	-
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	composed of several thousand Shia defectors from the Iraqi army in southern and western Iraq. 
	Iraq’s capability to conduct ofensive operations against the U.S. forces was severely constrained by Coalition airpower. But if invaded, its air defense network and weapons of mass destruction could cause signifcant damage to attacking forces. Te Iraqi air defense forces— armed with Russian, French, and Italian-made surface-to-air missiles, anti-aircraf guns, and electronic jamming systems—were organized into a densely interlocking network around the cities of Baghdad, Basra, Mosul, and Kirkuk. United Natio
	-
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	Iraqi Armed Forces (2002 estimates) 
	Iraqi Armed Forces (2002 estimates) 
	Armor 1400 newer model tanks (about half T-72, with the rest a mix purchased from various countries or captured during the war with Iran) 
	1200 older model Soviet-bloc tanks 
	400 older model French and Soviet-bloc Armored Reconnaissance Vehicles 900 various-model BMP (Soviet-bloc armored infantry fght
	-
	-

	ing vehicles) 
	Army Aircraf 100 attack helicopters 275 transport helicopters 
	Air Force Aircraf 325 Soviet-bloc, French, and Chinese combat aircraf 
	2 tankers 
	unknown number of transport aircraf (jet and propeller) Air strength estimates varied greatly between intelligence-gathering sources. Most sources agreed that no more than 60 percent of the available aircraf were combat-capable. 
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	Regular Army Brigades 
	Regular Army Brigades 
	2nd Infantry Div 2nd, 4th, and 36th Infantry Bdes 8th Infantry Div 22nd, 44th, and 48th Bdes 38th Infantry Div 130th, 847th, and 848th Infantry Bdes 5th Mechanized Div 15th and 20th Mechanized Bdes and 26th Armored Bde 
	15 Infantry Div 76th, 104th, and 436th Infantry Bdes 34th Infantry Div 90th, 502nd, and 504th Infantry Bdes 3rd Armored Div 6th and 12th Armored Bdes and 8th Mechanized Bde 
	11th Infantry Div 23rd, 45th, and 47th Infantry Bdes 51st Mechanized Div 31st and 32nd Mechanized Bdes, 41st Armored Bde 6th Armored Div 30th and 70th Armored Bdes and 25th Mechanized Bde 
	14th Infantry Div 14th, 18th, and 426th Infantry Bdes 18th Infantry Div 95th, 422nd, and 704th Infantry Bdes 10th Armored Div 17th and 42nd Armored Bdes, 25th Mechanized Bde 
	4th Infantry Div 5th, 29th, and 96th Infantry Bdes 7th Infantry Div 38th, 39th, and 116th Infantry Bdes 16th Infantry Div 108th, 505th, and 606th Infantry Bdes 1st Mechanized Div 1st and 27th Mechanized Bdes and 34th Armored Bde 
	Figure 1.4 Iraqi Order of Battle 



	ThUMBNAIl hISTORy OF IRAq 
	ThUMBNAIl hISTORy OF IRAq 
	During the post-World War I dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire, an almost landlocked country a little larger than California was carved out of the former provinces of Baghdad, Basra, and Mosul to form Iraq. For six centuries, the country’s importance was its geographical location as the center of the trade and communications routes between west and east. Te discovery of oil in Baku, Azerbaijan, in 1870, and a like discovery in Masjid-i-Sulaiman, Persia (Iran), in 1908, raised international interest in the 
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	barrels) of oil. By then oil had become a vital international commodity, but before proceeding further the ancient roots of Iraq should be addressed.
	-
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	Ancient Iraqi history—Faded Glory 
	Ancient Iraqi history—Faded Glory 
	Biblical tradition designated this area between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers as Mesopotamia, the location of the Garden of Eden. As early as the eighth century, Persian and Arab maps labeled it al-‘Iraq (the riverbanks). To understand the Iraqi mind, one must accept that what is seen now is not all there is. In many respects, Iraq today is a result of the Mongol invasion in the thirteenth century. Saddam Hussein al-Tikriti was convinced that the blood of King Nebuchadnezzar, the scourge of the Assyrians,
	-
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	Te inhabitants of Iraq are descendants of conquerors and kings. In the period 5,000 B.C. to 1258 A.D., numerous advances in culture, religion, engineering, literature, and agriculture came from the Fertile Crescent. As the cradle of civilization, this region was the birthplace of the patriarch Abraham and the home and kingdom of the powerful ancient Sumerians, who developed the earliest known forms of writing and astronomy and irrigated their crops. A few centuries later, Babylonian King Hammurabi developed
	-
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	Persians (from modern-day Iran), Greeks, and Parthians held parts of Iraq until Arab Muslim armies conquered the region in 650 A.D., eighteen years afer the death of the prophet Mohammed. Under Islamic rule, Baghdad became the capital of the Abbisid Caliphate, whose dominion stretched from Spain and Morocco in the west, included Tunisia, Egypt, Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Persia, to as far east as Afghanistan and as far north as Kyrgyzstan. Arabic culture, philosophy, literature, and science fourished. Baghdad
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	Figure
	Figure 1.5 Lion statue. Ancient Babylonian lion statue from the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Te lion is standing over a freshly-killed man. 
	Figure 1.5 Lion statue. Ancient Babylonian lion statue from the time of Nebuchadnezzar. Te lion is standing over a freshly-killed man. 


	Shiism as practiced by Iraqis is a relatively new development, and has been heavily infuenced by Arab tribal values of manhood, courage, and honor. Tis differentiates the Iraqi form of the sect from Iranian Shiism, which developed over centuries without persecution, and emphasized mystical and otherworldly values such as the reward martyrs would reap in Paradise. Te twin themes common to both Iraqi and Iranian Shia are martyrdom and unjust treatment at the hands of Sunnis.
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	directly contradicted their nomadic view of life. Te social, political, and economic fabric of Iraq disintegrated. Tis wholesale disruption of life led to one of the prevailing schisms in Iraqi society.
	6 


	The Sunni-Shia Splitand Ottoman Rule 
	The Sunni-Shia Splitand Ottoman Rule 
	Less than a generation afer Mohammed’s death, Muslims split into two groups over who the rightful heir to the caliphate was. Te Shia party, based in Iraq, lost its bid when its leaders Ali and Husain were slain. Te Sunni party, centered in Damascus, Syria, became the dominant sect of Islam. In 1514, the Ottoman Turks conquered Iraq to secure a bufer zone against Iran. Te Turks divided Iraq into three provinces: Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra. During the four hundred years of Ottoman rule, Persian Shia and Turkis
	-
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	Tribal Iraqis began to shed their Sunni beliefs en masse about 1831, and converted to Shia Islam mainly in response to the Sunni-dominated government and the tax system. Te Shia felt that by rejecting the state-controlled religion as illegitimate, taxes, and conscription could be ignored. Te minority Sunnis remained the ruling elite, while the lower class majority became solidly and stubbornly Shia.
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	Kurdistan—a land that Isn’t 
	Kurdistan—a land that Isn’t 
	Kurdistan refers to the Kurdish tribal homelands in the mountains of northern Iraq bordering northwestern Iran, southeastern Turkey, 
	Baghdad Turkey Jordan Armenia Azerbaijan Georgia Kuwait Syria Iraq Iran Saudi Arabia 0–20% 21–59% 60–100% Figure 1.6 Map of the Kurdish region of the Middle East. 
	and the northeastern tip of Syria. Te Kurds are mountain-dwelling nomads. Te majority of them are Sunni Muslims, but there are signifcant populations of Shia Muslims, Christians, and Yazidis—a mix of paganism, mystic Zoroastrianism, and ancient Christianity. Te essence of the Kurdish story is a deep desire for autonomy hindered by the absence of unifying leaders to make autonomy possible. One of the major objections neighboring countries have to a sovereign Kurdistan is the fear that its existence would enc
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	Iran supported the Kurdish rebellion against the Baathist regime in 1974. But when Saddam Hussein promised the Shah of Iran that he would not permit Kurdish autonomy in 1975, the support vanished. Tis accord led to Saddam’s slaughter of the Kurds. During the Iraq-Iran war, the Kurds with Iranian assistance revolted again. Towards the end of the war when Iraq was losing badly, Saddam sent a relative, Hassan al-Majid (“Chemical Ali”), to terrorize the Kurds by gassing large numbers of men, women, and children
	-

	In 1991, afer the Gulf War, the Kurds again rebelled unsuccessfully. Tis time the United States intervened with Operation PROVIDE COMFORT to establish safe havens for Kurdish refugees and enforced a no-fy zone over their territory in Iraq. Te Kurds essentially control their own lands. However, peacetime unity still eludes them. Te two major competing Kurdish political parties are the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan. In Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Kurdish freedom fghters (peshmer
	-
	-
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	It Comes Down to Oil 
	It Comes Down to Oil 
	At the turn of the 19th century, the powers of Europe developed commercial interests in Iraq, the vital link in east–west trade and communications routes. Great Britain sought a connection to its eastern empire in India. Germany won the railroad concession from the Ottoman Turks in 1899 and began steamship service to the Persian Gulf in 1906. With the Suez Canal open, Kaiser Wilhelm had rapid access to the east via the Mediterranean Sea.
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	Te 1908 discovery of oil in southwestern Iran made Iraq a lucrative target for exploration. Several nations began negotiating with the Ottoman Empire for access rights. Tough no discovery of consequence occurred in Iraq until 1927, the British Navy’s conversion from coal to oil made British dominance of the Middle East oil felds a strategic necessity. Tus, when the Turks entered World War I on the side of the Germans in 1914, the British seized the province of Basra, to secure their access to the Persian Gu
	-
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	Kurdish inhabited area Kurdistan Democratic Party Patriotic Union of Kurdistan Islamist area Iran Iraq Syria Turkey Sulaimaniyah Kirkuk Irbil Mosul Baghdad Halabjah Figure 1.7 Map of Kurdish political areas. 
	Peshmerga “Tose who face death.” 
	Te term used by the Kurds to refer to freedom fghters. Tese trained armed retainers are generally afliated with the political parties or prominent personalities in the Kurdish independence movement. Tey ofen wear traditional Kurdish garb, the baggy sharwall trousers, plain jacket and a colorful sash. 
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	League of Nations to place Iraq under Brit
	-
	ish mandate.
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	Iraqis did not take well to the mandate. Within two months, armed rebellion broke out in Baghdad and spread throughout the mid-Euphrates region west to Najaf and Karbala. Although suppressed within a few months, the revolt was immortalized in the mythology of the Iraqi nationalism. Anyone who claimed a part in the revolt could use that for political gain. Having learned that direct rule was not acceptable, the Brit-
	-
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	Figure 1.8 Map of major Iraqi oil felds and refneries. 
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	ish created a new Iraqi government and organized a native army led by minority Sunni and Kurds. Te enlisted soldiers were mostly Shia tribesmen. Tis practice continued the Ottoman tradition of a minority Sunni leadership over the majority Shia.
	12 

	In March 1921, Winston Churchill brought the new Iraqi leaders to the Cairo Conference during which the Western Powers decided to establish a monarchy in Iraq. Te throne was ofered to Amir Faisal, a well-educated Syrian Arab who claimed descent from the prophet Mohammed. According to British standards that included compliancy, Faisal had impeccable credentials. Te Iraqi people, however, were nonplussed; the Kurds disliked his Arab background; the majority Shia population resented that he was Sunni; and the 
	-
	-
	Faisal was marked by constant uncertainty and infghting.
	13 

	Oil had a role in the boundaries of Iraq. Mosul Province in the north was a Kurdish stronghold. Te original British intent was to permit an autonomous state, but they could fnd no Kurdish leader strong enough to control the diverse population. International squabbling allowed Ataturk to take over Kurdish territories in eastern Turkey. Tis prompted the British to keep Mosul Province in Iraq, to 
	-
	-
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	serve as a northern bufer against the Turks and the Bolsheviks in the northwest. Te openly stated goal was to eventually unify the northern (now Turkish) and southern (Iraqi) Kurdish territories into an autonomous Kurdistan. But, the discovery of oil in Kirkuk in 1923, cemented the Iraqi border. British interest in Kurdish autonomy 
	-
	dwindled.
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	For the next nine years, 1923–1932, the Iraqis, Kurds, British, and Turks wrestled over oil revenues from Mosul Province and Kurdish autonomy. On 13 October 1932, when Iraq was granted sovereignty and admitted to the League of Nations, the nation was a political mess. Te nouveau-riche city-dwellers, sheiks, tribesmen, the Sunni Iraqi ofcers corps, and the large Kurdish and Assyrian minority groups all wanted a voice in the new government and access to oil profts. Te weak monarchy inherited from the British 
	15 


	ThE RISE AND FAll OF SADDAM hUSSEIN 
	ThE RISE AND FAll OF SADDAM hUSSEIN 
	Saddam Hussein was born on 28 April 1937, near the city of Tikrit, about 200 kilometers north of Baghdad on the Tigris River. At age 20, he applied for but failed to gain entry into the prestigious Baghdad Military Academy, most likely because he only had an elementary school education. Te Baath Party in Baghdad had no education requirements for membership. In 1959, Saddam was a participant in the failed assassination attempt on Iraqi leader General Abdul Karim Qasim. While exiled to Egypt, Saddam fnished h
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	Figure
	Figure 1.9 Saddam the Hero. Monument to Saddam Hussein outside one of the headquarters buildings at Tallil Air Base. 
	Figure 1.9 Saddam the Hero. Monument to Saddam Hussein outside one of the headquarters buildings at Tallil Air Base. 


	Figure
	Figure 1.10 Family portrait in marble. Brigadier General James Parker stands in front of a marble portrait of Saddam’s family in Qusay’s palace. Notably missing are Saddam’s other two daugh-ters and their now-late husbands, Hussein Kamel Hasan al-Majid and his brother Saddam Kamel, who defected in 1995. All were later murdered at Saddam’s behest. Qusay was Saddam Hussein’s youngest son. (In a diferent palace, another marble family portrait originally had the entire family. Afer 1995, the ofending members we
	Figure 1.10 Family portrait in marble. Brigadier General James Parker stands in front of a marble portrait of Saddam’s family in Qusay’s palace. Notably missing are Saddam’s other two daugh-ters and their now-late husbands, Hussein Kamel Hasan al-Majid and his brother Saddam Kamel, who defected in 1995. All were later murdered at Saddam’s behest. Qusay was Saddam Hussein’s youngest son. (In a diferent palace, another marble family portrait originally had the entire family. Afer 1995, the ofending members we


	14 Chapter One 
	uty secretary general of the Baath Party. When Saddam managed to escape from prison in 1967, he immediately began planning a second Baath coup. Tis 1968 coup was successful. Saddam’s relative, General Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr, became president and chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council. Saddam was selected to be the internal security chief. In this position he removed non-Baathists from 
	-
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	positions of power by forced retirement, exile, imprisonment, and execution. Tat same year Saddam graduated from law school. 
	A year later, he became the deputy chairman and vice president of the Revolutionary Command Council. He remained in charge of internal security and intelligence and built his power base through intrigue and murder. Tree years later, in 1972, Saddam went public by leading the move to nationalize the Iraqi oil felds. Tis bold maneuver increased Iraqi oil revenues eight-fold in three years and established Saddam as the leader of the Baath Party in 1975.
	-
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	When the Kurds revolted in 1974, Saddam reacted ruthlessly, launching a genocidal war against them. To end Iranian support to the Kurds, Saddam pre-empted President Bakr and signed the Algiers Accord. Tis trans
	-

	ferred the disputed Kurdish territory to Iran. Afer dealing with the Kurds, Saddam ordered purges and mass deportations of Shia from Iraq. To crown this efort, he deported the Shia Ayatollah Khomeini in 1978. Tat done, Saddam began purging Iraqi Communists and closing all party ofces. Tese moves were designed to put him in a position of absolute power. 
	In July 1979, Saddam forced General Bakr out of ofce and placed him under house arrest. When Saddam was sworn in, it was as president of the Republic of Iraq, chairman of the Revolutionary Command Council, secretary-general of the Baath Party Regional Command, prime minister, and commander-in-chief of the armed forces. Afer purging the Baath Party and army of all but those loyal only to him, he began installing his relatives in key positions. On 17 September 1980, Saddam terminated the Algiers Accord with I
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	By 1990, the combination of the Iran-Iraq war and nepotistic economic practices had nearly bankrupted Iraq. With the war with Iran at an end, Saddam looked south for money. He invaded and occu
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	pied Kuwait on the premise that the Gulf country was the nineteenth province of Iraq. Following UN sanctions, the U.S.-led Coalition of more than thirty-four countries began aerial bombardment in January 1991, the start of Operation DESERT 
	-
	STORM.
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	On 24 February 1991, the U.S.-led Coalition ground ofensive drove the Iraqis from Kuwait in less than one hundred hours. President George Bush chose to allow Saddam to remain in ofce to preclude more upheaval in the Middle East. Te UN-imposed sanctions required a drawdown of Iraqi military defense, including weapons of mass destruction. Troughout the sanction period, Saddam continued to build palaces while the Iraqi economy declined. Operation PROVIDE COMFORT established safe havens for the Kurds afer anoth
	-
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	In 1996, the United Nations renewed its Oil-for-Food program ofer to Iraq. Tis time Saddam agreed to it hoping that the sanctions would be lifed. Te only Iraqis to receive humanitarian aid were those that had ingratiated themselves to Saddam. In the midst of the Oil-for-Food program, Saddam began to ofer Russia and France oil development deals. Continuing to defy the UN sanctions, Saddam ejected the UN Security Council arms inspectors in 1998. Te United States and Great Britain responded with air strikes (O
	-
	-
	-
	-
	his personality.
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	The Man Who Would Be King 
	The Man Who Would Be King 
	Iraqis, since the time of the Sumerians, have venerated the cult of the “great man.” Over the centuries, Mesopotamian kings and conquerors proclaimed themselves “Kings of the World.” Saddam Hussein followed suit, styling himself Iraq’s “Hero President,” demanding absolute obedience and delivering swif and brutal punishment to those who opposed him. “Myself and my brother against the world” is an old tribal proverb that underlies the Iraqi mindset. Traditionally, power and wealth are kept within the extended
	-
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	who ofends clan honor. Te practice of power retention by murder 
	prevented national unity among the ethnic and religious groups of 
	Iraq, but served Saddam well.Lieutenant Colonel John Chin, the staf psychologist for Combined 
	19 

	Joint Special Operations Task Force–West, developed a psychological 
	profle of Saddam Hussein based on culture that succinctly described 
	the man: Born into poverty, Saddam was raised in a dysfunctional, abusive family with no father and a suicidal mother who had tried to abort him. Afer meeting a cousin his age that could read, Saddam decided he deserved an education. He ran away from home at age ten and lived with his uncle Kairallah, a radical Baathist who had spent fve years in prison for agitating against the monarchy. Kairallah sent him to primary school and taught Saddam Baath ideology and tales of Mesopotamian greatness. Some of the d
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Palestinian brothers.
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	Figure
	Figure 1.11 Interior palace view. Ornate interior of one of Saddam’s palaces. Te frieze in the back-ground shows Nebuchadnezzar (seated). 
	Figure 1.11 Interior palace view. Ornate interior of one of Saddam’s palaces. Te frieze in the back-ground shows Nebuchadnezzar (seated). 
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	even to the point of build-
	Political Parties in Iraq 
	Political Parties in Iraq 
	ing palaces countrywide that rivaled those of Nebu-Kurdistan Democratic Party chadnezzar. Atop ancient KDP. Kurdish secessionist party led by Massoud Bar-bricks inscribed with Nebu-zani. Tribal-based, with a large militia (peshmerga). chadnezzar’s name and his 
	Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
	Patriotic Union of Kurdistan 
	exploits, Iraqi workmen laid new bricks exalting Sad-PUK. Lefist splinter party of KDP led by Jalal Taladam Hussein as the “pro-bani and urban intelligentsia. tector of Iraq, who rebuilt 
	-


	Iraqi National Congress 
	Iraqi National Congress 
	civilization and rebuilt 
	civilization and rebuilt 
	INC. Opposition group based in Kurdistan and 
	Babylon.” Saddam built 
	London, sponsored by the United States and United 
	about seventy palaces—all 
	Kingdom. Chaired by Ahmed Chalabi. 

	incredibly ostentatious and self-aggrandizing—while Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq Iraqi infrastructure was 
	SCIRI. Iranian-backed organization of anti-Saddam 
	SCIRI. Iranian-backed organization of anti-Saddam 
	imploding, the economy 
	Shias. Its military arm is the Badr Corps. 

	was collapsing, and Iraqi Baath Party 
	people were starving.
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	In his eyes, and in the Arab Socialist Renaissance Party. Originally a pan-eyes of many Arabs, Sad-Arab nationalist movement, the party came briefy dam remained, bloodied to power in Iraq in 1963, but was overthrown within but still standing, victori-six months. Re-organized and dominated by Tikritis, ous afer the “Mother of with Saddam Hussein as a primary fgure, the Baath all Battles”—Operation Party seized power again in 1968, and remained Sad-DESERT STORM. President dam’s party of power until his captur
	It was completely logical then, when Saddam refused to respond to President George W. Bush’s ultimatum in March 2003. In the Arab mind, the father and the son are the same. Terefore, Saddam fully expected to outlast the American military. He was convinced that the 
	U.S. and Coalition forces would quit and he would re-emerge again, as Iraq’s Hero-President. As history showed, Saddam was wrong. 
	Te answers to “What is there about this Iraq?” and “Why Iraq?” provide context and background to explain why Iraq posed a signifcant threat to the United States. While the United Nations sought to gain access to Iraq to determine whether the regime of Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction, the U.S. regional military combatant command, U.S. Central Command, began reviewing its contingency plans. Te following chapter explains 
	Te answers to “What is there about this Iraq?” and “Why Iraq?” provide context and background to explain why Iraq posed a signifcant threat to the United States. While the United Nations sought to gain access to Iraq to determine whether the regime of Saddam Hussein possessed weapons of mass destruction, the U.S. regional military combatant command, U.S. Central Command, began reviewing its contingency plans. Te following chapter explains 
	-

	the planning eforts of those commands that afected Army special operations forces—from Special Operations Command Central and Special Operations Command Europe to the Special Forces groups involved—in the war against Iraq. 
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	Planning for War 
	Planning for War 
	n response to the terrorist’s attacks of 11 September 2001, President George W. Bush declared a Global War on Terrorism. Intelligence sources revealed that the 11 Septem
	Figure
	I 
	-
	-

	ber terrorist attacks on America had been organized, funded, and directed by Osama bin Laden, leader of the international terrorist organization al-Qaeda. When the radical Muslim Taliban government of Afghanistan refused to surrender bin Laden, to whom it had granted asylum, a U.S.-led Coalition vowed to dismantle the Taliban regime and destroy al-Qaeda forces throughout the world. Advised and assisted by U.S. Army special operations forces, the Northern Alliance of Afghan warlords began ofensive operations
	-
	-

	stan in November 2001, launching America’s frst campaign against worldwide terrorism: Operation enduring freedom.
	1 

	CONvENTIONAl PlANNING 
	CONvENTIONAl PlANNING 
	U.S. Central Command planners began seriously developing military options for Iraq three short months afer Operation enduring freedom began. President Bush and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld realized that the Global War on Terrorism could not be waged in Afghanistan alone; terrorists would not restrict themselves 
	U.S. Central Command planners began seriously developing military options for Iraq three short months afer Operation enduring freedom began. President Bush and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld realized that the Global War on Terrorism could not be waged in Afghanistan alone; terrorists would not restrict themselves 
	-

	to a single battlefeld, so neither could the United States and its allies. One of their deepest fears was that terrorists harbored by Saddam Hussein would obtain weapons of mass destruction that Iraq still possessed afer years of United Nation sanctions and arms inspections. Intelligence sources verifed Saddam’s contact with terrorist elements. Te dictator’s use of weapons of mass destruction against the Iranians and Kurds indicated that he would not be reluctant to employ them against the West. 
	-
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	Figure 2.1 CENTCOM logo. 
	Figure 2.1 CENTCOM logo. 
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	Plan 1003 
	Plan 1003 
	At Rumsfeld’s behest, U.S. Central Command commander General Tommy Franks began to review the assumptions of Contingency Plan 1003, the U.S. military’s regional war plan for the Middle East. In a series of meetings held between Franks and Rumsfeld in December 2001, Plan 1003 was reconceptualized and revised to capitalize on the strengths of the modern U.S. military. Te key to Franks’ approach was joint operations—full integration of the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines. While the military had been moving 
	-

	tions on the level Franks envisioned.
	2 

	While the State Department pursued diplomatic options to neutralize or contain Saddam, Franks and his staf formulated the operational concept for centcom’s strategy against Iraq and Saddam Hussein. Franks created a matrix showing how military capabilities—“lines of operation”—intersected with Saddam’s bases of power—“slices.” While the matrix would change as the plan devel
	-
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure 2.2 General Tommy Franks’ lines and slices diagram. 
	Figure 2.2 General Tommy Franks’ lines and slices diagram. 
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	oped, his 8 December 2001 sketch contained the primary goals of the campaign and the military tools to be used.
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	Phases 
	Phases 
	By the end of December 2001, centcom planners had identifed four phases to support the operational concept, although the timelines for each phase remained elastic. Te original phases indicated that by the end of Phase I–Preparation, a Coalition of international support would be formed and troops would be fowing into staging bases in the region. Phase II–Shape the OPlAN 1003v Phases Battlespace projected that an air campaign would Phase I— Preparation precede ground operations, much like in the Gulf Phase II
	-
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	Plan 1003v 
	Plan 1003v 
	President Bush accepted Franks’ Concept of Operations for war against Iraq and Rumsfeld confrmed his tenure at centcom for another year. With the approval of the service chiefs, centcom planners began developing Operation Plan 1003V—the revised plan for war with Iraq—in January 2002. Te frst task was to fgure out how and when to build sufcient forces in the region to actually carry out operations against Saddam’s regime. Te old Plan 1003 called for a huge buildup of troops and equipment before operations be
	-
	-
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	Generated Start 
	Generated Start 
	Preparations for Generated Start were already underway and the entire timeline for the Iraq campaign was beginning to compress by the time Franks briefed Rumsfeld on the force buildup options on 1 February 2003. Franks already had his commanders improving their bases in the region as well as pre-positioning equipment in theater. Under Generated Start, ground forces would continue to fow into 
	Preparations for Generated Start were already underway and the entire timeline for the Iraq campaign was beginning to compress by the time Franks briefed Rumsfeld on the force buildup options on 1 February 2003. Franks already had his commanders improving their bases in the region as well as pre-positioning equipment in theater. Under Generated Start, ground forces would continue to fow into 
	position while Phase II air operations were conducted. Te timeline projected that g-day—the day ground forces attacked—would be forty-fve days afer a-day—the day air strikes began. More ground forces would continue to fow in afer g-day as well, and the buildup would continue into Phase IV.
	6 



	Running Start 
	Running Start 
	Afer Franks briefed the Generated Start concept to Rumsfeld, he presented his preferred option: Running Start. Under this plan, the air and ground campaigns would begin simultaneously—a decidedly unconventional approach for U.S. military planners. A key component of the Running Start concept was that instead of a large buildup of forces in anticipation of attack, follow-on forces would continue deploying even as the campaign began. Further expanding the plan beyond the conventional realm, Running Start depe
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	and economic disaster.
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	Buildup 
	Buildup 
	Key to both operational start concepts was the buildup of a critical mass of forces within the region without Saddam realizing that the United States was posturing for war. Such a discovery might prematurely trigger confict, since diplomatic eforts to prevent war were ongoing. By the time Franks briefed the National Security Council a second time on Plan 1003 in August 2002, the buildup had already begun. Capitalizing on Saddam’s weak international intelligence system, the military started fowing forces and
	-
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	Te successful pre-positioning of forces and equipment caused centcom planners to compress the campaign timeline even more. Te frst forty-fve days would consist of air and sof operations while conventional forces continued to deploy into theater. Initial combat operations would take another ninety days, and Phase III–Decisive Operations were predicted to last no longer than ninety days. Phase 
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	IV was still an unknown quantity, though it was projected to be long. Te variant option had been approved, but Franks was moving closer toward launching the air and ground war simultaneously.
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	Five Fronts 
	Five Fronts 
	In September, Franks presented Rumsfeld and Secretary of State Colin Powell with the planning team’s ideas for the actual attack on Iraq. Te planners wanted to completely isolate the regime and confront it from as many directions as possible. Te fve-front concept was a far cry from the plan Powell helped execute in the Gulf War, but Franks believed it capitalized on the strengths of the modern military and its ability to conduct joint operations. Te concept, which soon became the actual plan for Operation i
	-

	Figure 2.3 Map of General Tommy Franks’ fve fronts. 
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	citizens from above by distributing leafets and interjecting broadcasts on Iraqi networks. Only two of the fve fronts relied primarily on conventional forces—the air campaign against Baghdad and the ground attack from Kuwait north toward Baghdad—but sof were integrated into both.
	-
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	Resolve 
	Resolve 
	On 12 September 2002, President Bush addressed the United Nations and outlined the history of Saddam Hussein’s belligerence and potential threat to the United States and the world. Te UN Security Council adopted Resolution 1441 on 8 November 2002, censuring Iraq for failing to comply with past resolutions, impeding arms inspections, and proliferating weapons of mass destruction and long-range missiles. “Serious consequences” were threatened if Iraq did not reform 
	On 12 September 2002, President Bush addressed the United Nations and outlined the history of Saddam Hussein’s belligerence and potential threat to the United States and the world. Te UN Security Council adopted Resolution 1441 on 8 November 2002, censuring Iraq for failing to comply with past resolutions, impeding arms inspections, and proliferating weapons of mass destruction and long-range missiles. “Serious consequences” were threatened if Iraq did not reform 
	-
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	its ways. Unwilling to wait for international consensus, the U.S. Congress issued a joint resolution on 2 October 2002 authorizing the President to use force against Iraq if Saddam did not comply. By then, the U.S. military was well on its way to applying that force decisively 
	-
	and efectively.
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	Planning 
	Planning 
	When Army Special Operations Forces began planning for Operation iraqi freedom, it was already heavily engaged in other operations throughout the world in support of the Global War on Terrorism. Tese existing obligations determined how the arsof community was able to organize and prepare for a second war. From personnel to ammunition, military assets were tight, but time was even tighter. 


	REGIONAl COMMANDS 
	REGIONAl COMMANDS 
	While centcom prosecuted the war in Afghanistan, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld asked other combatant commands to develop regional campaign plans in support of the Global War on Terrorism. Te U.S. European Command shifed the emphasis of its peacekeeping mission in the Balkans to the fght against terrorism. Eucom also intensifed its focus on Muslim countries in the Horn of Africa region. For its part, the U.S. Southern Command was already decisively engaged in countering drug-related terrorism in Colombia and
	-
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	Te U.S. Pacifc Command focused on the criminal/terrorist Abu Sayaf Group, which was responsible for kidnapping U.S. citizens in the Philippines. Abu Sayaf Group terrorist activities were linked to Mu’ammar Qaddaf in Libya as well as to Jemaah Islamiyah in Indonesia, the latter led by a brother-in-law of Osama bin Laden. In response to the Abu Sayaf Group terrorist threat, Pacifc Command signifcantly expanded the scope of the newly revived combined U.S.Philippines Exercise Balikatan. Joint Task Force 510 was
	-
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	AFGhANISTAN 
	AFGhANISTAN 
	By the time Balikatan 02 was in full swing in the Philippines, Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North in Uzbekistan had used the 5th Special Forces Group teams to direct air strikes against Taliban and al-Qaeda forces, enabling Northern Alliance warlords to afect the collapse of the Taliban regime. Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations teams worked to build confdence in U.S.-led Coalition forces, and the State Department focused its eforts on establishing an interim Afghanistan authority to 
	-
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	RESOURCING Materiel 
	RESOURCING Materiel 
	March 2002’s Operation anaconda (one of the larger operations in Operation enduring freedom) was successful, although at a heavy materiel price for arsof. Te primary helicopter workhorses used in the high mountainous terrain of northern Afghanistan—the airrefuelable MH-47E Chinooks of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment—proved to be vulnerable afer all: two aircraf were shot down in the mountains, and another was severely battle-damaged. Just days before anaconda, another MH-47E helicopter crashe
	-
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	Emergency appropriations had not solved all the equipment, munitions, and personnel problems associated with Operation enduring freedom, let alone supported preparations for another war. Te American industrial base to support its military forces had been severely reduced by congressionally mandated force reductions and base closures, especially afer the Gulf War. Commercial ammunition manufacturing capabilities and military munitions storage areas had been constructed to support the monthly needs of a peace
	Emergency appropriations had not solved all the equipment, munitions, and personnel problems associated with Operation enduring freedom, let alone supported preparations for another war. Te American industrial base to support its military forces had been severely reduced by congressionally mandated force reductions and base closures, especially afer the Gulf War. Commercial ammunition manufacturing capabilities and military munitions storage areas had been constructed to support the monthly needs of a peace
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	the military had to wage war as if it were conducting peacetime training—with strict ammunition forecasting and accountability. International competition for high-tech individual combat equipment critical to special operations personnel (such as night vision goggles, secure radios, satellite communications, and lightweight body armor) also delayed replacement and felding of equipment to units preparing for combat. 
	-
	-
	-
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	Figure 2.5 Task Force Dagger Afghanistan logo. 
	Figure 2.5 Task Force Dagger Afghanistan logo. 



	Personnel
	Personnel
	 With signifcant arsof elements already committed to Afghanistan, the Philippines, the Balkans, and Colombia, every command that had arsof units—U.S. Special Operations Command, U.S. Army Special Operations Command, the U.S. Army Reserve, the National Guard Bureau, and several state adjutants general—faced major resourcing challenges. Although it was most defnitely a war, the Global War on Terrorism was being fought under peacetime constraints. National Guard and Reserve units were only at 70–80 percent ope
	-


	INTERNATIONAl GOODWIll 
	INTERNATIONAl GOODWIll 
	Te international mood regarding the United States and its defense policies also afected arsof’s preparation and planning for Operation iraqi freedom. Euphoria induced by the rapid victory in Afghanistan led many U.S. government ofcials and military leaders to overlook changing national attitudes toward supporting the American-
	-
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	led Global War on Terrorism. As Washington ofcials sought United Nations support to take action against Iraq for possessing weapons of mass destruction, most international supporters of the war in Afghanistan declined to support a second confict. Te only powerful countries willing to commit military forces to a U.S.-led Coalition efort were Great Britain and Australia. Te reluctance of regional allies to become openly involved in or to further support military operations against terrorism made forward basin
	-
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	SOCCENT PlANNING 
	SOCCENT PlANNING 
	Special Operations Command Central was unable to begin planning for Operation iraqi freedom until March 2002. Lieutenant General James McNeill of XVIII Airborne Corps took charge of operations in Afghanistan in March, relieving soccent of tactical command of special operations forces in centcom (elements of the 3rd and 20th Special Forces Groups). At that point, Rear Admiral Albert Calland and the soccent staf joined the ongoing centcom planning eforts for possible war with Iraq. Fortunately, the late start

	Missions 
	Missions 
	Soccent had three major missions in the pending operation in Iraq. Its frst mission was to support the Coalition Forces Air Component Command–orchestrated hunt for scuds in the western desert. Te second was to support the Coalition Forces Land Component Command ground campaign directed at Baghdad by leveraging Kurdish combat power in northern Iraq to occupy the Iraqi forces there and prevent their reinforcement of the Iraqi Army around Baghdad. Te third mission was to organize and employ Iraqi regime opposi
	-
	capital.
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	Planning 
	Planning 
	When Army Brigadier General Gary Harrell took command of soc-cent in June 2002, planning for iraqi freedom began in earnest. Harrell’s own assessment was that “sof planning to that point had been quite rudimentary. Te [Special Operations Command] had to get serious about Iraq. A concept had to be prepared and guidance had to be given to the units. We were going to write a sof campaign plan.” 
	14 

	Harrell also intended to fght the next campaign in theater; in Afghanistan, he had witnessed how important it was to have the special operations commander in theater and actively engaged in the joint sof fght. Harrell and Brigadier General Mike Jones, the new commander of Special Operations Command Europe, had served 
	Harrell also intended to fght the next campaign in theater; in Afghanistan, he had witnessed how important it was to have the special operations commander in theater and actively engaged in the joint sof fght. Harrell and Brigadier General Mike Jones, the new commander of Special Operations Command Europe, had served 
	-

	together as assistant division commanders for Major General Franklin Hagenbeck of Task Force Mountain during the heavy fghting that took place in Operation anaconda. Te professional bond Harrell and Jones forged during anaconda would prove invaluable in iraqi 
	-
	freedom.
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	Psychological Operations 
	Psychological Operations 
	Although the Department of Defense and centcom began revising Plan 1003 in January 2002, the early soccent planning efort was limited at best. Only force-listed elements of 1003 (those units specifcally named as part of the plan) were invited to send unit planners to Tampa, Florida, where revisions to the plan were being made—leaving out most of arsof. Having demonstrated its value in Afghanistan, however, Psychological Operations planners did get an early start on the Iraq planning. Te Joint Psychological 
	-
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	formed around the 8th PSYOP Battalion staf was located near cent-com headquarters. Embedded in the regional command staf shortly afer 11 September 2001, the jpotf enjoyed good access to the intelligence and operations stafs, as well as to General Franks. Jpotf Commander Lieutenant Colonel Steve Herzig was able to task an entire company of the 8th PSYOP Battalion to focus on Iraq.
	-
	-
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	Civil Affairs 
	Civil Affairs 
	Civil Afairs did not enjoy the same confdence from centcom. Only one of the four Civil Afairs ofcers on the Coalition Forces Land Component Command Civil Afairs operational planning staf at Camp Doha, Kuwait, was “read on” to 1003 planning; he was tasked to write the draf Civil Afairs Annex G. Meanwhile, seventy senior Army Reserve ofcers were mobilized and sent to centcom in late spring 2002 to write the Civil Afairs campaign plan for Iraq. Soc-cent did not write a Civil Afairs plan to support the SOF camp
	-

	defned.
	defned.
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	By mid-summer 2002, centcom had granted increased access to 1003V planning and eforts at all levels of sof expanded considerably. Previously lef out, those units not force-listed yet considered potential assets for IRAQI FREEDOM were invited to send planners to soc-cent. Te jpotf dispatched small psyop planning support elements to the Special Forces groups and the 75th Ranger Regiment. Although low-level planning went forward without a hitch, planning at higher 
	-
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	levels was complicated by regional combatant command 
	relationships.
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	EUCOM’S ROlE 
	EUCOM’S ROlE 
	While Iraq was clearly in the centcom area of operations, key staging areas for the northern campaign—frst Turkey, and then Romania—were in European Command’s area of responsibility. Te two regional commands could not help but approach the problem from diferent perspectives based on their separate locations and responsi
	-
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	bilities. Centcom was responsible for actually prosecuting the war, while eucom would support the centcom efort with troops, equipment, and forward staging bases. Eucom always knew that following any action against Iraq, eucom—not centcom—would have to “live” with European countries bordering Iraq and deal with any resulting backlash. Because Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld never specifed that centcom would be the supported combatant command and eucom would be supporting, eucom also sought appropriate combat 
	-
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	Europe 
	Europe 
	In his new post as commander of Special Operations Command Europe, General Jones was quickly reminded that eucom was a long-established joint regional headquarters; the combatant commander was dual-hatted as the supreme allied commander, Europe. Te eucom deputy commander and the eucom staf in Stuttgart, Germany, were efectively in charge of all U.S. forces in Europe. Tus, in addition to being a eucom component commander, the soceur commander was also expected to be the special operations advisor to the depu
	-
	-
	-
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	to make the eucom/centcom special operations forces relationship in northern Iraq transparent.” Tat philosophy was key to soccent’s planning eforts; 1003V required military overfights of a number of nato countries, presumed that U.S. forces would forward base in Turkey, and involved eucom theater-allocated forces. Te relationship formed in Afghanistan between Jones and Harrell served them well as they conferred daily about regional developments that might 
	-
	impact the special operations campaign supporting 1003V.
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	Turkey 
	Turkey 
	Te unconventional warfare mission in Iraq also required exten
	-

	sive coordination with other U.S. and allied government elements. Authorities had to be granted and permissions received in order to conduct an efective unconventional warfare campaign. Since a later nato role in Iraq was anticipated, Lieutenant General Colby Broad-water, commander of nato’s Central Army Group and the Allied Command Europe quick reaction force, was designated as eucom’s principal emissary in U.S.-Turkish military negotiations. Broad-water would spend almost six months shuttling between Brus
	-
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	ARMy SOF’S MISSIONS 
	ARMy SOF’S MISSIONS 
	Examining its responsibilities for IRAQI FREEDOM, soccent determined that two Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces and a Naval Task Force along the southern coast of Iraq would prosecute the special operations campaign in support of 1003V. Cjsotf-north would be responsible for northern Iraq and the Kurdish forces, and cjsotf-west would suppress the scud missile threat in the western and southern deserts of Iraq and organize resistance among the Shia. Te Naval Task Force would secure Iraqi oil and g
	-
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	primary objective was Baghdad—the center of gravity for Saddam Hussein and his regime. 

	5th Special Forces Group 
	5th Special Forces Group 
	Te centcom-oriented 5th Special Forces Group had a signifcant role in Plan 1003V, as it had during desert storm. Still, the Army corps headquarters assuming command of Afghanistan wanted to maintain a full complement of Army special operations forces in that country, the 5th sfg could not fulfll both obligations. Having been released from its on-order contingency mission in the Horn of Africa, the 3rd sfg assumed the arsof mission in Afghanistan, freeing the 5th sfg to prepare for Iraq. In Afghanistan, the 
	In the late summer of 2002, soccent assumed the entire western desert mission in Iraq, which was subsequently assigned to the 5th sfg. British and Australian elements were transferred to jsotf-west, making it a Combined jsotf. Soccent modifed the jsotf-west Joint Manning Document and embedded Australian and British ofcers; Colonel John Mulholland had an Australian as his deputy, and a British ofcer serving as the operations ofcer. Once the manning issues had been resolved, cjsotf-west turned its attention t
	-
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	based on a sadly out-of-date Iraqi Order of Battle.
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	10th Special Forces Group 
	10th Special Forces Group 
	Colonel Mulholland’s 5th sfg was force-listed in the original 1003 plan and was, therefore, guaranteed a role in 1003V. Te centcom plan called for two Special Forces groups. Te 10th sfg commander Colonel Charles Cleveland lobbied for the 10th sfg to fll the second mission. His justifcations were solid: the 1st sfg was committed to Exercise Balikatan 02 in the Philippines, the 7th sfg was committed to Colombia, and the 3rd sfg was in charge of cjsotf-Afghanistan. His group was not only available, but also ha
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	Figure 2.15 Colonel John Mulholland and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld in Afghanistan. 
	Figure 2.15 Colonel John Mulholland and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld in Afghanistan. 
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	cluded jsotf operations based on a northern Iraq mission scenario in 
	Joint Training Exercise Flintlock Reborn.
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	Shortly afer taking command of the 10th sfg in July 2001, Colonel Cleveland announced his intent to exercise the group headquarters overseas as a jsotf according to eucom Operations Plan 2929. Cleveland understood that resources would be a problem, and envisioned creating this jsotf under soceur by blending the 10th sfg headquarters and its support elements with those of the Air Force’s 352nd Special Operations Group staf and its communications suite. Having received approval for his plan from the commander
	-
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	Due to the U.S. Army Special Operations Command’s reprioritization of funding and equipment felding to support Operation enduring freedom, Special Forces Command tasked the 10th sfg to provide winter warfare training to the 5th sfg. Aferward, the 10th sfg transferred its winter warfare gear (from snowshoes to snowmobiles) to the 5th SFG. As with all sfgs in the command, the 10th SFG had also attached personnel with critical skills to the 5th sfg for its mission in Afghanistan. Undaunted by these commitments
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Having made a “pact of sorts” with Colonel O.G. Mannon, the 352nd Special Operations Group commander, to integrate his staf and communications suite with the 10th sfg headquarters to form a jsotf for Flintlock Reborn, Cleveland chose twenty 352nd sog ofcers to be integrated into the jsotf and establish a habitual relationship with the 10th sfg. Te 352nd sog was involved in aerial resupply of sof teams in Afghanistan and had based out of Turkey for that mission. Te resupply mission was reduced in February 20
	-
	-
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	To fund and schedule his plan, Cleveland took advantage of a joint combined exercise for training in Turkey and garnered additional funds from a rarely conducted U.S.-Israeli sof exchange, with the concurrence of General Lambert and the centcom joint exercises ofcer. To kick of Flintlock Reborn in April 2002, the 10th sfg and the 352nd sog established a jsotf in Stuttgart. One Special Forces battalion located its forward operating base in Stuttgart, while another established its forward operating base in Tu
	-
	-
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	executed a northern Iraq scenario and mission profle. As agreed, Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command provided trainers/mentors to review joint staf procedures and efect technology transfers within the jsotf. In the course of the exercise, the Army and Air Force stafs coalesced into an efective jsotf. Tus, the 10th sfg was exercising as a jsotf while the 3rd sfg with 20th sfg augmentees was operating as the cjsotf-Afghanistan in Bagram. Te 10th sfg now had the most current experience in the regi
	-
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	Having supported Cleveland in training as jsotf, General Lambert petitioned soccent and soceur to give the sof mission in northern Iraq to the 10th sfg. He attached the 3rd Battalion, 3rd sfg, to the 10th sfg to give it a mobile heavy weapons capability. Soceur retained the 1st Battalion of 10th sfg to handle regional contingencies, and using C Company, 2nd Battalion, 20th sfg, to “round-out” the 10th sfg’s 3rd Battalion for 1003V, the 10th sfg could still provide a Special Forces company to Kosovo for peac
	25 

	Finally receiving the sought-afer order to support 1003V, Cleveland headed to Tampa. 
	-

	Afer attending several soccent planning sessions, it was pretty evident that the sof fght in the north would be very diferent than Colonel Mulholland’s in the west and Captain Bob Harward’s fght in the south. I did not need the [special operations commander] to write my campaign plan. One of my battalion commanders, Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, was a recent [School for Advanced Military Studies] graduate. With him as the primary architect, and with some outside assistance, we prepared the Task Force Vik
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	socce [Special Operations Command and Control Ele
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	ment] to go through a warfghting exercise with them.” 
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	The “Tyranny of Time” 
	The “Tyranny of Time” 
	Te time and distance between headquarters planning the fght, Army and special operations headquarters providing resources, and combat units preparing for war made coordination difcult and kept operational planners hopping when suspenses for critical decisions negated responses from the feld. Some units were simply too late with their input. Te 5th and 10th SFGs were allocated to diferent combatant commands—CENTCOM and eucom—which made coordination with higher headquarters difcult. In addition, arsof had oth
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	Figure 2.19 Map showing Colonel Charles Cleveland’s tyranny of time. Large time zone diferences contributed to planning difculties. 
	Planning for War 
	was on Pacifc Standard Time. Te 160th soar and two of its battalions were located at Fort Campbell, but its 3rd Battalion was in Savannah. Centcom and the U.S. Special Operations Command were both located in Tampa, but centcom’s in-theater headquarters was located in Qatar—eight hours ahead of Eastern Standard Time; and eucom was headquartered in Stuttgart, which was fve hours ahead of Tampa. At times it was impossible to contribute to or infuence a decision before the planning matrix reached fruition. Clev
	-
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	this dilemma as the “tyranny of time.”
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	Prior obligations and complicated circumstances provided the context in which commanders at all levels began planning for Operation iraqi freedom. Arsof units were already committed to operations in Afghanistan, the Balkans, Colombia, and the Philippines, limiting the forces available for operations against Iraq. Operation enduring freedom revealed that the ability of U.S. industry to provide wartime levels of materiel had been severely degraded by more than a decade of Department of Defense budget cuts and
	-
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	As iraqi freedom planning overlapped preparations, the various sof commands and elements confronted a variety of challenges. Time and distance continued to complicate planning and coordination eforts. Funding and equipment issues became signifcant factors in readying units for war—especially for the 5th sfg. Finally, the availability of trained personnel became an overarching concern for all commands; the call up of Reservists and Guardsmen revealed systemic problems in the mobilization system, and training
	-
	-
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	Preparing for War 
	Preparing for War 
	nce it became obvious that the United States might go to war against Iraq, the military began to prepare in earnest. Central Command’s Contingency Plan 1003 had 
	Figure
	O

	been available since soon afer the Gulf War, so it took no stretch of the imagination to assume it would provide at least a starting point for planners. Conventional and special operations units included in 1003’s Time-Phased Force Deployment List assumed they would take part in any future war with Iraq, and began to prepare accordingly. Units not force-listed in 1003 had no such guarantee, and their eforts were correspondingly less aggressive. Army special operations forces preparations were afected by tho
	CONvENTIONAl PREPARATIONS 
	CONvENTIONAl PREPARATIONS 
	By November 2002, the National Security Council had settled on General Tommy Franks’ Hybrid variant of Contingency Plan 1003— 1003V. Finding a middle ground between the ponderous Generated Start and the aggressive Running Start variations, the 1003 Hybrid— which became 1003 Victor (1003V) once it was approved—called for a moderate buildup of forces during Phase I, but retained a compressed 
	By November 2002, the National Security Council had settled on General Tommy Franks’ Hybrid variant of Contingency Plan 1003— 1003V. Finding a middle ground between the ponderous Generated Start and the aggressive Running Start variations, the 1003 Hybrid— which became 1003 Victor (1003V) once it was approved—called for a moderate buildup of forces during Phase I, but retained a compressed 
	timeline. To that end, many forces had already moved into theater and continued to do so for the next several months. In late November, Franks asked Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld for permission to deploy forces to the Middle East in preparation for the possibility that the President decided to go to war against Iraq. Te proposed deployment would send 128,000 troops to the Persian Gulf region by 15 February 2003. Franks also requested that the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) and various special 
	-
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	Operation Plan 1003V called for the 3rd Infantry Division to sweep northwest from Kuwait and enter Baghdad from the west. Meanwhile, the I Marine Expeditionary Force would sweep to the northeast along the Tigris River. Te two divisions would meet up south of Baghdad before capturing the capital together. Te speed of their advance would prevent Iraqi forces from falling back to defend Baghdad. Te relatively small ground force would also convince the Iraqis that the main assault was still to come, either from
	-
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	Persian Gulf Caspian Sea Buhairat al-Asad Ataturk Baraji Kuwait Jordan Saudi Arabia Syria Turkey Haditha SOF SOF SOF SOF 4th ID V Corps IMEF Figure 3.1 Map showing Hybrid 1003 plan of attack. 
	tions forces to secure the western desert. Coalition air assets would support the entire maneuver. Te plan was ambitious, but Franks felt that with speed and decisive frepower, it would work, and began to prepare Coalition forces accordingly.
	2 

	As the military prepared for war, diplomatic options were also aggressively pursued. Te United States moved one step closer to war with Iraq on 5 February 2003, when Secretary of State Colin Powell addressed the United Nations Security Council. In his presentation, Powell made the connection between Saddam Hussein and weapons of mass destruction. Citing intelligence reports and showing intelligence 
	-
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	photographs, Powell made the case for enacting the penalties provided for in UN Security Council Resolution 1441. Powell also made the link between al-Qaeda and Iraq, which increased the likelihood of weapons of mass destruction being used by terrorists against the United States and its allies. With talk of force circulating in the halls of the United Nations, it became increasingly clear to the U.S. military that preparations and plans needed to be fnalized as quickly as possible. War was on its way.
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	ARSOF PREPARATIONS 
	ARSOF PREPARATIONS 
	With conventional preparations moving swifly forward, Army special operations forces struggled to catch up. Not only were ARSOF elements already committed to missions around the world, but sufcient personnel and materiel for additional missions were also difcult to come by, and time was even scarcer. Time constraints forced preparations to begin even before plans were solidifed, a situation that plagued ARSOF during the entire pre-war period. 
	-
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	Further complicating eforts to prepare for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM were ARSOF’s ongoing commitments around the globe. Special Forces units were still required to support conventional operations in Afghanistan, and Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units were heavily involved in rebuilding eforts there. Special Forces units were also committed to missions in the Philippines, Colombia, and Africa. Te 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and Special Operations Support Command supported ARSOF oper
	-
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	Preparations were complex and interdependent; each change in planning caused shifs in other plans. Te various aspects of preparation also had to be carried out simultaneously, adding further strain to already overtaxed systems. While the four phases of ARSOF preparations eforts—organizing, mobilizing, equipping, and training the force—are discussed below as discrete stages, in reality, each complicated the next and each priority competed with the others for time and resources. Below are some of the most sig
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	Figure 3.3 Brigadier General Gary Harrell. 
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	Organizing the Force 
	Organizing the Force 
	Before serious war preparations could begin, ARSOF had to organize. Command relationships were many and complicated, making stafng vitally important. From U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) down to the ground units, the success of all planning and execution eforts depended on getting enough personnel trained to the level necessary for such a varied and important operation as IRAQI FREEDOM. All too ofen, key personnel were expected to quickly make decisions without even basic information. Nevertheless
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	Special Operations Command Central 
	Special Operations Command Central 
	At the end of September 2002, Brigadier General Gary Harrell felt it was time for Special Operations Command Center to begin “leaning forward” and increase its preparation eforts for IRAQI FREEDOM. To refne its planning, SOCCENT “asked the smart joint staf doctrine guys at SOCJFCOM [Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command] in Norfolk [Virginia]—Colonel Mike Findlay, Lieutenant Colonel Wes Rehorn, Don Richardson, and others—to come down to assess our SOF campaign plan, to evaluate our stafng procedu
	-
	-
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	Besides training his staf in joint staf work, Harrell needed to build his force. Central Command was a relatively new combatant command and did not have any dedicated assets—no combat units, no support units, not even auxiliary staf. Tus, a large part of CENTCOM and SOCCENT’s early preparation consisted of identifying and recruiting the people and units necessary to accomplish their missions. 
	-
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	To SOCCENT’s advantage was that it already had troops in theater participating in scheduled training and exercises. Exercise Early Victor provided American and Jordanian special operations forces a yearly opportunity to train together. Beginning on 6 October 2002, the 1st Battalion, 5th Special Forces Group, trained with its Jordanian counterparts in the country’s deserts, giving the Special Forces soldiers valuable environmental training. Support personnel and equip
	-
	-
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	ment also participated in Early Victor, which gave SOCCENT the ability to start building bases in the region as soon as December 2002. 
	-

	Joint Communications Signal Element 
	Joint Communications Signal Element 
	As part of its organization eforts, SOCCENT had to consider its ability to communicate with the myriad commands and units involved in IRAQI FREEDOM—most of which were not SOF, many of which were not Army, and some of which were not even American. Te 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion needed to be supplemented in order to provide SOCCENT with the joint communications capability it required. When Lieutenant Colonel Jay Santiago became the SOCCENT deputy signal ofcer in the summer of 2002, he inherited 
	-
	-
	-
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	Psychologists 
	Psychologists 
	One special addition to his staf that General Harrell made during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM was Colonel Morgan Banks, the U.S. Army Special Operations Command psychologist. Banks served in Harrell’s tactical Red Cell during ENDURING FREEDOM. His psychological profles of al-Qaeda, Taliban, and Northern Alliance leadership taught the general the value of having a tactically experienced psychologist on staf. Tis staf ofcer built personality profles based on leaders’ known behavior, which were extremely useful
	-
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	Alerted by General Harrell, Banks called two experienced colleagues to ascertain their availability: Lieutenant Colonel John Chin, who had been a SOF command psychologist for more than ffeen years, and Colonel Tomas Williams, who had done special projects for the Army Intelligence Command. Army clinical psychologists with tactical experience were rare commodities, so arranging temporary releases for the men while maintaining operational security was challenging, but well worth the efort.
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	Figure
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	Te benefts of having an experienced psychologist at each CJSOTF were varied. Each could act as a special advisor to the commander, provide psychological personality profling of enemy leadership, observe and analyze enemy prisoner of war interrogations, and even assist with Psychological and Information Operations. Te psychologists’ analytical skills and tactical experience made them good “sounding boards” for commanders, as they assessed the validity of planning assumptions and intelligence estimates. Te ps
	-
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	Afer matching tactical experience and backgrounds with the mission sets of each CJSOTF, Banks contacted Colonel John Mulholland of the 5th Special Forces Group and Colonel Charles Cleveland of the 10th SFG, the two commanders who would run the CJSOTFs in Iraq, to confrm his choices for each. Like Harrell, Mulholland had served in units with assigned psychologists, and as a JSOTF commander in Afghanistan, he had worked with ARSOF psychologist Major Gary Hazlet. For IRAQI FREEDOM, Mulholland was pleased to ha
	-
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	Chin joined the 5th SFG at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, in the midst the group’s fnal preparations for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Chin accompanied Mulholland on a visit to the 1st Battalion in the Middle East, where it was participating in Exercise Early Victor. Once he had decided how he could best add value to the unconventional warfare mission, Chin began executing his plan: he constructed a personality profle of Saddam Hussein from a cultural perspective to help the 5th SFG “know its enemy,” and compiled a pr
	-
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	Te personality profle of Saddam listed and explained the various factors that had infuenced the development of the dictator’s pathological personality, and explained how he had gained power and then retained it for more than twenty years. Saddam Hussein was the product of several signifcant infuences: a dysfunctional family, family obligations and clan loyalties, Iraqi history, the Sunni-Shia confict, 
	-
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	and Baath Party ideology. Even a deconstruction of his full name, Saddam Hussein al-Majid al-Tikriti, contained a wealth of information. Saddam, his birth name, meant “Great Struggler” or “One Who Confronts.” Hussein was his father’s surname, and Majid was the family name; thus, the Hussein from the Majid family of the Tikrit region. Placing Saddam in context of his family and clan connections provided insight into his loyalties and power base.
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	Chin also prepared a psychological perspective of the Iraqi tribes. Tis information covered the evolution of Iraqi tribes from early history to the present; tribal structures, myths, values, and functions; as well as Baath Party infuence and the diferences between Shia and Sunni Iraqis. A primer on the operational aspects of tribal culture— as in what to do and what to avoid—provided the Special Forces teams with rules by which to govern their actions with Iraqis. Te guidelines included explanations of Iraq
	-
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	Based on the heavy unconventional warfare mission sets assigned to CJSOTF-North, Banks recommended that Williams be assigned to that joint SOF headquarters. He had had extensive experience performing behavior analysis personality profling and additional experience with intelligence order of battle. Williams arrived in time to give Cleveland “a half-step advantage” in his negotiating role with the senior Turkish SOF leadership. To ensure the psychologist did not “slip into an operator mentality,” yet still r
	-
	-
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	Kurdish leadership—which was actually a higher priority.
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	Te elements of the profles were designed to enable Cleveland to prepare for meetings with leaders of the diferent cultures he worked with. Williams included in each profle information that would give Cleveland a credible context for his interactions with each man: personal information; how the subject interacted leader to leader; interpersonal style; interactions with U.S. subordinates; decision making style; trustworthiness; reactions during stress; attitudes about capitu
	Te elements of the profles were designed to enable Cleveland to prepare for meetings with leaders of the diferent cultures he worked with. Williams included in each profle information that would give Cleveland a credible context for his interactions with each man: personal information; how the subject interacted leader to leader; interpersonal style; interactions with U.S. subordinates; decision making style; trustworthiness; reactions during stress; attitudes about capitu
	-
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	lation; and methods to infuence, manage, and control the individual, or at least control a discussion with him.
	13 
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	Besides compiling individual profles, Williams gave the staf and team members of CJSOTF-North a more general profle of the Iraqis: 
	Having read the debriefs from the last Gulf War, the current [psychological operations] towards the Iraqi people seemed of target. I put together a ‘typical Iraqi’ personality profle to help our operations and intelligence stafs. In terms of personality traits, the Iraqis are a lot like Americans. Tey are very ingenious, ambitious, industrious, and individualistic. Tough they are Arabs, they like to gain individual advantage, but they couch that predilection in the cultural expression, ‘I have to do this to
	-
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	Te CJSOTF-North psychologist contributed information to issues ranging from capitulation versus ceasefre versus co-option to creating protocols to conduct safe, legal, ethical, and efective interrogation and detainee operations. Williams more than proved the value of including a tactical psychologist in SOF headquarters. 
	-
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	Walk-ons 
	Walk-ons 
	As a unit-poor command, SOCCENT was in no position to refuse volunteer unit participation, so even though the 75th Ranger Regiment, the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, and the Special Operations Support Command were not force-listed in the original 1003 plan, they were welcome in Tampa. Each sent a small liaison cell to SOCCENT in July 2002 to volunteer for missions and coordinate participation. Te Rangers and Aviators had been assigned lesser missions in Operation DESERT STORM, so they were all
	-
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	Coalition Partners 
	Coalition Partners 
	International interest and world support for America’s expanding Global War on Terrorism began to dwindle dramatically afer the Taliban regime collapsed in Afghanistan; however, Australia and the United Kingdom remained staunch allies. Australia was especially proud of its long-time association with the United States; it was second to none as a reliable ally of the United States. Australia had sent troops to fght with U.S. forces in every major confict of the 20th century—World War I and World War II, Korea
	-
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	dom and Australia signed up for the duration.
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	Te Australian government was committed to fghting terrorism in all its forms, and did not hesitate to support Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. As Major General Duncan Lewis, commander of Special Operations Command Australia, recounted: 
	-
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	Te Prime Minister, John Howard, felt personally committed to the American Global War on Terrorism because he was being driven to visit President George Bush at the White House when the terrorist-piloted airliner crashed into the Pentagon. Te Australian [prime minister] and his staf were whisked of to an underground bunker in the Washington area. Since our ally had been attacked, the government invoked the [Australia, New Zealand, United States] regional defense treaty [of 1951]. Tough the treaty was designe
	-
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	Australian ground forces had just returned from a year in Afghanistan on 22 November 2002 to “reft and be reconstituted” when the possibility of a second Global War on Terrorism campaign arrived. Te Howard government immediately anticipated involvement and authorized liaison teams to be assigned to U.S. commands. 
	-

	Te frst issue that had to be resolved in Coalition planning was the matter of operational control. General Lewis attended major “what if” planning sessions in Tampa before making his decision. His assessment of SOCCENT was favorable: “Te [Special Operations Commander], Gary Harrell, had taken charge and gotten the headquarters organized. Te SOCCENT staf was involved in very deliberate planning. Commanders were talking to commanders at all levels all the way down. I was satisfed that it was all joined up. It
	-
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	Unfortunately, many of the problems that plagued Coalition forces in Afghanistan were not as easily resolved before Operation IRAQI FREEDOM: top secret security clearances; access to secure compartmented intelligence facilities; access to the classifed computer network routinely used by U.S. forces headquarters and stafs for opera-
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	tional command and control; and the Blue Force Tracker System for force protection. Access to all was controlled by the U.S. National Security Agency, and although America’s “most trusted allies” were in the “intelligence onion layer” next to the center—U.S.-only access— clearances and access were still difcult to obtain. Te Ministries of Defence of both the United Kingdom and Australia dedicated money and personnel to conduct the top secret–level background investigations necessary to gain even “supervised
	-
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	tifcation equipment from the United States.
	19 

	When top-down solutions to Coalition access problems were not forthcoming, commands and units developed their own fxes. Mulholland commented, “It fell straight down to colonel commanders in the feld to take responsibility for the degree of access given to Coalition staf ofcers and Coalition force commanders. We developed work-arounds to function.” For example, one practical solution developed at the tactical level was for the Australians to attach U.S. Air Force Special Tactics Squadron personnel, who carri
	-
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	Te Australians looked to recent experiences in Afghanistan to help them better prepare for Iraq. British ground forces had brought their own air assets to Afghanistan, giving them considerable fexibility and independence. Tis standard British practice was not lost on the Australians, and when they planned for Iraq, they made sure that their “force package included two C-130 Hercules transports and several CH-47 Chinook helicopters, as well as much more robust logistics package. We learned from Afghanistan. 
	-
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	General Lewis.
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	Australian and British preparations for IRAQI FREEDOM led them to participate in training exercises with the United States. Both countries sent contingents to participate U.S. Air Force Joint Forces Experiment 02, which was held concurrently with Exercise Millennium Challenge. Held at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, the JEFX included a small Australian group and a large British contingent of ground element fre support teams and Royal Air Force forward air control teams. Although fratricide had not been an is
	-
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	U.S. air. Tat’s not a criticism, it’s a fact,” said Lewis. “I told the blokes before they lef for Afghanistan that the single greatest threat to you is Coalition air. Ten you guys can worry about the Taliban and al-Qaeda.” Te British were more circumspect, though no less cautious: “Working with the U.S. in a Coalition brings political, diplomatic, and military advantages—including the aggregation of capabilities, fexible war-fghting options, and the sharing of intelligence and risk. [British] forces need to
	forces made the Nellis protocols standard.
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	In December 2002, the United Kingdom and Australia National Command Element stafs participated in a long-planned CENTCOM exercise without troops—Internal Look 02. Te exercise served as a mission rehearsal for the Coalition Iraq operation, which was, of course, the contingency uppermost in planners’ minds at the time. It not only allowed Headquarters’ staf to practice and prepare to conduct a Coalition operation led by the United States, but also enabled 
	-
	the United Kingdom to infuence mission planning.
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	Getting forces ready and deployed into theater proved to be a major challenge for both Coalition partners. A British description of their preparations and deployment into theater was quite reserved and typically understated: “Complications created by the uncertain diplomatic and political processes in the run-up to the start of the operation, and late changes to the campaign plan wherein [British] forces would operate in the south instead of the north, had signifcant efects on the smooth provision of forces
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	operations against Saddam Hussein’s regime.
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	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	On 29 August 2002, Lieutenant General Philip R. Kensinger assumed command of U.S. Army Special Operations Command and ARSOF’s 
	On 29 August 2002, Lieutenant General Philip R. Kensinger assumed command of U.S. Army Special Operations Command and ARSOF’s 
	participation in the Global War on Terrorism. Te war was a personal one to Kensinger—he had just lef his ofce in the Pentagon minutes before the terrorist-piloted airliner crashed into the building on 11 September 2001. When Kensinger held his frst USASOC staf briefng on 29 August, he presented his top two priorities for the command: frst, to continue to feld and manage ARSOF requirements in Afghanistan; and second, to prepare for the campaign in Iraq.
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	Te role of ARSOF in Afghanistan was changing by late summer 2002; ARSOF was now supporting a conventional force instead of leading the fght. Because the conventional Army was familiar with Joint Chiefs of Staf Publication 5, proper alignment according to joint doctrine would reduce confusion for all involved. Consequently, the USASOC staf concentrated on SOF “doctrinal sets” to fulfll CENTCOM requirements in Afghanistan. Preparing for Iraq also entailed a refocusing of staf eforts. Te Special Forces trainin
	-
	might have on ARSOF.
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	U.S.Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	U.S.Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	Te U.S. Army Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command (USACAPOC) had the unenviable task of having to prepare for a plan that did not exist. Although planners had been sent forward to create a Civil Afairs campaign plan for IRAQI FREEDOM, the Civil Afairs Operational Annex to 1003V still had not been approved by late September 2002, when the Coalition Forces Land Component Command Civil Afairs section held a planning conference in Kuwait to address necessary force structure. Because the Civil Afair
	-
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	tion mistreatment of the innocent.
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	Unfortunately, these general concerns and possible scenarios were based on generalized assumptions made in the absence of good intelligence. Planners assumed that decisive combat operations could generate as many as eighty thousand dislocated civilians in the V Corps’ area of operations, and the number could double in the transition period between Phase III and Phase IV. Since the Ofce of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance was the government entity responsible for providing humanitarian aid overseas, a CFLCC 
	-
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	food, medical care, shelter, and sanitation assistance.
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	Te CFLCC civil military operations focus was on displaced civilian operations and humanitarian assistance designed to minimize civilian interference with military combat operations, and to mitigate humanitarian crises resulting from the same. Civil military operations were also directed toward establishing an acceptable, stable, new Iraqi government, and helping in recovery and reconstruction eforts. Initial priorities were to restore essential life support civilian infrastructures in Iraq, such as hospital
	-
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	and sewage systems.
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	Te Civil Afairs job in Iraq was not only projected to be much bigger than in Afghanistan, but would also require extensive coordination with nonmilitary organizations. Unfortunately, planning became bogged down in the approval process, leaving the Civil Afairs soldiers and their commanders without concrete guidance. In spite of the lack of a coherent Civil Afairs plan, USACAPOC was helpless to stop or change the deployment momentum dictated by the Time-Phased Force and Deployment List; Civil Afairs units al
	-
	soldiers in American history.
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	Mobilizing the Force 
	Mobilizing the Force 
	Although a considerable number of Reservists and National Guard soldiers were already serving tours of duty, many more were needed for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Getting those soldiers mobilized, equipped, and trained was a battle in and of itself. 
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	Special Operations Command Central 
	Special Operations Command Central 
	As the new commander of SOCCENT, General Harrell faced signifcant challenges—personnel issues being some of the most intractable. Most primary staf ofcers rotated in the summer of 2002, just as Harrell did. Because the previous commander of SOCCENT had been a Navy fag ofcer, by tradition the majority of his active duty key staf had been naval special operations ofcers. Now those positions would be flled by Army personnel, whom Harrell had to fnd and hire. “But, that wasn’t all bad,” recalled Harrell. “It ga
	-
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	Finding appropriate staf ofcers was complicated by the fact that, like most special operations headquarters in wartime, Reservists flled four-ffhs of the SOCCENT staf billets. To make matters worse, most of the Reservists and Guardsmen who were available had already been mobilized for two years and were scheduled to demobilize before the Iraq campaign began. Time further afected mobilization as competition increased among the services for individual Reservists and Guardsmen, and SOCCENT had to compete with 
	-
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	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	Because USASOC provided most of the warfghters and support units, it found itself bearing the brunt of SOCCENT’s mobilization issues. In addition to flling out its own staf requirements, USASOC had to manage its subordinate command and unit requirements, which were many. Te challenges would be met. 

	U.S. Army Special Forces Command 
	U.S. Army Special Forces Command 
	Balancing Special Forces requirements worldwide was the responsibility of Major General Geofrey Lambert, commander of U.S. Army Special Forces Command at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. In order to “stand up” CJSOTF-Afghanistan by 1 April 2002 with its complement of Joint Manning Document augmentees, about three hundred ofcers and soldiers from the 20th Special Forces Group (Army National Guard) had been integrated into the 3rd SFG, which was acting as the joint SOF headquarters in Bagram, Afghanistan. 
	-
	-
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	Serious consideration of the 20th SFG to assume some of Special Force’s Command’s obligations called for formal validation of the 20th SFG capability to serve as a Joint Special Operations Task Force. Since U.S. Joint Forces Command in Norfolk, Virginia, was conducting Joint Training Exercise Millennium Challenge 02 in September 2002, Special Forces Command initiated a request through USASOC and USSOCOM to have SOCJFCOM train and validate the 20th SFG headquarters during the exercise. Te possibility of the 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	IRAQI FREEDOM.
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	U.S.Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	U.S.Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	By the spring of 2002, virtually all Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations requirements in Afghanistan and the Philippines were being flled by Army Reserve units, and Plan 1003V called for even more. General Altshuler had to fgure out how to mobilize and train enough USACAPOC soldiers to fulfll the command’s obligations. 
	Sustaining Civil Afairs and PSYOP unit rotations in Afghanistan had already begun to stretch the capacity and capabilities of the Army Reserve force structure. Authorized level of organization rates had been kept several levels below rates for active forces for more than thirty years. Te post–World War II standards of readiness meant that the majority of Civil Afairs and PSYOP units could not be mobilized, equipped, and trained to go to war in less than four to six months. In addition, the percentage of mil
	-
	-
	grams during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM.
	34 

	Department of Defense funding kept Reserve units understrength, underqualifed, and minimally trained for decades. Having only small cadres of ofcers and noncommissioned ofcers qualifed and trained for Civil Afairs and PSYOP, units could not be made operationally ready simply by rapidly infusing personnel. Units needed MOS-qualifed personnel, equipment, and time to conduct collective training. “If [Civil Afairs] and PSYOP units could not be readily deployed in the 1990s to the Balkans, how could they be read
	-
	-

	Figure
	Figure 3.20 20th SFG beret fash. 
	Figure 3.20 20th SFG beret fash. 


	Better alternatives to this conundrum had to be found, and found 
	quickly.
	35 

	Te mobilization system itself was akin to a operating a rusty steam locomotive whose rivets were constantly popping as pressure built up. Te system was designed for ponderous mobilization eforts leading to a prolonged single war, not for the “plan fast, deploy fast” pace of IRAQI FREEDOM. What made matters worse for Civil Afairs and PSYOP mobilization was the fact that USACAPOC did not have suffcient mobilization resources to handle all the units and soldiers it needed to accomplish the mission. 
	-

	By default, Civil Afairs and PSYOP mobilizations had become USACAPOC’s responsibility when the command was formed in 1992. Although more than 90 percent of USACAPOC’s troops were Reservists, USACAPOC’s home base—Fort Bragg—was not designated as a Force Projection Platform by Army Forces Command. Te Army, therefore, would not provide mobilization funds to the command. Training ammunition, billets, mess halls, and transportation, were allocated at Fort Bragg based only on active units assigned to the base. Ye
	-

	Since Fort Bragg was not a designated Force Projection Platform, neither Fort Bragg nor USASOC had large mobilization stafs. Neither had mobilization plans. USASOC’s Army Reserve advisor four-person cell was tasked to coordinate all mobilization support at Fort Bragg. Te lack of personnel and resources led to innovative ideas about how to prepare the USACAPOC units for Iraq. Exceptions linked to the Global War on Terrorism gave USACAPOC authority to use an “involuntary” annual training cycle for individual 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	units somehow managed to get ready for IRAQI FREEDOM.
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	Some training required cooperation from units outside of USASOC. A Memorandum of Agreement was drafed between USACAPOC and the fve Army Reserve Training Divisions which included CAPO (Civil Afairs PSYOP) Training Battalions. Tese battalions were respon
	-
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	sible for MOS reclassifcation of enlisted personnel, qualifying them in either MOS 38A (Civil Afairs) or 37F (Psychological Operations). USACAPOC agreed to provide Civil Afairs and PSYOP instructors to augment the fve CAPO battalions, and the period of instruction was compressed into two two-week annual training periods. Te “TwoPlus-Two” program gave the CAPO battalions the ability to produce groups of ffy Civil Afairs and ffy PSYOP MOS-qualifed soldiers one right afer another. 
	-

	While this “through-put” training system raised levels of MOSqualifed soldiers in Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP units above 80 percent, Army funding levels negated overall progress. Te units needed equipment and collective training to become fully functional, which were slow in coming. “It was a ‘Catch-22’ situation. At best, the Army Reserve force was designed to be a C-3 asset [delayed 
	-
	-
	deployment],” Altshuler added.
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	U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 
	U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 
	During Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (SWCS) had “ramped-up” Civil Afairs and PSYOP training conducted by the 3rd Battalion of the 1st Special Warfare Training Group. Te number of annual advanced individual training classes for Civil Afairs and PSYOP enlisted soldiers were increased to help fll the requirements of ENDURING FREEDOM. Te wartime program of instruction for Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP advanced individual training was “compressed” to
	-
	-
	-
	-

	At the same time as SWCS received the requirement to train more Civil Afairs and PSYOP soldiers, the school had to train an increasing number of new Special Forces soldiers. Sustained combat and a future of multiple overseas combat tours dictated more graduates in order to maintain Special Forces strength, and USASOC was having to supplement its Army-internal recruitment eforts with new Special Forces candidates who were not in the Army. Simultaneously SWCS became responsible for turning “regular” soldiers 
	-
	and turning civilians into soldiers before Special Forces training.
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	USAJFKSWCS insignia. 
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	Figure
	Figure 3.24 528th SOSB insignia. 
	Figure 3.24 528th SOSB insignia. 


	Figure 3.25 167th Teater Support Command insignia. 
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	Special Operations Support Command 
	Special Operations Support Command 
	Colonel Kevin Leonard, commander of Special Operations Support Command, faced personnel issues when he realized that with ARSOF spread so thinly between two campaigns, SOSCOM needed to expand the logistics and maintenance capability of the 528th Support Battalion. Subsequently, a third company for the 528th was approved, with personnel provided from the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve. Identifcation of combat service support units for mobilization that were operationally ready and not already force
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	tions around the world.
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	Equipping the Force 
	Equipping the Force 
	One of the bigger challenges ARSOF had to face while preparing for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was the matter of equipment. Operation ENDURING FREEDOM took its toll on active-duty units, as had decades of underfunding for Army Reserve and Army National Guard units. USSOCOM and USASOC had to carefully manage materiel resources in order to keep the force protected and safe. Not only did damaged and worn-out items need to be replaced, but updated equipment also needed to be issued to Reserve and Guard units to bri
	-
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	U.S. Special Operations Command 
	U.S. Special Operations Command 
	Lieutenant General Bryan Brown confronted budget difculties when he transferred to USSOCOM afer relinquishing command of USASOC. He recalled: 
	When I walked in as the new deputy on 12 September 2002, I was informed that USSOCOM had to brief a [Program Integration Decision Memorandum] the next day in Washington on future SOF growth and additional money needed to fght [the Global War on Terrorism]. Quite frankly, USSOCOM did not have a plan for either. Tose big, strategic, operational documents take time to produce and the constantly moving [budget] process does not give you that time. Without those long-range operational plans, we had little to bas
	-
	-
	-
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	So did its subordinate units and commands. 

	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	U.S. Army Special Operations Command 
	General Brown was the commander of USASOC until September 2002, and had personally worked to gain increased funding from USSOCOM in order to properly equip ARSOF troops. Brown also managed to convince the Army to adjust its equipment felding priorities to support the large SOF role in 1003V. “Resourcing had always been the hardest nut for USASOC to crack,” commented Brown. He continued, 
	-

	Te Army SOF component of USSOCOM had not been getting its fair share of the money from the several large Congressional GWOT [Global War on Terrorism] funding plus-ups. We received [only] $31 million dollars out of the frst $323 million dollar ‘slug’ accorded USSOCOM, and we had the preponderance of the special ops force. With supporting data in hand, I few to Tampa to meet with General Charles Holland, Lieutenant General William Tangney, Major General Eldon Bargewell, and Brigadier General Jim Parker. I tol
	Te Army SOF component of USSOCOM had not been getting its fair share of the money from the several large Congressional GWOT [Global War on Terrorism] funding plus-ups. We received [only] $31 million dollars out of the frst $323 million dollar ‘slug’ accorded USSOCOM, and we had the preponderance of the special ops force. With supporting data in hand, I few to Tampa to meet with General Charles Holland, Lieutenant General William Tangney, Major General Eldon Bargewell, and Brigadier General Jim Parker. I tol
	-
	-
	-
	-

	support USASOC properly. Afer that episode, the command 
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	Figure 3.26 General Bryan Brown. 
	Figure 3.26 General Bryan Brown. 
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	Figure 3.27 Brigadier General Howard Yellen. 
	Figure 3.27 Brigadier General Howard Yellen. 
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	NIGHT STALKERS 
	Figure 3.28 160th SOAR insignia. 
	Figure 3.28 160th SOAR insignia. 


	was well resourced.
	was well resourced.
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	160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment 
	160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment 
	USASOC Deputy Commanding General Brigadier General Howard Yellen was charged with overseeing the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, the 75th Ranger Regiment, and the Special Operations Support Command. Tis responsibility included oversight of the Title 50 funding used to support unconventional warfare missions. He had to intensely manage the existing ARSOF helicopter feet, watch organizational growth, and fnd funding for aviation research and development. Yellen also had to fnd money for annual mai
	-
	-
	-

	Te highest unexpected expense was the replacement of helicopters lost or seriously damaged in combat or accidents. Operation ENDURING FREEDOM missions in Afghanistan and the Philippines took their toll on scarce helicopter assets. Both replacement and repair required valuable time and constant reprioritization—and some “appetite suppression,” as SOAR commander Colonel Richard Polczynski com
	-
	-
	mented.
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	Te two MH-47E Chinooks recovered afer Operation ANACONDA in Afghanistan underwent detailed battle damage assessments, and the fndings prompted modifcations to MH-47G replacement aircraf on the Sikorsky assembly line. Fortunately, “the structural design strengths of the MH-47E enabled the Night Stalker maintenance teams at Fort Campbell [Kentucky] to rebuild one of the two helicopters shot down on Takur Ghar virtually from the ground up. Even this former 160th SOAR commander was truly amazed by that efort,” 
	Yellen.
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	Polczynski was acutely aware of close air support fratricide incidents involving Air Force aircraf in Afghanistan. While no lives were lost, one of the ARSOF MH-47Es shot-down on Takur Ghar was destroyed by the Air Force in a coordinated action with USSOCOM. Although the Night Stalkers of the 160th SOAR already provided very close-in close air support with their attack helicopters, Polczynski proposed replacing some of the Air Force support with more specialized SOAR aircraf. General Brown, a former command
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	plished with spare SOAR resources and personnel, without compro
	-
	mise to the regiment’s ongoing mission requirements.
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	5th Special Forces Group 
	5th Special Forces Group 
	When the 5th SFG turned responsibility for Afghanistan over to the 3rd SFG, it lef most of its equipment behind for the new element, which meant the 5th SFG had to scramble to reequip itself before deploying for IRAQI FREEDOM. Colonel Patrick Higgins, the SOCCENT operations ofcer stated 
	5th Group had to be reftted. Almost all of their vehicles, communications, and heavy weapons had been lef behind for CJSOTF-Afghanistan. Reft costs that amounted to almost $300 million dollars resulted in major fund reprioritizations at Fort Bragg and Tampa. Time became the ‘enemy of preparedness.’ Equipment—radios, computers, weapons, and vehicles—had to be procured and felded in time to allow the 5th Group soldiers to train with it before going into combat again. Tus, the money fow—slow or 
	-
	fast—impacted operational readiness for combat.
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	Beyond team equipment, the 5th SFG needed additional headquarters equipment in order to function as CJSOTF-West. Mulholland remembered 
	-

	One of the ‘hard sells’ to [Special Forces] Command and USASOC was the need to buy the tentage and equipment necessary to establish a JSOTF headquarters overseas in a bare base environment. What I learned from [ENDURING FREEDOM] was that there is a geometry component in how to set up a joint operations center. An asymmetrical layout to access key personnel quickly was critical. Te linear layout at K2 [Karshi Kanabad, Uzbekistan] (that we euphemistically called ‘the worm’) proved to be a nightmare at times. 
	-
	-
	as a CJSOTF.
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	In addition to being felded with new Ground Mobility Vehicles, the vehicles had to be modifed to the Special Forces model approved by USSOCOM. Anticipating that one of the 5th SFG battalions would be used to locate and counter the SCUD missile threat in the western desert of Iraq, the battalion needed to be fully mobile and organized into 
	In addition to being felded with new Ground Mobility Vehicles, the vehicles had to be modifed to the Special Forces model approved by USSOCOM. Anticipating that one of the 5th SFG battalions would be used to locate and counter the SCUD missile threat in the western desert of Iraq, the battalion needed to be fully mobile and organized into 
	-

	company-sized forces. Two companies in 1st Battalion were already so organized and had fought as mobile units before, so 1st Battalion received the mission. Mulholland’s intent to organize the other battalions like the 1st Battalion was precluded by the unavailability of GMVs, and the time required to modify the vehicles they did have. Adjusting to these and other factors, Mulholland gave the 1st Battalion the priority for GMVs and internally reassigned personnel to give it three full-strength Special Force
	-
	-
	-
	-


	Figure
	Figure 3.29 Special Forces model GMV. 
	Figure 3.29 Special Forces model GMV. 


	Figure
	Figure 3.30 Millennium Challenge 2002 logo. 
	Figure 3.30 Millennium Challenge 2002 logo. 
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	fll the western desert requirement. Because unconventional warfare would be the principal mission of the other two battalions, they would use nonstandard tactical vehicles—Toyota pickup trucks carrying a variety of crew-served weapons that could be loaded into the 160th SOAR MH-47D Chinooks. Both vehicle types performed well in Iraq. 

	Training the Force 
	Training the Force 
	Once the force was organized, mobilized, and equipped, all that was lef was to train it. Tis last stage of preparation, which actually took place concurrently with the other three, was vital to ARSOF’s success in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Army SOF units participated in a number of training exercises in 2002 and early 2003, which enabled commanders and individuals to enhance the force’s readiness beyond what could be achieved through routine training methods. 
	-



	Millennium Challenge 
	Millennium Challenge 
	Te biennial U.S. Joint Forces Command experiment Millennium Challenge was conducted from 24 July–15 August 2002, and included all military services and combatant commands. As intended, Millennium Challenge was a critical building block in the U.S. military’s transformation to joint operations. Using a combination of computer simulations and live feld exercises, the participating elements played out a scenario based on a hypothetical high-end, small-scale contingency that had the potential to escalate to a m
	-
	-

	A key part of Millennium Challenge was the concurrent Joint Expeditionary Force Exercise (JEFX) held at Nellis Air Force Base. 
	U.S. and Allied air components provided aviation assets, and teams from the 5th SFG, the 75th Ranger Regiment Fires Support Element, as 
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	well as British and Australian ground teams provided ground assets. Working together over the course of three weeks, the JEFX participants worked out critical new protocols and systems for coordinating 
	-
	air and ground operations.
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	Much to the ground forces’ astonishment, the JEFX revolved around a complicated “spiral development” cycle involving sophisticated computer modeling and rapid decision cycles. Hundreds of simulations and several live-fying exercises tested newer technologies to improve battle management. Chief among the improvements was better connectivity among the services and the development of a common operating picture. “It was really much more about integrating systems to provide better command and control capability 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	As each iteration of the experiment was completed, the participants evaluated the results and developed solutions and improvements to any problems they encountered. In a feat of instant feedback, the next iteration incorporated the changes, which were then tested. Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Tracy Tynan, JEFX 02 program manager, said: “Te uniqueness of the ‘spiral’ approach is that you have total involvement with the warfghters from the very frst step in the process through to the experiment and live exerc
	-
	-
	-
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	Because Millennium Challenge could transform joint war fghting doctrine based on lessons from ENDURING FREEDOM, and promised to standardize and upgrade command and control communications suites with the latest advances in technology, the ARSOF community had great expectations for the exercise. In addition to addressing air coordination issues, SOCJFCOM would use Millennium Challenge to train and validate the capability of the 20th SFG headquarters to serve as the JSOTF in Afghanistan. 

	Special Operations Command Central 
	Special Operations Command Central 
	While SOCCENT worked to develop a supporting SOF campaign for 1003V, every command involved tailored training according to specifc mission requirements and operational needs. With almost a 
	While SOCCENT worked to develop a supporting SOF campaign for 1003V, every command involved tailored training according to specifc mission requirements and operational needs. With almost a 
	-

	completely new staf, General Harrell thought that a “crawl, walk, run” methodology was the best approach to training. SOCCENT staf elements oriented and trained new personnel at the same time as they were writing their sections of the SOF campaign plan. While difcult, the dual efort proved good for team building and acclimated SOCCENT personnel to the staf efort necessary to sustain aroundthe-clock combat operations. Te JSOTF staf training conducted by 
	-
	-
	SOCCENT was augmented by training conducted by SOCJFCOM.
	50 


	Figure
	Figure 3.31 Aircraf at Nellis Air Force Base dur-ing Millennium Challenge 2002.. 
	Figure 3.31 Aircraf at Nellis Air Force Base dur-ing Millennium Challenge 2002.. 
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	Figure 3.32 SOCJFCOM logo. 
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	Figure
	Figure 3.33 75th Ranger Regiment scroll shoulder patch. 
	Figure 3.33 75th Ranger Regiment scroll shoulder patch. 


	Special Operations Command Joint Forces Command 
	Special Operations Command Joint Forces Command 
	Colonel Higgins gave SOCJFCOM’s Colonel Mike Findlay the SOCCENT staf augmentation priorities: the 5th SFG, then the 10th SFG, and no augmentees to the Naval Special Warfare Group 2. While SOCJFCOM had provided experienced joint staf ofcers to augment Mulholland’s JSOTF staf in Afghanistan, most of those ofcers had moved on by the summer of 2002. With the 5th SFG slated to run CJSOTF-West for IRAQI FREEDOM, Mulholland needed experienced personnel. SOCJFCOM provided a number of senior joint staf ofcers to se
	-
	COM staf ofcers to fll out Cleveland’s CJSOTF-North staf.
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	Personnel rotations and new replacements with minimal joint staf experience meant considerable training as SOCCENT prepared for war. “Trying to train-up the SOCCENT, 5th SFG, 10th SFG, and Naval Special Warfare Group 2 stafs on joint warfare planning, coordination, and operations before all joint manning documents were flled was really tough,” said Dave Stephenson, deputy director of the Joint Special Operations Forces Training Center at SOCJFCOM. “Some Reserve augmentees initially felt like second-class ci
	-
	-
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	Rangers 
	Rangers 
	Te Rangers focused the majority of their training on maintaining the skills responsible for their reputation as the best light infantry in the world. Battalion rotations to the Joint Readiness Training Center at Fort Polk, Louisiana, and the National Training Center at Fort Irwin, California, provided opportunities to rehearse appropriate tactics, techniques, and procedures developed during ENDURING 
	-
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	FREEDOM. “We practiced ‘jumping’ [moving forward] and splitting the regimental and battalion TOCs [tactical operations centers] and forming small, mobile command and control cells to direct multiple missions simultaneously,” explained Colonel Joseph Votel, the 75th Ranger Regiment commander. 

	5th Special Forces Group 
	5th Special Forces Group 
	In addition to obtaining the proper equipment for its unconventional warfare missions, the 5th SFG concentrated on desert training. Colonel John Mulholland explained, 
	-

	Desert training was no problem for the 1st Battalion, because it was scheduled for [Exercise] Early Victor in Jordan, a [joint combined training exercise] that SOCCENT had allocated to 5th Group for many years. Tis would enable them to deploy overseas competent in mobile desert operations and profcient with their new equipment and [tactics, techniques, and procedures]. It also supported the CENTCOM plan to use established regional exercises to get forces forward deployed in theater. Te 2nd Battalion trained
	53 

	When Early Victor was extended, the CJSOTF-West commander prepositioned more of the 5th SFG’s equipment forward into the Middle East. 
	-

	Mulholland sent staf observers to Millennium Challenge, but his principal interest was the JEFX at Nellis Air Force Base. Close air support to counter SCUDs was an integral part of the CFLCC joint fres plan for Iraq, and CJSOTF-West had the ground mission. On Mulholland’s initiative, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Green of SOCJFCOM was fre support liaison between the 9th Air Force and CJSOTF-West, and arranged a series of joint close air support simulations followed by live exercises at Nellis to develop joint f
	Mulholland sent staf observers to Millennium Challenge, but his principal interest was the JEFX at Nellis Air Force Base. Close air support to counter SCUDs was an integral part of the CFLCC joint fres plan for Iraq, and CJSOTF-West had the ground mission. On Mulholland’s initiative, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Green of SOCJFCOM was fre support liaison between the 9th Air Force and CJSOTF-West, and arranged a series of joint close air support simulations followed by live exercises at Nellis to develop joint f
	-
	-
	-

	pilots conducting the close air support. Te objective was to develop TTPs that both ground and air parties could live with on the battlefeld. “We got the practical part down fast. Te toughest part was customizing computer programs that opened and closed the ‘kill boxes.’ 
	-
	-
	Te technology kicked our butt,” recalled Mulholland.
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	Figure 3.34 5th SFG beret fash. 
	Figure 3.34 5th SFG beret fash. 
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	Figure 3.35 9th Air Force shoulder patch. 
	Figure 3.35 9th Air Force shoulder patch. 
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	Figure 3.36 10th SFG beret fash. 
	Figure 3.36 10th SFG beret fash. 



	10th Special Forces Group 
	10th Special Forces Group 
	Colonel Charles Cleveland prepared somewhat diferently than did Mulholland. While 1003V assumed forward basing in Turkey for CJSOTF-North and the 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), the lack of a frm commitment lef Cleveland “straddling the eucom and CENTCOM fence.” Furthermore, in spite of the fact that the 10th SFG was slated to support the 4th Infantry Division in northern Iraq, III Corps did not send its tactical air control party to any of the exercises held at Nellis Air Force Base. Without teams with
	-

	Cleveland was initially an observer at Millennium Challenge, but afer watching SOCJFCOM operate as a JSOTF for the 20th SFG for several days, he called Fort Carson to send the 10th SFG staf principals and/or deputies to Norfolk to “right seat” the JSOTF trainers. Tey needed to capitalize on the joint staf expertise, learn critical battle space management architecture and integration, efect technology transfers, and copy the joint operations center model communications layout. It was “worlds diferent” from t
	-
	-
	-
	North.
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	Afer Millennium Challenge, SOCJFCOM attached Air Force Lieutenant Colonel Paul Wida to CJSOTF-North. He explained the joint fres problem quite succinctly: 
	-

	Task Force Viking, like the rest of SOF, had no organic assigned targeting capability like most conventional ground forces. In Afghanistan, Air Force strategic air assets had been routinely used by SOF for close air support. Only ABCCC [airborne command, control, and communications] aircraf possessed the authority to divert tactical air. Tat authority went away when the ABCCC departed the battle area. Most senior SOF commanders do not know the tactical and strategic weapon capabilities. Tus, it was difcult 
	Task Force Viking, like the rest of SOF, had no organic assigned targeting capability like most conventional ground forces. In Afghanistan, Air Force strategic air assets had been routinely used by SOF for close air support. Only ABCCC [airborne command, control, and communications] aircraf possessed the authority to divert tactical air. Tat authority went away when the ABCCC departed the battle area. Most senior SOF commanders do not know the tactical and strategic weapon capabilities. Tus, it was difcult 
	-
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	to set priorities by munitions. Conventional forces had organic [Air Force] tactical air control parties to assist their commanders. While Army feld artillerymen assigned to the [joint fres element] could help with deconfiction and coordination measures, ad hoc [tactical air control parties] had to be felded to provide the necessary expertise.”
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	20th Special Forces Group 
	20th Special Forces Group 
	Colonel Michael Findlay served as the commander of the JSOTF that SOCJFCOM operated for Millennium Challenge. He provided this perspective: 
	-

	I chose not to train the 20th SFG as a JSOTF during [Millennium Challenge] 02, but to exercise them as the [Army special operations task force] because it was a huge [Department of Defense] experiment . . . 20th SFG did not need the added pressure. As an [Army special operations task force], the headquarters would be faced with many of the same challenges that a JSOTF had to deal with—battle space geometry, command and control relationships, collaborative tools, information sharing, intelligence integration
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te SOCJFCOM motto for Millennium Challenge was, “Practice what we preach,” stated Findlay. “We were going to practice information sharing, integration, collaboration, and supported-supporting relationships and see how they worked in the highest [operational tempo] environment that we could create.”
	-
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	Set up less than half a mile away, the 20th SFG’s Colonel James Champion and his staf had open access to the JSOTF. Findlay reported, 
	-

	Tey organized their TOC [tactical operations center] for real—using all the collaborative tools, built their web page, incorporated Blue Force Tracking, and their ODAs [operational detachment alphas] used UAVs [unmanned aerial vehicles] at Tonopah Proving Grounds, Nevada. Te 20th sfg’s staf received a good process focus—command and control, and headquarters functions, like monitoring, assessing, planning, and directing—on how to run joint operations; the purpose for and the writing of staf [standing operati
	-
	-

	SOCJFCOM did its best to replicate real-world circumstances, “However, having to work within a rapid decision cycle, and integrating with service partners in a computer simulation experiment did not 
	-
	induce risk nor real stress.” commented Findlay.
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	Figure
	Figure 3.37 Colonel Michael Findlay. 
	Figure 3.37 Colonel Michael Findlay. 
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	Figure 3.38 20th SFG beret fash. 
	Figure 3.38 20th SFG beret fash. 
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	Afer the conclusion of Millennium Challenge, USASOC and USASFC agreed that the 20th SFG was capable of operating as the CJSOTF-Afghanistan starting in September 2002. General Lambert explained, “Since two of the 20th SFG battalions were approaching the end of their federal mobilization, it was decided that the 2nd Battalion, 7th SFG, would ‘balance’ the [National Guard Special Forces] battalion. It would be the frst time that an Army National Guard SFG would have operational control of an active duty [Speci
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	3rd Special Forces Group 
	3rd Special Forces Group 
	When the 20th SFG assumed the CJSOTF-Afghanistan mission from the 3rd SFG shortly afer the end of Millennium Challenge, this gave the 3rd SFG commander Colonel Joseph Celeski the opportunity to focus on preparing the 3rd Battalion for its mission with the 10th SFG in northern Iraq. Celeski assumed that because the 3rd Battalion mobile force would require a large portion of the 10th SFG airlif to get into theater, it would be among the last going; he made sure that the battalion made maximum use of the avail
	-
	-
	-
	Grounds, Nevada.
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	Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	Army Civil Afairs & Psychological Operations Command 
	SOCOM, USASOC, and USACAPOC eforts to have Joint Forces Command include Phase IV post-confict military scenarios in Millennium Challenge failed. “Our requests never got above the two-star level at JFCOM,” said General Lambert. In a last efort to prompt some interest, General Altshuler loaded a cross-section of his staf in rented nine-passenger vans, and went to Norfolk. Tat ploy elicited less than a half-day of civil military exercise play, the normal amount of time dedicated at the National Training Center
	-
	-
	Training Center.
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	U.S.Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 
	U.S.Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center & School 
	SWCS attacked the problems with close air support in Afghanistan as a training need. Based on the Nellis Air Force Base JEFX, SWCS created a special operations tactical air control course at Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona, to provide Special Forces teams close air support training and regular interaction with Air Force tactical air control 
	-
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	parties, enlisted tactical air controllers, and feld artillery fre support teams. Tis enabled all elements involved to become familiar with each other’s capabilities and limitations. Te Special Forces teams worked with simulators frst, then advanced to live close air support missions using the latest state-of-the-art optics and technology. Special Forces teams also learned to check Air Force profciency just as they did one another on cross-trained 
	-
	-
	skills.
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	Internal Look 
	Internal Look 
	Central Command conducted the second and fnal major joint exercise during the preparation phase of IRAQI FREEDOM in late 2002. Internal Look 2002 was a biennial Joint Chiefs of Staf–sponsored, computer-based command post exercise based on a contingency plan. It was focused on joint battle staf war fghting at the strategic and operational level, and was designed to exercise the CENTCOM battle staf abilities to command, control, and communicate from a forward-based location in the theater while maintaining se
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	ing Millennium Challenge.
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	Internal Look 2002 had several phases. Deployment of the CENTCOM portable operations center to As Sayliyah Military Base near Doha, Qatar, constituted phase one of the exercise, and was completed in November. Staf mentoring and joint mission essential task list development during the refnement of 1003V had been phase two of the joint staf training. Te fnal phase would be accomplished in Qatar in late November–early December 2002 before and during Internal Look 02. Caught up in the scramble to get ready for 
	-
	-
	-
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	Since General Harrell intended to fght Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in theater—specifcally in Qatar—the SOCCENT headquarters 
	Since General Harrell intended to fght Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in theater—specifcally in Qatar—the SOCCENT headquarters 
	-

	needed time to build necessary infrastructure to accommodate the expanded joint operations center command and control nodes. Te staf elements also needed time to physically set up and get organized. It was a scramble for everyone. 

	Figure
	Figure 3.41 SOTAC. Te Special Operations Ter-minal Air Comtronller’s Course was used early in the Global War on Terrorism. Tese Special Forces soldiers are conducting operations in Afghanistan. 
	Figure 3.41 SOTAC. Te Special Operations Ter-minal Air Comtronller’s Course was used early in the Global War on Terrorism. Tese Special Forces soldiers are conducting operations in Afghanistan. 


	Figure
	Figure 3.42 Internal Look 2002. Internal Look 02 validated the CENTCOM portable operations center in Qatar. 
	Figure 3.42 Internal Look 2002. Internal Look 02 validated the CENTCOM portable operations center in Qatar. 


	Numerous steps had to be accomplished before the multiple echelon stafs could begin exercising various planning options via computers. “While this might appear mundane, these parts were critical to headquarters preparing to fght a war. And these things had to done while newly activated individual Reservists from all services were arriving overseas to fll joint wartime staf positions in SOCCENT and the other headquarters,” said Colonel Higgins. Te physical set up and staf arrangement in multiple joint operat
	-
	-
	-
	-
	demanding than anticipated by all echelons.
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	While the numerous stafs scrambled to become operational, the CENTCOM component commanders had the opportunity for mentor-ship. General Franks invited numerous retired generals with considerable joint operations experience to spend “quality time” with his commanders as part of Internal Look. Seasoned commanders representing all services attended, and some remained through the coming war with Iraq. General Gary Luck, a former commander of USASOC, the commander of XVIII Airborne Corps during DESERT STORM, and
	-
	-
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	Numerous lessons from Operation ENDURING FREEDOM and Millennium Challenge were incorporated in Internal Look 02. Command and control and the employment of SOF would follow joint doctrine in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, and Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command (SOCCENT became CFSOCC during IRAQI FREEDOM) would be responsible for conventional SOF in theater. Unfortunately, not all command and control inefciencies were ironed out. Afer the exercises, CFSOCC had a better information management plan
	-
	-
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	and joint special operations areas in the battle area of operations had also been clarifed and acknowledged by all parties. In spite of all that coordination, fnal decision authority for air missions requested by the SOF teams still rested with the joint special operations air component commander instead of the commander of CFSOCC. Tis arrangement cut CFSOCC out of the appeal loop and plagued the CJSOTF-West commander throughout the war.
	-
	-
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	When CFSOCC built its ground operations plans, Coalition Forces Air Component Command graphics for close air support were used. Joint special operations areas conformed exactly to the “kill boxes” that CFACC had established, because the CFSOCC mission was to support CFACC and CFLCC—in the traditional SOF force multiplier role. Te only exception was unconventional warfare because that spanned the entire area of operations and the CJSOTFs controlled those eforts. Since the JSOAs were in CFLCC maneuver space, 
	-
	coordinated during Millennium Challenge.
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	ARSOF commanders who attended Internal Look benefted from the staf coordination. Colonel Mulholland (CJSOTF-West), Colonel Votel (Rangers), Colonel Polczynski (160th SOAR), and Colonel Leonard (SOSCOM) all worked through the scenario and solidifed plans. Absent from Internal Look was Colonel Cleveland, who had been called to participate in the negotiations with the Turks. CJSOTF-North critically needed an in-theater forward base to pre-position its forces, and a destination for the Air Force planners trying
	-

	In Colonel Findlay’s words, 
	Internal Look proved to be a good workout for the component commands and established the war fghting roles of [C]FSOCC and the two JSOTF commanders. Collaboration worked among the senior commanders, but immaturity of the stafs caused problems. It seems that collaboration improves the higher one goes; the further down the echelons that one moves, the more that principals and staf ofcers resort to e-mail, liaison ofcers, printed orders, 
	-
	-
	policies, etcetera.
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	Millennium Challenge and Internal Look contributed signifcantly to ARSOF preparations. SOCJFCOM joint staf training and validation of the 20th SFG headquarters was vital to aligning Special Forces requirements worldwide. Te 10th SFG and 75th Ranger Regiment stafs received quality joint staf training and acquired the latest technology upgrades from SOCJFCOM while the latter functioned as the JSOTF for the 20th SFG. Te joint fres simulations and live exercises of JEFX 02 enabled the 5th SFG, the Rangers, and 
	Millennium Challenge and Internal Look contributed signifcantly to ARSOF preparations. SOCJFCOM joint staf training and validation of the 20th SFG headquarters was vital to aligning Special Forces requirements worldwide. Te 10th SFG and 75th Ranger Regiment stafs received quality joint staf training and acquired the latest technology upgrades from SOCJFCOM while the latter functioned as the JSOTF for the 20th SFG. Te joint fres simulations and live exercises of JEFX 02 enabled the 5th SFG, the Rangers, and 
	-
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	provided the joint fres protocols that promoted success during IRAQI FREEDOM. Internal Look “shook down” the major command battle stafs and established confdence in the command, control, and communications networks. Having seasoned general ofcers as mentors available to service component commanders and senior staf ofcers proved very insightful on the part of General Tommy Franks. Te major shortfalls of both joint exercises were the lack of strategic and operational Civil Afairs guidance to make up for the a
	-
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	Figure
	Figure 3.43 CFSOCC logo. 
	Figure 3.43 CFSOCC logo. 
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	While the preparation phase of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was one of competing requirements and overlapping commitments, ARSOF commanders and units worked through the challenges and produced a strong, capable force. When it came time to deploy into theater and stage for combat operations, ARSOF was not only willing, but was also ready to go to war against Iraq. Only the execute order remained. 
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	or the Army Special Operations Forces, the pending war with Iraq fell neatly into three distinct campaigns. In the north, the presence of well-armed and organized Kurdish 
	Figure
	F 

	militias promised to be the key to engaging the Iraqi Army units stationed along the Green Line. Forcing the Iraqi corps in the region to remain in place prevented them from reinforcing the regime forces arrayed around Baghdad. In the western desert region, the likely presence of SCUD missiles with the potential to carry weapons of mass destruction warheads as far as Israel required the presence of ARSOF to seek out and neutralize the weapons. In the south, the drive of the conventional ground forces toward
	-
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	ThE FORCE 
	ThE FORCE 
	When General Tommy Franks had his fnal prewar meeting with President George W. Bush and the National Security Council on 5 March 2003, over 200,000 troops were already in the Persian Gulf. Tat number grew to 292,000 Coalition forces by the third week 
	Green line Te Green Line represents the ad hoc political boundary established between the traditional Kurdish strongholds and Saddam’s Iraq in the northeastern part of the country. Since 1991, the Kurds patrolled the Green Line which corresponded to the boundaries of the provinces the Iraqi army had lef at the end of the Gulf War. 
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	of March—more than enough for Franks’ Hybrid plan. Te only part of Plan 1003V not yet in place was the invasion from the north. Turkey refused to allow the 4th Infantry Division to transit its country to invade Iraq, leaving more than 15,000 troops with no place to go.
	-
	-
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	By March, Franks and the Central Command planners had worked for over a year on the timing of the Hybrid variant. Although forces fowed into theater at only half the rate required for Generated Start, CENTCOM planners and combatant commanders managed to 
	-
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	plan an attack more akin to Running Start: air, ground, and special operations forces were to begin operations almost simultaneously, with just forty-eight hours of notice. Tat notice came on 17 March, when President Bush issued Saddam Hussein and his sons an ultimatum: leave Iraq within forty-eight hours, or Coalition forces would attack.
	-
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	Te President’s ultimatum was CENTCOM’s cue to move from Phase I to Phase II and then rapidly into Phase III. Almost 300,000 Coalition soldiers, sailors, airmen, and Marines from twenty-three nations were poised to quickly and decisively dismantle Saddam Hussein’s regime. Just as Franks and his team had conceived more than twelve months previously, the ground and air wars would begin within hours of each other. And as Franks envisioned in his fve-fronts concept, SOF would play a key role in all phases. 
	-


	CFlCC 
	CFlCC 
	Te forces arrayed for Operation Iraqi Freedom were divided into three component commands. Coalition Forces Land Component Command was the single largest element of the Coalition force. U.S. Tird Army’s Lieutenant General David McKiernan was chosen to be the CFLCC commander, with responsibility for 170,000 ground forces. CFLCC’s major subordinate elements were the V Corps and the I Marine Expeditionary Force. Lieutenant General William Wallace commanded the V Corps which was composed of the 3rd Infantry Divi
	-
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	i mef under Lieutenant General James Conway felded the 1st Marine Division, the 3rd Marine Aircraf Wing, and the British 1st Armoured Division. Also under i mef control was Task Force Tarawa, consisting of one Marine infantry regiment and two Marine Expeditionary Units, a total of fve infantry battalions, and two companies of Abrams tanks. CFLCC was primarily responsible for the ground invasion from Kuwait and the main push northward to Baghdad. 
	-



	CFACC 
	CFACC 
	Lieutenant General T. Michael “Buzz” Moseley commanded the Coalition Forces Air Component Command. His available forces were based at friendly regional air bases and on aircraf carriers in the Persian Gulf and Mediterranean Sea: three Air Force Expeditionary Wings and fve Naval Air Wings. CFACC was responsible for air operations throughout the country of Iraq, but time-distance factors initially limited most missions to the southern and western portions of the country, the latter being its ofcial area of re
	-
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	CFSOCC 
	CFSOCC 
	Brigadier General Gary Harrell commanded Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command. CFSOCC—essentially Special Operations Command Central afer SOCCENT arrived in theater— established three regional task forces. Tose units assigned to the western desert fell under Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–West, also known as Task Force Dagger. Task Force Dagger was made up of the 5th Special Forces Group, Coalition SOF teams, and a company from the 19th SFG. Te 75th Ranger Regiment, a quick re
	-
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	Te third SOF task force was CJSOTF-north, or Task Force Viking, which consisted primarily of the 10th SFG. Te original mission of Task Force Viking was to conduct unconventional warfare operations in support of the 4th Infantry Division invasion from Turkey. When it became clear that permission for the transit would be denied, 
	-

	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
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	CJSOTF-north transitioned from being a supporting element to being the supported command. Without a strong infantry presence in the north, it fell to the 10th SFG to organize the Kurdish peshmerga and keep thirteen Iraqi infantry and armored divisions north of Baghdad busy. Te 173rd Airborne Brigade (-), originally slated to support the 4th ID, was quickly ofered to CJSOTF-north as an alternate infantry presence. Te brigade (-) jumped into Bashur Airfeld a week afer D-Day. Te drop zone was guarded by 3,000 
	-
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	EvENTS 
	EvENTS 
	Army special operations forces units and headquarters faced a myriad of tasks in the weeks prior to the start of the campaign. Every conceivable contingency received the attention of the stafs, with issues such as the handling of embedded media and defning the rules of engagement occupying specialized staf elements. Issues of preparedness and troop positioning were handled at all levels—from Special Forces teams on up to the U.S. Army Special Operations Command. Te stories and essays that follow highlight v
	-
	-
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	Rules of the Game 
	Rules of the Game 
	As U.S. forces prepared for combat in Iraq, the discussion of the fundamental rules of the game—the Rules of Engagement—were widely debated from the highest levels of the government down to the soldiers on the ground. Ultimately, the ROE afected the conduct of combat in the theater and the decisions of the ARSOF troops out on the front lines. For Navy Lieutenant Commander Garth Benson*, the SOCCENT staf judge advocate, the ROE presented a host of legal issues and defnitions needing resolution in order to pr
	-
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	In an unconventional warfare scenario, the predominant legal issues generally involve questions pertaining to the funding, equipping, and training of indigenous forces by U.S. troops under Title 10 of the United States Code. While these issues took up a signifcant portion of Benson’s time, the more immediate problems in the buildup to the invasion centered on developing the rules of engagement for the ARSOF units going into combat. From the perspective of a joint headquarters, Benson needed to be sensitive 
	-
	-
	-
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	SOCCENT’s role in the strategic joint fres arena consisted of the nomination of targets and the calling in of close air support; SOCCENT operated between the strategic and tactical levels with requirements at both. Benson’s involvement in the development and dispersion of ROE guidance to the ARSOF elements consisted of an intense scrutiny of the topic and a formulation of working defnitions to clarify questions from the feld. With fourteen subordinate staf judge advocates at the CJSOTFs and Special Forces f
	-
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	Benson’s most simplistic defnition of the ROE was that it “is nothing more than a delegation of authority—who can authorize what. Ofen, it is a question of whether something is ROE versus TTP [tactics, techniques, and procedures]. Roe is not designed to handle every individual case. What is called ROE is ofen a TTP; an example is self-defense.” 
	-
	-

	For Benson, this concept crystallized when he attended a briefing given to General Franks on developing the CENTCOM Rules of Engagement guidance for approval by the Joint Staf. In Frank’s opin
	For Benson, this concept crystallized when he attended a briefing given to General Franks on developing the CENTCOM Rules of Engagement guidance for approval by the Joint Staf. In Frank’s opin
	-
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	ion, the working ROE was: 1) Kill the enemy, 2) Protect your friends, 

	3) Do not kill civilians, 4) Avoid collateral damage, and 5) Obtain positive identifcation before you execute. In essence, this connected the ROE to the mission at every level, and served as the framework that gave ARSOF troops working guidance in their approach to their particular situations. As the campaign unfolded, this concept served the units well in most instances. In many cases, questions from the feld were better served with more mission guidance as opposed to a more detailed roe. 

	Standing Up the CJSOTFs 
	Standing Up the CJSOTFs 
	In the weeks and months preceding the start of Operation Iraqi Freedom, planners and commanders worked hard to pre-position SOF troops and equipment. “Te ‘good news story’ for SOF was that the senior military leadership, based on the Afghanistan experience, understood the critical need to get SOF into Iraq early,” recalled Colonel Patrick Higgins, the SOCCENT operations ofcer. While the 5th SFG, as CJSOTF-West, was fortunate in its ability to begin staging in the region as early as the fall of 2001, the 10t
	-
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	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West 
	By late 2001, CJSOTF-West was receiving pressure from SOCCENT to fnalize its SOF campaign plan. While the mission and commander’s guidance from Brigadier General Gary Harrell were very broad. When Exercise Early Victor was extended, the 5th SFG took advantage of the opportunity to pre-position more equipment forward. Tis enabled the 5th SFG to get forces into position in a timely fashion.
	5 

	Te 5th SFG began deploying advanced echelons of its battalions into forward bases in early January. Tese advance teams prepared to do bare base construction for three elements—CJSOTF-West and two 5th SFG battalions—major tasks to be performed before the main bodies of troops and equipment arrived in theater. CJSOTF-West also dispatched special operations command and control elements to work with CFLCC headquarters and i mef.
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	CJSOTF-North 
	CJSOTF-North 
	When Colonel Charles Cleveland and a small planning team from 10th SFG went to Europe in November 2002, they found themselves in the middle of high-level international politics. Te Turkish military was against any large U.S. military presence in its country. Without a deployment order, but with the concurrence of U.S. Army Special Forces Command, SOCCENT, and Special Operations Command Europe, Cleveland moved a planning cell to Stuttgart, Germany, in the frst week of January 2003 so the cell would be in the
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	During a second session with a Turkish special operations general in December 2002, Cleveland roughed out a proposal. It was agreed that 150-man Kurdish elements could be “security” for cjsotf-North forces. In return for Turkish cooperation, CJSOTF-north would not permit any large Kurdish elements south of the Green Line. Te Turks were concerned about possible Kurdish occupations of Kirkuk and Mosul, which would give the Kurds efective control of the northern oil felds. “Tis simple operational protocol was 
	-
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	Te concept had already been briefed to the Turkish General Staf. Cleveland recalled, “Tey knew up front 90 percent of what we planned to do. When they demanded that Turkish special forces teams accompany the American [Special Forces teams], I challenged them: ‘What part in killing Iraqis do you, the Turks, want?’ Tey wanted absolutely no part and backed of immediately. Te concession granted was to 
	Te concept had already been briefed to the Turkish General Staf. Cleveland recalled, “Tey knew up front 90 percent of what we planned to do. When they demanded that Turkish special forces teams accompany the American [Special Forces teams], I challenged them: ‘What part in killing Iraqis do you, the Turks, want?’ Tey wanted absolutely no part and backed of immediately. Te concession granted was to 
	-

	have a Turkish SOF element set up outside the CJSOTF-north facility, whether it was Diyarbakir or Batman.”
	9


	 Te original plan negotiated by Cleveland was for CJSOTF-north to base out of Diyarbakir, Turkey. Shortly afer the agreement was made, Air Force Colonel O.G. Mannon, the 352nd Special Operations Group commander who doubled as the CJSOTF-north deputy commander, few a small advanced echelon into Diyarbakir aboard two MC-130 aircraf. Te Turkish Congress voted in late January 2003 against U.S. basing, and denied permission for military overfights. Te eucom staf began to scramble for alternatives. Fortunately, s
	-
	-

	U.S. forces. Constanta was a resort city on a large lake with plenty of empty hotels during the non-peak tourist season. Te Romanian 
	Air Force said that they would make an airfeld available and arrange fuel,” remembered Jones. Since it had no forward basing site until January 2003, the 10th SFG lost its original position in the airfow “queue.” It was not until early February 2003 that the two Colorado-based battalions of the 10th SFG arrived in 
	Constanta.
	10 


	To accomplish the forward basing mission and unconventional warfare missions involving the Kurds in northern Iraq, SOCCENT and soceur had to get creative. Lieutenant General Colby Broadwater, the nato emissary and lead eucom military negotiator with the Turks, arranged conciliatory talks with the Kurdish elements in northern Iraq. His ofcial negotiating party required a moderately sized personal security detail to provide force protection; SOCCENT tasked the 10th SFG to provide that detail. Cleveland chose 
	-
	-
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	a little luck, this cadre might be lef in northern Iraq afer the Broad-water mission was completed. 
	Each vehicle in the negotiating party carried Blue Force Trackers, which enabled cjsotf-North to track the team’s movements. Cleveland said, 
	-

	Te cjsotf-North staf in Constanta was glued to the computer screen that monitored the Blue Force Trackers of the [Special Forces] teams with General Broadwater. Turkish border guards [had] required General Broadwater and his entire mission to disembark from their bus while they thoroughly inspected it before entering Iraq. As the party came back to the Habur Gate, Major Robertson’s was the only [Special Forces] vehicle accompanying the bus. Te rest of his team had been lef in the last covered area and were 
	-
	-
	cheered.
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	Te “Lost 37,” as the Turks referred to them, headed to join the Kurdish units they were assigned to. Shortly aferward, Cleveland managed to get his two battalion commanders with their operations ofcers into northern Iraq. Te night before the ground ofensive started, Brigadier General James Parker arrived at Qatar to serve as the SOCCENT deputy commander. He was just in time for the 10th SFG insertion and played a key role in the execution of the insertion and subsequent operations. 

	173rd Airborne Brigade (-) 
	173rd Airborne Brigade (-) 
	Before Colonel Cleveland departed Ankara, Turkey, Lieutenant General McKiernan asked him how he would employ the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) if cjsotf-North received that asset. Given the nature of the battlefeld and cjsotf mission, Cleveland decided not to use the 173rd in a direct combat tactical role; it would occupy and guard the oil felds of northern Iraq 
	-
	instead.
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	In late January, the CJSOTF-north operations ofcer, accompanied by the commanders and operations ofcers of the 2nd and 3rd Battalions of 10th SFG, went to a planning conference in Italy. “Neither [the 
	In late January, the CJSOTF-north operations ofcer, accompanied by the commanders and operations ofcers of the 2nd and 3rd Battalions of 10th SFG, went to a planning conference in Italy. “Neither [the 
	-

	U.S. Army Southern European Task Force] nor the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) staf had any idea how large a cjsotf headquarters was, what its capabilities were, and the joint SOF assets it controlled. Te use of a [tactical local area network], web page operations management, and satellite communications were foreign concepts. Tey envisioned an infantry brigade tactical operations center. Neither understood how the cjsotf could command and control a conventional force.” Interestingly, despite not being force-li
	-
	 Cleveland.
	13 




	Out of Turkey 
	Out of Turkey 
	Part of the original plan for the invasion of Iraq was for the 10th SFG to stage from Diyarbakir, and drive across the border into northern Iraq ahead of the 4th Infantry Division. Among various other forward elements located in Turkey preparing to execute the plan was a small team from U.S. Army Special Operations Command and Special Operations Support Command. Soscom’s Lieutenant Colonel Mark Edwards served as the logistics ofcer for CJSOTF-north, and supervised the support actions in Turkey as part of hi
	-
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	Even before CJSOTF-north troops deployed to Europe, usasoc support planners had authorized the 10th SFG a feet of 236 nonstandard vehicles—commercial trucks modifed for military use. Beginning in October 2002, Woodcock and Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Jose Molinaro* from SOSCOM’s 528th Special Operations Support Battalion worked through soceur’s logistics ofcer to draw up the specifcations of the feet. Woodcock was given a preliminary budget of over $5 million to purchase, modify, and transport the vehicles to the
	-
	-
	bakir.
	14 


	Afer evaluating various commercial vehicles, Woodcock and Molinaro concluded that Land Rover Defenders best suited the 10th 
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	SFG’s needs in northern Iraq. Land Rovers were legendary of-road vehicles common to the area, were already used by special operations forces around the world, and had a solid reputation for reliability. Land Rover also had an assembly plant in Turkey, and Woodcock reasoned that the vehicles would not only be cheaper in Turkey, but also by purchasing them locally, they would avoid having to arrange and pay for 
	shipping.
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	When Woodcock negotiated with Land Rover Turkey management, the best price Woodcock could get was $36,000 for each vehicle—before modifcations. Woodcock had allotted $30,000 per vehicle in order to stay within budget and still have the funds to make the required combat modifcations. Wisely declining Land Rover Turkey’s ofer, Woodcock went in person to the Land Rover factory in Solihull, England, to see if he could negotiate a better deal. Telling the Land Rover salespeople that he was there to purchase repl
	-
	-
	-
	costs.
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	Te purchase deal with Land Rover lef Woodcock with enough funds to purchase thirty Toyota Tacoma pickup trucks in Germany and another twenty-fve vehicles in Turkey to use around the projected cjsotf-North headquarters at Diyarbakir. By mid-March, Woodcock had over two hundred vehicles stored in the warehouse he had leased in Izmir. Tis warehouse became Woodcock’s duty station for several weeks, as he and a team of mechanics outftted the trucks with satellite tracking devices and radio platforms, added bumpe
	-
	dashboards.
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	As war neared, it became clear that the Turkish government would not allow U.S. forces to use Turkey as a staging area for an attack on Iraq. Te Turkish authorities placed Woodcock’s warehouse under armed guard and scrutinized everything and everybody going in or coming out. According to Edwards, “Te Turkish government had twenty-four hour guards on us. Anything we did with regards to get
	As war neared, it became clear that the Turkish government would not allow U.S. forces to use Turkey as a staging area for an attack on Iraq. Te Turkish authorities placed Woodcock’s warehouse under armed guard and scrutinized everything and everybody going in or coming out. According to Edwards, “Te Turkish government had twenty-four hour guards on us. Anything we did with regards to get
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	ting mechanics in and out of there was under close scrutiny. In general, anything you wanted to bring into country or wanted to take out of country, you had to account for down to serial number detail. Tey didn’t want to know how many containers you had; they wanted to know what was in each container.”
	-
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	Around the frst of March, Woodcock was ordered to make arrangements to get the vehicles out of Turkey as soon as possible. Te customs impound restriction was rescinded, but the Turks would not allow the logistics team to drive the vehicles across the border into Kurdish-controlled northern Iraq. Woodcock then set about arranging to ship the vehicles by barge from the port of Marmaris, some three hundred kilometers southeast of Izmir, to a Greek island where they could be transferred to a Greek ferry, taken 
	-
	-
	 situation.
	19 


	As soon as arrangements were fnalized, Woodcock led the frst convoy of twenty-fve vehicles on the long drive to Marmaris. No longer under customs restriction, the convoy made the trip during daylight hours with no attempts to disguise the vehicles. Turkey was abuzz with news and controversy over the expected U.S. attack on Iraq and what part Turkey might play in it. Woodcock and his convoy of white Land Rovers sporting gun mounts and military markings was a media magnet and news crews flmed the convoy the e
	-
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	Woodcock found out that in fact there was no Status of Forces Agreement between the United States and 
	-
	Turkey.
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	Woodcock watched in dismay and frustration as the police rounded up his drivers: “I knew if I just let them take the drivers, they would beat them up, run them of, and I’d be stuck with all these vehicles.” Woodcock fnally told the police that if they took his drivers into cus
	-
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	tody, they would also have to take him since they were in his employ. Woodcock “accompanied” his drivers to the police station, where the drivers were held and interrogated for twelve hours before everyone was fnally released and allowed to return to the hotel. While the team was technically free, the police put armed guards on the vehicles and refused to let Woodcock or the others near them. Te police also followed Woodcock and his party whenever they lef the hotel. By this time, Woodcock suspected that in
	-
	-
	drivers.
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	Te senior Turkish military representative in Marmaris was a high-ranking naval ofcer who soon made a point of involving himself in the confict. He made no pretense at hiding his negative feelings regarding the convoy, and informed Woodcock in no uncertain terms that if he could, he would arrest them all—Americans included—and confscate the vehicles. He actually did attempt to bully Woodcock into moving the vehicles onto his naval installation, but Woodcock declined, knowing that if he gave in, he would neve
	Te senior Turkish military representative in Marmaris was a high-ranking naval ofcer who soon made a point of involving himself in the confict. He made no pretense at hiding his negative feelings regarding the convoy, and informed Woodcock in no uncertain terms that if he could, he would arrest them all—Americans included—and confscate the vehicles. He actually did attempt to bully Woodcock into moving the vehicles onto his naval installation, but Woodcock declined, knowing that if he gave in, he would neve
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	sidered to be U.S. military equipment, and demanded that the Turks release the trucks and all the U.S. personnel and contracted drivers immediately. Te Turks complied with the embassy’s request, but they scuttled Woodcock’s plan to ferry the vehicles out of the country by intimidating the contracted ferry owner into reneging on the plan. Foiled at the coast, Woodcock had no choice but to return the vehicles to the warehouse in 
	-
	Izmir.
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	About this time, Colonel Cleveland sent Lieutenant Colonel Keith Anderson to negotiate with the Turkish government for the release of the vehicles. Afer some very hard and intense negotiations, Anderson obtained the necessary release, though with conditions. Due to the politically sensitive nature of Turkey’s involvement with the American military, the Turks insisted that the vehicles be transported on enclosed trucks and that all travel be conducted at night. Major protests were already occurring all along
	-
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	 Woodcock contracted with a Turkish transport company for thirty-fve cargo trucks. Edwards explained, “When we fnally did get permission to leave, the way we did it was by three convoys: 210 vehicles broken into three convoys, two vehicles per truck. Tey were really small trucks with tarps over [them], so you couldn’t tell what was in the back.” Feeling a distinct sense of personal responsibility for the success of the mission, Woodcock took it upon himself to accompany each convoy to the delivery point in 
	-
	Irbil.
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	Te frst convoy departed the warehouse in Izmir on the night of 25 March 2003. Woodcock rode in the cab of the lead truck. As the convoy headed for Habur Gate, the only border crossing point between Turkey and Iraq, Woodcock found that the biggest challenge was not the long, dusty journey or the horde of civilian trafc, but the Turkish government: “Every time we came up on a Turkish police vehicle, they stopped us and checked all our documentation.”
	-
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	While security was a constant concern for this convoy representing a country newly at war, once the trucks crossed into Iraq, para
	-
	-
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	doxically Woodcock and the drivers felt a sense of relief. Most of the route through Iraq was actually in Kurdish territory, which made the Kurdish drivers feel much more at home than they had felt in western Turkey. Even so, the only hostile activity against any of the convoys occurred in Mosul. An Iraqi taxi raced around one of the trucks and halted suddenly, causing the vehicle to make an emergency stop. While they were stopped, a crowd of Iraqis gathered and began to throw rocks at the trucks, breaking 
	-
	-
	Irbil.
	2
	6 


	In Woodcock’s mind, the more realistic threat was that one or more of the contracted drivers might simply disappear with his truck and sell the nonstandard vehicles on the black market. Since he always rode in the lead vehicle with no way of communicating with the other trucks, Woodcock could not keep track of every truck every minute of the journey. At each rest break, he routinely checked each vehicle before they resumed traveling, both for safety and for inventory purposes. During one such rest break, Wo
	-
	-
	drivers.
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	Te successful delivery of all the nonstandard vehicles had perhaps as much to do with Woodcock’s eforts to encourage loyalty among his drivers as their inherent honesty. He went out of his way to treat the contractors more like coworkers than hired hands, making gestures that cost him little but meant quite a bit to the drivers. Woodcock paid for the drivers’ meals at the roadside rest stops, and when they arrived in Irbil, they were fed at the American mess. Woodcock also allowed the drivers to take advant
	28 

	Te last thirty-six nonstandard vehicles arrived in Irbil on 7 April. Afer nearly two weeks of nonstop convoy travel, all 236 vehicles fnally found their way to the 10th SFG. As the Special Forces teams exchanged their locally procured vehicles for their custom-built Land Rovers or Toyota trucks, a tired and road-weary Captain Woodcock looked on with pride. Afer six long months of efort, his mission was fnally
	 completed.
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	Support in Romania 
	Support in Romania 
	In late 2002, the Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, drew one of the biggest jobs it had ever confronted—support the 10th SFG and CJSOTF-north in the war with Iraq. By the time Operation Iraqi Freedom actually began on 19 March, Bravo Company personnel were already deployed to two continents, providing vital logistics expertise and support in diverse conditions. 
	Bravo Company spent the last months of 2002 preparing for its upcoming deployment. Master Sergeant Caleb Ballard*, the company frst sergeant, played a key role in ensuring that the numerous predeployment tasks were accomplished: 
	-

	In preparation for [deployment], we went through a lot of pre-planning with regards to ordering fuel bags and nozzles and [other] equipment that we thought would better facilitate our ability to support the mission. Requirements were changing daily, and we were trying to adjust to those 
	-
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	changes. Our focus was preventive checks and inspections of equipment . . . to ensure we as soldiers had what we needed on the battlefeld. We ensured that every soldier had [desert camoufage uniforms] and tent gear and all the equipment that they needed. Te last couple of weeks prior to the actual deployment was spent lining vehicles up, and getting vehicles loaded and [joint airlif inspected] for the purpose of being able to ship them on aircraf into theater. Again, the dates kept changing, but we remained
	fexible.
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	In early February, company commander Major Richard Geery* dispatched a two-man movement control team to Fort Carson, Colorado, to assist the 10th SFG with its air movement to its intermediate staging base in Stuttgart. In the past, the 10th SFG had deployed only a relatively small number of people at any one time and had depended upon the installation movement control team for assistance. Te deployment of the entire 10th SFG plus other units at Fort Carson exceeded the installation’s capabilities. First Lie
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 deploy.
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	Te two-man team from Bravo Company brought with them subject matter expertise and practical experience working with Air Force load teams. Hancock worked with each company to prepare its equipment for deployment: “Tat involved creating load plans, keeping track of equipment, weighing and marking [equipment], calculating the center of balance, and making sure they were abiding by the proper safety guidelines.” Tinking ahead, the movement control team also installed customized sofware on the 10th SFG’s compute
	-
	-
	deployments.
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	Once the airfow was underway, Geery dispatched another team to Germany to assist with the reception of the unit personnel and equipment. Stuttgart was only intended to be a temporary staging base until the political issues with Turkey were settled. Ten everything would fow into the planned intermediate staging base at Diyarbakir Air Force Base, 
	-
	Turkey.
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	As troops and equipment began building up in Germany, Colonel Cleveland opted to move the intermediate staging base to Constanta, Romania, to get as close as possible to the operational area. Mihail Kogalniceanu Air Base could accommodate the large C-5, C-141, and C-17 Air Force transports, and had enough ramp space to park a number of these aircraf on the ground for unloading, loading, and overnight stops. Nearby Constanta contained enough hotels to billet the force and everything else needed could be cont
	false.
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	Afer three weeks of around-the-clock efort, Bravo Company fnished deploying personnel and equipment from Fort Bragg, North Carolina, to Romania. Constanta may be a resort area during the summer, but in late February and early March of 2003 it was an empty, cold, bleak, and windy 
	place.
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	Te frst troops on the ground lived and worked in unheated tents on the windswept airfeld for approximately two weeks. Once the local supply and service contracts were in place, conditions improved dramatically. Te troops were supplied, fueled, transported, 
	billeted, and fed by contracted sources coordinated and supervised by Bravo Company. While cjsotf-North remained in Constanta, all tactical operations were coordinated and planned from Mihail Kogalniceanu Air Base. Bravo Company personnel helped set up the cjsotf-North Joint Operations Center at the airfeld and established the power to run the lights, computers, and other electronic devices. Te company’s mechanics worked long and hard ensuring all deploying vehicles were modifed to carry the increased amoun
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	When the planned ground assault through Turkey was scrapped, CENTCOM planners looked to the 10th SFG and the 173rd Airborne 
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	Brigade (-) as a way to put as many U.S. troops on the ground in northern Iraq as quickly as possible. Te 10th SFG had already changed its planning to incorporate the seemingly inevitable air infltration, but the decision to send in the 173rd caused a shif in airlif priority—especially for the C-17s originally tasked with transporting the 10th SFG’s support package. With the C-17s diverted in anticipation of the 173rd’s infltration, the 10th SFG was forced to reconfgure its loads for transport by 
	-
	-
	MC-130s.
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	As the infltration phase of the operation began, nearly everyone available in Bravo Company helped prepare the Special Forces teams’ vehicles and equipment. Te company’s four-man movement control team formed the nucleus of a larger ad hoc team to support the entire cjsotf-North as it prepared to deploy its forward elements. Te rest of the support team was manned by drafing unit truck drivers, mechanics, and anyone else who was available. Te team loaded and unloaded aircraf, certifed loads, prepared load pla
	-
	airfow.
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	Staf Sergeant Mitchell Davis*, usually in charge of maintaining an ammunition supply point, remembered that the airfow and the type of aircraf were constantly changing: “We would build a pallet for a C-17, and two hours later we would be told we were getting a C-130 and we’d have to tear down the pallet and rebuild it [to ft the new aircraf]. You didn’t know what bird [the equipment] was leaving on until it showed up.”
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	Supporting the 10th SFG and cjsotf-North as they prepared for infltration into northern Iraq was a job ideally suited to the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion. Bravo Forward Support Company solidifed the battalion’s reputation for fexibility, ingenuity, and plain hard work as it ensured that the soldiers and equipment headed for war were taken care of no matter where they were—Colorado, Germany, or Romania. 
	-


	Building CJSOTF-West 
	Building CJSOTF-West 
	As Colonel Mulholland’s 5th SFG completed its training and preparations in the United States, it was faced with its next set of challenges— deploy to the Middle East and set up operating bases. Cfsocc tasked CJSOTF-West with two missions: deter the launch of scuds from western Iraq, and support conventional forces in their attack in southern Iraq. Tis meant setting up and resourcing several operating bases in two countries separated by over seven hundred 
	-
	-
	miles.
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	Exercise Early Victor alleviated part of the deployment problem when Forward Operating Base 51 deployed to the Middle East in September 2002. Headquarters Company First Sergeant Darryl Vaught* supervised the loading of over thirty containers packed with everything the battalion needed for a prolonged stay in the Middle East. Vaught and his team were all experienced in deployments in the Middle East and had recently completed seven months in 
	-
	-
	-
	Afghanistan.
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	On 11 September 2002, a small predeployment site survey element from the 5th SFG Group Support Company deployed to another airfeld, staked out the requirements for the CJSOTF-West headquarters, and was followed by the main body of the company on 26 September. Te detachment found an austere setting at the airfeld, but immediately began building joint operations, support, and signal centers. Using an old gymnasium, the soldiers built secure planning and meeting rooms to be used as the joint operations center,
	-
	-
	centers.
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	Instead of redeploying back to Fort Campbell, Kentucky, afer the conclusion of Early Victor, the 5th SFG’s 1st Battalion remained in the region and continued training. Te additional month extended the mission into early November and allowed for a rigorous desert training program. During this time, the battalion relocated from the training area to H-5 Airfeld. Once the battalion relocated and fob 51 established its operations center, the majority of the battalion’s soldiers returned to Fort Campbell at the b
	-
	-
	 station.
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	While 1st Battalion and the group headquarters built up their bases, the 2nd and 3rd Battalions prepared to deploy to Kuwait. Because Plan 1003V required such a large conventional force, real estate for a staging area was a scarce commodity in Kuwait. Te SOF planners knew the base camps already established at Camp Arifan and Camp Doha would be extremely crowded, so their plans called for hastily constructed camps in the Kuwaiti desert. Advanced parties from both forward operating bases staked out their area
	Kuwait.
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	Te special operations soldiers arrived in early January to fnd a new, empty building and camp area. Everything necessary for thou
	-
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	sands of soldiers to live and work had to be built or bought quickly. Hangar 17, soon known as “SOF Land,” became the center of special operations activity at Ali As-Salim Air Base. For the next few weeks, the base was a furry of activity—putting in communications lines, building bomb shelters, erecting tents and mess halls, and bringing in latrine and shower facilities. Each forward operating base built in its respective areas an operations center and planning, isolation, living, and logistics areas. As Ja
	-
	 plans.
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	Late attachments to CJSOTF-West, or Task Force Dagger, were two National Guard and one Regular Army infantry companies. Te three infantry companies provided security and a quick reaction force for each of the forward operating bases. C Company, 1st Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment, Florida Army National Guard, was attached to fob 51 at H-5. C Company, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry Regiment, from the 10th Mountain Division, supported fob 52, while the remainder of the battalion went to support CJSOTF-north.
	-
	-
	headquarters.
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	By February 2002, Task Force Dagger’s preparations neared a conclusion. Te unit successfully managed the movement of over 2,100 personnel and 1,500 short tons of equipment by ground, sea, and air to the Middle East. Te three widely separated forward operating bases and the task force headquarters were ready for war.
	-
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	PSYOP Support for CJSOTF-West 
	PSYOP Support for CJSOTF-West 
	Cjsotf-west’s psychological operations support came from B Company, 9th Psychological Operations Battalion. B Company faced a daunting task. Organized to support one task force, Major Chris Parker* found himself with the mission to support two, each with a diferent focus and located hundreds of miles apart. To add to the situation, Parker’s company was 
	-
	understrength.
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	To support Task Force Dagger, B Company became a multi-component unit (active and Reserve troops together) with a Coalition element attached. B Company was at about 70 percent strength in the fall of 2002. “Tere was no way I was going to become 100 percent strength without having Reservists to fall in on,” said Parker. Te additional soldiers came from the 301st PSYOP Company based in San Diego, California, which mobilized in January 2003 and joined B Company at Fort Bragg in February. Te 301st PSYOP Company
	-
	-
	-
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	While the 301st psyop soldiers integrated into B Company, Parker and a small advance party deployed from Fort Bragg and joined CJSOTF-West headquarters in mid-January 2003. Te soldiers spent their frst two weeks helping construct the CJSOTF-West joint operations center. Te remainder of the company, primarily the tactical psyop teams, deployed in late January and joined fobs 52 and 53 in 
	-
	Kuwait.
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	To support the southern mission, the company’s product development center deployed to Kuwait. With only one such center in the company, additional support came from an Australian Army product development team. Although psychological operations was still a new feld for the Australians, the four-man team’s more advanced printing equipment could produce leafets faster than the Americans’ equipment 
	-
	-
	could.
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	Te psyop soldiers attached to Task Force Dagger were in position and ready for war. When the CJSOTF-West headquarters main body arrived in mid-February, Major General Parker and his team intensifed planning. In a few short weeks, all their hard work would pay of.
	-
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	160th SOAR Deploys to H-5 
	160th SOAR Deploys to H-5 
	Due to its large requirement for transport aircraf, the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment was one of the last SOF elements to arrive in theater. While the 3rd Battalion, 160th soar, deployed from Hunter Army Airfeld, Georgia, directly to the H-5 Airfeld to support Task Force Dagger, the other two Night Stalker battalions deployed to Ali As-Salim Air Base, Kuwait. Predeployment site survey teams 
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	went ahead of the main bodies, but the 160th SOAR ironically fell victim to a scarcity of air assets and the rest of the regiment was severely 
	-
	delayed.
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	Te 3rd Battalion’s predeployment site survey team arrived at H-5 Airfeld on 7 January 2003. Its mission was simple, though extensive in scope: fnd a home for the battalion. Te team needed to fnd a location that would provide space for aircraf parking, equipment storage, a repair shop, motor pools, living areas, a tactical operations center, and an aviation logistics operations center. In short, room enough for everything necessary to plan and maintain operations for eight MH-47D Chinooks, six MH-60L Black H
	-
	-
	-
	-
	copters.
	5
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	Te four-man team had only a few weeks to make the planning a reality. Looking for a suitable area on the already crowded Air Base was difcult. Te team fnally managed to obtain an open feld to the east of the main airstrip for its use. Te sole accommodations were a few hardened aircraf hangers. By March, however, part of the feld had been leveled and covered in asphalt to make a parking area for the aircraf. Te paving made site maintenance easier, and prevented severe dust storms every time helicopters took 
	-
	-
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	Deploying a special operations aviation unit halfway across the world was not an easy task. At Hunter Army Airfeld, maintenance personnel began dismantling the helicopters for deployment in January. Afer checking and rechecking the equipment, support personnel loaded the helicopters onto Air Force transport aircraf. Te frst C-17 arrived at H-5 with two Black Hawks on 21 January 2003. Airplanes carrying helicopters and equipment followed for the next two weeks. Once the main body of troops arrived at H-5 on 
	-
	-

	Afer a welcome briefng that included an orientation of the base rules and procedures, the soldiers began a rest cycle, followed by a work cycle that began at dusk. Working at night not only allowed 
	Afer a welcome briefng that included an orientation of the base rules and procedures, the soldiers began a rest cycle, followed by a work cycle that began at dusk. Working at night not only allowed 
	the support soldiers to work in the cooler temperatures of the desert night, but also prepared them to match the mission cycle, which called for night operations and day rest. As soon as the entire battalion arrived, each section unpacked its equipment and set up its shop. Ten they began to reassemble the helicopters. 
	-
	-
	-


	Te buildup procedure for the MH-60L Black Hawks took four to six soldiers approximately one hour to complete. Te larger MH-47D Chinooks required a more intensive buildup, requiring ten to fourteen soldiers. Because of the troop’s extensive deployment experience, the SOAR Chinooks were usually 
	-

	rebuilt in a single day, instead of the week it takes many conventional aviation
	 units.
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	Even as the 3rd Battalion fnished setting up its base and readying its aircraf, the soldiers continued training for combat. All personnel, mechanics included, participated in nuclear, biological, and chemical training. Meeting the exacting maintenance standards for the soar Black Hawks and Chinooks was one thing, but having to perform the work while wearing nuclear/biological/chemical protective suits was a new challenge. Te Downed Aircraf Recovery Team even rehearsed mission scenarios in full gear—just in 
	57 

	While the maintenance personnel and crew chiefs worked to ready the aircraf, the staf and pilots refned plans with the staf of CJSOTF-West. Te 3rd Battalion aviators and maintenance personnel prepared to provide CJSOTF-West with rapid, fexible, and lethal special operations helicopter support. Teir mettle would be tested in the following weeks, with exceptionally long infltrations supporting special operations soldiers from several countries, and the frst combat test for the newly created Defensive Armed 
	-
	-
	Penetrators.
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	AOB 910: from DESERT SPRING to IRAQI FREEDOM 
	AOB 910: from DESERT SPRING to IRAQI FREEDOM 
	When the 5th SFG arrived in Kuwait, it was met by A Company, 1st Battalion, 19th SFG—Advanced Operating Base 910. AOB 910, which consisted of 110 soldiers, was already in Kuwait supporting Operation DESERT SPRING—a UN-approved ongoing contingency deployment 
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	in support of Operation SOUTHERN WATCH, the enforcement of the no-fy zone in southern Iraq.
	59 

	Te Special Forces commitment for DESERT SPRING was a reinforced company of between fve and nine Special Forces teams, operating as Coalition support teams training and working with the Kuwaiti Army. In the event of aggression by Iraqi forces, the Special Forces teams would provide support to the Kuwaitis, deconfict any problems between Coalition units, and provide terminal guidance for close air support in defending the Kuwait-Iraq 
	-
	border.
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	Between 26 and 28 September 2002, AOB 910 arrived in Kuwait and immediately set to work. Its primary mission was training and conducting liaison duties with elements of the Kuwaiti Armed Forces. Some of AOB 910’s ODAs trained with the Kuwaiti 35th Mechanized Brigade and other conventional units, while other odas trained with the Kuwaiti Naval Commandos and a military police battalion. One of the most important tasks accomplished was extensive close air support training, including an urban scenario on the Fa
	-
	operations.
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	By November 2002, the staf of AOB 910 began planning and training to support the 5th SFG in the event of combat operations against Iraq under Plan 1003V. According to the plan, two Special Forces forward operating bases—fobs 52 and 53—would operate in southern Iraq supporting CFLCC’s move north to Baghdad. To aid in planning with CFLCC, fve of the company’s noncommissioned ofcers were tasked to form a special operations integration detachment during the planning and buildup of forces in Kuwait. Te detachmen
	-
	-
	-
	headquarters.
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	 Under Major Gabe Alexander*, AOB 910 also began training for a Special Forces liaison element mission with Coalition forces. Te Special Forces planners’ major concern was avoiding fratricide of odas conducting special reconnaissance and unconventional warfare missions beyond the forward edge of the battle area. In January, even as planning progressed, ODA 912 was given a special mission tasking it to CFSOCC headquarters. With ODA 912 at CFSOCC and a number of men with the 3rd SFG in Afghanistan, the rest o
	 Under Major Gabe Alexander*, AOB 910 also began training for a Special Forces liaison element mission with Coalition forces. Te Special Forces planners’ major concern was avoiding fratricide of odas conducting special reconnaissance and unconventional warfare missions beyond the forward edge of the battle area. In January, even as planning progressed, ODA 912 was given a special mission tasking it to CFSOCC headquarters. With ODA 912 at CFSOCC and a number of men with the 3rd SFG in Afghanistan, the rest o
	-
	-

	assigned as Special Forces liaison elements to both U.S. and Coalition conventional ground
	 forces.
	63 



	As war neared, the remaining fve odas of A Company began their liaison missions. Odas 911 and 913 were assigned to i mef, primarily supporting the 1st Marine Division. Oda 915 became the liaison element for the 101st Airborne Division. Oda 914 operated as a split team to support both the British 1st Armoured Division and the U.S. 3rd Infantry Division. Te ODA commander and the team sergeant led the “A” split and supported the British. Te “B” split joined ODA 916 in support of the 3rd Infantry Division, whos
	-
	Baghdad.
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	SOSCOM Deploys 
	SOSCOM Deploys 
	By the time Exercise Early Victor was extended twice, Special Operations Support Command knew that it would soon be at war with Iraq. Although the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion returned to Fort Bragg in December, it lef its equipment in Jordan; the soldiers knew they would be coming back. 
	-

	CFLCC was responsible for all Coalition ground forces in iraqi freedom and provided them with logistics support. Major General Claude Christiansen was the CFLCC logistics ofcer, and in the fall of 2002, began planning for what might easily have become a logistics nightmare. Strategists and planners were focusing signifcant attention on the scud hunt in the western desert of Iraq during the early part of the war. With SOF playing such a large role in that portion of Iraqi freedom, Christiansen turned to SOSC
	-
	65 

	General Christiansen originally wanted SOSCOM to support all SOF in theater, including the joint task force. Once it became clear that the joint task force might need more support assets than SOSCOM had available, Lieutenant General Philip Kensinger, commander of U.S. Army Special Operations Command, relieved SOSCOM of the joint task force requirement. General Christiansen agreed to the change in mission, and indicated that CFLCC would form a logistics task force with SOSCOM at its core—Logistics Task Force
	-
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	placing a special operations asset under conventional control, while also giving SOF access to conventional 
	logistics.
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	SOSCOM received the alert order for deployment to the Middle East on 26 December 2002. Most of the command’s equipment was already in theater, lef over from Exercise Early Victor in Jordan. Te remaining equipment had been prepared and palletized in anticipation of deployment. Beginning in January, elements of both the 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion and the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion deployed. Twenty-fve soldiers from SOSCOM headquarters followed in late February 2003. Although it 
	-
	-
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	When Colonel Leonard arrived at CFLCC headquarters, he assumed command of Logistics Task Force–West, which included all SOF and Regular Army logistics assets in the CJSOTF-West area of operations. Ltf-west’s primary mission was, in Leonard’s words, to provide “General Christiansen, the Coalition logistics ofcer, with visibility of all logistics eforts in that region.” Soscom staf ofcer Major Wes Wickham* explained further: “Our charter was to go in and make sure that any logistics issues in the western [are
	68 

	LTF-west included more than SOSCOM’s assets: “We took control of elements of the 155th Corps Support Battalion and the 30th Corps Support Group,” explained Leonard. “We helped deploy them from home station, because when the [Time-Phased Force Deployment Lists] were flled, these guys got lost in the shufe. Tese were Reserve [and National Guard] units due to come and support all Army units in the west. We received, staged, integrated, and trained a Reserve corps support battalion and a [National Guard] corps 
	6
	9 

	Te logistics task force was also tasked with creating a contingency plan for fowing supplies to Baghdad from the west. Although the planning was completed and the assets placed, the need to use the contingency plan never arose. Instead, LTF-West concentrated its eforts on supporting the activities of the soldiers and airmen in the western desert. Te task force took charge of the base at H-5, relieving the Alpha Forward Support Company, 528th SOSB, of the responsibility of running a base rapidly flling with 
	Te logistics task force was also tasked with creating a contingency plan for fowing supplies to Baghdad from the west. Although the planning was completed and the assets placed, the need to use the contingency plan never arose. Instead, LTF-West concentrated its eforts on supporting the activities of the soldiers and airmen in the western desert. Te task force took charge of the base at H-5, relieving the Alpha Forward Support Company, 528th SOSB, of the responsibility of running a base rapidly flling with 
	-
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	of LTF-West, the 30th Corps Support Group of the North Carolina Army National Guard took over base operations. Te support soldiers were soon augmented by hundreds of Kellogg, Brown and Root 
	-
	contractors.
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	Due to the nature of operations being conducted by CJSOTF-West, ltf-west had the opportunity to execute a number of diferent support missions. Te task force provided forward logistics elements where needed, and conducted over one hundred successful air delivery missions in support of the 5th SFG teams in the Iraqi desert. One 
	-
	-

	of the most unusual tasks that ltf-west performed was stevedore service to the U.S. Navy. When the USNS Pomeroy arrived in theater, it docked at a port where the local longshoremen were on strike. Leonard recounted, “Tis boat shows up with all this equipment on it and we’re the only ones there. Christiansen says, ‘Hey, you guys have got to unload it,’ so we did.”
	-
	-
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	Being comprised primarily of SOSCOM assets, ltf-west ofen turned to the 528th SOSB to carry out support missions, especially for SOF units. However, when a need arose that the 528th was not equipped to fll, 
	-

	ltf-west acted as liaison and coordination element. Wickham: “We would coordinate through the [special operations commander] and through the CFLCC headquarters, through their [logistics ofcer] to task a conventional Army unit that was in the area or at that location to do the mission. For example, at [a location nearby], the Air Force ran all the base operating support, so the cjsotf headquarters there was pretty much covered by the Air Force.”
	72 

	Although the successful mission in the west and the rapid liberation of Baghdad resulted in a logistics mission of less intensity and length than planners had anticipated, SOSCOM found ample work to do. As the core of ltf-west, SOSCOM headquarters needed to coordinate logistics and support operations in as far-fung locations as Kuwait, H-5, and the barren deserts of western Iraq. While ltf-west could not afect the challenging logistics situations that plagued CJSOTF-north, the task force monitored the situa
	-
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	origins by acting as the logistics interface between conventional and special operations units. 

	Psychological Operations Take to the Air 
	Psychological Operations Take to the Air 
	Psychological Operations is potentially one of the most powerful tools the military possesses. Conveyed to foreign audiences in a variety of ways, psyop messages support U.S. goals and objectives—ofensive, defensive, or peaceful in nature. Properly applied, psyop can wear down an enemy’s resolve to fght, difuse a tense standof between would-be attackers and U.S. troops, and ensure fair distribution of humanitarian aid. Psyop activities leading up to and during Operation Iraqi Freedom used a number of means 
	-

	A large part of the psyop activities in iraqi freedom consisted of media broadcasts directed at the Iraqi military and civilian populations. Te Special Operations Media System–Broadcast and the EC-130E Commando Solo both proved to be capable and valuable broadcast platforms. Working independently and in concert, the soms-b and Commando Solo teams successfully delivered their crucial messages to audiences throughout Iraq. 
	-
	-

	Te soms-b consisted of two primary subsystems: the Mobile Radio Broadcast System and the Mobile Television Broadcast System. Between the two subsystems, the soms-b could broadcast via am, fm, and short wave radio, as well as television. Te Joint Psyop Task Force made up of elements of the 4th Psyop Group initially set up a soms-b in Kuwait in mid-December 2002. Tis task force immediately began to broadcast messages throughout southern Iraq. In the beginning, the soms-b unit broadcast radio messages for fve 
	-
	-
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	Captain Roger Campbell*, commander of the soms-b element, requested additional soms-b equipment be brought into theater to supplement his unit’s capability. Te new unit, a soms-b “light” consisting of just the radio subsystem, accompanied the 3rd Infantry Division north to Baghdad. A third soms-b arrived from Romania and began broadcasting from Baghdad International Airport once that location had been secured. With three systems established between Kuwait and Baghdad, together with daily Commando Solo broad
	-
	 radio.
	74


	 Te EC-130E Commando Solo aircraf played a signifcant role in broadcasting psyop messages in Iraq. Based in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, the Air Force National Guard’s 193rd Special Operations Wing was home to the Commando Solo aircraf and was tasked with providing aerial transmission of psyop messages. Te Commando Solo platform broadcast on the commercial am/fm and short wave radio bands, vhf/uhf television bands, and military vhf/hf/fm frequencies. Having such comprehensive broadcast capabilities in an aircr
	-
	-
	-
	operations.
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	A Detachment of the 193rd sow, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Geral Otterbein, arrived in the region on 24 March. Te detachment consisted of one EC-130E Commando Solo aircraf, two full EC-130E crews of eleven members each, two support C-130s, and the associated staf and support personnel. Te Commando Solo detachment brought aerial television transmission, am/fm/hf radio broadcast, and “net intrusion” (military radio net interruption) capability into theater, allowing wider distribution of psyop
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 messages.
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	Te 193rd sow detachment was fully operational within forty-eight hours of arriving in theater. Under the tactical control of the Joint Psychological Operations Task Force in Qatar, the detachment was given areas to target with the television and radio broadcast tapes that the Commando Solo crews received from the 4th Psyop Group at Fort Bragg. Te Army psyop liaison attached to the 193rd sow, Sergeant Daniel Romer*, reviewed the taskings and planned and coordinated all broadcast plans with the detachment’s o
	-
	 Satow.
	77 


	Flight planning proved to be a delicate undertaking. Te 193rd sow initially few missions outside Iraqi airspace, yet still close enough to allow transmission into the majority of western Iraq. Te jpotf 
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	Staging for War 
	urged Otterbein to broadcast to cities north of the Euphrates River, requiring fights over western Iraq, thus making the aircraf vulnerable to attack. Te EC-130E mission called for it to orbit in “tracks” for long periods of time. Te EC-130E was also an extraordinarily heavy aircraf, lacking the maneuverability necessary to react quickly to threats. While transmitting, the aircraf normally trailed a four hundred-foot long wire antenna, further reducing maneuverability. Major Dick Riemer*, an aircraf command
	-
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	level.
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	With clearance from the jsoad, the detachment advanced operations to an area north of the Euphrates River in the frst week in April. Te jpotf added television broadcasts to the unit’s mission the following week, giving the EC-130E crews more responsibility than usual. One of the frst broadcasts from the new Coalition television service, called “Towards Freedom TV,” included an interview with opposition group members, information on humanitarian aid deliveries, and a feature on Iraqi culture and arts. Anothe
	-
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	Of the increase in the EC-130E’s workload, Riemer observed, “I’ve never run this many frequencies and missions out of the back end as an aircraf commander...Usually it’s two tasks, and a third one 
	Of the increase in the EC-130E’s workload, Riemer observed, “I’ve never run this many frequencies and missions out of the back end as an aircraf commander...Usually it’s two tasks, and a third one 
	if you get around to it.” Despite the pressure of extended missions over Iraq, the members of the 193rd sow detachment remained focused. Colonel Otterbein stated, “We’re aware of the impact we have on the theater battle...If we get one person to put his gun down and surrender, think about how many Americans that might have saved.”
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	Te 4th Psyop Group turned to the air for more than electronic broadcasts; it also made liberal use of airdropped leafets to spread important psyop messages. Between 12 December 2002 and 18 March 2003, U.S. forces dropped over twenty million psyop leafets into Iraq. By mid-April the total exceeded forty million. Te 4th Psyop Group, who orchestrated the entire psyop efort of the war, designed the leafets and delivered them to U.S. Navy aircraf carriers by computer, where they were printed and packed in canist
	-
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	S. Truman, the USS Teodore Roosevelt, and the USS Constellation, then dropped the leafet bombs in targeted areas throughout Iraq.
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	One of the more successful leafet eforts addressed the need to protect Iraq’s petroleum production and processing facilities. Leafets urged Iraqi citizens and soldiers to remember that oil was a vital part of the nation’s economy, and the destruction of the oil infrastructure would negatively impact their families. Te combination of the psyop leafet program and the advancement of combat operations is credited with preventing Iraqi forces from perpetrating the kind of environmental devastation that was commi
	-
	Kuwait.
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	Major General Victor Renuart, Central Command director of operations, discussed the psyop impact in his 10 April 2003 Operation Iraqi freedom briefng: 
	-
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	We mentioned the forty-some-odd million leafets. And the people have said, ‘Well, so what do they really do for you?’ Well, let me give you an example. As we were going back into the oil felds with the [British] engineers, U.S. engineers, Kuwaiti engineers, and returning the Iraqi oil workers back to the sites, we were interviewing the staf of the Iraqi oil industry. We noticed that many of these wells had, in fact, been wired to be destroyed. And we also noticed that many of them, even though there were ex
	-
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	Te 4th Psyop Group seldom used only one method of disseminating psyop messages. Radio and television broadcasts were coordinated with leafet drops as ofen as possible, in order to reach the maximum number of people and reinforce the messages. Te psyop eforts surrounding the Coalition’s “Information Radio” program were a prime example of broadcast-leafet coordination. While the radio programs were obviously a broadcast media distributed by soms-b and from the EC-130E Commando Solo broadcast platform, leafet 
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	-
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	Under the direction of the 4th Psyop Group at Fort Bragg, psyop eforts in Operation iraqi freedom took many forms and met many needs in the early days of the war. Whether urging cooperation with Coalition forces or providing much needed information about the new government, psyop messages advanced the Coalition’s cause and 
	Under the direction of the 4th Psyop Group at Fort Bragg, psyop eforts in Operation iraqi freedom took many forms and met many needs in the early days of the war. Whether urging cooperation with Coalition forces or providing much needed information about the new government, psyop messages advanced the Coalition’s cause and 
	saved lives. Te close cooperation of all branches of the U.S. military allowed for the widest possible distribution of psyop messages. Coordination of diverse media—from radio and television to printed leafets—reinforced important messages and helped the messages reach diverse segments of the population. Psychological Operations still play an important part in the stabilization and rebuilding eforts going on in Iraq today and will continue to be a vital component of 
	-


	U.S. military strategy in the years to come. 


	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	By 18 March, Army special operations forces were poised to execute their assigned missions. Tose with cjsotf-West deployed along the Iraqi border, ready to cross and disperse into the western desert to wrest control of the terrain from the regime. Te Night Stalkers of the 160th soar were ready to execute an orchestrated plan to destroy the visual observation posts along the border and blind the Iraqis to the 
	U.S. movements. In the face of seemingly insurmountable obstacles, cjsotf-North succeeded in infltrating teams and individuals into northern Iraq to link up with their Kurdish counterparts, though the bulk of cjsotf-North forces waited in Romania. Te time for planning and preparing had passed; war was at hand. 
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	D-Day through D+4 19–23 March
	D-Day through D+4 19–23 March
	n 19 March 2003, two days afer delivering an ultimatum to Saddam Hussein and his sons, President George W. Bush once again addressed the nation: “My fellow citizens, 
	Figure
	 O 
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	at this hour, American and Coalition forces are in the early stages of military operations to disarm Iraq, to free its people and to defend the world from grave danger. On my orders, Coalition forces have begun striking selected targets of military importance to undermine Saddam Hussein’s ability to wage war. Tese are the opening stages of what will be a broad and concerted campaign.”
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	True to the President’s statement and General Tommy Franks’ plan, the campaign against Iraq was, indeed, broad and concerted. Special operations forces participated in every aspect of the campaign, and were given the privilege of striking the frst blow against Saddam Hussein’s regime when aircraf from the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment destroyed visual observation posts along the Iraqi border. From that moment forward, Army special operations forces led the fght. In northern Iraq, Combined Joint
	True to the President’s statement and General Tommy Franks’ plan, the campaign against Iraq was, indeed, broad and concerted. Special operations forces participated in every aspect of the campaign, and were given the privilege of striking the frst blow against Saddam Hussein’s regime when aircraf from the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment destroyed visual observation posts along the Iraqi border. From that moment forward, Army special operations forces led the fght. In northern Iraq, Combined Joint
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	of mass destruction. Arsof elements also preceded and accompanied the main thrust toward Baghdad, providing targeting information and acting as liaisons with the local populations. At the beginning of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, ARSOF played a prominent role in the frst strikes into Iraq. 


	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS D-Day 
	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS D-Day 
	D-Day was 19 March, and H-hour was 2100 hours Iraqi time. Helicopters from the 160th SOAR attacked and destroyed visual observation posts on the border of Iraq. At 2000 hours on 20 March, air and ground reconnaissance began. Two hours later, Coalition special operations forces—including Polish commandos—began securing ofshore oil and gas platforms and the tanker terminal at Al Faw to prevent sabotage. Tat same night, SOF teams infltrated the desert in the west and southwest, and began moving on SCUD sites a
	-
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	G-Day 
	G-Day 
	When intelligence reports indicated that Saddam was, indeed, moving to sabotage the Rumaylah Oil Fields on the Iraq-Kuwait border, General Franks and Lieutenant General David McKiernan pushed the ground war up almost twenty-four hours from its original start time. G-Day had been scheduled for 21 March at 0600 hours, just ffeen 
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	19 March 
	2100 

	SOF 
	SOF 
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	0200 

	Recon 
	Recon 
	20 March 
	2100 
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	GOPLATS 20 March G-Day 21 March 
	GOPLATS 20 March G-Day 21 March 
	2200 0300 
	Te ground war ofcially began the evening of 20 

	A-Day 
	A-Day 
	21 March 
	2100 


	and V Corps forces followed within hours, crossing in the early morning hours of 21 March. Although G-Day came earlier than scheduled, the change simply allowed Franks to further build on the element 
	-
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	of surprise. Te Iraqis never expected the ground war to precede the air war, and the ground forces were intent on moving fast and hard to penetrate Iraqi defenses and reach the critical oil felds and Baghdad before the enemy could regroup and retrench.
	4 

	By frst light on 21 March, the 3rd Infantry Division brigade combat teams (BCTs) and Marine regimental combat teams (RCTs) were closing in on their frst objectives and pushing toward Baghdad. Each combat team included approximately fve thousand troops with armor, mechanized infantry, and artillery. Tough the teams advanced along separate routes, they could meet up and combine frepower on strategic targets. Each team was also supported by close air support.
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	Te 3rd Infantry Division BCTs headed directly for Tallil Air Base, southwest of Nasiriya. Special operations forces teams scouted the bridge across the Euphrates River at the juncture of Highways 1 and 
	1 
	8. Te 3rd BCT’s third objective was just south
	8. Te 3rd BCT’s third objective was just south
	8. Te 3rd BCT’s third objective was just south
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	west of Nasiriya itself. By daylight on 22 March, 
	west of Nasiriya itself. By daylight on 22 March, 

	Tallil Air Base and the Highway 1 bridge were 
	Tallil Air Base and the Highway 1 bridge were 

	secure. Blocking positions between Highway 
	secure. Blocking positions between Highway 

	1 and Nasiriya were in place, establishing a 
	1 and Nasiriya were in place, establishing a 
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	safe route north for the ground forces that 
	safe route north for the ground forces that 

	followed. As planned, the 3rd BCT handed of 
	followed. As planned, the 3rd BCT handed of 
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	the bridge to Task Force Tarawa, part of I MEF, 
	the bridge to Task Force Tarawa, part of I MEF, 
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	early on 23 March. Te 3rd ID continued roll
	early on 23 March. Te 3rd ID continued roll
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	ing north along Highway 8 to Samawah.6 
	ing north along Highway 8 to Samawah.6 
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	While the 3rd ID spent 21 March pushing 
	While the 3rd ID spent 21 March pushing 
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	north to Nasiriya, I MEF and the attached Brit
	north to Nasiriya, I MEF and the attached Brit
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	ish 1st Armoured Division initially followed a diferent route out of Kuwait and into Iraq. Teir objective was Basra and the Rumaylah Oil Fields. I MEF turned northwest at Basra and followed Highway 8 toward Nasiriya, Figure 5.2 Map of conventional operations. securing the oil felds on its way. Task Force Tarawa took possession of the bridge on Highway 1 from the 3rd BCT on 23 March, allowing that team to move on to its next objective. Te British took charge of clearing out Iraqi opposition in the south and 
	Figure
	Figure 5.1 M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. Te 3rd Infantry Division spearheaded the Army com-ponent of the Coalition ground forces that drove across the Kuwaiti border. 
	Figure 5.1 M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. Te 3rd Infantry Division spearheaded the Army com-ponent of the Coalition ground forces that drove across the Kuwaiti border. 
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	Saddam Fedayeen 
	Paramilitary force established in 1995 by Saddam Hussein’s eldest son Uday. Translates to “Saddam’s Men of Sacrifce.” Acted as an internal police force for Saddam’s regular army units, killing soldiers who attempted to surrender. Te more generic term fedayeen refers to irregular guerrillas. Te term was frst used in the 1950s and applied to Arab commandos conducting cross-border raids against the fedgling state of Israel. 
	-
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	A-Day 
	A-Day 
	A-Day came at 2100 hours on 21 March. Fighter planes, bombers, cruise missiles, and tactical land-air missiles descended on Baghdad. Carefully selected targets disintegrated before the eyes of the world, flmed by news teams holed up in the Palestine Hotel. Te “shock and awe” campaign was designed to decapitate the regime, yet it was carefully controlled to leave enough infrastructure in place to allow the country to rebuild.
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	Te 3rd ID’s lead combat elements spent 22 March moving northwest toward Samawah and Najaf. Te 1st and 2nd BCTs bypassed the 3rd BCT at Nasiriya and drove north along Highway 28 toward Najaf. Te 2nd BCT reached Objective Rams, a few kilometers southwest of Najaf, the afernoon of 22 March. Te team’s objective was to secure a logistics support area for V Corps, which would enable 
	the fght to continue to the north. Afer more than twelve hours of fghting irregular forces, the 2nd BCT secured the objective at 1000 hours on 23 March. Te team then defended the objective for two days against waves of paramilitary forces coming out of Najaf. 
	Once the 2nd BCT had secured Objective Rams, the 1st BCT passed through the 2nd BCT’s lines and moved north along Highway 28 to Objective Raiders. Te pipeline road was clear of opposition until the 2nd BCT reached the Najaf escarpment—a 250-foot-high wall of earth. Te only way up the natural obstacle was via a steep, single-lane causeway running between a marsh and a lake. Te Iraqis had not overlooked the defensible nature of the escarpment and bombarded the team with artillery and mortars. Te 2nd BCT respo
	Once the 3rd BCT was relieved at Nasiriya, it moved north to its next objective. When the frst element of the 3rd BCT reached Samawah, however, it encountered a nasty surprise—the fedayeen. Intelligence sources had not picked up on the fact that Saddam had deployed these ferce, irregular forces at key locations throughout south
	-
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	ern and central Iraq. Iraq’s regular military forces—the Iraqi Army and the elite Republican Guard—were capitulating fairly quickly, but the fedayeen would prove a thorn in the Coalition’s side for months to come.
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	Te fght at Samawah began on 23 March when 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment, encountered fedayeen on the approach to the city. While the fedayeen’s AK-47s and rocket-propelled grenades had no efect on the American M1 Abrams tanks, their Bradley Fighting Vehicles were more vulnerable and troops were forced to engage the fedayeen. Te cavalry held its own until the 3rd BCT caught up and took control at 1430 hours, sending the cavalry north toward Najaf. Once the 3rd BCT assumed the fght at Samawah, it coordin
	-
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	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	ARSOF participated in almost every aspect of the frst fve days of the war. At H-hour, 160th SOAR aircraf destroyed visual observation posts along the Iraqi border, allowing SOF teams to cross undetected into Iraq just hours later. ARSOF teams spread out through the western desert in search of SCUD launchers and other strategic sites. Other teams preceded the V Corps and I MEF advance north, providing targeting information and other intelligence. In the north, the advance teams of Combined Joint Special Oper
	-
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	CJSOTF-North 
	When the war began on 19 March, CJSOTF-North was still desperately seeking a way to get its forces into theater. Turkey refused to allow overfight for the invasion, forcing air planners to devise a new infltration route. Te fnal fight path stretched over one thousand miles and few over numerous Iraqi antiaircraf batteries. Once the Coalition proved to Turkey that it would place troops in northern Iraq no matter what, Turkey acquiesced, and the rest of CJSOTF-North began to fow in. 
	-
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	Operation UGLY BABY 
	Operation UGLY BABY 
	Te Turkish refusal to allow U.S. forces to pass through its territory 
	was a near disaster to the soldiers of the 10th Special Forces Group. Months of contingency planning had been conducted, and equipment had been painstakingly pre-positioned at an intermediate support base in Turkey. Te soldiers of the 10th SFG truly showed their mettle by adjusting plans and executing operations in an extremely austere and fexible environment. 
	-
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	A key to the operations in the north was to get soldiers on the ground in order to show 
	U.S. commitment to the Kurds. Based on their experiences during the Gulf War, the Kurds were initially reluctant to commit to a U.S. efort to oust Saddam. A primary responsibility of Special Forces was to show the Kurds that the United States was seriously committed to combat. Te only way to show U.S. 
	-
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	resolve was to get Special Forces soldiers on the ground and involved in conducting combat operations with the Kurdish peshmerga units. Tis meant getting as many operational detachments alphas (ODAs), the basic combat unit of the Special Forces, into northern Iraq as quickly as possible. To that end, a Special Forces company organized as an advanced operating base successfully infltrated from its preposition location into the northern sector and made initial coordination with the Kurdish resistance 
	-
	-
	organizations.
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	Turkey’s initial refusal to allow overfight to Coalition aircraf also prevented the rest of the 10th SFG from infltrating across the Turk
	-
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	ish–Iraqi border as planned. When driving across the border was no longer an option, the 10th SFG and the 352nd Special Operations Wing (serving as Joint Special Operations Air Detachment–North) began planning an air infltration. Time was quickly running out on the carefully developed unconventional warfare plan. As the 10th SFG staf adjusted the overall plan, logistics soldiers worked with the ODAs and aircrews to load MC-130s for infltration fights only to see those fights cancelled because of the overfig
	ofensive.
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	Afer days of frantic efort, the planners fnally fgured out a way to get forces in theater via a long, indirect air route. Te frst leg of the bold two-day air-land infltration was conducted by six MC-130H Combat Talon aircraf from the 7th Special Operations Squadron, JSOAD-North, fying from Constanta, Romania, to another staging base in theater. Te second leg began at 1730 hours (Zulu Time) on 22 March, when three MC-130s carrying soldiers from the 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, took of for Bashur Airfeld, and ano
	-

	II. Te soldiers knew it as Operation “UGLY BABY”—only a mother could love it.
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	In planning the high-risk movement, the commanders and staf were forced to make many tough decisions. Load plans for all ODAs were altered due to weight limitations on the aircraf. Personnel were cross-loaded and all ODAs were task organized for split team operations: in the event of an aircraf loss, the mission could continue. ODA 062 almost experienced that grim possibility. 
	For most of the soldiers, the beginning of the fight into Iraq was uneventful. Te commander of ODA 062, Captain David McDougal*, commented that during the frst hour they experienced some turbulence, but it was minor enough that it felt like fying on a training 
	-

	Green line Te Green Line represents the ad hoc political boundary established between the traditional Kurdish strongholds and Saddam’s Iraq in the northeastern part of the country. Since 1991, the Kurds patrolled the Green Line which corresponded to the boundaries of the provinces the Iraqi army had lef at the end of the Gulf War. 
	-
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	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
	-
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	mission from Fort Carson, Colorado, to Fort Polk, Louisiana. Te frst indication that the fight was not routine came when the MC-130 suddenly dropped in altitude. People and equipment foated in the simulated weightlessness, the cargo load visibly lifing and straining the ratchet straps that held it in place. Soldiers were barely held in place by straps hooked into the plane’s deck. As the aircraf’s descent slowed, weight returned with a vengeance, and the soldiers and payload slammed back down onto the deck.
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	and anxiously “waited for the side of the plane to open up.” Ten, almost as suddenly as it had dropped, the plane leveled out and few straight to Bashur 
	Airfeld.
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	Te aircraf crew performed a good landing, and the 2nd Battalion soldiers executed a combat of-load. All were grateful to have land under their feet again. As arranged, the infltration team met members of its battalion and peshmerga fghters of the Kurdistan Democratic Party. McDougal and his half of ODA 062 quickly set to work training a KDP peshmerga quick reaction force company, but found they had to do so without the rest of their team. Assistant detachment commander 
	-
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	Warrant Ofcer 1 Tomas Zolitck* and his half of ODA 062 had landed in 
	Turkey.
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	Zolitck and the “B” split of ODA 062 experienced a much diferent fight than McDougal’s half of the team. Zolitck remembered hearing the pinging and popping of antiaircraf artillery rounds hitting the sides of the aircraf, and then watching as the padded insulation covering the inside of the aircraf suddenly began to shred as shrapnel cut through the skin and bounced around the interior. Once out of the heavy fre, the pilot continued evasive maneuvers and the soldiers quickly checked for casualties. Miraculo
	-

	Tough the anxiety was high for the rest of the journey, no one inside the aircraf actually knew the full extent of the damage. Te 
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	MC-130 landed without problem, and as it taxied, the ramp lowered, and the crew chief stepped out onto the ramp to conduct his visual checks. He quickly returned and yelled, “Run!” Responding to the alarm, the soldiers conducted an emergency exit and assembled one hundred meters to the lef rear of the aircraf. Only then did they see the extent of the damage—the lef number one engine was blackened from fre and fuel was gushing out of both wings. Te next morning the soldiers discovered that the pilot’s windsh
	alive.
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	Afer landing, the soldiers were led by Air Force personnel to an American reception area, and stayed at Incirlik for a day. Tey loaded into a C-17 on the afernoon of 24 March, and afer a quick stopover at Ramstein Air Force Base, Germany, few back to their starting point—Constanta. Finally, on 27 March, ODA 062 “B” landed at Sulaimaniyah Airfeld and met up with the 3rd Battalion. Te forty-nine 2nd Battalion soldiers then moved north by ground convoy to rejoin their parent unit.
	-
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	Te 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, soldiers in a lead aircraf had had an excellent view of the Iraqi air defenses that had given their colleagues such trouble. To pass time on their fight, a few soldiers of the 2nd Battalion decided to look out the windows wearing their night vision goggles. Because the night was cold, they could easily observe Iraqi soldiers huddled around burn barrels for warmth while manning a cluster of four antiaircraf artillery guns. As the aircraf passed overhead, the Iraqis looked up in su
	-
	fortunate.
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	Sergeant First Class Curtis Yates* of ODA 085 was sleeping in one of the trailing aircraf, only to be woken by men moving around the cargo hold. He recalled, “Te next thing that I know a buddy of mine on my team had his goggles on looking out the window. So I crawled over to look out the window, and I could see tracer fre all over the place.” Even as the Special Forces soldiers observed the antiaircraf artillery, their pilot took evasive action and chaf soon accompanied the light show.
	1
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	Te fight for ODA 094 also began normally. Many of the soldiers fell asleep, only to be awoken thirty minutes into the fight when “all hell broke loose.” Te aircraf initially received small arms fre, but heavier fre soon began to crackle in the air outside the aircraf, with shrapnel “splashing” on the metal skin. Dust blanketed the soldiers as they were thrown around the cargo hold by the pilots’ evasive maneuvers. Sergeant First Class Carson Jones*, the senior weapons sergeant on ODA 094, described being th
	-
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	suddenly, up in the air, only to be slammed back onto the aircraf deck by the next maneuver. Soon one of the crew chiefs began to yell for the soldiers to “check for holes,” a task they performed with 
	alacrity.
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	Te aircraf continued to maneuver radically for the next ffy minutes, prompting one veteran Special Forces trooper to remark to his teammate, “I don’t know if we are going to make it, man. I don’t feel good about this ride.” Trough a combination of skill and luck, however, the aircraf did make it to Sulaimaniyah Airfeld and ODA 094 joined the rest of the 3rd Battalion and met up with the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan peshmerga without further 
	incident.
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	Te high-risk gamble of infltrating by air via a circuitous and low-altitude air route paid of. In a single movement, nineteen ODAs and four operational detachment bravos from the 10th SFG deployed to northern Iraq and linked up with the Kurdish peshmerga units. Tis bold move also caused the Turkish government to reconsider the ban on overfight of its territory. Turkey fnally granted overfight clearance to a fight of three MC-130s on 23 March, enabling more soldiers and much needed supplies to be brought int
	-

	Te UGLY BABY fight quickly faded into memory as the soldiers focused on their mission. Te Special Forces teams moved via buses, dump trucks, and civilian cars directly to the Green Line almost immediately afer arriving. Tere they arrayed against opposing Iraqi forces and tied up valuable Iraqi military resources. In the southern part of the CJSOTF-North’s area of operations, the command groups at Forward Operating Base 103 and Advanced Operating Base 090 prepared for the attack on the Ansar al-Islam near th
	-
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	States to keep its promise to the Kurds by placing Special Forces teams on the ground in force. In that respect, getting there was the entire battle. 

	Signal in the North 
	Signal in the North 
	Although special operations signal support is designed to be powerful yet portable, the 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion seldom gets the opportunity to push the limits of its equipment or its soldiers. Bravo Company’s support of CJSOTF-North provided a rare opportunity to do both. 
	-
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	Staf Sergeant Daniel Travieso and the rest of his four-man SCAMPI team deployed in early January 2003 to Stuttgart, Germany, where they supported ODB 080, 10th SFG. Te SCAMPI system provided secure and nonsecure communications via a high-capacity T1 carrier with variable bandwidth (“bandwidth-ondemand”) capability. Te powerful “pipe” and sophisticated signal equipment combined to provide multiple means of communication: secure and nonsecure internet (SIPR and NIPR), video teleconference, secure and nonsecur
	-
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	-
	-
	-
	feld.
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	Afer it became clear that Turkey would not allow a full staging base inside its borders, Travieso and his team deployed ahead of the main force to Constanta, arriving in late January. Along with the rest of the personnel assigned to CJSOTF-North, the team sufered from the cold. As Travieso put it, it was so cold that “the crows froze on the power lines at night and fell onto the team tents.” Once the rest of the CJSOTF began arriving in February, the communications squadron from the Air Force 352nd Special 
	-
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	Romania.
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	When Colonel Charles Cleveland began preparing to move his command post forward into Iraq, he informed Travieso that his 
	22 Mar 
	SCAMPI team would go as well. Te impending 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) parachute jump led to a shortage of C-17 air transport and the entire CJSOTF had to downsize its equipment package in order to deploy on the available MC-130s. Already a portable communications package, the SCAMPI system was pared down even further. Te team assessed system vulnerabilities and calculated what equipment absolutely had to be backed up due to its environmental sensitivity, and then lef the rest behind. In full sympathy with t
	-
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	mission.
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	On 23 March, Travieso and four other soldiers from the 112th found themselves on an MC-130 with fve members of Cleveland’s staf headed for northern Iraq. Afer a long, low fight, the aircraf touched down at Bashur Airfeld—and kept on going. Te combat of-load took less than a minute; pallets rolled of the ramp and the soldiers followed, gathering themselves just in time to see their ride disappear into the night. Greeted by darkness and rain, the small group looked around in puzzlement, hoping they would not 
	24 

	Afer a bumpy ninety-minute ride, the staf and signal element arrived at the location where Cleveland had temporarily based CJSOTF-North. Brigadier General James Parker, Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command deputy commander, was already on site; he had a six-man cell with satellite phones and a tactical satellite radio package with him. It then fell to the 112th’s SCAMPI team to put the commanders in contact with the rest of the world. Te signal soldiers worked quickly and efciently, and the
	-
	operations.
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	Once Coalition troops liberated Irbil on 1 April, Cleveland moved the CJSOTF to an abandoned airstrip just outside the city, where the SCAMPI team’s fellow Special Operations Support Command soldiers from Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, were building Camp Loki. Travieso and the other signalmen had communications up again within thirty minutes of arriving at their new location. Tis unusually quick connection time 
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	was due in part to the cooperation of the Air Force STEP (standard tactical entry point) sites, through which the SCAMPI system gained access to the Defense Information Services Network, and through DISN to the NIPR and SIPR computer networks. Te STEP sites waived the usual administrative justifcation requirements, which allowed CJSOTF-North full connectivity in record time.
	2
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	Once a C-17 became available, the rest of Bravo Company joined the SCAMPI team in Irbil, bringing with them the TSC-85 satellite package. Conditions at Irbil were slightly better than at the temporary site, but still not ideal for sensitive communications equipment. In spite of the potential for failures in the complicated electronics, the generators gave them the most trouble. Contaminated fuel sold by local Kurdish entrepreneurs led to clogged fuel flters and engines requiring more maintenance than usual.
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	Te SCAMPI team and the rest of Bravo Company, 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion, lef Irbil in May when CJSOTF-North gave way to CJSOTF–Arabian Peninsula in Baghdad. Looking back on the eventful series of deployments—from Fort Bragg, North Carolina; to Stuttgart; to Constanta; and ultimately to Irbil—Travieso concluded that the highlight of the tour was being able to push the SCAMPI system to its limits. Te team validated the system’s portability in a way never done before and was gratifed to see tha
	-
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	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West was responsible for the counter-theater ballistic missile hunt and area denial mission in the western desert, as well as for providing intelligence for the Coalition Forces Land Component Command main advance. As Special Forces teams combed the desert for SCUD sites, they also secured other strategic locations, including the isolated Wadi al Khirr Airfeld. Far in front of the CFLCC advance was another Special Forces team, which was tasked with infltrating the 
	-
	-
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	Karbala Gap in preparation for V Corps. Whatever its location, ARSOF overcame infltration challenges and mission snafus to accomplish CJSOTF-West objectives. 
	Key to all aspects of the CJSOTF-West mission was the ability to coordinate air support with the joint fres element. Available air assets included a dedicated air wing of A-10s and F-16s based at H-5 and another base nearby. When SOF teams began to make more contacts and encounter higher resistance than predicted, Colonel John Mulholland and the joint fres element found themselves in a predicament. Te Air Force was already fying ninety to one hundred counter-SCUD sorties a day, yet had to provide more and m
	-
	-
	quickly.
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	Helicopter Trouble 
	Helicopter Trouble 
	In the southern area of operations, Forward Operating Base 52 commander Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner struggled with a worrisome problem in the days running up to Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Tree of his ODAs were selected for special reconnaissance missions supporting the conventional forces once they had crossed the Kuwait-Iraq border. Tese ODAs—551, 553, and 555—all needed to be infltrated into Iraq three days before D-Day in order to be in place and able to provide intelligence for the CFLCC advance
	-
	-
	-
	available.
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	Each Special Forces team was given a special reconnaissance target in western Iraq, and needed to reach those targets before conventional troops did. Captain Mark Donaldson’s* team, ODA 555, would observe and if necessary, secure two critical bridges south of Samawah on the Euphrates River. Captain Jamie McMaster’s* team, ODA 553, would do the same at Nasiriya. Both cities were key locations along V Corps’ line of advance. Time and resources dictated an aggressive infltration 
	19 Mar 
	War Begins 
	schedule and, afer intensive planning, Conner decided that ODAs 553 and 555 would infltrate the same night, one team afer the 
	other.
	31 


	ODA 553 was frst, and once the six Pave Lows delivered the team to its infltration location, the helicopters would return for ODA 555. At least, that was the plan. When the six MH-53Js began to set down to of-load ODA 553, fve made it safely. Te sixth helicopter’s lef front tire hit a sand dune, causing the aircraf to pivot abruptly and then roll over. Inside the aircraf’s cargo area, the three Special Forces soldiers riding in the cab of their truck were tossed to and fro, but were not seriously hurt. Te r
	-
	-
	-
	-
	Kuwait.
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	In spite of what could have been a serious setback, ODA 553 continued the mission it had trained for. Te loss of the Pave Low also afected the rest of the insertions. ODA 555 quickly reallocated gear and people to a fve-truck confguration, instead of one using six trucks. Once the team made a successful infltration, it moved out to Samawah. Availability of air assets, especially SOF helicopters, continued to be an issue throughout the war.
	-
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	Crossing the Line 
	Crossing the Line 
	For Major Jack Gray*, commander of Operational Detachment Bravo 520, 1st Battalion, 5th SFG, it seemed as if the planning conferences never ended. Te 1st Battalion’s mission to prevent Saddam Hussein from a repeat performance of Operation DESERT STORM—launching SCUD missiles at Israel and Saudi Arabia—was a SOF mission of clear strategic importance, but these planning meetings were like fogging the proverbial dead horse. Gray and his ODAs concentrated on little else afer he took command in July 2002. Exerci
	22 Mar 
	and everybody knew that the fght was coming soon. As he sipped a cup of lukewarm, ancient cofee, Gray reconciled himself to another day of “what ifs.” Just as he pulled his notes and folders from his bag and took a seat at the large conference table, a sergeant tapped him on the shoulder and said he had an urgent call on the secure phone. Gray recognized the familiar voice of the battalion operations ofcer; the message was short—return to H-5 as soon as 
	-
	possible.
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	On the helicopter fight from CJSOTF-West to Forward Operating Base 51 at H-5, Gray contemplated his company’s preparations for 
	the upcoming operation. Since taking command of ODB 520 nearly nine months earlier, this mission had consumed his days and nights. It had been a long road that required a fundamental change in how his company and ODAs operated. Te frst challenge was to transform a company with an unconventional warfare focus into one capable of mounted special reconnaissance and direct action. Simultaneously, he had to retrain and reequip his ODB to be a real fghting headquarters instead of just an administrative unit.
	-
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	Accomplishing a major transformation of the company was a tall order under any circumstances, but severe time and material constraints further complicated things. Te vehicles needed to be acquired, modifed, and ready for loading on ships bound for Exercise Early Victor by 19 August 2002. Now, as Gray watched the desert streak by the window of the low fying Chinook helicopter, he was still amazed that the modifcations to their GMVs and Light Medium Tactical Vehicles (LMTVs)—new springs, tires, gun mounts, ra
	-
	efort.
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	Training the men and developing solid mounted tactics, techniques, and procedures took longer. Gray knew that the vehicles were their “legs,” so he sent people to Army Material Command schools to obtain better maintenance training. Te teams spent hours and hours, both day and night, bumping through the desert learning how to drive cross-country. Te ODB used situational training exercises to develop standing operating procedures for likely scenarios. Call
	-
	-
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	ing in close air support was not only a mission-essential task for the counter-SCUD mission, but if the ODAs made contact with larger Iraqis units, it could also mean the diference between living and 
	dying.
	37 


	During these operations, the ODB functioned as a mobile advanced operating base, designated as AOB 520—both the command and control node and the primary means of resupply for the ODAs—functions normally preformed by the forward operating base with many more assets. Te ODB troops worked to develop new skill sets and procedures for battle tracking and logistics operations. Standard LMTVs were converted into rolling supply bases, dubbed “motherships,” capable of resupply and self-protection, mounting a combina
	-
	-
	-
	-
	sufcient.
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	Te CJSOTF-West plan called for infltrating FOB 51’s two advanced operating bases—each with six ODAs—by ground at designated border crossing sites. AOB 520’s sister unit, AOB 530, moved by MC-130s to a remote airfeld where the unit staged for infltration. Te distance to AOB 530’s infltration point required it be airlifed to the vicinity of its crossing point. It reached its destination in time and began preparation for its crossing. Coalition forces were also scheduled to use these border crossing sites to e
	-
	-
	areas.
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	Te western Iraqi desert was divided into four joint special operations areas. Te western and the southern JSOAs were parceled out to the United States—1st Battalion, 5th SFG—while the northern and central JSOAs were the responsibility of other Coalition special operations units. Within each of those JSOAs were a number of designated areas representing the intelligence community’s best guess of potential SCUD launch sites. Te analysis was based on historical data from the frst Gulf War: the range of the miss
	-
	-
	-
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	dedicated close air support aircraf, or direct action by the teams if 
	necessary.
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	Once Gray was back on the ground at H-5, he found that the SOF base was a picture of measured and deliberate activity as the ODAs and mission support units made fnal preparations for the infltration. Operational security concerns and the political sensitivity to the U.S. presence in the region was cause for discretion. Te presence of U.S. combat forces in the host country was an extremely sensitive political issue and movement of American forces of the base was closely monitored and controlled. Consequently
	-
	-
	border.
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	Te actual breach of the berms along the Iraqi border was made in the early morning hours of 19 March. Te border area was delineated by two parallel antitank berms approximately one hundred meters apart, with occupied guard towers on both sides. A large enough corridor had to be cut through the berms to allow the ODAs to pass through in their GMVs. Using bulldozers to cut the corridor was considered during planning, but for operational security reasons, it was decided to do the digging by hand. Te FOB force 
	-
	-
	-
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	Te night was clear, windy, and cold as the Guardsmen loaded up at the assembly area for the short ride to the border. Te bright light from the full moon allowed them to see the berms and guard towers clearly as they approached the breach site. Approximately three hundred meters from the border they dismounted their vehicles, continuing on foot. Te host country border guards briefy protested the American presence, then, duty fulflled, stayed out of the way. Once the security forces were in place, the Guardsm
	-
	-
	berms.
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	Te B Company infltration force considered a preemptive strike on the single Iraqi guard tower, but decided not to engage unless the Iraqis showed hostile intent. Te tower remained dark and silent. On the signal from the security force on the far side of no-man’s-land, Pelham sent sixteen diggers forward to begin on the larger Iraqi berm. He also posted two squad automatic weapons teams atop the breached berm to provide additional covering fre if it proved necessary. Te berm on the Iraqi side was a much more
	-
	-
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	toon stood beside the breach watching as each vehicle passed into Iraq, proudly returning the “thumbs up” they received from the infltrating soldiers. Te frst units through the breach were the Coalition forces. Te American teams were the last through the gap, and as the rumble of their engines faded away, the Guardsmen climbed back in their vehicles for the journey back to H-5. Teirs had not been a glorious nor glamorous mission, but it was an important one that was clearly appreciated by the SOF units. Tat
	-
	-
	needed.
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	Finally in Iraq, the ODAs fanned out and headed for their initial target areas. Teir guidance was to drive hard and reach the 
	target areas as soon as possible. Each ODA 
	developed a list of objectives consisting of 
	hide sites, roads, and facilities to check in 
	its sector based on a mission analysis. FOB 
	51 instructed the teams to continue moving 
	during the daylight hours if necessary, and 
	let the Iraqis know they were in the area. Te 
	FOB felt that the mere presence of the heav
	-

	ily armed and mobile ODAs would deter the 
	Iraqis from setting up and launching their 
	missiles. In addition to the impressive array 
	of frepower on the vehicles, the teams could 
	quickly call on the overwhelming armada of 
	aircraf fying 
	overhead.
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	In the western JSOA of CJSOTF-West’s area of operations, two of AOB 520’s key target areas were the airfelds that made up the H-3 base cluster and the town of Ar Rutba. Te H-3 base cluster consisted of a primary airfeld and two smaller supporting airfelds, with a number of hardened aircraf shelters, bunkers, revetments, and ammunition storage areas that had to be cleared. During the 1991 Gulf War, H-3 was suspected of being a storage facility for chemical munitions, and 
	-
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	in the months leading up to Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Coalition aircraf enforcing the Southern No-Fly Zone repeatedly bombed the airfelds. With a population of ffeen thousand and sitting astride the major road network leading to Baghdad, Ar Rutba was of obvious strategic
	 importance.
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	ODAs 523 and 524, commanded by Captain John Sluthey* and Captain Mark Pointer* respectively, were teamed to search the mines southwest of Ar Rutba for missiles or weapons of mass destruction. Afer a grueling 130-kilometer cross-country drive to the target, they arrived at the mines only to discover that they were just that—mines. Te teams found no indication of military activities at the site, and afer a thorough search, concluded that it was a legitimate gypsum and quartz mining operation. Tey made favorab
	-
	concerned.
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	Further to the west, the mission of ODAs 522 and 581 was to clear the H-3 base cluster. By daylight on 20 March, the teams reached H-3 Southwest, one of the smaller airfelds. With no evidence of military activity on the abandoned airfeld, the two detachments prepared to move on to H-3 Main. An intelligence report cautioned them that there were indications a force of two to three hundred Iraqis were occupying H-3. A fragmentary order instructed them to keep H-3 under observation, but not to engage in any cle
	 mission.
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	While ODA 581 was keeping H-3 under observation, ODA 522 cleared potential hide sites along Highway 1. Early on the morning of 21 March, Iraqis ambushed the team at a highway overpass. Te Iraqis—fring rocket-propelled grenades, AK-47s, and PKM machine guns—were well concealed and caught the ODA by surprise. Riding in a Mercedes cargo truck and a tan sport utility vehicle, the Iraqi troops were difcult to distinguish from the civilian trafc on the road until they opened fre. Te ODA’s Air Force enlisted termi
	-
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	with mortars and 
	ammunition.
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	Tat same morning, ODA 525 moved into an area south-southwest of Ar Rutba. A few hours before daylight, Staf Sergeant Fred Sawolski* and Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Jared Krenolski* established an observation post on a small hill to watch a building 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	suspected of housing
	Wadi 
	enemy troops. Afer 
	a short time, an Iraqi patrol in fve pickup trucks maneuvered between the observation post and the rest of the ODA, threatening to cut of Sawolski and Krenolski. As the men on the hill watched, men in black uniforms—fedayeen— drove along the team’s vehicle tracks directly toward the observation post. Te team members quickly relocated in their GMVs, setting up a hasty ambush for the Iraqis. Soon, .50 caliber bullets and 40mm grenade rounds pelted the Iraqi trucks, which fed the area in confusion. Te ODA relo
	-
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	Sergeant First Class Alex Bingham*, ODA 525’s intelligence sergeant, was monitoring the radio net from the team’s hide site. Afer hearing the situation at the observation post, Bingham immediately transmitted the brevity code word “Sprint” across the satellite radio “SCUD” net, alerting everyone listening that ODA 525 was in danger of being overrun. Te constant furry of activity at FOB 51’s tactical operations center suddenly stopped and the area became quiet as the news registered. Te brevity word they had
	-
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	was replaced by frantic activity to support the team. ODA 525’s ETAC called in for close air support to help the team break contact, and Gray called for ODA 524, which was operating to the south of ODA 525, to move in and engage the enemy. As ODA 524 drew close to the sound of the guns, it took fre from two Iraqi 23mm antiaircraf guns. ODA 524’s ETAC sent close air support to take care of the new contact, freeing the team to proceed. ODA 521, located to the east of the fght, also moved to join in the fray, 
	-
	confict.
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	Te battle now took on an aura of controlled chaos, with Bingham receiving reports from the observation post and the rest of the ODA, the ETACs requesting air support, and the FOB fre support cell and the Airborne Warning and Control System fying above routing the aircraf. Te Air Force passed multiple aircraf sorties to the team— everything from F-16s to A-10s—and British Tornado fghter-bombers dropped 500 and 2,000 pound bombs on the Iraqi attackers. Te ODAs continued to engage the enemy, dealing with repea
	-
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	At about 1400 hours, the fring dropped of and the observation post reported that the enemy forces were withdrawing back into the city. Gray saw this as an opportunity to get Sawolski and Krenolski of the hill. Gray quickly coordinated a linkup with the observation post using ODA 521 to provide security for the exfltration at the same time four aircraf provided additional cover. Te eight GMVs quickly moved to the hill as Sawolski and Krenolski pulled out, with ODAs 523 and 524 providing fank security. Te ODA
	fght.
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	Te fght south of Ar Rutba along Highway 10 was one of the frst battles for Special Forces during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Afer nearly seven hours of intense fghting, over one hundred Iraqis lay dead and ffeen vehicles were destroyed. Te triumphant AOB 520 teams, on the other hand, had sufered no casualties or equipment loss. Te aggressive maneuver and direct fre from the ODAs, combined with well-coordinated close air support, proved to be a deadly combination for the Iraqi 
	-
	forces.
	5
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	Wadi al Khirr 
	In the battle area of the western desert of Iraq, the 5th SFG looked for ways to help shape the battlefeld for conventional forces attacking toward Baghdad. Once the ground war began, Central Command’s plan was to keep the Iraqis of balance by hitting them hard and fast with armored and mechanized ground forces. Ahead of the conventional forces juggernaut, the Special Forces operators planned to support the maneuver forces with ODAs conducting deep reconnaissance of strategically important areas and making 
	-
	-
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	Te SOF planners knew that Air Force MC-130 aircraf were required for any deep infltration mission. Te immediate problem was locating a suitable desert landing strip that met both the Air Force landing criteria and the Army’s mission requirements. MC-130 Combat Talons were capable of landing on unimproved runways, but they needed a stretch of reasonably fat, frm, and open ground at least 3,500 feet long and 60 feet wide. Te Air Force also insisted that runway conditions be validated on the ground by trained 
	-
	-
	concentrations.
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	Te mission to fnd such a place was given to Major Boyd Sinclair* and ODB 570. He was told to develop a primary and an alternate plan to establish an advanced operating base at a desert landing strip deep within Iraq. Te desert landing strip would be used to infltrate ODAs and other SOF teams for missions in support of conventional forces. His detachment needed to be prepared to receive the frst ODAs within twenty-four hours of verifcation, and continue to operate the landing strip for up to forty-eight hour
	-
	-
	-
	March.
	57 
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	AOB 570 was fortunate to have a highly qualifed and experienced Air Force combat control team from the 23rd STS assisting in the planning for the operation. Tree members of 
	2 
	1 
	the team were veterans of Afghanistan with frst-hand experience operating desert land
	-

	2 
	5 
	1
	ing strips. Te savvy controllers cautioned 
	10
	that simple dirt landing strips tend to become 
	6 
	6 
	27
	9
	badly rutted afer only a few landings, and the 
	badly rutted afer only a few landings, and the 
	8 

	17
	mission profle for this operation called for 
	87
	1 
	multiple aircraf and multiple
	 sorties.
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	controllers caused the team to look for existing hard surface landing strips that might be useable. Unfortunately, the intensive bombing campaigns of Operation DESERT STORM Figure 5.20 Map highlighting Wadi al Khirr. 
	Te experienced judgment of the Air Force 
	1 
	-
	-

	and the post-Gulf War enforcement measures in the Southern No-Fly Zone lef most of the existing fight strips in Iraq severely cratered or otherwise damaged. However, afer a careful analysis of existing imagery and some additional low-level, high-quality photos provided by British Tornado reconnaissance aircraf, the team felt that the abandoned Iraqi fghter base at Wadi al Khirr might meet the mission 
	-
	needs.
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	Wadi al Khirr Airfeld, located 240 kilometers southwest of Baghdad, was built in the 1980s by Yugoslav contractors and had a single 9,700-foot long runway. At one time, the air base had twelve hardened aircraf shelters, but bombings during DESERT STORM had reduced them to piles of 
	-
	rubble.
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	Te 23rd STS reasoned that between the main runway and a parallel taxiway, a suitable landing strip could be pieced together. For the Special Forces, Wadi al Khirr was reasonably close to the key Karbala-Najaf area, and the only known enemy facilities in the vicinity of the airfeld were Iraqi border posts nine miles away.
	-
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	Once it had selected a primary site for the desert landing strip, the AOB had to plan and coordinate the myriad of details that make all the pieces of a joint operation ft together. Deep penetration SOF aircraf were limited—in the opening days of the war, competition for air assets was keen. Tus, getting the AOB to Wadi al Khirr was one of the frst issues to be addressed. Both ODA 574 and the 23rd STS team were high altitude–low opening qualifed, which made parachute entry an option ofering a degree of econ
	22 Mar 
	lessons learned from DESERT STORM made a convincing case that in a desert environment, dismounted Special Forces teams were at a distinct disadvantage if compromised. Te planners decided to use Air Force MH-53J helicopters to infltrate the twenty-six AOB 570 soldiers and airmen, as well as fve nonstandard vehicles (NSVs) and four all-terrain vehicles
	-
	 (ATVs).
	62 


	Te days before AOB 570’s infltration were long and flled with critical tasks as the soldiers prepared themselves and their equipment for action. Te soldiers checked and packed equipment, confgured load plans, planned air and ground routes, coordinated fre support, scheduled aircrew briefngs, and fnalized communications plans. Each soldier and airman was involved in the planning, and through a series of informal brief-backs, each man knew the plan well enough to meet any contingency. Finally, the soldiers an
	-
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	No mission is conducted in a vacuum, and 
	this mission was no diferent. In large campaigns such as IRAQI FREEDOM, multiple operations planned for the same time periods ofen competed for the same assets. In such cases, the commander must decide which of the competing missions is the most critical to the overall success of the campaign. In Iraqi Freedom, it was recognized that the “lynch pin” for SOF deep infltrations was the availability of aircraf. During the same time period that AOB 570 planned to fy into Wadi al Khirr, U.S. Navy SEALs planned to
	-
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	Decisions in war ofen have a ripple efect. Te delay in air assets caused FOB 52 (2nd Battalion, 5th SFG) to scramble for another means to infltrate ODA 551, which had a time-sensitive, special reconnaissance mission in the Karbala area critical to the 3rd Infantry Division’s scheme of maneuver. Te 3rd Infantry Division had imagery and signal intercept data, but the division commander wanted eyes on the target to provide him with ground-truth intelligence. ODA 551 few to H-5 Airfeld to link up with 3rd Batta
	-
	-
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	Afer two nights of waiting at the forward operating base, AOB 570 fnally received the order to execute on 19 March. Te mission used fve Air Force MH-53Js, with a sixth for Combat Search and Rescue support. Te AOB loaded fve NSVs and four ATVs into the Pave Lows, and then distributed the personnel among the aircraf, paying particular attention to make sure that the four air controllers were on diferent aircraf. Te controllers were critical to operating the landing strip; without at least one of them on the g
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	for me was fying in those MH-53s.” Drawing on his past experiences, he added, “Tey are so old that you usually need twenty to get fve.” But he gave credit where it was due by allowing that, “Tis time it only took six!” Even First Lieutenant Chris Hill*, one of the 23rd STS air controllers, breathed easier as the fight of fve helicopters headed west from Ali As-Salim Air Base, Kuwait. He said, “We had problems with three [MH-53s] on the rehearsal; only one had a problem on the mission.”
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	Te fight route into Iraq had the SOF soldiers skirting the Iraqi border for hundreds of kilometers until they dashed north to Wadi al Khirr. Te helicopters rendezvoused with Air Force tankers twice to refuel in-fight. Te night of AOB 570’s fight into Wadi al Khirr was the same night the Air Force began its “shock and awe” campaign. First Lieutenant Wayne West*, commander of the 23rd STS team, was listening in on the chatter of the helicopter pilots through a headset in the cargo compartment: “It was a littl
	66 

	Aside from transiting a somewhat crowded night sky, the fight into the objective area was uneventful. Te plan called for the AOB to be fown into a helicopter landing zone approximately ten miles from the airfeld. About twenty minutes out from the landing zone, the crew alerted the soldiers and airmen to get ready. As the helicopters hovered to land, the rotor wash kicked up so much dust that the pilots decided to land two at a time instead of all at once in order to avoid colliding with one another in the “
	conditions.
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	Once the group assembled on the ground and the helicopters lifed of, the soldiers moved a short distance and conducted a security halt to make sure the landing had not been detected. Hearing or seeing nothing to cause alarm, they moved to an objective rally point near the landing strip. Te moon had not yet risen, so the night was clear, dark, and cold. Te special operations forces put the nonstandard vehicles and their bed-mounted M240 machine guns in the lead, followed by the four ATVs. Travel was slow and
	-
	rocks.
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	Intelligence reports stated that the area was infrequently traveled, but the AOB crossed numerous fresh vehicle tracks and several scraped, well-maintained, and recently used roads. Te threat of discovery was uppermost in everyone’s minds. Master Sergeant James Robins* from the 23rd STS was concerned that the loud whining noise of the ATVs carried too far in the cold, desert night air. In addition, 
	-
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	each ATV had an engine light pinpointing its position. Nevertheless, afer two hours of deliberate and careful travel, the AOB reached its objective rally point, approximately fve kilometers from Wadi al 
	Khirr.
	6
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	Afer arriving, Sinclair sent an NSV-mounted security team from ODA 574 to lead the Air Force ATV-mounted survey team to the airfeld. Sergeant Major Tad Berino* of AOB 570 provided rear security with his NSV. By this time, the moon was up and the improved visibility made the movement to the airfeld easier; the bright moonlight also revealed how open the terrain was and how vulnerable the soldiers were to enemy observation. Once the small convoy reached the airfeld, the security team established an overwatch 
	-
	taxiway.
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	Te combat control team was working against a tight deadline for completing the survey. If Wadi al Khirr were unusable, the contingency plan called for a small security and survey element to be airlifed to the alternate site at Ghalaysan Airfeld seventy kilometers to the southeast. Te rest of the AOB would then move cross-country to Ghalaysan. Te two MH-53s for the contingency were orbiting in a holding pattern, but could only stay on station for three hours, so the decision needed to be made quickly. Te mov
	-
	-
	-
	MC-130s.
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	Dayton and Robins passed the message to Sinclair that the airfeld was usable. Sinclair released the orbiting MH-53s and led the rest of the AOB to Wadi al Khirr. Upon arrival, the remaining ODA 574 security 
	22 Mar 
	teams quickly moved to their positions on the high ground surrounding the airfeld. Meanwhile, Sinclair established the AOB command post near the center of the runway and made his initial reports to FOB 
	-

	53. Te primary mission for the remainder of the night was removing all the debris from the taxiway and that portion of the runway to be used as a turnaround to prevent any dangerous objects getting sucked into the engines or damaging tires. In the words of AOB 570 medic, 
	Sergeant First Class Bruce Kroll*, “What it amounted to was one very long, tedious, boring police call.”
	-
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	Although the AOB had procured four wide-blade shovels to hasten the job, much of the shrapnel and chunks of concrete had to be picked up by hand. Working in shifs, the men moved on line to clear a swath 4,500 feet long and 66 feet wide. Despite the bitingly cold desert night, the men were soon dripping with sweat as they shoveled and picked up hundreds of pounds of debris. As daylight approached, the entire AOB moved 
	-

	under cover for “stand-to”—armed and alert, the AOB stood ready for action from enemy attack. Afer stand-to, a lot of runway still needed clearing. Although the plan was to stay out of sight during the day, everyone agreed that the fight strip needed clearing even if it meant taking the risk of being seen. However, at Berino’s recommendation, the soldiers rested before resuming the backbreaking work.
	73 

	Te rejuvenated soldiers fnished picking up the debris by noon, but they still had to deal with several large mounds of dirt that bombs had dumped on the fight strip. It was impossible to shovel all the dirt of the fight strip, but the soldiers came up with an innovative way to knock of the humps and smooth the surface. Berino scavenged around the old base and found a large piece of metal siding, which he rigged to the winch on his NSV, creating a slide similar to those used to smooth a baseball diamond infe
	-
	aircraf.
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	For the rest of the daylight hours of 22 March, the AOB remained under cover to minimize chances of compromise. Te troops hardly had time to hunker down when, at 1500 hours, the western security 
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	team reported two civilian vehicles coming toward the airfeld from the southwest. Te AOB had contingencies for chance contacts with civilians and decided that unless the civilians displayed hostile intent or their presence jeopardized the mission, the teams would let them pass unmolested. Hofman and his teams kept the vehicles under observation and determined that they were water trucks driven by Bedouin shepherds. Te vehicles stopped and the drivers conversed briefy before driving of in the direction of on
	encounters.
	75 


	During the afernoon and into the evening, the air controllers provided the aircrews with the fight landing strip layout, updated weather conditions, and digital imagery via e-mail. Afer dark, Dayton and Robins ventured back out onto the fight strip to place the runway lights—marking the runway and key points on the fight strip with infrared strobe lights visible only to incoming 
	-
	pilots.
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	Hill, as primary air controller for the night’s operation, was responsible for talking with the aircraf pilots, advising them of current conditions on the fight strip and clearing them for landing and takeof. West positioned himself with Sinclair, where he kept him advised on the status of the aircraf operations. On their ATVs, Dayton and Robins operated as a kind of tag team once the aircraf were on the ground. Dayton played the role of the “follow-me” truck and guided taxiing aircraf to the turnof point, 
	-
	-
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	Once the troops and vehicles were of-loaded, Berino led the teams to the release point away from the landing operations. Tere the AOB passed on pertinent information to the team leaders. Afer receiving confrmation that all team personnel and equipment were present, they launched on missions throughout southern Iraq.
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	Te frst aircraf arrived at 2210 hours, followed by a second aircraf two minutes later. Te frst aircraf stirred up a huge dust cloud and literally disappeared into the cloud. Te SOF teams quickly unloaded their vehicles in the fying sand and in less than ffeen minutes, both aircraf thundered down the runway to take of again. Te arrival and departure of the frst two aircraf blew any remaining debris of the fight strip, making future landings easier. Te frst two aircraf 
	22 Mar 
	were followed by two more fights of two at twenty-minute intervals. Te frst six aircraf brought in ODA 544, an intelligence team, and a CBS television crew. ODA 544 and the intelligence team quickly lef to complete their missions in the Najaf area, but the CBS crew recorded a story on the fight operations at Wadi al Khirr which was then broadcast on the news a few days 
	-
	later.
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	Te next group of six aircraf landed at Wadi al Khirr at 0100 hours. Te frst set of two airplanes brought in ODA 572 to relieve ODA 574 of the airfeld security mission so the team could exfltrate on the second set of aircraf. By the time the next two MC-130s arrived with more SOF teams, ODA 574 was ready to exfltrate. When the last aircraf arrived with ODA 583 onboard, Sinclair transferred responsibility for the airfeld to ODA 572 and loaded the AOB command and control node and the Air Force control team on 
	-
	Kuwait.
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	Te operation was an unqualifed success and a testament to the planning and operational expertise of special operators from 
	-

	both the Army Special Forces and the Air Force. It was a bold move to establish a clandestine airfeld deep in enemy controlled territory. With few exceptions, the actual operation followed the scenarios anticipated in the plan. West simply said it was a “seamless operation.” Sinclair summed it up: “I wouldn’t call it Desert One [referring to the desert landing strip established in Iran during Operation EAGLE CLAW in 1980], but it got fve teams on the ground ahead of the conventional force and put eyes on th
	-
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	Najaf 
	Najaf 
	“Oh, great! One of the most experienced HALO [high altitude low opening] teams in the Group and we’re going to drive to the war!” said Sergeant First Class Tim Kreiler*, the intelligence and special weapons sergeant for ODA 544. ODA 544 was equipped and trained to parachute deep into enemy territory and clandestinely conduct a range of special operations missions. Under his breath, Kreiler muttered, “What’s the point of all the training and all the night jumps into God-knows-where if we’re never going to be
	-
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	from 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, had just learned that it would participate in the invasion of Iraq as a mounted unit—a far cry from the extreme airborne infltrations it was trained for. Kreiler was an old, no-nonsense Ranger with over ffeen years of Special Forces experience and a reputation for telling it like he saw it. He was not in the least bit thrilled at the prospect of becoming “motorized.”
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	Captain Roy Clinger*, the detachment commander, received word of the mission in August 2002. ODA 544 would conduct unconventional warfare—the primary mission of Special Forces—to organize and train anti-Saddam resistance forces around Najaf in support of the U.S. ground maneuver forces. In addition to that primary mission, the team was assigned a number of “be prepared” missions, including locating counter-theater ballistic missiles, conducting special reconnaissance, and performing security assistance–stab
	-
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	everything to support CFLCC.”
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	ODA 544 was chosen to be one of the frst teams into Iraq because it was one of the most experienced teams in 2nd Battalion, with four members of the team possessing more than ffeen years of Special Forces experience. Most of the others had at least ten years of experience; the most junior member had four.
	84 

	Te plan was straightforward: infltrate into a remote desert site by MC-130 aircraf, then, under the cover of darkness, drive to Najaf and establish a clandestine patrol base. Arriving at least forty-eight hours ahead of the conventional forces, ODA 544, with the help of accompanying Iraqi expatriates, would establish contact with resistance forces 
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	Figure 5.27 Map highlighting Najaf.
	in the city. Trough the resistance forces, the ODA would warn Iraqi noncombatants to stay in their houses, and try to persuade hostile Iraqis to surrender. ODA 544 conducted a number of similar exercises in preparation for the mission, so the team’s confdence was high.
	-
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	When the mission warning order was received in late November, ODA 544 went into a practice isolation phase at Fort Campbell, Kentucky, and began to conduct an area study and do background research. Using FalconView mapping sofware for terrain analysis, 
	-
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	the team pored over maps of the city and surrounding area, choosing its travel routes and likely hide sites. By the time they had fnished their area studies, team members could navigate the area by memory. 
	Te men were also well versed on religious factors, political factions, and ethnic and tribal afliations in and around 
	Najaf.
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	Te late arrival of ODA 544’s vehicles added to the tension felt by soldiers more accustomed to free falling than driving into battle. Te team had just enough time to pick up the GMVs, do an inventory, load them on a train, and send them to the port for shipment before deploying by air themselves. ODA 544 fnished its stateside preparations, said its goodbyes, and deployed to FOB 52 at Ali As-Salim Air Base. Te last of the team arrived in Kuwait the frst week in February, but it was two more 
	-

	weeks before the vehicles arrived—without gun mounts and other essential 
	equipment.
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	With all its men and vehicles in theater, ODA 544 conducted the vehicle training it needed and increased its weapons training. Even Kreiler began to feel more comfortable with the “mounted” aspect of the mission afer more training—especially driving cross-country at night. Planning changes lef the team with two of its original GMVs and two modifed Toyota Tacoma pickup trucks. Te mix of vehicles provided a greater degree of fexibility for moving by air; both vehicle types ft inside MC-130 and MH-47 cargo com
	MH-53s.
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	Te team’s initial plan was to go in without any additional personnel attached, but the “team” grew and included, according to Kreiler, “just about every agency known to man.” In addition to the Air Force tactical control party, it included some intelligence ofcers, several former Iraqi Army ofcers, and other ARSOF elements. Te senior Iraqi Army ofcer, a colonel from Najaf who had been living in exile, and his four lieutenants were supposed to help the team establish contact with resistance forces in Najaf. 
	-
	-
	Najaf.
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	In the seventy-two hours before ODA 544 was scheduled to enter Iraq, the higher headquarters reviewed the infltration plan. Te original plan was to fy everyone into Wadi al Khirr on MC-130s. With 
	-
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	twenty-four hours to go, FOB 52 informed the group that the aircraf had been changed to MH-53s. For ODA 544, that meant the GMVs would be lef behind and all accompanying equipment transferred to the two NSVs, which could not hold everything. Consequently, everyone scrambled to select the most important equipment and adjust the load plans to meet the load profles for the helicopters. As the team sweated to adjust to the loads, the infltration plan was changed once again: now they were to conduct a tactical r
	90 

	At long last the waiting was over and ODA 544 prepared to infltrate Iraq. Te team few on the night of 21 March on two MC-130s traveling in complete blackout conditions from Ali As-Salim Air Base to a newly secured airstrip at Wadi al Khirr. Carefully loaded into each of the two MC-130s was one GMV, one NSV, and half the ODA. Te various attached personnel and their equipment took later fights. Afer a quiet fight, the MC-130s touched down and the team and its vehicles rolled down the aircraf ramps onto the ai
	-
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	runway.
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	Te frst minutes of the insertion did not go according to plan. Te GMV driven by Combs quickly rolled of the ramp. A stubborn ratchet strap used to secure the NSV during fight delayed the plane’s departure. Afer a few frustrating minutes the crew chief released the strap; however, the GMV was already out of sight and in the holding area, so the NSV driver had to hurry to catch up. In his haste to link up, he took the most direct route to the holding area and drove into a huge bomb crater. Afer twenty minutes
	damaged.
	9
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	Afer the delay, Clinger organized the group and led his column into the desert. A total of twelve vehicles moved in formation—four belonging to the Special Forces team and the rest carrying the attached personnel. Te column drove in single-fle to reduce the chances of hitting a landmine and to lessen the ground signature of the vehicles, as well as to maximize the column’s speed. Te frst planned hide site was only twenty-four kilometers from the airfeld but since the column made such good time on the frst l
	22 Mar 
	decided to continue on while darkness lasted. He knew it was critical to get to Najaf ahead of the 3rd Infantry Division and this was an opportunity to gain some time.
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	As the heavily loaded convoy journeyed through the night, the terrain became increasingly more challenging. Kreiler remembered that they drove hard until an hour before dawn through “some of the ugliest stuf I’ve ever seen.” As dawn broke, the column found a wadi, or dry streambed, in which to hide the trucks, camoufaged the vehicles with netting, set a security perimeter, and settled down for some well-earned rest.
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	When ODA 544 made that day’s scheduled communications contact with FOB 52, it learned that the 3rd Infantry Division was moving faster than expected. Te team was ordered to move to Najaf as quickly as possible. Having rested only a few hours, the column loaded up and drove the remaining seventy-fve kilometers across the desert, not stopping until they arrived outside Najaf that night. As they raced across the desert, Senior Airman Sergio Manchini*, ODA 544’s enlisted terminal air controller, kept in constan
	-
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	Te column arrived at Najaf without mishap and linked up with ODA 556. Te two teams moved to an abandoned cement factory and set up a temporary security position. As ODA 544 settled in at the cement factory, the intelligence representative and the Iraqis were eager to begin operations. Tey wanted to move to the outskirts of town in an attempt to link up with their contacts. Clinger and Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Sidney Schwarz* recommended that they hold of until they had a better idea of the situation in Najaf, 
	-
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	Najaf.
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	While most of the ODA remained at the cement factory to rest, Combs and a few other team members accompanied the intelligence representative and the Iraqi lieutenants to the drop-of point on the outskirts of the city. When Combs noticed two American M1 Abrams tanks nearby, straddling the road leading into Najaf, he coordinated 
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	with the section leader and lay down on the tank deck to try and nap. He was exhausted from the drive from Wadi al Khirr to Najaf, and realized that his last real sleep had been on the plane to the air
	-
	feld.
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	Explosive ordnance demolition units had been busy blowing captured ammunition and explosives caches all day, so the mufed explosions Combs heard in the distance did not cause him any particular concern. Gradually, through his exhausted dozing, it dawned on the medic that the explosions were getting closer. Suddenly, two big explosions rattled him back to full consciousness; the explosions were impacting artillery rounds, one of which had just hit the far tank. With his hand on the hatch handle, the tank com
	-
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	bullet.
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	Te two Iraqi lieutenants were not so lucky in their introduction to Najaf. Enemy security forces quickly captured them, and the next time the team saw them alive was as prisoners on a broadcast on Iraqi state television. Te intelligence representative in charge of making contact with resistance groups decided not to send anyone else in their place; he did not want to risk the colonel or the two remaining lieutenants. With no liaison to resistance organizations in Najaf, ODA 544 was lef without a way to acco
	-
	mission.
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	Sergeant First Class Tad Holley* commented, “Te situation in the city wasn’t exactly the way we had hoped. It didn’t fall apart like we were hoping: that they’d just run away or give up. It made it hard to get [into Najaf].” ODA 544 spent the ensuing week gathering intelligence for the 3rd Infantry Division’s bombing campaign of the city. In addition to working with information gathered by the intelligence representative and his contacts, the team interviewed civilians to develop 
	-
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	husain Following the death of Mohammad, the Muslims split into two groups. Husain was a leader of the Shia party. He and Ali, another leader, were slain, enabling the Sunni party to become the dominant sect of Islam. 
	-

	Chapter Five 
	information on potential targets. Using the information gathered from all these sources, the ODA worked up target nominations for attack with precision-guided munitions (smart bombs). Najaf was heavily urbanized, which made it difcult to actually see the targets when engaging them. Te Special Forces team’s intelligence made it possible to target Baath or fedayeen headquarters, artillery positions, and military compounds.
	10
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	On 28 March, 101st Airborne Division relieved the 3rd Infantry Division and began a deliberate campaign to clear the city block-byblock and ODA 544 moved on to other missions. 
	-


	Karbala Gap 
	Karbala Gap 
	Te Night Stalker pilot slowly throttled the aircraf down, raised the nose, and reached for the ground with the rear landing gear. Te passengers felt the reassuring thump as the wheels made contact and the pilot brought the MH-47D helicopter to the ground. Te crew chief lowered the ramp and swirling dust flled the back of the chopper. As sand hit the soldiers inside, so did the realization that their mission had fnally begun. 
	-

	Te journey for ODA 551 began in September 2002 when, fresh from Afghanistan, Captain Don Raintree* and his veteran Special Forces team were told to prepare to do “SF stuf” around Karbala. Even by Special Forces standards, the mission was a bit broad. But, having faith that the mission would be narrowed for them eventually, the team went to work compiling its area studies on the Karbala region.
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	Karbala is situated on the edge of the desert, some twenty miles southwest of Baghdad, with a population of more than half a million. Te city is revered in the Shia community as the site of Husain’s martyrdom, which is at the root of Shia Islam. In Karbala there are shrines to Husain and his half-brother Abbas, and the city is second only to Najaf in religious signifcance to the Shia. While Karbala’s religious signifcance is important, its geographic location was what concerned military planners. Karbala si
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	tive, slower, and require extensive bridging assets. Considering the signifcance of the route choice, the 3rd Infantry Division commander did not want to rely solely 
	-
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	on satellite imagery for intelligence. Te solution was to get eyes 
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	on the target; this meant a Special 
	1
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	Forces reconnaissance mission, 
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	which was assigned to ODA 551.
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	ODA 551 was a direct action 
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	team, which meant it had no 
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	vehicles and no mounted train-
	vehicles and no mounted train-
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	ing as a team. Luckily, some of experience, which shortened the learning curve. In the short time allowed before the deployment to the Middle East, ODA 551 conducted a three-week desert mobility training exercise at Fort Bliss, Texas, using the new Ground Mobility Vehicle. Te exercise at Fort Bliss was valuable, and ODA 551 used its time there to develop and practice mounted tactics, techniques, and procedures. Te soldiers mastered reacting to ambushes, breaking contact, convoy security, and many other situ
	the soldiers had mobility team 
	1 
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	ODA 551 deployed from Fort Campbell to Ali As-Salim Air Base in late January 2003. Once in Kuwait, ODA 551 received NSVs in addition to their GMVs. While ideally the mission should dictate the equipment used, in this case the availability of infltration aircraf heavily impacted on mission planning. Te frst choice for the infltration was 
	-
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	Air Force MC-130 Combat Talons, since the GMVs could be loaded without removing the gun mounts, weight would be less of a factor, and perhaps most importantly, they would not have to be modifed for fight. When the GMVs rolled of the ramp they would be ready for action. Knowing that frst choices do not always work out, the team made contingency plans for helicopter insertion by either Army MH-47D Chinook or Air Force MH-53 Pave Low helicopters. Although weight was a factor for both helicopters, the MH-47D ca
	side. Loading and unloading a GMV onto a helicopter is a tedious, stressful, and potentially hazardous task under the best of circumstances. Doing it at night with no lights, under combat conditions, gives “tedious, stressful, and hazardous” new meaning. Needless to say, the team did a lot of practice loading and unloading of its GMVs on MH-47 mock-ups. If MH-53s became the infltration platform, then only NSVs could be used. While the NSVs ft in MH-53s, they carried signifcantly less equipment than the GMVs
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	ODA 551 continued to train in Kuwait. Major adjustments had to be made on the team’s Toyota Tacoma trucks in order to make them combat ready. Specifcally, the team welded gun mounts to the truck beds and then tested them to ensure they would not fail under combat conditions. Te team continued refning mounted combat techniques, concentrating on driving at night wearing night vision goggles. “We did a lot—I mean a lot—of driving at night when we got to Kuwait,” said Sergeant First Class John Spencer*, the sen
	10
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	Avoiding fratricide was a major concern for Special Forces planners and ODAs conducting special reconnaissance and unconventional warfare missions well forward of the conventional forces. Once the special reconnaissance mission was complete, ODA 551 was to evacuate the area and link up with the 3rd Infantry Division—without being 
	-
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	fred upon. To facilitate the linkup, ODA 551 trained in Kuwait with the 3rd ID Special Forces liaison element, composed of two ODAs (ODAs 916 and part of 914) from A Company, 1st Battalion, 19th SFG. ODA 551 and the liaison element conducted face-to-face coordination with designated 3rd ID units, and then rehearsed the linkup procedures. During the coordination with the 3rd ID staf, battalion commanders identifed the likely companies, and then platoons, in each battalion tasked with the on-order mission to 
	-
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	While the team sharpened its skills, mission planning continued. Raintree reviewed afer action reports from Operation DESERT STORM special reconnaissance missions. From those, he concluded that the best way to avoid compromise was to stay mobile and avoid digging in if at all possible. If the team stayed too long in one place or lef a big hole behind, the desert-dwelling Bedouins or Iraqi patrols would either pick up signs of its presence or simply stumble upon it. Raintree planned to move daily and to sele
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	For its terrain analysis, the team used the FalconView sofware program, which provided a variety of maps and overlays with much greater detail and accuracy than standard paper maps. Using FalconView, the team selected potential reconnaissance and surveillance positions and then produced visibility profles for each. Tis allowed them to quickly select those sites with the best potential to see the target area. 
	-

	Since the 3rd Infantry Division planned to push through the Karbala Gap on its way to Baghdad, it needed timely, accurate information about any obstacles, enemy units, and mine felds that might afect its progress. ODA 551 needed to get into position as soon as possible in order to provide that information without being compromised. Intelligence reports indicated that the elite Medina Republican Guard Division was positioned to the north and east of Karbala. Of more immediate concern to the team were reports
	-
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	As the team had feared, it was not able to infltrate into the Iraqi airfeld at Wadi al Khirr on the roomy MC-130s. Te team quickly changed gears and prepared to infltrate by MH-47Ds; however, there 
	22 Mar 
	were no MH-47s at Ali As-Salim. Te team had completed its isolation planning and training and was just waiting for the word to go: “Sitting on G, waiting on O!” as Staf Sergeant Charles Godfrey* put it.
	10
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	Rather than wait, Colonel Mulholland decided to move ODA 551 to CJSOTF-West’s location and infltrate using MH-47Ds from the 3rd Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment. As Rain-tree hurriedly completed coordination at the FOB 52 headquarters, a sergeant called to him: “Hey sir, your mission is on CNN!” To his shock, Raintree watched as retired U.S. Army Major General David Grange told the world that in order to get the intelligence picture it wanted, the Army would put a Special Forces team in
	and the team lef the tarmac in search of a place to get a few hours of rest before its mission.
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	While the rest of the ODA dealt with the helicopters, Raintree coordinated with the 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, battalion commander, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Welch, and his staf. As an experienced ofcer, Raintree contemplated what he described as the “helicopter factor.” Typically, when helicopters are involved, either command or mechanical issues cause delays. Tis mission was no exception. Te frst change to the plan was scrubbing the planned in-fight refueling because of air corridor problems. Te night of 
	-
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	the frst hide site and for the helicopters to leave Iraqi airspace before daylight.
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	Te infltration began in earnest afer dark on 21 March, when ODA 551 assembled at the ramps of its assigned aircraf. Te mission called for three MH-47Ds, escorted by two defensive armed penetrators MH-60Ls. Te MH-60L is a standard MH-60 Black Hawk helicopter extensively upgraded in terms of armament, with a weapons confguration of a nineteen-shot 2.75 inch rocket pod, a 30mm Gatling gun, and two 7.62mm miniguns. With ODA 551 loaded and the planes rolling for takeof, the “helicopter factor” struck. One of the
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	Afer the scheduled refueling stop, the Night Stalker Chinooks streaked north through the Iraqi desert just above the dunes. As they crossed the border, some startled border guards managed to shoot of a few rounds but caused no damage. As the helicopters approached the landing zone, ODA 551 geared up and prepared its vehicles for a rapid exit. Even before the aircraf fully stopped, the crew chief lowered the ramp and the team members removed the tie downs from their vehicles. Te noise of the engines was deaf
	-
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	Everybody on the infltration team worked quickly to get the Special Forces team unloaded and on its way. As Hawks described it, “Tey were in a hurry to get away and we were in a hurry to get the noise and dust gone!” As ODA 551 of-loaded the vehicles, a crew chief grabbed Hawks and told him, “Everything looks good in the local area, but you’ve got vehicles about ten miles away and they’re headed this way!” With that warning, the helicopters took of and disappeared into the darkness. ODA 551 quickly mounted 
	22 Mar 
	team members shut of the vehicles, manned their weapons, and listened to determine if they were being pursued. Afer several minutes and no sign of approaching vehicles, the team set of to its selected hide site some seventy kilometers distant. Tere was no time to lose; daylight was just hours away. Te clock was running, and every ODA 551 soldier knew the team had to get to the Karbala Gap as rapidly as possible.
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	Change of Mission 
	Change of Mission 
	Mission changes are nothing new to special operations forces, however the men of ODB 560, 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, took fexibility to a new level. Assuming that its assigned mission would be the one it conducted in Iraq, ODB 560 conducted extensive planning to that end in the fall of 2002. By the end of the January 2003, the majority of Major Jerry Baxter’s* unit had arrived in Kuwait, and the Special Forces soldiers dove into mission preparation activities, conducting multiple live-fre range exercises, miss
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	Te team’s original mission was to infltrate Iraq ahead of any conventional forces. Once in Iraq, it was to establish an advanced operating base near Amarah and exercise command and control of its ODAs conducting unconventional warfare operations in the area. Te ODAs would provide intelligence, target information, and direct action, assisting conventional forces as they advanced north to Baghdad. However, the mission planning process showed that there was scant evidence of a credible resistance force in the 
	-
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	Te tactical plan called for I MEF to lead the way into Iraq with the British close on its heels. Afer seizing the Rumaylah Oil Fields and other key areas on the approaches to Basra, the Marines would hand those areas of to the British. AOB 560 (ODB 560’s designation in combat) would follow the British 7th Armoured Brigade, while the ODAs would be out front with the Marines in an efort to get to the operational area as soon as possible.
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	During the mission preparation phase, ODB 560 was assigned a wide variety of units: one Civil Afairs Team–Bravo and two Civil Afairs Teams–Alpha from C Company, 96th Civil Afairs Battalion; Tactical Psychological Operations Team 952, from the 4th Psychological Operations Group; Special Operations Team–Alpha 502; and two Defense Human Intelligence Service personnel. Te attachments, plus the ODB’s ten-man headquarters, a mechanic, and three ODAs, gave Baxter a forty-man special operations task force with a va
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	On the night of 21 March, the thundering artillery and roaring engines of hundreds of tank and armored personnel carrier shattered the quiet of the Kuwaiti desert—the Coalition ground forces rolled across the border. Tucked securely behind the heavily armored Marines, Captain Jef Davis’* ODA 554 was not just hitching a ride; his team was a key player in the plan to seize and protect the Rumaylah Oil Fields. ODA 554’s original mission was to conduct unconventional warfare in Basra, but like many other ODAs, 
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	Just days before the planned start of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, Iraqi forces moved into the oil felds, changing the plan yet again. Te Rumaylah Oil Fields were the responsibility of the 51st Iraqi Division, and with Coalition forces massing on the Kuwaiti border, the division commander moved his troops into the oil felds. Te arrival of conventional forces chased away the resistance forces the Special Forces team was supposed to link up with. Te infltration plan for ODA 554 was quickly revised; ODA 554 split 
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Jason Nichols*, leading the other. Each team would clandestinely rendezvous in Az Zubayr, a large suburb of Basra, with four friendly Iraqi oil production technicians whose skills and knowledge were needed to operate the Rumaylah Oil Fields. Once each team contacted the technicians, it was to protect and escort them to the outskirts of Az Zubayr, where the Marine units charged with the oil feld security would take custody of them.
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	Time was of the essence as ODA 554’s split 
	teams followed on the heels of the 7th Marine Regimental Combat Team as it punched across the border at Safwan. As the two teams cautiously infltrated into Az Zubayr, they could hear and see fghting all around. Az Zubayr had large numbers of Baath Party militia and fedayeen, and was also the home of the loyalist Al Sadun tribe. ODA 554B carefully passed undetected through Az Zubayr, as tank battles and ferce infantry gunfghts between the Marines and fedayeen illuminated the night sky. With some difculty, bu
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	ODA 554B was making its way toward the linkup point, when it came under fre. “Tey picked the wrong people to engage. It was a bad day for them,” said Master Sergeant Mitch Semmes*, ODA 554B’s team sergeant. A squad-sized group of fedayeen dressed in black uniforms fred at the group of vehicles with AK-47s and rocket-propelled grenades. ODA 554B returned fre with its .50 caliber and M240B machine guns as Semmes and Nichols climbed to the top of the overpass for a better view of the enemy. Te fedayeen were on
	-
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	554B handed the Iraqi oil technicians over to the Marines, completing the frst phase of the team’s mission.
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	Farther to the west, more fghting between the Marines and the fedayeen held up ODA 554A’s mission. Although only a kilometer from the linkup point, the fghting was too intense to allow the team to pass. Te heavy fghting continued through the night. Not until the next morning did Davis’s team fnally link up with its technicians and get them to the Marines.
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	With their missions completed, ODA 554’s split teams reunited and established a safe house on the outskirts of Az Zubayr as a base for further operations in the area. Based on its Afghanistan experience, ODA 554 planned to use the same techniques successfully used in Afghanistan against the fedayeen and Baath Party militia. Te ODA piled into its nonstandard vehicles on its frst day in Az Zubayr and traveled through town to a Baath Party checkpoint in order to make its presence known. Te plan was simple: app
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	Te Special Forces soldiers quickly adjusted, as the frst mission did not go as planned. Te location information was wrong and before it realized the error, the ODA drove to within twenty-fve meters of the checkpoint. At least ten Baath Party militia soldiers were visible in prepared fghting positions, armed with AK-47s, rocket-propelled grenades, and light machines guns, while the ODA was out in the open. “Tey had the drop on us,” said Semmes. To make matters worse, the checkpoint was surrounded by a large 
	1
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	ODA 554 returned to the safe house and concluded that it was not in Afghanistan anymore and needed a new plan. While the checkpoint foray would undoubtedly provide some good bar stories, more importantly it gave the ODA a “ground truth” intelligence assessment of the Baath Party militia and fedayeen. Az Zubayr was supposed to be a semi-permissive area, but, as Semmes put it, “Te Baathists and fedayeen were in there like ticks on a hound.” All intelligence assess
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	ments were woefully wrong—the Baath Party militia and fedayeen neither ran away nor surrendered; they were well armed, had prepared defensive positions, and were ready and willing to fght. Az Zubayr was their power base in Basra, and from their perspective, they had nothing to lose and everything to gain by staying and fghting. Davis estimated that there were between 500 and 1,000 Baath militia and fedayeen in Az Zubayr, which would pose a problem for the British.
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	Meanwhile, Baxter and the three-vehicle GMV advance party for AOB 560 lef the tactical assembly area Barnsley, the temporary home of the British 7th Armoured Brigade, and crossed the berm into Iraq behind the Marines. As the column slowly moved out, Baxter reviewed the attack plan. Te Marines had to simultaneously seize the Rumaylah Oil Fields and clear Az Zubayr, thereby seizing the nearside bridge crossings to Basra. Te 7th Armoured Brigade would conduct a relief in place allowing the Marines to continue 
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	Te frst several days in the area around Basra were chaotic and confusing as the British forces tried to gain control of the situation on the ground. No defnite demarcation between enemy and friendly forces existed; on one block the civilians would be smiling and waving to the Coalition forces, then a few blocks down the street, they would be fring at those same soldiers. Swarms of civilians flled the streets, adding to the confusion to the identifcation of the enemy. Te SOF soldiers saw evidence that Iraqi 
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	with them. By day there were throngs of military-age men walking about unarmed and mostly smiling, but at night those same men recovered their weapons to ambush the British.
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	Te Baath Party leadership orchestrated the resistance—the Saddam Fedayeen provided the fghting manpower. Te Baathists used a combination of terror and disinformation to control the townspeople. Baath Party-controlled television and radio broadcasts, along with the presence of so many fedayeen among the people, discouraged cooperation with British and American forces. Te Coalition had fooded the area with leafets before the invasion, but conducted no follow-on information program to counter the very active I
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	In its mission planning, the AOB 560 staf selected a tentative base of operations near one of the bridge crossings into Basra. However, while attempting a reconnaissance of the buildings, the AOB found the area embroiled in a ferce frefght, which ended when British Challenger tanks blew apart the team’s selected buildings, along with the fedayeen fghters inside. Basra International Airport was the AOB’s alternate selection, but there was also heavy fghting around that area, so for the frst several days AOB 
	13
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	Even before the fghting subsided, Iraqi civilians started looting all the abandoned government buildings and installations. With the battle still in progress, the British forces could have done little without detracting from the primary mission. Te SOF soldiers were concerned that once the government buildings were cleared out, the looting would spread to private homes and businesses. Captain Paul Hampton* observed an amusing scene while accompanying a British patrol as it attempted to disperse a large crow
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	On 23 March, AOB 560 was fnally able to secure a small piece of Basra International Airport as its operational base. Several mechanic bays were used for the GMVs, and there was ample space for the AOB. One of the Civil Afairs sergeants hotwired a bulldozer, then used it to 
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	build a two-meter-high berm around the AOB area for force protection. Te remainder of the AOB—the Civil Afairs Team–B, a mechanic, and three trucks loaded with extra equipment and supplies—joined the advance party at the airport.
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	Even as it was occupied setting up a base of operations, the AOB continued intelligence missions. Over the next two days, the attached interpreters helped the British with the interrogation of captured Baathists. Bits and pieces of information gathered during interrogations, combined with civilian 
	-
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	street interviews, produced a mosaic of the Baath Party and fedayeen resistance. Te AOB even discovered a notebook listing the names, addresses, and phone numbers of key Baath party members in Basra and surrounding towns.
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	As soon as AOB 560 was operational at the airport, Baxter sent out patrols to gather intelligence. Hampton led one patrol to the bridges over the canal leading into Basra. Te British held the near (western) side of the bridges and the fedayeen held the far side. Neither side closed the bridges to civilian trafc and the ebb and fow of humanity and vehicles back and forth gave the scene a surreal quality—almost as if there were no war at all. Women walked around carrying baskets on their heads and men impatie
	-
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	Special Operations Team–A 502 became another invaluable source of information. Capable of intercepting a wide variety of signals from radios and telephones, Sergeant First Class Sam Magruder* and his two intercept operators listened in on radios transmissions and phone conversations by Baathists and Iraqi military ofcers. Te information provided by these intercepts allowed the command to gauge the efectiveness of Coalition operations, conditions of the enemy, morale among the resistance, and potential targe
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	signal intercept and direction-fnding system with the British and Marines that allowed them to triangulate the location of select transmissions. Ten, at the discretion of the commanders, the identifed target could be attacked with artillery or ground forces as appropri
	-
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	Afer the close call at the Baath checkpoint, ODA 554 modifed its tactics and recruited local agents to gather information. Te Baath Party militia appeared as normal civilians during the day, but established checkpoints to threaten the civilians and attack the British at night. Unlike the Americans, the local agents could move freely pinpointing the Baath Party hideouts and checkpoints. Using cell phones and special global positioning system locators, the friendly agents identifed enemy locations. ODA 554 th
	-
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	With Az Zubayr fnally secured, the British forces turned their full attention to Basra. While the British surrounded Basra they made no attempt to enter the city. Baxter and his ODAs were eager to get into Basra to assess and exploit the unconventional warfare potential in the city. However, it soon became painfully obvious that the British did not intend to allow the Special Forces teams to enter Basra under any conditions. Te British strategy was to contain Basra until the conditions were right to capture
	-
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	Te American SOF soldiers looked to infuence the battle with close air support. By tapping into the SOF aviation assets and developing high-value targets, Baxter felt he and the ODAs could make a signifcant contribution. However, planning and coordinating air strikes through the division and brigade stafs proved a frustrating efort on many levels. First, there was an exaggerated concern for collateral damage and civilian casualties from air strikes. Ironically, the British units had no reservations about fri
	-
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	planned air support worked on a nomination cycle running twentyfour-hours-out, the British 1st Armoured Division headquarters did not know the plans of its battle groups until twelve hours beforehand. It was a frustrating, lockstep process for the Special Forces troops, who were used to a more dynamic, fexible approach to operations. Te situation was made worse by the impression that the British were not overly interested in making it work. Finally, targets identifed and nominated through indigenous agents,
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	Prohibited from entering Basra, Baxter looked for other ways for his battalion to contribute to the fght. He sent the Civil Afairs teams forward to conduct assessments of key public facilities and began coordinating for the delivery of basic food and water supplies to needy areas. Te Tactical Psychological Operations Team conducted numerous missions supporting the British forces. Te ODAs continued to gather intelligence.
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	As time went on, coordination problems continued to hamper AOB 560’s operations with the British. Even though FOB 52 placed a four-man Special Forces liaison element from A Company, 1st Battalion, 19th SFG, at the division level, and a British 7th Armoured Brigade liaison ofcer was located at AOB 560, deconfiction of SOF operations was a problem that persisted throughout the campaign. Davis cited an incident when a British Marine Commando unit relieved the British armoured battalion operating in Az Zubayr. 
	-
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	Frustrated with the fuid situation and constrained by the British, Major Baxter and AOB 560 provided the best support possible for the battle for Basra. In the process, the Special Forces battalion proved its ability to change missions on short notice and still conduct them with professionalism. In a matter of days, ODB 560 learned it would not infltrate Iraq as planned, discovered it would conduct a diferent infltration, contacted and transported key oil feld technicians, 
	-
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	established a presence in Az Zubayr, conducted intelligence missions, and supported Marine and British armoured operations successfully in and around Basra. Te soldiers of AOB 560 had no idea what would come next, but they knew they could handle it, whatever it was. 

	Support in the Western Desert 
	Support in the Western Desert 
	U.S. Army Special Operations Command quietly began deploying units to the Middle East in preparation for possible war, even as the debate over action in Iraq raged in the United Nations. Afer participating in Exercise Early Victor in Fall 2002, Alpha Forward Support Company (AFSC), 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, redeployed within the Middle East to H-5, where it established a forward operating base for the 5th SFG. Te move was accomplished at night over the course of two weeks in late November/
	-
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	When the AFSC arrived at H-5, the support soldiers did what they do best: they quickly created a base where days before there had only been open ground. Te company’s movement control team ran the airfeld until the Air Force arrived to take over, and AFSC fuelers were able to hot-fuel (refuel while the engines are still running) C-130s, C-17s, and A-10s—a job also usually reserved for the Air Force. Te soldiers in charge of clean water almost outstripped the fuelers in the handling of large amounts of liquid
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	Afer the base at H-5 was completed and 5th SFG was established in its new home in the desert, most of the AFSC traveled home to the United States for the holidays. In mid-February, the entire company returned from leave and the unit, along with the rest of the base, began preparing in earnest for war. By that time, forces were fooding into 
	22 Mar 
	H-5 in preparation for combat operations, and equipment and support personnel followed. Staf ofcers from the 528th deployed to H-5 in February, expecting to help with base operations, only to fnd that CFLCC had already arrived and that the logistics ofcer had assumed those responsibilities before delegating them to Lieutenant Colonel Edward Parrish and the small staf of the Special Operations Teater Support Element. Lieutenant Colonel Michael Saulnier and the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion staf 
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	In addition to planning how their own unit would move into Iraq, the AFSC soldiers supported 1st and 2nd Battalions, 5th SFG, in preparation for their infltration. In the course of the planning, it was discovered that the 5th SFG had a serious equipment problem—its tires were too big. Te group had put rugged 38-inch Super Swamper tires on its GMVs during Exercise Early Victor. At the same time, the 160th SOAR acted on lessons it had learned in Afghanistan and had reinforced their MH-47 helicopters with bull
	-
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	Te usual solution to over-height vehicles would be defating the tires, thereby subtracting vital inches if the ft were tight. In this case, however, the infltration was supposed to be “hot,” with the GMVs rolling of the still-running helicopters, ready to move out. Having to take time to infate the GMVs’ tires would leave the soldiers open to enemy discovery and vulnerable to attack. Te AFSC’s mechanics and the 5th SFG soldiers tried damping down the shocks, or compressing the springs, as far as possible, b
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	In mid-February, the AFSC received word that it needed to provide a forward logistics element (FLE) to support 1st Battalion, 5th SFG’s infltration in case the battalion went by ground, not by air. First Lieu
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	tenant Robert Winston* led the FLE, which was made up of ten AFSC soldiers (including Winston) and fve vehicles: Winston as the ofcer-in-charge, Sergeant First Class Lowell* as the noncommissioned ofcer-in-charge, four mechanics, a medic, two fuel tankers, and one truck driver; one Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck, two HMMWVs (High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, one of which was a “contact truck” dedicated to maintenance), and two 5-ton Medium Tactical Vehicles—one with a trailer.
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	As it happened, it was decided to send B Company, 1st Battalion, 5th SFG, into Iraq by ground, instead of air. Knowing that the FLE was defnitely going to be needed, Winston and the rest of the element stepped up their preparations. As Winston described it, “Everybody on the FLE had special classes of to the side; everybody got commo classes, everybody got frst aid. We did a round robin of everything so anybody could do anything. Ten it was just squat, hold, and wait.”
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	On 17 March, the FLE was notifed to get ready to move out in fortyfve minutes. “Everybody ran and scrambled to grab their [personal gear], then we ran over to the trucks and we sat there for about two hours.” Afer a rousing “hooah, hooah speech” by Colonel Mulholland, the FLE and Special Forces teams loaded back into their vehicles, and at 2200 hours, commenced the deception designed to get them past the host-country guards at H-5’s outermost gates. In keeping with the ruse that the troops were going to a r
	-
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	Te FLE and the rest of the group reached the designated range and settled in to await the arrival of the rest of the convoy. “We sat there, and we sat, and we sat, and we sat. At about six o’clock in the morning, everybody else started to show up. Come to fnd out later on, they wouldn’t let them out the gate,” Winston said. Once the rest of the groups arrived at the range and linked up, the convoy moved out toward its assembly area. Beginning at approximately 0700 hours on the 18th, the convoy drove the 150
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	the 5th SFG reconnaissance as its assembly area, arriving around 1600 hours. Te shallow valley was located two or three miles from the border with Iraq, and provided the group with adequate cover from border guards.
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	With its customary efciency, the FLE set up its support site in forty-fve minutes. All vehicles and gear were covered with camoufage netting and the FLE was ready to receive vehicles for maintenance by evening. In accordance with the mission commander’s orders, the ODAs and ODB waited until the next morning (19 March) to send their vehicles through fnal maintenance checks. Te FLE refueled trucks, supplied water, and provided the teams with rations from the FLE’s stocks so that the teams’ combat loads would 
	-
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	At approximately 2000 hours, the combat elements moved forward to the frst berm at the Iraqi border, while the FLE remained at the assembly area and monitored the action by radio. Afer the host-country border guards were calmed and convinced not to interfere, Florida Army National Guardsmen from C Company, 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment, set to work with picks and shovels. Beginning at midnight, the soldiers cut a pass over the frst berm, which took about twenty minutes. Te assault group moved acros
	-
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	Once the Special Forces soldiers moved into Iraq, the FLE was no longer needed. A convoy of the FLE, a mortar platoon, the Florida Guardsmen, and an interpreter—who did not want to cross the border—drove about two hours away from the border and camped in a small valley. Afer setting a perimeter, the soldiers fnally got a chance to rest and slept until mid-morning. Te small convoy then traveled with minimal delay back to H-5. Along the way, the FLE did get to change a few tires and mend a trailer mount, but 
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	“Alarm Red!” 
	“Alarm Red!” 
	Te sound of the warning siren became almost commonplace to the 112th Signal Battalion soldiers stationed at Ali As-Salim Air Base in the frst few months of 2003. It was always followed by an announcement indicating that the following alarm was only an exercise, and then the alarm itself. Tough soldiers dutifully donned their MOPP (mission oriented protective posture) gear each time the alarm sounded, familiarity was defnitely breeding contempt, and enthusiasm for the drills was waning fast. 
	-

	Te air base had four levels of alarm status, ranging from green to black, each indicating the magnitude of the threat. Te alarm levels also dictated whether or not personnel had to dress in MOPP suits or merely keep the gear close by. Te highest level of pre-attack alert was Alarm Red, indicating that a missile attack was imminent or in progress and all personnel were to assume MOPP IV status—wear all protective gear. Alarm Yellow indicated that an attack was probable in less than thirty minutes and put eve
	-
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	Tus was the situation and mindset of the 112th Signal soldiers when they once again heard the Alarm Red siren in the early days of Operation Iraqi Freedom. At frst, Private First Class Brenda Meter* thought it was another drill and waited for the inevitable “Exercise” announcement. Instead, she only heard the words “Alarm Red! Alarm Red!” echo across the base, and realized this was no drill— the base was under attack.
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	In true Army fashion, Staf Sergeant Melvin Pelham* had just remarked facetiously, “Ain’t war hell?” while enjoying an ice cream cone, when the alarm was sounded. Te ironic timing of the comment was not lost on First Lieutenant Kyle Ruger* as he raced out of the dining hall and headed for his assigned bunker. Pelham’s remark took on new signifcance just moments later, when Ruger realized that he had neglected to keep his MOPP gear with him and had to run back to his tent to retrieve it. Catching a whif of an
	-
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	“I’ve been gassed! I never expected to die this way!” As his training kicked in, however, Ruger calmed down and realized, with great relief, that nobody around him was exhibiting symptoms of a gas attack.
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	Meter stepped outside her tent to assess the situation and found “people going everywhere. Tere [was] no organization to it.” Some were racing to take shelter in bunkers, while others were scrambling back to their tents for their MOPP suits. Meter even witnessed people colliding at intersections. Te confusion was heightened by the fact that some personnel 
	-

	on the base had taken to ignoring the drills and were therefore all the more excited by the actual alarm. In the melee, a frantic airman initially picked up Staf Sergeant Dale Durham’s* mask; fortunately, it was returned by the time Durham ushered his people out of the communications room and was ready to head to a bunker. In contrast, Meter noticed that the Special Forces soldiers were calmly doing what they needed to do, seemingly unfazed by the chaos around them.
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	Taking cover was almost as strenuous as the attack itself. Meter and her supervisor crowded into an upstairs room surrounded by three-foot thick concrete walls, their designated bunker. To everybody’s discomfort, the bunker was full of people—“It was packed.” To make matters worse, the day was hot. With everybody wearing unventilated MOPP suits in such heat and proximity, the foor became “literally wet” with sweat. Each Alarm Red kept people at MOPP IV and 
	-

	in bunkers for at least thirty minutes. 
	Reinforcing the knowledge that the war had come to Ali as-Salim, the alarms continued of and on for the next two days, even rising from Alarm Red to Alarm Black at one point, indicating a missile had struck close by. To drive the point home, the soldiers could hear Patriot missiles launch to intercept incoming missiles. Te alarm was ofen closely followed by the “boom, boom!” that indicated a battery had fred.
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	Eventually the danger passed and the alarms subsided, bringing Ali As-Salim Air Base back to Alarm Green and “normal” wartime conditions. Te soldiers of C Company, 112th 
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	Signal Battalion, continued to fulfll their communications mission in Kuwait until they were redeployed to Baghdad in May 2003. Te job they did in Kuwait was a familiar one, but the sound of “Alarm Red! Alarm Red!” made the mission memorable for the 112th. 


	Other ARSOF 
	Other ARSOF 
	Visual Observation Points 
	Visual Observation Points 
	On the night of 19 March 2003, the Night Stalkers of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment fred the frst rounds of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM at visual observation posts (VISOBs) on the southern and western borders of Iraq. Two serials of helicopter gunships conducted armed reconnaissance and direct action missions against numerous targets along the border. Te serials 
	-
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	consisted of a fight of two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrator (DAP) gunships and a fight of four Black Swarm teams. Te Black Swarm teams were composed of a pair of AH-6 Little 
	10 
	Bird gunships and one MH-6 Little Bird lif helicopter. Te Night Stalkers destroyed over seventy VISOBs during the moonless night, mostly buildings and watchtowers. Tis opened the way for the cross-border infltrations by U.S. and Coalition SOF teams, which penetrated deep into Iraq using ground vehicles and helicopter insertions. Te successful elimination of the VISOBs allowed unhindered access to western Iraq, and made a bold statement at the beginning of combat operations. At the same time, it blinded the 
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Travis Walter*, the DAP fight leader, departed the forward support base with his fight of DAPs and few toward the western tri-border area of Iraq. It was a very dark night, and the suspended dust in the air reduced visibility to less than three miles. H-hour (the mission execution time) came at 2100 local time, and Walter anticipated sending rounds down range exactly as his digital timer displayed 1800 Zulu (2100 local time). Walter’s confdence in his crewmembers stemmed from their ser
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	As the fight headed for the target area, Walter checked in with the ground forces preparing to breach the berm on the border in Restricted Operations Zone Honolulu. All was well and the special operations troops anxiously awaited H-hour.
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	Te MH-60L DAP features an integrated fre control system utilizing the Airborne Electro-Optical Special Operations Payload Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) sensor. Tis system integrates a laser range fnder and target acquisition for laser-guided weapons, with a 
	pilot’s heads-up display for rapid processing of information. Te DAP is armed with two M134 7.62mm miniguns (a six-barreled, electrically-driven Gatling gun with a rate of fre of up to 4,000 rounds per minute), two 30mm chain guns (a cannon capable of fring 625 rounds per minute out to 4,000 meters), two 2.75 inch rocket pods (a nineteen-tube rocket system fring a variety of special purpose warheads), and Hellfre missiles (a laser guided missile, capable of defeating any armored vehicle). Te weapons systems
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	As Walter and his team approached his frst target, a small building resembling a guardhouse, he readied the weapons systems and launched the frst Hellfre missile precisely at H-hour from nearly two miles away. Te frst missile was a near miss but the pilots quickly followed with 30mm cannon fre, and destroyed the ten-by-ten single-story building. Operation Iraqi Freedom had begun. Walter quickly processed the efects of the suspended dust on his weapons systems and made a mental note to make adjustments for t
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	Te FLIR, coupled with the helicopter’s computer-based mission management system, provided the SOAR pilots with excellent situational awareness. Te FLIR immediately tracks to the next target location based on the waypoints previously entered into the mission management program sofware. Once an active target is selected, the FLIR can “look out” more than fve miles. Coupled with the laser designator, it is very efective at fxing the target. Te next target was a big building complex three or four miles away. Fo
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	DAPs launched two missiles from over three miles away that impacted directly on target. To the crews, the missiles’ twenty-six second fight seemed to take forever. Te missiles efectively destroyed the building complex. For good measure, the DAPs leveled the structures with additional 30mm cannon fre.
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	Te Night Stalkers continued engaging targets along the length of the western border. At a few outposts, soldiers milled about outside, but most of the buildings appeared empty. Tat is, until rockets or missiles impacted, then the survivors hiding inside ran for cover. If they carried a weapon, they became a viable target and were killed; if not, then they were allowed to live. (Few saw the sun rise the next day.) “Te DAP crews,” Walter said, “continued taking care of business until it was time to refuel.”
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	Walter checked in with the special operations forces now rapidly moving north into western Iraq. Te ground forces encountered little resistance. Walter led his fight to the aerial refueling checkpoint and joined up with a MC-130P Combat Shadow tanker south of the Iraqi border. Te aerial refueling was uneventful, and Walter headed toward the next set of targets. 
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	While en route, they noticed a vehicle with four Iraqis approaching the SOF ground forces. Te driver attempted to deceive the helicopter crews by fashing his lights on and of, indicating a “friendly” vehicle. Unfortunately for him, it was not the correct authentication, and the SOAR pilots destroyed the vehicle with cannon fre. As Walter approached another building complex, he could not discern if it was an active site or already rubble. Not taking any chances, Walter rolled in with 30mm rounds and Curry fo
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	Unlike the heavily armed DAPs who fought in pairs, the Little Bird pilots used a proven three-aircraf technique: the Black Swarm team. Not used since Operation PRIME CHANCE—the 1987 mission to protect oil tankers from Iranian gunboat attacks while passing through the Persian Gulf—the Black Swarm worked in a fashion similar to 
	-
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	the scout-gun team concept of conventional Army aviation. Te lead MH-6 pilot located or “spotted” planned targets and directed a team of two AH-6 gunships to the target with a laser designator. Te AH-6 fight leader controlled the engagement. A pair of Air Force A-10 Tunderbolt attack aircraf augmented each Black Swarm team for extra frepower against hardened targets. Te AH-6 fight leader coordinated with the A-10, afectionately known as the Warthog, to deliver either 30mm cannon fre or Maverick missiles, ba
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	Two fights of Little Birds simultaneously departed the forward 
	support base and headed north into the dark, featureless desert. Te formations split prior to the border with one pair of AH-6 Little Birds entering a holding pattern, while the Black Swarm team few to the targets. Once the frst pair of gunships expended its munitions, the second pair conducted a relief in place while the MH-6 remained “on station.” Te lighter, unarmed MH-6 Little Birds were able to remain over the target area twice as long as the heavier AH-6s. Te Black Swarm teams operated in Restricted O
	delineated two sectors—one for each Black Swarm team. Te road represented the “line of death”—the deconfiction line between the two fights. Each team worked from east to west in its given sector, engaging targets along the way.
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 (CW4) Daniel Clement* departed the forward support base in the lead MH-6 with CW4 Timothy Parkens’* team of gunships following. CW4 Doug Carter’s* team few in trail; they covered the eastern sector. Similarly, CW4 Smalley’s MH-6 led CW4 James Melvin’s* and CW4 Mark Willington’s* AH-6 teams toward the western sector—fying several minutes behind the frst fight. Upon entering Restricted Operations Zone Knoxville, Parkens and Melvin checked in with their respective A-10 pilots who let them
	-
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	mission, and were “stacked” miles high, ready to cycle into the target area. Te two fights separated on reaching the highway and both Carter and Willington entered holding patterns at their respective waypoints.
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	Pleased with the performance of the FLIR in his frst combat experience with the system, Clement noted, “Te FLIR did a terrifc job of identifying the targets three to fve miles out.” As he arrived in the vicinity of the frst target, Clement used the FLIR to positively identify the VISOB. He held an Infrared Zoom Laser Illuminator/Designator pointer out the aircraf door, “walking it into the target by looking through the FLIR.”
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	Precisely at 2100 Iraqi time, Parkens few “blind” toward the target with his team following Clement’s designator. With the target illuminated by the laser beam, the gunships rolled in fring .50 caliber rounds and 2.75 inch rockets at the adobe building. At the same time, across the highway in the western sector, Melvin engaged an outpost fying an Iraqi fag. Te two teams methodically cleared the sector.
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	ARSOF elements breached the southern Iraqi border in Restricted Operations Zone Knoxville in the same manner as they did on the western border. However, Knoxville was much busier this frst night because of the scheduled arrival of Coalition special operations aviation helicopters thirty minutes afer the clearing of the VISOBs. Deconficting the fight corridors was a major concern for all elements. Commanders at every level and their aviation liaison ofcers worked feverishly in the various tactical operations
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	Each Black Swarm team systematically destroyed outposts along its route until the gunships ran low on fuel or munitions. Parkens radioed Carter, calling for relief. As Carter’s team arrived, Clement, the spotter, headed to the next building. Smoothly entering the rhythm of the action, Carter engaged a small set of buildings with .50 caliber rounds and his “–2” pounded it with rockets. Willington soon relieved Melvin’s team in the western half of the sector and headed 
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	for a complex of hardened bunkers. For this target, Willington contacted the A-10 pilots and coordinated for the Warthog to cover the team’s gun run with a Maverick missile. Te MH-6 captured the attack sequence on FLIR video. In rapid succession, the frst AH-6 engaged with its Gatling gun; the second Little Bird fred rockets; and fnally, a missile streaked down from the A-10 overhead, and the compound exploded in a cloud of dust, a testament to the precise timing between the elements.
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	During the seven-hour mission, the Black Swarm teams repeatedly delivered an unstoppable attack. In total, over seventy VISOBs were destroyed during the night. One key to the Night Stalkers’ success was the fawless forward arming and refueling operations at the forward supply base. Once the second pair of AHs ran low on fuel, the MH-6 and AH-6 team returned to the base and rapidly rearmed and refueled. Te resupply went like clockwork despite the support teams hav
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	ing to move the fuel points and ammunition of and on the taxiway between iterations to accommodate landing Air Force planes. Te refueling teams never missed a beat during the long night.
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	Te Night Stalkers launched the frst rounds of Iraqi Freedom, and destroyed the screen of enemy observation positions on the night of 19 March. Teir success enabled over ffy Coalition SOF teams to enter Iraq without incident. Cut of from its outposts on the western and southern borders, the regime increased the level of radio and cell phone 
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	transmissions, greatly aiding the collection of signals intelligence. Both the DAPs and the Little Birds, working in close concert with the Air Force A-10s, opened the borders for the initial assault on the Hussein regime. 

	Cross-Border Insertions 
	Cross-Border Insertions 
	Te Night Stalkers of the 3rd Battalion, 160th SOAR, provided CJSOTF-West with rapid, fexible, and lethal special operations aviation helicopter support for the entire SOF campaign plan in western Iraq. Te eight MH-47D Chinooks, four MH-60L DAPs, and two MH-60L Black Hawks were the aviation workhorses of Task Force Dagger. Te Night Stalkers infltrated vehicle-mounted teams many miles into Iraq; 
	-
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	resupplied those teams with fuel, water, and ammunition; destroyed visual observation posts along the Iraqi border; conducted casualty evacuations; and delivered a quick reaction force within hours of notifcation. Te entire battalion deployed to meet this demand, except for three MH-60s attached to the regiment’s 2nd Battalion, which was supporting Operation ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. 
	-

	Te members of 3rd Battalion maintained a habitual working relationship with SOF, specifcally with Special Forces, through biannual and combined exercises at the national training centers in the United States. Te pilots and crewmembers were very familiar with the environmental conditions of the Middle East, were experts in the long-range infltration of GMVs, and were profcient in helicopter aerial refueling during low or zero illumination night conditions. In 2003, the 3rd Battalion conducted similar mission
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	Te SOF infltration plan changed several times in the weeks prior to 19 March, but one fact remained constant: the special operations troops needed to be air lifed from across the border into their joint operations areas. It would be impossible to move so great a distance by ground in one night. Te task of fying the insertion fell to the Night Stalkers of 3rd Battalion. Having worked with a similar force in Afghanistan, the SOAR crews understood the mission, equipment, and vehicles involved. Chief Warrant Of
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	With an experienced and cohesive team around him, Harley integrated a new capability—armed reconnaissance by the DAPs—into the mission plan. During the month before the start of the war, the crews and Coalition ground “customers” rehearsed loading and unloading the large desert vehicles on and of the D-model Chinook. Each Chinook carried one 13,000-pound GMV. Te ft was tight, and there was little room for error; during loading and unloading, the last thing anyone needed was for a hydraulic line to be damage
	-
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	onto the Chinooks without incident. Te accompanying DAPs were loaded with a full complement of missiles, rockets, and 30mm rounds, and their crews were anxious to get started. 
	At 1900 hours Iraqi time, the two DAPs departed H-5 Airfeld with Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Tim Frailly* in the lead and his wingman Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Tommy Starling* close behind. Harley departed with his fight of six Chinooks twenty-fve minutes later, and proceeded along the same route as the DAPs to a helicopter aerial refueling track. Te DAPs were receiving fuel from the MC-130P Combat Shadow tanker when Harley and the Chinook fight arrived. Te frst aircraf refueled successfully, but when the fourth airc
	-
	-
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	As Rogan refueled at the forward support base, Frailly departed with his DAP fight to a location just short of the border and checked in with the 1st Battalion AH-6 Little Bird teams busily destroying the Iraqi border outposts in prelude to the infltration. Once he received fuel, Rogan and the DAPs rejoined the Chinook fight and headed 
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	to the border. It was now 2225 hours, and they were almost an hour behind schedule. Te DAPs crossed frst, with the Chinooks ffeen minutes behind. Te border penetration was uneventful; the Little Birds having cleared the way. As the fight raced across the desert at less than one hundred feet above the ground, the crews saw tracer fre in the distance. It was far enough away to pose no threat, but could easily be seen through their night vision goggles. 
	Te DAPs reconnoitered the landing zone and determined it was clear. Te Chinook crew chiefs gave their passengers the ten-minute warning to get ready to of-load. Each Chinook landed with little problem. Te troops unloaded their vehicles in record time, as the DAPs scouted the surrounding area and fnally signaled “all clear” to the mounted SOF teams as they began rolling north to their frst checkpoint. When Harley received the “all ready” call from the teams, the fight departed, leaving a huge dust cloud ling
	-

	Harley altered the original return route and sent the two DAPs with Rogan and his Chinook back to the forward support base for fuel. Te remaining fve Chinooks few at maximum speed to get clear of the area. Once the Night Stalkers crossed the border out of Iraq, Harley and his fight few back to the aerial refueling track. Te tanker was precisely where it was supposed to be, and right on time. By now, many of the Chinooks were below the reserve fuel limit of twenty minutes fying time. Larkin had only 700 poun
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	Despite potentially serious refueling problems during the mission, the Night Stalkers persevered and transported the Coalition SOF team deep into Iraq. Te 3rd Battalion crews penetrated deeper into Iraq than any Coalition element that frst night of the war, with only the protection of the DAPs and the Chinook 7.62mm miniguns. Te successful insertion of the teams set the tone for future Night Stalker missions. 
	-

	Under the Big Umbrella 
	Under the Big Umbrella 
	Firepower is always a concern for military forces. Tis is true for both conventional and special operations forces. In 1943, Lieutenant Colonel William Darby, the 1st Ranger Battalion commander, requested additional frepower for his lightly armed Rangers afer they fought 
	-
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	against tanks with captured antitank guns. Darby’s solution was four half-tracks mounting 75mm antitank guns that could also be used in the indirect fre mode. For additional frepower, Darby later received the 83rd Chemical Mortar Battalion with its 4.2 inch mortars for the 6615th Ranger Force during the Italian campaign. Jumping ahead sixty years, the 75th Ranger Regiment—the descendants of Darby’s Rangers—looked for additional frepower during Operation Iraqi Freedom. Tey found it at Fort Bragg.
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	Te 75th Ranger Regiment made its foray into the domain of the King of Battle (Artillery) beginning on 21 March, with the frst tactical employment of the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System 
	(HIMARS). During its ten-day raid into southwestern Iraq—not a typical location for a corps-level artillery element—Task Force Hunter provided indirect general- and direct-support fres for the Rangers and attacked the antiaircraf artillery sites in the CJSOTF-West area of operations. Task Force Hunter demonstrated the ability of the Rangers to incorporate a combined arms team on the modern battlefeld, especially for those teams willing to accept a certain amount of combat risk. 
	-
	-
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	Te HIMARS is a multiple rocket system launcher mounted on a truck rather than a heavy tracked vehicle. A HIMARS shoots six rockets at a time, or one long-range Army Tactical Missile System– guided missile. Te missile is one of two types: either the Block I or Block IA—the frst delivering 950 baseball-sized antipersonnel/antimateriel M74 
	grenades to targets over 160 kilometers away, and the second delivering 300 M74 grenades over 300 kilometers away. Because the HIMARS is mounted on a truck and can be transported in a C-130 aircraf, it can be rapidly deployed into areas previously inaccessible to artillery. Te system is powerful enough to engage and defeat enemy artillery, air defense weapons, and light armor. Because it can launch its weapons and move away at high speed, the HIMARS provides a lethal and highly mobile artillery option.
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	Te HIMARS is also unique in that it is a prototype system—there are only four in the Army, with three assigned to C Battery, 3rd Battalion, 27th Field Artillery, at Fort Bragg. C Battery’s parent unit, the 18th Field Artillery Brigade, received the frst HIMARS in 1998 as an experi
	-
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	ment in feld artillery equipment. Te brigade retained the system in 2002, with some input from special operations commanders.
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	General Bryan Brown, commander of U.S. Special Operations Command, frst heard about HIMARS in 1999 when a colonel from the 18th Field Artillery Brigade ofered him a briefng on the system. Te frepower and mobility of the HIMARS impressed Brown, who agreed that an all-weather fre support system provided much needed support for special operations units. Te HIMARS neutralized the indirect fre and armor threat to the mobile but unprotected Rangers. General Brown immediately instructed his staf to prepare a lette
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	Colonel Joseph Votel, 75th Ranger Regiment Commander, also recognized the beneft of having the HIMARS support his command. Afer convincing his superiors that the force of choice to employ and to protect the system were the Rangers, Votel assigned the security mission to 3rd Ranger Battalion in January 2003. Task Force Hunter commander Major Ted Hall* immediately organized a team to prepare a training program and develop tactics, techniques, and procedures for securing the HIMARS. Hall worked closely with Ma
	-
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	Te Rangers worked with Captain Stan Knell*, given command of the HIMARS battery in January, as he developed a training plan for his troops. Task Force Hunter also received the bulk of an antitank company—D Company, 2nd Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Regiment—for additional force protection. Together, since the artillery and infantry were both located at Fort Bragg, the combined arms team established communication procedures and tactics, technique, and procedures for immediate action drills.
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	Te training pace was fast and furious, and launcher drivers and the support personnel received only a limited amount of night driving training. Unfortunately, Knell could only simulate the desert terrain on the drop zones at Fort Bragg. Te lack of desert night driving training became a major problem in Iraq, one made worse by the fact that while the Rangers were experienced in the use of night vision goggles, the other troops were not. To compound the problem, the artillerymen only owned a limited number of
	-
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	During the frst days of March, Hall, Knell, and the task force’s senior noncommissioned ofcer, Master Sergeant James Bradley*, scrambled to organize and prepare their force at their forward support base in the Middle East. A logjam of Air Force C-17 and C-5 transport aircraf, carrying troops and equipment into the Central Command area of responsibility, caused much of the task force’s logistics assets to arrive late. Some vehicles and personnel arrived mere hours before Task Force Hunter started its trek no
	-
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	Te evening of 21 March, Task Force Hunter departed the base. Te long convoy used a nearby system of wadis to bypass the civilian road system, because the presence of Americans in that area was a sensitive issue. Sergeant First Class Christopher Marrow* described the movement as “a slow and painful process.” Te ffy-nine-vehicle task force stretched for miles, and moved at twenty miles an hour in the moonless night—an extremely challenging command and control operation. Divided into fve separate serials of ve
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	hours to reach the Iraqi border. Te antitank company breached the border berm with little difculty, and the reconnaissance detachment pushed ahead to reconnoiter the route to the frst HIMARS positioning area.
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	Once the task force crossed the border, Marrow worked with the CFACC command net to coordinate the convoy’s journey through the desert with aircraf patrolling above. Everybody in the task force feared that Air Force planes might mistake the odd caravan deep inside Iraq for the enemy. In a prearranged plan, all of Iraq was divided into “touchpads” (gridded zones), which provided positive fre control deconfiction between ground operations and air operations.
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	Using a combination of hard roads and dirt trails, the task force continued its slow progress into Iraq. Having traveled seventy kilometers and encountering no enemy forces, Task Force Hunter reached its frst fring position at 0600 Iraqi time on 22 March. Hall and Knell moved the force of the road, positioned the three launchers, readied the fring positions, and prepared to fre on their preplanned targets. Bradley orchestrated setting up the perimeter, which covered over six kilometers. At frst light, Marro
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	By 1500, Task Force Hunter was ready to execute its frst mission. Knell fred six missions the frst day on several preplanned targets and several targets relayed from Morgenstern, located at the joint operations center at the forward support base. Morgenstern and Knell were “writing doctrine” on a daily basis, and kept copious notes on what worked and what did not. One precaution they validated was that the Rangers needed to stay clear of the 400-meter surface danger zone around the HIMARS launcher, which co
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	sion was simple to make. Te ofcers noted that the HIMARS-fred Block 1A missiles produced good “efects on target.”
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	Task Force Hunter used its mobility for protection. As each launcher fred its missiles, the battery quickly relocated to a new position. Hall had a well-planned movement and fring agenda, and with help of his subordinate commanders and noncommissioned ofcers, negotiated the desert terrain. Te task force traveled mostly at night, which challenged the artillerymen and support personnel. Te Rangers were conditioned to operate with little sleep for extended opera
	-
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	tions and were at ease with night operations. Terefore, Hall emphasized to Bradley that it was the Rangers’ responsibility to monitor the conventional force. Knell’s support element experienced difculties moving of-road with its tactical vehicles, but the challenges were overcome with determination and Ranger ingenuity. Captain James Estrich*, the Task Force Hunter operations ofcer, managed the security force, which chased of several Iraqi vehicles that approached the fring positions. Te curious men quickly
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	Te Rangers were not used to having to support the HIMARS long logistics tail; speed and economy of force are two of SOF’s strengths. In order to meet the logistics and maintenance requirements for the task force, B Company, 2nd Ranger Battalion, was ordered to escort large vehicle convoys north into Iraq and then back to the forward support base. Designated Team Spear, B Company found that moving twenty to thirty vehicles through the Iraqi desert at night—with support drivers inexperienced at driving with n
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	Amidst the more prosaic incidents was one accident resulting in more than its fair share of drama. A heavy truck loaded with the HIMARS ammunition swerved of the road, breaking the axle. When the truck slammed into a ditch, the force of the collision caused one of the missiles it was carrying to break out of the carrying pod. For
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	tunately, the missile did not explode. Afer a tense radio discussion with the forward support base, several explosives experts were brought in to deactivate the warhead—which was then loaded on a truck, moved to another location, and eventually destroyed.
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	Task Force Hunter moved constantly during its ten-day raid, conducting a series of fre missions. Estrich and Marrow kept the joint operations center informed and the launch areas deconficted with CFACC. “We let the CFACC know where we went using the touch-pad system,” said Marrow, “which was driven by terrain and positioning of fres.” Task Force Hunter moved as far north as Najaf, and provided support for the Rangers’ raid on Objectives Sidewinder South and North on 27 and 29 March. Te task force prevented 
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	Upon return, Task Force Hunter disbanded and the various elements hurriedly reftted and were sent on to other missions. Te war, however, was not over for the artillerymen. Te next day, Knell loaded his HIMARS battery on C-17s and deployed to H-1, the airfeld that the 3rd Ranger Battalion had secured several days earlier. From H-1, the HIMARS could cover the entire area of operations, from the Syrian border to eastern Baghdad to northern Iraq. Indeed, the HIMARS fred twelve missions from H-1 in support of th
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	Task Force Hunter was a notable success. Operationally, the Rangers, artillerymen, and support units fully demonstrated the capability of a combined arms team. Te participants overcame many obstacles—from terrain to sandstorms to logistics challenges—and prevailed. Te task force delivered precise direct- and general-fre support to the special 
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	operations and conventional commanders. Key leaders also developed new doctrine for the tactical employment of the HIMARS behind enemy lines and validated the HIMARS/SOF relationship. In less than a month, HIMARS proved itself on the battlefeld, greatly increasing SOF’s leverage and ability to meet the operational needs of combatant commanders. 
	-




	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	From D-Day on 19 March until D+4 on 23 March, ARSOF led the Coalition assault on Saddam Hussein’s regime. Te decision to bypass Turkey with the “UGLY BABY” infltration unlocked a critical situation and opened the way for CJSOTF-North to execute its mission. In the west, the 160th SOAR destroyed the visual observation points, blinding the regime and paving the way for the cross-border infltration of SOF teams. CJSOTF-West dispersed ARSOF units throughout the western desert in search of SCUDs and other strate
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	All branches of ARSOF worked together to support the Coalition as it launched Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Tis cooperation continued in the weeks that followed, as ARSOF units supported conventional operations in central and southern Iraq, and executed operations of their own in the west and the north.
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	War Pauses 
	War Pauses 
	D+5 through D+12 24–31 March 
	D+5 through D+12 24–31 March 
	s offensive operations continued deeper into Iraq, it 
	A 

	became evident that Central Command’s plan was work
	-

	ing. Special operations forces dominated two of the three main battlefronts—the north and the west—and SOF elements were thoroughly integrated into all of the conventional force operations in the south. Coalition forces had successfully accomplished their missions during the frst four days of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM; however, as the week progressed, a series of “hiccups” delayed the campaign.
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	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	When Task Force Tarawa took control of the Highway 1 bridge north of Nasiriya on 23 March, the I Marine Expeditionary Force was able to surround Nasiriya. Afer ferce fghting with Republican Guard units in Nasiriya, I MEF crossed the Euphrates on 24 March and continued its assault through the fertile land between the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers. Te Marine 1st Regimental Combat Team followed Highway 7 north toward Al Kut, while the 5th and 7th RCTs followed Highway 1 north toward Diwaniya, where they turned r
	Te “mother of all sandstorms” hit Iraq on 25 March. As elemental interference with military operations goes, the timing was not 
	-
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	that bad. Te 3rd Infantry Division and I MEF were both halted in their positions to refuel and 
	-
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	2 
	regroup before the next phase of 
	1 
	the attack. Te 3rd ID had troops 
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	10 
	within one hundred miles of 
	8 
	6 
	Baghdad. Environmental catastrophe was averted when SOF pre
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	vented sabotage of the Rumaylah Oil Fields, the Al Faw manifold, and the oil and gas platforms in the Persian Gulf. Marines and British commandos secured Umm Qasr and soon opened it for the reception of humanitarian 
	17 
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	28 
	Figure 6.1 Map of conventional operations. Te disposition of forces in the war on Iraq. Note that SOF controls two of three had to stop in their tracks for two fronts (west and north). 
	aid. If Coalition ground forces 

	days, they could do so without losing ground—the Iraqis were stuck, too. 
	General Tommy Franks and Lieutenant General Buzz Moseley used the lull in the ground war to fracture the Republican Guard units arrayed between the Coalition forces and Baghdad. From the night of 25 March through the morning of the 27th, aircraf few above the sandstorm to deliver precision-guided bombs and missiles on the unsuspecting enemy. Te enemy quickly fgured out what was going on, yet could do nothing about it, so the media concluded that the campaign had stalled. Te media was wrong.
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	Najaf lay between the 3rd ID and the Karbala Gap—the route to Baghdad. As the 2nd Brigade Combat Team had learned at Objective Rams, the fedayeen in Najaf were numerous and willing to die fghting. Unlike Samawah and Nasiriya, which the division simply isolated and bypassed, Najaf needed clearing so that the fedayeen would not be able to attack the logistics area at Rams—an area vital to the assault on Baghdad. 
	-
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	Late on 24 March, the 1st BCT received the order to seize the bridge over the Euphrates River at Kif north of Najaf. Te highway from Hilla was used to bring enemy fghters into the Najaf area. Although the 1st BCT was strung out between Najaf and Nasiriya, it took the mission. At 0200 hours on 25 March, the brigade’s air defense artillery battery assaulted the bridge and ran into deeply entrenched opposition. Te brigade’s quick reaction force came to its aid, and by 1030 hours, the west bank was cleared of I
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	Te cordon around Najaf closed from the south on 25 March, when the 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment, moved to take the Highway 8/80 bridge across the Euphrates south of the city. In spite of the sandstorm, the battalion secured the bridge by 1000 hours. Elements of the battalion then attacked north from the east side of the bridge toward Najaf, relying on precision munitions from aircraf high above the swirling sand for support throughout the night. In an attempt to retake control of the bridges, Iraqis a
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	On 26 March, the 2nd Brigade of the 82nd Airborne Division was placed under operational control of V Corps. Reinforced by units from the 1st Armored Division (specifcally 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment, and 1st Battalion, 41st Infantry Regiment, both based at Fort Riley, Kansas) and the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), the 82nd derigged the equipment it had prepared to air drop and drove from Kuwait to Tallil Air Base, meeting the troops as they debarked C-130s. Te airlif and three convoys took tw
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	Peshmerga 
	Kurdish for “those who face death.” Te term used by the Kurds to refer to freedom fghters. Tese trained armed retainers are generally afliated with the political parties or prominent personalities in the Kurdish independence movement. Tey ofen wear traditional Kurdish garb, the baggy sharwall trousers, plain jacket and a colorful sash. 
	-
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	ning on 27 March. On 28 March, the 82nd moved to Samawah, and on 29 March, the paratroopers relieved the 3rd ID’s 3rd BCT. Te 3rd BCT then moved north to Objective Rams, where it regrouped for the push through the Karbala Gap. Te 82nd coordinated with SOF teams in and around Samawah, and prepared to clear the city on 31 March.
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	On 28 March, the 1st and 2nd BCTs of the 101st Airborne Division fnished moving to Forward Arming and Refueling Point Shell, putting the division in place to support V Corps through the Karbala Gap. However, 
	the division’s frst task was to clear Najaf. Lead elements of the 101st entered Najaf on 28 March, and the division began communicating with the 3rd ID’s 1st and 2nd BCTs. By 30 March, the 1st BCT cleared Kif and completely secured that portion of the line of communication south from Hilla.
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	Conventional infantry fnally entered the picture in northern Iraq on 26 March, when the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) jumped onto Bashur Airfeld. In an unusual turn of events, while the 173rd was a conventional asset, it was under special operations control. Te airborne brigade (-) was originally meant to provide security for the 4th ID moving south from Turkey, but when Turkey refused permission to move U.S. troops through it’s country, the 173rd’s parent command— European Command—put the brigade (-) under th
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	Te 173rd executed its combat jump (into a secure environment) the night of 26 March, beginning at 2000 hours. Te ten heavy-drop platforms were dropped frst, followed by 963 paratroopers—only thirty-two troopers did not make it out the door before the aircraf cleared the drop zone. Te paratroopers plunged through the darkness and scattered widely around the muddy airfeld. SOF teams, support personnel, and Kurdish peshmerga met the “little groups of pissed-of paratroopers” on the ground. Later on the 27th, an
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	While SOF teams had previously linked up with Kurdish peshmerga forces and quite capably tied up Iraqi units along the Green Line, the Coalition lacked a robust presence in northern Iraq. Dropping the infantry brigade (-) in the middle of the country proved to Saddam that the Coalition could put troops anywhere it wanted whenever it wanted, and also signaled to the Kurds that the Coalition was serious about defeating the regime. Te two-battalion infantry brigade gave the CJSOTF-North commander, Colonel Char
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	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–West continued its operations according to plan. In the southern area between the Kuwaiti border and Baghdad—primarily centered on the reinforced 
	H-1
	Forward Operating Base 52—Special Forces fulflled liaison and coordination, unconventional warfare, and special reconnaissance missions. Afer being successfully inserted by the 3rd Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, Chinooks escorted by Defensive Armed Penetrators, Operational Detachment Alpha (ODA) 551 made its way to the Karbala Gap, where it furiously transmitted intelligence reports ahead of the 3rd ID advance. Far to the south, other Special Forces teams supported the advance itself
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	A critical component of the special operations forces’ missions in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM was to support V Corps during its drive into Iraq. Besides directly supporting the conventional ground forces, SOF was tasked to capture a variety of critical, strategic objectives, such as the southern oil felds and ofshore production platforms. Made up mostly of members of the 5th Special Forces Group (SFG), the southern ofensive also included air support from Air Force Special Operations Command, Naval Special Warf
	-
	allies.
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	In the southern area of operations, Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units supported both special operations and conventional units on the drive to Baghdad. Te 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion and C Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion, moved north with the 3rd ID, while the 431st CAB and the 318th PSYOP Company supported the 101st Airborne Division. With I MEF to the east, the 305th and 307th PSYOP Companies supported the Marines and British, 
	-
	respectively.
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	In northern Iraq, CJSOTF-North was almost in place. Because of the successful completion of the high-risk Operation UGLY BABY, Colonel Cleveland now had two complete 10th SFG battalions, plus one company of the 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG, on the ground and mounted in Ground Mobility Vehicles. With Turkey allowing overfight of its airspace, the rest of the 3rd Battalion was en route with the remainder of CJSOTF-North’s ad hoc task force support, and its attached signal, support, Civil Afairs, and PSYOP units. CJ
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	Te adventures and accomplishments related in the accounts below are indicative of the challenges and conditions ARSOF units encountered as the war progressed. While not comprehensive nor exhaustive, the details provided are representative of the ARSOF experience. Te presentation will go from north to west before concerning other ARSOF. 
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	CJSOTF-North 
	CJSOTF-North 
	Task Force Viking’s build-up at the onset of hostilities ultimately reached ffy-one ODAs working with upward of sixty thousand Kurdish fghters. Two distinct missions confronted the task force: reinforcing the Kurdish peshmerga facing three Iraqi Corps along the Green Line to fx those forces in place preventing the reinforcement of the regime in Baghdad, and eliminating the terrorist Ansar al-Islam stronghold on the northeastern border with Iran, thereby reducing the threat the terrorists posed to the Kurdis
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	Forward Operating Base 102 (2nd Battalion, 10th SFG) covered 180 kilometers of the Green Line front, centered on the city of Mosul. In this early period of the campaign, the teams of FOB 102 worked with their Kurdistan Democratic Party counterparts, planning and training for operations in their sector. Te initial posture of the Task Force Viking elements along the Green Line remained defensive in nature. With the clearing of the Ansar al-Islam stronghold and the arrival on 29 March of the task force’s tacti
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	Te fght against the Ansar al-Islam fell to the 3rd Battalion, 10th SFG, in its doctrinal role as FOB 103. Operation VIKING HAMMER, initiated on 28 March, followed several days of preparatory air strikes against the Ansar al-Islam stronghold. In thirty hours, the Special Forces troops and their peshmerga allies of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan routed the Ansar al-Islam from its mountain redoubt. Tis action eliminated the threat to the Kurdish rear and refocused the entirety of Task Force Viking’s eforts a
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	Operation VIKING HAMMER 
	In preparing his campaign plan for operations in northern Iraq, Colonel Cleveland faced a two-pronged dilemma. His primary opposition in the region came from three Iraqi corps—more than 150,000 troops massed along the 140-kilometer political demarcation boundary known as the Green Line. To confront this force, Cleveland’s three hundred Special Forces soldiers joined with more than ffy thousand Kurdish fghters arrayed against Iraqi forces. Before engaging the 
	-

	Iraqi frontline forces, Cleveland determined he needed to eliminate the threat to the Kurdish rear area posed by the Ansar al-Islam terrorist
	-
	-
	 organization.
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	Te Ansar al-Islam routinely skirmished with the Kurdish troops from its stronghold 
	2 
	above the town of Halabja in the mountain
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	1 
	ous Khurma region near the Iranian border. 
	10 
	8 
	With well-developed defensive positions on 
	6 
	27 the high ground above the valley, the seven 87 
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	hundred–strong Ansar al-Islam was a for
	17 
	-

	1 
	midable threat to any Kurdish operations against the Green Line. A contingent of Iranian-supported Kurds—the Islamic Group of Kurdistan—also occupied a sector in the northern portion of the area and needed to 
	-

	Figure 6.8 Map highlighting Operation VIKING 
	be dealt with along with the Ansar al-Islam.
	HAMMER. Te destruction of the Ansar al-Islam 
	One fnal threat, a suspected weapons of mass
	was the focus of Operation VIKING HAMMER. Tis operation eliminated the threat to the Kurdish rear destruction site, was located in the village of area. 
	Sargat at the foot of the Shandahari Ridge. 
	Te 10th SFG developed Operation VIKING HAMMER to deal with the Ansar al-Islam. Cleveland assigned the mission of reducing the Ansar al-Islam threat to the 3rd Battalion, which was already fghting Iraqi forces along the Green Line. A reinforced C Company, 3rd Battalion, would counter the Ansar al-Islam threat in the east, then rejoin the remainder of the 3rd Battalion on the Green Line, where it was currently fghting alongside the 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG; the 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG; and Kurdish forces. Pushi
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	Baghdad.
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	Te principal allies in the fght against 
	Ansar al-Islam were the 6,500 peshmerga 
	fghters of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, 
	under the ground force command of Kak 
	Mustafa. Mustafa looked to the Special Forces 
	to provide the frepower and close air support 
	he desired for an attack against the Ansar al-
	Islam. Mustafa also realized that having U.S. 
	forces by his side deterred Iran from openly 
	backing the Ansar al-Islam in battle. Lieuten
	-

	ant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, commander of the 
	3rd Battalion, and Mustafa formulated a six-
	pronged attack to drive the Ansar al-Islam out 
	of the valley and seize the suspected weapons 
	of mass destruction site at Sargat. Before the 
	attack commenced, however, a demonstration of U.S. frepower and 
	resolve was in In position for the operation, ODA 081 occupied a small house in 
	order.
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	Halabja, looking down the fat valley toward the Ansar al-Islam strong
	-

	hold in the hills above. On the evening of 21 March, Tovo and Mustafa 
	stood on the roof of the house looking up the alley in anticipation of 
	the frst missile attack on the Ansar al-Islam 
	forces. An anxious twenty-fve minutes afer 
	the scheduled strike time, the frst Tomahawk 
	Land Attack Missile droned overhead and 
	impacted the Ansar al-Islam positions. Every 
	few minutes for the next three hours, another 
	Tomahawk struck the target. By the end of the 
	bombardment, sixty-four Tomahawks had 
	impacted in the region of the Ansar al-Islam 
	base of operations, though with minimum 
	efectiveness, since afer the frst missile, the 
	enemy took shelter in its caves. Missiles deto
	-

	nated around the weapons’ facility at Sargat 
	and throughout the targeted sector, but did 
	not signifcantly degrade the Ansar al-Islam’s 
	defensive positions. However, the Tomahawk 
	strikes did drive the Islamic Group of Kurd
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	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
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	istan from its positions, and eliminated that organization as a factor in the
	 battle.
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	Tough the Tomahawks prepared the battlefeld on the 21st, the ground attack was delayed until the 3rd Battalion could get more troops on the ground and air support lined up. Operation VIKING HAMMER was built around a six-pronged attack up the valley: from north to south, the assault routes were designated Orange, Black, Green, Yellow, Red, and Blue. Each prong consisted of 900–1,500 peshmerga fghters, each accompanied by members of a Special Forces team. In order to command the fght, Tovo colocated FOB 103 w
	-
	route.
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	At 0600 on 28 March, the attack commenced. Te Yellow Prong aimed for the devastated weapons’ site at Sargat, and the fanking prongs targeted the Ansar al-Islam on the succession of hills and ridges around the site. Te speed of the peshmerga attack resulted in a rapid advance on all the routes. “Te pesh[merga] generally looked for a weak point, attacked it with all their weapons, then bum rushed the target,” described Sergeant First Class Mitch Greenlaw*, who was in charge of the three-gun mortar section sup
	-

	valley, the Ansar al-Islam fghters were unable to deliberately retrograde and take advantage of their prepared positions and caches of weapons and 
	-
	equipment.
	1
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	Te combined force made considerable progress along all the assault routes that frst day. Troops advancing along the Red and Blue Prongs secured several of the small villages in the valley. Te Blue Prong advanced up the valley and halted for the night at the village 
	25 Mar 
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	of Biyara. As they swept through the valley, the Special Forces and peshmerga soldiers observed the Ansar al-Islam fghters feeing higher up the valley from the Biyara area to more heavily fortifed positions on the slopes of Shram Mountain. Te swif capture of Hill 868 allowed the troops on the Green route to overwatch the Yellow Prong advance toward Sargat. Te Yellow Prong forces seized the Ansar al-Islam checkpoint, cleared a series of caves along the route, and split to send one element against the town of
	hours.
	19 


	Troops assigned to the Black Prong served as the reserve force. On the northernmost route, the forces on the Orange Prong attacked east from Shilamar to Hill 1351, where they were stopped for the day. Te hill supported a communications tower and bunker with approximately twenty Ansar al-Islam troops, who withstood three air strikes and kept the peshmerga from advancing closer than two hundred meters from the bunker. Once darkness fell, the Kurdish troops regrouped and consolidated their positions. Four AC-1
	-
	ofensive.
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	Te attack continued on 29 March with the forces on the Green Prong advancing northeast and seizing the high ground on Hill 1365. Te Yellow Prong forces pushed out from Sargat and expanded their perimeter to include the villages of Hanidind and Daramar. Te Red Prong consolidated its gains in the vicinity of Biyara. Te Black Prong, held in reserve the previous day, joined with the Orange Prong to conduct a coordinated attack up the Zalm Valley and the northern approaches, where they secured Hill 1351. 
	Troughout the rest of the day and into the next, the peshmerga chased the Ansar al-Islam toward the Iranian border—where many crossed without difculty, while others were met with fre from the Iranians and forced back toward the peshmerga. By 30 March, the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan was in control of the formerly Ansar al-Islam–dominated valley and held the high ground overwatching 
	28 Mar 
	the area running toward the Iranian border. Operation VIKING HAMMER had eliminated the Ansar al-Islam as an efective fghting force, and removed the threat to the Kurdish rear area. With this accomplished, the mission transitioned to supporting the Kurdish forces on the Green Line.
	-
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	Te presence of the Special Forces teams helped the peshmerga in numerous ways, from providing close air support and indirect fre, to assisting with command and control and combined planning before the attack. Teir presence was important in less quantifable ways as well. As Tovo remarked, “the morale boost for the PUK [Patriotic Union of Kurdistan] forces of seeing U.S. Special Forces in their ranks cannot be understated. Te ODA members attacking with them were tangible proof that the U.S. was committed to p
	-
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	In the weeks that followed the assault, chemical and biological inspection survey teams and document exploitation teams examined the secured Sargat site. Te Patriotic Union of Kurdistan spent its time consolidating its hold over the region and planning for the next stage of its long-awaited fght against Saddam’s regime. With the Ansar al-Islam threat gone, the 3rd Battalion and the peshmerga were free to join the rest of the Kurdish forces attacking the Iraqis on the Green Line and open the way for Coalitio
	-


	Fuel System Supply Points in Northern Iraq 
	Fuel System Supply Points in Northern Iraq 
	Deep penetration into enemy territory and a high operations tempo required CJSOTF-North to establish fuel system supply points in northern Iraq. Te Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, supported CJSOTF-North in Constanta, Romania, so its fuel teams drew the mission to set up the points. 
	Two six-man fuel teams deployed from Romania, one to Bashur Airfeld and the other to Sulaimaniyah Airfeld. Teir missions were to provide forward refueling for combat search and rescue and SOF aircraf operating in the area. Te frst fuel team, led by Staf Sergeant Juan Uleses*, infltrated into Bashur Airfeld in support of FOB 102. Afer a four-day layover in Greece, on the night of 25 March 2003, the team accomplished a combat of-load (without the plane stopping) from a C-130 in full blackout conditions. As fu
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	raining and miserable out there. And here we are, full battle rattle, with just our Gator [utility vehicle] and a pile of our stuf. We couldn’t even see or hear anybody coming toward us to help us carry this stuf of.”
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	A group of Special Forces soldiers and Air Force personnel fnally met the fuel team and helped them move of the runway. Afer showing the fuel team where to stow its gear, the welcoming committee informed the team that it had to spend the rest of the night standing guard. Tose fuel handlers not pulling guard duty tried to grab some rest anywhere they could, though the cold rain made sleep difcult. Te night, however, was not without further surprises. Brown recalled that, “A couple of hours later, we kind of 
	-
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	Uleses described the scene in even greater detail: “It was pure mayhem. We didn’t know that they were coming...In the past ten days, that was the worst rain [Bashur] had gotten in over a hundred years. So these guys were jumping in, and instead of pulling guard, now we were helping these guys out of the mud.” Te team was able to use its ever-handy Gator to good efect as wet and muddy paratroopers slogged their way through the drop zone. When the sun rose, Brown was surprised to fnd himself in the middle of 
	-
	-
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	Now that daylight had come, the fuel teams began to set up their fuel points. Unfortunately, the site survey team had not properly prepared the site ahead of time. “Tey had nothing prepared for us,” recalled Brown. “Tey were supposed to build berms, lay out liners for us. Nothing. It was just a fat area. A fat mud hole.” Doing the best it could under the conditions, the team went to work. Te senior Air Force controller on the ground indicated that he needed the fuel point set up as soon as possible, so the 
	-
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	set up the point in four hours, ready to receive fuel from a C-17 that 
	night.
	2
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	Late that night, the fuel team was summoned to fll its fuel bag from the C-17. However, when the fuelers reached the point, they found that the fuel bag had been blown out of its location by an airplane, and had landed upside down in a puddle ffeen meters away. Te team had no choice but to let the C-17 go, fuel and all. Uleses decided that in light of the team’s exhausted condition and the work required to reposition the fuel bag, the fuelers could leave the job until daylight. Brown’s 
	morning assessment of the situation was that “it was a mess.” Tat evening Sergeant Wayne Allred* arrived from Romania with a replacement fuel flter for one that had been mangled by propeller wash. Afer the team had set up the fuel bag once again, they had engineers from the 173rd build a low berm around it to prevent a repeat incident. Tat night, the team received fuel from another C-17 and it was back in 
	-
	business.
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	Tree days afer the Bashur Airfeld fuel team landed in Iraq, Sergeant Don Travis* and his team of self-described “Fuel Dawgs” 
	deployed to Sulaimaniyah in support of FOB 103. Te team of eight fuelers loaded the pumping unit, two collapsible fuel bags, and ffy 10-foot sections of 4-inch fuel hose on the foor of the aircraf. Due to weight restrictions on the long fight from Romania, the team had to leave its High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs) behind; instead, it loaded Gators to move the equipment of the aircraf and position the fuel pods. Travis’ team strapped its only pallet, loaded with the pumping unit, onto the
	-
	aircraf.
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	When the fuel team arrived at Sulaimaniyah, they found that the mud near the airfeld was so deep that it was impossible to set up the fuel bags without some site preparation. Te team contracted Kurdish locals to dig pits and line them with gravel to prevent the fuel bags from disappearing in the mud when flled. Once the fuel point was up and running, it serviced the special operations MH-47s and MH-53s that comprised the majority of its clients. On one memorable occasion, however, the fuel team serviced an 
	-
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	via C-130s using the “wet-wing technique,” where an incoming plane emptied all the fuel from its tanks into the fuel bags except for what it needed to return to the rear area.
	29 

	Unexpected customers occasionally interrupted the daily routine of refueling aircraf. Once it became known that the Bashur Airfeld fuel point was operational, Coalition aircraf from all over the area of operations began making pit stops. On one memorable occasion, thirty-two U.S. Marine Corps helicopters beset the fuel point, which was at half strength. Uleses had taken half of the team to prepare a fuel point near Camp Loki, leaving only three soldiers to deal with the thirsty feet of helicopters. “Tirty-t
	-
	Brown.
	30 


	True to their reputation, the Bravo Forward Support Company fuel handlers managed to refuel all thirty-two helicopters by working throughout the night. Also true to their reputation for ingenuity, the BFSC soldiers made do with what they had on hand, which in this case included the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) fuel. Allred remembered that they “pumped all the fuel in the whole camp. Just two or three thousand [gallons] lef.” Brown explained further: “Te funny thing with that was that we had two bags and the 1
	-
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	While the various Coalition partners and American service components got along fairly well and shared equipment and support in Iraq as needed, once in a while an incident occurred that caused a commander to place stricter control on his assets. One such incident involved an Army fuel bag and a Marine helicopter. Te Bashur fuel point moved to Camp Loki near Irbil in mid-April, and the fuel handlers were forced to temporarily colocate with some Marines waiting for orders to move elsewhere in northern Iraq. In
	-
	-
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	the helicopter took of, the propeller wash sent the plywood fying past the BFSC soldiers (almost decapitating one) and into a 10,000gallon fuel bag. “It looked like a fountain,” remarked Allred. Brown added, “It was just shooting out.”
	-
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	Te fuelers tried to pump fuel from the punctured bag into other fuel bags, but those were already full. In the end, the fuel emptied itself into the berm enclosure: “It was like a swimming pool,” according to Allred. “Te [C]H-53 wasted 10,000 gallons,” as Allred put it. Brown continued the story: “Te next day 
	we get up to drain it out, and there’s no fuel in the berm. Somehow it had all leaked into the ground.” Tey contracted for local Kurdish workers to remove the contaminated soil, but could not help but laugh at the futility of the gesture when the team discovered that the soil had simply been spread over a SOF parking lot down the road. Te fuel handlers placed a new 50,000-gallon fuel bag on the site. And what happened aferward? Colonel Cleveland banned Marine helicopters from landing near or using the fuel 
	incident.
	33 



	404th Civil Affairs Battalion 
	404th Civil Affairs Battalion 
	One of only four special operations Civil Afairs battalions in the Army Reserve, the 404th Civil Afairs Battalion, from Fort Dix, New Jersey, found itself tasked with a daunting mission—support CJSOTF-North. Tat mission grew, not only to provide direct support to CJSOTF-North, but also to provide the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) later. In addition to directing and performing civil military operations, the 404th CAB executed a multitude of missions—including running airports, overseeing currency exc
	-
	-
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	With hints of a possible mobilization by the summer of 2002, the battalion staf began the planning process. By September 2002, the mobilization and subsequent deployment to Iraq became a certainty. 
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	Planning team members went to Fort Carson, Colorado, to coordinate with the 10th SFG. Coordination also began with Major Derek Storino*, the commander of D Company, 96th CAB—which would initially support CJSOTF-North until the 404th CAB arrived. Based on guidance from Colonel Cleveland, the battalion staf designed and executed a rigorous training plan, including the integration of more than sixty soldiers from the 443rd CAB from Rhode Island, the 304th Civil Afairs Brigade from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a
	-
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	Te mobilization process for the 404th CAB began on 3 February 2003 at Fort Dix. Afer six days of training there, the battalion moved to Fort Bragg instead of its requested mobilization station of Fort Carson. What should have taken ten days stretched into a fve-week-long mobilization process at Fort Bragg. Ten came the wait for aircraf availability, until the battalion fnally deployed from Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, on 17 March. It took seventeen C-17 aircraf over fve days to relay the 404th CAB’s
	-
	-
	operation.
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	In Constanta, the 404th CAB staf began coordinating and integrating with the CJSOTF-North staf. At the same time, the CJSOTF-North staf was preparing for the 22 March Operation UGLY BABY infltration into northern Iraq. It was not until 25 March that a small Civil Afairs element from D Company, 96th CAB, few into Irbil with elements of the 10th SFG. Te majority of the 404th CAB went to Bashur Airfeld, but not until the frst weeks of April, due to aircraf availability. Te battalion immediately established its
	-
	operations.
	37 




	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West 
	As Operation IRAQI FREEDOM progressed, two distinct missions split CJSOTF-West’s mission focus. In the west, FOB 51’s units continued searching for SCUDs and hitting the enemy forces wherever the Special Forces teams found them. Te Iraqis attempted counter-reconnaissance operations against the special operations units; however, they were looking for twelve guys with big rucksacks, the Special 
	-
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	Forces model from Operation DESERT STORM, not three or four Ground Mobility Vehicles bristling with 
	weapons.
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	2 
	1 
	CJSOTF-West’s largest mission was to support the conventional forces in the drive to 
	-

	2 
	Baghdad. In the south, FOB 52 continued its 
	5 
	1 
	support to V Corps and I MEF. In less than 
	10 
	a week, FOB 52’s presence in Iraq rose from 
	6 
	6 
	27
	9 
	two advanced operating bases controlling ff17 
	8 
	-

	teen ODAs to fve AOBs controlling over twenty ODAs—all supporting Coalition Forces Land 
	28 

	Component Command units or missions as the conventional forces rolled north. AOB 560 stayed with the British around Basra, and FOB 53 remained in reserve. 
	1 

	ODA 551’s special reconnaissance in the Karbala Gap continued as V Corps steadily advanced north. Te team was so far north of 
	CFLCC conventional forces that its Blue Force Tracker signal became the highlight of the Pentagon daily update. ODA 551 was nearing mission completion as the 3rd ID rolled northward, and ODA 916 soon executed the linkup plan and safely returned the exhausted team to U.S.
	-
	 lines.
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	In the midst of these vital, time-sensitive missions, the three-day sandstorm—called a shamal in the Middle East—hit. While it slowed CFLCC’s advance, it did not fully stop operations and the ARSOF units of CJSOTF-West stayed on the job, whether that job consisted of direct action or stability operations. Some of their stories follow. 
	87
	1 
	Eyes on the Target 
	Eyes on the Target 
	Te frst objective for ODA 551 was to get to the remain-over-day site as quickly as possible. Te helicopter landing zone was 292 kilometers further north than Assembly Area Nasiriya, where the lead elements of the 3rd ID were located, and it was absolutely necessary to get into the Karbala Gap as soon as possible. Te movement to the site went without incident, but it had taken longer to cover the seventy kilometers from the landing zone than expected. Moving in a loose “V” formation kept the trail vehicles f
	-
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	and provided for more frepower to the front in case of contact. As the morning sky of 22 March was turning from black to gray, the team found a wadi (dry streambed) large enough for the vehicles and quickly parked and camoufaged them. Captain Don Raintree* put the team on 30 percent security, and ODA 551 spent the remainder of the day resting and waiting for darkness. As the sun quickly rose, they spotted what appeared to be a Bedouin camp about ffeen hundred meters from the team’s location. Troughout the d
	-
	outpost.
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	Once darkness fell, the team quietly slipped out of its hiding place. Afer backtracking south for some distance, ODA 551 circled wide to the east around the Bedouin encampment. Movement was not as easy as the previous night; the team quickly ran into a wadi system that caused considerable problems. Te sof sand in the wadi bottoms caused the heaviest vehicle to become stuck twice, requiring the other two to pull it free. While the team was pulling out the vehicle the second time, the security team reported s
	-
	-
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	28 Mar 
	Figure
	Figure 6.19 Karbala Gap hide site. Hundreds of miles behind enemy lines, ODA 551’s special reconnaissance mission was critical to the 3rd ID’s mission. Photo taken 23 March. 
	Figure 6.19 Karbala Gap hide site. Hundreds of miles behind enemy lines, ODA 551’s special reconnaissance mission was critical to the 3rd ID’s mission. Photo taken 23 March. 


	Te team moved into its planned hide site and sent a contact report to FOB 52. Using satellite imagery, Raintree planned to use an abandoned Iraqi air defense school about ten kilometers south of the Karbala Gap as a mission support site. Te imagery showed a series of berms constructed to protect air defense batteries, but once it arrived the team discovered that the berms were less than a meter high. Raintree decided to continue north into the gap to fnd a better mission support site.
	-
	-
	-
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	One item of equipment was constantly slowing down the progress—the bulky chemical suits everyone wore. During intelligence updates before infltration, the anticipated use of chemical weapons in the Karbala Gap was discussed not as a possibility, but as a fact. Terefore, Raintree had the team in mission-oriented protective posture II (chemical suit and protective overboots) as it infltrated the objective area. He planned to go to MOPP IV (chemical suit, mask, and protective overboots and gloves) when they go
	-
	-
	-
	-

	were evidence enough that there were no chemical agents present. As a precaution, however, the team taped chemical detection papers to its vehicles and turned on the chemical 
	alarms.
	43 


	Te three Ground Mobility Vehicles continued north parallel to a dirt pipeline road until they reached a blacktop road south of Lake Razzaza. Carefully timing their crossing with trafc on the highway, they crossed the road in a serious version of “headlight tag.” Quickly fnd
	-
	-
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	ing a deeply eroded wadi, thirty feet deep with numerous branches to hide the GMVs, the team settled in. However, as Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Clyde Hawks* observed the site, he thought to himself, “Tis is great for hiding but it’s going to be difcult to get out in a hurry.” Te team covered sixty-four difcult kilometers that night, and in the predawn darkness of 24 March, it worked quietly and quickly to camoufage the GMVs. Ten two soldiers established a listening and observation post that allowed them to watch
	heard.Te 
	mission.
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	Evidence of ODA 551’s successful infltration into the Karbala Gap appeared in the command center in Kuwait—and throughout the world—on computer screens, tracking Operation IRAQI FREEDOM through the Blue Force Tracker System. Computer generated maps showed small blue rectangles designating units on the battlefeld. Near Nasiriya was a large cluster of units representing the 3rd ID, then red diamonds representing Iraqi units, but over two hundred kilometers in front of the nearest Coalition unit was a small re
	-
	-
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	During ODA 551’s frst night in position, one of the outlying reconnaissance and surveillance sites picked up something moving slowly and deliberately toward them. Te ODA went to alert status. Te soldiers checked their weapons and scanned the area in the direction of the noise for the intruder. Much to the soldiers’ relief, instead of the Iraqi soldier or lost Bedouin they expected to see, the culprit was a one hundred–pound female hyena. Te team had established a reconnaissance and surveillance position clo
	-
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	the hyena was there, then that should mean that little human presence was in the area.
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	Over the next couple of days, the team established additional reconnaissance and surveillance positions away from the hide site to increase its coverage of the target area. From their hidden positions, the team members used a variety of optical aids to view the surrounding area. In addition to regular binoculars, they used M122 spotting scopes and another high-powered scope someone had nicknamed the 
	-

	“Hubble.” Te great expectations for the Hubble were largely unrealized, though, because of the mirage efect—once the air warmed up, the heat rising of the sand created so much distortion that it was impossible to see the targets clearly through the 
	-
	-
	scope.
	4
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	Surveillance revealed very little military trafc and no evidence of armored or mechanized units. Te few military vehicles the team saw were mostly stake-bed cargo trucks. However, the soldiers observed a great deal of civilian trafc, taxis, and white trucks on the roads in and out of Karbala. From the markings on the vehicles and the occupants, the team assumed they were fedayeen. In those frst days, the team also observed several 
	-
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	vehicles and fedayeen in black uniforms around the brick 
	factory.
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	While the team members believed their own eyes, the higher command did not. Hawks recalled that “when the team sent its reports back [to Kuwait], there was some disbelief concerning the accuracy of our information.” Te intelligence analysts and commanders expected a signifcant defensive buildup and numerous enemy units in the area. However, as ODA 551’s observations proved, the intelligence was faulty. One example of the misinterpretation of intelligence sources was the report that the large numbers of exca
	-
	-
	-
	mines.
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	For the next three days, the ODA successfully conducted its mission. Te team spotted an Iraqi Roland antiaircraf launcher, and the attached air controller directed aircraf onto the target to destroy the site. On another occasion, the airborne Joint Surveillance and Target 
	-
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	Attack Radar System moving target indicator radar picked up what was thought to be tanks in the Karbala area. Although the “tanks” turned out to be military fuel tankers, the Air Force ran the mission anyway and the team’s air controller talked the aircraf in on the target. As gratifying as it was to see the Iraqi vehicles disappear in a ball of fame and smoke, the team’s priority was to identify and neutralize only high-value targets. Raintree reasoned that if they attacked too many targets, eventually the
	-
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	Te mission took a detour when the “mother of all sandstorms” hit the area on 25 March. Te storm heavily afected all Coalition operations, but for the isolated ODA, it was especially dangerous. Te team shifed into survival mode, as the wind at times gusted to over ffy miles per hour, carrying with it tons of fne sand. “For three days, you couldn’t see your hand in front of your face,” Hawks remembered. “It was so bad that your pockets flled up with sand. During this time we were vulnerable to someone just st
	-
	experienced.
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	Te day afer the storm subsided, FOB 52 ordered the team to linkup with lead elements of the 3rd ID. Te three–fve-day special reconnaissance mission had already stretched to nine, so the ODA was ready to move. Te team was running low on food and water; it had already reduced rations to one meal per day, and only had about ten gallons of water remaining per vehicle. Afer dark on 29 March, ODA 551 lef its hide site and headed south. Visibility was so poor that night that the lead vehicle almost drove into a 20
	-
	-
	ground.
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	As ODA 551 lef its position, the Special Forces liaison element briefed the 3rd ID linkup force. Te four Special Forces soldiers of ODA 916B reviewed the procedure with the leadership. A short time later, the linkup force—consisting of the Special Forces GMV, two tanks, and a scout platoon with Bradley Fighting Vehicles—moved into the darkness. Linkup is normally a tense operation, conducted in contested 
	-

	28 Mar 
	territory where the threat could just as easily come from a friendly unit as the enemy. Following the procedure previously rehearsed in Kuwait, ODA 916B made radio contact with ODA 551. With the successful radio contact, ODA 551 moved to a designated place and ODA 916B looked for the near recognition signal: ODA 551’s vehicle thermal panels. Te tanks, however, had trouble making a positive identifcation using thermal sights. So ODA 551’s air controller used his Vislet—a powerful infrared pointer to identify
	-
	-
	 force.
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	Once it was safely behind the 3rd ID lines, the team began briefng the various command levels in succession all the way up to the division on the true intelligence picture on the Karbala Gap. Te team’s eyes-on-target information disproved or corrected much of the faulty intelligence on which the 3rd ID had based its planning. In many cases, imagery had been misinterpreted; e.g., an oil-flled trench was in reality a new asphalt road and the dug-in tanks were fuel tanks with berms around them. Some of the int
	-
	-
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	With a clear intelligence picture formed from ODA 551’s reports, the 3rd ID attacked through the Karbala Gap on 1 April. Te intelligence ODA 551 passed to the 3rd ID was key in providing situational awareness to the task forces, brigades, and division. Te 3rd ID’s primary mission was to isolate and seize Baghdad, so the division decided to contain and bypass the fedayeen in Karbala. Te strategy was successful, and Baghdad was liberated in record time. 
	-
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	Other ARSOF 
	Other ARSOF 
	While the Special Forces units comprising the bulk of the two CJSOTFs executed their missions in the early days of the campaign, two other ARSOF components—160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and the 75th Ranger Regiment—brought their considerable skills to bear in a number of vital operations. Te 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, successfully executed a combat parachute jump to seize the airfeld designated H-1 and provide a forward base of operations for further actions. A and C Companies of 1st 
	-

	In an operation requiring superior fying skill, split-second timing, and violence of action, the Al Qadisiyah Research Center received a nighttime visit from the Rangers. Te Rangers rode in on MH-47E Chinooks and MH-60K Black Hawks accompanied by MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators, and AH-6 and MH-6 Little Birds—the full complement of Night Stalker aircraf. In a swif and decisive raid, the Rangers overran the lakeside palace that constituted the research center, although not without a fght from its occupant
	-
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	Objective Beaver 
	Objective Beaver 
	On 26 March, 160th SOAR aircraf and Rangers from B Company, 2nd Ranger Battalion, raided a suspected chemical and biological weapons testing facility in central Iraq. Te Al Qadisiyah Research Center was a suspected chemical and biological weapons research complex along the southern shore of Al Qadisiyah Reservoir, approximately twentyfve miles northwest of the town of Haditha. Te United Nations Spe
	-
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	cial Commission on Iraq failed to inspect the facility during its tenure; however, an intelligence assessment indicated that it warranted an investigation. Tough the results of the collected samples were not disclosed, the special operations task force duly demonstrated the “fght like you train” principle in the search for the elusive smoking gun—evidence that would demonstrate Iraq’s mass efect weapons program. Te complicated mission was an illustration of precise planning, excellent training, and synchron
	-
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Richard Hoyt*, an MH-60K Black Hawk pilot and overall fight leader, received the assignment to plan the mission. It was a multifaceted mission requiring helicopter aerial-refueling, en route linkups, precise preparatory fres, and sequenced landings—all performed in zero illumination conditions over an austere desert. Intelligence analysts predicted little organized resistance from the local populace, which led to conjecture that the target was probably a “dry hole,” containing no evide
	-
	-
	program.
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	Te plan emerged as follows: four MH-60K Black Hawks would insert the Rangers into four blocking positions around the objective; two MH-47E Chinooks would infltrate the main assault force near the designated target building; two MH-60L DAP gunships, two AH-6 Little Bird gunships, and two MH-6 Little Bird sniper platforms would provide close air support around the target; and two additional MH-47E’s would wait nearby, ready to insert an immediate reaction force or provide search and rescue if needed. Te speci
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	On the night of 26 March 2003, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Travis Buras* led the fight of MH-6 lif and AH-6 gunship helicopters to a desert landing strip named Roadrunner. Te landing strip, secured by the 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, a few days earlier, functioned as a forward arming and refueling position and an emergency medical evacuation transfer site for this mission, since it was only thirty
	-
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	fve miles from the objective. Upon landing, Buras and his “dash two,” Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Bradley Elliot*, refueled, picked up four special operations snipers for the mission, and waited until their designated departure time. Two hours afer the Little Bird fight departed, Hoyt took of from the forward support base with his armada of aircraf to rendezvous with an MC-130P Combat Shadow tanker. Riding in the lead Chinook, Lieutenant Colonel Jefrey Colt, the air mission commander and senior ranking Night Stal
	-
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	However, the initial rendezvous with the tanker foreshadowed the events of the night. Te frst tanker few past Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Tomas Brady* in the lead DAP. Tis was not a good sign, because the mission was helicopter aerial-refueling dependent—it would be aborted if the helicopters were unable to aerial refuel. Fortunately, a second tanker moved into position, and Brady maneuvered his fight into position for refueling. During the refueling operation, Brady received a call from his colleague, Chief Warr
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	Meanwhile, shortly afer departing the refuel track, Hoyt spotted the fight of Little Birds on the horizon. Te Little Birds proceeded along a diferent route to Objective Beaver. Te two separate fights conducted an ofen rehearsed aerial linkup without a hitch. As the Night Stalkers approached the release point—the point at which pilots cease following a designated route and freely maneuver in order to 
	28 Mar 
	avoid potential threats—the Little Birds sped up to arrive at the target several minutes before H-hour to identify potential hazards or enemies. As the lights of the city partially illuminated the arriving gunships, various small groups of people rushed about on the ground or peered out windows, searching for the source of whining helicopters. In the lead AH-6, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 James Melvin* and his copilot feverishly looked for anyone who exhibited hostile intent, the prerequisite for launching an att
	-
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	involved.
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	Observing from an MH-6, Elliot saw sparks from small arms fre directed toward the lead Black Hawk as it landed at Blocking Position 1, but he could not identify the source. Ten a vehicle drove up and parked in front of Hoyt’s helicopter. Luckily, the driver simply watched the events unfold as Army Rangers jumped from the helicopter and took up defensive positions. Melvin soon pinpointed the source of the gunfre. He immediately rolled in and fred a rocket right through the front door of the government buildi
	-
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	-
	-
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	Te resulting fre had another unintended consequence; it silhouetted the remaining inbound aircraf. Te Iraqis could now visually engage the decelerating helicopters. In spite of enemy gunfre, Chief 
	-
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	Warrant Ofcer 3 Peter Striker* managed to land the third MH-60K at Blocking Position 3 unscathed, narrowly missing a light pole with a timely rotation of the tail of the helicopter. Te Rangers dismounted and raced into position as the last Black Hawk landed at Blocking Position 4. Iraqi gunmen fred at the stationary helicopter. A round entered through the cabin door, struck a Ranger in the back, exited through his chest, and then lodged in his body armor. As the other Rangers leapt out the door, an accompan
	-
	aboard.
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	Te MH-60Ks quickly formed a fight en route and proceeded directly to Restricted Operations Zone Roadrunner, bypassing the planned checkpoints on the egress route. In the back of a blacked-out, bouncing helicopter, Pulley and Sergeant Jeremy Witts*, both combat lifesaver–qualifed, applied a pressure dressing on the Ranger’s sucking chest wound, started an intravenous line of saline solution, and treated him for shock. Schupp landed the helicopter near a surgery-equipped C-130, and the crewmembers carried the
	-
	-
	airplane.
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	Te situation intensifed as radio chatter about a casualty made its way up the chain of command. With the fight of Chinooks minutes away, Elliot restricted the fight path of his MH-6 to a few hundred meters above a nearby hospital building. All of a sudden, a sniper aboard his aircraf calmly announced a target and dropped a gunman running toward the objective. Te Little Bird was like a ffy-foot mobile deer 
	-
	stand.
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	Te inbound Chinooks carried the main assault force. Flying in the lead Chinook, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 John Foul* had been in this situation before, in the mountains of Afghanistan. Luck was on his side again as he few through a salvo of gunfre to the landing zone near Blocking Position 3; even so, an enemy bullet struck a utility hydraulics line, hindering aircraf control. Te assault force rushed of the helicopter as soon as the ramp fell. Foul wrestled the helicopter into the air and began his 
	egress.
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	Responding to announcements of intermittent gunfre, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Charles Adkins* automatically adjusted his Chinook’s 
	-
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	fight path wide to the east and landed in the same place Foul had used. Staf Sergeant Marty Milner*, stationed at the right ramp area, turned and shouted the one-minute time warning to the assaulters over the din of roaring engines. He watched in amazement as rounds passed through the Chinook, miraculously missing everybody inside. More gunfre erupted from the buildings adjacent to the landing zone, and a round struck Sergeant Greg Eisner* in the head, knocking him backward. Milner immediately dropped the r
	Roadrunner.
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	Te fight back to Roadrunner was fraught with tension, as Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Barry Littleton* and another soldier worked to save Eisner’s life. Te unconscious fight engineer was still breathing, but had foamy blood coming out of his mouth. Working in the dark with a red lens fashlight, Littleton located the entrance wound above Eisner’s right upper jaw and delicately applied a pressure bandage to the area. At the halfway point of the egress, Eisner suddenly stopped breathing. Yelling above the roar of the
	aboard.
	65 


	With the infltration phase completed, the ground assault force methodically searched Objective Beaver for evidence of a chemical weapons program. For protection, two concentric rings of close air support surrounded the objective area, and the Ranger blocking positions secured the main avenues of approach to the site. Te AH-6 gunship pilots combed the area at a slightly higher altitude than the MH-6s, responding to Ranger calls for fre and engaging observed combatants. Te gunships destroyed most of the initi
	-
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	the street from the landing zones. Afer the main force infltrated, the MH-6 pilots were free to maneuver over the target and engage enemy combatants. Moeschet spotted two Iraqi gunmen running from a driveway, each closely dragging a woman for protection. As Buras positioned his sniper closer and lower, one gunman lost his grip on the woman, and the sniper immediately killed him. Te second gunman backed into a concrete building and held the woman tightly. Buras decided that it was more prudent to return to t
	-
	seconds.
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	Patrolling an outer ring, the DAP pilots focused on preventing any reinforcement of the target, primarily looking for vehicular movement toward the research facility along the main north–south road through the town. Te rules of engagement required that a warning shot be given to stop vehicles. If the vehicle proceeded, then it presented a hostile intent and could be attacked. During Brady’s initial circuit around the objective area, a Toyota Hilux truck approached the intersection leading to the objective. 
	-
	-
	-
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	Afer nearly forty-fve minutes on the objective, the assault team called for exfltration. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the second Chinook fight leader, in a holding pattern at the release point, anticipated implementing the contingency exfltration plan. His fight of two helicopters carried the immediate reaction force and the search and rescue element. By pushing the helicopter to its physical and operational limits, Nattier calculated that two Chinooks could transport the assault force. Wasting lit
	-
	-

	where. Some pilots repositioned so they would not land on the dead bodies. Te Rangers boarded, and Hoyt led his fight to Roadrunner, with the Little Birds and DAPs following in trail. Te objective was behind them, but the operation still held surprises for the fatigued Night 
	Stalkers.
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	As the helicopter feet landed at Roadrunner, dust clouds churned up by the rotor wash obscured the entire area. Crewmembers and pilots could not see past the probes of the helicopters and most stayed where they had landed. Low on fuel, Nattier led a fight of Chinooks and DAPs to the aerial-refueling track, rendezvousing en route to avoid a collision during takeof. Te tanker met Nattier’s fight and all went well until the DAPs moved into position for refueling. While maneuvering into refueling position, Brad
	-
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	eled. Te entire helicopter feet fnally reached the forward support base two and one-half hours 
	later.
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	Te raid on the Al Qadisiyah Research Center proved to be a greater risk to man and machine than expected. Two Chinooks and three Black Hawks sustained damage from armor piercing rounds—not the type of munitions one would expect at a research center. In spite of the stif resistance, the special operations forces’ realistic training in peacetime enabled them to complete the mission. Te Night Stalkers executed several contingency plans without a disruption of the mission; Rangers and attack pilots kept the ene
	-
	-
	capabilities.
	70 



	Objective Sidewinder 
	Objective Sidewinder 
	Te events of the frst days of the war caused plans to change and missions to shif. With the Ranger assault on Saddam International Airport on hold or canceled, the 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, received a new mission: seize Objective Sidewinder in western Iraq. Te twofold operation required the Rangers to destroy the Iraqi forces garrisoned at the small airfeld outside the village of Nukhayb—Sidewinder South—and to seize the more heavily defended airfeld at Mudaysis—Sidewinder North. Te Rang
	-

	1 
	ers were also tasked to conduct civil military operations in Nukhayb, in order to promote goodwill among the villagers. Te mission would not only provide the opportunity to tion posts attacked on 19 March by the helicopter gunships of the 160th SOAR, but also allow the Rangers to reconnoiter and evaluate the Nukhayb and Mudaysis airfelds for future
	verify the destruction of the visual observa-
	10 
	-
	-
	 operations.
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	On the evening of 23 March, A Company drove its newly issued Ground Mobility Vehicles to the frst staging area: a desert landing strip designated Objective Coyote. Although 
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	no air cover was available, the GMVs allowed the Rangers to move quickly enough to ofset their lack of protection. Te ground convoy movement took close to twelve hours to complete, and the Rangers arrived afer frst light on the 24th. Te daylight arrival was fortunate, since unexploded ordnance littered the landing strip. Encountering no resistance, A Company set up blocking positions for security, positioned the Headquarters Company mortar section in a strategic defensive location, and began preparing for i
	aircraf.
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	Te 1st Battalion commander, command sergeant major, and a Tactical Operations Center I element accompanied A Company on its journey to Coyote, and set up a command post on the east side of the airstrip. Te key leaders at both the battalion- and company-level planned their respective parts of the Sidewinder mission by drawing in the sand and writing on butcher paper. Tey established the phase lines and target numbers for the buildings indicated on imagery of the objective, and distributed the limited number 
	-
	-
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	passed.
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	Te weather fnally cleared afer sunset on 26 March. As the Rangers dug themselves out, they received their execution order. Afer using water to get the sand out of its MK19s and .50 caliber machine guns, A Company moved the thirty-fve miles to the vicinity of Objective Sidewinder South. Sidewinder South consisted of the village of Nukhayb, a small military garrison, and an airfeld with a border guard security post. Intelligence estimated 150–200 enemy troops to be on the objective. Tey were expected to defen
	-
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	positions while under direct fre, and then break contact and fee the area or attempt to 
	surrender.
	74 


	At 0300 Iraq time on 27 March, the Rangers quickly established blocking positions to isolate the garrison, and initiated pre-assault mortar fres on the breach point and on a large three-story structure believed to be a command and control node north of the town. Te 120mm mortars pounded the breach point, but did not destroy the building. In concert with the mortars, the Rangers manning the support position opened up from the road on the western side of the objective. Te 3rd Platoon assault force moved acros
	-

	During the ensuing twelve hours, the Rangers cleared over seventyfve buildings in the town, remaining ever vigilant while attempting to garner support from the villagers. Amidst inefective resistance, the Rangers located several weapons caches—which they destroyed in the afernoon—and processed ninety-three individuals, of whom eleven were military. With Sidewinder South secured, an element of A Company remained at Nukhayb and prepared for the assault on Sidewinder North, while the rest of A Company returned
	-
	-
	 Coyote.
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	On the night of 27 March, a C-17 airplane landed at Coyote, bringing additional personnel and supplies. Te 1st Battalion’s C Company was accompanied by D Company, 2nd Battalion, 325th Airborne Infantry Regiment, which came to provide added security at the airstrip. Te remainder of the Tactical Operations Center I element also came in on the C-17 to reinforce the command post, and Major Charles Vasek*, the 1st Ranger Battalion operations ofcer, took control of the tactical operations center. As A Company pla
	-
	-
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	C Company, commanded by Captain Jefery Roche*, was tasked to relieve A Company and conduct civil military operations at Nukhayb. Leaving the 2nd Platoon at Objective Coyote to provide security, C Company headed for Sidewinder South. Lef behind at a bleak landing strip in the middle of a barren desert, Sergeant First Class Christopher Barron* discovered that the hardest part of the security mission was keeping his Rangers motivated and alert. To keep them 
	28 Mar 
	awake and ready, Barron talked to his troops, keeping them informed, and moved Rangers around positions to provide at least some variety. Conditions eased that night when MC-130 Combat Talons delivered a six-wheeled Gator utility vehicle and several quad runners (allterrain vehicles), which improved the Rangers ability to move around the area.
	-
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	Taking possession of A Company’s GMVs, Roche and the majority of C Company drove to Nukhayb and relieved the A Company element still in the village. Later that day, Roche sent his Civil Afairs team leader to meet with the locals and fnd out their reaction to A Company’s assault through the village. Afer a few hours work, the Civil Afairs team 
	-

	and the Rangers made progress befriending the villagers, and identifed key buildings with diagrams and numbers. Te locals proved helpful and escorted the Rangers around the village, directing them to a school holding ammunition and chemical protective gear. Te villagers even showed Roche ambush positions with mortar rounds and rocket-propelled grenades still in place, which the Rangers subsequently 
	-
	-
	destroyed.
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	On 30 March, early on C Company’s arrival in Nukhayb, three Iraqi soldiers surrendered to the Rangers manning blocking positions on the outskirts of the village. One told of his brother captured during the Gulf War and how the Americans had treated him fairly, which was why he chose to surrender. According to Roche, “at frst [the prisoners] were comfortable with us because we fed them, but then they started complaining that we were not treating them well.” Tis was strange because, of course, Roche provided 
	-
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	Rangers.
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	As part of their humanitarian assistance efort in Nukhayb, the Rangers broke open over a hundred cases of rations, and in deference to the Iraqi culture, extracted all the pork products. Seeking to be as nonthreatening as possible, Roche decided to allow the Iraqis to take the food and water directly from the GMVs instead of having to wait for the Rangers to hand them out. Embedded media recorded and broadcast the 1st Battalion’s “Kodak moment:” when it was time to 
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	depart, an old man began crying, begging the Rangers not to leave because he feared the return of the Iraqi 
	military.
	80 


	While dealing with the locals at Nukhayb, the stay-behind element of A Company busily planned the assault on Objective Sidewinder North. Located thirty-six miles from Sidewinder South, Sidewinder North was a large airfeld with a main runway, taxiway, and parking aprons, several aircraf hangars, multiple buildings, and several visible antiaircraf artillery sites. Nearby was the large town of Mudaysis. A special operations forces detachment reported 100–150 enemy personnel on the airfeld, and believed that th
	-
	-
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	execute.
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	Te mission to capture Objective Sidewinder North was a combined arms operation involving integrated fre support and close air support. Captain Daniel Gutierrez*, A Company’s fre support ofcer, arranged for a full package: 120mm mortars, AH-6 Little Bird helicopter gunships, and A-10 Tunderbolts. Te tactical operations center kept busy coordinating with the various elements up until the time of mission
	-
	-
	 execution.
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	On the night of the 29th, A Company traversed the relatively short distance north from Nukhayb to Mudaysis, where it paused outside the town. Te fre support element then went to work on the target: the mortar section fred at the breach point of the fence surrounding the airfeld, the A-10s hit the larger buildings on the east side of the objective with Maverick missiles, and the AH-6 Little Bird attack pilots conducted armed reconnaissance, while the MH-6 Little Bird pilots used their Forward Looking Infrare
	-
	support.
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	Te Rangers assaulted the airfeld from south to north, meeting little resistance along the way. Te Little Bird pilots destroyed multiple antiaircraf pieces, and reconnoitered the objective as the Rangers assaulted. As one Ranger platoon moved to the north, the AH-6 pilots rounded a building and saw the gun barrel of a Soviet T-55 tank pointing at them. For Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper*, “it was an emotional experience, especially, since there was not supposed to be any armor on the airfeld.” On the nex
	-
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	approved of the action and reported that the tank was well shot. As daylight approached, the Night Stalkers departed. Te Rangers controlled the objective, though it took over ten hours to clear it.
	-
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	At daylight on the 30th, the Rangers destroyed the weapons and ammunition caches they had discovered during the night. Once the objective was cleared, the Rangers received orders to withdraw to Coyote and prepare to redeploy back to their forward support base. Exhausted from three days of desert driving and assault operations, A Company nevertheless executed another ten-hour convoy move, returning to the forward support base as ordered. C Company remained for another day, departing on 31 March. In roughly s
	force.
	85 



	Objective Serpent 
	Objective Serpent 
	Perhaps one of the most fearful experiences a soldier can have is to jump into enemy territory at night. Te 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, conducted two night combat parachute assaults during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM in order to seize two critical airfelds in the western part of Iraq. While less publicized than the later parachute assault of the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) at Bashur Airfeld, the Ranger combat jump to seize the H-1 Airfeld (known as Objective Serpent) provided one of the frst forward ope
	For the Rangers, airfeld seizure is a primary mission. Teir actions on the ground were the result of months of preparation. Te training focus in the United States centered on a regimental-sized jump to seize Saddam International Airport, later renamed Baghdad International Airport. Te 75th Ranger Regiment conducted two airfeld seizure rehearsals: the frst on Dekkar Airstrip at Fort Benning, Georgia, and the second, Exercise Savage Strike, at Fort Bragg, in February 2003. Te Fort Bragg rehearsal included pra
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	In the frst week of March, the Rangers deployed to the Middle East. Two weeks later, A Company, 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regi
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	ment, received a warning order to seize Objective Serpent by parachute assault. Te order arrived the same day that the 3rd Battalion was busy supporting C Company’s parachute assault on Objective Roadrunner, a smaller desert landing strip. A Company took responsibility for the mission to take Objective Serpent and immediately went into planning mode. Over the next few days, Rangers at all levels conducted rehearsals and made preparations for the assault. 
	-
	-

	Tree C-17s full of Rangers took of in the darkness of 27 March, 
	headed for the deserts of western Iraq. Te frst part of the four and one-half–hour fight was uneventful, but approximately two hours out from the objective, the aircraf took some enemy antiaircraf fre. During the remainder of the fight, the C-17s took evasive maneuvers, “jinking” to avoid fre. Stoically enduring the bumpy ride, the Rangers began jump preparations when they felt the plane suddenly descend from 30,000 to 500 feet. Te descent coincided with the ten-minute warning to get ready to jump, which ca
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	opened and flled the interior of the aircraf Figure 6.31 Map highlighting Objective Serpent. with cold, dry, desert air. Objective Serpent became a major SOF staging base 
	in western Iraq.
	In the crowded troop compartment of one C-17, Staf Sergeant Jack Barker* felt that the aircraf hardly slowed down at all as the aircraf continued to jostle. As if to confrm his observation, the Ranger standing next to Barker fell down and yelled in pain as he seriously injured his knee. Te grounded Ranger was moved out of the stick for the return trip to get medical care. Te efect of the rapid descent and evasive maneuvers on the Rangers was exacerbated by the unusual weight of their rucksacks and jump gear
	-
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	Jumpmaster Sergeant First Class Ronald Redmond*, the 3rd Platoon sergeant of A Company, led the Rangers in his plane through the jump commands and then the Ranger Creed—a 3rd Battalion tradition carried on from its combat jumps into Panama during Operation JUST CAUSE, and later at Objective Rhino in Afghanistan during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Jump commands given and creed recited, the Rangers were ready to jump.
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	Te jump light fashed green and the Rangers exited the aircraf without incident. As each man stepped into the uncertainty of the cold, dark, Iraqi desert night, his fate depended on the wind, gravity, and, in some cases, luck. Barker had just lowered his rucksack before executing a parachute landing fall. Almost immediately, he heard the telltale noise of someone landing to his right, and knew from the sound that the newcomer was hurt. Afer securing his gear, Barker moved toward the noise. He quickly discove
	Barker’s platoon leader, First Lieutenant David Hess*, exited the aircraf without a problem, but hit the ground with a numbing jolt. He felt somewhat disoriented, yet began to secure his equipment in what he thought was just a few minutes afer landing. However, when Hess came up on the platoon’s radio net, his radio operator told him it had been about twenty minutes since they had jumped. Shaken, but not out of action, Hess rejoined his 
	platoon.
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	Recovering as quickly as possible from the jump, the Rangers moved rapidly to their designated assembly areas. Although prepared for an enemy force on the drop zone, they noted no tracer fre or enemy activity. Even the Rangers’ night vision goggles revealed little in the dense darkness. Barker could make out dark spots throughout the area, but no detail. Later, he discovered that these were rocks, piles of sand, or the rusted hulks of armored vehicles used to block the runway. As Barker moved up the runway 
	-

	Accompanying the Rangers was a heavy drop of engineer equipment and the same engineers from B Company, 27th Engineer Battalion, who had participated in the rehearsal at Fort Bragg. Te engineer equipment landed badly—all three vehicles were on their sides. Te 
	-
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	frst task for the engineers was to get their equipment into operation and clear the runway for the follow-on forces. Once fnished, the engineers began trying to make up for lost time and cleared the runway in record time. 
	-

	Although there was no enemy gunfre, the radio net was flled with status reports—mostly injuries, including several from Barker’s squad. One of squad automatic weapon gunners, a former Marine named Davidson*, came on the radio and very calmly stated that he may have broken his ankle upon landing in a patch of jagged rocks. “Broken” was an understatement. Using the infrared light on his night vision goggles, Barker saw that Davidson had sufered an open compound fracture just above the ankle, so severe the bon
	Once gathered in their platoon assembly areas, the Rangers moved to their assigned objectives. In the case of the 3rd Platoon, its objective was a series of bunkers that turned out to be several cement slabs once used as taxiways for fghter jets. With no visible enemy threat, the platoon moved to its fnal security points on the perimeter of the battle position. From there, the Rangers watched as the engineers worked feverishly to clear the runway. Teir perseverance and hard work paid of, and within fve hour
	-

	Te frst plane to land at H-1 was a MC-130 for casualty evacuation. Besides Specialist Davidson, A Company had sustained ten other casualties, including several broken legs, feet, and a badly sprained back. As the casualties were evacuated, their sensitive items and duties were consolidated and redistributed. In the case of one squad, a team leader and the squad automatic weapon gunner—the squad’s two senior Rangers—were evacuated. Te next ranking Ranger was a private frst class nicknamed “Ozzy,” a nineteen-
	89 

	Months of training and days of Ranger planning at home and in theater came to fruition in the early morning hours of 27 March. Te 
	28 Mar 
	jump onto Objective Serpent was a relatively small operation in the scope of the war in Iraq; however, it was a critical part of the overall campaign in the western desert of Iraq. H-1 Airfeld became a mission support site (staging area) for other operations across the western half of Iraq, including the B Company, 3rd Ranger Battalion, assault on Haditha Dam. 

	305th PSYOP Company 
	305th PSYOP Company 
	Te 305th PSYOP Company (Army Reserve) spent nearly two months at Fort Bragg going through the mobilization process and conducting military occupation specialty–specifc training in preparation for its deployment to Iraq. Te Upper Marlboro, Maryland-based company understood it would support either the 3rd Infantry Division or the I Marine Expeditionary Force, and prepared to accompany either unit.
	90 

	Upon arriving in Kuwait, the 305th learned its mission was in support of the Marines. Te company linked up with elements of I MEF at Camp Matilda, Kuwait, during the frst week of March, and focused on making last minute preparations for combat operations. When war commenced on 19 March, the 3rd ID and I MEF led the initial devastating ground attacks into Iraq.
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	In order to support the various elements of I MEF, the 305th divided into tactical PSYOP teams and distributed the units throughout the task force. Tese teams used loudspeakers mounted on their HMMWVs 
	to broadcast a myriad of sounds and messages to their target audience. So popular were these teams with the Marines that each TPT rotated between units within the I MEF, in some cases moving every two or three days. It seemed there were never enough PSYOP teams to meet the demands of the 
	Marines.
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	In actions representative of the entire company, TPT 41 distinguished itself while in support of the 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines. Te three-man team consisted of team leader Sergeant Doug Voil*, Sergeant Kaper*, and Private First Class Vargas*. On 23 March, TPT 41 found itself in support of Task Force 
	25 Mar 
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	Tarawa, just outside of the ancient desert city of Nasiriya, which had been key in the Shiite Muslim rebellion that followed Operation DESERT STORM. Calculating that Saddam Hussein would not risk another uprising and would place Republican Guard units and loyalists in the city, Task Force Tarawa approached cautiously. Unbeknownst to TPT 41, Task Force Tarawa was about to engage in one of the bloodiest battles of IRAQI FREEDOM.
	-
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	As the Marines maneuvered to secure the eastern bridges over the Euphrates River, they encountered stif resistance from enemy troops occupying a military hospital on the eastern side of the southernmost bridge. Enemy mortar and machine gun elements used the hospital to fre on the Marines when they crossed over the bridges. Te enemy could not be displaced. Afer three days, TPT 41 approached the building and broadcast surrender appeals and a warning about the inevitability of defeat. Te team also informed the
	-
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	wills.
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	PSYOP Support to I MEF 
	PSYOP Support to I MEF 
	Tree 305th PSYOP teams provided exceptional psychological operations support to I MEF in its drive on Baghdad. TPTs 41, 42, and 43 each contributed its PSYOP expertise and soldier skills to the Marines’ mission in a variety of ways. In at least one case, the soldier skills proved more valuable than the training in psychological operations. Te following episodes highlight the diversity of the tactical PSYOP teams’ experiences as they supported I MEF. 
	-
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	TPT 43 consisted of team leader Staf Sergeant Jason Graham* and team members Corporal Tyson* and Private First Class Folson*. It was attached to the Light Armored Vehicle Company of the 3rd Battalion, 2nd Marines. Te LAV Company occupied a former Republican Guard headquarters in Nasiriya, and used this position to attack the strongholds of irregular forces across the Euphrates River. At 0900 on 30 March, a white pickup truck screeched to a halt in the middle of the western Nasiriya Bridge and its fedayeen p
	-
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	bridge.
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	TPT 42, led by Sergeant Joel Hobbs*, was a little perplexed when a Marine commander ordered the team to the Iraqi town of Ash Shatrah to play some “helicopter music.” Not until Hobbs was told that snipers were harassing Coalition forces in Ash Shatrah did the situation became clearer: the commander wanted the PSYOP team to fool the snipers into thinking they were being attacked by helicopters. Using the low frequency speaker module on their HMMWV to broadcast a recording of a helicopter in fight, the three-
	-
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	they quickly lef their positions and disappeared. Without fring a shot, the Psyop team forced the evacuation of the enemy from the 
	battlefeld.
	9
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	As the I MEF units resumed their drive on Baghdad, TPT 42 traveled with the fast-moving 3rd Battalion, 1st Marines. To keep pace, the PSYOP team was forced to discard much of its equipment. Most of the computers and ofce supplies the team had brought for the PSYOP dissemination mission—its original mission—was lef behind. Personal gear, too, was severely limited. “Initially each soldier was told he could bring a rucksack and a duffel bag, and that’s it,” Hobbs said. “Ten it got down to ‘just bring a rucksac
	-
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	north.
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	What personal gear the team did carry was ofen turned to tactical uses. Private First Class Matt Ortega* used his digital camera to document the detachment’s move north, and Hobbs used his portable MP3 player instead of the team’s assigned minidisc player for PSYOP messages. Te MP3 player cued up recordings faster than the minidisc player, and the lack of moving parts made it more reliable in the dusty environment of Iraq.
	98 

	TPT 42’s frontline mission provided the team with the unique opportunity to deliver the products it had developed frsthand. “We would protect the local populace from what was going to roll through their area by warning civilians to stay clear of vehicles and troops,” Corporal Andrew Urvina* explained. In addition to prerecorded messages, the team relied on Ali, a volunteer translator from Kuwait, to tailor messages for specifc incidents. Ali proved to be an alert and responsible translator whose ability all
	-
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	In one unfortunate situation, the PSYOP warnings could not prevent the harming of innocent civilians. While the team was assisting the Marines at a checkpoint, Ortega was manning the loudspeaker 
	-
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	with Ali when two men with AK-47 rifes jumped out of a blue dump truck following a car carrying an Iraqi family. Ali instinctively gave instructions for the family to move out of the way and for the men to drop their weapons, but the Marines were already poised to return fre. Shortly afer the last word rang through the air, Ortega heard a shot. In response, the Marines “lit up” the gunmen and TPT 42 member Urvina returned fre with his squad automatic weapon. Despite the pandemonium, Ortega insisted on reiss
	truck.
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	As a newly minted PSYOP soldier, Ortega 
	admitted his apprehension on being placed 
	on a tactical team. He had originally trained 
	to be a graphic illustrator on the product 
	development detachment. When word came 
	of his assignment to a TPT working with the 
	Marines, “I was reassured, ‘you’ll be on the reserve team; you probably won’t see any action.’” His fear of combat vanished that day at the checkpoint, for he remained with the vehicle and continued to broadcast during the exchange of fre. “I had to do that,” he says modestly; “it’s PSYOP protocol.”
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	Te Marines came to depend on the TPTs for more than their broadcasting capabilities. In the months before deployment, Hobbs’ team had studied Iraqi customs and religion extensively in order to develop accurate PSYOP products. Tis knowledge was not wasted as the team began its support of the Marines—the PSYOP soldiers quickly became the subject matter experts on Iraq in the eyes of the Marines. Ortega remembers explaining to edgy Marines that the ubiquitous black fags outside Iraqi villages were not anti-Ame
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	In a hard push north with a logistics train from L Company, 3rd Battalion, 1st Regiment—an operation known by the team as “Operation Run the Gauntlet”—Hobbs and his soldiers reached Saddam City outside Baghdad. Here they were reassigned to the 1st Battalion, 
	-
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	4th Marines, working with a Navy SEAL sniper team. Te SEALs told the team members that their new mission was to be “sniper bait.” Ortega listened incredulously as the Navy SEALs explained how they planned to use the team’s HMMWV to draw out enemy snipers, who tended to converge on broadcasting vehicles. His teammates conveniently neglected to tell him that the parked vehicle would be empty and the messages would be broadcast remotely from a nearby roofop. Afer successfully employing this ruse, the team afxe
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	Following the end of combat operations, the tempo of the team’s frontline mission slowed and it returned to its primary duty of creating PSYOP products. In refecting on their time as a tactical Psyop team in combat, the PSYOP soldiers recognized the unusual nature of some of their experiences. Tey applied every aspect of their soldier and PSYOP training, and still needed to develop new skills to cope with the situations around them. In the end, Ortega admitted, “Tere was so much that the [twelve-week PSYOP]
	-
	10
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	A Day in the Life of a PSYOP TPT 
	A Day in the Life of a PSYOP TPT 
	Afer enduring two days of sandstorms, Task Force Tarawa resumed its advance north. On 26 March, the commander of Task Force Tarawa’s 2nd Battalion, 8th Marines, ordered TPT 41 to conduct civilian noninterference operations along Route 7. Te team would ensure that noncombatants moved out of Nasiriya toward the town of Albu Azim so they would not block the advance. Initially encountering a large group of Iraqi civilians congregating at the intersection of Routes 7 and 8, the Psyop team used its loudspeaker to
	-
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	Moving along the crowd, TPT 41 met a group of men who wanted to surrender to 
	U.S. forces. Te group included a Republican Guard colonel, a lower-ranking enlisted soldier, and one very well-dressed civilian who kept waving to members of the TPT. Te team’s interpreter agreed that these three individuals defnitely needed to be questioned. Te 
	-
	-

	28 Mar 
	two military prisoners were kept under guard in a separate building while the team searched the well-dressed individual: he carried a cell phone and American, Kuwaiti, and Iraqi currency. Te cell phone was suspicious, but their Kuwaiti interpreter was able to determine that the man was a Kuwaiti operative working undercover in Iraq.
	10
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	Further questioning of the Kuwaiti man revealed that he had seen several U.S. prisoners of war at the Saddam Hussein General Hospital not far from the team’s location. Te man stated that some of the prisoners had been dragged out from the backs of cars with chains, and others had been executed; however, there was a live, white, female soldier being kept there. TPT 41 kept the man—handcufed and masked at his own request—until a military intelligence team fnally arrived to interview him. Te man’s information 
	-
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	Tat same evening, TPT 41 was again asked to conduct crowd control. Te combat engineers needed to blow up all the shops and buildings being used for cover near an intersection, and to destroy a large cache of confscated materiel. Tey planned to create vehicle obstacles by detonating cratering charges in the road at points eight hundred and two hundred meters east of the intersection. Te Psyop team drove north along Route 7 until it reached a group of twenty civilians roughly four hundred meters from the inte
	-
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	As the sun went down, the team spotted movement along the west side of the road, north of the team’s position. Voil moved forward with the interpreter to instruct the civilians to come in and join the others. Instead of approaching, the suspicious group moved further into the woods and began fring at the PSYOP team from the wood line. Voil directed his team to open fre, activated the infrared beacon on his rife, and began returning fre with 5.56mm bullets and 40mm grenade rounds.
	10
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	While Voil and the soldiers placed efective fre on the enemy, Voil kept moving between his team and the civilians to calm and control the frightened bystanders. Once the enemy fre dissipated, the TPT moved the civilians two hundred meters further north and again set up security. Voil ordered Vargas to position the vehicle at an angle providing a better feld of fre for the gunner and to shield 
	25 Mar 
	War Pauses 
	the civilians. Although the team was in a vulnerable position, alone and without backup, the civilians were less secure. Te team stayed put. Te team once again began receiving enemy small arms fre, this time from both sides of the road. Te team returned fre, Voil engaging targets in buildings approximately 250 meters east of the team. He continuously checked on the civilians in his care. Afer several minutes of sustained fre, enemy fre once again subsided. 
	-

	With the enemy fre fnally eliminated, TPT 41 drove slowly up the road toward TPT 43’s position, shielding the civilians with the team’s HMMWV the entire way. Once the group reached a Coalition-controlled area, the team instructed the civilians to continue walking east into the local village to fnd shelter. In unusual recognition of the PSYOP team’s actions protecting the civilians, Voil was awarded the Bronze Star for valor.
	-
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	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	During the last week of March, Coalition forces were fully engaged in executing Central Command’s plan to remove Saddam Hussein from power. V Corps and I MEF continued their advance north, bypassing pockets of fedayeen and loyalist resistance in order to reach Baghdad as soon as possible. ARSOF units in western Iraq continued to hunt SCUDs and secure strategic airfelds. In northern Iraq, CJSOTF-North completed its infltration and linkup with Kurdish peshmerga forces. Te combined strength of Patriotic Union 
	-
	-

	On 30 March, the eleventh day of combat operations, General Franks provided an operational update briefng. Afer reviewing major accomplishments by Coalition forces in Iraq, Franks concluded his briefng by stating, “Tis campaign...has made remarkable progress. Lots remains to be done. Te days ahead will see ups and downs—the ups and downs of war. We don’t need to remind ourselves that the outcome has not been, is not, and will not be in question.”
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	28 Mar 
	ARSOF personnel certainly experienced their fair share of both the ups and downs of war in the days and weeks to come. CJSOTF-North participated in several battles with its Kurdish allies while securing northern Iraq. CJSOTF-West teams in western and central Iraq performed a variety of challenging missions ahead of and in support of CFLCC’s march toward Baghdad. ARSOF aviation and Ranger elements continued to seize objectives of military and environmental importance. Te fght for Iraq became ferce in April, 
	-
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	D+12 through D+21 31 March–9 April
	peration Iraqi Freedom began to accelerate in early April. Coalition Forces Land Component Command’s V Corps and I Marine Expeditionary Force were rapidly 
	Figure
	 O 

	closing in on Baghdad, and follow-on units were cleaning out pockets of resistance behind the main thrust. Te slight pause in operations during and afer the 24–26 March sandstorm had allowed Central Command to wage a heightened air campaign against unsuspecting Iraqi Army and regime targets. Te ground forces used the time to regroup and resupply, readying themselves for the next big push. Special operations forces, on the other hand, worked right through the storm and kept the pressure on Iraqi units and fe
	-
	-

	CONvENTIONAl FORCES 
	CONvENTIONAl FORCES 
	Afer pausing to regroup and resupply, Coalition Forces Land Component Command’s ground force commenced the next phase of its advance on Baghdad on 31 March. Te I Marine Expeditionary Force continued to fght its way north via Highways 1 and 7, and the British spent more than a week containing Basra in the south. Te main focus of the conventional efort, however, was V Corps’ push for Baghdad. Afer conducting a feint and positioning operation with fve simultaneous attacks, V Corps sped through the Karbala Gap.
	-
	-
	-


	Five Simultaneous Attacks 
	Five Simultaneous Attacks 
	Afer a short period to rest, consolidate, and plan, V Corps commenced fve simultaneous attacks designed to confuse the Iraqis and to position forces for the fnal move on Baghdad. Te frst of the attacks was on Objective Murray, near Hindiya on the Euphrates River southeast of Karbala. Te objective of the 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 3rd ID, was to convince the enemy that the Coalition’s main thrust for Baghdad would take place south of Karbala, not through the Karbala Gap. Afer clearing enemy forces northeast of
	-
	-

	At 0600 hours 31 March, the 2nd BCT attacked east to Objective Murray along three routes converging on Hindiya. Te element assigned to take the bridge across the Euphrates met resistance, but quickly secured the west bridgehead. Te 2nd BCT did not cross, and eventually withdrew from Hindiya, but the brigade presented enough of a threat to force units on the east side of the bridge to remain in place, preventing them from moving north to reinforce the Karbala Gap. Te 2nd BCT also maintained control of Highwa
	1 

	Te second of V Corps’ fve attacks ultimately took much longer than the assault on Objective Murray. V Corps was reluctant to 
	-

	2 Apr 
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	attack one of Shia Islam’s holiest cities, but continued fedayeen activity from Najaf eventually drew the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) into a situation where clearing operations in the city were unavoidable. On 31 March, the 101st Airborne’s 1st BCT attacked from the southwest. Afer conducting a feint toward Hilla, the 2nd BCT of the 3rd ID joined the fght from the north, and the two brigades systematically cleared Najaf of fedayeen. Key to the brigades’ success was well-coordinated joint fres. Te 
	-
	-
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	siles and bombs, air cavalry, attack helicopters, and artillery to ensure the division’s domination of the city. Te mission was accomplished by 4 April.
	2 

	Te third V Corps attack was designed simply and solely to deceive the Iraqis: the 101st Airborne’s 2nd BCT thrust twenty-fve kilometers north, as if to attack Hilla. Te feint commenced at 0600 hours 31 March, and continued through the morning against heavy resistance. Te brigade halted two kilometers south of Hilla, as planned, and remained there engaging the enemy until 1830 hours. Te 2nd BCT then turned around and joined the 1st BCT’s attack on Najaf. Te feint was convincing; the Iraqis retained units at 
	3 

	Te fourth of V Corps’ simultaneous attacks was an aerial reconnaissance by the 2nd Battalion, 101st Aviation Regiment. Te AH-64 helicopters scouted the area southwest of Bahr al-Milh Lake, checking for enemy resistance on the 3rd ID’s fank. Te pilots met only token ground resistance, but did locate a large ammunition supply point, which helicopters returned and destroyed on 1 April. Te 3rd ID’s western fank was protected for the attack on the Karbala Gap.
	-
	-
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	Te 2nd Brigade, 82nd Airborne Division, conducted the ffh and fnal of V Corps’ attacks on 31 March—the clearing of the town of 
	6 Apr 
	Samawah. Te 2nd Brigade relieved the 3rd Battalion, 7th Cavalry Regiment, outside Samawah on 28 March. Afer probing the fedayeen’s defenses to gain intelligence on resistance within the city, the 2nd Brigade attacked on 31 March. Of the V Corps assaults that began that day, the 2nd Brigade’s lasted the longest. Not until 6 April did the last 
	-

	of the resistance in Samawah collapse. Afer seven long days of fghting, the brigade fnally declared the city cleared.
	5 

	In spite of Iraqi assumptions to the contrary, CFLCC did indeed intend to attack through the Karbala Gap. Te fat geography between the city of Karbala and Bahr al-Milh Lake provided the best opportunity for high speed movement on the way to Baghdad, and would serve as part of the V Corps supply route supporting the assault on the capital and aferward. Te fve simultaneous attacks fxed Iraqi divisions south of the gap, and 
	-

	positioned the 3rd ID units for the assault. 
	At midnight on 1 April, the 3rd ID’s 3rd BCT passed through the 2nd BCT at Objective Murray and attacked the east side of Karbala. Two hours later, at 0200 hours on 2 April, the 3rd ID’s 1st BCT attacked the west side of Karbala toward Objective Muscogee. By 0600, the 1st BCT secured the bridge across the Euphrates northwest of Karbala, seized the dam, and cleared Highway 8. Te Karbala Gap was secure.
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	With the gap secure, the 1st BCT moved north to attack Objective Peach, the bridge across the Euphrates designated to serve as the division’s primary crossing site. Meeting an infantry battalion and elements of a reconnaissance battalion, the 1st BCT spent the afernoon of 2 April securing the western approach to the bridge. Although the Iraqis managed to blow the north span of the bridge, the brigade’s engineers prevented the Iraqis from destroying the southern span. Te 1st BCT infantry crossed the bridge a
	-
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	While the 1st BCT secured Objective Peach, the 2nd BCT maneuvered behind (with one part of the brigade taking a slow detour through the wetlands east of Karbala), fnally reaching the bridge at 0800 on 3 April. Te 2nd BCT arrived just in time—the 1st BCT had spent the night defending Objective Peach against the counterattack by the Medina 
	2 Apr 
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	Division of the Iraqi Republican Guard. Although the 2nd BCT was supposed to cross the bridge and proceed east to secure Objective Saints, it instead relieved the 1st BCT at Objective Peach, enabling the 1st BCT to move northeast and attack Objective Lions.
	8 

	Lead elements of the 2nd BCT passed through Objective Peach on 3 April, moving northeast to attack Objective Saints. Tis intersection of Highways 1 and 8 lay south of Baghdad; control of the intersection would block enemy forces in the capital from reinforcing or being reinforced by units in the south. Te 2nd BCT met irregular forces, infantry, tanks, and other combat vehicles on the objective. By 1930 hours, Objective Saints was under the 3rd ID’s control, giving V Corps domination over the southern approa
	-
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	While the 2nd BCT secured Objective Saints, the 1st BCT moved north to Objective Lions—Saddam International Airport. Capturing the airport would do three things for V Corps: deprive the regime of a signifcant strategic location, provide Coalition forces with a powerful staging point for operations in Baghdad itself, and put further pressure on regime forces already reeling from CFLCC’s rapid advance. Te 3rd ID kept up the pressure. 
	-
	-

	Te 1st BCT engaged Objective Lions with artillery fre at 1719 hours on 3 April. Two infantry columns approached the airport 
	6 Apr 
	from the south, breaching the wall at 2300 hours. Te entire western column was inside by 0100 hours 4 April, and secured the eastern end of the main runway. Te brigade’s sector of the airfeld was secure by 0430 hours. Te Americans were, indeed, in Baghdad, in spite of the Iraqi information minister’s declarations to the 
	-
	contrary.
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	Although the 1st BCT gained a foothold on the edge of Baghdad on 4 April, the cordon was not closed. Te Four Corners area outside the airport’s east gate gave the brigade trouble for several days, Republican Guard units had 
	to be cleared from nearby training facilities. 
	Beyond Objective Saints, the 3rd Squadron, 7th Cavalry Regiment, moved north to secure Objective Montgomery on 3 April. Afer destroying twenty enemy T-72 tanks, the cavalry regiment controlled the western approach to Baghdad, the intersection of Highways 1 and 10.
	-
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	Te third objective in V Corps’ area of responsibility in the Baghdad cordon was the northwestern approach. On 6 April, the 3rd BCT swung north out of Objective Peach, past Objective Saints, and through Objective Montgomery. Once past the cavalry, the 3rd BCT fought through enemy resistance, moving as quickly as possible to secure the quadrant. Te frst fght at Objective Smith lasted several hours, as each element of the brigade fought through the objective without stopping to clear it. Similar resistance was
	-
	-
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	Far to the south, British Royal Marine Commandos commenced a second attack to clear Basra on 30 March. Te British had encountered stif opposition in Basra a week earlier, and afer wearing the enemy 
	2 Apr 
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	down with artillery and close air support, were ready to take the city. British armor, infantry, and Marines defeated Iraqi artillery, armor, and heavy pockets of 
	-

	*
	Baathist and fedayeen enemy in the course of the weeklong battle. On 6 April, the ancient gateway to 
	*
	the city was in British hands, and 
	*
	a few days later, Basra was com-
	* 

	pletely
	 secure.
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	Afer crossing the Euphrates Expeditionary Force main body split into two columns. Regimental Combat Teams 5 and 7 followed Highway 1 northwest toward Diwaniya, while RCT 1 took Highway 7 north toward Al Kut. Halfway to Al Kut, the Marines swung east to confront enemy units near Amarah on the north–south Highway 6 between Basra and Al Kut. RCT 1, 1st Marine Division, hooked right at Diwaniya, feinted an attack on Al Kut, then proceeded northwest on the Tigris. En route they defeated an Iraqi tank battalion a
	River at Nasiriya, the I Marine 
	* 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	By 6 April, with CFLCC’s two main columns controlling the approaches to Baghdad, the Coalition began to squeeze the city into submission. Te 3rd ID’s 2nd BCT began “thunder runs” on 5 April, carving paths through Baghdad’s defenders. Te 3rd BCT defended against a strong counterattack in Objective Titans in the northwest quadrant of the city from 6 to 8 April. On 7 April, the 2nd BCT captured three strategic cloverleaf intersections— dubbed Curly, Larry, and Moe—and spent the night in Saddam Hus
	-
	-
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	sein’s main Baghdad palace. Tat same day, the Marines attacked at Diyalah Bridge in eastern Baghdad. By 9 April, I MEF forces captured Rasheed Air Base as well. On 9 April, the 4th Marine Regiment helped the Iraqis topple the giant statue of Saddam Hussein in Firdos Square, an act that symbolized to the city and the world that Saddam’s regime had 
	fallen.
	15 



	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	ARSOF OPERATIONS 
	In the days between 31 March and 9 April, ARSOF units and individuals demonstrated an unparalleled level of competence and fexibility. Teir ability to plan, adjust, adapt, and execute gave the Iraqis no respite. In the north, the 3rd Battalion, 3rd Special Forces Group, had arrived to bring its swif and lethal mobility to Combined Special Operations Task Force–North. In the west, Task Force Dagger found itself stretched to the breaking point. Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command created Tas
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	CJSOTF-North 
	CJSOTF-North 
	During the frst week of April, Task Force Viking reached its full strength. Te task force support battalion arrived and built up the support base at Irbil. Te base stood only thirty kilometers from the Iraqi front lines, exposed to long-range artillery fres if the Iraqis felt so inclined. Forward Operating Base 33 was committed to the battle and encountered a tough fght at Debecka Crossroads. An equally difcult battle concluded on 6 April, when the town of Ayn Sifni fell to the troops of FOB 102 and Kurdish
	2 Apr 
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	the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul as it took to defeat the retreating Iraqi Army. 
	Ayn Sifni 
	Ayn Sifni 
	1 
	Te small village of Ayn Sifni occupies a strategic location on the main road north of 
	10
	Mosul, close to the Green Line indicating the political boundary between greater Iraq and Kurdish territory to the north. In order to confront the Kurdish forces, the Iraqi 108th Regiment, 8th Infantry Division, maintained two battalions in the traditionally Kurdish village. Te liberation of Ayn Sifni by U.S. and Kurdish forces opened the route to Mosul and helped protect the Kurdish lines of commu
	-
	nication.
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	Since arriving in Bashur on 23 March, Captain Grant Carthage* and his Special Forces team linked up with other 10th Special Forces Group personnel and Kurdish forces in the vicinity of Ayn Sifni. Te well-organized Kurdish supays (battalions) occupied positions on the ridgelines north of the village and maintained constant surveillance of the occupying troops. Te supays rotated personnel from the ridge-lines in thirty-day increments, as they had done for a number of years. From these positions the Kurdish fo
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	28 
	1 
	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
	-

	muster 200 fghters in thirty minutes, and 600 in two hours. As events in Iraq unfolded and the strategic value of the village was revealed, the 10th SFG commanders and their Kurdish counterparts developed a plan to attack and seize Ayn 
	Sifni.
	1
	7 


	Two weeks on a steady diet of potato soup, rice, bread, and tea did little to dampen the ardor of the Special Forces operational detachment alphas (ODAs) working with the Kurdish forces. Originally deployed to the area as hunter–killer teams against Iraqi armor, the American troops easily transitioned to their new mission. In an efort to drive the Iraqis 
	-
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	Figure
	Figure 7.9 Special Forces troops call for close air support. Te ability to quickly bring in U.S. air power was a decisive factor in many of the battles at Ayn Sifni. 
	Figure 7.9 Special Forces troops call for close air support. Te ability to quickly bring in U.S. air power was a decisive factor in many of the battles at Ayn Sifni. 
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	out of Ayn Sifni at minimal cost, the ODAs initiated an orchestrated bombing campaign against the Iraqi units occupying the village.
	-
	1
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	Unfortunately, lack of dedicated close air support aircraf hindered the efectiveness of the bombing campaign, and in one instance allowed an entire Iraqi battalion to board buses and trucks in broad daylight and pull out of the area unscathed. Afer that, intelligence estimates put the remaining Iraqi strength in Ayn Sifni at two platoons. In order to open the road to Mosul, Ayn Sifni would have to be 
	-
	neutralized.
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	Special Forces Advanced Operating Base 050—composed of ODAs 051, 055, and 056— 
	focused on the liberation of Ayn Sifni. AOB 050 established a program 
	of reconnaissance that concentrated on the areas north and west of 
	the village, and provided, with one exception, good observation of 
	the objective. On the southeast side of the village, low ground prevented direct observation by the teams, and they were unable to maneuver to a position to see into the dead space. South of Ayn Sifni, the main southerly road out was under observation all the way to its intersection with the main highway. Te groundwork had been laid for an ofensive against the village. 
	-
	-

	On 5 April, word came that the Kurds were advancing along the Green Line and that Ayn Sifni needed to be taken to facilitate the movement on Mosul. Te deployment of forces against Ayn Sifni on 6 April required that the Special Forces teams split and link up with the various elements of the supay. ODA 051 commander Captain Monty Dennings* colocated his team with the commander of the 12th Supay and three hundred peshmerga warriors on the east side of the village. Dennings considered the upcoming operation to 
	-
	-
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	three weeks of intensive training with his Kurdish allies, Dennings was fnally in a position to see the fruits of the team’s 
	labor.
	20 


	In the area north of the village, four members of ODA 056, part of ODA 051, and a peshmerga 82mm mortar platoon established an observation post. Further to the west, a peshmerga section of heavy weapons teamed with ODA 
	-

	055. Te two weapons elements would begin fring on Ayn Sifni thirty minutes before the commencement of the ground attack, allowing the eastern element to infltrate into the village. 
	-

	Behind the high ground on the west side of town, ODA 056 (minus those on the north side observation post) accompanied three hundred peshmerga as they began moving toward the top of the hill. Te signifcance of the unobservable dead space soon became evident; a fusillade of fre erupted as the force crested the hill.
	21 

	Pinned down on the hill, Carthage and the peshmerga took to the ground to avoid the intense fre. Te ODA 056 soldiers on the northern observation post worked to bring in close air support to relieve the pressure on the men pinned down on the hill, while ODA 051 and the three hundred peshmerga of the 12th Supay began to attack Ayn Sifni from the east. Heavy fghting continued for more than four hours as the estimated two platoons of Iraqis turned out to be more than three hundred troops. Te original plan for a
	directions.
	22 


	On the western side of the hill northeast of town, Sergeant Major Sean Roark* led 150 peshmerga of the hill and into a ravine running toward the low ground on the edge of the village. Roark and his men, aided by close air support from F-14s and F-18s, calmly advanced through the hail of fre to scatter the Iraqi forces pinning the bulk of the troops down on the hill. Tis action opened up the west side of the village to the 
	-
	assault.
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	Once the Iraqi position had been reduced, the peshmerga forces swept into the village. Te supay commander wanted to halt and plan the next stage of the assault. Afer considerable discussion, Den
	-
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	nings managed to convince him that the forces needed to sweep to the southern edge of the village, and consolidate their position before stopping to plan further. Te assault force soon reached the southern edge of Ayn Sifni and began to consolidate. At this point, the Iraqi forces launched a 
	counterattack.
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	Te Iraqi forces south of the town approached in trucks, dismounted from their vehicles, and began to advance across an open feld toward the village. Te counterattack force employed 82mm 
	-

	mortars to support its assault. From the protection of the buildings on the edge of village, the peshmerga forces reacted quickly and met the attack with mortar and machine gunfre. Te Special Forces troops added their .50 caliber sniper rife to the fght. Afer eliminating the leaders, the counterattack failed, and the Iraqi force
	-
	-
	 retreated.
	25 


	In the village itself, the peshmerga conducted a house-to-house search for stay-behinds and abandoned military equipment. Carthage noticed that the Kurds were very selective about which houses they entered. Houses with unlocked doors were not touched during the sweep, while any locked doors were kicked in and the house subjected to an intensive search. When he inquired about the selection procedure, Carthage was told that the Kurdish residents of the village had been told in advance to leave their doors unl
	-
	mission.
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	-
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	ish village, allowing their reintegration into the Kurdish population. For the soldiers of the 10th SFG, the battle of Ayn Sifni was another example of Special Forces’ ability to live, train, and fght with indigenous populations—exactly what Dennings and his teammates had signed up for.
	-
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	Debecka Crossroads 
	Debecka Crossroads 
	On 24 March, the 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG (FOB 102), occupied the western half of CJSOTF-North’s area of responsibility. Situated along the Green Line, the 2nd Battalion faced four dug-in and well-equipped divisions of the Iraqi 5th Corps. Covering a 200-kilometer front with little more than light antitank weapons, limited close air support, and assistance from their peshmerga allies, FOB 102’s dual mission was to defend the north, and to tie down as many Iraqi troops as possible to prevent their return to 
	-
	Baghdad.
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	Te 2nd Battalion accomplished the mission by dividing the front into three company sectors: AOB 050 to the west in Dahuk, AOB 370 in Aqrah, and AOB 040 to the east in Irbil. Within these sectors, the companies observed seven targeted areas of interest covering the main avenues to the south. During an initial defensive phase, which 
	lasted approximately a week, FOB 102 watched 
	lasted approximately a week, FOB 102 watched 
	lasted approximately a week, FOB 102 watched 

	the Iraqi positions from its observation posts 
	the Iraqi positions from its observation posts 

	and called in close air support to degrade the 
	and called in close air support to degrade the 

	enemy threat.29 
	enemy threat.29 

	During the frst few days of April 2003, 
	During the frst few days of April 2003, 
	1 
	2 

	FOB 102 and its peshmerga counterparts took 
	FOB 102 and its peshmerga counterparts took 

	the ofensive. While advancing south, they 
	the ofensive. While advancing south, they 
	2 

	liberated numerous villages and steadily 
	liberated numerous villages and steadily 
	1 
	5 

	drove the enemy toward the urban centers of 
	drove the enemy toward the urban centers of 
	10 

	Kirkuk and Mosul. In some cases, progress 
	Kirkuk and Mosul. In some cases, progress 
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	was unopposed and rapid, the enemy having abandoned positions following the devasta
	was unopposed and rapid, the enemy having abandoned positions following the devasta
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	tion wrought by successive air attacks. In 
	tion wrought by successive air attacks. In 
	1 

	others, they encountered a determined enemy 
	others, they encountered a determined enemy 

	who not only fought to hold terrain, but also 
	who not only fought to hold terrain, but also 

	launched multiple counterattacks to reclaim 
	launched multiple counterattacks to reclaim 


	6 Apr 
	what had been lost. Perhaps the most intense resistance faced by FOB 102 was in Debecka, on 6 
	April.
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	Te town of Debecka, located forty kilometers south-southwest of Irbil sits to the southeast of a four-way intersection where the northeast–southwest road from Irbil to Al Qayyarah meets the northwest–southeast road from Kirkuk to Mosul. Approximately three kilometers northeast of the main intersection, a bypass road leads of the Irbil–Qayyarah road back into the northwestern section of the town, which sits on the Kirkuk–Mosul road. Still further to the northeast, approximately fve kilometers from the crossr
	-
	-
	-
	 FREEDOM.
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	According to intelligence reports, Iraqi forces occupied positions along the northern base of Dog Ridge as recently as two days before ODA 044’s arrival, when the enemy displaced to the crest of the hill. During the days preceding the attack on Debecka Crossroads, ODA 044 observed Iraqi soldiers manning mortar, heavy machine gun, and antiaircraf artillery positions. Although the team’s exposed position was subject to enemy artillery and rocket fre, ODA 044 retaliated by calling in close air support and drov
	-
	ridge.
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	On 5 April, as the threat lessened and the likelihood of a successful assault increased, the local peshmerga commander announced that he was going to attack the ridge and sent engineers to clear the road of mines. Shortly thereafer, the Special Forces soldiers heard the sound of small arms fre and exploding artillery rounds near the ridge. Te peshmerga were compelled to abandon their assault, and for the next three hours, the Iraqis shelled several local villages in retaliation. Later that evening, Major Ea
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	Te assault force assembled in Pir Da’ud that night to prepare for the attack. In addition to ODAs 043 and 044, four ODAs from FOB 33 
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	had also arrived to support the attack with gun-mounted Ground Mobility Vehicles. Te plan was to sofen the ridgeline with close air support that evening, cross the line of departure at sunrise, and launch four simultaneous assaults against the ridgeline. To the southeast, Sergeant First Class Tad Shelton’s* half of ODA 044 (044B) and 150 peshmerga would attack the “T” intersection formed by the bypass to Debecka and the Irbil–Qayyarah road north of Debecka— Objective Rock. ODA 391, led by Captain Ed Wood*, 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	evening.
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	On 6 April, the Coalition marshaled their forces in the assembly area at 0600 local time. Although they did not cross the line of departure until 0700, an hour later than planned, progress was swif and the assault forces quickly reached their attack positions at the base of the ridge. Te two independent peshmerga columns met only limited opposition, and reaching their objective frst, swarmed across the central portion of the ridgeline. However, the two fank columns faced much greater resistance and the assa
	-
	-
	battle.
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	To the northwest, ODAs 394 and 395 waited in their vehicles for the close air support to do its job before moving into their designated 
	support-by-fre positions. When the close air support arrived, only one of four bombs dropped hit the target. Te teams then closed to within seventeen hundred meters and began to engage the enemy with MK19 40mm automatic grenade launchers and M2 .50 caliber machine guns. Before long, the Iraqis responded with their own heavy machine guns and mortars. Although the ODAs suppressed the objective for more than thirty minutes, expending approximately half of their ammunition, the peshmerga refused to assault with
	-
	support.
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	Now in contact with the enemy, ODA 043 was able to get support from both U.S. Air Force B-52s and U.S. Navy F-18s. While ODA 043 coordinated the close air support missions, ODAs 394 and 395 used the distraction to disengage and withdraw four kilometers to the rear. Because they continued to receive 120mm mortar fre, they withdrew a second time and used the opportunity to refresh their ammunition supply. Te teams then returned to the wadi (streambed) where Fowler and the peshmerga prepared to assault the rid
	-

	Although ODAs 394 and 395 moved to resume their support-by-fre positions, rough terrain precluded swif vehicular movement and the assault force crested Hill 374 before the teams could bring their guns to bear. Te peshmerga quickly disposed of the Iraqi defenders, capturing several prisoners, mortars, and heavy machine guns.
	-
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	Te teams led by Shelton, who served as the ground force commander for the southernmost objective, rolled together to the attack position at Kasnazan. Tis abandoned village was located midway between Pir Da’ud and a pump house at the base of Dog Ridge. As they continued on, using the road as a control feature, ODA 391 traveled along the northwestern fank, ODA 392 took the southeastern parallel, and ODA 044B and the peshmerga took the middle. Te mounted heavy gun teams operated in two vehicle sections, each a
	-
	-
	-
	 fres.
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	Although the original plan called for returning to the paved road once they had reached the base of the hill, the Iraqis had blocked the road with a large mound of earth and numerous land mines. Afer waiting ffeen minutes while the peshmerga attempted to clear the obstacle, the ODAs decided to continue the advance cross-country. Te teams forged ahead on goat trails that wound toward the top of the ridge, with ODAs 044 and 392 to the east, and ODA 391 to the west of the road.
	39 

	Te assault force initially met only limited Iraqi resistance, but once it reached the reverse slope on the southeast side of the road, it encountered dug-in troops supported by heavy weapons. During a brief skirmish, Special Forces and peshmerga soldiers captured approximately thirty enemy prisoners, including several ofcers and two Republican Guardsmen. One Iraqi lieutenant colonel confrmed 
	6 Apr 
	that the aerial bombardments demoralized his soldiers, although not as much as being abandoned by their own armor and artillery units the previous day. In the end, the Iraqis on the ridge welcomed the opportunity to 
	surrender.
	40 


	Afer the ridge was secure, the peshmerga force continued toward 
	the crossroads. Unable to overcome the Iraqis independently, the peshmerga requested support from ODA 044B. Although directed to halt at the objective, Shelton realized that Coalition forces were in direct contact. Tick fog impaired his ability to control the battle from Objective Rock. Te level ground was essentially indefensible. Blocked by the ridgeline from communicating with Hofman and the company’s B team for further guidance, Shelton decided to press the attack and directed all but a few Special Forc
	-
	-
	crossroads.
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	Upon reaching the crossroads, the Special Forces teams quickly gained the upper hand and established control over the area. Split teams from ODA 391 took up positions to the 
	northwest and southeast, to cover the fanks, while another split from ODA 392 overwatched the intersection from three hundred meters to the north. Ten, having spotted two enemy mortar tubes between the town and the crossroads, ODA 392 regrouped and moved of in pursuit. Meanwhile, ODA 391 engaged several enemy trucks and nontactical vehicles (identifed by the peshmerga) near Debecka with Javelin missiles and heavy machine guns. Te teams dominated the fght for approximately forty-fve minutes before the battle
	-
	-
	again.
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	Te Special Forces teams found the situation quickly deteriorating. First, ODA 391 spotted a suspicious vehicle parked two kilometers south of the intersection. Special Forces soldiers destroyed another vehicle that attempted to skirt the blocking position and refused to heed warning shots. Ten the group began to receive mortar and artillery fre. Afer the Special Forces element leaders conferred, they spotted another vehicle followed by several troop carriers 400 meters away moving toward them. Te Special Fo
	-
	-
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	prearranged surrender signal), but the Special Forces soldiers thought they saw muzzle
	 fashes.
	43 


	Hostile intent became clear when several tanks suddenly materialized on either side of the road behind the vehicle, and another tank and several armored personnel carriers appeared west of their position. Te ODAs began to receive direct fre from the tanks and quickly withdrew to an intermediate ridgeline halfway between the crossroads and Objective Rock. Before departing the crossroads, ODAs 391 and 392 each attempted to engage an armored personnel carrier with Javelin antitank missiles, but the weapon trac
	-
	-
	-
	fring.
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	ODAs 391, 392, and 044B established a hasty linear defense at the intermittent ridge, with the mounted heavy gun teams situated on the eastern and western sides of the road. As they continued to receive tank, mortar, and heavy machine gunfre, at least fve Iraqi tanks, four armored personnel carriers, two troop trucks, several command vehicles, and a company of infantry assaulted the intersection. Te ODAs quickly returned fre with Javelin missiles and heavy machine guns, forcing the enemy tanks to halt behin
	counterattack.
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	As the battle continued, Hofman and the B team from AOB 040 pushed forward to Objective Rock to better control the situation. Also gathering at this location were numerous peshmerga fghters, Kurdish ofcials, and members of the media. Unfortunately, an incoming F-14 mistook the cluster of Coalition forces at Objective Rock for the enemy at Debecka Crossroads and dropped a 2,000-pound bomb in their midst. Te blast killed or wounded ten to ffeen peshmerga, including Kurdistan Democratic Party leader Massoud Ba
	-
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	Wood’s half of ODA 391 arrived at the site of the blast within minutes. Sergeant Micah Rasband*, the only Special Forces medic on the scene, took control of the situation and began coordinating the treatment and evacuation of the casualties. Although Wood immediately called the other 391 split for assistance, they were in heavy contact with the enemy and could not disengage. Ten minutes later, afer call
	-
	-
	-
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	ing several close air support missions against the crossroads, the soldiers at Objective Rock called for all available 
	-
	medics.
	4
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	As the Iraqis began to hit the intermediate ridge with smoke, the ODAs realized that the enemy had ranged its positions and the teams decided to pull back to the second ridge, which was quickly dubbed “Press Ridge” in reference to the gathering media. Te team medics, who until then were fring Javelins, immediately began to assist with the casualty evacuation. Shortly thereafer, Captain Ryan Barge’s* split of ODA 044 arrived from Objective Stone, and Major Houston’s* B team from AOB 390 arrived with more
	 ammunition.
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	Reeling from the combined air-ground onslaught, the second Iraqi counterattack faltered badly. Several enemy soldiers actually appeared to be walking north toward the Special Forces troops with their hands clasped behind their heads, presumably to surrender, when an Iraqi sport utility vehicle came up behind them and started shooting the 
	men. Although the incident took place at maximum efective range, the atrocity committed against fellow soldiers outraged the ODAs, who immediately engaged the apparent Saddam Fedayeen
	-
	 vehicle.
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	When more Iraqi trucks appeared and began to dismount troops a kilometer south of the crossroads for a third counterattack, the ODAs disrupted that attempt with heavy machine gunfre. Although the teams discussed capturing the crossroads that evening, more close air support was on its way to hit the intersection and they did not want to risk 
	-

	another errant bomb in the falling darkness. Houston assumed tactical control of the FOB 33 detachments and directed them to establish a defensive perimeter near Objective Rock. ODA 391 set up on a hilltop to the west, ODA 392 bracketed the road with its vehicles, and the recently arrived ODA 374 established a blocking position along the bypass to 
	-
	-
	Debecka.
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	At the end of the frst day, 6 April, Shelton’s force had driven the enemy from Zurqah Ziraw Dagh Ridge, repelled three successive armored counterattacks, and broken the critical line of communication at Debecka. Te intense battle for the crossroads had itself lasted for two and one-half hours, and when it was over, the small force of 
	-
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	Special Forces and peshmerga fghters had destroyed fve T-55 tanks, three armored personnel carriers, eight cargo vehicles, and neutralized ninety enemy 
	-
	troops.
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	Te teams moved closer to the crossroads the next day, and remained on guard against continued counterattacks for another seventy-two hours. Although the Special Forces teams observed Iraqi forces near the intersection and engaged them from their positions, they were not given an opportunity to physically clear the area. Troughout the period, the ODAs received sporadic mortar fre, and in one memorable incident, Sergeant Major Jack Watkins* responded to the fres by eliminating an Iraqi forward observer’s posi
	-
	mortars.
	5
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	In itself a triumph of courage and determination, the battle for Debecka Crossroads also served a larger strategic purpose. Besides safeguarding the city of Irbil and dealing a signifcant blow to conventional Iraqi forces, the victory facilitated future Special Forces and peshmerga advances toward Mahkmur and Al Qayyarah. Special Forces once again provided leadership and supported the peshmerga, but it was the combined efort that succeeded. 
	-
	-


	Camp Loki 
	Camp Loki 
	Te hydraulics of the MC-130 whined in protest as it twisted and turned, climbed and dropped through the dark Iraqi sky. Hours earlier in Romania, the troopers of Bravo Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, loaded and strapped their equipment to the foor of the aircraf and buckled themselves into the jump seats. Te battle for northern Iraq was raging and CJSOTF-North needed a command post closer to the fght. For weeks BFSC worked in Romania safe and secure, far from the battle;
	-
	-
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	tion was an abandoned Iraqi airstrip outside 
	the city of Irbil in northern Iraq.
	53 

	During their prefight briefngs, the load-master informed the BFSC soldiers that the aircraf would be doing a combat of-load. He explained that the area around the airfeld was considered hostile and the combat landing was necessary to minimize the aircraf’s time on the ground. Although several of the BFSC soldiers had been in combat in Afghanistan, none had ever done a combat landing in an MC-130. Inside the bucking aircraf jammed with soldiers and equipment, there was not a lot of talking going on; each sol
	-

	list of what they had to do on the ground. Others thought of loved ones back home and remembered more pleasant times. Still others nervously checked their weapons and ammo one last time—again. And some, the more fortunate ones, drifed of to sleep. 
	When the loadmaster gave the twenty-minute warning, the interior lights were switched from white to red to help the soldiers’ eyes to adjust to the dark. Wherever their minds had been before, the soldiers were focused now. Tere was a furry of activity as the troopers checked the quick release on the ramp pallet and geared up. To minimize exposure to enemy ground fre, the aircraf would not come to a complete stop, but continue rolling while the pallet slid of the ramp, followed by the soldiers. Te loadmaster
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te MC-130 taxied quickly to the end of the fight strip and made a 180-degree turn. As it turned, the loadmaster opened the tailgate and lowered the ramp. Te cavernous space where the ramp had been reminded the troopers of a black hole in space. Te equipment pallet was released and was sucked into the black hole. With the plane still moving, the loadmaster turned to the section leader and yelled, “Go, 
	2 Apr 
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	go, go!” Te BFSC troopers hurriedly followed the pallet into the darkness and took up security positions on the edge of the runway. Even as the last soldier was leaving the aircraf, the loadmaster was raising the ramp and the pilot was gunning the engines for takeof. In mere seconds, the MC-130 was airborne and vanished into the 
	-
	darkness.
	5
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	At the end of March, CJSOTF-North deployed forward from Romania to an abandoned Iraqi airfeld near Irbil, where it could better direct and support operations. Once the airfeld was secure, the BFSC personnel deployed from Romania to establish a more permanent forward operating base. On the night of 30 March, Sergeant Ethan Gibson’s* team loaded aboard an MC-130 for a fully blacked-out infltration into Irbil. “Te frst priority that night,” said Gibson of their actions once they of-loaded from the plane, “was 
	-
	-
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	Sergeant Chad Martin’s* team few in the next night along the same route as the infamous “Ugly Baby” infltration. Of the experience, Martin exclaimed, “It was pretty crazy; the night was pitch black. You couldn’t see anything!” When morning came, Martin received perhaps an even bigger surprise; instead of the desert he had expected to see, he discovered the airfeld was surrounded by lush green
	-
	 vegetation.
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	When daylight came, the BFSC and 10th SFG troops secured the base camp location and began to work to establish a forward base for CJSOTF-North. Tat frst group of support personnel included engineers and the other specialists needed to provide the headquarters’ most basic needs, such as a water supply. Over the next twelve days, personnel and equipment continued to fow into the base, this time from Bashur Airfeld (which could handle C-17s)—a thirteen-hour drive to the forward operating base. 
	-
	-

	Te BFSC personnel worked steadily for twelve days to set up Camp Loki (named by Task Force Viking for the Norse god Loki). In short order, they had facilities and services in place, ranging from air-conditioned tents and a tactical operations center to a laundry room and maintenance operations. Te responsibility for feeding the 1,700 troops the base would 
	-
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	eventually support frst fell on the BFSC, then local contractors, and back again to the BFSC—certainly a compliment to its cooks. No detail was too small, and the BFSC personnel even installed lights to shine on the American Flag so it could be fown twenty-four hours a day.
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	While the BFSC personnel excelled at improvising, having the right equipment to do the job was key to their efciency and success. Two of their smaller vehicles turned out to be their most valuable tools: the John Deere Gator utility vehicle and the Bobcat. Te Bobcats were used to clear land, to dig trenches for communication and power cables, to excavate latrines, and even to prepare fghting positions. Te Gators were small, but sturdy, all-around utility vehicles used to haul small amounts of any kind of su
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	As part of base operations, the BFSC established supply points for all classes of supply, including ammunition. Using Kurdish contractors, the BFSC built an ammunition sup
	-
	-
	-

	ply point approximately three kilometers outside the base camp. Staf Sergeant Mitchell Davis* and his team served all special operations forces in northern Iraq, so the ammunition supply point was quite large. Te supply point’s outer perimeter was a twenty-foot high, mile-long dirt berm. Inside were six interior berms to separate ammunition by type. Te local Kurdish peshmerga provided an outer ring of security for the Americans, and Davis recalled, “the Kurds were extremely hospitable, friendly people” and 
	-
	morning.
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	Possibly the hardest working and most indispensable soldiers of the BFSC were the truckers. Tese drivers and their trucks (half of which had been lef in Romania) were critical to the movement of supplies from Bashur Airfeld, Sulaimaniyah, Irbil, Mosul, and Kirkuk, to the SOF units. Te BFSC truck squads moved urgently needed food, water, ammunition, and supplies both day and night over rough and hazardous roads. Te platoon also provided convoy escort for local contract vehicles, as well as providing its own 
	-
	-
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	toon logged over ten thousand miles without losing a single vehicle or soldier to accident or hostile
	 action.
	60 


	Te impact of the BFSC far exceeded the number of soldiers deployed. Small teams worked largely unseen at critical nodes to ensure that the supplies and equipment needed by SOF operators were delivered on time and in the correct quantities. Te normal ratio of support troops to combat soldiers is on the order of at least six to one, but the BFSC’s ninety deployed soldiers supported approximately three thousand SOF personnel in those frst days of the war, a ratio of about one support soldier for every thirty c
	-
	61 


	High-Value Target Holding Area 
	High-Value Target Holding Area 
	In the planning prior to deployment, ODA 041 of A Company, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, concentrated on preparing to conduct a classic unconventional warfare mission working with the Kurdish peshmerga. However, when the team landed in Irbil, it received a new mission that tested the team’s ingenuity and fexibility. Rather than help ready the peshmerga to attack the Iraqi Army along the Green Line, ODA 041 found itself tasked with establishing the high-value target holding area in Irbil. 
	-
	-

	ODA 041 experienced some personnel turbulence prior to deployment. It was a depleted team led by Sergeant First Class Malcolm Gaston* that took on the mission of establishing a prisoner-of-war holding area in northern Iraq. By negotiating with the Kurdish leadership, Gaston obtained the use of an abandoned building in downtown Irbil to use as the detention facility. Afer quickly constructing rudimentary holding cells, ODA 041 opened for business. Te team’s frst and, 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	as it turned out, sole “customer” for the frst week was an older Baath Party member who proved to be a minor functionary. “Tis guy was basically a ffy-two-year-old [sergeant]” Gaston recalled. “He stayed with us for the ten days we ran the facility. We eventually got about fve more.”
	62 

	A signifcant reason for the lack of business at the detention center stemmed from the basic cultural diference between the Americans and the Kurds in how they handled detainees. Te Americans followed their standing protocols involving an initial search and interrogation of everyone who came into their custody. Te Kurds viewed this treatment as unnecessarily harsh. “Te Kurdish way was more like, ‘hey, how are you, sit down, have some tea’ with no real interrogation or search involved,” noted Gaston. It was 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	“more like, we are all brothers, with no real animosity between the Kurds and Iraqis.” Tey hardly turned anyone over to us.
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	Afer eleven days of running the facility, for a population of prisoners that reached the half-dozen mark, ODA 041 turned the facility over to the 10th Mountain Division troops in Task Force Viking, and began preparing for more challenging missions. While not the mission it had originally planned for, ODA 041 reacted with typical Special Forces ingenuity and drive, and got the facility up and running. “Our only complaint,” said Gaston, “came from our one long-term [prisoner]. He said we fed him too much.”
	-
	-
	-
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	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West 
	ARSOF units in CJSOTF-West continued to secure locations throughout western and central Iraq in support of the CFLCC drive to Baghdad. Tactical Psychological Operations teams supported both conventional and special operations forces. Unstructured unconventional warfare missions in Najaf, Shia Islam’s holiest city, were a challenge to the ARSOF teams. 
	-
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	Tactical Psychological Operations 
	Tactical Psychological Operations 
	On the night of 4 April 2003, two MH-47 Chinook helicopters inserted Tactical PSYOP Team B-961 into H-3 Airfeld in western Iraq, where it linked up with Operational Detachment Bravo 520. Te small convoy of ODB 520 and TPT B-961 vehicles wound its way through darkened, ofen hostile, Iraqi villages, to their camp outside Ar Rutba. Sergeant Alan Dover*, TPT B-961 team leader, remembered the tension his team felt that night: “We didn’t know what we were going to see, or know what kind of fre [we would encounter
	-
	-
	-
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	TPT B-961’s frst mission was a “tactical deception” to simulate a larger force. Dover and his team set up their loudspeakers northeast of Ar Rutba and broadcast recordings of armored vehicles to create the impression that an armor brigade was approaching the city. Unfortunately, the loudspeakers were located too far away from the population center to be heard, so that mission was abandoned. 
	-

	On 6 April, the commander of AOB 520, Major Jack Gray*, assembled several ODAs on a ridge outside Ar Rutba as a show of force. Seizing the town was well within AOB 520’s capabilities, but the use of direct-fre weapons in the town itself would likely have caused signifcant harm to noncombatants. Instead, Gray planned to use his company’s standof capabilities and Information Operations to draw the enemy out of the city. As he explained: “So we wouldn’t have to root them out in street fghting.”
	-
	-
	-
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	Te interpreter from the western Iraqi liaison element used the PSYOP loudspeaker system to taunt the leaders of the Baath Party and members of the fedayeen in Arabic: 
	To the cowards of Saddam—we know that you are cowards, hiding behind the noble women, children, and elders! Surrender yourselves now and leave the city of Ar Rutba to the noble Iraqi people! We will give you three choices. One: leave Ar Rutba now. Two: stop hiding in the homes of the noble Iraqi people, show yourselves and fght us on the battlefeld. You say you want to be a martyr. Come out and we will make it easy for you to leave this life! Tree: surrender to us and we promise humane treatment and 
	-
	-
	safety.
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	Dover’s team broadcast a second message declaring that the Coalition had no intent to hurt civilians, and played western music between messages. Townspeople came out to listen throughout the day, which gave TPT B-961 the opportunity to give out handbills instructing the civilians not to carry weapons and assuring them that the Coalition intended to rebuild the town. So many people came out to visit the team that it had trouble keeping the civilians away from its vehicles. TPT B-961 repeated the mission the 
	-

	town, and an estimated 2,500 people visited the team throughout the day. ODA 523 capitalized on the peaceful interaction to mingle with the Iraqi civilians before they returned to the town, building familiarity and good will between the civilians and soldiers. Dover reported that ODA members were “ecstatic” about the success of the 
	-
	mission.
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	Collecting intelligence, the Special Forces soldiers in Gray’s company easily identifed hostile positions in Ar Rutba. Tey then called in highly accurate close air support strikes on the known Baath Party and fedayeen locations. On 9 April, B Company learned that all the hostile enemy forces had abandoned the 
	-

	city—AOB 520 had efectively used PSYOP as a force multiplier. Gray recalled, “With the surgical strikes and with the Psyop, we were able to . . . efect a decisive engagement.”
	6
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	Gray moved his company into Ar Rutba on 10 April, arranging for U.S. Air Force fghters to fy low over the city at the same time as a further show of force. Again, AOB 520 used TPT B-961 as a force multiplier. Te PSYOP team drove at the head of the convoy, broadcasting a message declaring the soldiers’ intent to help the civilians and force out the Baath Party and fedayeen. Gray recalled, “We had the PSYOP vehicle right out in front, keeping the crowd back, letting everyone know what was going on.” No doubt 
	-
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	Once the convoy reached the police station, the traditional seat of power, the AOB used the PSYOP loudspeaker to call for all the town leaders to emerge from hiding and work with the Americans. 
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	Many ofcials complied, including the directors of public works and local sheiks. Tough the police chief declined to emerge, his father responded to the PSYOP message and came to meet the U.S. soldiers. Gray later stated that the capability of the PSYOP team to broadcast the AOB’s intent was key to building rapport with the population. His opinion was, in short, “Tose guys are great.” Ar Rutba fell with minimal collateral damage and no friendly casualties due to the combined eforts of Special Forces and Psyc
	-
	Operations.
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	Task Force Seminole 
	Task Force Seminole 
	As SOF units assigned to CJSOTF-West searched the western deserts of Iraq for SCUD launchers, they collected a substantial number of enemy prisoners of war. CJSOTF-West soon realized that the growing burden of processing and caring for enemy prisoners distracted from the critical SCUD hunting mission and other crucial tasks, and the task force lacked the resources to address the growing number of prisoners and their support requirements. As a result, at the request of 5th SFG commander Colonel John Mulholla
	-
	 operations.
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	Task Force Seminole grew with its mission, eventually consisting of an infantry platoon from the 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry Regiment, Florida Army National Guard, a platoon of the 463rd Military Police Company from Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, the majority of the battalion staf of the 96th Civil Afairs Battalion, a command element from Special Operations Command Central (special operations detachment augmentees), a Defense Human Intelligence Service cell from the Defense Intelligence Agency, and a U.S. A
	-
	-
	Party.
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	While it was fairly easy to establish Task Force Seminole, no unit in either CFSOCC or CJSOTF-West had sufcient assets to support the task force. Te task force possessed minimal personnel and equipment, but the 96th CAB brought much to the organization in terms of critical personnel assets: the battalion commander assumed the position of task force deputy commander, the battalion staf judge advocate 
	-
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	became the task force Judge Advocate General, the battalion surgeon was the task force surgeon, and the rest of the 96th staf flled the majority of the task force operations and logistics staf 
	positions.
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	Equipment was scarce, and most of the vehicles, weapons, and medical equipment came from the 96th CAB and the 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry. Te rest of the supplies were procured from Logistics Task Force–West and consisted primarily of host nation rations, blankets, cots, and additional medical equipment. Te task force procured much of the lif-support equipment, latrines, and showers locally before moving into Iraq.
	-
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	While the task force organized and equipped itself, the big question was how and where to insert Task Force Seminole into Joint Special Operations Area–West. Because of the austere organization of the task force, it was seriously limited in its capability to support itself. Afer reviewing the available options, the decision was made that the task force be colocated with some other unit or organization. Terefore, Task Force Seminole would set up at H-1 Airfeld in western Iraq, where other SOF elements were a
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	handling.
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	Te task force established the prisoner holding area in an old, bombed-out prison near the H-1 Airfeld. Te structure had a roof, but no walls, and the camp was essentially a transient holding facility. Task Force Seminole processed as many as sixty-fve prisoners at one time, but usually averaged ffeen per day. To no one’s surprise, the task force handled more than Iraqis. According to First Lieutenant Michael Aaron* of C Company, 2nd Battalion, 124th Infantry, whose platoon administered the prisoner camp, “t
	2 Apr 
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	fact, the number of regular Iraqi soldiers processed at the facility was relatively low.”
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	A major feature of the prisoner operation was the capability of the task force to interrogate and evaluate intelligence on-site with the Defense Human Intelligence Service element. Tis capability permitted selected targeting by SOF elements based on intelligence gathered from prisoners shortly afer their capture. Vaughn observed that the blending of human intelligence personnel with the rest of the task force was “a good marriage.”
	-
	7
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	Te task force continued enemy prisoner-of-war operations until the end of April when the 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment began relieving the CJSOTF elements in JSOA-West, and H-1 was abandoned. Task Force Seminole moved to Al Asad Airfeld, where it built a new detainee compound and trained the 3rd Army Cavalry Regiment soldiers to conduct proper enemy prisoner-of-war operations. On 2 May, Task Force Seminole was ordered to stand down and all elements redeployed to fulfll other 
	-
	missions.
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	Te combination of assets in Task Force Seminole—military police, infantry, Civil Afairs, and strategic intelligence—provided a distinctive capability to CJSOTF-West. Task Force Seminole served to handle and sustain enemy prisoners, supported the early interrogation of prisoners, and could evaluate the tactical value of collected intelligence on the spot. Tis capability was undoubtedly a combat multiplier to CJSOTF-West, and provided a foundation upon which future CJSOTFs can plan for prisoner and intelligen
	-
	operations.
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	The Double Ambush 
	The Double Ambush 
	Major Boyd Sinclair*, Advanced Operating Base 570 commander, made notes and studied the map as the battalion operations ofcer and the battalion commander briefed him on his upcoming mission. He was in the operations center of the 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, at Ali As-Salim Air Base, receiving orders to join the 101st Airborne Division near Najaf. Tis would be the second mission into Iraq for Sinclair and his detachment in less than a week. Five days earlier they had established a critical desert landing strip a
	-
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	mand and Control Element to plan and coordinate SOF in support of the 101st Airborne 
	Division.
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	Te ground tactical picture that emerged during the initial days of the war had the British grappling with stif resistance in the critically important port city of Basra, while the American Marines and the Army’s 3rd Infantry Division were attacking north on opposite sides of the Euphrates River. Both punched through the frst line of Iraqi defenses in the south, and all attention was focused on continuing the attack north to capture Baghdad and crush Saddam Hussein’s regime. Te 101st Airborne Division was fo
	-

	to best exploit any opportunities they might have to enter Baghdad. Tat was the principal reason Sinclair and AOB 570 were going back into Iraq.
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	On the evening of 28 March, Sinclair and a small advance party loaded their Toyota pickup nonstandard vehicles and other equipment onto Air Force MH-53 helicopters for the fight from Ali As-Salim to the 101st Airborne Division forward command post southwest of Najaf. Te rest of the advanced operating base traveled as part of a dusty two-day convoy with the 101st Division Support Command trains from Kuwait to Najaf. Before Sinclair and his team could settle in and begin work, a change in the ground tactical 
	-
	-
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	Tigris and Euphrates Rivers. It became clear that the Iraqi strategy was to give up territory in the south, then withdraw the security forces into the cities and towns where they could both control the population and use these urban bases to attack the long U.S. supply lines stretching from the Kuwaiti border. Te Central Command counter to this strategy was to have the heavy armored and mechanized units bypass the urban areas on their way north, then use light infantry units like the 101st and 82nd Airborne
	-
	-
	-
	-
	mission.
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	When the 101st mission changed, so did the mission for AOB 570. Special Forces units from the 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, were already operating in the Najaf area and they would assist the 101st. However, Williams still wanted to get as much of his battalion as close as possible to Baghdad. With that in mind, he directed Sinclair to link up with ODA 572, commanded by Captain Al Pollard*, which was operating just north of Najaf. Pollard’s ODA 572 was one of the advance teams fown into Wadi al Khirr on 22 March. 
	-
	Baghdad.
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	Sinclair and AOB 570 linked up with ODA 572 on 30 March. Tey spent the next several days assisting where they could and waiting for the 3rd ID to continue its attack north. On 2 April, the 3rd ID unleashed its battalions of M1 Abrams tanks and M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles through the Karbala Gap, crushing the Medina and Nebuchadnezzar Republican Guard divisions. Te momentum of the attack carried the Americans all the way to Saddam International Airport just outside of Baghdad. 
	-
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	On 3 April, Forward Operating Base 53 of the 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, learned that the 3rd ID had seized what was now called Baghdad International Airport, and ordered AOB 570 and ODA 572 to move there as quickly as possible to position themselves for a move into Baghdad city. Te forward operating base also told the detachment commanders that the 3rd ID units had opened several routes to the airport area. Sinclair and Pollard looked at the open routes on a map and chose what appeared to be the most direct on
	-
	87 

	As the sun was fading, Pollard and ODA 572 found an abandoned Iraqi tank training facility at Objective Rams and set up there for the night. While the team waited for the others to arrive, Staf Sergeant Juan Nahuel*, the attached Air Force combat controller, contacted the Air Support Operations Center and began the deconfiction process for the detachment’s route to the airport. Te purpose of the coordination was to inform the air support controllers that there would be a friendly convoy moving through the a
	-
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	At the frst hint of daylight, an impatient Sinclair roused his soldiers. Sergeant First Class Louis Kowalski*, ODA 572’s operations and intelligence sergeant, recalled feeling an ominous foreboding as he and the other soldiers prepared for the convoy. Kowalski, whose job was to stay abreast of the enemy situation, had not been able to study the planned route to Baghdad, but remembered that the area on the far side of the river was the home ground of the Republican Guard’s Medina Division. Te situation did n
	-
	feeling.
	87 


	In the early morning light, Sinclair put the convoy’s nine vehicles and twenty-six soldiers into march order. ODA 572’s four Ground Mobility Vehicles would lead, followed by two nonstandard vehicles, 
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	the Civil Afairs team’s High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle and trailer, the Mothership, and a third NSV bringing up the rear. Tree of the GMVs sported .50 caliber machine guns and one had an MK19 40mm grenade launcher for heavier frepower. Te HMMWV and the LMTV had no external weapons systems, and while the NSVs all had bed-mounted M240B machine guns, there were only enough men to place a gunner on the last vehicle. By 0600 hours, everyone was lined up and ready to go.
	-
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	As the convoy lef the compound, Staf Sergeant Joel Percy*, driving the second GMV, noticed something strange: all the 3rd ID vehicles were taking a diferent route than the Special Forces convoy. Percy called Kowalski on the radio and asked, “Are you sure this is the right way?” Fresh in his mind was an incident the week before when ODA 572 earned the dubious distinction of being the frst Americans to enter Najaf, afer it was given an incorrect grid coordinate for a Military Police enemy prisoner-of-war camp
	-
	route.
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	Just outside the tank-training compound where they spent the previous night, Warrant Ofcer 1 Bill Brande* noticed two of the 3rd ID’s M2 Bradleys covering the road the convoy was traveling down. Brande raised his hand and waved as he passed the Bradleys, but got no reaction from the crews—only stares. A little further down the road, Percy yelled back to Sergeant First Class Samuel Lester* and Staf Sergeant Glen Broderick* in the rear seats of his GMV, “I don’t see no more friendly forces, do you?” Nobody in
	 River.
	90 


	Te planned route was not complicated, but something did not seem right as the convoy progressed. It was four kilometers to al-Musayyib and the bridge across the Euphrates River, and then another forty kilometers north up Highway 9 to Baghdad International Airport. Beyond the two Bradleys, the convoy passed through a picturesque 
	6 Apr 
	belt of neatly laid-out, lush green date palm plantations. Scattered here and there were several battle-damaged Iraqi military vehicles, evidence of the 3rd ID’s presence in the area.
	91 

	As the convoy progressed it began to get strung out, but the route was supposed to be a cleared, secure route so nobody worried about the tactical laxity. Te closer they came to al-Musayyib, the more civilians they encountered along the road. Further to the south, Iraqi civilians had lined the roads waving and were giving the Americans a “thumbs up;” however they seemed nervous and surprised to see the Americans. Another group of civilians, startled by the American vehicles, had scattered, and run back to t
	-
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	Kowalski’s report got everybody’s attention; they knew that Baath Party loyalists were using white pickups to ferry around fedayeen fghters. Te hair on the back of Kowalski’s tingled: “Something was not right.” Te closer the convoy came to al-Musayyib, the more white vehicles it saw. Te convoy traveled on down the hill where it intersected with the four-lane divided highway that would take it to the bridge across the Euphrates River. As the convoy approached the intersection where it would turn lef toward t
	consequences.
	93 


	Te lead vehicle made the lef turn into a bad situation. Out of the corner of his eye Kowalski saw a man with an AK-47 standing in the alley to his right. He had just enough time to say “Oh, s——!” before he heard his gunner yell, “Game on!” followed by the bark of the .50 caliber machine gun. Looking to the front, he saw a large number of equally surprised uniformed Iraqis grabbing for their AK-47s and scrambling to fnd cover. Scores of the feeing enemy crumpled as the powerful .50 caliber bullets tore into 
	2 Apr 
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	was to go forward, so he yelled at the driver, “Floor it!” Te turbocharged GMV leaped toward the bridge through a hail of gunfre to escape the kill zone with the number two GMV right on its bumper with guns 
	-
	blazing.
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	Kowalski’s contact report and the roar of gunfre ahead brought the situation into sharp focus for the rest of the convoy. Team Sergeant Jacob Vasili*, whose number three GMV was short of the kill zone, returned fre and started maneuvering to break contact. But, when he saw the lead GMVs break for the bridge, he yelled for his driver to follow them. Behind Vasili’s vehicle, Brande’s GMV with the MK19 grenade launcher held fast to lay down suppressive fre. Te weapon jammed afer fring only a few 
	-
	rounds.
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	Driving the Mothership, Sergeant First Class Wilson Wynn* had just reached the intersection when the shooting broke out. Behind him was the Civil Afairs team with its HMMWV and trailer, and Sergeant Major Tad Berino* in an NSV bringing up the rear. Wynn was trying to turn the lumbering Mothership around when Sinclair told him that they were going to blow through the contact. Sinclair had seen the frst three GMVs break for the bridge and feared a split in the 
	-
	convoy.
	9
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	At the rear of the convoy, Berino had driver Sergeant First Class Bruce Kroll* stop the Toyota pickup while he dismounted to provide close-in security and Staf Sergeant John Toller* on the M240B laid down suppressive fre from the back for the vehicles turning in front of them. Te Iraqis had recovered from their initial surprise and the volume of fre increased, especially from the lef side. An Iraqi in a black uniform emerged from the tall grass along the road with a rocket propelled grenade (RPG) launcher o
	-
	-
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	Once Wynn fnally got the Mothership straightened out, he aimed it down the road toward the bridge and punched the accelerator. Te shooting was just a blur as he concentrated on driving. 
	-
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	Te Civil Afairs HMMWV with its trailer was harder to turn, but the driver managed to turn it around and charged afer Wynn. Once the HMMWV and the LMTV had cleared the ambush, the remaining three pickups raced out of the kill zone and over the bridge. Brande’s GMV with the troublesome MK19 grenade launcher stayed behind, laying down suppressive fre until the sof-skinned vehicles were clear of the ambush and across the bridge. As the American vehicles were turning around to speed out of the ambush, Brande wat
	98 

	While Sinclair was getting the AOB turned around and across the bridge, Kowalski’s GMV made it across and halted in the median of the four-lane highway afer crossing the bridge. He wanted to make a quick assessment of their situation. Kowalski was very familiar with the area from his pre-mission study of the terrain and suspected enemy 
	positions.
	99 


	At the sound of the frst shot, Nahuel furiously tried to call for air support on his radio. He started switching frequencies in an efort to get a response from anybody. Frustrated he fnally made a blind emergency call on the Guard Net and got Bipod 05 lead aircraf for a fight of A-10s to answer. (Te Guard Net is a common, nonsecure, open frequency used by aviators and others to send emergency messages.) Nahuel explained the situation to the A-10 pilot and let him know that he was talking with a “Tango,” a c
	-
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	Te trail vehicles in Sinclair’s convoy took fre from buildings on the right as they crossed the bridge. Across the bridge, Sergeant First Class Lee Forrest’s* vehicle passed a gas station surrounded with defensive positions. When Forrest checked his rearview mirror he saw truckloads of black uniformed fedayeen dismount and take up positions in and around the gas station.
	10
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	Once the entire convoy had reassembled on the highway median, Sinclair radioed a situation report to FOB 53 and asked where the closest friendly unit was located. Nahuel had contact with Bipod 05 who was starting to direct aircraf to the team’s location. Te highway median proved not to be the best place to stop. Te SOF soldiers were able to keep approaching civilian trafc at bay with warning shots, 
	-
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	but fedayeen were maneuvering their white cars and vans to surround the beleaguered convoy. Te long-shooting, .50 caliber machine guns kept most of the enemy vehicles at a distance, but nearby tall, grassy felds and buildings limited vision and felds of fre. Afer a quick map reconnaissance, the convoy moved away from the highway into one of the nearby farm felds, where the gunners had better felds of fre and observation.
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	Te frst feld proved troublesome; scattered groups of grazing sheep, goats, and cattle momentarily lifed their heads to check out the intruders and then indiferently went back to nibbling grass. Once the local herders moved the animals out of harm’s way, the convoy “circled the wagons” and the leaders gathered at Sinclair’s vehicle for a council of war. Unfortunately, the “wagon train” had circled under a set of high voltage power lines that interfered with its communications gear. “Ain’t that the way it alw
	-
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	Once again the convoy circled and its leaders gathered to review the options. Te team established communications with FOB 53 and learned that Blue Force Trackers indicated that the nearest friendly unit was thirty kilometers to the north. With a bird’s-eye view of the area, the A-10 pilots reported that to the north there was possibly a battalion of Iraqi tanks, and to the south, large numbers of dismounted troops were moving in and around al-Musayyib. Having been in the feld for over half an hour, the Iraq
	-

	Sinclair knew they had to do something soon. Even with the A-10s overhead, the thin-skinned vehicles were no match for tanks. However, Sinclair judged that with close air support, the convoy could handle what it had seen on the way in. He told the men that going back 
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	through the ambush a second time violated most basic tactical rules, but it was the best option available.
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	Berino and Vasili reorganized the convoy to sandwich the unarmed LMTV and HMMWV between the armed vehicles. ODA 572 would lead with two .50 caliber machine gun–armed GMVs, followed by two NSVs with M240B machine guns. Te third NSV and the two remaining GMVs, with the MK19 grenade launcher and a .50 caliber M2 machine gun, would bring up the rear. Tey also rearranged personnel to man every mounted weapon, and double-checked that everyone was geared up—not that anybody really needed to be told to wear his bod
	10
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	Without wasted efort or panic, the men prepared to enter battle once again. Percy felt good about their chances and reassured his buddies, “We’ll be all right with the A-10s; they come in low.” When Nahuel asked the sergeant major what their route out would be so he could pass the information to the A-10s, Berino smiled and responded, 
	“Nachos, it’s real simple. Te exfl route is the infl route.”
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	When the troops completed their preparations, Sinclair gave the order to move out. Te tactics were simple; get back on the highway, turn right, and go hard and fast back to the start point. Once again, Kowalski’s GMV was out front. Not far from the bridge, a civilian semi-truck pulled out in front of the convoy. Kowalski had no way to tell if the truck was a civilian in the wrong place at the wrong time, or part of a fedayeen plan to block the bridge. He could not aford to guess wrong. Just as he was about 
	-
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	able the truck, it turned of the highway.
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	Approximately two kilometers from the bridge, the convoy approached the bunkered gas station. Suddenly the building lit up with muzzle fashes from every window and door; a fedayeen platoon had occupied the gas station afer the Americans had passed. Now the convoy was closed up tight and speeding down the highway at ffy to sixty miles an hour. Te SOF soldiers fred broadsides at the gas station as they roared by. Berino thought that the bright fashes he saw in the windows of the building were rockets being fr
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	he realized they were exploding grenades being fred by Sergeant First Class Wade Stockard*, the MK19 gunner on the trail GMV. “He was thumping the hell out of it!” admired Berino.
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	Nahuel, in the second GMV, told the A-10 pilots they were receiving heavy fre from the gas station and requested a west to east run as the last convoy vehicle passed. As Brande passed the gas station, he heard a large weapon fre. Brande thought the Iraqis had fred an antiaircraf gun at them, but the sound was the A-10’s 30mm canons fring as they screamed past, 250 feet above the target. Te A-10 pilots timed it perfectly, and the masonry building disintegrated. As the A-10s climbed and turned for another pas
	-
	-
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	Te convoy enjoyed a brief respite from hostile fre afer clearing the gas station, but the shooting intensifed with a vengeance as it reached the bridge. It only got worse as the convoy drove deeper into al-Musayyib. “When we crossed the bridge and made the right turn back through town,” Wynn recalled, “all hell broke loose.” Te convoy went through a gauntlet of fre reminiscent of a violent war movie scene: RPGs crisscrossed in fashes across from the right and lef, there was the distinctive “thump-thump-thum
	1
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	Ahead of Wynn’s Mothership, Master Sergeant Don Cuomo* blasted away at targets with an M240B machine gun. Te vehicles hurtled through the inferno, weaving and turning to avoid obstacles the Iraqis had placed in the road. Suddenly, Wynn saw Cuomo spill out of the truck, clinging to his gun while his legs dangled over the road. Wynn was certain Cuomo had been hit in the hail of bullets; luckily, he had only lost his balance when the truck had turned unexpectedly. Tethered to the gun mount by a safety strap, C
	-
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	Behind the lead GMVs, Forrest tried to concentrate on driving his Toyota pickup truck. He drove with his right hand and used his lef hand to shoot his M9 Beretta pistol out the window at targets on his side of the road. Driving was made difcult because the Iraqis had lit
	-
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	tered the road with wrecked vehicles, burning tires, cinder blocks, and other debris to slow the convoy. Ten, without warning, Kowalski in the lead vehicle started dropping out white Heavy Cloud smoke grenades to provide cover for the convoy. Normally this would have been a good tactic, but on this day there was no wind and the thick smoke from the grenades flled the roadway. Te smoke was as much a hindrance as it was an aid as the convoy drivers negotiated the obstacles littering the road.
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	From his position behind the lead GMVs, 
	Forrest witnessed a masterful and lethal display of marksmanship by the ODA 572 machine gunners. It was suicide for any Iraqi who stepped into the open to fre at the convoy, as the .50 caliber machine gunners literally tore the enemy soldiers apart. Some of the fedayeen sought safety from the deadly fre behind low stucco walls along the road, holding their AK-47s above the wall with one hand and fring wildly. Te ODA 572 gunners took them out by punching huge holes right through the walls with their powerful
	-
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	Finally, Kowalski’s GMV approached the last turn out of town. As he entered the intersection, Kowalski’s driver glanced to his lef and saw an Iraqi aiming an AK-47. Somehow as Madison turned the corner, he drew his pistol out and shot the Iraqi.
	-
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	In the middle of the convoy, the Mothership was a bullet magnet. Larger than the other vehicles and unarmed, it was an appealing target to the Iraqis. Inside the cab, Wynn heard the “plink-plink” of rounds smacking the vehicle and the sound of shattering glass as the windows were shot out. All around him, there was a steady crescendo of explosions from the Iraqi RPGs and the A-10 strafng runs. Riding shotgun for Wynn, Captain Scott Watson fred 40mm rounds from an M79 grenade launcher out the right side wind
	-
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	Kroll, Berino, and Toller followed the Mothership and Civil Afairs’ HMMWV in another unarmored NSV. Everything the Iraqis aimed at 
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	the two larger vehicles that missed them seemed to be hitting their NSV. Te air was thick with bullets. Kroll heard them buzzing by the cab of the truck like angry hornets. As a bullet whizzed through the cab and took out the side window, Berino fred at fedayeen with his M4 from the right window. In the truck bed, Toller alternated fre from side-to-side with his M240B machine gun. From one side came a fash and an RPG round skipped across the windshield of the Toyota without exploding. Right afer that, Kroll
	-
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	In the rear of the convoy, Stockard, the MK19 grenade machine gunner on the trail GMV, was having problems with his temperamental weapon. It had jammed during the frst contact and then again afer the action at the gas station. While it was difcult to clear a malfunctioning MK19 while traveling at high speed and being shot at, Stone managed. By the time they had crossed the bridge, he was back in action, arching 40mm grenades ahead of the convoy to lay down a tunnel of fre for the trail vehicles to pass thro
	-
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	Up ahead, billowing clouds of smoke obscured the road. As Vasili’s and then Brande’s GMVs broke through on the other side of the smoke, 
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	a white van flled with Iraqi troops suddenly appeared on the right. Brande fred at them with his M4 as they were dismounting; two or three soldiers twisted and fell to the ground as the van sped away to safety, leaving men behind.
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	Afer clearing the last turn leading out of town, the fring fell of rapidly. Tough the convoy had fnally cleared the town and were headed back to friendly territory, two trucks flled with die-hard fedayeen continued to give chase and fred erratically at the trail GMVs. Te guardian A-10s overhead terminated the pursuit efort abruptly.
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	As the convoy limped back toward friendly lines, it met ODA 583, which was about to follow the same route to Baghdad. Following close behind ODA 583 was a 3rd ID maintenance convoy headed the same way. A quick “ground truth” intelligence update got them turned around. Sinclair checked his watch and calculated that the whole ordeal had taken less than three hours from start to fnish, though it had seemed like days. Miraculously, no one had been hit by hostile fre and no vehicles had been lost. As the convoy 
	ago if the route wasn’t clear?” Te answer was inadequate.
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	When the convoy pulled back into its original staging area and stopped, everyone rejoiced in relief. When the celebrations were over and the soldiers had calmed down, they assessed the damage to their vehicles and discovered that every one of them had been hit multiple times. Wynn’s Mothership, now dubbed the War Wagon, had taken the most hits; the front tire—hit twice—was fat, the hydraulic lines 
	for the brakes had been cut, the water pump was hit, and several rounds that had passed through the cab had taken out the ignition wiring and the rear windows. Te LMTV was on its “last legs” by the time Wynn drove it into the staging area, but it had gotten home.
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	Refecting on how they were able to come through what was essentially a 2,000 meter–long ambush unscathed, the team members 
	-
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	ofered diferent opinions. Sinclair believed that the detachment’s speed and heavy frepower surprised the Iraqis and caused their counter fre to be inefective. Berino credited the A-10s with a tremendous job of support and ofered, “Te convoy had two angels on that run through town; the one upstairs and the A-10 pilots.” He added a twist to Sinclair’s speed and shock theory when he added, “I believe those guys thought we were insane for coming back a second time.” Wynn thought that it was their aggressive nat
	-
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	Basra 
	Basra 
	As time went on, the relations between AOB 560 and the British 1st Division and 7th Armoured Brigade continued to deteriorate. It became clear to the Special Forces soldiers that the British command had no intention of forcing its way into Basra. Te British logic was that as soon as Baghdad fell, the resistance in Basra would collapse. Until then, the British kept Basra surrounded and contented themselves with minor raids and incursions across the bridges, seizing small sections of the city, holding them fo
	-
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	Te situation came to a head on the night of 2 April 2003, when British tanks received fre from unidentifed assailants and reports of an uncoordinated JDAM (Joint Direct Attack Munition) strike came to the British commander’s attention. It was alleged that the tank assailants wore civilian clothing, but drove an American HMMWV. Te British command suspected that Special Forces soldiers were to blame for both incidents and that Baxter was stonewalling when he denied knowledge of the reports.
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	For their part, the Special Forces soldiers were quite frustrated by the British stonewalling time-sensitive targeting. Baxter considered this to be a classic example of British timeliness. Shortly before AOB 560 lef Basra on Saturday 5 April, the British approved a JDAM strike request twelve hours late. Intelligence indicated that Ali Hassan al-Majid, better known by his nickname “Chemical Ali,” would be at his residence in Basra at 1100 hours—the target was not hit until 0100 hours the next morning. Not s
	-
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	Between accusations and claims of innocence, relations between the two elements went from strained to impossible. Te British placed severe constraints on the Ameri
	-
	-
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	can ODAs’ movements and operations. Te AOB had to provide twelve hours notice for all movements, give detailed briefngs of operation plans, and have British liaison ofcers. Considering that Special Forces teams are designed for mobility and speed, the new parameters efectively stifed AOB 560’s operations capability. It was apparent to Baxter that his AOB and ODAs were not welcome in the British sector, so he requested that Forward Operating Base 52 relieve them of their mission around Basra and employ them 
	1
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	Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner, commander of the 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, traveled to AOB 560 to evaluate the situation in person. He found that the teams under AOB 560 were appropriately engaged in their missions: two ODAs were working closely with British battle groups around Basra; ODA 546 had literally fown the wings of an unmanned aerial vehicle used for locating targets, and ODA 565 was conducting the same sort of targeting mission on the north side of Basra. ODA 554 was working to ferret out th
	-
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	When British SOF transferred from the Western Desert to the control of the 7th Armoured Brigade, Conner observed that the British conventional forces worked better with their own SOF than they had with the Americans. A personal visit with the British brigadier confrmed his opinion that the ODAs could be better used in another area. Afer conferring with Colonel Mulholland, 5th SFG commander, Conner ordered AOB 560 and its subordinate ODAs withdrawn in order to address an emerging mission to train the Free Ir
	-
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	Najaf 
	Najaf 
	Te 101st Airborne Division relieved the 3rd Infantry Division in Najaf on 28 March and began a street-by-street clearing operation to secure the city. ODA 544 remained in Najaf to support operations by locating targets and either calling in air strikes or passing the information to the 101st for ground action. On 3 April, the team fnally had the chance to conduct the unconventional warfare it had trained for, but had not carried out in the preceding weeks. ODA 544 made contact with Abdul Munim Abud, a resis
	-
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	Mere hours afer ODA 544 had made contact with Abud, he and his resistance fghters participated in a worldwide news media event. Te Special Forces team learned that a group of 101st Airborne Division combat engineers were rigging a nearby statue of Saddam Hussein for demolition. With so much press in the area, the engineers thought it would look better if an Iraqi actually set of the charges that toppled the statue, so Captain Roy Clinger* asked Abud if he would like the honor of setting of the explosives. D
	-
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	participate. Amid great fanfare, Abud activated the detonator switch 
	and the statue of the dictator he hated so much disappeared in the 
	resulting fash and smoke. News crews with microphones and cam
	-

	eras surrounded the resistance leader, eagerly vying to transmit his 
	words and image to the world. Freed from the lifesaving anonymity required by the violently oppressive atmosphere of Hussein’s regime, Abud welcomed the publicity and sought to use it to his advantage as he maneuvered for power in Najaf.While the men of ODA 544 avoided the press, the media attention energized Abud. Ready to throw caution to the wind, he wanted to clear Najaf’s mosques of Baathists and other troublemakers. It seemed to Clinger that most people in Najaf were waiting for the Americans to “take
	-
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	Te ODA escorted Abud and his small band of resistance fghters into the area of Husain Mosque (one of Islam’s holiest shrines, the site of the tomb of the martyr Husain— Muhammed’s grandson), where he could talk with the crowds. At the frst place he stopped, Abud gathered a crowd of about 2,500 people around him as he spoke of the need to rid the mosques and Najaf of the Baathists and other criminals. Tis frst group of Iraqis seemed to be generally in agreement with Abud, and approximately fve hundred men jo
	-
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	defnitely tense.” Once it was clear that the crowd was not going to join Abud in his mission, the ODA and Abud withdrew to safer environs.
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	In the days that followed, ODA 554 armed and equipped Abud’s men with captured Iraqi uniforms and weapons. Tough less than ideal, the equipment was all that was available and operational. Abud and his growing group of followers provided the team with information on Baath and loyalist hideouts. In the course of a number of successful raids based on intelligence provided by Abud, the team captured several important suspects and secured strategic weapons caches. Abud’s honesty and tenacity impressed the ODA to
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	In early April, Abud’s contacts discovered that an Iraqi general was hiding in Najaf and was planning to escape soon in a red Volvo sedan. Acting on the intelligence, ODA 544 located the house where the general was hiding and, together with Abud and about twenty-fve of his men, planned a raid to capture the ofcer. Te plan called for the Special Forces team to establish an outer ring of security around the general’s hiding place while Abud and his men initiated the raid. Abud’s men would do the initial breac
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	Te morning of 6 April, ODA 544 and Abud’s group executed the plan—mercifully without gunfre. Abud and his men searched the house and questioned the family members, but found nothing unusual. Once the house was secure, Clinger and Schwarz entered and conducted a second search. When they opened the door to the unlit pantry, they noticed toes sticking out from under a low table—some
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	how the 6-foot 4-inch Iraqi had managed to squeeze himself into the incredibly small hiding place. Te Special Forces soldiers pulled the general out from under the table, put fex cufs on him, and took him back to Abud’s headquarters for questioning. Under interrogation, the general revealed two other hide sites. Searches of those locations produced a book with potential suicide bombers—complete with identifcation pictures, addresses, and phone numbers—which were turned over to military intelligence. Te ODA 
	-
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	U.S. airfeld at Wadi al Khirr—the same airstrip ODA 544 had used for its infltration just weeks earlier.
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	Information gleaned from the general’s interrogation led to a raid the next day in Abbas, northeast of Najaf, to capture another general and two senior Baath Party ofcials. Te ODA planned to follow the same technique for this operation as the day before. Abud’s men would make the initial breach while the Americans would secure the perimeter and provide fre support if required. Once the Iraqis had secured the building, an ODA search team would go in to do a detailed clearing. With the plan in place, a split 
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	As the raiding party approached the hide site, it spotted one of the targeted Baath Party ofcials about to get into his car. Seeing the soldiers, he turned and ran back into the house, with Abud hot on his heels. Afer he was in custody and Abud’s men signaled that the house was clear, Schwarz, Ryder, and Sergeant First Class Tim Kreiler* entered the building to conduct a detailed search. Te men found documents and a great deal of money, but none of the other individuals they were seeking.
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	As the Special Forces soldiers and Abud’s men emerged from the house with their single captive, they received AK-47 fre from a group of buildings about seventy meters away. Te ODA returned fre but as the soldiers scrambled for cover, they realized that Abud’s men had carelessly boxed in the GMVs with their own vehicles. Meanwhile, 
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	Abud’s men reacted by fring in every direction, making the situation all the more dangerous for everybody. “As we saw in the next couple of weeks,” commented Schwarz, “every time gunfre started, our ‘Gs’ [guerrillas] would just shoot in every direction. It makes it a little more chaotic, because they’re running and you’re worried about getting shot by one of them.” Afer sorting out the wild fre coming from his own allies, Schwarz fnally identifed muzzle fashes coming from windows across the street and estim
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	Over the cacophony of gunfre, Ryder and the interpreter yelled for everybody to get back, meaning that they should get out of the kill zone. Abud’s men interpreted it as a command to run for their lives. When the team members looked around they saw that the Iraqis were gone and had abandoned their vehicles. Under intense fre, Kreiler moved to the last Iraqi truck, jumped in the cab, and backed the truck out of the narrow alley, unblocking the team’s GMVs. ODA 544 proceeded to use its vehicle-mounted heavy  
	-
	weapons—.50
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	Te team caught up with Abud’s men about two kilometers down the road. Te split team called for a quick reaction force platoon from the 101st Airborne to accompany them back to the area of the attack. Afer a short situation report, the ODA, Abud’s men, and the quick reaction force returned, only to fnd the area quiet. Although they found blood trails, they found no bodies and were not fred upon again. In fact, all the expended shell casings had been picked up, removing almost all evidence that the frefght ha
	-
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	When Schwarz’s split team reunited with the rest of ODA 544 at Police Headquarters (now controlled by Abud, who had approximately two hundred policemen working for him), Abud learned that an enemy group had kidnapped one of his female relatives and was holding her hostage. Te girl’s hysterical mother begged Abud to save her daughter. In response, Abud organized a rescue party and immediately lef to rescue the hostage. ODA 544 volunteered to provide backup and additional security.
	-
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	Afer a short drive, the rescue party arrived at the house where the kidnappers were holding the girl, located on a narrow street within a walled and gated compound. Abud, who was not short of courage, strode up to the door, pounded, and in a loud voice demanded the 
	6 Apr 
	girl’s release. Te answer came in a hail of bullets through the door. Miraculously, no one was hit. As Clinger described it, “As soon as they started shooting, all hell just broke loose. Tere were bullets zinging everywhere.” In seconds, one of Abud’s men fred a rocket-propelled grenade from a distance of about twenty feet. Where the door had stood there was suddenly smoke, fames, and debris. Clinger watched in disbelief as he noticed that not only had the door disappeared, but so had the RPG gunner. When t
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	Te battle continued, with bullets fying in all directions. It was a classic gunfght between the men in the building and Abud’s forces in the street. Unfortunately, the ODA was in the middle. With the telltale pufs of dust from impacting rounds rising around their feet, windshields being shattered, and chips of stone from walls fying through the air, Schwarz, ever cool and prudent, suggested that they might want to “get the hell out of there” until the shooting died down. Crouching down below the wall, the A
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	Finally suppressing the hostile fre, Abud’s men breached the house, rescued the unharmed girl, and dragged out four men. Two had been killed, and two were badly wounded, one of whom died soon afer. Te Special Forces medic treated the surviving enemy fghter, initially believing that he was one of Abud’s men out of uniform. Combs laid him out on the hood of his GMV and started to get a chest tube in, administer morphine, and connect a pulse oximeter to take vital signs. Te man had been hit several times in th
	14
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	ODA 544 then faced a situation right out of the Robin Sage Exercise in the Special Forces qualifcation course: some of the Iraqis were unhappy that the enemy fghter was being treated. Clinger commented: 
	-

	Te mayor [Abud] walks up to [Combs] and says ‘What are 
	you doing?’ And [Combs] said, ‘Well, I’m working on this 
	2 Apr 
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	guy.’ [Abud says] ‘Well, he’s the enemy. Why don’t you just let him die?’ We gave him the standard American answer: ‘We don’t do that.’ I [Clinger] had been shot during the fght, so they were also trying to evacuate me. [Combs] fnished patching him up and lef him in the care of the locals. Te last thing [Combs] said is, ‘you guys need to take him to the hospital. I’ll be back to check on him, but you take him to the hospital. We thought we would never see this guy again. We thought they were either going to
	-

	To the team’s mild surprise, when they did check on the man’s status two days later, he was in the hospital. “Sure enough, the guy was still alive. Afer we lef [afer the battle], Abud and his lieutenants got together and they decided they didn’t want to be known like the last regime, killing prisoners or anything like that.”
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	As is ofen the case in unconventional warfare, ODA 544 was forced to walk the fne line between working with willing resistance guerrilla fghters to achieve its goals and not encouraging unsavory practices by those same allies of convenience. In the case of Abdul Munim Abud (Abu Haydar), the soldiers of ODA 544 found an enthusiastic ally and a true leader who could help them accomplish their objectives in Najaf. Tey supported him as well as they could, while also trying to instill in him the higher principle
	-
	-
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	On 11 April, U.S. forces gathered an ad hoc city council, which selected Abud to be interim police chief and mayor of Najaf, formalizing his position as city leader. ODA 544 continued to work with Abud, to the point of ensuring that he received credit for as many improvements to the city as possible. Te appointment was ratifed by U.S. leadership in May, in spite of local objections—Abud was not only a Sunni in a city dominated and revered by Shiites, but was widely accused of being a Baathist. When the Mari
	-
	-
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	Provisional Authority arrested Abud and sixty-two of his aides on numerous charges of corruption and violence.
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	Other ARSOF 
	Other ARSOF 
	Both the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and the Rangers engaged in a constant sequence of missions during the frst nine days of April. In all cases, they supported and complemented each other, as in the rescue of Private First Class Jessica Lynch and while securing the Haditha Dam. Te virtually nonstop pace of operations involved dangerous daylight fights for the Night Stalkers and the unusual pairing of Rangers with conventional armored forces. Each mission brought new challenges and dangers, b
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	Haditha Dam 
	Haditha Dam 
	On 1 April, B Company, 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, stormed the Al Qadisiyah (Haditha) Dam complex northwest of Baghdad. Its mission was to prevent Saddam Hussein and his forces from destroying the dam. If the dam were breached, the resulting food would not only impede the 3rd Infantry Division’s advance through the Karbala Gap en route to Baghdad, but also devastate the population and agricultural centers in the foodplain and cut a vital source of national electricity. However, the Rangers proved t
	-
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	B Company arrived at H-1, a dusty airfeld in west-central Iraq, on 29 March 2003. Tere, they linked up with the bulk of the 3rd Ranger Battalion, which had parachuted in fve days earlier. Te new arrivals had little time for reunions, however, as they were almost immediately ordered to move out to a clandestine site to the northeast, and conduct operations with Coalition forces already in the area. Te 3rd Battalion’s mission was to draw the Iraqi Army’s attention way from Objective Lynx—Haditha Dam—so that o
	-
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	Since B Company had arrived dismounted, the frst order of business was to obtain vehicles. B Company drew GMVs from the other 
	-
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	3rd Battalion assets at H-1, with two platoons receiving fve GMVs. Te company also received a section of two 120mm heavy mortars and three mechanics from the battalion 
	-
	-
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	1 
	headquarters company. Due to a shortage of vehicles, the 3rd Platoon remained at H-1 as a 
	2 
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	1
	security force.
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	On 30 March, Captain Dirk Dillard* led B 
	8 
	6 
	6 
	27
	9
	Company and the attached section of 120mm 
	17
	heavy mortars from H-1 to a remote desert 87
	1 
	site. Dillard soon fgured out that his mission was expanding by the minute, because at the desert landing strip his company was supplemented by a third platoon from C Company Figure 7.44 Map highlighting Haditha Dam. 
	landing strip—Objective Roadrunner—for 
	28 
	refueling on the way to a remain-over-day 
	1 
	-

	and the 3rd Battalion’s seven-man Tactical Haditha Dam, one of the largest earthen dams in the Middle East, was the scene of a weeklong battle.
	Operations Center II. Once everybody was 
	Te primary focus of the fghting took place in the refueled and positioned, the ground assault administrative buildings in the center. convoy of seventeen vehicles and 140 Rangers drove into the moonless night.Te company arrived at the remain-over-day site just as the sun welcomed a new day. While gathering intelligence about enemy locations and troop strengths, Dillard received a message from Major Albert Kilburn*, the battalion executive ofcer; at 1400, B Company received a digitally transmitted fragmentat
	15
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	clearing the inside of the dam complex; the 1st Platoon would be the supporting efort, seizing the dominating high ground to the west of the dam with two to four buildings on it; and in the center, the 3rd Platoon, C Company, would clear Objective Cobalt, an area south of the dam structure comprising power station buildings and a transformer yard. Te plan called for quick action, and Dil
	-
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	lard projected the operation to last less than twenty-four hours, but prepared to stay on-site for forty-eight.
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	Believing they only had two hours to prepare, platoon and squad leaders further defned their units’ missions and disseminated the plan of the operation to the soldiers. While Rangers scrambled to fnalize operational details, a pair of AH-6 Little Bird attack helicopters arrived at the assembly site to provide aerial escort and close air support to the assault force. Dillard briefed his plan to the 160th SOAR pilots, and tweaked the fre support plan. 
	-

	Afer several coordination delays, the Rangers ultimately moved out at 2240, two hours later than planned. With First Lieutenant Gary Whittle* on point, the convoy headed northeast into the night, following a route designed to avoid enemy troop concentrations. Te terrain grew more treacherous as they neared the dam, with barren desert giving way to scrub-covered hills and dry wadis. Only two kilometers from the objective, the convoy lost its aerial escort when a GMV broke down, delaying progress to the point
	-
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	one bolt from each of the three other the GMVs and fxed the problem in thirty minutes, all the time working in night vision goggles.
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	Although the Little Bird pilots had diverted to a concealed forward arming and refueling point for gas, a replacement fight was soon on its way. As the frst fight of Little Birds provided aerial reconnaissance to the Rangers traveling toward Haditha, another AH-6 attack team conducted a hot helicopter ofoad from a C-17 Globemaster at H-1 Airfeld. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* quickly departed with his fight of two AH-6 gunships. Racing toward the dam, Willington coordinated by radio a rendezvous en
	-
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	Te two fights swifly departed in opposite directions. Once airborne, Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper*, seated next to Willington, contacted the Ranger fre support element for a situation report. Morgan recognized the familiar voice on the radio since he had worked closely with Caper on several operations. Morgan relayed the Rangers’ current position. Te Night Stalker fight quickly closed on the convoy just as it reached the outer perimeter of the dam.
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	With the fight of Little Birds providing reconnaissance, the Rangers breached the fnal barrier, a chain-link fence, and raced to reach the dam before daylight broke. Whittle and his driver, Sergeant Tomas Corley*, guided the formation through the narrow breach in the fence and up onto a gravel road, which dropped precipitously thirty feet down on each side. Whittle desperately searched in the dark for the gravel road that would lead them to the dam. Ten, as if in a movie, it was there in front of them, he h
	-

	Te Rangers rapidly closed the distance between vehicles, and headed toward the objective at sixty kilometers per hour. As they approached the six-mile-long dam in the growing moonlight, the Rangers recognized the spillway, the dam crane, and the tall entrance towers on either side of the spillway, under the eerie green light of their night vision goggles. Te dam itself was an enormous concrete structure rising more than ffeen stories from the river level up to the roadway on top, and boasted six major spill
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	rated as the Ranger platoons followed the assault plan, each focusing on its assigned objective.
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	Objective Lynx 
	Objective Lynx 
	Dividing the 2nd Platoon into two elements, Whittle led one section toward the western administrative tower, and his platoon sergeant, Sergeant First Class Jerry Dunbar*, led the other section eastward across the causeway. Te lead Rangers in Dunbar’s element dismounted their vehicles near the western entrance of the dam and paused to get their bearings. Spotting two armed Iraqi guards through his night vision goggles, lead vehicle gunner Specialist Walters* aimed his M2 .50 caliber machine gun at them. Hold
	-

	Rangers fex cufed the surprised guards to a handrail alongside the road. As the section moved into blocking positions, they suddenly heard gunfre.
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	While Whittle was searching for an entrance to the western administrative buildings, he heard a Ranger shout, “He’s got a gun!” Staf Sergeant Smothers* had observed someone dive under a piece of sheet metal, and then spotted the barrel of a weapon. Smothers aimed and registered the frst enemy kill of the operation. Soon afer that, two other Rangers discovered three armed and dazed guards in an apparently unmanned shack. Te ensuing frefght eliminated that threat. Having made 
	-

	enemy contact, the Rangers were on alert and ready for further combat. Surprisingly, nobody exited the eastern side of the dam.
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	Finally locating a door into the administrative building, Whittle called up two squads to clear the facility and search for emplaced demolitions. Using a Hooligan Tool—a combination axe and crowbar used by emergency rescue personnel—the Rangers pried open the heavy metal door. Whittle soon realized that clearing the administrative building would take at least three hours. Te onerous task of working their way down, clearing nine foors of ten ofces each, a control room, locked bathrooms, and balconies, rested
	-
	-
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	section of approximately twenty Rangers. In true Ranger fashion, the section methodically cleared the building by kicking down doors, blowing of locks, and placing items with potential intelligence value into the hallways. To complicate matters, as they descended into the dam, they lost radio communication with the commander. To solve the problem, Whittle put his radioman at the top of the stairs and shouted instructions up to him. Te Ranger then stepped out into the doorway to relay the message. Te Rangers
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	On the sixth foor, the Rangers found twenty-fve startled civilian dam workers. Energized by the encounter, the Rangers separated the dam workers into cells, photographed each man, and temporarily restrained them. Te senior employee of the group expedited the search for demolitions by guiding a squad to key locations within the facility. Afer four hours, Whittle radioed Dillard and reported that the building was clear. Leaving a small guard detail for the workers, the rest of the Rangers moved topside and ob
	-
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	Afer this initial encounter, Dunbar’s element saw little action until afer daybreak. As the sun illuminated the surrounding terrain, sniper Staf Sergeant Ronald Jones* spotted Iraqis shooting RPGs from the west side of the river, nine hundred meters away. One man stood in front of an apparent propane tank with an RPG, and the two others were standing behind the tank. Narrow cleared Jones to engage, and in seconds the silent round from Jones’ rife struck the frst Iraqi, passed through his body, and hit the p
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	Soon afer the three Iraqis were eliminated, Dillard directed Dunbar to move his element to secure the eastern side of the dam. A quarter of the way across, a truck came barreling down on the Rangers. Walters fred several hundred .50 caliber rounds into the vehicle, stopping it cold. Five of the armed Iraqi guards died instantly, and another nine piled out of the truck, taking cover behind the concrete railings along the dam. In the course 
	-
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	of the ensuing hour-long frefght, the Rangers killed or wounded several guards and forced fve to surrender.
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	During the clash, two of the wounded Iraqis jumped the concrete barrier and tried to escape down the steep embankment. Command Sergeant Major Alan Beech* and Dunbar decided that they could not leave the wounded men to die. Dunbar radioed Dillard, relayed the situation, and requested permission to recover the wounded Iraqis. With permission granted, Beech and Dunbar sprinted under 23mm antiaircraf artillery fre (fring in a direct-fre mode) from the south one hundred meters down the hill. Te two Rangers locat
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	Objective Cobalt 
	Objective Cobalt 
	When the 2nd Platoon began its assault, the 3rd Platoon, C Company, was focused on seizing Objective Cobalt—an entry control point to the power station, the power station itself, and the transformer yard south of the earthen dam. Unable to access the area from the top of the dam, First Lieutenant Josh Tomas* directed his men to reverse course and head back through the 1st Platoon’s blocking position. With the 1st Squad leader Staf Sergeant Justin Regal* in the lead, three vehicles and twenty-seven Rangers m
	16
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	In the predawn darkness, the Rangers spotted three armed individuals standing in front of a small building, seemingly just curiously looking around. Based on their recent Afghanistan experience, the Rangers knew that a guy with a weapon did not actually indicate combatant status; everyone carried weapons, both militia and civilians. However, when the Iraqis shot at the lead vehicle and then dove into a bunker, the Rangers knew that these armed individuals were, indeed, enemy combatants. As Tomas was moving 
	-
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	Tomas quickly adjusted his attack. He directed the 1st Squad to suppress the guards while the 3rd Squad fanked from the lef and 
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	entered close to the gatehouse. Platoon sergeant Sergeant First Class Roger Sherry* spotted an Iraqi peeking out from behind the gatehouse, but he was quickly captured. Meanwhile, the Rangers pulling rear security had located a bunker with fve armed Iraqis and several RPG launchers. Seemingly resigned to their fate, the men simply sat there and looked at their captors impassively. Te Rangers accepted the Iraqi’s surrender, but lef them in the bunker, disarmed and fex cufed; the platoon did not have the manp
	-
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	Having penetrated the objective, Tomas called for a vehicle that he had lef on top of the dam with the Tactical Operations Center II element. Unfortunately, Specialist James Allen* had made a wrong turn on the way down, and ended up in front of the 1st Platoon’s position. Almost immediately, RPG and small arms fre crisscrossed over the hood of the vehicle. One round struck Alan’s right foot and then penetrated the truck’s oil flter. As the vehicle retreated, leaving a trail of oil behind it, another round h
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	Blocking Positions 
	Blocking Positions 
	Last in the movement order, the 1st Platoon established two blocking positions across the road leading to the dam complex. Te frst three Iraqis the Rangers encountered in the guard shack were secured and fex cufed within thirty seconds. A few minutes later, two Iraqis appeared out of the brush fring wildly. Five Rangers fred simultaneously at the threat, dispatching it quickly.
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	Te second part of the 1st Platoon’s mission began as the platoon sergeant, Staf Sergeant James Lauder*, led the 3rd Squad to the south side of the road to clear buildings. Anticipating two to four buildings as they topped the small hill, Lauder and his men were surprised to discover twelve more buildings not drawn on their maps. Searching the additional structures, the Rangers found that the complex was a training base for Iraqi antiaircraf artillery units in the Haditha area. Te buildings contained sand ta
	1
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	Soon mortar fre began hitting around the hilltop, and Lauder called his platoon leader, First Lieutenant Jared Husky*, for reinforcements. Armed Iraqis were streaming out of Haditha Village toward 
	-

	prepared positions at the bottom of the hill and fring at the Rangers. Husky sent the 2nd Squad to neutralize the threat. Te squad moved two GMVs from the north side of the road and turned its MK19 grenade launchers and heavy weapons on the Iraqi attackers. Lauder called in Little Bird attack helicopters for additional support. Afer thirty minutes of intense fghting, the Night Stalkers destroyed the mortar positions, and the Rangers broke the enemy counterattack.
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	Suddenly mortar fre erupted again, hitting the hilltop. Lauder, Husky, and dozens of Rangers scanned southward for the source of the new threat and were surprised when the 1st Squad leader pointed behind them, toward 
	-
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	a small island in the lake. Unable to spot the mortar, they could see the puf of smoke when it fred. Lauder had Private First Class Jim Rich* fre a Javelin missile at the position. Te missile launched, reaching the island in seconds, then exploded right on target, ending the mortar fre. Te hit prompted a cheer from the Rangers. Later, A-10 Tunderbolts dropped bombs on the island to ensure the threat was totally eliminated.
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	Hard Fight Won 
	Hard Fight Won 
	With the 1st Platoon still engaged in its frefght, Dillard repositioned his troops and prepared for the next phase of the mission: to prevent the destruction of the dam. Dillard pulled the 3rd Platoon back to the dam and positioned it between the 1st and 2nd Platoons. Knowing that the Night Stalkers had stayed long past the point where they benefted from the protection of darkness, he released them with gratitude. By midday of April 1st, Dillard felt that the Rangers efectively controlled the dam. Taking ad
	-
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	For the next fve days, receiving almost continuous enemy fre, the 1st Platoon held the hill. Nearly every hour for the frst three days, groups of between two and twelve black-uniformed Iraqis sallied from the village, fring in the direction of the Rangers. Mortar and 152mm artillery hit the hill in one-to-four-round salvos. To the immediate south of the 1st Platoon’s position were two buildings, soon dubbed CAS1 and CAS2, from which the bulk of the enemy force had rallied and attacked.
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	In the afernoon, Dillard ordered Tomas to clear the eastern half of the dam complex. Tomas took twenty men from the 3rd Platoon 
	6 Apr 
	and began the arduous task of clearing nine stories and over one hundred ofces. Te Rangers followed the same procedure as in the western building: breaking and blowing down doors, and collecting all items of potential intelligence value. Two hours later, the building was clear. Mission complete, Tomas consolidated his platoon atop the dam and hunkered down for the night.
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	Dawn brought further counterattacks on the dam. As darkness dissipated, the Iraqis attacked both fanks of the dam with squad-sized elements of ten to twelve men. Te Rangers quickly repelled the initial assault, but as the morning passed, the volume of indirect fre increased. A combination of mortar and 152mm artillery shells rained down on the concrete surface near the Ranger positions. Fortunately, the Rangers had ample close air support and passed the fre mission to the A-10 Tunderbolt pilots. Troughout t
	During the second day at the dam, some of the Rangers caught sight of an Iraqi in a kayak paddling in and out between the small islands in the lake. He darted in and out of view and appeared to have binoculars and a radio. An MK19 gunner fred a warning shot, and the kayaker hurriedly paddled out of view behind one of the islands. He reemerged four hours later, paddling furtively toward the shore, intent on escape. Afer several .50 caliber shots, the kayak was hit, sinking beneath the lake. A Ranger fre team
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	During that same day, Whittle pushed his squads east, out past the dam buildings. But in the night, the enemy closed to within two hundred meters of the 2nd Platoon’s positions, pinning down the Rangers with RPGs. Iraqis hidden in a dead space prevented the Rangers from returning efective fre, so they called in air support. Within minutes, an A-10 rolled in and dropped two 1,000-pound bombs just 300 meters from the 2nd Platoon’s location. Te bombs obliterated the attackers and shattered every window in the 
	-
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	By 3 April, the enemy mortar fre had declined to one round every two hours. Unfortunately, 152mm heavy artillery from the southwest replaced it. While most rounds went into the lake, every platoon had a few shells land within a kilometer of its position. One round hit on the top concrete dam rail only seventy-fve meters from Dillard’s 
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	command post; luckily, it did not explode. Not everyone was so lucky. Another artillery round did explode next to the Ranger mortar position.
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	Closest to the location of the explosion, Lauder—a former Ranger medic—raced to the impact area with medics and his driver, stopping short because the position was an artillery target. Te Rangers lef their vehicle behind a three-foot concrete wall and ran the fnal hundred meters on foot. An explosion had put artillery shell fragments into Specialist Jay Fielding’s* face, penetrating the right orbital lobe. When Lauder and his team arrived, Fielding had stopped breathing and his face was turning blue. Te med
	-
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	Te H-1 operations center reacted quickly to news of casualties on the dam, scrambling the 160th SOAR crews from their beds. In less than forty minutes, a fight of three helicopters departed H-1 for the dam: an MH-47E Chinook with a surgical team aboard and two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators. Flying in broad daylight, the fight arrived at the dam less than an hour afer Fielding went down. Te Chinook evacuated Fielding during a break in the artillery fre. Doctors began working on him as soon as he was abo
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	Te artillery attack seemed to be a turning point in the battle for Haditha Dam. Over the course of the next few days, mortar and artillery fre steadily decreased. Tanks from C Company, 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment, arrived on 6 April, and local clerics intervened with enemy forces. Te combination of heavy armor and political support ensured Ranger control of the dam and surrounding area. Tey secured the CAS1 and CAS2 buildings to the south and cleared out the cache of munitions. With all enemy combata
	-
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	their attention to help the newly arrived Civil Afairs team charged with rehabilitating the dam.77 
	1

	Te Rangers’ seizure of Haditha Dam was crucial in the early stages of Operation Iraqi Freedom. It prevented a potential humanitarian and environmental disaster along the Euphrates River, and mitigated the risk to Coalition forces rapidly advancing toward Baghdad. Te dam’s capture also prevented any further use of the facility as a river crossing site by foreign terrorists, while ensuring its availability to Coalition forces. Te Rangers demonstrated the value a fexible, cohesive, and highly-trained assault f
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	SOAR over Haditha 
	SOAR over Haditha 
	Te aviators of B Company, 1st Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment, had established a reputation for being able to deliver close air support in even the most challenging conditions. Te Night Stalkers lived up to and exceeded all expectations while supporting the 75th Ranger Regiment’s assault on Haditha Dam the morning of 1 April. Using well-established operating procedures, the SOAR attack pilots demonstrated their value and fexibility on the battlefeld. 
	Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Doug Carter* and his team of two AH-6 Little Bird attack helicopters were marking time at a dusty airfeld in west-central Iraq when they received word of the mission. Having arrived at H-1 fve days earlier on an ostensibly overnight mission, the team looked and felt scrufy. Carter and the rest of the team were awaiting their replacements when they received the mission to support the Rangers’ occupation of Haditha Dam. Only knowing part of the Rangers’ attack plan, the SOAR crews loaded
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	Carter’s team arrived at the Rangers’ assembly site on the afernoon of 31 March. Captain Dirk Dillard* greeted Carter and briefed him on the Rangers’ tactical plan. Te two commanders had known 
	-
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	each other for years, and worked together during training exercises and deployments. Together, they devised a fre support plan based on their collective experiences and standing operating procedures. With the Rangers’ graphic control measures—route, checkpoints, phase lines, and assault positions—annotated on a map, Carter went back to the landing site to brief his air team. 
	Fully expecting to execute the plan he had developed with Dillard, Carter was dismayed when events orchestrated a change. Afer several delays, the Rangers ultimately launched at 2240 hours, two hours later than planned. Darkness soon enveloped the Ranger formation, and the terrain slowed the ground advance. Te attack was further delayed when the steering gearbox failed on one of the Ground Mobility Vehicles. Resourceful mechanics had the gearbox repaired within thirty minutes, but the delay forced the Littl
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	As Carter’s AH-6 team provided aerial reconnaissance to the Rangers traveling toward Haditha, another AH-6 attack team arrived at H-1 Airfeld. Having conducted a hot of-load of AH-6s from a C-17 Globe-master (meaning that the helicopters and pilots were headed directly into combat), Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* and his fight of two AH-6 gunships quickly departed from H-1. Racing toward the dam, Willington contacted Carter with his satellite communication radio and coordinated a rendezvous en route
	-
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	Afer the handover was completed, each fight quickly lifed of in opposite directions. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 George Caper* contacted the Ranger Fire Support noncommissioned ofcer, Sergeant First Class Stan Morgan*, for a situational report. Morgan relayed the Rangers’ current position, and within minutes, the Night Stalker fight closed on the convoy as it reached the outer perimeter of the 
	-

	dam.80 
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	From the SOAR pilots’ perspective, the Rangers seemed to be taking the dam without resistance. Te Night Stalkers few south and reconnoitered the surrounding area as enemy forces fred sporadically at the nearly invisible helicopters. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Dave Setter*, in the trail Little Bird, spotted a vehicle rapidly approaching 
	-
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	from the south with its lights shining. He relayed the information to Willington in the lead aircraf, and Willington swung his fight around for a closer look. Unsure of the intent of the occupants, the pilots waited until the combatants exited their vehicle with RPGs and rifes. In response to this obvious display of hostile intent, Willington launched a salvo of .50 caliber bullets into the party. Setter followed immediately with another barrage, eliminating the threat.
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	On the return fight north to the dam, the SOAR pilots noticed an equally deadly enemy: a massive spider web of wires and power poles emanating from the dam. As dangerous as any enemy fre, the nearly invisible high-tension wires could easily snare and destroy a helicopter. Te wires were a constant reminder to maintain gun run discipline, to check altitude, and not to fxate on a target. 
	As the Iraqis moved through the bottomland up the west side of the river, ffeen- to twenty-foot dunes covered their movement. Te enemy moved into the deflade and shot at the Rangers, but the Rangers could not see the Iraqis to return fre accurately. However, the Little Bird pilots could easily survey the area, and killed several fghters with 7.62mm minigun rounds and 2.75 inch rockets. Afer six fre missions, Caper notifed Morgan that they needed to return to H-1 for fuel. As the fight departed the area, the
	-
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	While refueling, Caper tuned the radio to monitor the Ranger command net and heard an agitated, familiar voice. Morgan was contacting the Ranger tactical operations center and requesting the status of the Little Birds. Caper could tell by the tone of his voice that something was wrong. As the Night Stalkers repositioned for departure, Morgan called the center again, requesting the time inbound for the Little Birds. Caper alerted Willington, who selected the radio on his communication console, and the fight 
	-
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	Approximately a mile away from the objective, the Night Stalkers saw gunfre crisscrossing the western side of the dam. Te 1st Platoon was fercely engaged with the same enemy fghters that the aviators had seen maneuvering through the rolling dunes along the Rangers’ western fank. Te pilots saw tracers and fashes from the Rangers’ heavy weapons: MK19 40mm grenade machine guns and M2 .50 caliber 
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	machine guns. As Caper looked southward, two mortar tubes fashed 200 meters away. He radioed Morgan and gave a situation report. Morgan passed him over to the Ranger controlling fres in the 1st Platoon’s sector.
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	Suddenly, two more fashes were spotted in the same location, as well as a massing enemy force. Willington contacted the forward observer and requested clearance to shoot. Te forward observer began a full call-for-fre request, which is thoroughly drilled into even the greenest Rangers. Radio chatter flled the communication channels, forcing both Caper and Willington to broadcast on all radio nets that they “had the Rangers’ positions and needed clearance to shoot.” Finally, Morgan yelled into the radio, “D——
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	Te Night Stalkers separated laterally from the Rangers and quickly rolled in on the frst mortar position, delivering .50 caliber rounds and rockets into the mortar position. As Setter’s gunship discharged its rockets, the pilots in each helicopter saw muzzle fashes everywhere they looked. “Quite a sight to behold,” commented Caper, “I’ve never seen so many muzzle fashes in my life.” Five Iraqis ran into a nearby building, so the Little Birds came around for a second run and leveled the building. As the dust
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	A sizeable enemy force began to attack the Rangers from the south. Caper identifed an element maneuvering along the shoreline. Within minutes, the pair of attack helicopters fred on at least two platoons of dismounted troops. As one pilot few each helicopter, the other pilots got into the fght by leaning out the side door and engaging militia forces with their personal M4 rifes. Te smell of cordite flled the air. 
	6 Apr 
	As the Night Stalkers few low during their attack runs, they could hear the bolt actions of the enemy’s AK-47s. 
	Te enemy force was fnally suppressed just as dawn broke. With daylight comes increased probability of small arms fre hitting a helicopter, so Dillard soon ordered the Little Birds to leave. As the fight departed, Morgan radioed the AH-6 pilots, and with appreciation evident in his voice, declared, “Te beer’s on us!”
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	Te 160th SOAR pilots supported the Rangers with the ferocity that the ground fghters had come to expect. Te expertise garnered through joint exercises and proven procedures enabled one team of Night Stalkers to fawlessly complete the mission begun by another team. When the battle intensifed, the Night Stalkers were there to deliver the precise close air support that the Rangers needed, staying on station even as the morning sun stripped away the protection aforded by the night. Years of bilateral training f
	-
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	Civil Affairs at Haditha 
	Civil Affairs at Haditha 
	On 2 April, Brigadier General Vincent Brooks, CENTCOM spokesman, announced that special operations forces had seized Haditha Dam, “a very important dam that could potentially food the Euphrates River leading down toward Baghdad, and particularly in the area of Karbala.” Tat short statement belied the signifcance of the dam, and barely hinted at the problems encountered within the structure itself. Tough the operation that led to the dam’s capture was dramatic, the struggle to keep the dam operational was ju
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	In the early morning hours of 1 April, elements of the 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, assaulted and captured Al Qadisiyah (Haditha) Dam. Measuring eight kilometers at its widest point, Haditha Dam is the one of the largest such earthen structures in the Middle East. Te resulting Qadisiyah Reservoir has a capacity of 8.2 billion cubic meters, about two-thirds the volume of water of Lake Roosevelt behind the Grand Cooley Dam, and is a critical source of water for irrigation and electrical power in weste
	-
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	the Haditha complex also protected the water supply and ability to provide electricity, both of which became critical resources during the approaching summer months.
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	While Rangers excel at capturing objectives, the assault force was not well suited to actually operating the dam. Te Rangers quickly called for assistance from E Company, 96th Civil Afairs Battalion, which had been attached to the regiment for just such an eventuality. Regimental commander Colonel Joseph Votel ordered Sergeant First Class Karl Compton*, a member of Civil Afairs Team–Alpha 52, to deploy to the dam on 2 April. Compton had twelve years of Special Forces experience as an engineer, and was bette
	-
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	Intense Iraqi artillery barrages targeting the Rangers on the dam delayed Compton’s mission for two days. On 4 April, Compton fnally found a seat on an MH-47 Chinook loaded to capacity with personnel and supplies. Te helicopter arrived at the dam late that evening, during a break in the mortar and artillery attacks. Compton wasted no time in starting his assessment, and immediately began making his way through the honeycomb-like levels of the dam, identifying signifcant electrical and structural problems wi
	-
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	When Compton conducted his frst meeting with the Iraqi dam manager to get his appraisal of the condition of the facility and the status of the dam workers, Compton found that the manager was reluctant to share information: 
	Keep in mind, the manager and all the dam workers had 
	been held in a secure section of the dam for nearly one week. 
	6 Apr 
	Te dam workers—at that time approximately twenty-fve personnel broken into two shifs—were escorted by guards whenever they moved about the complex and were then returned to one of the two worker rooms where they were kept.
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	Following his initial discussions with the dam manager and his assistant, Compton determined his top priorities were to organize the dam employees in order to ensure the continuous operation of the facility and to repair critically damaged components. Tough Compton was scheduled to return to H-1 the next day, the Ranger company commander on-site informed him that no aircraf were scheduled to arrive in the next twenty-four hours. Stranded at the dam, Compton used the time to develop a more detailed appraisal
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	In the course of working with the dam manager and his deputy, Compton concluded that many of the dam workers believed that the 
	U.S. forces would destroy the dam, not preserve it. Compton worked to improve his relationship with the manager and to help him understand that they were there to help repair the hydroelectric facility and return it to normal operations. Compton also permitted the dam manager and eight higher-level workers to listen to the radio on a regular basis. “Tis worked in our favor in getting the dam workers to completely understand the Americans were in charge.” Trough the radio broadcasts, the employees learned th
	-
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	diers in the town of Haditha and the surrounding villages put aside their weapons, removed their uniforms, and departed the area. With their departure came increased cooperation from the civilians who remained behind.
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	Afer nearly a week of managing one of the largest dams in the Middle East by himself, Compton was joined by two Civil Afairs teams on 11 April: CAT-A 51, composed of Captain Ken Brown*, Ser
	-
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	geant First Class Earl Hampton*, SFC Tom Everest*, and medic SFC Samuel Jeeter*; and the rest of Compton’s own CAT-A 52, composed of Major Walter Hillbottom*, SFC Charles Atlas*, and medic SFC Kevin Goodin*. Compton, the team engineer on CAT-A 52, was exhausted and relieved that the two teams had fnally arrived. Te two Civil Afairs teams began by immediately identifying team tasks and individual responsibilities. CAT-A 52 took charge of managing the dam workers and facility operations, while CAT-A 51 took r
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	Compton’s assessments revealed that maintenance on the facility had been neglected for years. Designed by the Soviets and built by the Iraqis during the 1970s, it had been expanded in the late 1980s. Te facility was then placed in “cold storage” shortly before the Gulf War in 1991. Troughout its life, the dam seemed to sufer from a consistent lack of attention. Afer the Gulf War, the dam was brought online and began producing electricity, though efciency was hampered by neglect and lack of resources. Te Ira
	While the battle outside the facility waned, the difculties inside the dam escalated. By 10 April, the situation was critical. Te generators continually broke down, hampering eforts to bring the main turbines back online. However, the generators were only half the problem; each time a turbine was started, the turbine would blow out the electrical panels and immediately stop again, cutting power to the pumps that kept the facility from fooding. In addition, the shaf of the only “working” turbine was warped. 
	-
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	soon as the turbine was engaged, the warped shaf caused a vibration that reverberated throughout the entire structure. Compton and Hillbottom were in the lowest level of the dam assessing the condition of the deep well pumps and checking on the level of the rising water when the vibrations began. Alarmed by the violent shaking, Hillbottom thought the dam might be collapsing and began running toward the stairs to get up and out of the lower levels of the facility. Compton, knowing the volume and intensity of
	-
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	Workers managed to shut down the broken turbine before the dam collapsed, and they immediately began checking for signifcant structural damage. Te water continued to rise, and with it, the workers’ fears. Several times, Compton had to literally force the dam employees to work on the facility, even as they insisted that nothing could be done to fx the dam. Teir fear of the rising water was justifed; if the water had risen approximately six more inches than it had, it would have reached the electrical compone
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	Approximately one week afer the dam was captured, an Army Corps of Engineers assessment team consisting of one ofcer and two noncommissioned ofcers arrived to assist in the operation of the dam. None of the personnel had the training or experience to evaluate or operate the dam, so the assessment team chief conducted daily, real-time video teleconferences with the Army Corps of Engineers technical experts in Mobile, Alabama, and other dam specialists in North Carolina. Realizing that the dam manager was mor
	-
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	Engineers representatives in North Carolina asked to have the dam manager present during the video teleconferences. Including him in the conferences also accorded him the proper respect necessary to restore the dam to full operation. With the arrival of the Corps of Engineers team, Compton was relieved from his temporary and unexpected duty as the noncommissioned ofcer in charge of the ffh-largest dam in the Middle East.
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	None of the CAT-A personnel had anticipated managing a hydroelectric complex when they initially deployed for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Compton certainly did not plan to take charge of Haditha Dam when he set out to conduct his initial assessment. Yet, managing a dam is exactly what Compton and his fellow Civil Afairs soldiers found themselves doing in April 2003. Trough sheer persistence and creative thinking, Compton prevented environmental, logistical, and strategic disaster by keeping the dam operational
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	I knew that if the dam had busted, even due to structural failure, most Iraqis would have blamed the Coalition forces. I told workers when they wanted to leave the dam that they were required to remain at the facility and continue operations; we were going to get it working, whatever it took. If we had lost the dam, it would have had an enormous impact on the war. It could have turned the people against us. Not only would the U.S. be seen as destroying the dam, there would have been a lot of bridges washed 
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	As is ofen the case in Civil Afairs, Compton and the other members of CAT-A 51 and CAT-A 52 successfully performed a seemingly isolated mission that, in reality, had a signifcant and far-reaching impact on 
	U.S. interests abroad. 

	Freedom from Captivity 
	Freedom from Captivity 
	On 23 March, two serials of the 507th Maintenance Company became lost outside the town of Nasiriya as the unit attempted to regain contact with the 3rd Infantry Division’s 600-vehicle convoy moving north and west ahead of them. Afer almost sixty hours of continuous movement, beset with vehicle breakdowns and wrong turns, the exhausted 
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	troops of the 507th were ambushed as they attempted to fnd the correct route through the city. In the ensuing chaos, eleven soldiers were killed, seven captured, and nine wounded (including some of those captured). First Sergeant Rick Dawson’s* HMMWV crashed into the rear of one of the unit’s fve-ton wreckers, killing the frst sergeant and severely injuring the other four occupants of the HMMWV. Iraqis took Private First Class Jessica Lynch from the vehicle, alive but unconscious. Her capture set in motion 
	-
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	Lynch’s captors initially took her to an Iraqi military hospital near the site of the ambush, but soon moved her across the city to Saddam Hussein General Hospital, the town’s primary civilian medical facility. Te basement of the seven-story hospital was used as a Baath Party headquarters. (Under the Geneva Convention, hospitals are protected from attack unless they are used to commit acts harmful to the enemy. By locating its headquarters within the hospital, the Baath Party forfeited the hospital’s protec
	-
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	Te soldiers of ODA 553 were working in the city and when they learned of Rehaief, they collected and sent the information up the chain. Tey were persistent in pushing for a rescue attempt. At FOB 52, the consensus was that further proof of Lynch’s presence was needed and steps were taken to secure the necessary information from the hospital. Marine Gunnery Sergeant Lance Hartman*, attached to the FOB from the Defense Human Services Agency, few to Nasiriya and linked up with the team. A man of considerable t
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	Working with ODA 553, Rehaief made several trips into the hospital and took a series of pictures that accurately portrayed the situation there. Te team processed the crucial intelligence gathered by 
	-
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	Rehaief’s forays and passed it up through the chain of command. Once this intelligence passed up the chain, a task force of special operations and conventional troops was rapidly assembled to mount a rescue operation.
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	Elements of the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, participated in the rescue. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Randall Ramsey* arrived at Tallil Air Base on 30 March to prepare to receive the rest of the regiment’s contribution to the task force. In the twenty minutes he had, Ramsey scrambled to prepare for the frst fights of MC-130s that brought in the MH-6 and AH-6 Little Bird helicopters which played key roles in the rescue. Te helicopter crews parked the helicopters along the edge of the fight line and spent the frst nig
	-
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	Te MH-60K Black Hawks of the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, few to the airfeld. Afer all the SOAR aircraf had arrived, the Army aviation element was comprised of four MH-6 and AH-6 Little Birds, four MH-60K lif helicopters, and two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators armed with rockets and cannon. Eventually the headquarters established itself in an abandoned bunker. Tis became the staging area for the operation. Ramsey was deeply involved in the planning, going forty-eight hours with little sleep as he and the 
	-
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	ARSOF elements continued to arrive at Tallil Air Base, including the 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger 
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	Regiment, augmented by B Company, 1st Battalion, and liaisons from the Marines of Task Force Charlie. As the elements arrived, the planning intensifed at a couple of small card tables in the bunker. Te plan which evolved was essentially simple, but fraught with potential disaster if the enemy chose to prevent the rescue.
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	Te rescue plan concentrated overwhelming force on the hospital and immediate vicinity. A ground team would rapidly breach the hospital’s main entrance, extract Lynch, and then withdraw, covered by the assault forces. Marine CH-46 and CH-53 helicopters would be used to insert the Rangers who would establish blocking positions outside the hospital to prevent any reinforcements coming into the area. Te plan called for the Rangers to move on foot to their positions along a major road network, known during the o
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	Marine tanks and armored vehicles, would simultaneously move into the area from the north.
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	Te MH-6s would insert snipers into the hospital compound. Te MH-60K lif helicopters had a variety of missions: one helicopter would land troops on the hospital roof, one would carry in the primary breaching element with assault personnel, and a third would transport a medical team. Tis third MH-60K would remain on the ground near the hospital entrance to fy Lynch and the assault team out of the area. Te AH-6s would provide close-in overhead fre support. Additional fre support was available from an on-statio
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	Te intense planning went on throughout the night of 31 March. At one point, Ramsey noticed that the insertion point for the Marine helicopters carrying the Rangers would probably be “browned-out” by the other aircraf bringing in the assault force. He brought this up and the Rangers were placed in a better location. Te absence of the Marine pilots during the planning phase concerned Ramsey, but when they ultimately arrived, he briefed them and they handled their end of the mission competently and professiona
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	Te operation commenced at 0100 hours on 1 April when the Marines began their diversionary assault on the designated bridges from the south side of the Euphrates River. As planned, the Marines cut the power to the city fve minutes before the assault on the hospital was scheduled. Within moments, the hospital’s generators came online, providing a splash of color in a sea of black.
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 James Melvin* and Major Mark Mohan* led the AH-6s onto the target area and immediately encountered fre from heavy weapons. It turned out to be rounds from the Marines’ enthusiastic assault south of the river. Te pilots had no recourse but to hold their pattern around the hospital for several minutes. Melvin did reverse the course of the orbit at one point to, as he said, “put the commissioned man toward the fre.” Eventually they got through on the radio to the Marines and asked them to
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	Te MH-60Ks followed the Little Birds, with one MH-60K executing a one-wheeled landing and letting the snipers out onto the roof. Te second MH-60K put its assault force down in front of the hospital entrance. Te rescuers quickly disappeared into the massive building, leaving Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Harry Bibeau* and Captain Teo
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	dore Shafer* sitting alone in their helicopter, 
	awaiting the rescuers’ return. 
	Te Rangers in the ground assault force arrived as planned and immediately swarmed over the area. “It was a relief to see them. Tey were like ants on that compound,” said Shaffer, who watched anxiously from his position in the helicopter on the ground. During the insertion of the Rangers into their blocking positions, the Marine CH-46 carrying the Ranger battalion commander clipped a wire on its approach, nearly causing the bird to 
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	nosedive to the ground. Fortunately, the pilot recovered in time to narrowly avert a disaster.
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	Afer a thirteen-minute eternity, the assault force sent out a call that it had secured Private Lynch and she was being extracted out of the target area. As the code word was relayed to the various rescue elements, the joint operations center at Tallil Air Base erupted into cheers. Bibeau and Shafer few Lynch and the medical team back to Tallil, where they transferred Lynch to a fxed-wing aircraf and few her to Kuwait for further medical attention and an eventual reunion with her family.
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	Lynch was safe, but the forces on the objective were not quite fnished with their mission. Iraqis within the hospital directed the troops to the morgue, where they found two American bodies. U.S. forces also learned that the soccer feld adjacent to the hospital grounds allegedly held more bodies. Te Rangers immediately secured the area and began to excavate the freshly dug graves. Having no tools, the Rangers worked steadily with their hands and eventually retrieved the remains of nine more bodies. Te recov
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	Te rescue of Private First Class Jessica Lynch caused a media frenzy. Initial reports sensationalized the event in virtually every particular, and the military was criticized for ostensibly hyping her rescue. As the facts became clear, what stood out was the exceptional 
	2 Apr 
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	competence and professionalism of the participants, and their overriding dedication to leaving no soldier behind. 
	-


	2 April Mission 
	2 April Mission 
	In what became known as the “2 April Mission” the men of C Company, 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, responded to a request for an emergency casualty evacuation and close air support. A special operations force was in a gunfght with Iraqi forces north of Haditha Dam. With little rest from a long fight the night before, a fight of two MH-60K Black Hawks and two MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators departed in daylight from a forward support base and few through hostile territory to execute the mission. Teir daring r
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	For several days an Iraqi force of roughly a hundred Saddam Fedayeen trailed a much smaller group of U.S. special operations soldiers. Te Saddam Fedayeen were an irregular force of “volunteers” dedicated to the protection of the Baath Party regime and Saddam Hussein. Tey ambushed the Americans on the morning of 2 April, and the special operations force called its tactical operations center for help, requesting emergency casualty evacuation and close air support. Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Fred Hamilton* and Chie
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	Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Tomas Brady*, designated the air mission commander with overall responsibility, energized his crews for the mission. Te increased activity roused other Night Stalkers still recovering from the previous evening, and with a solid group efort, four helicopters departed the forward staging base within forty-fve minutes of notifcation. With two MH-60K lif helicopters in the lead and the two DAPs on the fanks, the fight raced at maximum speed ffy feet above the desert foor to a spot in centr
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	dinates hastily scribbled on a scrap of paper. Hamilton remained in contact with the tactical operations center, which relayed intelligence updates, suspected weapons systems, and the enemy situation. Te center also informed him that two sorties of Air Force A-10 Tunderbolt II attack aircraf were en route, but would not arrive until afer the helicopters reached the objective. Ninety minutes later, the Night Stalkers neared the engagement area.
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	Hamilton’s frst job was to check in with an E3 Sentry, Airborne Warning and Control System, in order to alert U.S. Air Force jet aircraf fying high above the Iraqi desert, and to deconfict airspace along their route north with conventional aviation and conventional ground forces. Without a preplanned fight route, the risk of fratricide increased exponentially for an already dangerous mission. Te complex air coordination order, a system designed to deconfict fights of jet aircraf with all other fying objects
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	By late morning, Iraqi reinforcements had arrived and the opposing forces were in an intensive frefght. Both sides had sustained casualties. When the helicopters arrived at the objective, Hamilton checked in with the ground force, which immediately cleared the DAPs “hot”—the code word that grants permission to engage the enemy at will—and requested that the MH-60Ks hold on the periphery. Te DAP, an armed version of the Black Hawk, can be confgured with a combination of 2.75 inch rocket pods, 30 millimeter c
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	Deviating from the fight course of the DAPs, Hoyt radioed his fight’s position to the ground commander, and received the enemy situation and landing zone coordinates. Te MH-60K pilots quickly located their comrades on the ridgeline, and landed close by to facili
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	tate the loading of the casualties. Te ground commander immediately requested that the pilots reposition the helicopters to the designated coordinates, which he deemed a more secure area. As Hoyt repositioned his fight, he saw the DAPs in a “bump” (attack posture) and smoke billowing from the chain guns. He thought, “Now that’s an impressive sight.”
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	Moments earlier, the DAP fight circled the objective twice before Sergeant Jefery Landis* spotted the Iraqi combatants lying prone on the ground; they looked dead but were actually playing possum. It was very difcult to pick out the enemy because their clothing blended in so well with the terrain. In the trail DAP Landis noticed that one Iraqi slightly turned his head as the helicopters few away from him. Grabbing his M4 carbine, Landis aimed his rife and shot near the Iraqi on the next pass. Instantly the 
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	Te movement quickly caught the attention of Hamilton in the lead helicopter. He refexively banked his DAP hard to the right and fred the chain gun, instantly killing the Iraqi. Within moments the scene changed. Now the DAP crewmembers could easily identify the threat, and proceeded to give the enemy, in the words of Brady, “a whooping and a whopping.” Te pair of gunships conducted a deadly aerial ballet over the desert for the next ffeen minutes, never making a complete circle without shooting and killing e
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	While the DAP pilots systematically destroyed Iraqis in their fring positions, Hoyt directed his fight to the specifed landing zone, and waited for the ground force to arrive. Within moments, several vehicles rapidly approached the helicopters from the side. Several of the helicopter crewmembers scanned the horizon for the enemy, and cov
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	ered the casualty transfer with their 7.62mm six-barreled miniguns, while others helped with the casualties. A wounded team member boarded the frst Black Hawk, and, regretfully, a body draped in the 
	U.S. fag was loaded on the second. Without delay the fight departed to H-1 Airfeld. At about the same time, the frst pair of A-10s arrived on station and Hamilton released the two Air Force aircraf to cover Hoyt’s fight to H-1.
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	Once Hoyt departed, the two DAPs continued combing the area. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Walter Florenson*, seated next to Hamilton in the lead DAP, spotted a truck with mortar tubes in the bed and several armed Iraqis standing nearby. He announced the target to Hamilton, who swifly maneuvered his fight for a gun run. Tirty seconds later, the vehicle was destroyed and the fghters were dead. Afer several engagements, the militants began kneeling and fring shots at the helicopters fying away from them. Te special o
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	Te second pair of A-10s arrived ten minutes later, and the lead pilot excitedly announced that his fight was fully armed; each aircraf had six 500-pound bombs, two cluster bombs, and four high-explosive bombs. Te Night Stalkers pinpointed a large group in a ravine two hundred meters north of the U.S. ground force’s position and Hamilton directed the A-10 pilot to drop a 500-pound bomb on the location of the DAP’s last engagement. Te pilot dove in and dropped the bomb, which was programmed to airburst in the
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	Confdent that the A-10s could efectively cover the ground force’s maneuver, the DAP pilots broke of from the objective and few northeast to see what they could fnd. Te original mission plan only allotted them ffeen minutes of station time, so the Night Stalkers furiously searched for enemy positions. Tey located several mortar positions that had initially trapped the Americans on the ridgeline. Hamilton rolled in frst, with Brady a few seconds behind him, and the two DAPs destroyed the mortar positions with
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	individuals fring back toward the battle area became the next target. Seemingly oblivious to the bombs just dropped on their comrades, these fghters soon perished under several short bursts of minigunfre. Te pair of DAPs continued to ruthlessly search and destroy targets. Calculating their fuel burn rates in excruciating detail, the Night Stalkers stayed forty minutes beyond their allotted station time before lack of fuel forced them to fnally break of their hunt.
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	Fify minutes afer the arrival of the helicopters, all the Iraqis were dead. Te MH-60Ks successfully evacuated the wounded Americans in the midst of the fght. Te team of DAPs and the pair of A-10s delivered a devastating attack, turning the tide of battle. Hamilton notifed the special operations commander that they had to depart, having reached the limit of their fuel. Te commander released them with heartfelt appreciation. Reluctantly, the Night Stalkers headed to H-1 for fuel. Tey avoided enemy concentrati
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	Tis mission epitomized the inimitable bond between elite ground and air warriors of the U.S. Army special operations. Te SOF community consists of members who are willing to respond to a comrade in harms way, despite the danger involved. Without hesitation or reservation, the Night Stalkers departed in daylight on short rest to evacuate wounded soldiers, and quell an attack that had threatened to overrun a U.S. force. 
	-
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	Team Tank 
	Team Tank 
	Although Army special operations forces are not usually associated with armored units, they have been known to work together when the situation has warranted heavy support. During World War II, the legendary Colonel William Darby formed the provisional “Cannon Company” of four M3 half-tracks 
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	mounted with 75mm guns to give additional frepower to the Rangers during the Italian campaign. However, not until Operation IRAQI FREEDOM did ARSOF again work with armor forces to any appreciable degree, and even then, the association was weak.
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	Early in the campaign, armored Task Force 1-63 airlifed into Bashur Airfeld in support of Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North. Afer taking three days to arrive, however, the armor force was not able to efectively leave the airfeld perimeter to provide an immediate impact on the combat situation in northern Iraq. In fact, three days afer Task Force 1-63’s arrival, the major Iraqi elements in the north surrendered, and Kurdish peshmerga and Task Force Viking seized Kirkuk and Mosul. Task Force 
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	In a situation reminiscent of that faced by Darby and the Rangers in World War II, the 75th Ranger Regiment found itself in need of armor support in Iraq. Te Regiment discussed attaching an armor force during mission planning, but no formal arrangements were made. In the course of their operations in the western and northern deserts, however, the Rangers concluded that they required an armor force to confront Iraqi tanks, and to send the message that tanks were operating almost unopposed along Highway 1 nor
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	While it is not clear whether C Company was specifcally selected for the mission or if it was simply luck, the Rangers were getting a very experienced armor unit. Te company had previously spent six months in Kuwait during Operation DESERT SPRING (May–October 2002), returning to Fort Riley, Kansas, in November 2002. Afer deployment to Kuwait in February 2003, C Company fought from the Kuwaiti border to Objective Rams, just south of Baghdad, attached to the 3rd Brigade, 3rd Infantry Division, before moving b
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	On 31 March, C Company was fghting as part of Task Force 1-41 Infantry attached to the 82nd Airborne Division near Samawah. Te next day Captain Sean Carlson*, the commander of C Company, 
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	received what some may have considered an early April Fool’s Day message afer the hard fght north: move almost one hundred kilometers south to Tallil Air Base, located twenty kilometers southwest of Nasiriya, and then conduct an air movement back north to support CJSOTF-West. Carlson was ordered to leave one tank platoon with Task Force 1-41, and wait for heavy equipment transporters to move his tanks south. Afer waiting several hours for the promised transporters, Carlson ordered his company to move out un
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	Arriving at the air base approximately fve hours later, Carlson met with a liaison ofcer from the 75th Ranger Regiment. Carlson and his Headquarters’ platoon leader then few in and reported to the Ranger tactical operations center, where they discovered that their armor company, newly dubbed “Team Tank,” would fall under the operational control of the 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment. While the Ranger Regiment included some commanders with mechanized experience, most had not operated with armor for many 
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	While Carlson worked with the Ranger staf, the rest of Team Tank prepared for air movement. Te air movement of tanks by C-17 was new to both the tankers and the Air Force loadmasters. In fact, most of the armor soldiers had never even fown in a C-17 during peacetime, much less in a combat zone. Te tank crews worked through the process of draining three-fourths of the fuel and securing the tanks by chain to the aircraf. Due to weight limitations, only one tank and its crew could be transported per C-17 sorti
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	Te air movement of Team Tank required three days to complete. Te company’s ten M1A1 tanks, three M113 armored personnel carriers, one fre support vehicle, three cargo trucks, two fuel trucks, and a HMMWV required a total of ffeen C-17 sorties between Tallil Air Base and H-1 Airfeld, located fve hundred kilometers to the northwest. 
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	As each lif arrived, the tankers consolidated in a laager site, conducted maintenance, and prepared for their next mission. Te last two tanks and crews arrived only two hours before the ground armored convoy departed H-1 for Mission Support Site Grizzly, a desert landing strip located between the Haditha Dam and Tikrit.
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	On the surface, Team Tank’s mission seemed simple enough: support the Rangers in a series of raids, and interdict main avenues of escape for regime loyalists and high-value targets attempting to fee to Syria. Once 
	-

	Coalition forces had blocked Highways 2 and 4 through the western desert, Highway 1 became the primary avenue of escape. High-value targets would follow Highway 1 north as far as they could, then cut west toward Syria on any number of lesser roads running through the desert. In order to carry out its mission, Team Tank would be participating in raids that included between ffy and one hundred kilometers of movement each way. While the tanks had no problem maneuvering once on the objectives, they were not bui
	Te frst operation out of Mission Support Site Grizzly earned the soldiers of Team Tank the Rangers’ respect as they proved that armor soldiers were as hard as their tanks. On 9 April, C Company, 2nd Battalion, 70th Armor Regiment, and 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, conducted a night attack to secure Objective Camel—K2 Airfeld—under conditions of zero illumination and little visibility afer the initiation of mortar fre. As the tanks began the attack, Carlson suddenly dropped of the command net. Te Rang
	-

	Carlson was, indeed, out of action, but it was not enemy fre that had disabled his tank; rather, the commander’s tank had driven into a forty-foot deep hole in the middle of what appeared to be a wheat feld. Traveling at between fve and ten miles per hour with zero illumina
	-
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	tion, the tank had unwittingly driven over the edge of a large hole and then rolled over until it rested upside down, directly on top of the turret. Luckily for Carlson and his crew, the captain had stressed rollover drills during predeployment training, so everybody in the company knew exactly what to do in this unfortunate situation. As soon as the company’s executive ofcer, First Lieutenant Daniel Davis*, realized what had happened, he moved his tank forward and began recovery operations while protecting
	-

	Meanwhile, Carlson and the rest of the crew were trapped inside a living nightmare. Over the next hour—though it seemed like an eternity—the men quickly assessed their situation and began their own recovery. In addition to the basic conditions that had trapped the crew, its self-rescue was hampered by fuel leaks, requiring the tank’s power to be turned of. Using fashlights, Carlson and his gunner, Sergeant Abe Tomas*, performed frst aid on the loader, Specialist Mark Czerniki*, whose lef hand had been almos
	-
	-
	-
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	Afer Carlson verifed that his crew had received proper care, he transferred to Davis’ tank and continued the attack. Team Tank still needed to block Highway 1. With recovery assets over forty kilometers away, the company declared the overturned tank a total loss. Since the 
	6 Apr 
	wreck was located in hostile territory, flled with sensitive gear, loaded with ammunition, and soaked in fuel, they concluded that they had to destroy the tank. Two tank rounds provided an inglorious end to the tank. Te crew members lost almost all their personal gear with that decision, and had to make do for the rest of their tour in Iraq. As for the respect generated during this episode, the Rangers recommended Davis for the Bronze Star for valor.
	-
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	Te attack on Objective Camel ensured the continued association of C Company with the 75th Ranger Regiment. On 11 April, Team 
	Tank and A Company of 1st Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, combined their strengths and conducted an attack on Objective Badger: Al Sarha Airfeld and site of the Iraqi Air Force Academy. Te mission was to attack and seize key terrain, and to interdict Highway 1 in order to prevent the escape of high-value targets. An on-order mission was to move to the site of a downed F-15E (designated Objective Falcon), search for survivors, and recover any remains of crewmembers. Te combined Ranger and ground armored con
	-

	Afer a short stop to refuel the tanks, the task force attack on Objective Badger began with mortar fre and 160th SOAR close air support. Satellite imagery indicated a fence line at the objective, but when the tanks assaulted the line, they found it to be an agricultural sprinkler system easily bypassed. Moving quickly through the frst objective, the tanks and Rangers–mounted in GMVs—assaulted through several Iraqi vehicles destroyed by the helicopter gunships.
	-
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	Te Rangers and the tankers coordinated closely as they dismounted to meet Iraqi resistance. Near one set of buildings, a few Iraqi defenders stymied one Ranger squad by ducking behind a brick wall and spraying automatic weapon fre over the wall. Every time the squad attempted to move forward, it was met with a renewed barrage of fre. Te solution was simple for the tankers: fre two high-explosive antitank rounds through the wall. Te Rangers then assaulted through the hole and killed the remaining stunned Ira
	-
	-
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	Once Objective Badger was secure, part of the force moved to Objective Falcon, where the remains of the F-15E crew were successfully recovered. Te Rangers and tankers performed both missions without casualty. Te Iraqis did not fare as well: their losses included several armored vehicles, including two T-55 tanks, twelve antiaircraf guns, and approximately seventy-fve Iraqi soldiers. Te tankers once again acquitted themselves with courage and skill, as exemplifed by Carlson, who was later awarded the Bronze 
	-
	-
	-
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	Te assaults on Objectives Camel and Badger proved that armor and ARSOF could work together efectively. Te Rangers discovered that they had overestimated the tanks’ ability to travel long distances quickly, but admired their ability to “burst” past the Rangers’ vehicles and apply the advantage of speed and frepower against the Iraqi opposition. Te operations also revealed that future night operation coordination had to reconcile the Rangers reliance on infrared sights versus the thermal sights the tankers us
	-
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	Baghdad International Airport 
	Baghdad International Airport 
	Beginning the night of 5 April 2003, the 160th SOAR received the assignment to transport a contingent of Special Operations Forces staf and troops into Saddam International Airport. As conventional forces converged on Baghdad, it became apparent to many commanders that Saddam International Airport, renamed Baghdad International Airport, was the major lodgment center for Iraq. With its extensive runway network and large terminal areas, it was vital to lay claim to the airport as soon as possible. Te capture 
	-
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	was a signifcant psychological victory and 
	was a signifcant psychological victory and 

	marked the practical defeat of the Hussein 
	marked the practical defeat of the Hussein 

	regime, because it provided a central location 
	regime, because it provided a central location 

	from which to launch operations—a place 
	from which to launch operations—a place 

	TR
	* 
	s * 
	that could accommodate large shipments of 

	TR
	* 
	important supplies, equipment, and person
	-


	* 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	* 
	nel—and was the center of gravity for trans
	-


	TR
	portation in and out of the country. 

	* 
	* 
	As Coalition forces approached Bagh
	-


	0 0 
	0 0 
	* 
	dad, Baghdad International Airport became 

	TR
	prime real estate and military units began to 

	TR
	stake out territory in anticipation of the arrival 

	TR
	of rearguard forces. Unlike the conventional forces surrounding the 

	TR
	city, the task force that the SOAR aviators worked for was dispersed 

	TR
	between its forward supply base and H-1 Airfeld in western Iraq and 

	TR
	could not easily claim space at Baghdad International Airport for its 

	TR
	headquarters. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the SOAR’s Chi
	-


	TR
	nook fight leader, developed a plan to use SOAR aircraf to collect the 

	TR
	far-fung elements of the task force headquarters and deploy them to 

	TR
	Baghdad International Airport. Te plan called for using almost all 

	TR
	the available SOAR aircraf.236 

	TR
	Afer deconficting the routes with conventional aviation, artil
	-


	TR
	lery, and air defenses, a fight of three MH-47E Chinooks, two MH-60L 

	TR
	Black Hawk Defensive Armed Penetrators, and four MH-60K Black 

	TR
	Hawks departed their forward supply base with the task force’s for
	-


	TR
	ward element on the night of 5 April, fying into the desert night. Te 

	TR
	dark sky was obscured with suspended sand and illumination was 

	TR
	nearly zero. As the Night Stalkers approached the Iraqi border, the 

	TR
	DAP pilots called Nattier and informed him that the conditions were 

	TR
	beyond the capability of their aircraf to fy safely. Te DAPs lacked 

	TR
	the multimode radar systems of the Chinooks and MH-60K. Tese 

	TR
	radar systems provided situational awareness beyond the capabilities 

	TR
	of night vision goggles, and revealed obstacles to the front and sides 

	TR
	of the fight path. Nattier advised Lieutenant Colonel Jefrey Colt, the 

	TR
	air mission commander, to abort the mission. He agreed, and Nattier 

	TR
	turned the fight around and returned to the forward supply base.237 

	TR
	Te weather failed to improve over the next several days, and 

	TR
	urgency increased in the task force’s tactical operations center to get 

	TR
	people to Baghdad International Airport. On the evening of 7 April, 
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	the weathermen forecast marginal weather conditions; the Night Stalkers would try again. However, the weather turned out to be worse than on the previous attempt and Colt and Nattier wasted no time in making the decision to abort the mission. To them the mission seemed to be more administrative, and the pilots decided it was not worth risking lives because of poor weather. Before they could even shut down their engines, both Colt and Nattier were called to the tactical operations center.
	23
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	When queried about available options, Nattier reported that the MH-60Ks and MH-60Es could climb to a safe altitude, conduct an instrumented systems fight to the vicinity of Baghdad, then do a multimode radar “let down,” since the air defense threat was negligible at this point in the war. However, he recommended that only the multimode radar–equipped aircraf go, for at some point the fight would have to descend through the dust and clouds before, hopefully, breaking out into clear skies. Te DAPs were not eq
	-
	-
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	Afer Nattier briefed the pilots, the three Chinooks and four MH-60K Black Hawks departed the forward supply base. As planned, the fight leads relayed position and time at each waypoint along the route. In this manner, the pilots confrmed their location and point in space by comparing what the mission management sofware and navigational aids indicated with the fight lead reports. About fortyfve minutes from Baghdad, the clouds began to break up and the pilots could spot the helicopters fying in front of them
	-
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	Nattier landed on what was designated “M” or “Mike” taxiway and taxied out of the way of the next Chinook. Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Barry Littleton* landed next, followed by Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Steve Bozeman*. Te passengers deplaned and moved into the terminal area, eager to stake out sufcient space for task force operations. 
	-
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	Te Chinooks then repositioned near the middle of the airfeld to receive fuel from an Apache helicopter refueling point already located at Baghdad International Airport.
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	While Nattier and Littleton received fuel, the Black Hawks landed, dropped of their passengers, and joined the queue awaiting fuel. It was then that the signifcance of their location began to sink in. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Stanley Branson* allowed himself to admit: “Wow, we are actually in Baghdad.”
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	Afer his tanks were topped of, Nattier moved from the refuel point back to the taxiway. Ten he heard a strange radio call to an MC-130 pilot by the Air Force combat controller on the ground: “Cleared to land at the box and one.” Nattier looked down, and beneath the Chinook’s chin bubble was an outlined and illuminated box with a one. He immediately repositioned, calling Littleton to do the same. Afer scrambling out of the way, the two helicopters videotaped the frst landing of an MC-130 at Baghdad Internati
	-
	-
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	Enemy mortar fre soon began falling on the airfeld and the Chinook pilots wasted no time in restarting their engines, and activating as many avionic and mission systems as possible. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Casey Johansson*, the helicopter commander fying with Littleton told Nattier that they were leaving. Since the concussion of the incoming rounds was reaching his aircraf, Nattier said that it was a good idea, and departed frst, quickly followed by Johansson. Meanwhile, Chief Warrant Ofcer 5 Randall Grant* a
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	In the air, the already bad situation immediately began to deteriorate. As Littleton raced to catch him, Nattier was struggling to get all of his systems online. Ten the weather became even worse. Twenty miles into the fight, the two aircraf ran into severe turbulence. Te huge Chinooks gyrated and bounced up and down through the air like out-of-control toys. Littleton recalled, “It felt like someone 
	-
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	grabbed the af landing gear and just shook the whole aircraf.” Te pilots in each helicopter struggled to keep the aircraf upright. With huge rates of descent and ascent—at times over three thousand feet per minute in both directions—the pilots found it nearly impossible to maintain control of the aircraf. Tey fought hard to keep a tenuous balance between being thrown to the ground and fung into the atmosphere.
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	Nattier called over the radio that he was turning due south to fy away from an apparent squall line of thunderstorms. Tis course put the fight over some hostile sections of Iraq, but he had little choice. Bozeman was still several miles behind the frst two Chinooks, and just as the call came to turn south, he and Grant hit the turbulence. All three Chinooks were caught in the violent winds. At one point, Nattier and Littleton sailed within a few feet of a towering construction crane, narrowly missing impale
	-
	-
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	Te Night Stalkers continued along the a southerly course until they fnally few around the squall line, a full eighty miles of course in hostile territory and conficted Coalition air defense corridors. Troughout the whole wild and crazy fight, Colt worked feverishly to shut down other trafc in the airspace and to get updated weather reports from the tactical operations center via the satellite radio. Once the turbulence subsided enough to regain full control, Nattier turned the fight west, and headed back to
	2
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	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	With Baghdad International Airport in the hands of Coalition forces and the Iraqi capital surrounded, the already dim prospects for the Hussein regime were extinguished. As the word of the imminent fall of Baghdad reverberated throughout the country, the role of ARSOF began to shif. In the north, the Kurds began to press closer to the cities of Mosul and Kirkuk, their traditional strongholds. In the west, the threat posed by the SCUDs vanished, and the Special Forces teams began the process of securing key 
	6 Apr 
	with the local populations. Te Rangers and 160th SOAR shifed their focus from the destruction of Iraqi forces to the surgical removal or capture of high-value targets. Te accelerating pace of early April slowed by mid-month, allowing the Coalition to stabilize conditions on the ground. 
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	D+10 through D+42 10 April–30 April 
	D+10 through D+42 10 April–30 April 
	he end of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship efectively occurred as Baghdad fell on 10 April 2003. However, the fghting was far from over, especially north of Baghdad. 
	Figure
	T 

	Te fall of the capital and the equally quick regime collapse made the Coalition rapidly move to stability and support operations while still conducting combat operations between Baghdad and the Green Line. Almost half of the conventional combat power was centered on the Baghdad area with its special operations forces supporting the overall Central Command mission.
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	Army special operations forces contributed signifcantly to the rapid advancement of conventional forces. Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force–North successfully fxed the Iraqi forces along the Green Line and within days of the fall of Baghdad, and liberated the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul. CJSOTF-West continued operations in western Iraq while increasing units to accommodate expanding missions in the Baghdad area. 
	-


	CFSOCC JUMPS TO BAGhDAD 
	CFSOCC JUMPS TO BAGhDAD 
	Brigadier General Gary Harrell prepared his staf to move from Qatar to Baghdad. Te 3rd Infantry Division set the conditions with the cap
	-

	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
	-

	ture of Baghdad International Airport. Afer being “stuck” in Qatar for three weeks while the rest of its company waged war, Operational Detachment Alpha 912, Harrell’s personal security team, fnally made it to Iraq. 
	On 10 April 2003, Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command Sergeant Major Jake Lincoln* and four members of ODA 912 loaded a Ground Mobility Vehicle on an MC-130 from the Pennsylvania Air National Guard and few to Baghdad International Airport in blackout conditions. Te fight began uneventfully, but once it hit the Karbala Gap, the plane received heavy antiaircraf and ground fre, including rockets. Te soldiers later learned that their plane was only the second one to land at Baghdad Internation
	-
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	A frefght between the 3rd Infantry Division soldiers and Iraqi 
	defenders blocked the Special Forces soldiers and the sergeant major from moving directly from their plane to their fnal destination in the airport complex. While the 3rd ID troops were fghting in and around the airport, the newly arrived group found and secured a maintenance building on the west side of the airfeld. Te men joined several of the 3rd ID soldiers watching the red and green tracers fashing against the night sky, and soon saw their frst “Baghdad sunrise”—a red sun rising through the dust and sm
	-
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	A few days later, General Harrell and the staf elements arrived in Baghdad by MC-130. Te advance party secured one of Saddam’s 
	small palaces, about one kilometer south of the airport. Te palace, which became CFSOCC forward headquarters, was three stories tall with thirty rooms, including several large ballrooms (perfect for the operations center), and a large pool within the compound. Once settled into its new team house (the pool cabana), ODA 912 added local patrols to its mission profle when not escorting the general. CFSOCC operated from the palace until redeployment in May.
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	SOF and the Media 
	SOF and the Media 
	Some of the most exciting news reported during Operation Iraqi Freedom resulted from the Department of Defense’s program to embed media with frontline troops, including special operations forces. Embedding allowed reporters and camera crews to record operations and events, as well as to experience the action themselves. Such intimacy gave both the media and the public new insight into the lives and trials of sof personnel. Te close cooperation also provided leaders and troops with the opportunity to learn h
	In January and February 2003, the Department of Defense issued Public Afairs Guidance for activities in the Central Command area of responsibility, which became the basis for all other Public Afairs Guidance in Operation iraqi freedom. In contrast to the fairly restrictive policies initially followed in Operation enduring freedom, the guidance for IRAQI FREEDOM went to great lengths to accommodate media interest: “Te Department of Defense policy on media coverage of future military operations is that media 
	5 

	Te same Public Afairs Guidance spelled out the rationale behind the Department of Defense’s new openness and newfound realization that publicity was an efective tool of national security: “Media coverage of any future operation will, to a large extent, shape public perception of the national security environment now and in the years ahead. Tis holds true for the U.S. public; the public in allied countries whose opinion can afect the durability of our Coalition; and publics in countries where we conduct oper
	-
	-
	-
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	While special operations forces were included in the Department of Defense policy, the special circumstances of their missions did allow for variations in application of the embedding plan. As the public afairs ofcer for Special Operations Command Central, Lieutenant Commander Kyle Andersen* prepared the Public Afairs Guid
	-
	-
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	ance. He negotiated with the ofce of Assistant Secretary of Defense Victoria Clarke to ensure that reasonable compromises between sof concerns and the embedding directive could be reached. Te most important concession allowed the media to be assigned on a mission-by-mission basis instead of embedding them with sof units for an indefnite length of time. Tis policy still provided for media access during pivotal operations, yet allowed sof commanders to maintain crucial control over operations and security.
	7 

	In keeping with SOF’s special status, and the high-profle nature of sof participation in recent operations, soccent requested and received specifc reporters from the media pool, even though the embedding plan assigned slots to media organizations and not to individuals. sof embeds were chosen with such factors in mind as seniority, past work with sof, physical ftness, and readiness to travel. Among those reporters chosen to embed with soccent were Kelly O’Donnell from MSNBC, Jonathan Ewing from the Associat
	8 

	While the process for selecting media embeds went relatively smoothly, Andersen ran into problems flling out the public afairs ofcer requirements for the various soccent component commands. By mid-December, only two of the four component commands—the Joint Special Operations Air Component and the Naval Task Force— had public afairs ofcers assigned to them. Both cjsotf-North and cjsotf-west lacked them, and every time an appropriate ofcer was identifed, the request for assignment was denied. Afer Major Timot
	-
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	Nye joined the 10th Special Forces Group at the intermediate staging base in Stuttgart, Germany, in early February 2003. Task Force Viking had originally planned to move to a staging base in Turkey, but those plans changed when Turkey objected to the United States using its bases in preparation for the invasion into Iraq. Romania was chosen as the alternative launch point, and the 10th sfg and the group’s attached personnel arrived in Constanta on 3 March. While the selected media teams embedded with the 10
	-
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	Nye and Major Rick Gaul* opened a joint information bureau in downtown Constanta in order to keep the nonembedded media away from the actual staging base, which needed to keep a low profle. As part of the efort to defect attention away from the Special Forces presence, the staging base was passed of as an area for equipment and personnel in transit. To satisfy media curiosity and redirect interest, the information bureau even conducted a press conference at the “transit” base, complete with guided tour. Te 
	-
	decade.
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	Back in Qatar, Andersen continued to coordinate the various component public afairs ofcers and associated embedded media in preparation for the war. Because sof embeds generally did not remain with a unit for an extended period, they found themselves waiting in Qatar for mission assignments. Andersen and his staf went to great lengths to maintain operational security, and generally the media cooperated with the procedures. Many continued to question the public afairs ofcer, trying to ferret out details abou
	-
	-
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	Te frst opportunity for Andersen’s team to prove how well media embeds could work for sof came on 21 March, when representatives from Fox News and Te New York Times arrived on location just hours afer special operations personnel liberated several gas and oil platforms of the Iraqi coast. Te reporters and camera teams captured the military and environmental signifcance of the operation, and were prepared to release the story immediately. While the approval process was streamlined afer Operation enduring fre
	-
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	releasing details. Te delay came to the attention of General Richard Myers, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staf, and in the Defense Department briefng on 21 March, he settled the issue by announcing in reference to the platform operations that “there were embedded media with the seals, and their reports should be out shortly.” With that statement, the soccent public afairs ofcer received permission from centcom to release the stories, along with Joint Combat Camera images recorded during the 
	-
	-
	-
	operation.
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	With the infltration of 10th sfg into northern Iraq, the cjsotf-North public afairs ofcer found himself on the frontlines of mili
	-

	tary-media relations. Nye escorted an ABC News television crew as it accompanied 10th sfg on a joint ofensive with Kurdish peshmergas against Ansar al-Islam forces in and around the city of Halabja. Te news crew remained on the hilltops surrounding the valley of Halabja, interviewing soldiers at their observation posts in the Special Forces teams’ few quiet moments between receiving hostile fre and calling in air strikes on the enemy below. As the soldiers saw that the media obeyed the Public Afairs Guidanc
	-
	 stories.
	13 


	At the conclusion of the battle, a Kurdish commander scheduled a press conference in Halabja. In order to maintain control of the situation, Nye organized the event and Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, 3rd Battalion, 10th sfg commander, presided. While it was unusual for Special Forces ground commanders to participate in press events, the Halabja conference provided Tovo with the opportunity to ofcially state what had occurred during the battle. With public afairs ofcer coaching, Tovo carefully explained th
	-
	-
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	the press instead of stonewalling them, Tovo mitigated the possibly negative efects of the inevitable publicity given the operation. 
	An unexpected side efect of the success of the embed program was that nonembedded media sometimes became unofcially embedded with sof units. One reporter embedded himself with the Kurds, which by default embedded him with the Special Forces troops fghting in Halabja. Nye directed the soldiers to continue to follow the guidance for media interaction, and in the end the reporter produced such Special Forces–favorable articles that the troops treated him as an ofcial embed and allowed him the same access as th
	-
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	Safety issues also created relationships where previously there had been none, as happened in Mosul. Soon afer the Halabja operation, Nye joined with the staf of the 2nd Battalion, 10th sfg, in linking up with their commander, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Waltemeyer, at the airfeld on the edge of Mosul. As Nye entered the terminal building to meet with the commander, he was shocked to see large numbers of reporters intermingled with the troops. Waltemeyer had ofered the media shelter from the bombardment, efec
	-
	-
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	Waltemeyer’s actions that day, and for the rest of the week, gave further evidence of the more congenial relationship developed between sof and the media. Nye arrived in Mosul to fnd that Waltemeyer and Colonel Charles Cleveland, 10th sfg commander, had already scheduled a press conference for that day (and Nye was expected to run it). In an efort to stop violence between the Kurds and the Arabs, the Special Forces commanders used the high profle conference to announce that the 2nd Battalion was in control 
	-

	10 Apr 
	Less than a month afer the war had begun, sof had proved that they were not only willing to cooperate with the media, but also welcomed the presence of embedded news teams on selected missions. Te Department of Defense’s directive on the military acceptance of media embeds was carried out both by military leaders and individuals at the troop level, making the embed program a success within the sof community. From Nye’s perspective as a public afairs ofcer responsible for making the embed program work, the s
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	With Baghdad under Coalition control, the I Marine Expeditionary Force moved out on Highway 1 north toward Tikrit on 12 April. V Corps and I MEF had punched through enemy resistance south of 
	Baghdad, and SOF with Kurdish forces had fxed numerous Iraqi divisions along the Green Line; I MEF was then tasked to close the gap between the north and Baghdad. When I MEF armor and infantry reached the outskirts of Tikrit—supposedly the regime’s last stronghold—they defeated an Iraqi infantry unit and then rolled into the city on 13 April. Afer securing Saddam’s palace, the Marines began rooting out the hard-core regime ele
	-
	-
	ments.
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	Conventional forces spent the rest of April confronting pockets of fedayeen resistance and beginning stability operations. While the 
	regime had collapsed, Saddam loyalists and other groups vying for power continued to attack Coalition forces. 
	Te Marines, the 3rd ID, and the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) soldiers continued to work their way through Baghdad, isolating loyalists and wearing them down. Te 4th ID fnally arrived—in 
	-
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	Kuwait—and moved north, taking responsibility for the northern part of Iraq in conjunction with the 101st Airborne Division starting on 17 April. Te newly arrived 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment began moving into western Iraq, slowly taking responsibility from 
	-
	CJSOTF-West.
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	422nd CAB: From the Border to Baghdad 
	422nd CAB: From the Border to Baghdad 
	Te U.S. Army Reserve 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion crossed the berm into Iraq with the 3rd ID on 21 March 2003. Its assignment to the main invasion force placed the 422nd CAB at the forefront of ground combat operations, a place few Civil Afairs teams are ever found. Once the 3rd ID reached Baghdad, the battalion successfully made the difcult transition from the military side of civil military operations to the civil side, and was instrumental in helping the capital city move forward and begin to rebuild. Te
	-

	Six-man direct support teams from the 422nd CAB accompanied the 3rd ID’s brigade combat teams during the rapid advance towards the capital. Te 422nd CAB direct support teams were tasked with minimizing civilian interference with combat operations, which preserved both civilian life and combat momentum. Major Dustin Hilburn* described the battalion’s planning process: 
	-
	-

	We focused on the ethnic makeup of the population, and whether they were pro-regime or not, agricultural or industrial, normal means of transportation, and what type of ethnic strife was going on in the city. We looked at the possibility for relocation of civilians and what direction they might move. We tried to plan how we would react to diferent sizes of groups. We had to diferentiate between [displaced civilians] and civilians on the battlefeld. We ended up surprising lots of Iraqis just coming home from
	problem.
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	While the 3rd ID did not confront signifcant civilian resistance to the advance, the direct support teams did have to deal with nonaggressive interference. One soldier in Direct Support Team 3, attached to the 3rd ID’s 2nd Brigade, commented, “Tere were civilians who 
	-
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	would try to pass our convoy in cars and we would get on the bullhorn and pull them over and tell them [to] stay of the road for their own protection. Tey were scared at frst, and then they were very happy.” As the brigade entered villages, the Civil Afairs soldiers “would go fnd civilians and tell them to stay away from U.S. forces.”
	1
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	Loudspeakers—“bullet magnets”—helped the teams broadcast their instructions quickly and efectively. On at least one occasion, DST 3 “cruised through the town broadcasting 
	the message that [they] weren’t there to harm them.” Te terrorized populace received the news cautiously: “We could see joy from the people, but it was restrained as there were still Baath Party personnel around,” commented one Civil Afairs soldier. “In retrospect, I understood the ambivalence toward Americans, as the Iraqis were getting barraged by the Iraqi information minister saying how the Americans were getting the crap kicked out of them. Tey didn’t know what to believe.”
	-
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	Many of the civilians the direct support teams encountered were not aggressive toward the U.S. troops, but actually helpful. One DST 3 soldier recounted an incident that occurred near Najaf, which aptly illustrates the benefts of allowing Civil Afairs soldiers to do their job: 
	On the outskirts of Najaf, there were a bunch of civilians at this bridge, and the infantry guys were wanting to light them up [because] they had been hit by a bus the day before. Tere were people working in their gardens about fve hundred meters away, and I asked the company commander, ‘If I could go over and talk to them, would you provide a squad for security?’ We walked over there without [an] interpreter and these guys were just farmers, and they told us not to go that way because the Iraqi Army is the
	-
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	wondering what was going on. We started talking to them 
	and they started telling us that the Iraqi Army pulled out 
	the night
	 before.
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	As the direct support teams made sure civilians did not interfere with the advance, the soldiers also took the opportunity to assess villagers’ needs and tried to address them. Another DST 3 soldier related, “the Bedouins would say they used to get water trucked to them, so we would call back and get them some water from the [division] rear. If a tank [ran] over water lines, we would also call back to the [division] rear to handle it when they came forward.” In another case, the native Iraqis led the brigad
	-
	-
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	Te speed of the advance usually prevented the direct support teams from providing immediate humanitarian assistance. As a DST 3 ofcer put it, “Our intent for humanitarian aid was like [dealing with] a stray cat. If you put a bowl of milk out, you will get every stray cat in the neighborhood. So we just didn’t put a bowl out.” Captain Merino* of DST 4 corroborated the truth of that strategy: “Te longer we stayed outside Karbala, the more civilians came out asking for water and food. We knew if we kept handin
	-
	22 

	Te direct support teams and their assigned brigades did give as much help as they could without compromising their own security and missions. DST 3 encountered one such situation near the Karbala Gap: “Tere was a fght that day—a lot of fghting. Tere was this one Iraqi woman who came out and said, ‘Please help me, please help.’ We stopped and got out to look, and the medic truck stopped and went over to fnd that her husband had been shot in the butt. Tey treated him and put him on a stretcher by the road, an
	23 

	At times, the direct support teams found themselves in the position of taking instead of giving, ironically much to the civilian population’s 
	10 Apr 
	relief. Te team led by Captain Ted Morgan* found itself in just such a situation on 31 March. Residents of the town of Khairat informed the team that a local school harbored a large Saddam Fedayeen weapons cache. Te Civil Afairs soldiers passed the information on to the infantry and engineers, who investigated and discovered more than nine hundred mortars, twenty-six thousand AK-47 rounds, dynamite, and chemical protective gear. Afer removing and inventorying the cache, an explosive ordnance disposal unit d
	-
	sheep.
	24 


	Teir positions with the forward brigade combat teams placed the direct support teams in live-fre situations much more ofen than they found weapons caches. A member of DST 3 described one of the team’s more stressful moments as they neared Baghdad: 
	As we pulled into this little town, there was this car sitting in the middle of the road. Tere was a dead man in the street, and the woman in the front seat was dead, and in the back seat was a teenage boy, shot but still alive. And in the lap of the dead mother was this baby who was untouched; [she] had these wide eyes and was just crying. Te city was to our lef and the canal to our right. Te infantry guys were freaking out, as there were bullets fying everywhere. I went over to the girl and there was this
	-
	26 

	Although the teams’ primary mission was to clear civilians from the battlefeld, occasionally events deteriorated forcing the soldiers to concentrate on fghting. DST 3 experienced one such incident near Najaf: 
	We went to this bridge where a PSYOP [Psychological Operations] team was checking people walking across the bridge. Tere were fedayeen fghting positions underneath 
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	the bridge. We put up a Psyop message on loudspeaker: ‘Put your weapon down if you wish to surrender.’ We had a couple of civilians who had already crossed the bridge and given us information on where the fedayeen fghting positions were located. Te enemy then pushed about two hundred civilians across the bridge and we were totally overwhelmed. We then had to stop the people, as the company commander was scared. We told the people the bridge was closed, and this one Iraqi guy took charge of all the civilians
	-
	-
	-
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	Beginning on 7 April, teams from the 422nd CAB moved into Baghdad. Te battalion focused on controlling civilians on the battlefeld during the advance with the 3rd ID, but now that Baghdad had been taken, the Civil Afairs soldiers shifed to civil military operations. Unfortunately, the battalion was not provided with a clear Civil Afairs plan from higher and was lef to its own judgment in prioritizing missions. Hilburn explained, “A plan for Phase IV was never passed from CFLCC [Coalition Forces Land Compone
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Te frst challenge facing the 422nd CAB was the outfow of civilians from Baghdad. Te battalion had met relatively few displaced civilians during the advance north, but was confronted with hundreds of scared people feeing the battle in the capital city. Unfortunately, adequate plans for dealing with those civilians were not in place, in spite of the fact that they were considerably fewer than had been expected. Merino reported, “We had pages and pages of schools that were to be used as collection points, but 
	-
	-
	-
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	cities.” In spite of the lack of a plan, the battalion managed to direct civilians to safe locations and provide them with basic 
	necessities.
	28 


	Once in the city, the 422nd CAB turned its attention to infrastructure. Hilburn recalled, “We started looking at what we could do with a [civil military operations] focus that could have the most impact on the civilian population.” In short order, the battalion concluded that power was the most important issue, since it controlled the water and sewage systems. On 10 April, battalion commander Lieutenant Colonel R. Alan King led a mission to locate and assess power transformers in the Firdos district of Bagh
	-
	-
	-
	personnel.
	29 


	Te next morning, King’s team set out once again on a mission to return power to Baghdad. Tis time, the team planned to meet the transformer engineer. Once again, the team ran into an ambush, this time involving a parked diesel tanker truck. Unable to retreat, the team proceeded down the middle of the fuel-soaked roadway, duck
	-

	ing small arms fre from two separate locations. Te team called in Bradley Fighting Vehicles, which laid down suppressive fre. Te team escaped unscathed and was able to return later in the day—accompanied by ffeen Bradleys—to secure the transformer site. Te next day, the team located Baghdad’s senior power plant engineers, who were instrumental in restoring power to the city thirteen days 
	-
	-
	later.
	30 


	While Civil Afairs eforts were directed toward getting the Iraqis to rebuild their own infrastructure, U.S. soldiers had to step in and help at all levels. Te 422nd CAB and the city 
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	of Baghdad were fortunate to have Major Bob Glass*, whose civilian career was as a fre captain with the Greensboro, North Carolina, Fire Department. In late April, Glass met with Dr. Ali Saeed Saldoon of Civil Defense, who was able to report that twelve of the city’s twentyfve fre stations were operable. Approximately four hundred fre fghters were still working as well. “Te good thing about it is that they, like fre fghters around the world, are dedicated to their job,” remarked Glass. “Te majority of them 
	-
	-
	personnel.
	31 


	Te frst priority afer identifying available resources was to make sure that the operable equipment was distributed to those fre stations that were manned and operating. In rehabilitating the fre defense system, Glass focused on using the native resources as much as possible: “I wanted to utilize [Dr. Saldoon] to do this, because our job is not to stay here and do it for them, but to get them to do it and become self-sufcient. So I gave him the orders to do that, and then he went out and talked to his ofcers
	-
	-
	-
	refneries.
	32 


	Revitalizing the Baghdad police force was another high priority for the 422nd CAB. King appointed former Texas public safety ofcer Major Vaughn Christian* to be Baghdad’s interim police commissioner, or the “Sherif of Baghdad,” as some called him. In turn, Christian looked to Baghdad’s former police administration and ofcers to return to service. Christian and his team prioritized aspects of law enforcement, concentrating on the most immediate needs frst. “Obviously I can’t come in and start setting up an a
	-
	-
	-
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	investigation division—that takes time. I tried to prioritize. Te city had just come out of a war, so my priority was getting security back on the streets, for one.” Te department focused on trafc, facility security (hospitals, utility plants, and such), and 
	patrols.
	33 


	Christian also concentrated on teaching the police department how to function in an ethical manner. He quickly put an end to such practices as transporting suspects in car trunks, openly carrying AK-47s, challenging U.S. Army soldiers at checkpoints, and various other abuses that were customary in the former regime. On at least one occasion, Christian turned a routine evidence check-in into a lesson in proper police procedure. Addressing the evidence room ofcer, Christian instructed, “You are the only perso
	-

	of the ofcers who brought it in.” Such basics needed to be explained and repeated as the 422nd CAB trained ofcers to represent and run what would be an entirely new kind of police force in Iraq.
	34 

	In addition to the expected challenges of rebuilding a large city just emerging from tyranny and war, the 422nd CAB faced the unexpected chaos of rampant looting. With no concrete plan indicating which buildings and sites needed protection, the battalion and other Coalition forces in the city found themselves reacting to problems as they arose. Hilburn described the situation: 
	-
	-

	We would watch some TV broadcast live 
	from Baghdad with the reporter saying this museum is being looted, and a few hours later we would get an e-mail [fragmentary order] down from higher to protect this museum. Te same thing happened with banks and other locations. In a lot of ways it was planning by CNN. We were reacting to problems being identifed [by the media]. One of the problems we ran into was museum names; we would be told one name and it did not exist. We got some wrong grid coordinates, which caused some confusion about where to prote
	-
	-
	-
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	museum was being looted and needed to be
	 protected.
	35 


	U.S. forces were also surprised at some of the looters’ targets. Hilburn remarked, “We were not prepared for the hospitals being looted. We did not plan for it and did not receive any information [that] we would have problems in these areas.” While looting initially concentrated on buildings representing the former regime, the thievery quickly spread to all types of public buildings, including museums, hospitals, and schools. By the time schools were targeted, the looters were seeking basic building materia
	-
	-
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	One group of 422nd CAB soldiers ran into bigger crime than looting when they witnessed and foiled a bank robbery. Sergeant Chris Mercer* recounted the story: “We were driving . . . and we got stopped by [an ofcer] of the 3rd ID. He said, ‘Hey, there’s a bank robbery going on. You all want in on it?’ ‘Of course!’” Te team proceeded to the bank and found that the would-be robbers had been at the bank 
	-

	. . . for a while. Because you could see on the doors that they had beaten them with pickaxes, sledgehammers, mauls, whatever they had. Eventually they got some dynamite and were able to blow a small hole in the top of the safe, through about two feet of concrete and rebar, then the steel. It was just big enough to get a small child in there. So they had lowered a child in there, and he was coming and giving them money. We think they probably got away with about $2 million. We secured seven people inside th
	-
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	two [people]. Tey hadn’t blown the safes yet. It was just 
	another day in Civil 
	Afairs.
	3
	7 


	Te roles of Civil Afairs units in Operation Iraqi Freedom were diverse and constantly changing. Te 422nd CAB’s experiences are representative of the challenges met and the successes enjoyed by all Civil Afairs units during the frst months of the war. From managing and protecting displaced civilians to protecting museums and catching bank robbers, the Civil Afairs soldiers stepped in wherever they were needed. Te lack of a comprehensive Civil Afairs plan ofen lef these units in positions of determining their
	-


	“An Aimed Shot Wins the Fight” 
	“An Aimed Shot Wins the Fight” 
	It was a warm Sunday morning, about 0830 on 27 April, and the sun was already beginning to bake downtown Baghdad. Colonel Warner Anderson was preparing to depart for a meeting at the newly formed Iraqi Ministry of Health. Anderson was attached to the 352nd Civil Afairs Command out of Riverdale, Maryland, and was serving on a public health team. Before deploying to Iraq, Anderson instructed candidates training to become Special Forces medics at the John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School at Fort Br
	Te Iraqi Ministry of Health had recently been organized and the public health team was going to participate in the Ministry’s frst ofcial meeting, which was scheduled to begin at 1000 in the ministry medical complex, commonly referred to as Medical City. Te team was told the trip to the Ministry would have a Military Police escort that would link up with the public health team at the Civil Military Operations Center. Since the team did not have an interpreter, the operations center provided one of the contr
	-
	-
	-
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	between 0845 and 0900. However, at 0930, they had not arrived and Colonel Robert Frame, the team leader, was unable to locate them. At that time, Frame picked up the team’s other HMMWV and decided the team would conduct a two-vehicle convoy to the ministry. Te team was given authorization to conduct the convoy without the Military Police escort. Afer everything was in order, the team departed the compound. Major Rendell Davis* drove the lead vehicle with Frame in the passenger seat as convoy commander. Te t
	We lef the compound through its north entrance. We turned onto the avenue that had the frst bridge, south to north. We crossed east over that bridge, came to a trafc circle, and proceeded northwest on a divided boulevard. Te trafc northbound became congested pretty quickly, and with half an hour to get to the Ministry of Health we were in trafc that was moving about the speed of a slow walk. Tere were a lot of diferent vehicles, including buses and commercial vehicles, on the road with us. I had called the 
	glass.
	38 


	Rounds hit both vehicles of the team. Lawson threw on the emergency brake and both he and Anderson piled out of the vehicle, searching for the location of the their assailants. Anderson was trying to pinpoint the source of the fre when he was hit. “I was looking for a target and I couldn’t fnd a target. I remember being hit three times . . . in two areas. Once was in my right side, right at the level of my last rib. And the other time was in my arm. I didn’t know the extent of the damage there. I assumed th
	-
	-
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	particularly weak, but I remember having the sense that I might be 
	getting ready to go into shock.”At this point Frame was hit and exited the vehicle with his lef arm hanging uselessly, a large stain spreading over the sleeve of his uniform. Anderson yelled at him to get back in the vehicle. Te vehicles were halted close together and Anderson retrieved his aid bag with a tourniquet from the HMMWV. Tere was a lull in the fring and Anderson was about to make his way forward to attend to Frame when a single shot rang out. As I was standing up, I still had the M16 in my hand a
	39 
	40 

	wounded Frame and the need to take care of the shooter on the cross
	-

	walk. Having located the gunman, he brought his M16 into action. I raised the M16 with the frst round . . . going wild, being fred as quickly as possible. My intent there was to throw of his mental balance. My second round, I was trying to get close to hitting him, but I was doing it by swinging the rife up. But I planned for the third round to be an aimed shot, because I’ve always been told that an aimed shot wins the fght. When I fred the second shot, I must have been really close to him or maybe caused a
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	something, because he took of running. He presented his right side to me as he turned to his lef and took of running across the elevated crosswalk, and I took an aimed shot. When I hit him, I had good follow-through on the shot, with the sights remaining on him, getting ready to fre yet a fourth shot. But he went down on my third shot and dropped basically like a bag of 
	-
	rocks.
	41 


	Anderson moved quickly up to attend to his wounded teammate. He applied a tourniquet above the wound on Frame’s lef arm, staunching the bleeding. He realized that the priority was to get out of the kill zone and get Frame to medical treatment. Leaving Frame in the lead vehicle, he told Davis—who was sitting somewhat dazed in the driver’s seat—to get the vehicle out of the area. Ten he ran back to the second HMMWV, and with Lawson driving, sped afer the lead vehicle. An Iraqi jumped immediately out in front 
	-
	vehicle.
	42 


	Te streets had cleared from the area around the ambush and the convoy quickly reached the Medical City complex. At one point Lawson was forced to bump a vehicle out of the way as the HMMWV’s steering was freezing up from loss of hydraulic fuid. When they pulled into the facility, Anderson sent Lawson to get a litter, and when he returned they transported Frame to some U.S. medics, who turned out to be part of a forward surgical hospital that was set up on the porch of one of the buildings. Te medics got an 
	-
	-
	-
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	a twelve-story building. I said, “Does the elevator work?” Tey said, “yes,” so we picked up the litter and ran the litter into the hospital.”
	43 

	As it turned out, the elevators were not functioning and the team returned to the ground foor where Frame was loaded into an ambulance. Lawson had sufered a gunshot wound to his thigh in the ambush and Anderson loaded him onto the ambulance also. At this point, a physician from the forward surgical hospital appeared and assured Anderson that the unit could provide the level of care Frame needed. With Frame under proper medical care, Anderson and Lawson were treated for their wounds; in Anderson’s case dress
	-
	-

	U.S. infantry. He received medical treatment for a collapsed lung, the result of a bullet entering his shoulder, and was medically evacuated. Dr. Ali was treated at the Medical City facility by both the Iraqis and Americans and later discharged. Afer extensive surgery, including grafing a vein from his leg to his arm, Frame began the process of rehabilitation to recover the use of his lef arm. 
	Anderson later refected on the confusion of the ambush scene and one of the major causes for his own personal “fog of war.” He remembered: 
	I said I had a sense of confusion. And part of that confusion came from the fact that when the glass was fying, I suddenly went—not quite legally blind, but close to it—in my lef eye. And I couldn’t fgure out what was going on, what the injury was to my eye because there was no pain. I thought maybe that was because of the adrenaline rush or whatever, but I couldn’t explain it. At about three minutes into this thing, I realized that it was because something had hit my lef glasses lens and knocked it out. An
	-
	4
	4 
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	Anderson was awarded a Bronze Star for valor for his clear thinking and quick action not to mention a well-deserved Purple Heart. Te incident emphasized the fact that while Civil Afairs operations in Iraq were peaceful by nature, they were carried out in a war zone and at times required Civil Afairs teams to be soldiers frst and foremost. 
	-
	-


	Camp Bucca 
	Camp Bucca 
	While Psychological Operations missions are by their very nature diverse, the 13th PSYOP Battalion has the unique mission of supporting Enemy Prisoner of War and Civilian Internee missions. Te only unit of its type within the U.S. Army, the Arden Hills, Minnesota-based 13th POB is wartraced to the Army Reserve 800th Military Police Brigade (EPW) located in Uniondale, New York. Once the 800th MP Brigade began preparing in November 2002 to deploy to the Middle East, the 13th POB realized that it was probably 
	-
	-
	-
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	Te battalion received its frst alert order on 2 January 2003. Afer a long and disorganized mobilization, 108 members of 13th POB arrived in Kuwait on 22 March. By 27 March, the battalion had orders to link up with the 800th MP Brigade at British Holding Area Freddy, near Umm Qasr, Iraq. Te camp was turned over to the 800th and renamed Camp Bucca on 7 April, in honor of New York Fire Department Fire Marshal Ronald Bucca. Bucca was a member of the Army Reserve 3413th Military 
	-

	1 
	Intelligence Detachment, a subordinate unit of the 800th MP Brigade. He died trying to rescue survivors of the 11 September terror
	-

	10
	ist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City.
	46 

	Being war-traced to the 800th MP Brigade (EPW), the 13th POB is specifcally trained to provide Psychological Operations support to the brigade’s enemy prisoner of war operations. While the MPs ran Camp Bucca, the 13th POB circulated among the prisoners and gathered information that would help the MPs 
	-
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	10 Apr 
	control and aid the population. As Sergeant Ben Moore* described their job, “We kind of play the good cop. We try to win their trust and that helps us get information.”
	4
	7 

	One of the company’s primary techniques was interviewing prisoners—not for military intelligence, rather for personal information and to monitor the camp’s temperature, so to speak. Because one of its goals was to keep the peace, the interviews were conducted in as friendly a manner as possible. B Company commander, Major Jim Downing*, described the approach: “We [gave] them tea or something to drink and let them sit down. We put them at ease and that help[ed] everyone.”
	-
	-
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	A large part of the company’s information gathering was related to morale issues within the camp. Downing recounted that “most of our work [was] simply getting into the enclosures and compounds day-to-day and providing the products and identifying issues among the prisoners that we [could] bring back to the MPs. We might go in and fnd that morale is high, or we might fnd that it is low and the prisoners [were] bored, so we suggest[ed] to the MPs that if they just provide[d] a soccer ball, the prisoners [wou
	49 

	Te 13th POB was also enlisted to prevent or quiet unrest within the compound. Specialist Bill Whatley* put his college disc jockey experience to good use by broadcasting basic camp rules and instructions in Arabic designed to relieve the stress of being relocated to the enemy prisoner of war camp. Similarly, the battalion broadcast orders for calm and order when the prisoners would begin fghting one another with rocks, tent stakes, and other improvised weapons. Te broadcast instructions supported the MPs as
	-
	-

	Camp teams responded to emergency situations on numerous occasions, defusing or minimizing potential danger. One such incident occurred afer a storm leveled the infrmary, dining facility, and much of the shelter at the MARCENT corps collection facility. Some 2,000 rioting Iraqi prisoners stormed and tore down the wire, causing the Marine guards to fre over their heads. Two camp team PSYOP soldiers, accompanied by their Kuwaiti interpreter, and armed only with their loudspeaker system, entered the 
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	compound. Tey immediately restored order by explaining the procedures for distributing food and blankets and obtaining medical aid.
	-
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	In typical PSYOP manner, the same broadcast tools used to quell uprisings were also used to play Islamic call-to-prayer messages and readings from the Koran. Te MSQ-85B mobile audio-visual systems enabled the battalion to produce instructional messages for broadcast throughout the camps. Te MSQ-85B was also put to use as a movie projector, both for Coalition troop morale and as an incentive to encourage the prisoners to behave. Jean-Claude Van Damme movies were especially popular among the prisoners until t
	-
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	An important aspect of keeping the enemy prisoners of war under control was identifying key leaders within the prisoner population. Specialist Tom Wilson* succinctly described that aspect of his mission: “We [tried] to fnd out who [was] in charge.” In order to make reliable character judgments, he continued, “You have to look for the way someone holds themselves. Look at their body language. Teir eyes. Tings like that.” Opportunities to make such assessments came as the battalion conducted morale-boosting a
	-
	contests.
	5
	2 


	Interviews with the prisoners themselves also uncovered important information about individuals and groups. An interview with one young Iraqi corporal revealed that he spoke enough English to serve as a translator, and that he “led friends and other soldiers from his company to surrender (45 in all).” Another Sunni man was quite open with his low opinion of Shias and Kurds—“Beats Shia and Kurds just because he thinks they deserve it and it’s fun”—and his disregard for others’ opinions—“Knows that all prison
	-
	-
	-
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	ing troops.” Tis potentially useful man was also “very arrogant” and “[would] not talk to females.”
	53 

	With the PSYOP products’ potential to have signifcant and widespread efect, the opportunity to gather information on what did and did not work was invaluable. One surrender appeal was instrumental in persuading an entire battalion from the Iraqi 48th Infantry Division to lay down arms—post-test data improved PSYOP eforts by explaining Iraqi reactions to PSYOP products. For example, post-test interviews revealed that red-bordered leafets were inefective because Iraqi soldiers were told that the red markings 
	-
	-
	alone.
	5
	4 


	Although the 13th POB was willing and able to conduct the product test mission, the JPOTF made the battalion’s job slightly more difcult than it needed to be. Downing explained, 
	One problem that we did run into was that when we [were] given a product for testing, we [were] supposed to be given that product in the native language—Arabic. We would fnd that we would get them in English only, and then we would have to translate them. Tat would create a diferent issue because we couldn’t quite convince the JPOTF that they needed to send us these products in the native language. It’s one thing to hand an [Iraqi] a printed medium in his own language and gauge his reaction to it. It’s anot
	translation.
	55 


	Perhaps the best measure of the 13th POB’s success at Camp Bucca was the lack of major rioting, which enabled the 800th MP Brigade to focus its eforts on providing the prisoners with sufcient shelter, security, and medical care. In late April, the camp began to release large numbers of prisoners. Troughout the month, the camp population had held steady at approximately six thousand prisoners, but the population decreased drastically as large releases outstripped new captures. To the credit of both the 13th 
	-
	-
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	paid us 17,000 Iraqi dinars (U.S. $5.72) a month to fght Americans. I would have killed Saddam for one dollar.”
	56 

	ARSOF OPERATIONS 


	CJSOTF-North 
	CJSOTF-North 
	As Iraqi morale in the north eroded under the onslaught of the aerial bombardment orchestrated by Task Force Viking, the opportunity to move on the cities of Kirkuk and Mosul presented itself. On 10 April, Forward Operating Base 103 began a concentrated assault on Kirkuk, moving on the city from the north, east, and south. Concurrently, FOB 102 advanced alongside Kurdish forces on Mosul, entering that city on 11 April. Te task force deployed forces to secure the critical northern oil felds near Kirkuk. At t
	-

	With the collapse of the Iraqi forces imminent, Colonel Cleveland wrestled with the competing interests of those who sought to lay claim to northern Iraq. Te two leaders within the Kurdish Autonomous Zone— Massoud Barzani, the leader of the Kurdistan Democratic Party and Jalal Talabani, leader of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan—desired to expand their control in the cities of Tikrit and Mosul, respectively, and both possessed an intense desire to reclaim the formerly Kurdish-dominated areas subjected to Sa
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 resistance.
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	10 Apr 
	While united in their desire to oust the Iraqi Army and reclaim their hereditary control over the cities of Mosul and Kirkuk, the Kurds were far from a united people. Te two major political factions, the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, vied continuously for preeminence and territorial advantage. Te presence of large numbers of Kurdish forces south of the Green Line 
	-

	was an issue of great political sensitivity, to the Turks in particular. Te city of Kirkuk was very symbolic to the Kurds and its fall needed the closest attention from the Coalition. 
	-

	Afer liberating Mosul, Kirkuk, and the oil felds near Kirkuk, Task Force Viking rapidly transitioned to stability operations. Cleveland’s frst priority was to restore law and order. With the fading of the Iraqi military into the civilian populace, bands of looters ransacked many locations, forcing inhabitants to secure their own neighborhoods. Te 173rd (-) moved into Kirkuk and the oil felds 
	-
	-

	in order to secure northern Iraq’s lifeline of prosperity. Afer a night infltration, a brigade-sized element from the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit landed at Irbil, and without hesitation or rest, moved to reinforce the city of Mosul. Cleveland instantly recognized the beneft that the Marines brought to the fght. Along with the 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, 10th Mountain Division, the Marines provided a more visible American presence in the cities. Te CJSOTF pinpointed PSYOP and Civil Afairs teams for use 
	-

	On 19 April, afer eight days in Mosul, FOB 102 began the process of handing the city over to the 101st Infantry Division. On 23 April, the CJSOTF relinquished control of Mosul to the 101st and began the process of preparing to redeploy the forces. 
	CFSOCC and the Cease-Fire 
	CFSOCC and the Cease-Fire 
	With the Iraqi regime crumbling, the staf of Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command faced signifcantly diferent issues than from the early days of the campaign: how to deal with the disin
	-
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	tegrating Iraqi Army and the numerous other elements coming under the custody of the American forces, how to manage the Kurdish population as Task Force Viking liberated the cities of Mosul and Kirkuk in northern Iraq, and how to support CJSOTF-West in its evolving role supporting the ground forces in their drive into Baghdad. One such case involved the Mujahedin-e Khalq (MeK), the division-sized formation of Iranian dissidents serving with Saddam’s forces. 
	-
	-

	When the MeK stopped fghting, the question as to its status arose. Was this surrender or just a cease-fre? Tere are signifcant legal ramifcations in the categorizing of these events. For Navy Lieutenant Commander Garth Benson*, CFSOCC staf judge advocate, the fnal disposition of the MeK status impacted signifcantly on the U.S. forces who dealt with them. “CENTCOM pushed for capitulation. Tis meant that the MeK would surrender their weapons,” said Benson, “Ultimately we negotiated a cease-fre which allowed t
	-
	-
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	Questions of this nature, many dealing with the ambiguities of unconventional warfare and the role of Americans when working with indigenous troops, consumed a large part of Benson’s time. As the campaign unfolded, legal issues relating to the status of enemy prisoners of war and the application of the laws of armed confict in relation to non-state terrorists required clarifcation. Ofen these questions found their way back to the Department of Defense for 
	resolution.
	59 



	Liberation of Kirkuk 
	Liberation of Kirkuk 
	Te historically Kurdish-dominated city of Kirkuk proved to be as heavily contested as any in the fghting between the Iraqi Army and the Kurdish peshmerga in northern Iraq. On 8 April, Kurdish forces of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP), working with Special Forces operational detachments from Advanced Operating Base 070, engaged in severe fghting for the Iraqi strongpoint positions along the Koni Domlan Ridge north of
	 Kirkuk.
	60 


	Mujahedin-e Khalq (MeK) Iranian dissidents who supported Saddam Hussein. Tis well-equipped and well=trained force was a signifcant presence on the battlefeld. 
	-

	10 Apr 
	At the same time as AOB 070 attacked along Koni Domlan Ridge, elements of AOB 080 attacked the Jabal Bur ridge east of Kirkuk 
	2
	1 
	and the village of Laylan southeast of the city. In the course of the attack to capture the vil
	-

	2 
	lages of Bidawah, Laylan, and the Zambo oil 
	5 
	1 
	feld, the PUK commander, out in front with 
	10 
	the lead element, was killed while standing
	8 
	6 
	6 
	27
	9 
	next to Captain Herrera*, ODA 084’s team 
	17 
	leader. Herrera immediately took charge of
	87
	1 
	28 
	the assault, and with his detachment led the 
	peshmerga to victory. Jabal Bur was the last piece of commanding terrain before entering Kirkuk and the ridge dominated the approaches to the city.
	1 
	-
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	Up on the ridgelines, the Special Forces 
	troops observed the Iraqi lines spread out 
	before them. “Every evening there would be 
	mortar fre directly in front of the Iraqi positions, and sporadic gunfre within their defensive lines,” remembers Staf Sergeant Adam Owens* of ODA 084. “Later, we found out that the senior Iraqi commanders were fring to the front of the lines and shooting at their own men to keep the conscripts in place and fghting.”
	-
	-
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	Te Kurdish forces pushed the Iraqis back from the Green Line, in some cases as far as ffy kilometers to the last ridgelines, before entering the city of Kirkuk. AOB 080 and its ODAs, along with their peshmerga counterparts, attacked towards Kirkuk along three separate routes, specifcally from the Jabal Bur ridgeline and along Highway 4 in the east, and through the small villages of Laylan and Daquq in the southeast. On the evening of 8 April, ODA 081 with fve hundred peshmerga seized the city of Tuz, thirty
	-
	-
	-
	-
	possible.
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	As the peshmerga exploited their operational successes and began surrounding the city, the Kurdish underground in Kirkuk began to take action to assist the Special Forces and peshmerga attacks. Many of the peshmerga actions relied on loose contact times and impromptu signals rather than direct communications with the underground elements. Te events unfolding to the south in Baghdad indicated to many that the time was ripe for the underground to rise up and begin overt attacks against Iraqi forces. However, 
	-
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	Te situation on the eve of the attack on Kirkuk was tense. While the outcome seemed inevitable, too many of the variables could change at the last minute to allow Task Force 103 to relax. In the city of Kirkuk, the underground reported that the fedayeen were rounding up young men and shooting them in the streets. Te underground uprising weakened by the day, even as the peshmerga fought along the ridges outside the city. Kurds were dying and the PUK grew impatient with, as they put it, “the Coalition’s polit
	-
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	In addition to the PUK’s impatience, AOB 070 also dealt with constant incursions by the KDP into PUK territory. Te KDP wanted to ensure they played a part in the seizure of Kirkuk and the subsequent redrawing of the territorial boundaries. Any time KDP and PUK forces mixed on the battlefeld, it was generally a recipe for disaster; fghting each other was never far from either faction’s minds. 
	-

	Nor were all elements for the attack in place. Although it was tasked to support the Special Forces/peshmerga assault, the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) had a difcult time getting to the front. Te United States believed that the sight of an American tank could cause considerable fear among the Iraqi defenders, and the 173rd tried to get its armor into the fght. However, the four M1A1 Abrams tanks brought by the 173rd experienced mechanical problems on the drive from the airfeld to the frontlines. Tey were too 
	10 Apr 
	the city and the other at the trafc control point entering the city, as a show of force. Te next best option turned out to be having a PSYOP team broadcasting recordings of moving tanks; the sound of approaching armor tended to freeze the Iraqis in 
	place.
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	International politics also colored the pre-assault atmosphere. In the early days of April, Turkey arrayed heavy units along the border—it wanted to be in a position to restore order in case the situation deteriorated into the ethnic infghting that the Turks had warned the Coalition about. Te presence of the Turks, however, created great tension in the KDP sector as it diverted forces north to defend against a possible Turkish incursion. Te Kurds regarded the Turks’ mobilization a gesture of opportunism, an
	-

	Finally, on 9 April, the day the statue of Saddam toppled in Baghdad, the Iraqi forces in Kirkuk began to collapse under the combined weight of panic and popular uprising. Early that morning, fghting erupted on both the eastern and northern ridges, and the Special Forces troops realized that the peshmerga planned to take the city that day. In light of these new developments, new orders to FOB 103 directed the unit to get as many Americans as possible into the city and attempt to restrain any inappropriate 
	-
	behavior.
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	Te Iraqi military withdrew via the western side of Kirkuk as U.S. and peshmerga forces entered from the north, south, and east. Te Special Forces soldiers found the outer perimeter of the city ringed with destroyed Iraqi vehicles and abandoned uniforms. Tousands of people lined the city streets cheering the arrival of the American and Kurdish forces. On liberation day, the Special Forces personnel from FOB 103 deliberately wore U.S. fags on their uniforms and vehicles. Tey worked diligently to make it look 
	25 Mar 
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	that comprised the forward operating base. Te U.S. troops passed out hundreds of small U.S. fags throughout the city. When they encountered media personnel, the “quiet professionals” made a concerted efort to be noticed. When asked questions that were of limits, like “How many Americans are in the city?” the ODA team members routinely answered, “About two to three thousand . . . a whole U.S. paratrooper brigade. Didn’t you see them just come through here?” By mid-afernoon, FOB 103 personnel reached the cent
	-
	-
	present.
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	As people celebrated, numerous individuals wearing colored armor headbands ran around the city carrying rifes they had picked up. Tey now claimed to be part of the peshmerga. Tese mobs posed a great concern to all sides. Te organized peshmerga represented the rule of law, and they knew that any atrocities and looting against Arabs would only exacerbate the long-term problems facing the region. For this reason, the PUK actually blocked the roads from the Green Line to prevent Kurdish families from resettling
	-

	1 
	1990s. Te Kurdish leadership and the Americans went to great lengths to prevent clashes between those Arabs and the Kurds who had 
	-

	10
	been displaced. 
	Te establishment of FOB 103 in the center of the city brought a tremendously calming efect on the populous. Te people in Kirkuk and most of the rival entities at the time did not know how few Americans had actually 
	P
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	entered the city. Most of the ethnic groups did not trust each other and looked to the Americans to maintain order. In some cases, people tried to take advantage of the chaos for their own advantage. Owens recalled a man who came to the Americans complaining that 
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	his car was stolen. “When we questioned about the car, he couldn’t describe it, but he said if we came with him he would point it out when he saw it,” Owens said. Te same sort of problem frequently occurred when Kurds tried to usurp Arab 
	houses.
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	For the frst twenty-four hours afer the collapse of the city, Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, commander of FOB 103, became the de facto mayor of Kirkuk. All parties involved accepted this and contributed to the restoration of order in the city. Almost immediately, the ODAs began patrols to show a visible U.S. presence and develop situational awareness throughout the city. As night fell, local groups began bringing in groups of men accused of being Saddam Fedayeen or Baath Party loyalists. While a number of
	-
	-
	-

	Palestinian origin, in Iraq to join the “anti-American jihad.” Tis rounding up of potential insurgents demonstrated acceptance of the Coalition forces as the local authority, and for the most part, the population remained calm.
	-
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	One of the biggest challenges for Tovo lay with the numerous entities bidding for control in the city. Te PUK and KDP represented the major Kurdish factions, but the city contained signifcant populations of Arabs, Shiites, Sunnis, Turkoman, and Assyrians. Brigadier General Parker hosted a meeting in the mayor’s ofce with the representatives of the various factions at which he discussed the liberation of the city and emphasized the necessity of removing the peshmerga fghters from the city. Within twenty-four
	-
	-
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	told the center’s personnel exactly where the problems in the city existed, and as a result, seventy-fve percent of the water and power was up and running within forty-eight hours. Te importance of returning infrastructure to a fully operational state could not be over emphasized; the city calmed down virtually 
	overnight.
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	Te Khasah River divides the city in half from north to south. AOB 070 controlled the western half, staging out of Chemical Ali’s former house. AOB 080 operated in the eastern sector, headquartered out of the former Baath Party headquarters. Te task force headquarters was initially established in the Iraqi Internal Security Services headquarters building, but later moved to the former Iraqi Air Defense headquarters at the airfeld. Each advanced operating base took care to interact with members of its respect
	-
	-
	communities.
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	On the morning of 10 April, the 173rd advance party arrived in Kirkuk to link up with elements of FOB 103. Units of one airborne battalion arrived at the airfeld at approximately noon. Te 173rd then positioned one battalion on the Baba Gurga Oil Field and one battalion at the airfeld itself. As the 173rd gradually moved into the city, the ODAs kept up their constant patrols, maintaining a high 
	-
	profle.
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	Te Special Forces personnel assumed a tremendous amount of risk by making a specifc efort to be highly visible to the local population. Ever alert, they spent the majority of the time patrolling the streets in pairs of Land Rovers. Te ODAs made an efort to engage the locals at every opportunity. For most of the people, this meeting was their frst contact with Americans. Later, the teams began orienting the 173rd elements to the key local contacts the Special Forces troops had developed and to the most impor
	-
	-
	missions.
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	The Liberation of Mosul 
	The Liberation of Mosul 
	Trough the second week of April, Forward Operating Base 102, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, pushed forward with its peshmerga allies to capture the key northern city of Mosul. By conducting attacks from the west, north, and east of Iraq’s third largest city, the outnumbered and outgunned American and Kurdish forces kept constant pressure on the Iraqi 5th Corps. Te small Special Forces detachments efectively used their superior air support to decimate the Iraqi morale by calling in around-the-clock B-52 air strike
	-
	-
	-
	situation.
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	Beginning on 9 April, Advanced Operating Base 050, formed from B Company, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG, and 9,200 peshmerga, unleashed a punishing attack using close air support, direct-fre weapons systems, and mortar fre against the three Iraqi divisions arrayed before them across a forty-kilometer front. In the face of Iraqi artillery fre and several counterattacks, the combined American-Kurdish force massed enough frepower to push the 
	-
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	1 
	Iraqis twenty kilometers south to the outskirts of 
	-
	Mosul.
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	On 10 April, afer a tough fght with two 
	5 
	1 
	Iraqi mechanized brigades, AOB 040 (A Com
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	pany, 2nd Battalion, 10th SFG) and AOB 370
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	27
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	(A Company, 3rd Battalion, 3rd SFG) pushed 1
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	through Debecka Pass and secured the Mak
	17 
	-

	1 
	loub Mountain ridgeline, overlooking Mosul from the south. Trough a well-coordinated efort, the Special Forces with their peshmerga allies and Coalition strike aircraf defeated the well-entrenched Iraqi troops. Brigadier General Parker directed AOB 370 to secure the oil felds to the south of the city 
	-
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	and provide a screen for the forces approaching Mosul. By 10 April, FOB 102 cleared the axis of advance toward Mosul and connected all three AOB sectors to form a combined front for the attack on 
	Mosul.
	77 


	With the fall of Baghdad and Kirkuk, the Iraqi 5th Corps commander understood the futility of his fght. When presented with a surrender demand from General Parker, CFSOCC deputy commander, he opted for a less deadly course of action than continued resistance, convincing the local sheik to broker the surrender. On 11 April, the KDP leaders frst learned of the imminent defeat of the 5th Corps and rushed toward the city to claim victory. Waltemeyer had no choice but to take his small entourage of Special Force
	-
	-
	-
	situation.
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	Receiving an order to link up with his battalion commander, Captain Mark Donaldson*, team leader for ODA 051, departed Dahuk and raced to the grid coordinates provided by the forward operating base. As his team approached the area, Donaldson witnessed a gridlock of vehicles containing thousands of peshmerga from the KDP, all trying to inch towards Mosul. Finally spotting his commander and Colonel Cleveland, Donaldson snaked his way through the trafc to their vehicle. Donaldson huddled with his bosses atop t
	-
	situation.
	79 


	Quickly formulating a plan, Waltemeyer had ODA 051 escort the command element and several attached ofcers of the Judge Advocate General Corps into town. Placing a large American fag on his vehicle, Waltemeyer told the Kurds along the road to “stay behind the fag.” Everyone fell in behind Waltemeyer’s vehicle and they set of for the city. A local Arab leader led the convoy. In order to avoid being surprised, Donaldson kept a KDP leader familiar with Mosul close by. Not knowing what to expect or having much i
	-
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	plan, the Special Forces soldiers followed their intuition and exploited their ability to mingle with the locals to successfully enter the city at the front of the mob.
	80 

	As the convoy entered the city, it was apparent that widespread looting had occurred in the Arab part of town following the withdrawal of the Iraqi military. Soon the convoy turned down a one-way street and stopped. Waltemeyer and Cleveland went into a building that housed the local sheik, to make him aware of the situation. Te sheik proved to be a minor entity in the big scheme of things, and could do little to assist them. Tey soon departed, accompanied by their peshmerga security element. Ten minutes lat
	-
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	In the city square, the commanders entered a large government building. Afer meeting with local ofcials of various ranks and positions, the commanders exited the building, leaving a Special Forces communications sergeant to set up satellite radios to communicate with CFSOCC headquarters. While the American leadership gathered to discuss things outside the building, Donaldson and his team sergeant, Master Sergeant Ty Forth*, dispatched the peshmerga to the roofops and emplaced snipers to provide security. Te
	-
	-
	-
	-
	airfeld.
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	Te airport terminal had been ransacked; broken glass was everywhere, and the plumbing had been ripped out. Forth set up a perimeter with the limited peshmerga forces remaining, again placing snipers on the roofops. When ODA 056 called in and reported that the team and its peshmerga forces were eighteen kilometers away, its forward operating base directed the group to go to the airfeld. By now, it was night. Afer regrouping at the airfeld, Cleveland declared it was time to conduct a presence patrol to get so
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	headed into “Indian country,” not knowing the streets or the 
	situation.
	83 


	Cleveland rode with Donaldson, while Sergeant First Class Holbrook* pulled rear security in the back of the civilian vehicle they occupied, with the detachment vehicles fanking them. As the Special Forces soldiers drove through the city, they could see that the people had started taking steps to defend their homes and businesses. On every street corner were bunkers and debris piled up to serve as checkpoints. As the ODA team members rode through in civilian vehicles, the soldiers made a particular efort to 
	-
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	As the convoy approached a section of town where numerous tires were burning, the lead vehicle stopped out of Donaldson’s sight. He heard one of his sergeants yelling, “No, No, No, USA!” An obviously frightened man was pointing a gun at the vehicle, and the sergeant was desperately trying to defuse the situation. At the same moment, a ten-year-old boy approached Donaldson’s vehicle from behind a pillar to the right and aimed an AK-47 at Cleveland. With a furry of hand gestures, the situation was quickly res
	-
	-
	night.
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	Te afernoon of 12 April, Cleveland received word that the Iraqi 5th Corps commander was in town and ready to capitulate. He grabbed ODA 051, now designated the quick reaction force, and with Waltemeyer followed the Iraqi contingent into the city. Afer driving to the northeast side of Mosul, they were disappointed with the results of the parley. Instead of the 5th Corps commander and top Baath party ofcial they had expected, Cleveland and Waltemeyer met with their surrogates. Te Iraqis attempted to secure am
	10 Apr 
	compensation for their role in the surrender, both items outside of Cleveland’s authority to grant. Te group returned to the airfeld, and at this point, Cleveland lef tactical control of the city to Waltemeyer and FOB 102. Te next day, Brigadier General Parker ordered the 3rd SFG contingent with its attached 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, from the 10th Mountain Division, and the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit, all part of Task Force Viking, under Colonel Cleveland, to reinforce FOB 102 in 
	-
	-
	Mosul.
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	In the weeks that followed, constant mounted patrols through the war-torn streets of Mosul by 2nd Battalion maintained the U.S. presence and began the transition to civilian control of the city. Te Special Forces soldiers demonstrated their versatility as peacemakers and civil administrators, in addition to their combat skills. Tey worked tirelessly with the local civic and political leadership to bring peace to the politically unstable city. Tis combined efort set the conditions to rejuvenate the civil inf
	-
	-
	-
	-
	lines.
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	Tiger Team To Mosul 
	Tiger Team To Mosul 
	Te 16 April daily targeting meeting at CJSOTF-North was near its end when the commander entered the tent. Colonel Cleveland sat down. “We’re pretty much done,” said the J-5 (plans ofcer), “Do you want us to go through this again or do you have anything to add?” “Don’t worry about going through it again,” Cleveland replied, as he stood up turning to face the crowd. Te frst thing that the Task Force Viking Information Operations ofcer, Lieutenant Colonel Paul Gallo, noticed was that the commander was not smil
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	Sir,” responded Gallo. “Paul, get a team together and get down to Mosul and help the FOB commander get a handle on the information situation. Its going crazy down there,” ordered Cleveland, and with that, he lef the 
	meeting.
	88 


	Gallo knew that Cleveland had gone to Mosul with Waltemeyer’s FOB 102 and entered the city with the frst FOB 102 soldiers. With the sudden withdrawal of Iraqi regular forces from the city, as Cleveland later put it, the city “was like something out of the movie Escape from New York.” Looting was rampant. In some neighborhoods, groups were protecting their homes armed with anything they could get their hands on, while other neighborhoods were settling old grudges. A small Special Forces convoy entered the ci
	89 

	Te next day, the Americans returned to reclaim the governor’s ofce. While there, Cleveland witnessed a large anti-Coalition demonstration. A large frefght broke out between the mob and a group of Marines from the 26th Marine Expeditionary Unit, and several armed Iraqis were killed and wounded. Some ill-informed reporters would later call this a “massacre,” despite the fact that the people on the ground were armed with AK-47s. Later the same day, Cleveland returned to his headquarters just in time for the da
	-
	-
	meeting.
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	Afer a quick brainstorming session with the Information Operations staf, Gallo formed his team, which public afairs ofcer Major Timothy dubbed the IO Tiger Team. (Tiger Team is a Vietnam-era Army term for a group of experts pulled together to solve a specifc problem.) Gallo selected six soldiers with various specialties: Major Timothy, Task Force Viking public afairs ofcer; Major Jude Oscar*, commander, A Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion; Major Fred Vance*, Task Force Viking IO ofcer; Captain Jef Rogers*, Task 
	-
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	PSYOP Battalion; and Specialist Brock*, Task Force Viking communications specialist. Early the next morning, 17 April, the IO Tiger Team moved as fast as it could in a two-vehicle convoy to 
	-
	Mosul.
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	Te IO Tiger Team arrived at the FOB 102 headquarters at Mosul Airport and immediately reviewed the situation with Waltemeyer. Waltemeyer saw the problem as an information vacuum. Te media was fully controlled by the Baath Party; when Mosul fell, party ofcials fed or hid and the television and radio stations went of the air. While FOB 102 conducted preliminary Information Operations with its PSYOP detachment, the Coalition IO message did not flter down to the people. In the information vacuum, the large Arab
	-
	Mosul.
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	Waltemeyer already had a concept plan; he just needed the Tiger Team’s expertise to execute it. Te mission quickly came into focus for the team; in order to gain and maintain popular support in Mosul, FOB 102 had to gain control of the television station. A combination of public afairs, PSYOP, Civil Afairs, and Special Forces face-to-face interaction with the people and international media would reinforce the television broadcasts. Waltemeyer immediately tasked the Tiger Team to coordinate the Information O
	Te IO Tiger Team quickly synchronized and implemented Waltemeyer’s intent. Working together, they designed a comprehensive IO execution matrix built on three themes calculated to infuence, persuade, and inform the people and key leaders of Mosul. Te themes were: 
	-
	-

	1. Iraqi civic responsibility: 
	U.S. Forces are not here to occupy the city, but to assist in setting the conditions for a secure and stable environment. 
	-

	2. Confict is counterproductive: 
	Nothing is to be gained from fghting. “Can’t we all just get 
	along?” 
	3. Mosul self-governance: 
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	Iraqis will be responsible for governing themselves 
	9
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	Only a few hours afer getting to Mosul, the IO Tiger Team watched as Waltemeyer’s frst television address to the people of Mosul was broadcast later that same day. A Special Forces team and Tactical PSYOP Detachment 910 secured and assumed control of Mosul’s Channel 9/ TV Ninevah earlier in the week. Te frst address was rebroadcast on 18 April, afer which Waltemeyer began recording and broadcasting a daily television spot in support of Coalition stabilization operations. Te IO Tiger Team produced fve televi
	A major success in the Tiger Team’s Information Operations campaign involved retired Iraqi ofcers. On 19 and 20 April, Waltemeyer made two separate televised appeals (as part of his daily TV addresses) for former Iraqi Army ofcers in Mosul to attend the inaugural meeting of the Iraqi Retired Ofcers Committee for Reconstruction to discuss rebuilding issues. Waltemeyer stressed that the ofcers had an obligation to help their city and country. As a clear measure of efectiveness, on 21 April, over one thousand 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 found.
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	Waltemeyer’s FOB 102 was faced with a possible civil war in Mosul. Although short in duration, the fve-day IO Tiger Team concept was later used as an example for future Information Operations. On 25 April, the 101st Airborne Division assumed control of Mosul 
	-

	10 Apr 
	from FOB 102. Using assets from the 318th Tactical PSYOP Company, the 101st Airborne Division continued to use television information spots to keep the people of Mosul informed and aware. 
	95 


	Transition to Stability Operationsin the North 
	Transition to Stability Operationsin the North 
	Forward Operating Base 102’s Special Forces soldiers at Mosul Airport engaged in a variety of missions to facilitate the establishment of a stable, local government and a safe and peaceful environment for the citizens of Mosul. Some peshmerga fghters took advantage of being the only sizable armed force in Mosul afer the Iraqi 5th Corps collapsed. Te peshmerga abuses within Mosul enraged much of the Arab population there. Te general perception remained that the United States worked exclusively alongside the 
	-
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	Walking a fne line between establishing a strong presence in the city and reducing tensions between factions, Lieutenant Colonel Waltemeyer facilitated negotiations and administration of Mosul, focusing on stabilizing a city of over one million people using a force of less than two thousand U.S. soldiers. All of his available assets, both Special Forces and Marines, concentrated on establishing presence patrols, security operations, restoring basic services, and establishing urban area coordination centers 
	-

	Te 101st Airborne Division relieved FOB 102 and the Marine Expeditionary Unit at Mosul Airport on 23 April. Te Marines returned to the USS Boxer, and the forward operating base repositioned to Irbil. Major General David Petraeus, 101st Airborne Division commander, capitalized on the cordial relationships that Waltemeyer and his soldiers had established with the people of Mosul, even as he brought more muscle to the area.
	-
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	In addition to providing security and basic services in Kirkuk and Mosul, the CJSOTF reached agreements with Kurdish leaders on 
	25 Mar 
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	the disposition of their forces. In Irbil on 23 April, Colonel Cleveland signed a memorandum of understanding with the two major Kurdish political factions, the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, that specifed the number and type of military forces the Kurds were allowed to maintain west and south of the former Green Line. Te 10th SFG soldiers began monitoring the agreement to ensure that enthusiastic Kurds did not jeopardize the Coalition success by initiating any confict with
	-
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	404th CAB in Northern Iraq 
	404th CAB in Northern Iraq 
	Te 404th Civil Afairs Battalion (Special Operations) from Fort Dix, New Jersey, arrived in northern Iraq with the 10th SFG in early April 2003. Tis single battalion was tasked with giving Civil Afairs support to CJSOTF-North throughout its area of operations, which stretched from Sulaimaniyah in the east to Dahuk in the north. Te 404th concentrated its eforts on Kirkuk and Mosul until May, when it spread its four companies between Kirkuk and the Sulaimaniyah, Irbil, and Dahuk 
	governates.
	99 


	When Kirkuk and Mosul were liberated by Coalition forces, on 10 and 11 April respectively, all 404th Civil Afairs teams moved to those cities to begin civil military operations, leaving the battalion’s headquarters element in Irbil with CJSOTF-North headquarters. In Irbil, the 404th established a Civil Military Operations Center in the Ainkawa neighborhood on 12 April. As U.S., UN, and nongovernmental organizations descended on Irbil, the center was instrumental in coordinating aid and reconstruction eforts
	-
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	Among the center’s more signifcant accomplishments in April and May were coordinating the reopening of Irbil’s Hawler Airfeld for operations on 7 May; coordinating the delivery of ffy tons of humanitarian supplies to Irbil, largely via Hawler Airfeld; organizing the international efort to remove mines and unexploded 
	10 Apr 
	ordnance throughout northern Iraq; participating in Coalition eforts to care for the estimated 800,000 internally displaced persons living in northern Iraq; and successfully implementing a weapons control policy in conjunction with the Kurdistan Regional Government. Te Civil Military Operations Center also addressed the needs of individual Iraqis who approached the center with problems. As battalion commander Lieutenant Colonel Harry Schute stated, “Te purpose of this facility is to give the community a pla
	-
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	A Company of the 404th concentrated its initial eforts in Kirkuk and Mosul. Schute described the situation when Kirkuk fell to Coalition forces: 
	-

	I went into Kirkuk with that frst six-man assessment team. We got there and the frst thing that was apparent was a water crisis. Tey hadn’t had any water for three days, as the power was out. In the short term, we had to get water into Kirkuk. I directed my Bravo Company down here to fnd out where all the electricity was provided. Tat next morning, we had 700,000 liters of water delivered to Kirkuk. Te [logistics ofcer] and my guys contracted with a local company to truck it down. We had power on within fou
	1
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	A Company’s public health team worked with local emergency services personnel in Mosul to coordinate eforts to fght hazardous sulfur fres at and near the Musharaq Sulfur Mining and Manufacturing Facility. Te public health team also assessed Mosul’s hospitals, and tested water quality not only at the hospitals, but also throughout the city. Te team’s recommendations for improving the water treatment facilities improved water quality and increased availability to city residents as summer approached. In Kirkuk
	-
	-
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	A confuence of Kurdish, Arab, Turkish, and Assyrian infuence, Kirkuk presented the 404th with a tenuous political situation. While the 10th SFG technically governed Kirkuk, both CJSOTF-North and the 404th soon realized that the local leaders needed to be consulted if Kirkuk was to be returned to local control and responsibility. Schute 
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	explained the situation: “When we frst got here, we found out about a political council that was going to be held. Our initial orders were to stop the meeting so that the role of the U.S. Army as the ultimate local power would be reinforced. We had to change that over time and support the actions of the council. We held a council meeting where each ethnic group could have six representatives, and then we worked through that group. It takes time to make things happen through a political process.” Major Derek
	-
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	Captain Troy Roscoe* led B Company’s SO-31, which was tasked with restoring city government functions to Kirkuk. Afer surveying the demographic and ethnic layout of the city, SO-31 helped establish the multi-ethnic Emergency Council, to govern the city until the 26 May election of an interim government. As the Emergency Council reestablished government services, SO-31 worked to convince former government workers to return to their jobs.
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	Te 404th CAB was instrumental in preventing humanitarian crises in northern Iraq. Although the battalion was only able to begin its work in mid-April, it continued to work on a multitude of fronts to rebuild northern Iraq throughout 2003 and well into 2004. Te 404th’s eforts supported Coalition forces—both SOF and conventional—in the touchy political and security situation of northern Iraq, and provided a base for further rehabilitation eforts. 
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	Mujahedin-e Khalq Cease-fire Operations 
	Mujahedin-e Khalq Cease-fire Operations 
	As the situation in Kirkuk stabilized, the atmosphere north of Baghdad was anything but calm. AOB 090, its ODAs, and their peshmerga counterparts continued to attack enemy units as they moved south into the Iraqi 2nd Corps’ area. Te formation pushed nearly a hundred kilometers south to liberate the town of Mandali from the last enemy unit to stand and fght—the Mujahedin-e Khalq. Te MeK was composed of Iranian dissidents who fed Iran afer the Shah’s fall in 1979, and hated the current Iranian government. In 
	-
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	Saddam used his elite Republican Guard to watch the Army, he used the MeK to watch the Republican Guard. Better equipped than any other units in Iraq, the MeK brigades were extremely well trained and disciplined. Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Mack Mellers* and his team from ODA 095, 3rd Battalion, 10th SFG, observed the MeK at close quarters: “Te MeK [was] the most disciplined and organized unit in Iraq. Teir English language skills were good. A high percentage of their people had doctorates and master’s degrees fr
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	With a troop strength thought at one time to be as high as ten thousand, this elite militia felded over two thousand tanks, armored personnel carriers, artillery pieces, and air defense weapons, and posed a formidable threat. Its excellent fght
	-
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	ing qualities were clearly evident when members of AOB 090 frst encountered the MeK’s 
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	defenses in fghting around Jalula. FOB 103’s 
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	only U.S. casualty in Operation IRAQI FREE
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	DOM sustained his wounds from MeK artillery
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	fre. Yet, the MeK astutely read the handwrit
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	ing on the wall as it watched the Iraqi forces rapidly collapse.
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	On 13 April, the MeK sent a request for peace to Major Greg Tsouris*, C Company commander (AOB 090). Staf Sergeant Ralph McPherson* related that the MeK pulled some vehicles up near the lines to initiate a dialogue. 
	“We felt it was a big bluf,” said McPherson. Mellers, McPherson, and members of the team drove down toward the vehicles expecting at any time to receive fre. It proved to be a genuine request for a parley.
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	Te next day, Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Tovo, Tsouris, and a small group of staf met with the MeK representatives. Te MeK claimed it had contacted the U.S. government months before the commencement of hostilities with an ofer to fght on the side of the Coalition during any invasion. Afer two days of intense negotiations, the MeK agreed to the cease-fre terms set by Tovo.
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	Tis arrangement prohibited the MeK from engaging in any hostilities toward the Coalition and confned them to fve camps northeast of Baghdad. Sequestered in their camps, the four thousand MeK fghters were incapable of posing a threat to the Coalition. Securing the area around the far-fung camps was a trying task for the U.S. units. AOB 090’s portion covered almost thirty-six thousand square kilometers, a huge area that required around-the-clock monitoring by the teams.
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	Afer determining that the MeK was honoring the terms of the cease-fre agreement, FOB 103 deployed a feld surgical team to assist with the treatment of combat casualties. Tis gesture brought immediate gratitude and additional cooperation from the MeK. Te amicable resolution with the MeK provided residual benefts, as the MeK later passed on a great deal of quality information about Iran, which it had gathered from its extensive intelligence networks throughout the country.
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	A Change of Mission for FOB 103: Phase IV 
	A Change of Mission for FOB 103: Phase IV 
	As the major combat phase of the war ended, several problems linked to the transition to a new Iraqi government arose. Te Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, the dominant political force in Kirkuk, was very interested in pursuing the remnants of the Baath Party before the former Hussein henchmen could organize any resistance. Many former Iraqi military leaders contacted the PUK requesting amnesty in exchange for their support of the Kurdish efort. Te handling of these individuals presented a dilemma for FOB 103. 
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	Te role of the Special Forces troops in the transition phase also received considerable scrutiny. Tere was some consideration given to using the Special Forces to train the new army and police forces, and to assist in integrating the peshmerga into the future Iraqi military (potentially as a regional home guard or border guard). Te Special Forces then could remain as advisors to new Iraqi battalions as they executed counterinsurgency missions. In the end, neither of these options was chosen.
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	By 15 April, FOB 103’s elements began a rapid transition to stability and support operations. Tat included the handover of Kirkuk to the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-), and the employment of Civil Afairs crisis action teams. Te FOB also provided a Special Forces liaison element to the 4th ID to facilitate the handover of the Mujahedin-e Khalq forces.
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	Te individual Special Forces teams performed a wide variety of missions in the stability phase of operations: providing security details for diplomats; liaisons with the various factions; and the continued efort to demonstrate American presence and resolve in the period following the cessation of hostilities. On 29 April, a variety of sources in the Halabja area reported that the Ansar al-Islam had conducted a meeting in Iran and agreed to disband due to the American presence and current disposition of the 
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	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West 
	CJSOTF-West continued a myriad of operations across western, southern, and central Iraq. By mid-April it had established a tactical headquarters at recently renamed Baghdad International Airport. As conventional units occupied the airport, the war slowly transitioned to stability and security operations by the end of April.
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	FOB 51 efectively controlled western Iraq. Its ODAs continued to roam the western desert, securing, and in some cases destroying arms caches and abandoned artillery pieces. Te mission also included interdicting lines of communication. Te ODAs set up checkpoints with infantry squads in hopes of capturing Saddam loyalists attempting to escape into Syria. On 15 April, Iraqi forces in Al Qaim and Ar Ramadi surrendered to ODAs from FOB 51. Te Civil Afairs and PSYOP elements attached to FOB 51 conducted humanitar
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	Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Conner’s FOB 52 had a number of complex missions to accomplish. While many of the ODA’s continued 
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	liaison missions with the conventional Army and Marine forces, others began conducting stability and support operations in the southern cities. ODA 551, fresh from its special reconnaissance mission, assisted in the Shiite pilgrimage to Karbala—the frst in over a decade. Perhaps the most trying mission was supporting the Free Iraqi Forces units that moved into the region.
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	FOB 53 moved north from Kuwait temporarily setting up its headquarters at Baghdad International Airport. Before the FOB’s arrival, several of its ODAs provided timely intelligence while operating inside Baghdad before the conventional forces arrived. With the seizure of the city, ODAs continued conducting stability and security operations throughout the Baghdad area with an emphasis on intelligence gathering.
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	In the month of April, the special operations soldiers of CJSOTF-West oversaw the transition from war to an uneasy peace. Already the plan for the transition to widespread stability and security operations throughout all of Iraq was coming into fruition. Soon elements transferred authority in their areas to conventional units and pulled back to the pre-hostility staging areas. 
	-

	ODA 542 and the Free Iraqi Forces 
	ODA 542 and the Free Iraqi Forces 
	Te constant roar of aircraf taking of and landing at Kuwait’s Ali As-Salim Air Base was a regular reminder to Captain Mike King* that he and his team were on the sidelines of the big show. Te 2nd Battalion, 5th SFG, was sending teams on missions throughout southern Iraq, but King and ODA 542 had been lef behind. ODA 542 had been selected to serve as an area support team to assist with the myriad supply details and operations coordination required for such a large-scale operation. King and the others took sc
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	moved by MC-130 to Tallil Air Base, where it was detailed to train and work with members of the Free Iraqi Forces. 
	In early April, Ahmed Chalabi, Chairman of the Iraqi National Congress Executive Council, and more than six hundred Iraqi volunteers few into Nasiriya to assist with the overthrow of Saddam Hussein’s regime. Most were Iraqi expatriates who had fed the regime over the past decade. Te Free Iraqi Forces volunteers had varying levels of military experience. Te U.S. Defense Department championed Chalabi and the Free Iraqi Forces, and saw them as a transitional force to be used in lieu of the police. Te State Dep
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	Te original plan called for ODA 542 to train and employ a platoon-sized element of the Free Iraqi Forces. In the frst week, however, one hundred men arrived for training. Some of the local recruits were rumored to be fedayeen, which led ODA 542 to take those individuals into custody and turn them over to the counterintelligence section for questioning. Once possible infltrators were culled, the team set about organizing the trainees. Te Free Iraqi Forces reported en masse, with no apparent internal leadersh
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	used basic infantry small unit tactics, drills, 
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	and patrolling exercises to identify those Free 
	Iraqi Forces soldiers with natural leadership 8 
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	ability; these soldiers were then appointed as 
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	squad and platoon leaders. In the course of
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	teaching the volunteers basic weapons prof1 
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	ciency, the Special Forces identifed the best marksmen and designated them as machine 
	 gunners.As the tactical organization and assessment of the Free Iraqi Forces’s skills continued, ODA 542 also addressed administrative and supply 
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	issues such as identifcation documents, pay, food, and ammunition. Using a digital camera, the team made each Free Iraqi Forces volunteer a photo identifcation card printed with an English transcription of the soldier’s name. Te paymaster arrived on 14 April to pay the troops—each volunteer receiving an impressive $150 per month. Until the Special Forces team could contract for local food, members of ODA 542 opened Meals Ready-to-Eat (MREs) and removed the culturally inappropriate items before distributing 
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	As the training progressed, both the Special Forces and Free Iraqi Forces soldiers were restless and eager to get into the fght. On 16 April, they were fnally ordered to report to the Marine Task Force Tarawa in Al Kut, where the Free Iraqi Forces would receive their frst test by fre. Afer the Baath Party leaders had fed Al Kut, Sheik Said Ahmed, an Iranian sympathizer, had claimed the mayoral position and had begun working to restore civil services. While members of ODA 542 assessed Al Kut, they gathered s
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	On the 25 April, Said Ahmed decided to capitulate to the Marines’ demands and leave town—but not without a fght. Tat afernoon, heavy fre broke out in Al Kut, warning the members of ODA 542 to either return to their safe house (which was located near the hospital), or hunker down with the Marines at Tarawa House. All afernoon and into the evening, gunfre increased and spread, targeting task force compounds and drawing closer to the team’s safe house and the hospital. In response, King scrambled a forty-man F
	10 Apr 
	platoon and twelve American troops and rushed to secure the hospital. Te team rolled into the hospital not a minute too soon, and Free Iraqi Forces Colonel Ali Hasan and Ruggins hastily positioned the Free Iraqi Forces soldiers in defensive perimeter. Within fve minutes of their arrival, the AK-47 and machine gunfre directed at the hospital intensifed. As fre came from all sides, it seemed that the insurgents were probing the perimeter to locate a weak spot; the perimeter held. As the battle continued into 
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	outnumbered attackers.
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	Back at the safe house, Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Bill Shoemaker* and Staf Sergeant Bob Flood* shored up defenses with reinforcements from a nearby Marine unit and the remaining team members. At the same time the hospital came under attack, the safe house began receiving automatic weapons fre from several directions. Te fre did not appear to be directed at anything in particular and while the buildings received several hits, no team member was injured. Te team members returned fre, but could not ascertain efect
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	Te frefght at the hospital was the turning point for ODA 542 and the Free Iraqi Forces in Al Kut. Much to the delight of both the doctors and the patients, King lef a Free Iraqi Forces security force in place to discourage looters. Over the next few days, word spread of the protection being provided and the number of people seeking medical care increased dramatically. Word of the role the Free Iraqi Forces had played in saving the hospital also spread throughout Al Kut, and soon other facilities and busines
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	and locations for the Free Iraqi Forces to secure: the hospitals, banks, water treatment plant, and propane flling station.
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	With Said Ahmed and the Iranian infuence gone, the anti-American protestors also disappeared. Once common, random fring was now rarely heard. During their frst night on security detail, the Free Iraqi Forces added to their reputation by thwarting two attempted robberies. Te security presence encouraged people who feared for their safety to come out in public and return to their normal pursuits. King said the transition was remarkable: “Almost overnight, it went from a ghost town to Times Square.”
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	Mission complete, on the morning of 15 May, ODA 542 and the Free Iraqi Forces returned to Tallil Air Base; the team to take another assignment, and the Free Iraqi Forces to demobilize. While a good idea, the Free Iraqi Forces had outlived their usefulness, and resources needed to be allocated elsewhere. Five extra dollars were added to the volunteers’ pay in order to facilitate their journey home, and each was given a certifcate of service. Allegations of corruption had certainly hastened their demobilizati
	As for the men of ODA 542, on 17 May, they loaded their vehicles one last time in Iraq, and headed south for the return journey to Ali As-Salim Air Base. As the dust swirled behind its convoy and Al Kut disappeared in its rearview mirrors, the team felt both a sense of satisfaction and regret. It had helped thwart Iranian eforts to infuence postwar politics in Al Kut, and had worked to restore a sense of security and normalcy for the general population. It could be proud of those accomplishments. Working wi
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	ODA 544 in Najaf: Power Politics 
	ODA 544 in Najaf: Power Politics 
	Politics, like nature, abhor a vacuum. As Saddam Hussein’s corrupt regime began to fall, ODA 544 found itself involved in political and religious infghting reminiscent of a story from the Arabian Nights. Najaf had a laundry list of factions, all vying for power—some with the 
	10 Apr 
	backing of organizations outside Iraq. In addition to the former Sad-dam-appointed sheiks, a number of Iran-backed groups attempted to frustrate ODA 544’s eforts to bring stability to the city. Te major anti-Coalition groups in Najaf were the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq, Hezbollah, the Badr Corps, and a rapidly growing group led by a renegade Shiite cleric named Muqtada al-Sadr.
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	Muqtada al-Sadr would prove to be especially troublesome for ODA 544 in the days ahead. He was the sole surviving son of Grand Ayatollah Mohammed Sadiq al-Sadr, the highly respected head of the al-Hawza, the Center for Shia Instruction in Najaf. In 1999, Saddam Hussein’s secret police murdered the Grand Ayatollah and two of his sons. As Saddam’s regime crumbled, Muqtada al-Sadr saw a chance to restore his family’s place in Iraq, and emerged to oppose the Coalition and to promote the establishment of an Iran
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	In direct opposition to radicals like Muqtada al-Sadr were moderate Muslims like Abdul Majid al-Khoei. When Saddam ruthlessly crushed the Shiite uprising in southern Iraq afer Operation DESERT STORM, Majid al-Khoei fed into exile in the United Kingdom in March 1991. Saddam put all male members of al-Khoei’s family to death. In London, al-Khoei established an Iraqi resistance group called the al-Khoei Foundation. Knowing that he was a key com
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	municator, the United States brought al-Khoei
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	to Najaf to help bring order to the large Shiite 
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	population in southern Iraq.
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	Returning to Najaf in early April, al-Khoei
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	17 
	quickly became involved in negotiating a deal 
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	28 
	to peacefully clear Saddam loyalists from the 
	1 
	Imam Ali Mosque, where they had taken refuge. Te voice of reconciliation, al-Khoei urged Iraqis to let go of the past and avoid the chaos and turmoil that revenge killings would bring. He also spoke in favor of a secular, 
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	inclusive, post-Saddam government, a vision that was in direct contradiction to the views of the Iran-backed Shiite radicals. Cognizant of the risk he faced, al-Khoei was escorted by ODA 544 and other U.S. forces as he moved about the city.
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	By 10 April, it appeared that the standof at the Imam Ali Mosque would end. Abdul Majid al-Khoei and Haider al-Kadar, Saddam Hussein’s former minister of religion, went to the Imam Ali Mosque to conduct a ceremony of reconciliation. Al-Khoei declined an escort for the ceremony, saying, “Te people will protect me.” Helpless in the face of its protectee’s confdence, ODA 544 continued with other work. Later that same day, the team learned that al-Khoei had been murdered. A group of Muqtada al-Sadr’s followers,
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	Muqtada al-Sadr immediately held a press conference denying all knowledge of the murder. Nevertheless, within days, two of the assassins were identifed as al-Sadr bodyguards, whom the cleric claimed to have recently fred. Te men of ODA 544 believed that al-Sadr had arranged for al-Khoei’s assassination to eliminate his long-time rival, opening the way for greater infuence and power.
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	Although shocked by al-Khoei’s murder, ODA 544 still had a mission. For the next month, the soldiers continued with security assistance and stability operations in Najaf. Te destabilizing efect of the Iranian infuence and the volatility of the political-religious environment of the city were not lost on the ODA. Tey discovered that Iranian-backed groups like the Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq and Hezbollah were in every neighborhood—especially the lower income areas—recruiting unemployed
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	Wiring Radwaniya Palace for Communication 
	Wiring Radwaniya Palace for Communication 
	Te nine soldiers from C Company, 112th Special Operations Signal Battalion, who supported Special Forces FOB 53 spent the early weeks of the war at Ali As-Salim Air Base, where they had been stationed since January. As combat continued and Coalition forces moved into Baghdad, everybody in FOB 53—including C Company—anxiously 
	awaited the order to move forward and assist conventional forces in rooting out Saddam loyalists. Te order came in mid-April, and C Company prepared to move to Baghdad International Airport.
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	Getting the TSC-93E V(2) satellite package to Baghdad took some doing. Because the satellite van (a HMMWV with shelter mounted on the back) was too tall to ft on a C-130, and the equipment was too sensitive for convoy transport, Staf Sergeant Melvin Pelham* and Specialist Albert Acord* had to take a detour in order to catch a C-17. Pelham recounted, “I 
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	took myself and one of my guys and we took the shelter to Kuwait International Airport, while the rest of the crew and everybody else stayed back at Ali As-Salim.” Pelham, Acord, and their vehicle, along with another signal detachment from the 3rd Battalion, 5th SFG, and its satellite van, “sat at Kuwait International Airport for three days. We slept on the tarmac, just waiting for a plane to come in.” Afer waiting on the fight line in Kuwait for three days, Acord, Pelham, and the satellite van fnally arriv
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	Twelve hours afer Pelham and Acord landed in Baghdad, three C-130s carrying C Company personnel and equipment began arriving at the airport. Specialist Josh Kinlaw’s* recollection of the journey in on the C-130 was that it was: “Pretty neat. It was blackout [conditions] the whole way. We were inside the vehicle, and as soon as we touched ground they dropped the back and we started [unloading].” Private First Class Brenda Meter* was slightly less enthusiastic about her trip in a C-130: “It was diferent. Tey 
	13
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	While most of the signal soldiers made the journey to Baghdad by air in a matter of hours, Sergeant Bob Petty* and a few other C Company soldiers were lef to get the remaining ammunition and equipment to Baghdad the old-fashioned way: by truck. As part of a thirteen-vehicle convoy comprised primarily of FOB 53 personnel, Petty made the monotonous, two-day journey at an average rate of twenty miles-per-hour. Aside from minor roadside repairs, the convoy proceeded without incident along the pipeline road to B
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	FOB 53’s new home, and therefore the signal soldiers’ new duty station, was Saddam’s Radwaniya Palace complex, located approximately twenty minutes from the airport. Surrounded on three sides by a man-made lake and on the fourth by a hunting preserve, the complex was not an ideal location for communications, but the signal team managed. As Pelham put it, “We’re kind of in an awkward place here, just because of the terrain. But it gets the job done. Tat’s kind of what we do—we improvise.”
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	Once the entire signal section supporting FOB 53 arrived at Radwaniya Palace, it was immediately put to work setting up its communication systems. Before First Lieutenant Kyle Ruger* even had time to put down his rucksack, the 3rd Battalion’s executive ofcer requested a timeline for setting up the signal package: “Lieutenant, how long before you have your systems up?” Caught by surprise, Ruger gave a safe estimate: “Forty-eight hours, Sir.” Not impressed, the executive ofcer forcefully responded, “Not good 
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	Pulling together, the 112th Signal personnel worked through the night to get the job done. Exemplifying Pelham’s observation that improvisation is part of their job description, the signalers dealt with the challenges inherent in wiring the palace. Standing procedure for laying communications wire in a building was to drill the necessary holes in plaster and drywall to allow wires to pass through walls, saving wire and creating a minimum of disturbance to foot trafc. Unfortunately, Radwaniya Palace’s walls 
	10 Apr 
	report to a surprised Special Forces battalion executive ofcer that his communications were up and running.
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	While living conditions at the palace were better than what most soldiers were enduring at that time, the 112th soldiers still dealt with less than ideal circumstances. Aside from the odd building conditions, the climate was hot and humid. Te canals and lakes surrounding the palace were ideal breeding grounds for clouds of ravenous mosquitoes. When the soldiers were not breathing bugs, they were inhaling unsavory smells and acrid smoke from the city. Te air was also flled with the 
	-

	sounds of gunfre and explosions, which were especially audible at night. Ruger’s pragmatic attitude regarding the unexplained sources of the noise was, “If you aren’t in the kill zone, it doesn’t matter.” Perhaps Meter’s assessment of the situation best described the soldiers’ sentiments: while she thought it was “pretty cool” to be living in an ornate palace with marble foors and two swimming pools, “We were still eating MREs and had no air-conditioning.”
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	Other ARSOF 
	Other ARSOF 
	Te missions for the Joint Special Operations Task Force did not stop with the fall of Baghdad. Te JSOTF established a tactical headquarters and staging area at Baghdad International Airport to conduct operations in the Baghdad area. Part of the JSOTF remained at the H-1 Airfeld and continued conducting line-of-communication interdiction missions focusing on capturing high-value targets—not only the feeing members of Saddam’s regime, but also terrorists who found refuge in Iraq. 
	-
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	Persistence Pays Off: Capture of Abu Abbas 
	Persistence Pays Off: Capture of Abu Abbas 
	Te search for and capture of major regime fgures was a priority for many special operations units. Because Iraq had long been a safe haven for Middle Eastern terrorists, several names became intelligence priorities. To capture these high-value targets, a task force was organized 
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	at the recently renamed Baghdad International Airport, combining various special operations forces—Rangers, Special Forces, and the Night Stalkers of the 160th SOAR—sometimes backed by conventional units. Acting on the available intelligence, the task force conducted raids throughout Iraq. 
	During one early morning raid, the SOF task force captured Palestinian terrorist Abu Abbas. Using combined helicopter assault and ground assault forces—the 1st Battalion, 160th SOAR, the 1st and 2nd Battalions, 75th Ranger Regiment, special forces troops, and mechanized infantry from the 3rd ID—launched on two very short-notice, time-sensitive, target locations. Te combined force successfully captured its high-value target in a building complex in the center of Baghdad, an area that had not been secured by 
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	Mohammed Abbas, better known to the world as Abu Abbas, was the key planner in the hijacking of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro in October 1985, and was responsible for murdering Leon Klinghoffer, a wheelchair-bound American, aboard the ship. An Italian court convicted Abbas in absentia and sentenced him to fve life terms in prison. He fed to Tunisia and then Iraq and had been residing in Baghdad for the past several years. As the director of the Palestinian Liberation Front, designated a terrorist or
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	Early in the morning on 14 April, actionable intelligence indicated that Abbas was at a farm along the Tigris River in central Baghdad. One thing that all the special operations soldiers knew was that the high-value targets were constantly moving throughout the country, staying in one place only one or two days and then moving again, some moving twice a day. When the task force had good intelligence they had to act on it as fast as possible. SOF forces operating from a hangar at Baghdad International Airpor
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	Using a standardized plan with three elements—a Ranger ground assault force to set up blocking positions, a special forces assault team aboard MH-6 helicopters to approach as close possible, and AH-6 attack helicopters providing close fre support over-head—they lef the airport. A Company, 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, departed shortly afer the briefng in a ground assault convoy. Using Iraqi road maps for navigation, the Rangers established blocking positions to the north and south of the farm. In a c
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	landing zone. Within seconds, four MH-6 Little Bird assault helicopters cycled into a feld next to the main farm house, while a pair of AH-6 Little Bird gunships provided overhead protection. Te Special Forces assault teams exited the helicopters and stormed the house. All elements executed their part of the plan precisely.
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	Unfortunately, it was a dry hole—Abbas had lef the farm just moments earlier in his black Range Rover. Te Special Forces troops questioned people at the farm, confscated Abbas’s passport, and secured several weapons. Te raiders remained at the site and waited for several hours for Abbas’ return, but to no avail. No longer needed, the Night Stalker pilots returned to Baghdad International Airport. Te remainder of the ground force returned to the airport aboard the Rangers’ Ground Mobility Vehicles disappoint
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	Te chance came fve hours later, when U.S. intelligence tracked Abbas to his new hiding place in eastern Baghdad. Coalition forces had not yet entered this part of the city; therefore, intelligence suggested that it was a semi-permissive environment at best. Tis added several new dimensions to the equation. Located deep within Baghdad, it would be a completely urban operation, with narrow streets 
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	and tall buildings on both sides—a danger to the entire assault force. To some of the Rangers the setting was reminiscent of another sprawling city, Mogadishu. 
	-

	Te plan mirrored the earlier operation, but with a new wrinkle. As rehearsed, the frst lif of the helicopter assault force landed as the Ranger ground assault force simultaneously seized blocking positions to isolate the objective area. Te new twist for this mission was the addition of mechanized forces from the 3rd ID. M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles and M113 armored personnel carriers carried the Rangers to their objectives. Te special operations forces would air assault onto the objective while the Rangers 
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	Anticipating additional maneuver time, the ground assault forces departed in complete darkness at 0200 hours with the Rangers riding inside the armored vehicles. B/2/75th led the movement followed by a Ranger tactical command element and B/1/75th. Te ground shook as the twenty-four BFVs, four M113s, and several GMVs rumbled out of Baghdad International Airport. Te convoy rolled eastward past the brightly lit Palestine Hotel, the temporary home of the news media. Te entire convoy was flmed on its way to the 
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	For the Night Stalkers, this was true urban navigation. Te buildings had numerous wires and antennas protruding from the rooftops, which were difcult to see using night vision goggles. Te pilots relied on road maps to fy through the city; helicopter navigations systems were a backup since the fying dis
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	tance was simply too short. Te fight of seven Little Birds, fve lif preceded by two gunships in the lead, raced past the buildings and apartments precisely as planned. Within a few minutes, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Doug Carter* was over the target building just as the Rangers came within a hundred meters of their blocking positions. He watched as seconds later, two MH-6s at a time landed in the parking lot north of the objective. It was an extremely tight ft but the SOAR pilots accomplished the landing without
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	Just as the helicopters touched down, B/2/75th occupied its block
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	ing positions. Te lead BFVs carrying the 1st Platoon, B/1/75th, secured the northern blocking position isolating the objective. Te BFVs carrying the remainder of the company continued on to the southern blocking position. Te drivers, however, became disoriented and dropped the Rangers fve hundred meters fromthe objective. Recognizing the mistake, the Ranger platoon leader reoriented the BFV commander, reloaded his Rangers, and moved into the correct intersection. At the blocking positions, the Rangers focus
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	broadcasted a non-interference message in Arabic, warning the civilians of the Coalition forces’ presence.
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	As B/2/75th occupied its blocking positions to isolate the area, B/1/75th began clearing the apartment complex and the block of buildings on the opposite (western) side of the street from the objective building. Te B/1/75th Rangers met no resistance. Te special operations forces cleared the objective building and then moved through the surrounding structures, but found nothing signifcant.
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	Te process moved relatively quickly with some minor exceptions. Tere was one report of weapon fre from the east; however, it was inefective and could not be positively identifed. BFVs at two of the blocking positions fred warning shots at vehicles attempting to enter the area. Te drivers heeded the warning and quickly raced away in the opposite direction. Te assault forces temporarily detained all males, and moved them to a designated Personnel Under Control site.
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	As B/1/75th Rangers cleared its buildings, they made a discovery. One man stood out from the rest of the detainees. Te Rangers had secured a six-foot tall, 220-pound man in a well-furnished apartment. He did not attempt to fee and nonchalantly opened the door when the Rangers knocked, emanating a very casual demeanor. It was not until he was at the Personnel Under Control site that the Rangers realized that they had captured the target—Abu Abbas. A further search of the residence revealed a number of passpo
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	Te capture of Abu Abbas was the result of persistence and an unwavering commitment to mission success. Special operations forces rely on actionable intelligence to prosecute high-value target missions, but they also know that intelligence is time sensitive. SOF soldiers are uniquely trained and equipped to execute short notice missions, both day and night. Flexibility and adaptability enabled SOF soldiers to use conventional assets to capture a renowned terrorist who had been enjoying a free life under Sadd
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	Keeping the Birds Flying 
	Keeping the Birds Flying 
	Te aviation mechanics of the 160th SOAR played a critical role in keeping the unit mission-ready. Drawing from their experiences during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM, the maintenance personnel adjusted the scheduling of the aircraf for major services and implemented procedures to improve aircraf performance in the dusty, hot climate of Iraq. Te extreme environmental conditions and rapid pace of the operations placed a premium on aircraf maintenance.
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	Tis attention to aircraf preparation paid considerable dividends when the Night Stalkers arrived in the theater. Te build-up of the aircraf from their dismantled transportation confguration went smoothly and no major assemblies were required to get the aircraf mission-ready. Tis proved to be a boon, as the fow of repair parts became choked of in the early days of the campaign as other cargo took priority in the airfow. Te pre-mission preparation helped alleviate the shortage of supplies and allowed units li
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	Not only were the aircraf engines the subject of an intense maintenance program, but the weapons systems also needed constant attention in the corrosive environment of the Iraqi desert. Te B Company, 1st Battalion, MH-60L Defensive Armed Penetrators were armed with the Gau 19—a three-barreled, .50 caliber machine gun—which proved to be extremely sensitive to the vagaries of the environment. Sergeant First Class Colt Deckert*, the armaments platoon sergeant, lived by the axiom “a dry gun is a happy gun” when
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	Te breadth of talent among Night Stalker maintenance personnel manifested itself in many ways. When the winch on an Air Force C-17 broke with equipment on board, two 160th mechanics repaired the winch and kept the equipment of-load moving while the Air Force wanted to wait for a maintenance specialist to arrive. Specialist Jacob Gibbons* of F Company, 1st Battalion, replaced a complex electrical component in an MH-60L that normally required a factory contract representative to install. One avionics mechanic
	-
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	specialties, many times away from their units as they moved around the battlefeld to work on the aircraf on-site. For Staf Sergeant Stephen Meyers*, his jump to the airfeld at H-1 came when he was told to: “Grab your toolbox quick. We’ll have you back in ten hours.” He returned twelve days later.
	-
	15
	5 



	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	By the end of April, Iraq was in the hands of the Coalition, with the exception of a few isolated areas. In less than a month, Coalition forces had virtual control of all key Iraqi cities, including Baghdad, Basra, Mosul, Kirkuk, and Tikrit. V Corps set up its operations center at Baghdad International Airport controlling the city with the 3rd ID and attached elements of the 101st Airborne and 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment. Although Saddam Hussein’s government was no longer in control, there was no ofcial re
	15
	6 

	While combat wound down, both Civil Afairs and PSYOP units worked overtime throughout the country. Especially troublesome was Baghdad. V Corps was now responsible for the city of over fve million people. To cover the city, the 352nd Civil Afairs Command assigned both the 308th Civil Afairs Brigade, supporting V Corps, and the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade, fresh from supporting the British in Basra, responsibility for the city. In turn subordinate units, the 422nd CAB, and elements from the 414th and 431st CAB
	-
	-
	-
	-
	15
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	Te transition to Phase IV of IRAQI FREEDOM was signifcant to the special operations forces. When conditions permitted, many of the 
	10 Apr 
	special operations contingents in Iraq would return home. Te duties of an occupation force could be performed by conventional units. However, as late as mid-April, many of the Civil Afairs and PSYOP units were still in Kuwait or en route from Fort Bragg. Elements of the 75th Ranger Regiment and 160th SOAR began to redeploy at the end of April to prepare for other Global War on Terrorism contingencies as well as ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. Combined Forces Special Operations Command Component planned to 
	-
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	D+43 (1 May)–end of June
	D+43 (1 May)–end of June
	he combined power of Coalition air and ground forces simultaneously applied on fve fronts overwhelmed the Iraqi military and led to the rapid collapse of the Saddam 
	Figure
	 T 

	Hussein regime in Iraq. Capturing Baghdad, the capital and “center of gravity” of the country in less than fve weeks of major combat created a well-earned sense of euphoria among Coalition forces. Te very dynamic and hard-hitting ofense had worked. Te ofensive drive “snowballed” as the push for Baghdad became dominant and large areas of resistance—whole cities—were simply bypassed to be dealt with aferward. A false sense of calm descended over most of Iraq when President George W. Bush declared an end to ma
	-

	It all happened so quickly that Central Command planners had given little thought to the military operations transition from Phase III to Phase IV. While Coalition forces had captured Baghdad, they did not control the entire country (much like the British burning Washington during the War of 1812). Te media chose to interpret the presidential declaration to mean the end of Phase III. To the press, the war was over. Embedding controls no longer applied. Many active military and Coalition force leaders felt t
	-

	Department, and international organiza
	-

	tions. 
	In the midst of the tranquility there was major turmoil as the major commands tried to accomplish missions for which they had not planned. And the Time-Phased Force Deployment Data continued to fow forces into Iraq. Feeling short-changed, many of these units were looking for a fght. One Civil Afairs ofcer was assigned to help write the V Corps’ post-confict plan in June 2003, a month and half afer Baghdad had been captured.
	-
	1 

	During this transition period, Special Operations Command Central consolidated the Special Forces assets in Iraq under a single Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force– Arabian Peninsula in Baghdad efective 1 May. As the Coalition Forces Land Component Command conventional forces took control of more areas throughout Iraq, active Army special operations forces elements were drawn down and redeployed to the United States. Conventional forces with attached Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units 
	2 


	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	CONvENTIONAl OPERATIONS 
	Security and stability operations continued through May and June 2003. Te 1st Armored Division assumed responsibility for Baghdad in early May, relieving the 3rd ID. While the operations had defnitely moved toward Phase IV, Coalition forces continued to encounter pockets of fedayeen resistance; however, Iraqi regular forces surrendered formally or simply disintegrated. Coalition forces continued the search for weapons of mass destruction and conventional weapons caches. Te latter were found in large numbers
	-
	-
	-
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	tion period was not clean. Te frst two months of this transition indicated that stability operations would entail combat for quite a while. 
	-

	Psychological Operations in Baghdad 
	Psychological Operations in Baghdad 
	Te 315th Tactical PSYOP Company from Upland, California, mobilized for Iraq on 28 February 2003. Te company lef for Kuwait on 12 April, but did not arrive until the 15th. Afer another week waiting for its equipment to arrive by sea, the 315th convoyed to Baghdad International Airport on 2 May. Various tactical PSYOP teams that had preceded the 315th were subsequently attached to the company upon arrival. Te 315th TPC replaced C Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion, which was supporting the 3rd ID. It performed that
	-
	-
	-
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	Te 315th TPC arrival in Baghdad did not begin on a high note. Less than a week before the company rolled into Baghdad ready to assume its mission, C Company, 9th PSYOP Battalion, lost everything in a fre. C Company went from directing around-the-clock operations to scrounging uniforms and toothbrushes. Te fre had lef the 315th with nothing to begin work: no products, no equipment, no plan, and no place to work. It had to start from scratch.
	4 

	Worse than no equipment was no PSYOP guidance. Te 315th TPC concentrated on supporting the 3rd ID’s transition to low-intensity operations. Te company leaders found space to live and work in the main passenger terminal of the airport. Using a single, one-color-ata-time copier, the production development detachment began producing handbills. A single run of 10,000 low-resolution, single-sided handbills took three hours. Afer running the copier almost continuously to cover the 5.6 million people who lived in 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Te 3rd ID had no PSYOP plan. Te Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance and the subsequent Coalition Provisional Authority had no PSYOP plan, and the Central Command Joint Psychological Operations Task Force forward in Qatar, had redeployed to Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Major Donald Tomas*, the 315th TPC 
	-

	*Pseudonyms have been used for all military personnel with a rank lower than lieutenant colonel. 
	-

	2 May 
	commander explained, “Tere was no plan to fall in on. Tere was nothing from higher coming down. You would get these short suspenses to execute on a topic. Tat is not a campaign plan. Tere was no synchronization matrix that said ‘Here is our plan for the next three months, and here is what you need to start developing.’ Every PSYOP company was essentially running its own PSYOP campaign plan.” Although each division coordinated PSYOP plans internally there was no opportunity for external coordination.
	-
	6 

	Each tactical PSYOP detachment commander had to establish a relationship with his assigned brigade. In the beginning, the 3rd ID and 1st Armored Division expectations outstripped the capabilities of the detachments. Captain Ron Castle*, commander of Tactical PSYOP Detachment 1210, explained, “When we frst got [to Baghdad], these maneuver guys were demanding a real quick turnaround, [but] we weren’t able to supply that.” Te combat brigades and battalions responded by designing and distributing their own Info
	7 

	Maneuver commanders focused on troop safety. Tey did not initially understand nor appreciate the long-term goals of PSYOP. Te commanders wanted products that would enhance security now instead of products that would lead to long-lasting changes in Iraqi culture or behavior. Tomas summarized the issue: 
	-

	When you have maneuver guys that are not PSYOP trained, they tend to have a short-term view. It’s fne to address an immediate need, but it doesn’t address the psychological, long-term goal that you are trying to achieve. We were constantly battling with maneuver commanders, saying, ‘I know that our soldiers are getting killed, and that is something that is very important to you. But, you know what, the target audience doesn’t care about our soldiers much. We need to address topics that are important to them
	-
	-
	-
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	talks about IEDs [improvised explosive devices]. And that is not PSYOP.
	8 

	Captain Marvin Holiday*, commander of TPD 1220, agreed: “At least for us, that was one of the hardest parts about [product] dissemination. Some of the products being generated or pushed by the maneuver commander appeared to be self-serving. ‘We’re going to focus on IEDs. Well, only Americans are getting killed by IEDs. Te Americans only want IEDs to stop because they are killing Americans. You’re not helping Iraqis. Tell us how you are going to help us, and maybe we’ll report this information.’” Te 315th TP
	-
	-
	-
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	At times the PSYOP teams had to show the maneuver commanders that in psychological operations, ofen no news was good news. Captain Chambers* described the maneuver soldiers’ attitudes: “Te infantry ofcer or the armor ofcer is used to putting steel on a target and seeing an immediate efect. ‘I fred my weapon and I killed something.’ Te long-term, residual efect of a PSYOP product is going to be delayed. You may never see a reaction to a product you’ve disseminated in the area.” But the cumulative efects of t
	-
	-
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	Once the brigade combat teams understood the capabilities of the tactical PSYOP teams, the units worked efectively together. TPT 1214 worked with the 1st Platoon, Hawk Troop, 1st Cavalry Regiment, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, from 10–31 May. Hawk Troop controlled the distribution of scarce propane gas. When Hawk Troop began its mis
	-

	2 May 
	sion, Iraqi civilians would riot at the distribution stations, sometimes in groups of more than three hundred. On fve occasions, the riots grew so large that TPT 1214 had to shut down the loudspeakers and help the Hawk Troop soldiers employ riot control measures. However, the PSYOP team’s primary weapon against the rioters was its loudspeakers. By daily broadcasting messages explaining the propane distribution system and encouraging cooperation, the team reduced the number and severity of the 
	-
	-
	riots.
	1
	1 


	One of the 315th’s early missions was to disseminate safety information to the residents of Baghdad. Te city’s usual modes of communication—radio, television, and telephone—were so badly disrupted that the U.S. Army had to rely on old-fashioned means to spread its message: paper. One part of the safety campaign involved educating the public about the presence and danger of unexploded ordnance and munitions throughout the city. Te product development detachment designed and produced two-sided leafets with pi
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	1
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	Another PSYOP campaign was against electrical wire thef. “No sooner would they put up new wire than it would be gone the next day.” Tomas described the thrust of the PSYOP efort: 
	We had to constantly try to correlate the actions of the individual to the greater good. People were more focused on gaining whatever money they could by stealing and reselling electrical wire and had no interest in the bigger problem. When the locals were confronted with the situation there responses was: ‘Oh, if I steal from my neighborhood, we won’t have power. You’re absolutely right.’ If they did understand the implication, they would simply go steal from another neighborhood, not caring that they were
	-
	-
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	One detachment commander encountered a woman who simply did not care about anybody else: 
	Tis lady told me straight up that she didn’t care about anybody that did not live in her little neighborhood which 
	25 Mar 
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	had a Baath Party headquarters. Tey used to get electricity twenty-four hours a day. So, when they started to push [electricity] out to everyone, causing temporary blackouts, she told me, ‘I don’t care. If that’s the way it is, then the Americans need to go out and buy generators for everyone in this apartment building. Unless we get that, I’m not going to be happy.’
	-
	-
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	Frustrating as it was, by the end of the PSYOP campaign, looting of wire had been considerably reduced. 
	Psychological operations in Baghdad were not all paper and handshakes. More than one tactical PSYOP team encountered violence, and all fve of the 315th tactical PSYOP detachments participated in cordon and search operations and raids. While raids were usually conducted in conjunction with conventional forces, on one occasion the PSYOP soldiers acted alone. On 27 April, TPD 1280 surrounded a residence and broadcast a surrender appeal to the six men inside, who were systematically robbing the house while wait
	-
	-
	-
	 ammunition.
	15 


	Earlier in May, teams from TPD 1230 had converged to help prevent a riot around Abu Hanifa Mosque in the Aadhamiyah District of northwest Baghdad. Using their loudspeakers to call for peaceful behavior, distributing leafets with similar messages, and simply engaging demonstrators in conversation, the PSYOP teams helped prevent a potentially violent confrontation between insurgents, civilians, and Coalition troops. Te scenario was repeated ofen in the days and weeks following the fall of Baghdad. Te TPT resp
	-
	-
	could.
	16 


	2 May 
	One TPT had the opportunity to use its PSYOP equipment in its defense. A TPT 1213 vehicle was hit by an IED while distributing handbills in Al Hara, Baghdad. Te vehicle was damaged by the explosion, but not completely disabled. Te team quickly grabbed its most efective weapon—the loudspeaker—to defend themselves. As soon as they started broadcasting, several Iraqis came forward and told them about two more IEDs along the convoy route. With this information, TPT 1213 was able to safely route help to them.
	-
	-
	1
	7 

	Te vast majority of the 315th TPC products were designed internally. Tomas said: “Our guys, who had never done this before, designed [almost] every product that we put out.” Since the Joint PSYOP Task Force forward at Qatar, the endpoint for the much-touted “reach-back system” of the 4th PSYOP Group, had redeployed to Fort Bragg, the Army Reserve PSYOP units in Iraq were on their own. Using photo editing and design sofware, the soldiers of the product development detachment translated ideas from the feld in
	-
	1
	8 

	Circumstances—no printing equipment—caused the 315th to resort to contracting local printers. While the mission was to distribute hundreds of thousands of PSYOP handbills, it had no capability to produce them. Major Chip West*, chief of the product development detachment, explained how the company solved the problem: 
	-

	One of the teams came back and said ‘Hey, we met this printer.’ Because I had contracting experience, I went and found the division contracting ofcer. We discussed [the requirement] and established a Blanket Purchasing Agreement rather than a service contract. Te 1st Armored Division started dumping money into it; . . . fortunately, the G-8 [comptroller] was a former Special Forces guy who understood special operations. He said, ‘Tis is all the information that I need.’ In order to have competition, I found
	-
	-
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	print job; rather, it simply placed orders with the contracted printers and received good, timely service. Tomas added, “In an emergency, we could [produce] 200,000 handbills, double-sided, four-color, in roughly twenty-four to forty-eight hours.” Access to four local printers enabled the 315th to design and distribute about 1.2 million handbills and posters a week if 
	-
	-
	necessary.
	19 


	Te 315th’s abilities to produce PSYOP products in-house and to get them professionally printed were key to future successes. By July, the company was publishing the biweekly newspaper Baghdad Now. It provided both Coalition and Iraqi news in Arabic and English. Some Iraqi teachers used Baghdad Now in their English classes. In January 2004, the company published its frst issue of Baghdad Kids, a comic strip ofshoot of Baghdad Now aimed at the city’s youth. Distributed free of charge by the TPTs, these newspa
	Baghdad Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center 
	Baghdad Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center 
	As chief of operations for the 354th Civil Afairs Brigade’s Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center, Lieutenant Colonel Daniel Robey was the U.S. Army interface in Baghdad during the early months of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. He was the critical link between the Iraqi people, Coalition forces, the international aid community, and the numerous U.S. government agencies tasked with rebuilding Iraq. Robey’s mission was unusual for Army Civil Afairs, but its scale and broad scope took the 354th Civil Afairs Br
	-
	-
	-

	2 May 
	uncharted territory. Te work was demanding, the pace relentless, and guidance from higher mostly nonexistent; but, if the job was difcult, Robey’s tireless diligence was equal to the 
	-
	challenge.
	20 


	Robey spoke with boundless enthusiasm about the Humanitarian Assistance Coordination Center projects, which ranged from empowering local leaders to persuading an international organization to fx a broken sewer system. He ran the HACC from a simple ofce cubicle just down the street from one of Saddam Hussein’s palaces. Te building “was literally a furniture warehouse,” Robey explained matter-of-factly about the former 
	-

	Republican Guard facility. A cluster of throne-like chairs and gilded sofas outside his ofce were reminders of the building’s past purpose. Robey’s twenty-person team arrived in Baghdad on 23 April 2003, and immediately got down to the business of rebuilding the beleaguered 
	capital.
	21 


	Te concept for HACC operations did not come with an instruction manual. Existing Civil Afairs doctrine helped to defne the mission by couching it in familiar terms. Te HACC would function like a Civil Military Operations Center described in Field Manual 41-10, but on a much larger scale. “Tink of it as baking a cake for six,” said Robey, “and now you’re baking a cake for sixty.” Operating as an oversized Civil Military Operations Center, the HACC would facilitate and coordinate between the international aid
	-
	-
	operational.
	22 


	Robey attributed the rapid success of the HACC to the solid foundation built by the 422nd Civil Afairs Battalion. As soon as it arrived in Baghdad the battalion commander had begun daily meetings with international and nongovernmental organizations. Tey called their operation a Civil Military Assistance Center, another term alien to Civil Afairs doctrine like the HACC. Regardless, the 422nd Civil Mili
	-
	-
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	tary Assistance Center established vital links to the nongovernmental and international organizations communities in Baghdad. “Had [the 422nd] not done such good work to start with,” remarked Robey, “we would have been way behind the power curve.”
	23 

	Te HACC team prepared for its mission by observing the Humanitarian Operations Center in Kuwait City. Tey watched the Brit-ish-run center in action for three days, taking notes on daily operations. Tat experience gave the team a model for operations. It also provided a valuable Lieutenant Colonel Stuart Gordon, who later relocated to Baghdad to establish another center called the Iraqi Assistance Center. 
	-

	Running at full speed, the HACC ofcially completed 116 actions in just over six weeks. Although the HACC was equipped to manage a heavy workload; Robey’s goal was to eliminate the HACC in Baghdad. “Our measure of success was putting ourselves out of business,” he commented. Te 354th Civil Afairs Brigade lacked the expertise and resources to manage large-scale humanitarian projects alone. Te HACC’s job was to identify projects and make sure that they were handled by the appropriate agencies. Consequently, th
	-
	people.
	24 


	Despite the presidential declaration that major combat operations were fnished on 1 May 2003, many in the international aid community were hesitant to enter Baghdad because of safety concerns. To build confdence, Robey’s team started the “Adopt a Neighborhood” program to lure nongovernmental organizations into less permissive areas of the capital. In ffeen-minute presentations given by the battalion Civil Military Operations Centers at the HACC, they provided aid workers with a “virtual” tour of a Baghdad n
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	Te HACC tried to “deconfict” all humanitarian agency meetings in the city to maximize the international and nongovernmental organizations presence. “We [were] all trying to fgure out the best use of our assets,” said Robey “because we [were] all on the same team; we [were] all in this together.” Committed to that philosophy, Robey rescheduled HACC meetings with nongovernmental organizations on Tuesdays when he learned that the United Nations was holding its meetings at the same time. He announced all meetin
	-
	-
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	When Robey was not meeting with international agencies, he was busy enlisting the help of maneuver commanders. Meetings with combat arms commanders ofen yielded important leads on local leaders who were eager to participate in the rebuilding process. Te commander of the 4th Battalion, 64th Armor Regiment, 3rd ID, said a Mr. Mustafa was a unifying force in his area. Robey passed this information on to the Ofce of Coalition Provisional Authority, the civilian agency charged with rebuilding Iraq. Within a week
	During its short time in the Iraqi capital, the HACC saw a decline in its daily business. According to Robey, this was a positive trend. Larger humanitarian agencies like the U.S. Agency for International Development had stepped in with money to award contracts for rehabilitation projects. As the HACC moved to transition out of Baghdad, its information on local business people was passed on to the Ofce of Coalition Provisional Authority and the Agency for International Development in hopes that some loyal I
	-
	Baghdad.
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	Mass Graves 
	Mass Graves 
	Te tragic events of 11 September were quite vivid for Army Reserve Lieutenant Colonel Edward Burley. Looking out the window of his ofce in Washington DC, Burley saw the smoke rising from the Pentagon and knew his life, like many others, was about to change. What he did not know on that day was that his role in the Global War on Terrorism would require not only his strengths as a citizen soldier, but his civilian expertise as well. Burley was a U.S. prosecuting attorney—his strong background in murder invest
	-
	-
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	In the days following major combat operations in Iraq, Burley and his civilian team of British and Australian forensic anthropologists began the tragic process of identifying the dead from the mass murders perpetrated by Saddam Hussein’s terrible regime. Attached to the Ofce of Reconstruction and Humanitarian Assistance, Burley coordinated the eforts of a civilian team specially trained in the excavation and evaluation of mass graves. Te Institute for Forensic Excellence and Investigation of Genocide team w
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Internationally, the scope of the work was staggering. In Bosnia, the estimated number of people buried in mass graves is 30,000; afer nine years, only about 9,000 persons have been located. In Iraq, the lowest estimate was 290,000, and the highest estimate was close to 3 million regime victims buried in mass graves. Te mission of the team was to identify bodies and gather evidence to prosecute the perpetrators for war crimes or international crimes against 
	-
	humanity.
	28 


	Burley and his thirty-person team had to work within a complex set of cultural and religious rules. Despite the age of many of the sites, Burley’s team made sure that any body exhumed during the day was reburied by nightfall in accordance with Islamic custom. Women on 
	2 May 
	the team were careful to keep their heads covered while working at the various sites. Grieving survivors were given access to the sites in order to mourn for the missing. Clerics and religious leaders were continuously consulted to ensure appropriate respect was accorded as the team continued its grim work. 
	Civil military issues occasionally arose. Despite having good relationships with U.S. military commanders in areas where they worked, some senior military and civilian leaders were uncomfortable with the mass graves mission. Te issue was about who should be directing the efort. Tis problem ended when the mandate for the British/Australian forensic team ended and Burley passed control of the mass graves investigation to a civilian ofce in the newly formed Coalition Provisional Authority. Still, the team had 
	-
	-
	-
	-



	CFSOCC/SOCCENT 
	CFSOCC/SOCCENT 
	From the Coalition Forces Special Operations Component Command perspective, the ground war ended when the planned objectives of the campaign were achieved. CJSOTF-North with its Kurdish allies occupied the key northern cities of Mosul and Kirkuk. CJSOTF-West had followed the conventional forces into Baghdad and established its base of operations in the capital. According to Colonel Patrick Higgins, CFSOCC operations ofcer, special operations forces were major contributors to the successful Coalition efort: 
	-
	29 

	As part of the transition afer the declared end to major ground combat, CFSOCC established the CJSOTF-West headquarters in Baghdad. Te new CJSOTF-AP (Arabian Peninsula) refected the ongoing nature of the Global War on Terrorism and the SOF role in that confict. Te 10th Special Forces Group, the core of Task Force Viking, was designated an advanced operating base to remain in the north and provide situational awareness in that sector. CFSOCC issued CJSOTF-AP a new mission order outlining its responsibilities
	-
	-
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	refective of the priorities of a War on Terror mission set and supported the special operations force structure available to soccent,” recounted
	-
	 Higgins.
	30 



	CJSOTF-AP 
	CJSOTF-AP 
	During the transition between Phase III and Phase IV, the combined Special Forces assets in Iraq were consolidated under the CJSOTF-AP. On 1 May 2003, CJSOTF-AP assumed operational control over the majority of SOF in Iraq. In mid-May, Brigadier General Gary Harrell redeployed with the CFSOCC staf and main body to Tampa, Florida.
	-
	-
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	Te CFSOCC plan for Phase IV had been to draw down SOF assets in Iraq from three special operations task forces (CJSOTF-West, CJSOTF-North, and the Naval Task Force), to an appropriately sized command based on the conditions. Tis force, named CJSOTF-AP, could increase or decrease SOF forces depending upon the conditions. Tis gave the commander more fexibility to meet requirements. Between May and July, the SOF commitment was reduced from three task forces to one task force. CJSOTF-North redeployed its headqu
	-
	-
	-
	-
	 action.
	32 


	Because FOB 53 would be the core of the new CJSOTF-AP headquarters, it needed staf augmentation. CJSOTF-West and CJSOTF-North had been built around Special Forces group Headquarters’ stafs, and had joint staf augmentees from various Joint Manning Documents. Instead of building the CJSOTF-AP around the entire 5th SFG staf, it had been formed around a Special Forces battalion staf. Tis was 
	-

	2 May 
	quite diferent from CJSOTF-Afghanistan as well. Only small detachments of Civil Afairs and PSYOP were attached to the SOF headquarters. Te majority of the Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations units remained under the control of conventional forces in their assigned zones. Te staf section requiring the most augmentation was the CJSOTF-AP operation to maintain around-the-clock situational awareness of the country. 
	-
	-
	-

	Te CJSOTF-AP commanded and synchronized the Special Forces operating throughout Iraq. Tese Special Forces units con
	-
	-
	-

	ducted unconventional warfare, counter-insurgency, and advanced special operations. Te ODAs conducted integrated operations with conventional units and Coalition SOF, but ofen operated independently. Special Forces ODAs developed target intelligence packets and did accelerated mission planning for high-value target–related cordon and search missions. Te ODAs then shared the intelligence packets and conducted planning with conventional units. Te direct action element from CJSOTF-AP would conduct the search p
	-
	-
	target.
	33 


	To further enhance rapport with the conventional forces in Iraq, CJSOTF-AP placed liaison ofcers at Combined Joint Task Force–7 and with each division headquarters. Te liaison ofcers proved critical since there were no formal command and control relationships between Special Forces and the conventional units. Te liaison ofcers not only deconficted and synchronized operations, but also acted as special operations subject matter experts to the conventional commanders. Information fow worked both ways as the l
	-
	-
	operations.
	34 


	Additional support was needed in special staf elements and soldiers came from a wide variety of units including the U.S. Army Special Operations Command headquarters, the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, the U.S. Army Infantry 
	-
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	School, and the National Guard units from several states. One interesting addition was a command psychologist. 
	-

	Focusing the High-Value Target Hunt 
	Focusing the High-Value Target Hunt 
	As discussed earlier, psychologists had demonstrated their value to the two CJSOTFs during earlier operations in Iraq. Profling military and civilian personalities, Iraqi military leadership, and culture had proved quite valuable. When CJSOTF-West transitioned to CJSOTF-AP in Baghdad, Lieutenant Colonel John Chin volunteered to continue as the command psychologist. With the authority of Colonel Hector Pagan, the new 5th SFG commander and CJSOTF-AP commander, Chin began to refne his cultural profle of Saddam
	Te deputy commander, Lieutenant Colonel Kirk Burton, was tasked by Pagan to manage a part-time work group/think tank made up of selected CJSOTF-AP staf ofcers and personnel from two National Guard Special Operations Detachments (Special Operations Detachment–Joint Forces Command and Special Operations Detachment– Korea). Chin served as the moderator/facilitator during the daily sessions of the group, stimulating thought, analysis, and discussion among the participants. It began as a CJSOTF-AP initiative, bu
	-
	focus.
	35 


	How successful this CJSOTF-AP think tank profling efort was can be judged by what happened in November and December 2003. Chin had already returned to the United States and was on terminal leave pending retirement when Saddam Hussein was captured. Less than twelve hours afer the capture of Saddam was announced, Chin was back in uniform being fown to Baghdad. Tirty days later he returned home to again start terminal leave. Te value of an experienced psychologist on the staf of a joint SOF command had been pr
	-
	 Battalion.
	36 
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	Sustaining Operations 
	Sustaining Operations 
	In early May 2003, Alpha Forward Support Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion, organized a platoon-sized forward support element to support the CFSOCC advance headquarters in Baghdad. Te support element included mechanics, cooks, water purifcation teams, fuel teams, and engineers commanded by First Lieutenant Robert Winston*. With no dedicated aircraf to get to Baghdad International Airport, it took the forward support element almost two weeks of “strap-hanging” to get the entire element out 
	-
	-
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	Once in Baghdad, Winston’s forward support element quickly set up the standard bare-base amenities, albeit in one of Saddam Hussein’s seventy palaces. Among the more popular improvements the element brought were hot food and showers. Te CJSOTF soldiers had been eating a combination of locally contracted food and Meals Ready-to-Eat. Te forward support element set up its mobile kitchen and started serving American-style hot meals twice daily. Because the water was out in the palace, the element also set up th
	-
	 protection.
	38 


	When CJSOTF-West transitioned to CJSOTF-AP, the support mission was transferred to another 528th element. Replacing Winston and his soldiers afer nearly eight months was a forward support element from the newly activated Charlie Forward Support Company, which deployed intertheater from Afghanistan to Iraq. Tis element had National Guardsmen from several 
	-
	-
	states.
	39 


	Among the soldiers assigned to support CJSOTF-AP were a dozen Tennessee Army National Guardsmen from the 777th Maintenance Company, attached to C Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion. Afer a four-month tour in Afghanistan supporting the CJSOTF in Bagram, the Guardsmen went to Iraq for a second overseas assignment in less than six months. Troughout Afghanistan, Sergeant Justin McCleary*, a light wheeled–vehicle mechanic, had worked on everything and anything that had an engine in the remote sp
	-
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	Sometimes this meant ordering commercial parts directly from the United States and waiting to receive them in the mail. More ofen than not, however, the experienced mechanics and soldiers relied on old-fashioned “horse trading” for needed parts with other units in Baghdad—anything to keep the vehicles functioning afer months of hard use in Iraq. Specialist Josh Carlton, a Tennessee generator mechanic, worked long hours to make sure the CJSOTF-AP had uninterrupted 
	-
	power.
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	What the Guardsmen also brought with them when mobilized were their civilian skills. Tree soldiers—McCleary, Sergeant Timmons*, and Specialist Fitts*—had civilian welding experience, although this was not an military occupational specialty–qualifed skill in their records. In fact, Timmons was a certifed welder in Tennessee with many years of experience. Te three Guardsmen solved a force protection problem for the headquarters with characteristic ingenuity. Te Radwaniya Palace complex contained numerous peri
	-
	-
	-

	Another welding task, to improve unit morale, was the fabrication of four barbecue grills from concertina wire stakes and 55-gallon drums. Tese were built to help the hard-working mess section. In the beginning, the mess section had prepared all meals using its mobile kitchen trailer. Combine the 110-degree heat of Iraq with the cooking heat in a confned trailer and one can see the importance of the alternate outside grills. Tey were fnished in time to have an old-fashioned barbecue on Memorial Day. While s
	-
	-
	-
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	Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, the soldiers supporting CJSOTF-AP made a diference to the new 
	headquarters.
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	Other ARSOF 
	Other ARSOF 
	Other Army SOF continued operations in Iraq, but at a reduced level. Te 75th Ranger Regiment and the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment reconfgured the size of the Joint Special Operations Task Force and consolidated forces at Baghdad International Airport. Eighty percent of the task force redeployed by the end of May. Most of the 2nd Ranger Battalion and a small aviation detachment from the 160th SOAR remained at Baghdad International Airport. Te mission set for the Joint Special Operations Task Fo
	-
	-
	 operations.
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	Flash to Bang: A Well-Orchestrated Assault 
	Flash to Bang: A Well-Orchestrated Assault 
	One of the capabilities that make the ARSOF units so lethal is their ability to rapidly act on current intelligence. Te Night Stalkers of the 160th SOAR can deliver SOF assault teams swifly and on target. Tey pride themselves on their ability to accomplish this precisely within plus or minus thirty seconds of the appointed time. Combine that with the ferocious strike capability of the Army Rangers and it is possible to eradicate a terrorist training camp. 
	On the evening of 11 June 2003, the Rangers of B Company, 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, attacked and killed more than seventy Islamic terrorists at a training camp thirty miles east of the Syrian border in the vicinity of Rawah, Iraq. During the carefully coordinated assault on the camp—Objective Reindeer—two Ranger platoons and a command element infltrated on four MH-60K Black Hawks and two MH-47E Chinooks to attack the camp from the east. A third Ranger platoon with a battalion mortar team drove 17
	-
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	throughout the operation. Te mission guid
	throughout the operation. Te mission guid
	throughout the operation. Te mission guid
	-


	ance was very clear: destroy all terrorists 
	ance was very clear: destroy all terrorists 

	in and around the camp to prevent attacks 
	in and around the camp to prevent attacks 

	against Coalition forces—a textbook mission 
	against Coalition forces—a textbook mission 
	1 
	2 

	for the Rangers and Night Stalkers. 
	for the Rangers and Night Stalkers. 

	Te night before, Major John McGinnis*, 
	Te night before, Major John McGinnis*, 
	2 

	2nd Battalion operations ofcer, and Captain 
	2nd Battalion operations ofcer, and Captain 
	1 
	5 

	Mel Everett*, assistant operations ofcer, had 
	Mel Everett*, assistant operations ofcer, had 
	10 
	8 

	received a warning order at 2200 to begin 
	received a warning order at 2200 to begin 
	9 
	6 27 
	6 

	planning for a combat assault on a terror
	planning for a combat assault on a terror
	-

	17 8 1 7 28 

	ist camp. Te 101st Airborne Division (Air 
	ist camp. Te 101st Airborne Division (Air 


	Assault) had been planning an operation for 
	Assault) had been planning an operation for 
	1 

	several days when V Corps received new infor
	-

	mation that suggested an attack on Coalition 
	forces from the terrorist camp was imminent. 
	Te Screaming Eagles wanted several more 
	days to prepare. Terefore, V Corps asked if 
	the 75th Ranger Regiment could conduct an 
	immediate strike. McGinnis and Everett and the B Company com
	-

	mander, Captain George Hunter*, prepared an operational concept 
	that night. Tis collaborative planning pro
	-

	cess (including the company commander in 
	the development of the battalion plan) greatly 
	reduced the time necessary to complete troop-
	leading procedures. Hunter devised a simple 
	scheme of maneuver with blocking positions 
	to ensure that no terrorists escaped. Concen
	-

	trated fres on the objective were designed to 
	ensure no escapes. Within hours, McGinnis 
	forwarded the plan through command chan
	-

	nels to V Corps stating that the Ranger pla
	-

	toon could strike within twenty-four hours. 
	At this point, McGinnis still believed that the 
	101st would retain the Objective Reindeer was a sunken wadi, 35 
	mission.
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	feet deep, 500 feet long, and 60–150 feet wide, 
	adjacent to a large streambed with steep, 
	rocky sides. Two smaller wadis channeled 
	Figure
	Figure 9.20 Objective Reindeer. Te ObjectiveReindeer areas and the platoon avenues of attack. 
	Figure 9.20 Objective Reindeer. Te ObjectiveReindeer areas and the platoon avenues of attack. 
	into Reindeer. Te objective was divided into 



	2 May 
	three separate objectives: Dasher, Rudolf, and Comet. Having submitted their concept, Hunter issued his operations order at 0900 the next day (11 June) to his platoon leaders: the 1st Platoon would insert by helicopter, to isolate and clear Objectives Dasher and Rudolf; the 2nd Platoon would insert by helicopter, isolate and clear Objective Comet; and the 3rd Platoon would simultaneously establish blocking positions west of the objective to prevent any terrorist escapees afer driving overland to the objecti
	-
	44 

	Te ground assault force lef Baghdad International Airport at 1545 hours, crossing several damaged bridges as it moved along Highway 
	12. Te convoy went through Ar Ramadi and Hit to a road junction south of Rawah. Along the way, the ground assault force linked up near Haditha with two M3 Bradley Fighting Vehicles carrying a 3rd Armored Cavalry Regiment infantry platoon. A forward arming and refueling point had been established near the highway south of Rawah. Afer quickly refueling, the ground assault force awaited the signal to move to the objective: the commencement of pre-assault fres by the 160th SOAR. On that signal, the ground assau
	Te helicopter assault force departed Baghdad International Airport and refueled at another airfeld at 2030. When one MH-60K Black Hawk failed to start minutes before the scheduled departure time, the “bump plan” (a contingency to cross-load key individuals or groups in the event of an aircraf breakdown) was implemented, leaving a Ranger squad at the airfeld. Te helicopter assault force departed two and one-half minutes late, but speeded up to arrive on time for H-hour: 2200. Sequencing in to hit their targe
	-
	-
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	tive Dasher. Ten an AC-130 Spectre Gunship raked the area with its 105mm cannon and 40mm chain guns.
	45 

	First Lieutenant Peter Korenek*, 1st Platoon, was riding in the lead MH-60K Black Hawk. With the side doors open he saw fres burning in the vicinity of Sparrow, his helicopter landing zone. Having lost his reference with the ground, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Travis Davis*, the pilot, touched down hard in a cloud of dust. Oblivious to the dangerous landing, the Rangers leaped clear of the helicopter and raced into the dusty darkness as a pair of AH-6 Little Bird gunships strafed a nearby enemy position with 7.62
	-
	-
	-

	Having landing several hundred meters short of Sparrow because of an AH-6 gun run, Staf Sergeant Mitchell Burn* got his squad oriented toward Objective Dasher and ran across the fat surface of the wadi with Korenek. Te Ranger squad reached a draw as Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 James Nattier*, the MH-47E Chinook fight lead, touched down on Sparrow with the rest of the 1st Platoon. At the same time, just south of Korenek’s position, a second Black Hawk landed at Helicopter Landing Zone Wren with Staf Sergeant Alexa
	-
	-
	-
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	Te 2nd Platoon came into Helicopter Landing Zones Napier and Emu aboard a Black Hawk and a Chinook respectively. Sergeant Roger Mueller* and his weapons squad lef the Chinook frst, followed by the command element headed toward Objective Comet. Mueller and his two Ranger machine gun teams established a blocking position and prepared to clear through Comet. Te remainder of the 2nd Platoon moved from Napier into blocking positions, facing Objective Reindeer from the north. En route to their positions, the Rang
	-
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	Corporal Ralph Antonio*, his radio operator, and Sergeant Brad Gillis*, the senior medic, were to establish a casualty collection point in the smaller east–west wadi leading to Objective Dasher. As they approached the wadi, two terrorists opened fre on them, shooting Antonio’s rucksack strap of his right shoulder. Gillis and Antonio spun and shot their assailants who were concealed in a nearby 
	-
	-
	-
	ditch.
	4
	7 


	Meanwhile, the ground assault force had arrived and established its blocking positions and the mortar fring points. En route 
	-

	the mortar vehicle became stuck in a small wadi. Te mortar team switched vehicles and still managed to be operational in less than ten minutes. Te company executive ofcer and ground assault force commander, First Lieutenant Dirk Nester*, radioed an update to Hunter and moved closer to Objective Reindeer. All the supporting fres were oriented down into the wadi from both the east and west sides, reducing the potential for fratricide. Soon, the mortar team began executing fre missions in concert with the AH-6
	Platoon.
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	Burn and his squad moved into the gulch on the 3rd Platoon’s right fank, locating a huge weapons cache of RPGs, RPK machine guns, SA-7 surface-to-air-missiles, and all types of munitions. Burn marked it for destruction and pressed forward. Te squad comprising the platoon’s main efort, led by Staf Sergeant Roger Duncan*, cleared the high ground south of Objective Dasher, killing fve combatants, before the squad moved down into the wadi. Staf Sergeant Bradley Talbert* and his squad guarded the 3rd Platoon’s l
	Rudolph.
	49 


	Above the objective, Chief Warrant Ofcer 4 Mark Willington* coordinated the rotation of AH-6s through the forward arming and refueling point. Tis enabled the Little Bird pilots to continuously provide close air support over the objective. Te air cover proved crucial as the ground combat 
	-
	intensifed.
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	Korenek and Sergeant First Class Clint Anderson*, platoon sergeant for the 2nd Platoon, coordinated their simultaneous entry into the wadi to clear it from both sides. As Duncan maneuvered his squad down the wadi, they encountered twelve terrorists and killed them. In 
	-
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	response to fre from two terrorists on a shelf just below the edge of the clif, Korenek dropped a fragmentation grenade over the side. Te grenade did not stop the fring, so he climbed over the edge to a point where he could get a clear shot at the enemy and killed them both. A burning vehicle in the center of the wadi limited the efectiveness of the night vision goggles of Burn and his squad, so they continued concentrating on the wadi to the west.
	51 

	As the 2nd Squad pushed south into the wadi, the Rangers were backlit by the burning truck. Sergeant Mark Walters*, the lead team leader, spotted an RPG team and shouted, “RPG!” fring as he did. Te enemy gunner fred simultaneously, blowing of Walters’ leg below the knee. In spite of this devastating injury, and further injury to his lef elbow and thumb, Walters emptied a full magazine into the RPG position, killing the gunner, all the while shouting fre commands to his team. Te platoon medic, Specialist Gar
	-
	aircraf.
	5
	2 


	In the meantime, Duncan pinpointed another feeing RPG gunner and his assistant with his infrared laser. Tey were quickly dispatched by Talbert’s machine gunners. Having spotted other enemy fghters feeing into the tall grass of the wadi, Korenek attempted to clear the grass by fre with M240s and squad automatic weapons then set it afre using incendiary grenades, fares, and burning debris, but the grass was too damp. By then, the platoon sector was clear and the 1st Platoon Rangers began exploitation of the a
	53 

	Te 2nd Platoon advanced on line through Objective Comet with Mueller’s squad, clearing the west side of the wadi and Weimer’s men clearing the east side by fre. Mueller saw two enemy fghters drop down onto a ledge just two feet away from his platoon sergeant. As he engaged the enemy with his M4 carbine, Anderson dropped down and threw several hand grenades into the position. Te threat was eliminated. As the 2nd Platoon continued to clear the wadi moving 
	2 May 
	toward the burning vehicles, it methodically engaged terrorists, all the while paying close attention to the 1st Platoon approaching from the opposite
	 direction.
	5
	4 


	Afer approximately forty minutes, the two platoons linked up. Initial reports were ffeen terrorists killed, but during the follow-on exploitation, that number quickly grew to seventy bodies. With their night vision goggles in place, what the Rangers had thought were burning debris and sandbags were, in fact, body parts scattered throughout Objective Rudolph by the six Joint Direct Attack Munitions. Confdent that the objective was clear, Hunter and McGinnis ordered the 1st and 2nd Platoons to prepare for egr
	-
	-
	light.
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	Sergeant First Class Barry Fontes*, the 3rd Platoon sergeant, started the sensitive-site exploitation of the objective at daybreak on 12 June. While two squads examined the wadi, one squad remained in a blocking position for security. While documenting the site with 
	pictures, the Rangers were surprised to fnd a wounded enemy fghter near Objective Comet. Te medic treated the terrorist and prepared him for evacuation. He noted that the enemy’s body had been shaved, and his beard was trimmed, possibly in anticipation of a suicide attack and martyrdom. Te site exploitation lasted several hours as the Rangers waited for a 101st Airborne Division reliefin-place force to arrive. Te battle at Rawah, however, was far from over.
	-
	-
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	Te relief element from C Company, 1st Battalion, 327th Infantry arrived in three lifs of helicopters. While Nester was briefng the company commander, the four AH-64 Apache gunships that had fown cover for the troop carriers began fring from a stationary hover to the northwest of the objective. Suddenly a RPG exploded against one of the gunships. Te Apache helicopter slammed into the ground and caught fre. Quickly reacting to the crash, Fontes sent two squads of Rangers in their Ground Mobility Vehicles (GMV
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	site and defeat several enemy counterattacks became known as the battle for Objective 
	Vixen.
	57 


	Sergeant Daniel Height*, the weapons squad leader of the 3rd Platoon in the frst GMV, maneuvered to engage the enemy with an M240B machine gun and a Carl-Gustaf M3 recoilless rife. Height sent Private First Class Alberto Nieves* and Corporal Jacob Oliver*, a team leader, in a GMV to an overwatch position. As their vehicle crested a small knoll, Oliver observed the two pilots getting out of the AH-64, oblivious to the enemy fre they were receiving. Responding to the situation, Oliver and Nieves headed the GM
	-
	-
	-
	explode.
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	Having dropped the pilots in the safety of a 327th observation post, Nieves and Oliver turned back to the crash site. As they approached, Oliver surprised four terrorists trying to get to the downed helicopter, killing two and wounding another with his .50 caliber machine gun. As he dealt with that threat, two more terrorists opened fre, wounding Nieves in the hand. Oliver told Nieves to pull back as he swung the M2 to cover their withdrawal. Hidden in another wadi, Oliver treated Nieves’ wound and summoned
	-
	-
	-
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	Moving at top speed toward the burning helicopter wreck, the small Ranger assault element led by Fontes was quickly taken under small arms fre by the terrorists. Covered by his men, Fontes worked his way toward an enemy position less than ffy meters away. Within hand grenade range, he lobbed one into the position. With this accomplished, the ad hoc assault element consisting of Holcomb, the platoon medic, Sergeant Derron Zack*, Corporal James Urich*, the platoon radioman, and Corporal Carl Vasser* charged f
	2 May 
	and his element established a heavy base of fre in a deep wadi to pin the enemy down. Ten they proceeded to hammer the enemy with everything they had available: 81mm and 60mm mortars, 40mm high explosive grenades, .50 caliber machine gunfre, and small arms.
	60 

	When it became clear that the gaps in the terrain did not support an assault by the other two squads, Fontes led the fnal assault with his ad hoc element. While executing fre and movement, his M4 malfunctioned, but he courageously continued forward. Tree remaining terrorists threw hand grenades and fred their weapons as the Rangers closed to within ffeen meters. As they made to assault, Fontes dove out of the way of a grenade that landed directly in front of him. Ten Fontes charged forward tossing his remai
	-
	-
	range.
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	Te Rangers demonstrated their bravery and resourcefulness while fghting a very tenacious enemy, killing fourteen terrorists in and around Objective Vixen, nine in close quarters combat. Te Rangers rescued the two aviators from capture. Once the fghting was over and the area secured, the Rangers evacuated their casualties along with the enemy wounded to the casualty evacuation airfeld. Te attack on Reindeer had eliminated seventy terrorists and netted two thousand RPGs, ffy RPK machine guns, eighty-seven SA-
	-
	-

	Te late night raid by Army SOF prevented at least one terrorist attack on Coalition forces in Iraq. Te rescue of the Apache pilots saved them from captivity. As is normal, many factors contributed to the success of these missions. Several Rangers and Night Stalkers commented that the operation played out like a multilateral training exercise, and that “everything went like clockwork.” Te force’s previous combat experience also refned the Rangers and the 160th SOAR’s planning processes, enabling them to exec
	-
	-
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	faced the Japanese in the Pacifc whose banzai charges and kamikaze attacks during World War II had to be defeated at close quarters—whether by Navy gunners fring on suicide planes before they hit their ships to infantrymen in the islands using bayonets to break the momentum of last ditch Japanese infantry assaults. And these terrorists had been hammered by six Joint Direct Attack Munitions, one AC-130 gunship, and several AH-6 attack helicopters. In the end, Army SOF dealt a fatal blow to a signifcant terro
	-
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	Harvesting a Chopper from a Date Palm Tree 
	Harvesting a Chopper from a Date Palm Tree 
	Part of Saddam Hussein’s defensive deception plan was to hide various types of aircraf in the western deserts of Iraq and among the palm groves along the Tigris River. Afer fnding a Soviet-manufactured Mi-17 Hip medium transport helicopter thirty miles north of Baghdad, the Joint Special Operations Task Force ordered the exploitation of the aircraf. Te ensuing recovery operation was not without drama as a combined force of Army Rangers, 160th SOAR aviators, and Special Forces worked for several days to retr
	-
	-
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	Returning from a night mission in mid-May 2003, an AH-6 Little Bird gunship pilot spotted a feet of about twenty Mi-17 Hip helicopters in a grove of date palm trees along the Tigris River. Te grove was just thirty miles north of Baghdad. Te Iraqi military had parked them in and around palm trees, coated the bodies with mud, and used camoufage netting to further hide them. Piled neatly nearby were the removed rotor blades. According to intelligence sources, Baath Party members had threatened local inhabitant
	-
	 mission.
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	2 May 
	Falcon, an MH-47E Chinook fight lead, formed a planning cell to gather pertinent data about the Hip from available intelligence sources. Afer accumulating the information, he developed a recovery plan. Te key to success was obtaining an accurate weight of the Mi-17 in its current confguration. In order assess the Mi-17’s condition, Falcon wanted to do an onsite inspection. 
	-

	Falcon assembled his recovery team. It consisted of a Ranger platoon for security, SOF explosive ordnance disposal personnel to remove booby traps, and 160th SOAR maintenance personnel to evaluate the maintenance condition of the Hip. Falcon led the fight of 
	-

	two MH-47E Chinooks carrying the team to the date palm grove. A fight of two AH-6 Little Bird gunships accompanied the Chinooks, providing aerial escort en route and overhead protection while the helicopters were inspected. Before landing, Falcon and his team visually scanned the helicopters for good candidates. Landing next to a Hip that outwardly appeared to be in good shape, the crew exited the Chinook, inspected it for booby traps, quickly checked it over and deemed it to be a good fnd. As a backup, Fal
	-
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	Upon their return to the airport, the maintenance teams from D Company, 160th SOAR, began stripping the MH-47E assigned to lif the Hip. Removing all the ballistic protection, armament, nonessential mission equipment, and as many unneeded parts as possible, the crew made the Chinook as light as anyone had ever seen it. A lull in operational tempo allowed the lif operation to proceed, since the “stripped down” MH-47E was no longer fully mission capable. Falcon knew that even with a short break in the action, 
	-
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	Te next day, Falcon again led the Chinook fight to the palm grove with a pair of Little Birds for overhead protection. At the location, the Rangers established security positions while the explosive ordnance 
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	disposal team rechecked the helicopter identifed for recovery. Te D Company maintenance crew began loading the rotor blades found nearby, but afer loading one blade, all work ceased. Having spotted the Americans surveying the Hip the day before, the locals realized that the helicopter was not booby-trapped. While the Americans were gone, the locals had ransacked the Mi-17. Tey had removed numerous parts from the helicopter and had wrecked whatever they could not unscrew or unbolt, damaging gauges, smashing 
	helicopter.
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	To prevent the locals from vandalizing the chosen Hip, the team planned to locate, clear, and recover the Mi-17 on the same day. By using a series of reconnaissance fights, Falcon planned to fnd another Hip, insure that it had no booby-traps, evaluate it, and begin preparations with the frst fight. He then planned to return to the airport with the rotor blades, leaving the security element and maintenance team in place while he brought in another stripped-down Chinook carrying the minimum amount of fuel to 
	-
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	With the mission planned and the team prepared, the weather threw a monkey wrench into the operation. A sandstorm swept through the area that day, causing poor visibility. Still, it was decided that the mission could continue. Afer a detailed briefng, the frst fight proceeded to look for a likely candidate. A fight of two AH-6 Little Birds, one Chinook, and an MH-60K Black Hawk set out at mid-afernoon, fying in the suspended dust. Te team felt that it had sufcient time to prepare the site, return with the M
	-
	-
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	Leading the search pack, Little Bird pilots Chief Warrant Ofcers 4 Tony Clement* and David Croaker* spotted what appeared to be 
	2 May 
	a viable helicopter and landed. Clement cautiously approached the Hip, and afer a brief inspection, radioed to Falcon that it looked like a good airframe. Falcon had the Black Hawk pilots bring in the explosive ordnance disposal crew while Falcon landed his Chinook nearby. Te Rangers established a security perimeter. Once their explosive ordnance disposal crew had cleared the helicopter, Falcon and his maintenance team, led by test pilot Chief Warrant Ofcer 3 Aaron Garrote*, began preparing the Mi-17 Hip fo
	-
	-
	-
	-

	cause mission failure since the time on station for the “stripped down” and minimally fueled Chinook was
	 limited.
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	Landing near the refuel point at the airport, Falcon switched seats with Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Barry Littleton*, who was waiting at the refuel point in the “stripped down” recovery aircraf. Falcon was now fying with Chief Warrant Ofcer 2 Elliot Brietzke* because both were experienced slinging heavy loads. Littleton followed him in the second Chinook, accompanied by a fight of two AH-6 Little Bird gunships led by Chief 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Warrant Ofcer 4 Timothy Parkens*. When they arrived at the palm grove, the hook-up crew on the ground was not ready. Because they had no manual on how rig a Hip for a sling load, Garrote had to be sure to get things right the frst time. In the end, he relied on experience and a lot of 
	-
	ingenuity.
	6
	9 


	As dusk descended over the area, Garrote fnally signaled Falcon to hover over the load. To clear the lif area, the maintenance team had cut down an adjacent palm tree. Now, the debris began to kick 
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	up as the big Chinook hovered over the Hip. Garrote was standing atop the Mi-17 to attach a clevis (shackle) to the MH-47E’s center hook as Falcon carefully inched his helicopter down over the load. Once attached, Falcon’s crewchief told him to begin increasing power slowly to take the slack out of the 120 feet of nylon lifing straps before picking up the Hip. Ten, Falcon carefully applied torque to his engines to start the lif, and at 101 percent of rated torque, the Hip fnally lifed clear of the ground an
	-
	-
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	Five AH-6 gunships covered the two Chinooks as the fight traversed a vast, agricultural area heading toward the lights of Baghdad. Te suspended dust reduced visibility even further. Not anticipating a night fight, Falcon and his crew had no night vision goggles. To fy “unaided” in a dust storm at night was an uncomfortable situation at best, and to add to the challenge, the Iraqi power lines were strung high across the river to allow ship passage underneath. As the Night Stalkers closed on the Tigris River,
	-
	-
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	engineer, Staf Sergeant Mark Nugent*, to make the decision to “cut away” the load because Nugent was monitoring the sling load from Chinook’s center cargo hole. He had his hand on the quick release lever, ready to “punch the load” if it became a threat to his aircraf or the crew 
	aboard.
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	Having barely cleared the Tigris power lines, Falcon radioed the tower at Baghdad International Airport with his intent to land near the Night Stalker hanger. Brietzke transferred the fight controls back to Falcon for the landing. With a large crowd watching the unusual feat, Falcon came to a stationary hover, gently descended, and lowered the Hip while Nugent provided height and drif corrections. As the Mi-17 wheels touched the ground, the struts fexed and the helicopter began to roll. Nugent immediately t
	-
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	Te Night Stalkers accomplished a task that had started with a low probability of success. Neither interference by local Iraqis nor a sandstorm prevented the small contingent of ARSOF troops from completing its mission. Te Mi-17 Hip helicopter was now available for training or other uses by the SOF community. Te well-coordinated and executed mission exemplifed the fexibility, determination, and mission of all involved. 


	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	Combat operations in Iraq were far from complete as Coalition forces found themselves in transition between Phase III and Phase IV. Te major fghting had lasted less than fve weeks instead of the ninety days envisioned by planners. Te CFLCC campaign plan lacked specifics as to missions during the interim and no Phase IV plan of action had ever been approved. Te Time-Phased Force Deployment Data kept sending forces into Kuwait and Iraq. Latecomers arrived ready for Phase III, but major combat operations had b
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	by the President. Instead of accepting the security and stability operations mission, some chose to confront Iraq as if it were a foreign internal defense environment. 
	-
	-

	CFSOCC had never intended to stay since the SOF commands had accomplished their missions. Special operations forces were consolidated under a new CJSOTF, Arabian Peninsula, and the size had been tailored for security and stability operations. It was a time of confusion and change as conventional forces moved to control many of the major cities throughout Iraq. Army Reserve Civil Afairs units attached to conventional divisions and regiments were being tasked to manage civil military operations with little or
	-
	-
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	While these dilemmas clouded the situation in Iraq, Army SOF soldiers and units never stopped trying to accomplish their assigned missions. In the midst of the disorder and confusion, Army Reserve Civil Afairs units like the HACC persevered for all the right reasons. Psychological Operations companies led by majors and below accomplished what they could at the tactical level. Rangers and Night Stalkers continued to take fght to the terrorists to eliminate their strongholds. Tis last combat vignette illustra
	-
	-
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	U.S. military had not dealt with this level of fanaticism since fghting the Japanese in the Pacifc in World War II—and battleship guns had hammered the Japanese on Saipan and Okinawa for days before the assaults there had begun. In the end, whether in World War II or Iraq, infantrymen must close with a determined enemy to destroy him. Tese Rangers did exactly that and defeated the most determined fghters in Iraq. And not to be forgotten, a CJSOTF-AP special staf ofcer helped focus the hunt for Saddam Hussei
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	Conclusion 
	Conclusion 
	he purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was to explain what the various Army special operations elements accomplished during the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse 
	Figure
	T
	-

	the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Special Forces, Rangers, Special Operations Aviation, Civil Afairs, Psychological Operations, and Special Operations Support (Signal and Combat Support) are part of the ARSOF spectrum. Te U.S. Army Reserve and Army National Guard provide a good portion of ARSOF: two Army National Guard Special Forces groups, the majority (90 percent) of Psychological Operations and Civil Afairs, and round out combat service support units. Not all are “gunfghters” but all are Army SOF so
	-
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	While this book was only a fve-month snapshot of the war in Iraq, it did cover those phases of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM during which ARSOF was most active. To provide context, the book began by answering the question, “Why Iraq?” Te military architecture in Iraq, foreign and domestic, and a short cultural background followed a thumbnail geopolitical sketch. Saddam Hussein was identifed and U.S. involvement with Iraq from the frst Gulf War was explained through Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Te operational plann
	While this book was only a fve-month snapshot of the war in Iraq, it did cover those phases of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM during which ARSOF was most active. To provide context, the book began by answering the question, “Why Iraq?” Te military architecture in Iraq, foreign and domestic, and a short cultural background followed a thumbnail geopolitical sketch. Saddam Hussein was identifed and U.S. involvement with Iraq from the frst Gulf War was explained through Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Te operational plann
	-
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	tactical—developed their command guidance, concept of operations, command and control, and organized for battle with coordination throughout. Te issues facing the Army and joint SOF commands were identifed and explained before preparations were detailed. Tis was the second major campaign in America’s Global War on Terrorism. And it was to be conducted while sustaining operations in Afghanistan, the Philippines, Colombia, and the Balkans. Special Operations Command Central established two Combined Joint Spec
	-
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	As one would expect, the major combat operations phase contained the best soldier stories. Tey spanned the ARSOF spectrum from PSYOP before the ofensive to Army special operations attack helicopter teams knocking out border observation posts to inserting Special Forces special reconnaissance teams to watch key terrain critical to the conventional force. Rangers parachute assaulted far behind enemy lines while Signalers provided command and control to Combat Supporters building base camps and supplying the t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te selected historical vignettes told the story of ARSOF in Iraq. Tere was a conscious efort to present an equitable balance of stories that covered all ARSOF elements within security constraints. Te Special Operations Command Central commander, two Special Forces group commanders, and two ARSOF regimental commanders identifed their best stories to research. Multiple views—top, middle, bottom, and Coalition—were sought to gain perspective. Still, the soldier stories were “his story”—the true origin of the w
	-
	-
	-

	Conclusion 447 
	true strength of ARSOF was revealed—highly trained, motivated, and dedicated soldiers. Technology provided an edge to Army SOF, but it took multiskilled, determined soldiers and well-trained elements to capitalize on those advantages. 
	Te great majority of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was written using classifed materials as primary sources. Te vignettes were based primarily on recorded classifed interviews, afer-action reports, personal journals, and operations center logs. Classifed portions of the narrative and vignettes were carefully “sanitized” by the writers. Because the Global War on Terrorism is ongoing and Army SOF soldiers are involved in combat operations in Afghanistan and Iraq today, only 90 percent of the ARSOF story could be 
	-
	-

	By ignoring the acronyms and focusing on the narrative and the soldiers’ stories—the vignettes—the reader obtained the essence of this current history. Since this represented ARSOF operations through June 2003, it was more than sufcient to grasp the varied missions and the quality of soldiers that make up this dynamic military force. Because the authors knew that they could not fool the players, the readers got the “real deal” as soldiers like to say. 
	On 1 May 2003, when President George W. Bush, following the recommendation of General Tommy Franks, the Operation IRAQI FREEDOM commander, announced the end of major combat operations in Iraq, the U.S.-led Coalition forces had toppled the regime of Saddam Hussein. Te nexus of power, Baghdad (wherein all roads lead), had been captured in a little over four weeks of fghting. Cities and large areas of the country had simply been bypassed in the rush to the capital. Te Iraqi war had reached a transitory period.
	-

	Tis turbulent, unsettled time was also when the Iraqi people, controlled by terror for more than twenty years, needed structure in their daily lives. Te Iraqi people were highly literate and concentrated in large urban centers much like the Germans that Adolf Hitler dominated for twelve years. While Saddam did not have a Heinrich Himmler, he used television and radio to manage and terror to control the people for more than twenty years—an entire generation. 
	-
	-
	-

	Te scope of this book covered ARSOF in Iraq into June 2003, afer the international press had made the premature post-confict declarations. Te project focused on the early part of the second Iraq war 
	Te scope of this book covered ARSOF in Iraq into June 2003, afer the international press had made the premature post-confict declarations. Te project focused on the early part of the second Iraq war 
	-

	when ARSOF was most involved. A timely account of the war can only be written while it is still fresh. Tat is what you have. 

	Observations based on ofcial documents and interviews with participants at all levels, including Coalition personnel, follow. Refections are situational assessments made by active and retired ARSOF ofcers who served in Iraq and participated in the ARSOF in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM history project. 
	-
	-

	Observations and Refl ections 
	11 
	11 

	Figure
	Figure
	Chapter Eleven 
	Observations and 

	Reflections 
	Reflections 
	he purpose of All Roads Lead to Baghdad was to explain what Army special operations elements accomplished during the U.S.-led Coalition ofensive to collapse the regime of 
	Figure
	T
	-

	Saddam Hussein in Iraq. A fve-month snapshot of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM, the book covers the period of major combat operations when Army special operations forces were the most active. Tis current operations history was not intended to capture operational lessons learned (a doctrinal S-3/G-3/J-3 function), resolve special warfare doctrine issues, nor clarify defnitions for Army special operations. All Roads Lead to Baghdad did achieve its purpose. Te advantage to having a current operations project compiled
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te observations and refections, based on ofcial documents and interviews with Operation IRAQI FREEDOM participants at all levels from all services and allies, are non-attributable. Tey cover planning and preparations for 1003V and the conduct of the Iraqi war from the early spring of 2002 through June 2003. Tey are not intended to be 
	Te observations and refections, based on ofcial documents and interviews with Operation IRAQI FREEDOM participants at all levels from all services and allies, are non-attributable. Tey cover planning and preparations for 1003V and the conduct of the Iraqi war from the early spring of 2002 through June 2003. Tey are not intended to be 
	criticisms of a successfully executed U.S.-led Coalition campaign to topple the regime of Saddam Hussein in Iraq. Te successful accomplishments in this epilogue are not presented to give any of the Army SOF elements “the lion’s share of the credit.” Success was the result of an ARSOF team efort that supported the main conventional ofensive. Tere are always shortfalls and problems and that is why leaders and managers are needed. Tose identifed should not be a surprise to the participants. Many continue to pl
	-


	ThE ARMy FIElD ORDER 
	ThE ARMy FIElD ORDER 
	To simply present the observations and refections, they have been organized to ft the fve paragraphs of the Army feld order: 
	Situation 
	Situation 
	Situation 
	what is known about the enemy and what the enemy is most likely to do. 

	Mission 
	Mission 
	what is to be accomplished by the allied forces in general terms. 
	-


	Execution 
	Execution 
	who will do what tasks and how things will be accomplished—as well as planning and preparations. 
	-


	Administration 
	Administration 
	how all combat forces will be supported—including mobilization, resourcing, legal, and logistics issues. 

	Command and Control 
	Command and Control 
	who is in charge of what, when that responsibility is to be transferred, and how communications will take place—including how orders and plans will be issued. 


	Not all topics of discussion ft smoothly into this format, however they will be presented as they applied to the various commands in a descending rank order, i.e., Central Command (CENTCOM), then Special Operations Command Central (soccent), and the Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces (CJSOTFs), where applicable. Since the epilogue is short, only the most signifcant issues are summarized at the end. 
	-


	Situation 
	Situation 
	Friendly 
	Friendly 
	Unlike a typical warfghting feld order where only the enemy situation is presented, it is important to remember the friendly situation. Te key to understanding and appreciating ARSOF planning and preparations for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM is the necessity to weigh an event or action in relation to previous commitments and lessons from 
	-
	-

	Observations and Refections 
	Afghanistan—putting it in the proper context. Lessons learned or experiences in Operation ENDURING FREEDOM prompted commanders at all levels to initiate corrective action. Some of the initiatives addressed major issues that afected all Army SOF, like casualties from friendly fre (fratricide) and compatible equipment for Army Reserve and National Guard. Most importantly, ARSOF responded to the 1003V missions based on ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan, operations in Kosovo, and training in the Philippines and C
	-

	Toppling the Taliban regime in Afghanistan during ENDURING FREEDOM had been a major achievement for ARSOF, but combat costs in materiel, equipment, and mobilization had been high. Sustaining the Army SOF commitment in Afghanistan had serious impacts on the availability and readiness of ARSOF units. Having lef its vehicles (military and nonstandard tactical) and heavy weapons systems to support the CJSOTF-Afghanistan, the 5th Special Forces Group had to be reftted with replacement Ground Mobility Vehicles an
	-
	-

	Major aircraf inspections and scheduled maintenance had to be performed as the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment supported operations in Afghanistan and the Philippines. Operation ENDURING FREEDOM battle-damaged aircraf and losses had to be repaired and replaced. More ammunition was needed to qualify the active force on heavy weapons systems before deployment and the mobilizations of Army National Guard and Reserve units required pre-deployment small arms qualifcations and vehicle-mounted, crew-ser
	-

	Individual Reservists mobilized shortly afer 9/11 to fll Joint Manning Documents throughout the Department of Defense were already in their second year. Most operationally ready Psychological Operations and Civil Afairs battalions had already been mobilized for ENDURING FREEDOM. Te realities of operational readiness in Army Reserve and Army National Guard elements caused commanders to fll requirements for units by cross-leveling from all available assets—essentially gutting units to “slow roll” the problem.
	Individual Reservists mobilized shortly afer 9/11 to fll Joint Manning Documents throughout the Department of Defense were already in their second year. Most operationally ready Psychological Operations and Civil Afairs battalions had already been mobilized for ENDURING FREEDOM. Te realities of operational readiness in Army Reserve and Army National Guard elements caused commanders to fll requirements for units by cross-leveling from all available assets—essentially gutting units to “slow roll” the problem.
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	since Order of Battle was a high intelligence priority and operational readiness had been analyzed. 


	Enemy 
	Enemy 
	Te Iraqi military was a formidable foe with large quantities of modern equipment. Tey had mobile theater ballistic (SCUD) missiles, sophisticated air defense missile systems, mechanized and motorized divisions with heavy tanks, and commandos. Weapons of mass destruction (chemical) and laser weapons had been used on the Iranians and Kurds. Saddam Hussein supported a mechanized brigade of more than 5,000 Mujahedin-e Khalq—non-secular Iranian dissidents—as well as another brigade of several thousand Badr Corps
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te Iraqi people were highly literate and the population was concentrated in large urban centers much like the Germans that Adolf Hitler dominated for twelve years. While Saddam did not have a Heinrich Himmler, he used mass media to control the people and terror to dominate them for more than twenty years. An entire generation had been raised in this tightly controlled environment. Te Iraqi people had never lived under any semblance of democratic government. Power had determined politics. Iraqis considered t
	-
	-
	-



	Mission 
	Mission 
	Te mission of CENTCOM was to remove Saddam Hussein and the Baath party regime from power in Iraq and to secure Baghdad. Te national strategic goal was to establish a stable, secure, prosperous, peaceful, and democratic Iraqi nation that would be a viable member of the community of nations. Removal from power included killing or capturing key leadership. 
	Te mission was to be accomplished in four phases: Phase I—Preparation set conditions to neutralize Iraqi forces; Phase II—Shape the Battlespace required posturing Coalition forces to conduct sustained combat operations, degrading Iraqi command and control systems and border security forces, seizing key terrain, and countering theater ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction operations; Phase III—Decisive Operations included the Coalition air campaign, preparatory ground operations, and the convent
	-
	-

	Observations and Refections 
	security and stability operations including humanitarian assistance and reconstruction. 
	Te CENTCOM military mission was accomplished in a little more than four weeks of decisive ofensive operations. Te Iraqi military had simply been overwhelmed by the U.S.-led Coalition air and ground forces. Before preparations could be efected to transition to the next phase, General Tommy Franks convinced President George 
	W. Bush to publicly declare “the end of major combat operations” in Iraq. Confusion would be the best description of the response among commanders and soldiers in Iraq. Large sections of the country, including major cities, had been bypassed in the drive to capture Baghdad—the “center of gravity” of Saddam Hussein’s regime. Tere was still much to be done to gain control of Iraq. 
	-


	Execution 
	Execution 
	Planning and preparations were interdependent and conducted simultaneously at all levels—from battalions to regional combatant commands and the service departments in the Pentagon—to create a sense of orderly parallel chaos. Correcting problems encountered in Afghanistan was important. Sustaining worldwide Army SOF commitments determined the elements available to support a second Global War on Terrorism campaign. Time proved to be a constant foe. 
	-

	Central Command 
	Central Command 
	Operational Plan 1003 went from the planned middle-of-the-road to the Victor option (1003V) between the “Generated Start” of 1003 with its pre-planned Time-Phased Force Deployment Data and the “Running Start” option to something more akin to a “Running Start” in the execution. To capitalize on surprise the air and ground ofensives were launched almost simultaneously. Te deployment process, the Time-Phased Force Deployment Data computerized system, once started, “drove the train.” But, it was the “Generated 
	-

	Draf strategic and operational plans for civil military operations were never approved. In the absence of specifc guidance, Civil Afairs planners (primarily Army Reserve) reverted to what they knew— experience in the semi-permissive environment of the Balkans and training missions that called for humanitarian civil assistance. By focusing only on Phase IV post-confict stability operations when the military was no longer in charge, Civil Afairs efectively planned itself out of any role in the war. Lacking st
	Draf strategic and operational plans for civil military operations were never approved. In the absence of specifc guidance, Civil Afairs planners (primarily Army Reserve) reverted to what they knew— experience in the semi-permissive environment of the Balkans and training missions that called for humanitarian civil assistance. By focusing only on Phase IV post-confict stability operations when the military was no longer in charge, Civil Afairs efectively planned itself out of any role in the war. Lacking st
	was done “on the fy” and the quality depended on the experience and initiative of battalion and company commanders. Most Army Reserve units attached to conventional forces simply reverted to basic Civil Afairs tasks until the Iraqi people fnally complained, “Every new Coalition force that comes through does assessments, when do we see results?” 

	Te 8th Psychological Operations Battalion commander served as the Joint PSYOP Task Force commander for CENTCOM. Te JPOTF was originally formed to support ENDURING FREEDOM in Afghanistan. With the start of 1003 planning in February 2002, its mission was expanded to plan and execute all PSYOP in theater while supporting Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. A lieutenant colonel was responsible for supporting PSYOP in two major Global War on Terrorism campaigns with a joint staf of Reservists from all services. Access t
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Te strategic Information Operations plan proposed by the Secretary of Defense garnered little support in Washington DC. Operational and tactical Information Operations depended on the quality and experience of the staf ofcers in the feld commands. Information Operations guidance and strategic and operational plans from CENTCOM could not be found. Even these eforts ceased afer 1 May 2003, when the Iraqi people most needed that media information structure. Saddam Hussein had used mass media to control the Ira
	-
	-
	-


	Special Operations Command Central 
	Special Operations Command Central 
	Te Special Operations Command Central commander was the SOF warfghter for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Te special operations commander provided commander’s guidance and SOCCENT wrote the SOF campaign plan to support 1003V with input from supporting 
	Observations and Refections 
	commands. In theater, the special operations commander executed the SOF campaign that supported the Coalition Forces Air Component Command and the Coalition Forces Land Component Command with two Combined Joint Special Operations Task Forces and a Naval Task Force. During the planning phase, SOCCENT set priorities for Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command joint staf training and augmentation. Te CENTCOM crisis reaction element was held in reserve for regional emergencies. Regional special operati
	-
	-

	Psychologists and artillery forward observers were assigned to CJSOTFs to promulgate efects-based planning and British and Australian ofcers were embedded in key staf positions in the CJSOTFs. Te Australian component commander served as the senior liaison to Brigadier General Gary Harrell. Control of Blue Force Tracker Systems was assigned to SOCCENT. Embedded media worked well until the presidential declaration. Te staf judge advocate dealt with a myriad of operational law issues which ranged from rules of
	-
	-
	-

	Special Operations Command Europe Brigadier General Mike Jones coordinated forward basing the 10th Special Forces Group in Constanta, Romania, while serving primarily as the European Command special operations forces advisor and senior staf ofcer. Te liaison role that he performed with SOCCENT was understated. General Jones succeeded in making this critical command-to-command relationship transparent. 
	-
	-

	With Brigadier General James Parker as his deputy SOCCENT, General Harrell could concentrate on the whole SOF campaign while Parker handled “stray command and control voltage” that had developed in northern Iraq. Te operational control attachment of the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) to CJSOTF-North by CFSOCC prompted European Command to send a senior liaison element headed by a brigadier general to northern Iraq. Te Secretary of Defense mandated a defense attaché mission to liaison with the Free Iraqi Forces l
	-

	Tere were several unresolved issues. Why does the commander of CFSOCC, as the joint special operations component commander, not have the authority to override air mission cancellations or denials by 
	Tere were several unresolved issues. Why does the commander of CFSOCC, as the joint special operations component commander, not have the authority to override air mission cancellations or denials by 
	the joint special operations air component commander, his subordinate service component? Why do U.S. Air Force peacetime rules for airfeld surveys prior to landing apply to Air Force special operations aircraf (MC-130 Combat Talon) in combat? Will the C-17 Globemaster III be tactically employed in combat? 
	-



	Special Operations Command,Joint Forces Command 
	Special Operations Command,Joint Forces Command 
	Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command fulflled the Joint Forces Command charter with U.S. Special Operations Command to provide joint staf training to SOCCENT, the two Special Forces group stafs, and the Naval Special Warfare Group 2. While acting as the JSOTF for Millennium Challenge 02, the special operations command staf validated the capability of the 20th SFG staf to serve as CJSOTF-Afghanistan. Both CJSOTFs received experienced joint staf ofcers as augmentees during IRAQI FREEDOM. Special O
	-
	-
	-

	Unresolved joint issues are truly joint command and control of air assets and a joint air planning process rather than a U.S. Air Force–dominated air mission planning cycle that is locked at seventy-two hours with a service-controlled fnal approval authority for air missions. If the special operations commander is the regional joint SOF component commander, why is the joint special operations air component commander not subordinate to that command like the other services and corresponding Joint Special Oper
	-

	Further specifcations in the defnitions of supporting and supported are a legal response. Collaboration between commands usually worked at the general ofcer level. It rarely worked between stafs from staf directors and lower. Part of the issue is the ad hoc nature of the wartime joint stafs. At company level and below, issues regarding the supported and supporting relationships rarely surfaced, regardless of service and Coalition diferences. How do conventional force commanders and stafs learn the capabilit
	-
	-
	-
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	Joint Exercises 
	Joint Exercises 
	Te regional joint combined exchange training proved very benefcial to the 5th and 19th SFGs. Te number and locations were not sufcient to pre-position the majority of ARSOF supporting 1003V in theater. Joint combined exchange training enabled the 10th SFG to execute Flintlock Reborn in Germany and Turkey in April 2002. While the Millennium Challenge 02 experiment served to validate the 20th SFG headquarters to serve as the CJSOTF-Afghanistan, Joint Expeditionary Force Exercise 02 was used to develop, test, 
	-
	-
	-


	Coalition Support 
	Coalition Support 
	For the frst time, British and Australian forces were operational control to the special operations commander and CJSOTF-West. Te British “leased” Blue Force Tracker Systems for its forces while SOCCENT arranged to have U.S. Air Force Special Tactics Squadron personnel carrying Blue Force Trackers work with the Australians. British and Australian ofcers were embedded in key positions of CJSOTF-West and the intelligence fusion staf of CJSOTF-North. Despite large monetary investments in background investigati
	For the frst time, British and Australian forces were operational control to the special operations commander and CJSOTF-West. Te British “leased” Blue Force Tracker Systems for its forces while SOCCENT arranged to have U.S. Air Force Special Tactics Squadron personnel carrying Blue Force Trackers work with the Australians. British and Australian ofcers were embedded in key positions of CJSOTF-West and the intelligence fusion staf of CJSOTF-North. Despite large monetary investments in background investigati
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	the U.S. Joint Fire Control system. Working with the Marines and British 1st Armoured Division proved frustrating for the advanced operating bases and operational detachment alphas of 5th SFG. 


	CJSOTFs 
	CJSOTFs 
	Te two CJSOTFs operated fully integrated, efects-based planning cells with operations, intelligence, joint fres, staf judge advocate, psychologist, PSYOP, and Civil Afairs participating. Te presence of Brigadier General Parker, the deputy SOCCENT, in northern Iraq alleviated the supporting versus supported issue with the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) and the European Command liaison. Unilateral cancellation of air missions and support requests by the joint special operations air component commander were consta
	-


	Army Special Operations Forces 
	Army Special Operations Forces 
	Active Army SOF elements think of themselves as nine-one-one forces that should rotate home as soon as major combat has ended in order to prepare for the next fght or sustain commitments in Afghanistan, the Philippines, Colombia, Kosovo, etc. Tis happened in Afghanistan starting in early December 2002. Te transition period between major combat and post-confict operations for Afghanistan and Iraq began before Phase III had ended and Phase IV had started. Redeployment planning proved more important than plann
	-
	-

	Which command(s) has/have the responsibility to provide strategic and operational Civil Afairs and PSYOP guidance and planning that covers all phases of war? What and how do Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP units prepare for their mission in Phase I? What command(s) should provide tactical Civil Afairs and PSYOP guidance? Is it diferent for active versus Army Reserve and Army National Guard elements? How do deployed Army Reserve units reach-back for PSYOP support when JPOTF connectivity is broken by the 
	-
	-
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	been pre-coordinated with conventional Corps–level signal assets in theater? 
	U.S.
	U.S.
	U.S.
	 Army Special Operations Command ceased to be solely a force provider during Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. It became the de facto Army SOF component of CENTCOM. What are the Global War on Terrorism and general war roles of the major command and its major subordinate commands—U.S. Army Special Forces Command, 

	U.S.
	U.S.
	 Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command, and U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School—today? 


	ARSOF Elements 
	ARSOF Elements 
	Special Forces, in conjunction with Special Operations Command, Joint Forces Command and the 9th Air Force, fxed the Joint Fire Control problems of ENDURING FREEDOM. Te Ranger Regiment and battalions demonstrated their capability to simultaneously command and control several long-range combined arms operations involving the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, M1 Abrams tanks, and the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment and support Information Operations missions. A joint direct action mission was 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	JPOTF product delivery communications from Fort Bragg to Tampa and Tampa to Qatar were sufcient to handle large fles. Te JPOTF– Qatar link to Iraq, like it was/is to Afghanistan, proved to be the chokepoint for Army Reserve units lacking communications compatible with active PSYOP units. Te speed associated with the 4th PSYOP Group reach-back was nullifed by the lack of capacity in country to 
	JPOTF product delivery communications from Fort Bragg to Tampa and Tampa to Qatar were sufcient to handle large fles. Te JPOTF– Qatar link to Iraq, like it was/is to Afghanistan, proved to be the chokepoint for Army Reserve units lacking communications compatible with active PSYOP units. Te speed associated with the 4th PSYOP Group reach-back was nullifed by the lack of capacity in country to 
	-

	download a large product with sufcient resolution to be enlarged for feld use. JPOTF connectivity to conventional Corps-level systems is essential to support the Army Reserve elements efectively. 

	Te Department of Defense and CENTCOM controlled PSYOP in Iraq during Phases I–III. What prevents active PSYOP from establishing an in country “footprint” during these phases? PSYOP products for CJSOTF-North revealed that little research had been done on the Gulf War debriefs of senior enemy prisoners of war in Iraq concerning PSYOP efectiveness. What function does the senior active duty PSYOP group commander serve in wartime if he is not also the JPOTF commander? 
	-
	-

	Civil Afairs tactical plans were hard to develop without strategic and operational guidance and plans or operations plans annexes that covered all phases of the war. Te 1003 Time-Phased Force Deployment Data “drove the train” on Civil Afairs unit deployments regardless of when the unit they were to support arrived. Te push was to get as many Civil Afairs units in theater as quickly as possible. Some Civil Afairs units sat in Kuwait for months waiting to join their assigned unit. 
	-

	Operation IRAQI FREEDOM served to validate the 528th forward support team concept of employment for CJSOTFs. Te assignment of the senior ARSOF logistics commander (Special Operations Support Command) to the Coalition Forces Land Component Command J-4 (logistics) as the SOF “trouble shooter” between conventional and SOF logisticians proved invaluable and validated the role of Special Operations Support Command in war. Mobilization of combat service support units from the Army Reserve and National Guard enabl
	-
	-
	-




	Administration and logistics 
	Administration and logistics 
	Mobilization to fll headquarters wartime Table of Distribution and Allowances and Joint Manning Documents (individuals) and to augment the active Army with Special Forces, Civil Afairs, and PSYOP units exposed the raw realities of Army Reserve and National Guard operational readiness. Volunteers fll the “One Army” of Active, Reserve, and National Guard units. Even with incentives, the competition for recruits has become heavy. Te other services are also competing in the volunteer pool. 
	-
	-

	Traditional levels of funding that date back to the end of World War II have sustained Army Reserve and Army National Guard units at 
	Observations and Refections 
	operational ready rates of 70 percent, 20 percentage points below the 90 percent standard required for overseas deployment. Funding dictates how much equipment is provided, how many soldiers are school trained, and how much training can be done annually—individual and collective. Te several measures of operational readiness are interdependent: number of assigned personnel, available and operationally ready equipment, and state of training (individual and unit). Te lowest common denominator determines overal
	-
	-

	Ad hoc Army Reserve and National Guard battalions and companies have been created to meet ARSOF requirements in Iraq and Afghanistan. Unit cohesion has been lost in the gutting of commands and camaraderie has been fragmented. Mobilization of both National Guard Special Forces groups for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM ensured that those battalions would be used up by 2006. How long they remain “on the shelf”—three to fve years—will depend on the number of experienced individual volunteers who are recruited to fl
	-

	Army Reserve Civil Afairs and PSYOP unit mobilizations have been done at Fort Bragg without funding since the stand-up of the 
	U.S.
	U.S.
	U.S.
	U.S.
	 Army Civil Afairs and Psychological Operations Command in 1992. Fort Bragg was designated a Force Projection Platform by the Army in 2005, pending funding. Civil Afairs and PSYOP mobilizations will be funded “out of hide” until Forces Command and the Army solve the problem. Te U.S. Army Special Operations Command has the distinction of being the frst major command to deal with the mobilization realities. As the numbers of Army Reserve and Army National Guard combat, combat support, and combat service suppo
	-
	-


	Signifcant progress was made in equipping the Army Reserve and National Guard elements of ARSOF with compatible vehicles, small arms and heavy weapons systems, communications equipment, and body armor. Medical and dental coverage for family members has been made available as an individual insurance option. Use of military commissaries and post exchanges has expanded to accommodate mobilized Reservists, Guardsmen, and their families. Dental care before overseas deployment is still limited to emergency treatm
	-


	U.S.
	U.S.
	 Special Operations Command funds distribution was necessary to reft the 5th SFG with Ground Mobility Vehicles, heavy weapons systems, computers, and refurbished communications. It covered the nonstandard mobility requirements of the 10th SFG. Army, Army Reserve, National Guard Bureau, and U.S. Army Special Operations Command funds were used to procure compatible equipment and cover some mobilization training requirements. 
	-
	-




	Command and Control 
	Command and Control 
	Issues revolved around supporting and supported relationships between CENTCOM and European Command because that designation was never delineated by the Secretary of Defense as was done for General Norman Schwartzkopf in the Gulf War. Positioning the deputy CFSOCC, Brigadier General Parker, in northern Iraq to handle the “stray command and control voltage” and reinforce the U.S. commitment to the Kurds proved very wise. Airfow priorities to support the 173rd Airborne Brigade (-) parachute jump delayed the en
	-
	-

	Transition and the problems of rotation warfare reared up in Iraq afer the presidential declaration, much like they did afer the fall of Kabul and Kandahar in Afghanistan. Te irony was that CENTCOM planners were working on 1003 options when that transition came to head during Operation ANACONDA. When the president declared an end of major combat operations during Phase III, General Franks had no designated receivers downfeld. Te hand-of can be best described as trying to “pass of a nuclear warhead.” Fear of
	-

	Warfghting, as evidenced by the response of CENTCOM combat commanders, ended with the collapse of the Saddam Hussein regime and the capture of Baghdad. Tat premise was reinforced with the presidential declaration. To compound matters, late-arriving combat division commanders wanted a piece of whatever fght was lef. Only the active Army SOF committed to CJSOTF–Arabian Peninsula were focusing on foreign internal defense and development while the remaining fedayeen, insurgents, and criminals consolidated and r
	-

	Few preparations had been made for this transitional period and the accompanying rotation warfare factors—summer permanent changes of station and changes of command in the Army, thirty- to ninety-day personnel rotation policies in some services, relocation of Joint Special Operations Air Detachments to Kuwait, Coalition troop hand-ofs and drawdowns, and shifing warships on station. Te few existing operational and tactical Information Operations initiatives ground down just as the embedded U.S. media inadver
	Observations and Refections 465 
	an Iraqi Information Operations campaign that lent further credence to Arab television coverage. Te U.S.-led Coalition military were still in charge of PSYOP, Civil Afairs, and Information Operations, but had no approved strategic, operational, and tactical plans. Guidance had been minimal. Tere was little to cover battle hand-ofs. In the false calm afer repeated successes, euphoria led to diminished force protection as commanders worked to provide creature comforts for the victorious soldiers. Burger King 

	SUMMARy 
	SUMMARy 
	Te last three paragraphs of Command and Control are considered to be the most telling observations and refections. Transition, active military warfghting, and rotational warfare have plagued ARSOF in the past, do today, and will tomorrow. Because this epilogue has been provided from non-attributable sources, I accept responsibility for these observations and refections on Army SOF planning and preparations for 1003V, and ARSOF combat operations in Iraq that go beyond July 2003. 
	-

	C.H. Briscoe 
	Figure
	Figure 11.1 Coalition special operations forces.  Coalition SOF from the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom arrayed afer operations. 
	Figure 11.1 Coalition special operations forces.  Coalition SOF from the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom arrayed afer operations. 
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